Liquor in Parks
Stakeholder Report Back: What we Heard
June 24, 2019

Project overview

In response to public desire expressed in the Parks and Pathways Bylaw Engagement, Calgary Parks
wanted to explore allowing liquor consumption at picnic sites in Calgary Parks. Allowed liquor use in parks
would be strictly for picnic sites only, as per AGLC regulations which indicate liquor can only be consumed
at assigned, designated picnic site, and can only be consumed with food.

Verbatim Comments

A What we Heard Report can be found here. All of the comments below are verbatim as received. The
comments are divided into questions asked. They are unedited, including spelling, grammar, use of
contractions, etc. The only exception is where there is profanity or personally identifying information, this is
indicated in brackets.
Due to a large volume of comments, this is document one of four.

Q1: Which picnic sites in Calgary parks should allow liquor? (“other” responses)













Don’t limit it to only picnic tables, there aren’t enough of them. Why not allow someone to enjoy a
beer or glass of wine sitting under a tree or laying on a blanket?
Parks should allow liquor with food, even if persons are not at a table. There are not enough tables
to warrant a table being a requirement for liquor.
Liquor shouldn't be allow, safety issue
Picincs often involve nothing more than a "picnic blanket" spread on the grass. They is no reason to
restrict consumption to formal picnic sites.
Liquor should be allowed everywhere in public parks.
This is a holdover from prohibition. Get real; people all over the world have a beer or a glass of
wine in public spaces.
Liquor should be allowed in all City parks.
Liquor should be allowed in all City parks.
All Calgary parks regardless of size should be allowed.
Open containers should be more tolerated in special areas like 17th ave or Kensington Rd or 4th St
SW. You should be able to walk around with a beer or a joint and not get ticketed
One picnic site in each hood not nessarily in major parks
Baker Park is famous for enforcement turning a blind eye to disc golf players bringing along sleeves
of beer. I doubt there has ever been an issue (311/911) ever reported yet almost 50% of the course
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users are partaking... Just like a golf course that allows alcohol. I hope I didn't just rat them out!
Drinking in parks should be on a case by case basis and not just picnic sites
We should also have European style beer gardens in some parks.
Liquor should be allowed in all parts of the park regardless if there is a picnic table or not. People
bring their own blankets and don't use tables.
All parks, not just picnic sites should allow it.
I’d start with small # of picnic sites in large parks and go to every where eventually if it works
Not limited to picnic tables. All green spaces where one might have a picnic.
anywhere in public
Pilot project should be used in limited locations to measure impacts before full implementation
If we limit, ppl coming expecting to find table/site cld get snarky, use non-designated areas anyhow.
Limiting #parks, raises possibilty of overused parks/extra disturbances for neighbourhood in those
designated as liquor parks.
Any where in any park.
None
At every picnic site and on every bench and on every piece of grass and on every piece of pavement
and on every gravel pad and in every river and in every tree
Liquor should be allowed in all parks as long as it is consumed with food. It should be necessary to
be sitting at a picnic table. Sitting on the ground (eg. The traditional picnic blanket) should also be
allowed.
Booked sites or event only - ensures group is aware of the rules
All parks, whether they have a picnic site or not should allow liquor.
No alcohol in public places. I am very disappointed that the city would even think of this.
Park sites with major public transit situated closeby, and no public parks within 100m of boating
launch sites to limit risk of drownings.
Alcohol should be allowed in parks. Not just picnic sites. What if you bring a blanket and want to
enjoy a wine and cheese? This is so archaic.
Limit to Parks that are outside the core. With a high number of homeless people within the core, I
predict that drinking parties within these communities would be common.
Liquor should be allowed anywhere in Calgary. There is no rational reason to restrict its
consumption anywhere. We already have laws to prohibit intoxication.
I strongly oppose any consumption of liquor in all of Calgary Parks.
Although this would require changes from AGLC, drinking in moderation should be allowed in parks.
Not everyone books or sits at a picnic table when having a picnic (esp. in high demand times during
the summer).
Should be expanded beyond just picnic sites.
Liquor should be allowed in all public areas
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No consumption of alcohol should be allowed in any of Calgary's parks.
I don't want people getting drinking in parks that are close to dangerous wildlife. I don't want drunk
people getting eaten by wild animals. So I think parks are inside the city because their is police to
protect drunk people from getting eaten.
All parks should allow liquor, not just at picnic sites/tables.
All parks
I would be concerned that if only a few sites allowed liquor that you would concentrate poor
behaviour and it would feed into itself... while a more dispersed usage would have fewer to none
problems.
all parks spaces, not just picnic sites
none
Liquor should be allowed at any park. Treat Albertans like grown ups and stop nanny-stating
everyone. Liquor consumption is already happening in all these spaces, people are just concealing
the alcohol.
I don't see a problem having liquor at any of the Calgary parks if people are enjoying a picnic or
BBQ. Just casually drinking in a park without that element doesn't make sense and opens the doors
for problems (over drinking, loitering, public drunkeness).
All picnic sites plus green spaces (parks)
i underatand that people drink and like to when gathered together, but i am worried over the fact that
picnicing is a family thing and drinking away from home means someone still has to drive.
Europe seems to function just fine with liquor allowed everywhere... Its almost as if we have created
a negative stigma here??
Its 2019 , time to abolish these antiquated laws and become a civilized City. Public consumption of
alcohol should not only be legal but embraced!
none
Liquor should not be allowed in parks
It should be allowed anywhere there is a park. Let's join the rest of the world in allowing our parks to
be enjoyed whether that be walking your dog, having a glass of wine while watching shakespeare in
the park or sitting on a blanket enjoying food and drink with friends.
Special events in parks should also be included. (Not sure what I mean by special events, but I am
sure you catch my drift).
People should be bake to drink alcohol responsibly in any park. Montreal's "picnic bylaw" is a good
case study, they allow responsible drinking with food in parks.
It should be allowed everywhere within our parks.
Public liquor consumption should be permitted
I would suggest that all picnic sites be allowed to but with a permit
NONE. This is a huge safety issue for women who want to be able to walk alone in the parks.
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All parks, picnic sites, and tables should allow liquor.
Talking/voting with each community and getting public opinion to weigh the pros/cons. We could
choose to not allow in parks that have a history of issues with alcohol, homelessness, etc.
Designated non-alcohol areas are still needed
I don't see an issues with allowing open liquor anywhere in public. Public drinking does not mean
public intoxication. I would still expect drunk and disorderly people to be held accountable.
There need to be equality between alchohol and cannabis if I can drink in public I should be able to
smoke cannabis in public I'm so tired of people hating cannabis while society is drowning in liquor I
hope the government is prout of how much liquor is around kids this why I will never have kids this
society is a pathetic alcoholic joke
All picnic sites/tables within our parks should allow liquor but only in designated areas similar to how
events have designated areas for alcohol.
The role is to ask unbiased questions- not lead the response to the answers you want! The question
should not be should they Allow ? not which ones!
Walk ways, open spaces not just a picnic sight and not just with food.
Only type of liquor allowed should be wine, at small picnic sites away from children
Have entire park or portion of the park designed as alcohol permitted. Should not be restricted to
picnic sites.
Dry and wet parks should be easily identified and allow people to choose their environment.
Specified site for concerts/movies or Outdoor picnic tables with big screen TVs outdoor for sports.
See Dallas Katy Trail icehouse and Dallas Arberetum.
All public spaces
I feel as though most public green areas should allow consumption as is such in places in Europe
Any park should be allowed alcohol. Maybe a certain distance from a playground. If I am forced to
smell people cigarettes and weed from 50 feet away, why can’t I have a beer that doesn’t affect
anyone near me.
Non picnic sites as well. i.e. you've put a blanket down in a field for a picnic, you have food as well.
As long as you're not bothering other people you should be able to have a drink where you want.
not allowed anywhere in parks
should be allowed at any park in any area except playground areas.
Liquor should be permitted park-wide
If you're going to allow it, then a consistent approach is easier for compliance. Ex: all sites in X
park. But all sites in all parks is too broad, at least to start.
Liquor should be allowed in all parks.
Drinking anywhere is legal in UK, being drunk and disorderly is not legal. It works fine.
Should be able to consume alcohol in parks in general, just like in Europe
All picnic sites/tables within our parks should allow liquor AND baseball/softball diamonds
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In Paris France, people can bring wine to a picnic, with a blanket, no table requires
All.
Any park with green space away from children’s play area. What if I just want a spot with a blanket
and picnic basket?
Anywhere in a park. World class cities such as Montreal allow liquor in any park as long as you have
food with you. We need to evolve as a city. If you had a picnic blanket , you should be allowed to
have a beer or wine there. Calgary is evolving and so should our policies to reflect the city we have
become
All parks regardless if then have picnic tables should allow liquor. Not all people using a picnic table
to enjoy a nice picnic lunch.
Would rather have none. If you do only allowed with valid city permit indicating times places and
number of adults involved
You should be allowed to consume alcohol in parks despite being at a designated table. As long as
it is part of a picnic and not about getting wasted in the park, I don’t see any issues. Sitting on a
blanket should not be viewed differently than at a table.
Since picnic sites (tables) are limited we should not tie consumption to picnic tables. The sole
critereia should be "responsible" consumption as in: "NO public intoxication". Since public
intoxication is already illegle simply permit consumption in public parks and enforce existing public
intoxication laws.
None
Only a small number of picnic sites at all parks should allow liquor
As long as not disturbing the public, should be allowed anywhere - not just picnic sites (eg ball
diamonds, unofficial “picnic” sites).
none
No parks within the City should allow liquor.
I think if there’s picnic sites downtown that could be a negative as the homeless may gather there to
drink/do drugs
All park areas (NOT JUST picnic sites) should allow liquor consumption
All public locations.
Liquor should allowed anywhere in a public park, not just “picnic sites”
all picnic sites, and larger parks that don't necessarily require official picnic areas (ex. Riley Park, st
patrick island etc).
Liquor should be legal to consume anywhere in public. Limiting it to picnic sites is a self-defeating
policy because it will inevitably lead to complaints similar to those we hear about safe
consumption/injection sites, wherein local businesses and residents will be upset by the
concentration of folks consuming liquor near their place of business or residence. Decentralization of
such sites is the best way to avoid NIMBYism.
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Pls restrict marijuana too .Lots of accidents have started to happen after it has been legalized .We
need a safe society where our children can play without fear
In Sweden as long as you are visible in a park liquor is allowed, picnic blankets wine and cheese is
common. No hiding liquor or discreet drinking. It is easier to control when no one is hiding it.
Empties are left by the garbage or in the recycling.
Sports fields
I really don't see any reason to expand the allowance of liquor consumption to our public parks. But
if it does go ahead, I would be ok with a small number of picnic sites within a portion of major parks
only. Or perhaps just a select few parks that allow it, and signage is really clear
All places where people gather for recreation.. HAPPINESS and relaxation is very important in the
World that we live in !
However one still has to be responsible in the amount consumed.
Parks with ball diamonds too so recreational sport participants can enjoy a beverage when playing
a portion of a park which is a remote distance from a designated playground should allow liquor
every park, everywhere in parks. except for schools
None
Allow drinking in parks but not being drunk. Easy
All parks should allow the responsible consumption of alcohol.
Only in areas were user pay an extra fee as insurance or something similar i.e. ball diamonds
All places within City parks should be allowed, not just picnic sites or tables.
Liquor should be allowed anywhere but the saddle dom
Anywhere in parks
All parks, whether they have a picnic site or not...lots of people just bring a blanket and enjoy the
outdoors
none
Really I think this policy should be parks-wide. Either all picnic sites, or designated & signed sites
depending on what's easier to enforce.
Should be allowed at all sites unless they are specifically designated for youth or childern in some
way.
I think all picnic sites/tables should allow liquor but I think consumption should be restricted to
certain areas. That way people with kids can choose to not be around it.
Should be allowed everywhere not just parks
NONE
Only with a purchased pro-serve/liquor licence pre-registered event licence that is valid for a 24hr
period. Like, if the shelter is booked by a group for an event via Parks Calgary like we did for family
reunions or weddings. Otherwise we'll have a public drunkenness problem in our parks. It's been a
big issue in other cities I've lived and how safe it is to have family events with mixed aged groups is
one of the things I appreciate most about Calgary parks.
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Designated sites for alcohol consumption should be allowed in all parks in Calgary.
All parks with food
As well as in smoke pits/smoking areas of bars possibly
All city parks should allow liquor (including baseball fields, soccer fields and parks without official
picnic sites)
Liquor should be allowed anywhere in the parks - not limited to picnic sites (tables). What about a
picnic blanket or park bench or anywhere someone chooses to enjoy a sandwich and a beer?
All parks
People should be able to drink wherever they want.
Liquor should be allowed in all city parks, including those with and without picnic tables. You could
have a picnic without a table present.
all parks, just make sure there's a suitable amount of waste receptacles
It shouldn't be a punishable offence (a fine is a punishment) to enjoy a beer next to the river when
it's nice out, make the whole park a picnic area. Not just a table. If I like my picnic on a blanket in the
middle of a park, it shouldn't be different than the people sitting at a table next to me.
Any park where intoxicated / those disturbing others can be dealt with. Not sure if the small parks
are overly staffed to deal with such problems for those who abuse this change
All parks (including Prince's Island and St. Patrick's)
anywhere in any park
Open alcohol should be allowed anywhere. Public intoxication should be (slightly) more enforce.
About 1/4 of the parks, at local sites that can be monitored easily.
All parks without restrictions
No drinking in parks
any picnic sites but only if it's been booked in advance so someone can be held accountable if
disorderly conduct takes place.
Public alcohol consumption should be allowed anywhere in the inner city, since these parks are
already filled with rampant meth and opioid consumption. Why is ok for an adult to consume and be
high on meth in public, but not for an adult to do the same with alcohol?
All public parks should allow liquor. Limiting locations will promote elitism.
And benched expect near playgrounds
All parks, with food, should allow liquor
None
Ball diamonds
Liquor should be allowed in all public areas.
All areas of the park should allow alcohol (think picnic blankets). Restrictions better based on
daylight hours than location. What is the difference between a picnic table and a picnic blanket?
None
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I would support a trial of picnic sites in some major parks, and then an eventual rollout to all sites
None
none
no picnic site needs liquor
And benches? So if all the picnic tables are booked, and you have a blanket and close to garbage
can, I couldn’t but the people at the table could? Love this idea but don’t make it TOO restrictive.
Nice to see progress!
Alcohol could be allowed in parks where the individual or group have a permit for the site, thus a
planned celebration is involved.
All parks, even if they don't have picnic sites.
After doing research about Liquor laws throughout the world it should not be a criminal act. I am a
non-drinker.
Let people drink where ever they like
People should be allowed to have liquor in parks where they might bring a picnic blanket - not just
where there are tables.
None
Liquor should be allowed at all picnic tables and parks. With a strict reminder of policy against public
intoxication.
City won’t be able to enforce drinking problems in parks
None
Picnic sites in all parks. Not everyone wants to be in a major park, but a glass of wine with
meats/cheese etc is a great idea. Given the explosion of craft breweries perhaps limiting it to wine
and beer without the allowance for hard alcohol would be wise.
none
Liquor should not be allowed unless Canabiss is too
All parks should allow liquor, not only at benches. I'd like to go by the river for a beer
All parks/fields should allow for liquor.
None
Why limit to picnic spots only? We quite often sit at a bench or lay a blanket down on the ground.
Select parks with food with and a max 2 beer equivalent per adult.
Bylaws exist already for drunk in public so as long as someone (park or otherwise) should be fine,
many other countries allow open liquor while walking down the street, cops can go after the drunks
or disruptive people. People will break the laws either way so just go after the troublemakers.
Perhaps "Dry" zones could be set up around playground areas.
All areas of park provided there are adequate bins to dispose of recyclables
Alcohol consumption in moderation should be allowed anywhere.Glass bottles should not be allowed
and strict fines for littering should be enforced.
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Allow it in all public spaces. Or at least in certain areas like 17th ave on a friday night.
Only if cannabis smoking gets the same free pass.
Liquor should be allowed in all parks and at all tables.
Do not understand why a picnic cannot happen anywhere in a park?
All city parks regardless of whether there are picnic sites or not
Why limit this to parks? I've travelled all over the world, visited so many places and Canada is the
dumbest on alcohol rules. Why can we order a beer in a restaurant but at the Stampede you need to
be inside an infernal cage with armed officers of the nanny state harrassing me for ID when I'm 41
years old? Plain stupid.
Most picnic sites/tables should allow liquor, save a small number/space that do not.
Any othe outdoor gathering place
Liquor should be allowed in all parks
All should allow liquor between certain times. For example no alcohol after 11pm
Any where you would find a bench or picnic table because it happens already.
No picnic sites should allow liquor.
No change to the current bylaw
Drinkers'home park.
Liquor on acceptable in parks if in a container that is not glass
We should be able to set up a blanket anywhere and enjoy a picnic with a bottle of wine. A table
shouldn’t need to be present. Police bad behaviour, but don’t punish the vast majority who would
not abuse this. European cities make such great use of public spaces like this, would be great to
see Calgary move away from overregulation!
No liquor at any park
No liquor in Parks, parks are not night clubs!
Anywhere I can walk my dog, I should be able to hold an open beer
But "no alcohol allowed" signs should be put on entrances to school playgrounds so there is no
confusion
Liquid should be allowed in all parks, not just picnic sites.
None
anywhere in a park
None
It defeats the purpose of MADD
None
Do not allow
If a selection of sites at all parks allow liquor with clear signage it would reduce confusion (what
makes a park “major”) and would allow anyone to enjoy if they want regardless where they live.
NONE as children's play
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Any person above legal drinking age should be allowed to consume alcohol in any public space they
would like to. As it is in most other countries.
Not at all
Liqoour should be banned in all public parks.
All of the park except the playgrounds.
All parks
No parks should allow it
None
all public places.
All picnic sites within the hours of 10am and ~10pm. I would hesitate to say picnic table because if
for some reason there is a random picnic table that’s not in a designating picnic area could be
considered legal.
All picnic sites/tables within the city.
Ball diamonds
not to allow
No picnic sites should allow liquor.
It should not be allowed where there are playgrounds
Should be allowed in all parks
None
all parks
Preferably more than just at major parks; it would be nice to enjoy a picnic with wine closer to home
at some of the smaller parks; but even in these, only in designated areas away from areas with a lot
of children (playgrounds, splash parks, etc...)
Should not be allowed in all public areas
If it is a must, let it be allowed in parks where dogs are allowed out of leash
All park spaces should allow liquor.
I feel you should be able to consume alcohal anywhere in public, as long as you aren't breaking any
of the current laws based around drinking in public, ie drunk and disordally, don't litter, cause a
scene
Nowhere
We should be able to drink in public like parks, walking down the street. Better get your lobby going
on AGLC and the law in general.
Liquor should be allowed in all public spaces without restriction. This is a first step.
Please don't allow liquor at picnic spots. It will effect the diversity as well. Parks must be free from all
type of smoking and liquor
If rec marijuana is included then I would select all. Otherwise, none, public intoxication, saftey and
driving concerns.
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While I think it’s fairly harmless to drink in public (people so it anyway) these designations don’t
make much sense. For example, A picnic table is ok but it’s not ok 2m away on a blanket. I think if
it’s going to be allowed, just allow it everywhere. There are already rules in place (drunk in public,
impaired driving, etc.) to police those who don’t consume responsibly.
Liquor consumption should be allowed through all of the park main spaces, not only at picnic sites.
For example the large green space in Riley Park.
Only paid picnic sites that are fenced in with security like beer gardens are.
In Australia it's technically illegal to have alcohol in parks but it's never enforced unlesd people are
being obnoxious. It's great to have a beer or wine with a picnic!
None! This is outrageous and so pathetic to even have people vote cause it’s not proper there is
kids around in parks!! Not a good choice!!
All parks
Ball fields
When people drove to picnic sites, all of then drinks liquir and that can cause huge losses due who
will drive after all. Voice of few
Alcohol Must be prohibited
Parks should be allowed to have alcohol in general.
It should be allowed in all park areas not just picnic sites
What go for a picnic have a beer then get a mandatory breathe sample sounds like your trying to get
people to have more options for drinking and driving
All picnic sites, but really this should be expanded to any location in the park other than children's
play areas.
Liquor should be allowed in all public parks for those drinking responsibly. Ensured with increased,
low key patrols.
Should not just be at picnic tables should be fine if you have a blanket. Too little picnic tables now.
I don’t see why a restriction to picnic sites is necessary. So if a picnic table is full and I eat on a
blanket with some wine I will get fined? It’s illogical and hard to enforce. Rule should be within public
parks,period. These type of liquor laws are in numerous other countries without problems.
unsure.
Public drinking everywhere
please see comment under #6.
All parks should allow responsible consumption of alcohol and marijuana
Parks should allow liquor and people to drink at the legal age, even if they don’t have a picnic site or
table.
Beer and wine should be allowed to be enjoyed responsibly at any public park, formal picnic or no!
You should be able to have liquor at any park not just picnic sights as long as you are having a
picnic.
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all parks and green spaces should allow liquor
Use Olympic Plaza as test site for this ridiculous idea .. People can take LRT & bus with liquor .. It
will bring people downtown &I be a tourist attraction
Limiting to major parks would disadvantage inner city residents. I live in lower mount royal and dont
drive, am I to take the bus to edworthy for a picnic?
All public park spaces should allow liquor. Picnics can happen on blankets too.
We are in a 5% area of the world where drinking in public is not allowed. Let’s get with the times.
This is a money grab. All of europe seem to get by just fine.
Picnic sites should be available at all parks
All public parks, not just picnic sites.
I would prefer no liquor consumption around playground areas of parks
None
none
Liquor should be allowed everywhere
All parks should allow liquor, not just at picnic sites and not exclusively with food. Allow it completely.
No site
All parks regardless of picnic tables should allow liquor
All community green spaces - even without picnic tables. Picnics happen on a blanket in the grass
too !!
None
It's opening a can of worms - requiring policing and enforcement, even if it's only complaint-driven.
All parks should be allowed.
All parks period
all parks and picnic site should. Europe, Asia have no law for open bottle and the society haven't rot
like some people worry. If Calgarian are scared then they should worry about why we have this
social issues for liquor consumption.
Anywhere in public as long as it's done responsibly! How could an arbitrary "legal" designation make
a difference in regards to the potential negative outcomes that the AGLC is seeking to avoid?
None
There is very limited amount of picnic tables in parks. There are some beautiful areas on st patricks
island for example, that have giant lounge benches that are comparable to picnic tables in function.
It would be nice to extend criteria to benches as well. In the future, it would make sense to extend
the allowed areas to those seated on picnic blankets.
Not in public spaces
Perhaps only special occasions with a license
I think restricting liquor to picnic sites is arbitrary. The aglc needs to modernize.
Anywhere in the city. For real.
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Should be allowed anywhere. Look at europe! Stop polarizing it.
I believe drinking liquor should be legal everywhere. We see in Europe how this has demystified
drinking and, as a common, public occurrence, there is no taboo surrounding it and therefore it
doesn’t seem “cool,” “dangerous,” or “rebellious.”
Allow areas to be used as beer gardens, as they do in Europe
We don't want to allow liquor in Public areas or any park
Should regulate how many bottles of booze allowed per amount of ppl attending.
Everywhere! Why is liquor regarded as such a negative product?
Designated picnic sites in most parks. Limits on quantity?
All community Parks
All public spaces
none
only in campgrounds where people tend to stay and not drive anywhere
Citizens will surprisingly not abuse the priveledge if the paradigm is changed to allow consumption
of liquor in public period, not just at picnic sites. This works in most other areas of the world, we over
regulate in Canada. Loosen the handcuffs big brother, you will see adults being adults, safely and
responsibly.
All picnic sites and areas where people can set out a blanket and have a picnic on the ground. Don't
only restrict to picnic tables.
All sites but limit the volume and type of alcohol ( 1 beer or glass of wine, no need to have hard
liquor at a park) and continue to prohibit public intoxication.
Liquor should be allowed anywhere. Adults are adults and we have laws in place already to deal
with over consumption.
We should be able to drink within all park boundries in the city, regardless of the presence of a
picnic site or not.
All green spaces. I often have picnics on blankets and not at a picnic table.
At home only
quiet respectable indulgent should be anywhere in a park that I can put a picnic blanket out
I have concerns about loud and abnoxious behaviour at picnic sites with liquor being consumed and
nothing can be done about correcting this type of behaviour
I am strongly for the European model of consumption of alcohol.
Half/more than half of picnic sites should allow liquor - have an area that is no liquor that is smaller.
All parks and public spaces.
there should be no restrictions to picnic areas only - as long as you are not bothering anyone
drinking should not be prohibited to designated areas
None. People in Calgary/Alberta do not know how to drink responsible. Look at the stats.
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Designate fields in some parks as picnic sites and if you have a blanket and food you should be able
to have liquor as well.
none of them
Only parks with 24/7 staffed supervision, if those even exist.
It doesn’t matter to me where I’m allowed to go.
All parks. Not everyone has access to parks with picnic sites.
Why limit it to picnic sites/tables? Requires people to find a table or rent a site to have a beer. For
instance, frisbee players in Prince's Island Park should be able to enjoy a beer while playing.
Maybe not adjacent to playgrounds
All picnic sites and all parks. Let's not be silly - consuming a beer in public is no different than at
home and THEN going outside.
There should be very little enforcement over alcohol or cannabis out in a public space. It is as much
yours as it is mine, and so long as I'm not hurting you, what right do you have to curtail my activities.
no reason to confine alcohol to a picnic table. give out more tickets for littering, and provide more
recycling bins if that is a concern.
Liquor should be allowed in all parks and not just at tables.
all park space, no need to be at a picnic site
My view is if you rent the space to generate income then you can sell a liquor license at the same
time, otherwise not at any site.
If absolutely necessary, for reserved sites send groups only, and/or during specific hours or special
activities.
Go to Europe. Liquor in the park during an event or while throwing the frisbee around. Public
intoxication laws and rules dont change. You can let people drink at McDonalds (just an example)
but you still cant be an idiot. Your focus is consumption. Other people need to focus on enforcement.
Outside non-picnic sites should also allow liquor.
I think having a drink while sitting on a blanket enjoying a picnic should be allowed.
None
Should be able to drink and float down the river
Allow liquor in all parks everywhere.
Not only picnic tables, but picnic blankets in parks etc. for festivals, for enjoying the summer with
friends.
As long as there are nearby recycle containers and litter is strictly enforced I support liquor in parks.
none
I am not against this purposal for most people. Personally it would be great to have a beer while
enjoying a picnic in the park. However I think a secondary purposal would be to make vagrancy and
loitering are illegal.
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No liquor in parks period. You only need a small percentage of out of control drinkers to ruin the day
for everyone.
The draconian liquor laws should be rescinded! Liquor should be allowed anywhere aside from
childrens parks and schools.
None!
Plus St. Patrick's island / Prince's Island
Public consumtion should be allowed anywhere within a park as long as food is consumed in
conjunction as in the city of Montreal.
Liquor should be permitted in all park areas.
In the parks writ large - picnics can happen on the grass as well.
also public festival and music venues
why limited to picnic sites? I think a beer on a park lawn or on a bench enjoying a view might also
be freeing. the key, of course, would be responsibility. no messes, no broken bottles; respect for all
including the environment (this should have nothing to do with alcohol consumption)
All picnic sites should allow liquor - but you have to book your time slot online with your name and
phone number
Alcohol should be allowed generally.
Alcohol consumption should be allowed in all parks regardless of presence of picnic sites
None.
Liquor should be allowed to be consumed in all parks
No parks whatsoever
No liquor should be allowed in any picnic sites of Calgary parks.
none. otherwise, no restaurant and patio should need a liquor license or permit. people should be
able to drink in their cars then.
Should also include private community beaches/picnic sites.
What about people not able to find a park bench? Why isn’t it OK to sit on the grass and enjoy a
drink?
Should not be limited to picnic sites in a park You should allow drinking anywhere in a park.
Flat open areas where people can set up a picnic
nowhere at all
As long as people consume responsibly, liquor and marijuana should be enjoyed anywhere in the
parks.
Liquor should be allowed in all parks, not just at sites. Sites is a good start though.
None of the sites
Liquor should be allowed at designated picinic sites in the park
All parks
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High levels of intoxication, drunk belligerence, inappropriate behavior, and littering should not be
allowed but limited consumption is fine.
Only selected city park and hopefully there’s police in the area, Liquor clouds a person thinking
attitude behaviour .
You really think adding alcohol to marijuana and street drugs and their paraphernalia will make our
parks more inviting? This is a waste of time because the decisions have already been made just like
with any other Survey.
Liquor could be allowed if a group books a picnic site. They would probably need a liquor license
and could serve drinks as part of a booked event.
Any public park should allow for public alcohol consumption. Just not public drunkenness.
Restrictions for liquor in public parks should apply only to poor/irresponsible behaviours and not to
consumption. ANYWHERE in public parks should be allowed as it is in most of the world.
All public parks.
NONE!
City should not allow liquor.
Athletic parks and disc golf courses. Along with designated picnic sites.
Liquor should be allowed in parks, not just tables. Why do I have to be at a table instead of on a
picnic blanket?
Liquor should be allowed at all parks, regardless of picnic site.
All parks and green spaces, not just those with picnic areas.
All parks/green spaces too.
Don't limit to just picnic sites, all parks
However if this is allowed then cannabis should also be included.
Allow it anywhere. You tell people to not do an act, they'll want to do it. Sociology 101
Only wine, beer and/or alcoholic cider. No hard liquor.
Liquor should not be allowed in any Park
All picnic sites/tables within our parks, that have regular enforcement patrols, should allow liquor.
No parks should allow liquor in public areas. They’re parks, not pubs.
Any area in a park
Some picnic sites (a variety of major parks and smaller sites) so people have an option to go to one
that doesn't allow liquor if they dont want to be exposed to it or if they have concerns about their
children being exposed etc.
none
I'm in favour of liquor allowed in parks period (with food), designated picnic site or not. This would
allow people to have picnics wherever they please. However, I suspect that the city can't modify
existing AGLC regulations, so I would choose the all sites option.
All parks should allow liqour, it’s a beverage
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I understand that its beyond your jurisdiction, but this should be allowed beyond just "picnic sites"
and "with food". Realistically people will appropriately drink everywhere in a park, which I think is
completely fine. Again, I understand its beyond your jurisdiction/control, but you should advocate
with the province to understand this. Realistically, do you honestly think people are going to restrict
themselves only to a picnic table AND with food?
None Liquor should not be allowed in any parks!
None liquor should not be allowed in parks
Everywhere in the parks
A moderate amount of parks/picnic sites should allow liquor. As long as it is properly indicated and
people are aware.
Allowed only if people are drinking responsibly and during certain hours.
Only during specific times at all parks
Would be nice to allow liquor at all parks, regardless of whether or not a picnic table is available.
Would be nice to spread out a blanket and have a picnic on the ground with the ability to have a
beer or spritzer.
The whole park should be allowed. Why should we have to be seated at a table?
You should be able to consume down by the river or in any park in moderation.
Liquor should be allowed everywhere in public. No reason why we shouldn't be able to enjoy a drink
while walking through the city.
All should be allowed, except those next to public schools and those right next to residential
properties
Liquor should be allowed in all parks. Even outside of picnic areas.
Calgary should follow Montréal’s Lead and allow liquor in all parks with the consumption of food.
None
No restrictions anywhere.
Not in any public place
Adults should be trusted as responsible adults and allowed to consume liquor in any picnic spot.
Shouldn't be limited to just picnic sites.
no parks where children are present.
All parks. Not just picnic
I do not agree that it should be designated to a picnic site. Maybe I just want to throw my blanket
down, with a picnic basket, with food and a bottle of wine.
I wish it be totally banned in all parts of all parks
I think all picnic areas should be allowed liquor with the exception of Shouldice park, where tons of
youth sporting events take place
Only in designated areas away from children.
Liquor should be allowed in any park area
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Check Montreal's bylaw about this, they require you to have food cooking if you want to consume
alcohol in parks and I think it's a great way to do it.
None
Have a "liquor licensed" section in each park, where possible
Should city of Calgary provide money for liquor, then all picnic table should allow liquor. Else, only
picnic sites in major park should allow.
We are adults. Liquor should be allowed in parks and public areas, like in Europe. Works in Europe.
Many European countries allow drinking in public. Doesn't seem to be an issue there.
There should also be parts along the river where it is permitted, because a glacier-fed river is an
excellent place to chill a beer and to enjoy one.
Not sure how you can control it once it's opened up so All picnic sites/tables within our parks should
allow liquor
Alcohol should be allowed everywhere just like in Europe.
Some designated sites with picnic tables within all parks should allow liquor
I don't think that only a small portion of picnice sites should allow alcohol as its not fair to those who
wish to have a few drinks and may not be able to get a spot were its allowed. I also dont think it
should be allowed in all sites because of families, relgions, ect. What i think would be fair is to have
a half and half divided area...so that families who prefer to be away from it can have a comfortable
area...and other groups can have drinks in an area where they are comfortable aswell.
leave it alone
If it is...contain the areas where it is permissible
There should be a minimum distance from an off leash dog park. I’m sick of off leash dogs scaring
kids and pooping in our waterways. Responsible pet owners should include no drinking with your off
leash pets.
Eventually liquor laws should be updated to permit liquor zones beyond picnic areas (eg, to other
areas of the park in general or to open liquor zones outside of parks in the city).
All parks should allow liquor
Liquor should be allowed to be consumed on the grass or at a table in green spaces and parks.
Caveat to "all picnic sites/tables" is ideally it would not be allowed when immediately adjacent to kids
playgrounds / play structures.
Like in Montreal, liquor should consumption should be allowed in all public spaces, provided it is
consumed with food, and so long as behaviour remains respectful of other public space users.
All public park spaces. Ie. all of Nose Hill!
Drink anywhere
I believe alcohol should only be allowed for certain events for adults or to have specific areas like
open beer gardens
All parks
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We should also allow liquor where festivals occur outside of a fenced in beer tent. Europe and other
provinces seem to be way more advanced than us.
Liquor should be allowed in all parks
People who are going to drink, already drink.
All parks, regardless of being a picnic table or site.
While major parks are important, it's more a matter of visible picnic areas that conform with Crime
Preventative Landscaping. The greater concern is are these sites in reasonable proximity to actively
mobile police/bylaw officers (bike being most feasible). Access to waste bins and distance from
flower beds or features that don't comply with broken glass (water/hills). This would also restrict
Rotary Park for both the lack of visibility and the regular access of pets. Lots to consider.
All areas within public parks should allow liquor.
Only parks where access to alternate forms of transportation are available (ie. can people walk, bike
or access a taxi easily)
NONE! and I do drink liquor and am not opposed to drinking liquor, however it should remain as it is
now. There are plenty of places to drink liquor other than beautiful parks where other healthy
activities and children enjoy both the scenery, cleanliness, no broken glass or tin, less garbage, less
unruliness than other places or adult places of peace to drink occur. Personal or commercial patios
work just fine! Don't mess our city parks up!! Also, if "pilot" means as per usual that the mayor and
councillors have already decided it is a go; stop with the deception and state that you are doing it no
matter what. Once you pilot you can never go back...
As long as people are responsible and respectful all parks should allow this.
If they allow this then they need to have more bins for empty bottles recycling. I have lived in both
New Zealand Queenstown and Australia and you can drink in certain areas. People respect it and
recycle and yet over never scene any bad behaviour.
In all parks. Blanket based picnics should be just as free to have drinks as places the city has
decided we should sit.
Consumption should be allowed in all parks. Those who will abuse this already are. Let adults be
adults and have a few drinks when playing or having a picnic.
Allow it at all parks, anywhere in the park
Any major local parks/ picnic sites besides Fish Creek Provincial Park
Everywhere
During events and holidays
It should be legal in all public areas in Calgary
Liquor should be allowed everywhere within all parks. People picnic on blankets in open grass areas
all the time.
Only "light" liquor such as wine or beer should be allowed
All public areas should allow liquor consumption. Example, on the sidewalk.
Parks that have a playground should not allow alcohol consumption, picnic site or not
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all parks should be allowed alcohol if food is present
none
All parks
Parks too. Like in Montreal and most of Europe!
No liquor should be allowed in any public parks
All public parks
A picnic spot shouldn’t necessarily defined as having a table. What about picnics where you take a
blanket and sit in a park? I think as long as it’s not near a playground it is ok.
none
It should be allowed everywhere, just come down harder on those that consume to excess
All parks should allow liquor
No alcohol to be consumed in any calgary park.
Once allowed in picnic sites, you know it will extend to people that don't want to book a site or want
to use a park that does not have sites.
Not allowed in parks with children and dogs ( on or off leash).
All parks as long as it's consumed with food. Montreal's system is great.
All areas of our parks should permit alochol in a responsible fashion. That way picnic tables are left
free for those who might need to sit on a bench and other able bodied park users can sit on blankets
or the grass where they’d like.
Some combination of the first two options. Would like to have the pilot project try different options
and see what the uptake is, and what the enforcement issues are, before ruling out any specific
options.
In all areas of parks
Those areas should be clearly signed and designated so that the public knows which sites to use or
to avoid.
Any city park
Should not be allowed in any public parks
It shouldn’t be allowed at all.
All types of picnic sites should also alcohol consumption
any park should allow liquor
Designate specific parks/areas for liquor use. If beer gardens are what people are looking for then
designate areas for beer gardens.
All parks
It should be permitted to be consumed in public in general
Areas larger than picnic sites should be designated to allow alcohol. Oftentimes, picnic sites at parks
are booked by larger groups (most often church groups, immigrant associations, teams) well in
advance. The average family coming to the park to enjoy a summer's day may not be able to secure
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an official picnic site. However, I have often brought a blanket, our lawn chairs/hammock and a
portable BBQ and made our own picnic area. Allowing alcohol in parks, with the caveat that it must
be accompanied with food and likely not on playgrounds or spashparks would allow more Calgarians
to enjoy the parks.
Allow consumption of reasonable amounts of alcohol anywhere in a park - if tables and picnic sites
are all in use, others should be able to have a glass of wine without an issue
Liquor should be allowed throughout parks.
I believe all parks and public spaces should allow drinking whether in picnic sights or not
Absolutely NO liquor in parks. Alcohol is not required to have fun. We as Calgarians have proven
over and over again, that we do not act responsibly, and there will always be those few who will spoil
it for everyone.
Kids are always in Parks & picnic placess, liquor & smoking should not be allowed.
NONE!
None. This promotes unhealthy lifestyle and invites unwanted activity into our lovely parks!
I would have no problem with allowing alcohol consumption in any public place, but if AGLC
regulations are the limiting factor, the city of Calgary should make its own restrictions as minimal as
possible given provincial constraints.
Everywhere we have laws to punish those that are disorderly
I should be able to drink anywhere in public as long as nottles/cans are disposed of and I'm not a
drunken menance
Any park area
All parks should allow Alchohol. It is happening anyway.
It needs to be all or none due to the risk of confusing people.
Liqour should be allowed in all parks.
All picnic sites/tables should allow, but not right beside playgrounds.
Any and all park sites should allow liquor.
Liquor should be allowed in any park, not limited to picnic sites
All or nothing in various parks...not site specific. Have individuals pay for drinking permits
Liquor should be allowed in the entire park. I should be allowed to go for a stroll on the pathways
with a beer.
I am in favour of allowing open liquor anywhere in public. I ubderstand why this would be a concern
for people, but I think this would actually alleviate issues of over-drinking. I look to festivals like Folk
Fest where they have a beer garden as an example: folks try to get as nuch liquor in as they can
because they are sequestered off and want to make sure they're drunk before they rejoin the
festival. It would encourage a more cultural, responsible approach to drinking if we could remove
the impulse to drink as much as one can to ensure they're drunk enough before the bar closes, etc.
But really I'm open to any sort of bylaw or setup where liquor can be enjoyed in parks. It's a step!
No where
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Disorderly behaviour and littering should be punishable by fine or criminal charge but telling adults
what, when, and where they can consume in absurd. If you are not driving, littering or bothering
others liqour should be consumed anywhere. Our culture will deem it insulting to drink in certain
areas but laws should not bear any effect.
why allow liquor in public space's where children are ? drink at home or at a bar
Liquor should be allowed in all City open spaces, not restricted to picnic areas.
All parks should allow liquor. Having a drink while relaxing on the grass in the summer would bring
so many more people to the parks.
Allow liquor everywhere in parks.
None
No limitations.
On a lawn should be permitted. Intoxication prohibited as well as littering.
Only if Cannabis is also allowed
Look team, public consumption already happens. No need to create red tape and more need for
regulation. Just let it be.
I think that liquor should be allowed to be consumed within all areas of the park- not just a picnic
table or site that requires a booking or payment. Whether a bench by the river or lounging in the
grass, we should be able to imbibe responsibly in parks!
I believe that most City park spaces should allow liquor consumption, but significant signage upon
entering these spaces would have to waive all City liability of potential injury.
Parks- it’s not always possible to get a table. They should be allowed in a picnic area so a blanket
dinner could be enjoyed
Only people with actual addresses should be allowed, no homeless
All parks should allow for responsible consumption
No picnic sites should be allowed to have liquor
anywhere in parks including sport fields/ baseball diamonds
Only certain parks, not the biggest, most popular, should have designated areas for drinking. People
with children should have access to outdoor playgrounds and nature areas that are alcohol free.
All public parks, not only picnic sites.
In designated spaces, but not necessarily only in major parks. Both people who want to drink and
those who don't want to be near drinking should have convenient access to their desired spaces.
I prefer no liquour permitted, as people are already sneaking in liquour, and that is problematic with
younger more inconsiderate adults. I have snuck in a beer or two for enjoyment, but if the law
allows liquour, there will be more negative results than positives.
None
Any city park regardless of picnic tables
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i believe all parks should allow liquor. Enforce the rules of public intoxication on a case by case
basis dont resrict everyone. My wife and i love to have picnics and would love a glass of wine or a
beer with our food. But that is not at a table according to your plan we wouldnt be allowed to enjoy
the same as someone who booked a table ahead of time. Allow people to have the freedom to be
respectful and enforce approprate laws as needed i feel would be a great approach to this.
Liquor should be allowed everywhere, not simply limited to picnic sites.
Should be allowed in every park, picnic site or not.
None
Entire Park System
Liquor consumption should be allowed in public like most other democratic countries
Liquor should be allowed in all public areas
We should allow drinking in parks regardless of picnic tables or no picnic tables. People are already
drinking in parks.
Allow open liquor in non-picnic areas as well
Open Liquor for the entire city
None should be allowed. It promotes loudness & unruliness
All public areas should allow liquor.
Liquor should be allowed in virtually every public space, with exceptions of course. Something more
similar to various European countries like Germany or England.
It should extend beyond picnic sites
Liquor should be allowed in most public places, not just public picnic sites. I realize this is an ALGC
restriction.
Open liquor ticket
All parks should allow liquor everywhere
Liquor should be allowed in all park areas
Public consumption should be legal.
Would like to see a pilot with specific, reservable picnic sites allowing liquor. Monitor it. Determine if
it's manageable before expanding.
Should not allow marijuana at all picnic sites as well
We should allow alcohol consumption andywhere in parks
Liquor should be allowed anywhere and not just restricted to picnic sites.
All parks and city public spaces should allow liquor consumption (like in Europe). Don't want this
only to apply to special areas. That will be counter-productive and will create problems.
Designated, limited picnic spots would be mistake. Calgarians are either responsible enough to drink
in public areas, or they are not. Designated picnic spots for consumption will not mitigate the harm if
someone drinks too much and causes a disturbance. There are already laws against this.
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Criminalizing someone for accidentally, peacefully drinking a single beer in the wrong area of a park
does nothong to limit public harm.
Liquor should be allowed in parks regardless of being at a picnic site
I support paying for the ability to bring liquor to any picnic area, not just bookable sites. Similar to a
liquor license.
Anywhere in park
Liquor should be allowed anywhere within Calgary Parks
Anywhere in any park.
Should be allowed everywhere. See Europe for examples.
Not only picnic areas...park areas with or without picnic areas.
All park areas and picnic sites.
Anywhere
All areas of all public parks except child focused areas like playgrounds and splash parks, sports
fields and ball diamonds
All public areas should allow liquor.
Open liquor should be allowed in all public locations
Public consumption should be legal in all public outdoor areas between 7am and 11pm; still subject
to current laws prohibiting public drunkenness. See New Zealand or Australia as perfect examples.
Everywhere
Not only picnic sites, but many other parks and sport fields should also permit alcohol
And any area that has a playground speed sign. Tons of parks that are good for playing frisbee and
hanging out aren’t designated picnic areas and it would be nice to enjoy beverages there too.
Liquor should not be allowed in any Calgary park.
All parks
I don’t think it should be limited to picnic sites within parks
Expanded to Alberta sites. Economic benefits of fines would be greater than current bans
Liquor should definitely not be allowed in small community parks and green spaces that happen to
have a picnic table!!!
What kind of liquor?
Any picnic locations or open lawn areas that are not designated as sports fields, as groups will likely
develop conflicts when trying to save picnic spots for group picnics, in order to be allowed to
consume alcohol.
Liquor should be allowed in all Calgary parks marked as a public park
Should be allowed everywhere. Period. Existing public intoxication laws should still be enforced,
what harm does a glass of wine do?
Why limit it to "picnic" sites. I can have a picnic on a blanket, not just city approved tables.
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All parks regardless of picnic site should allow liquor. Just because I haven’t reserved a site or sit in
the picnic area why can’t I responsibly have a drink? Public intoxication laws already protect the
public if someone drinks too much.
All parks but not all picnic tables. I’m thrilled to have alcohol in our parks but there should be family
sections (no alcohol) and then alcohol sections. Unfortunately there will always be people who
abuse things so keeping some space between would be ideal for those with families with children.
I do not think Calgary parks should allow liquor in picnic sites or parks.
Why only at picnic sites/tables? Have it allowed across the parks
Less regulations with proper enforcement
Liquor should be allowed at all parks, everywhere. People already drink in parks without hassle and
allowing it would decrease cost of patrols.
I think adults should be able to consume liquor anywhere in public, if done responsibly.
Liquor should be allowed anywhere in Calgary at any time. It's time for Calgary to move into the
21st century and have liquor consumption bylaws in line with all major progressive European
metropolitan centers.

Q2: What are your biggest concerns about having liquor at park picnic sites? (“other” responses)













Empty cans or bottles, additional recycling bins may need to be added
Access to alcohol by minors
For a council that continually tries to fix "stupid behaviour" this is encouraging that behaviour.
cans, bottles, garbage being left. Mess not being cleaned up. Driving after you have a picnic with
alcohol, we are trying to get away from this.
No one should ever state that it is not reflective of my culture or religion. That is terrible. If they
choose not to partake it's their choice but you have no voice on it. People drink at home or other
locations first, the only difference is not being so prudent. Drinking laws here are like the
Mayweather
Along with liquor goes smi
Ability to police per regulations eg. Only with food. We dont have enough budget for increased
policing for this.
Safety for other users. There is already a problem with garbage in parks, this will just make it worse.
increase cost to city resources to police the use and the issues surrounding it. How does this
promote good mental health with people battling alcoholism. The fact that society makes this so
social acceptable makes it a huge challenge for people battling this disease. The fact that the city is
even wasting it's time and resources (my tax dollars) even entertaining this idea is a super
disappointing. Stop wasting tax dollars on something so crazy as this. No good will come of
increasing the areas in the city to legally consume alcohol.
Washrooms MUST be on ea site , no extra powers given to city bylaw officers only police
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If you need to consume liquor at a picnic... host it at home... No question it will be abused by a wide
range of individuals... Current laws clearly define liquor consumption.
There is absolutely no way to policed this
Proper disposal of glass.
Pot is legal!!!! Really, when do we grow up and stop banning beer and wine here.
Increase in use of smoking in particular marijuana which makes me sick
Does not seem to be a problem in Australia as you've been allowed open containers while picnicking
in parks or the beach unless it is designated a dry area
Entrapment by CPS
Proper disposal of glass.
Excess trash. There should be a garbage bin with a rack for bottles and cans on every corner in the
Beltline and downtown but there is trash everywhere. I assume parks will require more waste bins as
well
Difficult to enforce the rule that alcohol is permitted only with food. What amount of food? Is a
single cracker sufficient?
Increased litter in parks (beer/wine containers)
Increased amount of littering
The City / CPS not having enough resources to monitor issues. Right now there are a lot of issues
in our communities (speeding through playground zones, parking issues) and if those can't be
managed, how will the City/CPS resource this?
drinking along the river pathways could be problematic
Broken glass and trash, ensure bins and recycling are next to tables!
Why isn't council focusing on high priority items instead of these types of initiatives? Can they not
waste any more time/resources on pilots such as these and reduce their staff? Or assign staff to
tackle the important economic issues (& higher taxes) that remain unsolved?
If drunkeness occurs - high fines. Europe, Greece, Vegas - can walk and drink anywhere! Check
with there regulations!
this would seem to be a significant disconnect between the city's intended 25 million plan to develop
a mental health and addiction strategy. more access, more harms, the research is very clear
Beer cans/wine bottles left around-- be sure to include recycling bins nearby.
I think there would be more mess left at the sites.
Concerns about disruption to other park users and increased garbage and litter
I believe our police force is not thrilled at the idea of allowing alcohol at our picnic sites, they are
busy enough monitoring our streets and protecting the general public!
Groups/partiers at night near residential areas overdoing consumption, causing damage/noise
especially later at night fr partiers. Broken bottles/glass danger - who & $ cleanup.
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As with anything, there are usually some that abuse privileges. Public intoxication with less
responsible groups.
Underage drinking
Intolerance leads to more expectations for police to enforce - sites will be used by people who often
make others 'uncomfortable' by their very presence due to their physical conditions (looks/smells).
Change the rules and city needs to understand it is not just certain adults who can use the space.
Increased costs to both park maintenance and policing / ems requests that will put further pressure
on already tight budgets. Most people are already respectful of our parks, but it only takes a few
jerks to ruin it for the rest of us. Why does every recreational activity need to involve alcohol?
Litter, would need an increase the number of recycling bins in parks
Liquor would be brought in from outside the park. This is different from many places in Europe
(Munich Beer Gardens) where only vendor provided liquor can be consumed.
Homeless people grouping together drinking
Where would drinkers find appropriate places to relieve themselves. I suspect they'd use nearby
bushes. Disposal of empty bottles would attract bottle pickers who would soon decide that picnic
areas are a great place to hang out..
All of the above plus the fact that alcohol causes cancer.
It can be more attainable for minors to consume
Recycling/empty disposal.
Littering
With a high number of homeless people within the core, I predict that drinking parties within these
communities would be common.
These are minor concerns. If particular locations become a problem they can always be restricted
again.
People leaving litter/garbage behind. But it's no different than a can of coke or juicebox.
Litter
Rather than damage to the park, more a concern about proper disposing of beverage containers. It
would be important to have clearly marked recycling bins near permitted sites.
Would lead to more policing and costs to the taxpayer. Our police force is already stressed with the
new marijuana policing and this would only add to their overload. The alcohol limit now is 0
consumption when driving so why on earth would they add this problem?
Increase in litter, increase in noise, increase in smoking in parks with associated butts on the ground
Enforcement of bylaw
A lot of these issues already occur in parks even though consuming liquor isn't allowed, especially
the drinking and floating down the river. I think loosening the rules will help lower extreme
consumption, although patrolling and enforcement will still be needed. I think at first there might be
an increase in littering, which hopefully can be mitigated with education and marketing.
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increased garbage in the form of bottles/cans
Allowance is too restrictive to be meaningful
Less families, etc. being willing to use the parks. Personally, I have no desire to be around people
who are drinking, nor to take my children to such locations.
garbage
More costs to the City/Taxpayers to police the parks. The Police Dept is already stressed and this
would only add to that. The whole idea is idiotic. Where is the common sense of our City Officials?
Drunk people getting eaten by wild life. Garbage disposal. Don't want people thinking the park is a
24/7 drinking area and dumping empty booze bottles everywhere in the park.
my concern is that one group could ruin it for everyone as they will take it to the extreme .
that it will be taken to the extreme and ruin it for all that would like to enjoy a lovely glass of wine with
their picnic
Litter. Should the pilot go ahead it would be good to provide recycling facilities in the pilot area if
don't already exist.
All of the above and more!
Broken liquor bottles being left at sites
Garage and empties
Litter
We have not been able to control impared driving, what makes us thing we can control this? Oh!
Scottsman Hill
The parks will turn into a Homeless hangout, much like the CTrains
Making alcohol seem too cool by keeping it out of reach/not commonly seen in public like we do
now. Doesn't promote a good relationship with it.
Increase in litter, drinking while floating down the river, disruption to othe park users, city can’t
enforce or chooses not to enforce its bylaws, more burden on its citizens to repurchase as by law
enforcement is complaint based, our society generally is not mature or sophisticated enough to cope
litter
That it will encourage normalize consumption of subsenses such as tobacco and majawana
I personally feel like alcohol is becoming too normalized. It has become central I. Every gathering I
attend and people are focused on alcohol and I don’t think it is a great direction for our society. I like
to drink too, but it does t need to be everywhere.
It shifts the use of a park from enjoyment of a park space to a drinking destination.
How about just enjoying family etc. without liquor or weed etc.
Littering
Empties left behind
Bad people do bad things. The same worries about marijuana consumption and driving apply here.
The people that were already doing it - will continue to do it.
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Our taxes will go up because we will have to pay for the clean-up (bottles/cans) and for police
enforcement.
Broken glass and public urination
People could very easily be charged with public intoxication after enjoying a "legal" drink out at a
public park if they wander outside of the designated zone afterwards
I will have to pay more taxes for more police officers to keep the peace and arrest the misconduct
that will occur. I will have to pay more taxes for the garbage left behind by the unorderly drunken
behavior that will undoubtably occur.
It should be allowed everywhere in parks. What if picnic tables/sites are full? Do you really plan to
fine people for sitting on a blanket and enjoying a glass of wine or beer with their picnic if the
designated tables are full?
Do not encourage/allow pre rafting parties with liquor in parks. (Not sure how to enforce more
educational).
Increased adverse health outcomes through increased access and consumption; inappropriate
'normalizing' of alcohol consumption; increased use of parks by people wishing to consume alcohol,
with reduced places for those who don't wish to consume.
Floating is not a sport but recreation. Picnics are social gatherings. The focus is relax, fun and be
with others.
As with park and natural area users across Alberta, there will be a few who cannot follow simple
rules and societal norms. When this happens and the City tries to revert to a no-liquor scenario,
those few will create a major stink. Just like we've seen in the province's (very desirable) eastern
slopes park development initiatives.
Hours need to be established or else people will use it all the time.
public intoxication
More work for the police to control misbehaviour.
Personal safety is compromised from groups who drink.
It is difficult enough for recovering alcoholics to stay away from bars. Allowing alcohol in parks is one
more place they could potentially
1. It continues to normalize the use of alcohol (which is already very normalized). Want to be aware
of the message that we send to young people. 2. Difficulty of enforcement - what is considered
"civilized alcohol use", could this further inequities within our already vulnerable popluations?
Drunk people may pose a security risk to other park users if they are ‘aggressive drunks’
Broken glass near children
Underage hangout
Increased use displacing previous users who intentionally sought alcohol-free gathering locations
Waste/trash left behind
Including better waste and recycling facilities in parks could decrease this concern.
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Has this government consulted the Neighboring Indigenous communities? A whole generation of
natives have criminal records for drinking in public - will their records be expunged?
increase in homeless take over of parks and picnic areas. increase in litter (solvable) . increase in
illegal drug use in public spaces
Increase need security personnel to deal with situations that get out of control.
The vast majority of park uses are respectful, and are not a cause for concern. My only real concern
is a few bad apples ruining this experience.
No cannabis then no liquor it's that simple
Littering and broken glass.
Trash and broken glass. If allowed I'd suggest there be a ban on glass containers.
Serious concerns about intoxicated undesirable behaviours.
Maybe more homeless people hanging out at what was once a safer picnic site.
Bottles left in parks would be gross
Competition for 'drinking tables' will become problematic.
How will the booking of sites be monitored. What happens if someone else just "takes over". What
about park security?
drinking before cycling and bad behaviour for drunk cyclists; who is going to patrol the parks/added
resources needed
The police can come into our homes if someone has reported you as they think you are impaired,
now we are going to allow alcohol in parks. The police will have more chasing around because
everyone is allowed alcohol in parks, all driving after. NO to this
Drinking continues into the night. Add lights to all city parks, to make safer
Increase use of public parks by our homeless population giving them a place to go and drink freely
Increase in trash/empties being left around. It would require added recycling receptacles.
Open the doors to those who want to use parks as party areas which can make it uncomfortable for
other users
Drinking goes together with smokes and drugs. Others won't have clean air to breath, everything will
be polluted , air , garbage, bad example for young ones
Adolescent drinking becoming disorderly
I do not want higher taxes for enforcement just another thing to pay for
ARE YOU KIDDING ME!!!! DOES EVERYONE FORGET THE MENTALLY OF 13 to 17 YEAR
OLDS?? DOES EVERYONE FORGET CALGARY HAD TO INTRODUCE >>>NO PUBLIC
CONSUMPTION<<< AND >>>STRICT ALCOHOL TRANSPORTATION RULES<<< TO STOP THE
THOUSANDS OF UNRULY YOUNG PEOPLE, YOUNG ADULTS, AND CRIMINALS THAT
FLOODED EVRY PARK IN CALGARY AND DESTROYED EVERYTHING THEY TOUCHED,
BURNED EVERYTHING THEY COULD, FIGHT AND ATTACK ANYONE AND EVERYONE!!! ASK
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THE POLICE WHAT THEY THINK!!!! THEY ARE THE ONLY PEOPLE >QUALIFIED< TO ANSWER
THIS QUESTION!!!
Litter, empties
Garbage
Increase in costs of monitoring.
Litter
LITTER
I believe responsible drinkers are being punished by the actions of a few that will use this to cause
trouble. I think that the punishment for being a drunken nuisance in a park should be a very high
fine. Drink in moderation, cause trouble and have severe penalties
that the city would eventually allow the smoking of pot as well. That stinks. :(
Access to the ability to book picnic sites may be a barrier to some people
Increase in litter, empty bottles and cans, broken bottles, etc.
Drinking in public parks will benefit privileged calgarians, but marginalized and vulnerable groups will
still be penalized for drinking in public.
I'm not sure Calgary is mature enough to handle alcohol consumption in Parks.
recyclables ending up on the ground, or in the trash. Recycling bins should be provided.
You destroyed the country with cannabis. Why add to it
Litter
Garbage
Increased garbage/broken glass. I’m worried about bad apples ruining it for everyone. The city
should increase by law enforcement of those who are disorderly instead of taking away liquor in
parks for everyone.
Increase in litter, empty bottles and cans, broken bottles, vomit, urination, etc.; Increase in injuries
on play structures and recreational equipment and in water parks, etc.; Increased need and cost for
enforcement/policing; Increased risk of conflict/violence in the parks;
Increased trash
I would avoid any interaction with the drunked person or place of gathering
I don't have any concerns with having liquor in parks, I think this has been proven to work in larger
cities such as London, UK. I am however concerned that during the pilot any disorderly behaviour,
committed by a minority of people will revoke the privledge for all. I think it will take our community
time to adjust to this bylaw change, I would like to see more enforcement and fines to those with
disorderly behaviour rather than loosing this privilege.
Underaged Drinking.
More garbage being left behind
-Children will be exposed to situations where they have to drive with an adult who was drinking. This will put parks employees at risk for violence. -it will put pressure on parks staff to babysit people
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in parks- it will increase the work load of the parks maintenance workers. -Parks budget can bairly
maintain the parks to acceptable levelsnow. How can they afford to porvide high quality parks when
people will be distroying and littering the areas- cant even get dog owners to pick up dog poo. but
we are going to allow citizens to put city staff and children at risk.
All above plus the city's decision to pass off cannabis is parks so quickly
Increased cost of enforcement
Garbage and recycling. Most Calgarians are not aware of the principle and practice of “Leave No
Trace”
The big babies the internet has bred lately who think the world will go mad if I’m allowed to have a
beer with my picnic.
People already drink in some parks. To minimize issues with people already consuming in public why not let the rest of us have a beer or glass of wine in a park.
The littering or empty bottles and cans
If you allow liquor in picnic sites the obvious next step is allowing marijuana consumption, which I
also think is a bad idea.
Litter
Increase workload for calgary police service.
Increase in garbage. Waste of police resources enforcing a stupid law.
Garbage . Although, if people are responsible and parks have onsite recycling this could help. It
would be a privilege, so i hope the expectation would be clean up after themselves.
None of the above are concerns to me. I have lived in a jurisdiction where alcohol can be
consummed in public parks during special events (i.e. concerts) and have participated in same with
no evidence that any of the concerns listed actually occurred in any greater degee than they do here
and now.
Drunk people wandering around parks where it used to be a safe and family oriented area.
Increase in bums and vagrants at park
People properly disposing of cans and/or glass bottles.
I'm not overly concerned as people can consume liquore anywhere and go out. The risks I chose are
even associated with people drinking in their own home
Littering
Garbage left around. Does not promote a healthy lifestyle to children.
When (not 'if') abuse takes place, the actions of one party will (not 'might') spoil the good times of all
other parties nearby. By the time police arrive to deal with things, the damage has been done.
people not cleaning up after themselves & broken glass
Garbage
Litter
Increase garbage
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I don't have any concerns because it's hard to say what will happen or how we will behave. With pot
legalization lots of people were freaking out about how it was going to affect our society - what has
changed? I haven't noticed any differences. We should be allowed to try this out and see what
happens. Very common in Europe.
Garbage
is there a need for this, come on???
Once liquor is permitted, we can be sure the cannabis activists will be pressuring the City to allow
smoking of marijuana in public spaces, as well. There is absolutely NO need for liquor to be
consumed within our City parks; people are free to enjoy those beverages in their own homes,
backyards, or at local pubs/bars.
just a way for city to allow pot in parks
Stingey people will whine about it when it really does not matter
This will lead to smoking of regulated products in picnic areas. This is not a simple beer with a meal
plan which is what is being sold to the public as.
poor behaviour occurs regardless of legality and should be addressed independently. the idea that
children seeing someone drink a beer responsibly (if they even realized what it was) would damage
them in some way is absurd
The potential need for police to regulate underage drinking in parks is a concern. How police interact
with folks drinking alcohol is a concern and the underaged component of this could lead to public ID
checks that would be socially undesirable.
I wouldn’t pick one because I would actually be concerned about the 5 first options.
Way too hard to control and monitor. Could only be controlled with constant monitoring.
I believe the majority of Calgarians are responsible alcohol consumers. People who utilize the parks
consume liquor anyway in parks. Regardless of the current bylaws. My biggest concern would be
the litter and mess left behind.
broken glass! Barefooted children will cut themselevs open! People cannot be trusted to "drink
responsibly" in this city.
This would reduce the concealed drinking. People don’t drink and drive if they are advertising that
they are drinking.
This is in relation to the few (I believe) individuals who would abuse the right. The majority would see
this as progress.
Homeless using it as an excuse
Can't we have some safe spaces? You don't need to drink to have fun.
Parks should be places where families can feel safe to bring children and have a family friendly
environment. Not have drunk people running around
Basically all of the above.. Common sense is paramount.
I'm concerned about all the above including damage to the park, easy access for kids, disorderly
behavior, dangerous behavior
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Litering
Public drunkenness
Calgary struggles with manaing / policing our streets currently, don't feel we need to add to our
police workload.
Litter
People need to be made firmly aware that any disorderly conduct is unacceptable. I think the city
police are already stretched too thin. they can't handle what they have on their plate right now;
allowing drinking in parks is only going to make it more difficult for them. The city will counter that
disorderly conduct will be dealt with but how long will it take the police to arrive at the scene of the
crime? The answer to this will be a long time and the excuse will be "We have other more important
crimes to deal with".
Those being irresponsible to ruin the ability for the greater population who can consume alcohol
responsibly.
Provides an easy way for underage youth to have access to alcohol.
broken glass left on which a child can cut themselves -- who will monitor and cleans parks OFTEN?
Litter
other drug use will become a problem and will just turn into using sites. this will also increase my
taxes for increased police presence .
Proliferation of Bro's crushing beers and obnoxious intoxicated youths, otherwise is great.
Ensure there is somewhere for the empties so they are not lying around
Littering. Although people are already doing it illegally and it appears that bottle pockets seem to
pick up the mess
Safety of all people who go to parks for the peace of nature and the relaxation. Not to be in an area
where you must be aware of people who have been consuming alcohol and may be a threat to the
by being intoxicated. The answer is no. We need a space to go where this is not a major draw for
people.
Not sure when having a good or relaxing day could only be had if you had a drink. There is enough
rude & insensitive behavior in the public parks without adding the alcohol.
Encourage alcoholics to continue with their addiction rather than fix their lives
empty cans & bottles left lying around on the ground
increase in violence.
potential for glass bottles breaking in the parks.
Garbage
Increase in broken glass and cans and bottles being left on the ground.
If marijuana isn't allowed based on bylaws then liquor shouldn't be either. Marijuana has less of an
impact than alcohol.
Violence and harassment by drunk people
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You spelled behaviour incorrectly. That is a concern.
Garbage disposal
It's a sad state of affairs when someone can't manage to go to the park without alcohol! This would
be promoting alcoholism, which in my opinion, is already rife.
This willlead right back to smoking drugs in parks.
Smashed bottles as a hazard to playing kids, flip flop feet, and bike tires. Increased needles being
improperly disposed of (ie: see 'Lysol Park' in Lethbridge)
All of the potential concerns listed are the same whether or not you have a roof over your head or
not
only concern would be damage to park & environment with broken glass. Perhaps by-law can
specify liquor must be in non-glass containers?
drunk people and minors stealing the liquor/consuming it.
The cleanliness left by others
I think it would be too difficult to enforce and because of that I think it would just become a problem.
I have these concerns whether you allow it or not, as it is currently happening anyways. I actually
think that allowing it legally takes a more harm reduction style approach and could mitigate some of
the scarier possible issues from happening.
Garbage. The city will have to ensure there is recycling and large garbage containers at picnic sites.
Increase in litter
Garbage everywhere
If you allow liquor then people will want smoking and smoking pot as well.
more public washrooms are needed, and should operate year-round
That it normalizes consumption of mood altering drugs. I am afraid it will lead to more smoking which
does affect others who are breathing near by.
Dinking alcogol is very unhelthy according to the latest researches. It shouldn't be promoted.
The cops, and people might use bad language.
homelessness and alcohol consumption
You can say there’s pros and cons to consuming alcohol anywhere, parks shouldn’t be treated as
anything different. You risk any and all concerns any place alcohol is consumed.
not disposing of the empties and getting rowdy in the parks
Litter - appropriate recycling and garbage bins should be nearby.
Litter
Increased cost for signage, public education, noise, enforcement and cleanup.
All of the above
bottle pickers increased visit to the park
broken glass!
Glass bottles. Only allows cans and plastics.
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Too many things involve the consumption of alcohol also coming from someone who no longer
drinks it's just another place to have alcohol around.
Deterioration of park cleanliness.
No Concerns. Progressive cities across the globe are miles ahead of Calgary on this issue. Any
loosening of the reins of the "Nanny State" is a good thing.
Homeless Drinking in park. Hence it should only be allow in bookable sites
Public urination
Broken glass - perhaps no glass containers.
Open liquor in vehicles
Attracting the homeless crowd. I'd make user's provide a liquor permit; it would solve the issue. All
liquor stores offer them, so they're easy to get. Only $20 I believe. Street people won't get these,
hence it'll solve the problem.
Garbage and debris/ fighting and illegal drugs/ increase in need for police/ people that drink make
too much noise, mess and problems
Enough problem with drunks on city council and city staff
Litter and trash
If you let people drink at a outdoor area how does that effect the drunk driving law that you have in
effect ? What about the safety of children how can a parent make proper decisions in case of
emergency if that parent is impaired
Homeless people congregating in Pinic sites make them less usable by families
Legislation has just imposed stricter laws for drinking & driving. Allowing alcohol consumption in
parks seems to contradict this crack down. We all need to be o the same page.
Calgarians behaving like bigger assholes than they already are.
Who is going to ensure all who drink in a park comply with all the rules?
Why do people need to drink in parks - we have become a society that focuses many things on
drinking - I don't think it is necessary
Lack of resources to police these sites allowing liquor and enforcement of the consumption rules.
Police harassment
While I would hope that most people could manage to consume responsibly, some will not. There
will need to be some type of supervision to prevent minors from drinking, driving intoxicated,
belligerent behavior, etc.
The costs associated with monitoring this. We are already short on police in our city.
How will this be monitored? Who will be enforcing the regulations? What are the costs to
implement?
European beer gardens are great, BUT there are often not in open, general picnic areas. They are
DESIGNATED areas !
Effective management of those who become drunk and disorderly in parks.
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Littering/broken glass in grasy areas incrwasing exposure of injury to children and animals.
Allowing liquor only in reserved picnic spots. Allowing drinking in parks works in so many other
cities. Booking picnic sites isn't something most people ever do. Most of my outdoor gatherings are
too spontaneous for booked sites. Most book-able picnic sites are not places I'd want to spend time.
While some people would surely enjoy a craft beer (not any beer but a craft beer as the "for" side
emphasizes) or a glass of wine during their well-behaved family picnic, what may be happening at a
nearby table with the 5 guys, their 5 cases of beer, 5 bags of potato chips and their loud music?
What will happen when some of the drinker degenerate into smashing their bottles in the glass? Will
your child, or you be the one to step on broken glass? Pass this as a bylaw and you (mayor and
counsellor) will lose my support.
Not disposing of litter correctly.
Fights, increase in violence, risky behavior, team drinking, public intoxification, liter, broke class, no
police in attendance to keep the peace,
The very idea is thoughtless and not taking into account all the problems that could arise from
people being allowed to drink. There are bound to be some who get drunk and disorderly and that
would create a danger to others.
I feel this will lead to all sorts of problems down the road. Not everyone is responsible. I can
imagine more litter, then pot smoking, then needles, then disorderly conduct, and so on.
Whenba person is intoxicated, he/ she does not know what they are doing, they are not in their
senses. There are endless possibilities of accidents and threat to life and property might happen.
Please stop this. We have enough bad things out there, please don't add more. Thanks
Everyone should be able to go to a park for a picnic without drinking alcohol. There are already
enough people not minding the fires they light and picking up their trash and it will only worsen if
they are legally allowed to consume alcohol. I have lived in Calgary my whole life and we have
managed nicely to enjoy picnics without the allowance of alcohol in parks.
Garbage and homeless people.
Not just kids exposed to drunken people but everyone. Nobody needs to see that. If people were to
drink responsibly that’s one thing but you know there’s going to be people that are falling down
drunk and getting very aggressive and abusive and frightening children and adults as well.
Garbage is already a problem in the city parks (beer cans, liquor bottles) and this would just
increase it.
It’s a gateway to canabis use in public
Litter
Who will police this?
Increased cost to police.
Littering
Unable to provide adequate policing
Public urination/defication
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Garbage being left behind
Not cleaning up
Most areas have inadequate bathroom facilities for people drinking beer.
Police will be called out more frequently to the parks and they have more important things to focus
on.
People don't need to have liquor with their picnic to have an enjoyable time.
Bottles and can litrering the areas and being safety issues
No alcohol unless Canabiss is allowed
broken glass; Children safety due to drunken people; more verbal confrontations; hard to enforce
rules
The use of drugs and alcohol should not be done in the public.
Over regulation
The citybof Calgary should subsidize dial a designated driver programs. This way on the off chance
someone drinks too much they wont hesitate to call one.
This will also promote Usenet of cannabis with alcohol consumption.
Don't need to encourage alcohol- in public. Coming from a alcoholic abusive family lets put our
energy into more positive activities. Is that too hard to do?
Littering
Increase in garbage. Possible damage to trees, grass, flowers
Gateway to pot use in the same areas
Alcohol is a toxin and alcoholic culture is a scourge. Stupid government promotes it.
The idea is ridiculous, so unnecessary
The scent gives me headaches.
How to monitor use and abuse. Could lead to physical confrontations between people. All parks is
too much, limited parks creates excessive gathering locations.
Lack of adequate supervision and legal enforcement. Abuse of the privilege. Just a potential cash
grab by the City to charge more for site rentals.
Empty bottles/cans left laying about which can already be readily seen in many areas of parks
To difficult to enforce, wastes police resources
If the flames and other sports need security because of drinking at their facilities why would it be
different at a park
The city already allows drinking ... since there is no enforcement ... check your garbage bins for
empties ...
There is not enough bylaw officer support to deal with potential infractions.
Nimbys
Increase in disorderly behavior will occur.
don't believe need it
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Glass bottles, if alcohol is allowed and tobacco as allowed then so should cannabis also be allowed
Rise in picnic site fees due to having liquor in park that would be passed onto those who use the
park sites but do not consume alcohol. See question 5...
As single elderly person I like to go for walks through Glenmore Park by myself, and I would feel
completely unsafe.
The homeless
People being exposed to to drunk & disorderly people in a secluded area where help may not be
available if a situations arises
Littering, but the people who litter beverage containers will litter other picnic items, liquor or not.
There is no control of consumption
Union staff wage and benefits eating through bottle return profits
Garbage
I think for the most part people are very responsible when it comes to drinking, or having a drink. I
do have concerns about young people over doing it. But in moderation I think it is a great idea to
open up drinking at parks.
Bottles being left behind
Increase in littering, broken bottles, etc
That it will only be allowed in certain areas rather than the whole park. Just open up the park.
If you can't not drink in a park, you have other problems.
Increase in littering or homeless looking for bottles
Littering
Noise
The increased use of alcohol for every occasion setting a poor example for younger people
With drinking generally comes smoking. An increase of smoking in public places is a concern.
Public intoxication
Litter being left by irresponsible people.
Keep intoxicants away from family environments.
Glass left lying around, child safety
Broken glass
Excessive complaints to City staff, 311, and Councillors.
Overall increase in alcohol consumption by increasing access and normalization
Loud or aggressive behaviour , let’s use tax dollars to ficus on things that REALLY MATTERbroken
glass;difficult for our Police to manage yet more duties; difficult to define “meal” when consuming;
possibility of removing peacefulness of park setting Lots of licencednestablishments and back
yards to consume
This is just a bad idea.....does liquor and pot have to be in our face at every turn???
Public intoxication or groups partying rather than a glass of wine
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Inability to adequately police and enforce rules and regulations.
Glass debris
Who will be monitoring for underage consumption. If the city cannot yet control dogs being offleash, people in parks after hours, and smoking in parks when they should not be then how will this
be controlled?
Alcohol is detrimental to the social cohesion of all those who come to partake in family safe activities
at our parks. Must we live in a city where those people who seek to enjoy public life without an
oversaturation of drugs, sex, and alcohol feel alienated? It is unsafe, unstable, and irrational to
allow public consumption of alcohol in public parks. A drunk person is a person that is unfettered
and irresponsible. The stability and safety of our communal parks is more important than the
individual right to consume alcohol.
Honestly, children being exposed to the disorderly conduct that often occurs with alcohol
consumption.
Increased burden on AHS. Wastage of tax paid money
It’s a recreational space to teach healthy physical fitness and lifestyle to kids and others. Bad
decision on the city’s part.
Lack of on-site recycling and lazy people. Maybe work with homeless communities/Vecova??
This would be a "gateway drug" no pun intended to those wanting to enjoy cannabis consumption
next.
Concerned council will do as good a job on this as they did regulating legal cannabis consumption
in parks
Abusing and damaging the picnic areas as people can't be trusted in the best of mindsets. Also,
ruining the atmosphere of a low key family gathering place andinstead turning it into "party
atmosphere".
Public urination
Empty bottles being left on the ground
All of the above.
All of the above
Increased litter/mess
litter and broken bottles
All are fair concerns, but if other laws are broken that’s on the offenders. Some people will be stupid,
but not concerned about the majority that will partake.
Attracting those who are only interested in consuming alcohol and don't have an appropriate place to
do it.
Further normalizing alcohol use
I am a little concerned that partying teenagers or young adults would keep drinking too late in the
night. I am also concerned that homeless people might abuse the rule or twist its meaning.
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not properly disposing of liquor bottles for recycling and more trash.
I believe this will increase use of our parks, which is great as it will add to the community
atmosphere, but the load on the park may need to be considered (garbage collection frequency,
etc.)
More garbage, more broad acceptance of a substance that kills and destroys people.
Cleaning up the empties
Hatred will spread between cultures because Canada is a multi cultural society.
People leaving trash in picnic areas
Will it raise my taxes?
What for? It has been working fine. Do not fix it if it is not broken. It was allowed in campgrounds and
regulations were needed to reduce it.
Litter
Other park users may be exposed to danger if drinker gets drunk.
More garbage left at sites - also potentially an upside for the bottle pickers!
All the above
Why we need to bring it to public place, in a way we will encourage young generation to drink. In the
age where people are worried to maintain physical and mental health y we ve to introduce it.
No specific concerns that were reflected in the above. Concerned with a few abusers and the
possibility that they tarnish the any pilot project.
People not recycling cans bottles. City should have more public opportunity to recycle.
Increase in amount of litter because of empty bottles and cans being left behind.
As drinking impacts the behavior of a person, its quite possible that drunk people might be loud and
try to communicate with other families which are there, this can lead to verbal and physical abuse.
So overall the environment of the parks will be highly discouraging. No body will.be allow to relax
and enjoy a good family time, something which is meant to be done in parks. There are so many
other places where drinking is allowed, please spare the parks for a clean refreshing way to enjoy
with family.
Increased littering
How is it that Calgary is turning a smoke free city but a liquor spree..Sorry for Calgary!!!
Women and girls will be molested and attacked both sexually and physically.
If liquor is allowed, pot will be next.
Who is going to pay for the increased number of investigators to enforce these rules?
The visibility of alcohol in public may make it even harder for alcoholics who are trying to stay sober
and find peace in nature
All of the above!!!! it’s the worst idea ever
Broken glass around park sites. Could potentially hurt people.
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Anywhere there is drinking there is gaage, fighting, impaired driving. We revamped Electric Ave for
this reason (11th) & that was downtown which already has all the previous mentioned. Our parks are
beautiful lets keep them that way. If ppl want to drink in the wilderness they can go camping whee
they have to pay & be accountable.
Exposing kids to danger of drunken people and there’s always a chance of people leaving their
garbage behind which may be an unfinished bottle so we are exposing kids to the possibility of
gaining access to alcohol
We as a society need to regulate what behavior is appropriate when drinking in public. Obviously,
what's illegal is inappropriate, but I believe that society will over time develop a standard for how to
appropriately and respectfully consume alcohol in public.
I'm only mildly concerned, but it's related to possible public intoxication. I believe this is manageable
though.
Please do not allow liquor at picni
Broken glass
Loitering and dangerous situations may arise with people drinking ....also....homeless loitering?
Debris and bottles/cans being left behind
lack of police to monitor and if you want to drink with your picnic use your back yard
Many concerns..... Increase in disorderly behavior, children are exposed to liquor and behaviors,
safety concerns, drinking and driving. There are enough idiots out there, we don't need to add liquor
to safety of others!! Stupid ideas people come up with in this city!!
Our Calgary Police are already under staffed, this would put undo stress on their already over taxed
man power. Drinkers dont clean up after themselves, more litter, more garbage in our parks. So
many things could go wrong.
Parks become a gathering spot for consumption. No resources to monitor or enforce bylaws. Many
parks like Riley park have already become a magnet for drinking, drugs, and disorderly contact with
little to no enforecement of current laws.
Slippery slope! Difficult to enforce guidelines.
Transients being attracted to parks in order to drink alcohol
If this is passed then the next topic might become allowing drugs or use of weed in public parks too
Resources required to develop and enforce rules.
75% of out pilicing cost are related to crimes directly or indirectly related to the purchase, and
consumption of liquor and illegal drugs. Liquor suppliers and consumers should be taxxed to cover
ALL of these cost + those who don't consume should be compensated for their inconvenience.
City police would need more resources to monitor the designated locations. The likelihood of people
using legal cannabis would increase.
Litter and/or broken glass
Attracting vagrants and undesirable behaviour
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Just stupid! A park is for socializing and having family around not chaos or stupid drinkers they have
homes for that reason!
Where is the city setting restrictions or limits when we are already allowing use of marawona, now
possibly liqiour in parks!! Imagine the disorder in behaviour that can take place in a public place
such as a park. Where is the city setting limits, and by allowing this we are simply telling our youth it
is okay to such behaviour that will take place not to mention encourage our youth indirectly to do this
to.
It is not good for health. Sane person becomes insane and looses the intellect. People who wants to
drink, drink for enjoyment. Harms are far far greater than enjoyment. So no park must have this
situation.
Peeing
We strictly control the consumption of alcohol in all other settings; it makes no sense to allow it freely
and in-regulated in public parks.
Consumption of liquor and marijuana will Crete safety and security problems neither the City nor the
Province is equipped to handle.City
Alcohol Must be prohibited
Higher possibility of irresponsible individuals ruining it for the rest of us
Opens the door to open marijuana use
Loitering, making the areas but at usable for family's with children
Increased risk of assault and harm
Litter and bottles left around the parks
litter and refuse.
My specific concern would be people not cleaning up their containers properly.
I have read that police don’t have resources to enforce the potentially new bylaws. Public cannabis
will likely be next, even if I have read that option will not be opened I have a difficult time trusting
people at city hall lately.
using alcohol can cause very harmful effect on children and on whole society because it will restrict
parents to stop letting their children to go in park or vacation also people may get unexpected
behavior and bad language from those people
there is no need, or problem to solve
garbage
Littering, public intoxication, smells, city liability, cost to repair damaged infrastructure
Abusive language from people drinking...potentially toward others trying to enjoy the same park or
being overheard
Then, they will allow cannibas and other illegal drugs!
Broken glass
more garbage lying around
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Cans and bottles of liquor may end up in the rivers or lakes, it causes environmental damage.
It would open up to other stimulants or depressants being consumed in public places . Where would
it stop?
Parks and Picnic activities are for FAMILIES - where people are suppose to enjoy as FAMILIES and liquor should not be allowed - Period
please see comment under #6.
People will try to Drink in parks if it’s Legal or illegal, so better to just have it legal
There WILL be broken glass from the idiots who drink, get drunk and think it is funny to smash their
bottles.
Broken bottles risking harm
It’s not necessary. Alcohol is never necessary. It’s nice and enjoyed by many but not a necessity
and would be abused.
All of the above
extra taxes to cover expense of "policing" useage and clean up
Need for recycling bins
Broken glass
There are already enough people ware smoking weed /using edibles, in addition to people drinking
in park picnic sites - let’s not encourage them.
Garbage
Safety of people and specially females and children may be compromised.
Broken Glass
Reality us that "little sip" of Chablis with lunch will more likely be a 24 if beer &I a bucket of chicken
Garbage
Police do not enforce many laws/bylaws now so how do you expect them to deal with this added
task?
More liquor bottles/cans in garbage. Install accompanying recycle bins.
Opens the doors to pot smoking too. Not in agreement with it either. You give people an inch then
they take advantage of the privilege as it is which causes the above issues and ruins it for the ones
who may drink responsibly.
Increased garbage or lack of recycling cans
Harder to get a picnic table
ALL THE ABOVE
Littering
family values will be destroyed.
littering, empty cans and bottles from drunks
As we have clearly seen in provincial and federally managed National Parks, when liquor is allowed
unfortunately the bozos come out to play. Bottles, trash, and damage add to maintenance costs.
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Abuse. Policing.
I worry a couple bad apples will spoil the bunch. It could be a good pilot project, but reasoning with
people who are drinking and being loud/rude shouldn't be something to anticipate when you're going
to visit a Calgary park. Even without liquor, trash is a problem and loud obnoxious parties are a
problem. My family are not teetotalers by any stretch, but our parks needs to remain
recreation/wildlife focussed for people to enjoy a healthy lifestyle and safe surroundings.
Inappropriate disposal of cans/bottles.
Puts public at risk, people who drink and become I toxicated have horrible behavior. This shouldn't
be aloud at parks especially when children could be at risk of being hurt or traumatized.
Litter
Excess garbage
broken glass
beer, wine bottles and other garbage left behind
Littering
Hazard to environmental well being
The cost of making this change and the cost associated with the consequences of making such a
change (such as clean-up, enforcement and other direct costs)
public intoxication, and everyone elses enjoyment of the space is neglected
I have no concerns. The general public is composed of reasonable, intelligent people and do not
need to be treated like irrisponsible children.
Garbage left
In general, I think it would make parks feel less safe for families and could discourage use of parks
by families
The related question: Is smoking allowed as well? Then if YES, then you would have a combination
of alcohol and possibly drugs being consumed at these sites resulting in a domino effect of issues
Responsibility and respectability
There would be some disorderly behaviour/negative behaviour associated with this change. My
concern however is that this new allowance would be revoked because of a few bad experiences.
People leaving more garbage should be fined
Young men/women drinking ( 18-25) , which could cause more violence / disturbing situations for
other people especially kids.
Littering
While all of the above could happen, they also already do happen regardless of if alcohol is
consumed legally or not. All of the above (except religion/culture) are already issues that can be
addressed through tickets.
It May become dangerous for single women to go to a park for a walk or jog or just go sit on a bench
and enjoy the Nature peacefully.
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It can be done responsibly so drinking should be allowed, if it causes any bad behaviour/damages
etc. People should be held accountable for those specific actions, not consuming a beer at park on a
summer afternoon.
broken glass where kids might play. Restrict to cans only?
I think it's fine but not by a playground so immature people don't leave bottles lying around there.
Also charge a small clean up fee when renting a site so nothing is left.
May lead to carelessness leaving behind trash or throwing bottles into rivers.
Canada will become another Canada
Liquor in public place is not a good idea for many reasons the biggest is we already have so many
people die due to impaired driving why add more to that.
Any behavior which can be induced by alcohol triggered abuse and which can be potentially a harm
to society or person
Litter accumulation in parks, need adequate recycling opportunities
Litter everywhere from frat parties (see Lake Shasta), unsafe behaviour, loud aggressive college
bros ruining the environment for others looking for peace and quiet.
Littering and lack of proper disposal sites
Additional enforcement costs, additional cost of cleaning up additional garbage, may lead to
increased consumption of liquor in other public spaces other than parks
Homeless abuse of the bylaw
Not super concerned but we would need police regulation of it just to ensure people aren't too crazy!
Abuse by street people would probably cause some families to avoid parks. As long as it is handled
well, probably only at reserved spots with food.
As a recovering alcoholic, I appreciate that parks are alcohol free as seeing and being around
drinking is a trigger. I know this is a small percent of the population but I thought I’d bring it up.
Too hard to enforce rules related to location and consumption.
more security or police presence will be needed in parks costing more money
Smoking weed is banned. So as liquor must banned. It will encourage young teenagers towards
drinking.
Broken glass bottles
Why do people have to consume liquor at an event which is designated "family time".
Recycling bins would need to be added to these areas along with garbage bins, this should be in the
parks either way, but to better protect our river systems accessible recycling and garbage bins must
be provided
Abuse, broken bottles , garbage , smell , rivers contaminated
Need morerecycle bins to dispose
Safety issues
Littering. Need to make sure there are ample Recycling/Bottle return bins.
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People already do.
It will be too difficult for the police and city to control bad behaviour.
Would set precedent for legal challenges against cannabis park-use ban (especially once edibles
become legal)
Alcohol is a drug which affects health, family, and devastates other families (driving drunk). We
curtail smoking and advertising of cigarettes yet we condone alcohol consumption in public parks. If
a family cannot enjoy time in a park without alcohol it is a sad reflection on our society. I enjoy a
glass of wine but I am totally against alcohol consumption becoming the norm in a family
environment such as a park.
Litter of alcohol containers (not putting waste in its place) and broken glass.
I just don't think allowing liquor in the parks should be made legal. There are plenty of other places
for people to drink alcohol.
The city being able to react to disorderly situations
Alcohol is a known carcinogen and the City of Calgary should promote healthy behaviours.
People should get outdoor and get into nature. Picnic places might end up being just meeting up to
drink and no movement
Homeless people taking advantage and harassing those who want to drink and enjoy a family
outting. The sites should be patrolled by park officials least once a day to remove the disorderly
As a recovering alcoholic this is not something I wish to be exposed too. There is a time and a place
for alcohol to be served and city public parks should not be it.
we used to be able to do this until the city gave up on enforcing laws of the time when necessary,
finding it easier to simply apply a broad brush total ban which failed to stop those that were the
original problem
Will be harder to get a picnic site because of people consuming liquor will be occupying picnic sites
longer than normal.
increase in disorderly behaviour WILL occur
Increased need for washrooms if not adequate people will relieve them selves where ever.
What type of food & quantity and how long does the food need to be on display for enforcement
officers?
Loitering.
Increased safety hazard to others due to someone else's drinking.
Lack of enforcement of rules re disorderly conduct
increased garbage
Need to keep that parks clean
concern that this topic is even brought up at all. what's next? This is a reflection of the downfall of
society
increase in homeless population using parks for drinking and drug use
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Pressure on GDL drivers to consume alcohol when their license has a zero tolerance. Littering.
Enforcement.
City does not have the staff to “police” the parks already. Adding alcohol creates more problems.
Litter
Higher chances to family crises in case if some accident happens. Prevention is better than cure.
New drinking and driving laws came into effect a month ago, and now you’re going to facilitate more
opportunities to drink? Seems like an easy way to make money when people are fined after a nice
day at the park.
Why dome have o provide mind altering liquids to everyone today. It gives the impression that
drinking needs to be done at every activity. Many people who use the parks are new Canadians
who frown on alcohol. Do we need to expose them to this behaviour? You are not allowed to have
open liquor in your car and this would encourage people to drink whole bottles of wine or a case of
beer so that they do not have partial bottles or beer cases in their cars.
Litter
Increased risk to children through increased disorderly conduct.
More litter, incorrect use of recycling/garbage bins
Too difficult to police disorderly conduct.
There might be a few isolated cases where an individual goes to far and ruins it for the rest of us
Drinking and floating should be allowed. My concern is that overzealous parents will take it upon
themselves to enforce what they want, not allow people to consume alcohol or cannabis as per the
proposed new rule.
other people being jealous of my good time
Jerks throwing and breaking their bottles on the ground, leave sharp tiny pieces of glass
everywhere. Danger for humans and animals. If you were to go ahead with this idea, I would say
only cans and plastic allowed.
Not only children are exposed to seeing liquor, but the other nasty behaviour with children could
happen.
The total lack of enforcement. We already have issues with dogs, drunk people are even worse.
Once liquor is allowed, the push to allow smoking cannabis in parks will be incessant and ultimately
successful
I'd like to see a 'no glass containers' rule to prevent broken glass becoming a problem in parks.
Litter and increased bottle picking/bin raiding by vagrants
Consumption that is discrete should not be a concern ANYWHERE it is consumed. So long as it is
limited and safe.
See above. Same concerns I have with people drinking at a restaurant or hockey game.
Liquor in parks is not reflective of healthy family values. Just as the so-called safe injection sites
have attracted dealers and addicted users, this project will attract undesirable and improper use of
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our parks. We need to keep our parks usable for all Calgarians and not pander to the minority that
want another excuse to drink. To allow people to openly drink in other than approved and licensed
premises or in their homes is to open an unenforceable blight on our parks.
In my opinion, there will likely be issues at first, if this passes. But with time the novelty will wear off
and it will become more normalized. I feel like people already drink in parks, but hide it. So this will
not change too much.
But there are rules about public intoxication to abide by.
homeless people
Empty cans and bottles.
Increase in underage drinking - no way to control usage without disturbing the rights of citizens
More littering
how will consumption be monitored to prevent drunks from taking over parks?
Those drinking, who may get rowdy, will lose respect for the others within the park.
Increased need and budget for proper enforcement
Increased vagrancy and loitering
bottle depots need to open inside the parks
Broken glass and beer cans. Large parties getting out of control, unruly public behaviour in places
where young children and people in general should feel safe!
Underage drinking
If anyone can tell at a distance, by loudness of voices or body postures and actions that may seem
boisterous (e.g. not sitting at the table with food/plates) that liquor is being consumed, then that is a
concern because the enjoyment of the park by others is destroyed.
police / city maintenance would need to dedicate more resources to monitoring it.
I don't think it is necessary or beneficial for our community to allow liquour in parks. There is no way
to enforce the rules. Why does The CIty want to enabling liquor/drug use when they both have
negative social impacts?
Misinterpretation of the bylaw by people who haven’t read the rules
the City is incapable of efficiently policing public parks at present; this would only exacerbate this
inability.
Difficult to delineate which ones allow liquor snd which ones do not. After many years as a school
administrator, post weekend booze clean up was nasty st entrances and on playgrounds and ball
diamonds. How will legalizing it make it better for community members?
Garbage, Enforcement costs
Inability to police the parks. Underage drinking and poor behaviour. Litter will increase. Drunk and
disorderly conduct around children. Parks are available for families to enjoy not worry about
potentially unruly, abusive and dangerous behavior. Fewer and fewer people take responsibility for
their behaviour. And police are already stretched thinly.
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Confrontations between user groups
Lots of bums
Littering
Cost to enforce. Must be eating food when drinking seems difficult to police
Littering
Providing there is disposal options nearby, I don’t see what other concerns could arise that don’t
already exist.
Inability to monitor the numerous picnic sites in the city. If all sites are to be monitored, police
resources will be greatly reduced and/or unavailable to respond to emergencies elsewhere.
People not properly disposing of their bottles.
Where are you going to find the man power to monitor this venture?
More hazardous garbage- broken glass, bottle caps etc.
Loitering
Concern that education about public intoxication/appropriate behaviour and how this will be
enforced. Ultimately the act of drinking in a park and then walking around is no different than
drinking in a bar and then walking around. Major concern will be for littering and damage to public
(park) property. Appropriate education around these issues and appropriate penalties to protect our
parks and reduce public costs as a result of mis-use will be required.
Increased garbage from discarded containers, cigarette butts, wrappers. Parks could become
hangouts or the drinking crowd/teens/etc which would put me off using them. I prefer a quiet,
nature-like experience. Quite frankly, there is already enough disregard for the little environment we
have, without introducing another reason for people to monopolize park facilities for a non-nature
based purpose.
Recycling and proper disposal
More crime and voilence at picnic area and mire accident on the way back home .
Enforcing drinking with food. Impossible!!
I think the picnic sites should be for families who are able to enjoy the parks without the need of
special additives.
Alchal is not part of picnic. People can feel unsecured in Alcohalic parks.
Lack of resources to monitor and enforce. Allowing alcohol in some parks or locations and not others
would be confusing, focus alcohol use and the potential problems in those areas.
potenial increase in crime. Kids being allowed to drink.
The City presents a lovely picture of a picnic basket and a glass of wine; when in fact I have no
doubt that although the few will be responsible we are opening the door for a 'party atmosphere' at
the park for those sadly far too many that will abuse this privilege.
Increased vagrancy and litter which would make parks less inviting to family use. Impaired cyclists.
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increased garbage, broken bottles, urinating on property, more underage drinking, people in parks
late at night drinking. This is just a dumb idea. Then deregulate the liquor rules for restaurants and
patios
Litter ... (Maybe the recycling money from returnables may create revenue for the city?)
Alcohol consumption = potential for bad behaviour. Who pays for the Police and 911 calls to sort out
the carnage. Bad bad thinking. Who is going to police the parks because you will have problems.
Dedicate places for people to legally consume marijuana and i think this would be fair.
This is a stepping stone to reintroducing pot parks
If liquor is allowed then so should pot. And I'm not ready to have my children view this.
1. No practical way to monitor/ police. 2. Potential conflicts between people/groups. 3. Increased
noise and negative impact on the enjoyment of others.
There are already those who sneak their liquor into these areas and this will just incourage and
increase the amount. Which means it'll increase all the cons.
Cost and difficulty of enforcement.
added burden to police enforcement or by law enforcement. increased risk of misunderstanding or
disagreements in public. not a community benefit that merits community funding to create and
enforce a regulatory regime to support this activity.. speaks to an already entitled segment of the
community seeking further spread into the public space, without thinking through some of the
potential negative consequences. glass in picnic grounds can pose a hazard. poor distraction for
city council and administration when core business of the city needs all the focus we can bring to it.
Glass bottles
Liquor at public parks is not a concern. Poor behaviour (drunk driving, disorderly behaviour,
damage, etc.) is already regulated against. Responsible consumption does not risk any of the
concerns mentioned. We live in a society based on the principle that no belief or opinion should
infringe on the beliefs or opinions of others when said beliefs do not present a risk to society as a
whole. We all have had our right to choose to/not to consume responsibly infringed upon by the
oppression of and imposition of puritanical religious groups for far too long as it is.
This is totally nonsense to bring down liquor to the public parks. This is going to put so much trouble
and safety concerns within the society and specifically on kids.
This liquor thing in parks should not be subjected to any debate at all. Let's call a spade a spade,
this is a stupid decision.
Encouragement of underage drinking and causes dangers to those who have it if there is a
desperate alcoholic near by willing to do anything for a drink
Other people's Children not being monitored properly because the parents are intoxicated. My
children being around intoxicated individuals who may behave erradically they may drink at the
picnic site but can walk around. Not feeling like I can enjoy calgary parks with my family anymore if
people do behave poorly. Parks being even more busy than they already are. It is impossible to find
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parking at edworthy park in the summer and bowness park is difficult too at times. No increased use
necessary.
Broken glass
Litter
Just so unnecessary
Changes the nature of parks. Allows for less inhibited behaviour so more assaults and sexual
assaults making parks less safe for women and children. Increase in cycling accidents. Increase
noise. How do you police gradations of public mischief while under the influence. What about
underage drinking? Do our police need to become bouncers too on a 24/7 basis.
Homeless people legally drunk in the parks will be an issue.
WIll ultimately require additional man-hours for the police and fire departments to deal with drunk
and disorderly people, as well as medical issues brought on by the drinking, especially on hot days.
Garbage
My only real concern is the littering that night happen. All these other concerns listed happen daily to
some degree and I don't believe snowing drinking will change that. I'm afraid of increased littering
and people getting hurt in broken glass/sharp edged cans when bare foot. Remember, people are
going to drink anyway.
Littering issues, the cost of dealing with. Users should have to remove all litter with them when they
leave the site.
there will be more litter in the parks.
Urinating increases with this drinking and bathroom facilities are at a premium. do not think a picnic
at a public park has to have alcohol. If this is a requirement then go to a restauant/pub patio
Littering (beer cans, liquor bottles)
but very manageable and this is a very small concern. Parks staff already do park checks so this is
manageable in current service levels.
Harassment of others in the park. If the city cannot effectively police smoking/vaping on a
confined/restricted space of ctrain platforms how will it manage to police drinking parks.
Marujana would be next!!!
Increased litter
My thought is that for reasonable and responsible people will be fine but there are those who take
advantage of the system and will abuse this like crazy. l really fail to see what the advantage as a
city this would do for us. Terrible idea. I a sure many people have already expressed that then pot is
next in all the park. Lets give our head a shake down at city hall. Do you really think that the police
service needs more to do. They keep making cuts and cant keep up with their regular policing. This
is an absolutely foolish idea. Is this what goes o a t city hall? Quit wasting your time and our tax
dollars. Idiotic!
Broken glass on public grounds
Littering
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Decreased perception of safety, particularly in communities where safety/criminality is an issue.
How will this be policed. Better than ticketing cars on the snow routes I hope.
More opportunity for police to have a cash grab issuing tickets once people leave these sites via
foot, bike, transit or vehicle.
Litter
Broken glass and littering especially where small children and dogs are
Drinking, and then driving home with their CHILDREN in their cars.
The same concerns that exist today. If we think alcohol is not consumed in the parks during the
summer, we're idiots.
Garbage
Alcohol is a carcinogen that shouldn’t be consumed in areas that young children play, as it can
remove the perception of danger associated with it
Just about impossible for police to continually patrol and it will lead to far more alcoholics &
homeless drinking in the open and messing public facilities.
People will abuse the privilege at first (similar to children getting new toys), but I believe that
behavior will taper off as it becomes the norm.
Perhaps young people using it as a place to party instead of a calm social event
Increased litter
Unpleasant smell for others
Vagrancy
Increased liquor refuse
Littering - broken glass, bottle caps, crushed cans, can tabs... plus all of these being found in any
public park/picnic grills/barbeques/firepits. Gross, annoying, and the need for tetanus shots go way
up as chances of stepping on these things increases.
Increased garage. Breakage
Aren't there enough bars and private properties to consume? Sad that people can't communicate or
have a good time without having some drugs in there system
Harassment of individuals consuming liquor by those who wish to "shame" them.
99 % no concerns.
All of the above
Increased need for bigger budgets in an already highly over taxed and wasteful municipal
government serving the dreams of our elected public ‘servants’ who spend like lottery winners with
no thoughts as to the consequences of their choices.
It will be an opportunity for mischievous underage kids or others who look for public access
locations, to have free places to go drink, unless those sites be constantly monitored
Increased homeless population drinking publicly and causing disorder
Litter/ recycling
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Police are stretched enough already without more police to patrol our parks.
Underage drinking and how would the city monitor and take responsibility for drinking in public?
Responsible drinking is not an issue. Control disorderly conduct as a separate issue. Don't punish
the majority of decent people because of a few jerks.
Empty bottles, broken glass
People not cleaning up after themselves
Conflict between drinking and non-drinking park users
Possible increase in garbage/littering
broken bottles, bottle caps and general garbage
if you open the door to liquor at parks Pot will also be consumed
The garbage left behind but that’s not just for liquor that for parks in general I think more bins should
be put out
The environmental impact of littering. If legalized, the city must have accessible recycling and
garbage bins. Additionally they must be near public transport/available for Uber drivers for pick up!
People are going to consume liquor either before a picnic or illegally during picnic and hid it, so
disorderly conduct makes no sense. Also increase children exposure to alcohol? Aren’t they home
when mom and dad have drinks at night time?
Broken glass bottles
Children are exposed to insulting of drunk people.
Increased demand on sanitation. People will urinate in the park. More garbage, bigger fires and
more trash, more demand on emergency services.
My only concern would be littering, so I think it would be important to increase signage and
appropriate bins to ensure people are properly disposing of their containers after use.
Increased garbage (bottles and cans). Also police/ bylaw officers will b required to keep the
designated area under control. That is extra expense to the city.
Increased policing cost.
Why should the city facilitate use of a controlled substance that is associate with addiction. Public
parks and picnic areas should promote healthy lifestyle and social spaces that dont need alcohol or
drugs to enjoy. Maybe having no alcohol at parks/picnic sites helps families plan and enjoy an
activity where they dont want to encourage that behaviour with a family member or friend that has a
problem with alcohol.
Kids may have access to remain alcoholand can be consumed. Risk of injury of broken glass etc.
Intoxication associated behaviour
Broken glass and garbage left
Too many other, discrete options (i.e. community centre with liquor license).
trash
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Besides risk of dosorderly conduct, there may be an increase in negligent acts causing forest fires
and destruction of natural areas due to vandalism.
Not reflective of the religion or culture of a portion of the city's inhabitants - thus some restrictions on
how many sites allow liquor might be a good compromise.
Broken glass
We don’t need this, my god!! Geez! There are bars if people need to drink that badly.
I think there should just be some sort of patrol by city bylaw or police as there already is. To just
make sure nobody is driving inpaired,causing damage, or getting out of control, also to ensure legal
age consumption. As i stated above if there was a division between the park where one side is
where drinking is permitted and one side is not permitted that should take care of children being
exposed, or religious reasons.
In my opinion, it should be just beer and wine allowed! I think Canadian society is mature enough to
control the side effects! Maybe a little more education for people and students around the area!
There might be fight involve and people starts dying going into water
Excess noisy behaviour and disrespect for others. It is hard enough for non drinkers and former
alcoholics to find a place where liquor does not dominate the scenario. Don't legalize liquor in parks
please. Liquor is harmful - kills many people due to accidents and health problems... do not
normalize its use any further please
More garbage in parks will be created. Also monitoring, policing and ensuring that people are
following the rules and policies will be a new cost to the City (taxpayers), which in my opinion is not
justifiable. Liquor in parks only benefits a small number of people but requires great supervision.
Broken bottles and glass, bottles thrown into the river (i.e. by Bowness Park or Stanley Park),
difficulty for enforcement officers (i.e. what is defined as a picnic site? A picnic table or can it be a
picnic blanket? What counts as a meal? Is the officer really going to have to come over and see
what you are eating (chips is not a meal, but a bucket of chicken is?)? Also underage drinking will
be easier: how can the ages of all those around a picnic table be verified? This is just a bad idea all
around.
Garbage and disposal of bottled etc.
I would hope there isnt malingering of our transient populations that would not be how this bylaw is
meant to be applied.
Enforcement problems. Litter. Broken glass.
Noise, Garbage, foul language, public urination, drug use, safety hazards-broken glass
Noise and intimidating anti- social behaviour
People already drink in parks and on the river. If you are mirroring Montreal's bylaws, allow each
person to have a certain amount of alcohol with them in the park at one time. This should include
rivers and river areas as well.
Minimum distance from off leash parks. Responsible pet ownership should include not drinking.
Increased litter (i.e. bottle caps, plastics, bottles)
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all of the above!
Increase in disorderly behavior which will make families uncomfortable and discourage them from
enjoying our Parks. Could also result in confrontations between Park users
We would like to keep our Parks safe, and liquor always bring unintended problems, issues and
inappropriate behaviour.
Public urination
City needs to have more officers and can see spike in crime levels.
Increase normalization of alcohol use. Increased alcohol related harms (health and law enforcment
related). According to the Canadian Substance Use Costs and Harms report, Substance use costs
Alberta $5.5 Billion per year, of which nearly $2.4 Billion is related to alcohol. Further, whilethe
Eurpean model/the Eurpoean "culture of moderation" is frequently referenced, the associated costs
and harms in Europe are not. Worldwide, Europe has the highest share of alcohol related deaths,
rates of FASD, Alcohol related Cancers, alcohol related cardiovascular diseases and alcohol use
disorders. Further, this policy is tone deaf to the $25million mental health and addiction strategy the
City of Calgary has underway.
Who will monitor this?????? Whether people have had to much to drink and then they drive or go on
the river. Whether people are giving alcohol to minors. Even if they bike to a picnic spot and get
drunk and cause chaos on the bike paths. People will not confine their drinking to a registered site.
As a current Parks employee I already see alcohol use in the parks and these are not people who
are going to book sites. I am very concerned about the drinking and driving aspect of this.
This is a slippery slope. Why is this an issue of discussion, the pot parks were voted against. Is this
just another way to get it approved at a later date. Why is the city not focusing on the economy and
making housing affordable.
There may be some behavior that isn't appropriate, but that would likely have occurred regardless of
this policy. There will likely be people that abuse policies, but I feel that the vast majority will just like
to have the option of consuming liquor in moderation.
Honestly, I am only really worried about litter. If we look back at the legalization of weed this year
most people are treating it responsibly. Most people now when they drink already have plans on how
to get home. I don't see this changing at all if drinking was legal in Calgary City Parks.
That it will take our city council way too long to debate and cost us too much money.
Litter may increase. Proper infrastructure should be in place to appropriately dispose of cans,
bottles, and wrapping. PLus since smoking is increased when liquor is consumed appropriate butt
disposal containers are absolutely needed (but this is with or without liquor in parks)
These all sum up to public engagement on proposed areas. Prairie Winds Park, for example is very
religiously/culturally-sensitive yet the parking lot is continually filled with red sipping cups, alcohol
containers and, now, marijuana tins. Leave some picnics with a view that are away from
consumption sites but I wouldn't reject their addition to park sites.
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broken glass, trash left at sites (drinking seems to impair one's ability to clean up after oneself!). I'm
also concerned that there will not be enforcement at any significant level. The weekend after
cannabis was legalized, I walked by 3 groups of people smoking pot. We do not allow smoking
cannabis in public parks, but there were 3 groups doing it anyway. Enforcement was not present. If
we allow liquor in parks, it may not be permitted, but that will not be a barrier to people drinking
anyhow. Keep it out of parks, period.
People are already drinking in parks, so all of these "concerns" are already happening. Making this
legal just allows peace/police officers to focus only on the concerning folks and not waste time
ticketing a couple on a casual date.
All of the above
No “bartender” to “cut patrons off” and stop serving them if they are too drunk.
Not having enough garbage and recycling bins!
Need to ensure proper amount of recycling bins Are available and routinely emptied to reduce
littering or just throwing recyclables in the garbage.
Over policing of citizens enjoying family time.
Further normalizing alcohol use within society. Public space should be an environment open to all
individuals and public alcohol use may limit that
Litter
Cash cow for police
My only concern would be broken glass on the running/biking pathways from intoxicated people. Its
my hope that people will respectfully consume and recycle when they are done
People that take drinking in the park too far and get very intoxicated.
I believe people who want to abuse liquor will do it regardless of laws. Clearly, by allowing liquor in
parks, it will impact law abiding citizens positively by allowing them to consume liquor responsibly.
Sexual harrassment, broken glass bottles, litter, women afraid to walk in parks. What if people OD
and need medical help?
As long as people respect the environment and pick up after themselves.
The only concern I have is not having proper recycling and disposal receptacles
My only concern would be litter, but the city of Calgary already does a fantastic job of cleaning up
after those of us who should know well enough to clean up after ourselves. And frankly, I think most
of us already do that. And let's be honest here, we all drink in the park already. And if you're caught,
yet are respectable to the officers, they turn a blind eye. Let's grow up as a nation and focus on
more important issues.
Increase in litter.
there are many places for liquor to be consumed, and it seems complicated to bring these into place,
so not sure there is a need for this.
Pot smoking
Increased littering of empty beer cans & liquor bottles.
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People who unlawfully drink in parks in a disrespectful manner will continue to do so. This change to
our bylaws will allow law abiding citizens to enjoy a beverage or two without undue scrutiny.
There are plenty of other venues to consume liquor in. How could it be monitored how much would
be consumed and why would city resources have to be used to police that and the consequences.
Although the majority would be responsible the percentage that wouldn’t will be to great of a risk for
the safety of our children and enjoyment of all.
I think only beer, coolers and wine should be allowed, hard alcohol should be prohibited unless
concealed by a paper bag or so.
litter would be my main concern, parks would need to provide recycling receptacles
negative impact to city branded facilities and vagrant populations now leveraging these areas to
drink and squat
Lack of equality for cannabis users. I am a type 1 diabetic and do not consume alcohol on a regular
basis. Cannabis is a safer recreational alternative for me as well as others with certain conditions.
Consideration should also be given to cannabis use in parks.
underage drinking
I would also be concerned that people that smoke pot would decide that it is okay for them to do it at
park sites.
Just a really dumb idea
Additional garbage in parks. More recycling/garbage receptacles required.
If there are not enough recycling bins there could be issues with littering. But I've traveled to
countries that allow public drinking and I never saw mass amounts of mess. So that's an easy fix.
Would even create jobs for dealing with the recycling in the parks and checking on the status of the
bins
I think the bars and restaurants in this city are sufferring enough right now, and patio season is a big
bonus for a lot of them. I think this will be another nail in the coffin of many small businesses in
Calgary
The increased need for public washroom servicing.
Broken bottles; slippery slope to marijuana use in parks.
Littering.
Homeless
drunk people need to go to the bathroom, lack of bathrooms means public urination. DISGUSTING
Public intoxication
It disappointing to see the city encourage additional opportunities for people to drink alcohol with
academic evidence pointing to limiting or eliminating alcoholic beverage consumption. Alberta
already has some of the highest alcohol related harms in the country
https://www.cihi.ca/sites/default/files/document/report-alcohol-hospitalizations-en-web.pdf .
Pollution, broken bottle.
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Enforcement? Clean Up? How do you determine what a meal is? Police not likely to respond to
complaints because it's allowed and creates a judgement call. Broken bottles. Increased staff to
manage sites. Who monitors the sites? Who manages age restrictions at the picnic site? So many
questions, so little benefits!
care and control of dogs ( on or off leash)
People who want to get heavily intoxicated and be a nuisance and danger to public will do so no
matter what. Allow liquor so responsable adults can enjoy a glass of wine or beer without
repercussions
Noise going late into night
Maybe a person get drunk and start harrassing other people or even kids.
rowdiness, bad language, uninhibited behaviour, loudness, littering, broken glass, vandalism,
disturbance to other park users, crime in neighbourhood, smell of spilled liquor, bad example to
children or religions who don't allow alcohol consumption, greater cost to taxpayers due to policing,
garbage collection, repair of damaged picnic tables and trees, etc.
Litter
excess garbage left from over drinking
All of the above plus residents that live near the park areas
Impossible and costly to Police.
It IS okay for children to be exposed to seeing liquor use. It is NOT okay for them to see others
results of a poor choice of liquor abuse. It takes away from their sense of security.
It's really difficult to manage if people too drink too much, could tie up safety resources (like policing)
that could be needed more seriously elsewhere; it would be difficult to enforce the "consume with
food" part of the regulation
If liquor is allowed there would be a stronger argument for allowing marijuana use in parks.
Homeless abusing drugs and alcohol in parks
I don't have anything against other people drinking. I think it is sad that we as a society make
alcohol a part of everything we do. As well, some things, such as time spent in parks where there
are children, should remain innocent and wholesome. I would love kids to be surrounded by people
who rarely drink and don't put much importance placed on alcohol.
It's a bad mix with Cannabis which should be allowed in all parks as it has never killed anyone as
Booze has/is/will.
Encourages vagrant people to be in parks
Physical fights between people drinking alcohol and others.
Litter
My biggest concern would be litter, but I don’t think it would be any different than other
beverages/food already allowed in the parks.
Increased crime
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If the City okays liquor in parks, then they will also have to allow cannabis. After all, cases which
went to the SDAB to argue against cannabis stores were accused of being "morally" opposed to
marijuana. The very same argument could be used for people opposing cannabis use in parks.
Leaving glass bottles (possibly broken) around cause injuries to others
Abuse, including sexual may occur to unsuspecting users of the picnic areas. It does not make
sense to encourage a behaviour that is often destructive, including domestic abuse. People do not
need to drink in picnic areas. Further, drinking is an addictive, unhealthy act, both mentally and
physically so why encourage it?
You banned marijuana from parks. What makes this any different? Police have enough on their
plates already and now you want to add this?
Who would benefit? Only those who cannot enjoy a picnic in a public park without bringing alcohol.
Who would lose? Everyone else who does not want to face people who have been drinking. Not
everyone is a responsible drinker and it only takes a few loud or brash ones to ruin things for all
others. Campgrounds have eliminated drinking at certain times because they were tired of the bad
behaviours of some people. Learn from this. Just do not let it even get started. Who is going to
patrol and monitor? At what cost? We don't need this. People are free to drink in their homes or
yards, but we don't need this in public places. We don't allow people to walk around 17th Avenue
with open alcohol, we shouldn't allow it in parks either.
Costs to monitor / police enforcement. Right now, there is no alcohol allowed in Bowness Park. It's
easy to police: if they see alcohol, you have to leave, get charged, etc. If alcohol is allowed, but
only at picnic sites, how can this possibly be controlled? What if you are on a bench, not a table?
What if you are walking near the table? What is you don't have a picnic, just alchohol? Will police
really come check to see what you are eating? Chips, no, Chicken, yes? What is there are
underage children or teens at the table? Who can tell who is drinking? ......... on and on. There are
just way too many problems. Unfortunately, a few "bad" drinkers will spoil it for everyone, but
experience at campgrounds has shown that they are better off to just ban alcohol completely at
times.
Adults having to much fun.
As a small business employee who works in a struggling bar & restaurant, you are effectively taking
business away from us. Patio season is basically what keeps us afloat in the winter.
Litter (only if appropriate recycling bins are not clearly available); would be open to having funds
from this recycling go to charitable causes
Enforcement. Most of the above concerns are relevant, so the potential for conflict exists which in
turn may result in the need for additional policing.
Even more litter! Also it says “children being exposed to liquor use”. I have no problem with my kids
seeing someone with a drink. But I do have a problem with my kids being exposed to the kind of
behaviour that can go along with overconsumption of liquor.
Yet we are afraid of cannabis?
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Homeless people congregating and drinking in parks more openly.
Possibly broken glass in the grass (risk to children and pets)
No concerns, as I think the only viable issue would be with drinking and driving, but because it may
only be consumed with food it will not likely be a lot. Example, a glass of wine at a picnic with friends
Garbage, and aggressive homeless people
Garbage and recycling pick up
Homeless aloud to be drunk at the park scaring families
Not enough enforcement presence
People not cleaning up
Broken glass from bottles left behind. Although this could be mitigated with several, easy-access
recycling bins.
The need to have more law enforcement monitoring when resources are already limited.
Increase in theft and rude behavior.
Littering
Costs related to enforcement
Need to ensure recycling bins all around so there is less garbage.
Increase to Police duties, increase in time and budget
garbage left and broken glass, increased bugs (wasps) due to beverage containers
More garbage being left in the parks
The impact it may have on small privately owned businesses
Young kids doing it without being noticed/punished/caught
I believe there should be a curfew for drinking in the parks. For instance, no drinking after sunset.
Deal with problems when they arise. Avoid creating more bylaws restricting decent people, use other
language/law to deal with the lowest common denominator if required. Really only concern is that
people clean up after themselves.
people fighting, people acting innaproprate infront of children, drug use from people drinking, broken
bottles, garbage left behind from drunk people, increace in violence, increced public intoxication the
lists of concerns goes on and on
Recycling receptacles should be available in the area to prevent littering.
Oncreased littering
Overdose, also children at parks are exposed to seeing such behavior thus it will
Increase in police presence!
Lack of supporting facilities for increased park usage.
Garbage
glass bottles being broken (either on purpose or by accident) on park grounds
If Cannabis is also allowed, I don't see the issue.
Not enough policing.... These designated parks should have a police or bylaw officer presence
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You’re gonna try and create revenue from this. It’s going to require more people to regulate. Just let
people do their thing. If they get disorderly it can be handled within the framework of existing laws.
Homeless people or other certain demographics will use those sites to just legally drink before
wandering off in to the public
For those of us that choose not to expose our children to the use and/or abuse of alcohol, this will
mean one less family friendly place we can go
Enabling homeless population
There's just no need.
It would humiliate our city by exposing the wild inconsistency and poor judgement of our city council
for their total failure to consider drugs on their respective merits (or even learn the most elementary
facts about them) when passing bylaws.
Underage drinking parties
Open the door to drinking then you open the door to public week. No Thank you.
broken glass
These are leading questions, which have no place in research. As there are many countries and
regions that we can draw data of risks & benefits, it would be better to frame this question differently.
Drunk hooligans going on stabbing spree as used to happen in Britain before the British banned
liquor in public parks
It will be abused by bums
Not near areas that have direct supervision areas - water parks, spray parks
There will be noisy kids killing my buzz
Increase in rowdy behaviour, BUT I think it will taper off. Especially if you focus on penalizing those
who are aggressive or intoxicated, rather than those just having a drink.
That it's a trap, leading to more police surveillance and persecution.
Disrespectful behaviour and littering
Increased cost due to increased enforcement. You state in the FAQ that you will "keep a mindful eye
on our park sites" - that takes time and resouces. Then later, you state that "if we found operational
costs increased due to the need for addtiional enforecement..." - You can't have one without the
other.
Homeless drinking more openly
Drinking liquor in parks will require increase in policing costs, which is an additional burden on
taxpayers. Also police resources can be utilized else where.
Increased disorderly conduct is certain. A way to prevent this is to have police or bylaw or peace
officers present as soon as liquour is permitted. The disorderly conduct will be weather dependant,
so one can reassign the law enforcers in the case of inclement weather. I believe not allowing
liquour is best, then the practice of sneaking liquour in means people are way less likely to become
disorderly.
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My biggest concern is limiting this to picnic sites (when it seems to be universally acknowledged that
this happens all the time after adult rec sports. Why aren't we acknowledging that should be
included as well? My concern is also that the police will become overly zealous in trying to charge
people under the new, highly restrictive and likely unconstitutional drunk driving regulations
Parks will become garbage dumps, much like campgrounds where people sit around and drink. We
no longer enjoy camping in campgrounds due to drunk people's behaviour
People will be charged with false public intoxication if they walk 30 feet away from their picnic table.
No concerns, it happens regardless with next to no negative outcomes.
Broken glass left at park sites
Enforcment of current laws should be sufficient to allow this at any park at any time. It is a personal
responsability to not drink and drive or float down the river intoxicated. Just because you allow it in
parks or not does not mean it isnt already happening or going to happen any more than it already
does.
People not recycling properly.
Homeless people taking advantage of this new rule and taking over all the picnic spaces to drink
If we allow liquor then Cannabis use should also be allowed
Running out of alcohol
Soon we will be allowing drug use, when will it end. Let people try to hide it as they do now so there
is some decency, passing this law will make everything worse
Littering
You’d be surprised how responsible the public is when you stop treating them like children.
Increase in incidents of drunken homeless population
Extra trash in park
Litter
City fails to demonstrate any competence when using discretion or judgement on any matter
including but not limited to: assessing drunken behaviour, choosing public art, property tax
assessment, proper speed limits etc.
People getting intoxicated and staying in the parks late into the night.
Garbage. People need to respect the land. Please make sure there are appropriate disposal bins
and heavy fines for people that throw their trash on the ground.
Cost/ability to police
Hard to police
Nanny state micromanagement (e.g. “only allowed with food” or some such nonsense)
No matter how well a proposal or eventual bylaw is written, there will always be people who take
undue advantage. There will be minors drinking; there will be liquor related violence and property
damage. The only questions will be when and how bad will the situation get.
Litter
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Increased litter
Children WILL be exposed to the inevitable fumes coming from booze's new best friend, weed which
will be petitioned for within the month of the former.
Increased litter, although I feel like this would be mitigated by bottle pickers.
Irresponsible disposal
Increased cost of CPS to follow up on calls, cause Idiots WILL cause problems.
Drunk [removed]
Garbage left behind, if you allow liquor consumption at park picnic sites I feel this will encourage
people to simply hang out and drink or smoke pot in the parks. I thought the parks were for people to
connect with nature and for gatherings of friends and family. I live next to Lyndsay park and see
enough problems associated with this issue.
under-age drinking, noise at late hours
There already are problems with people drinking in the park, they smash bottle against trees walking
bridges and destroy the natural areas. There will be very few people that will just have a glass of
wine and leave. Look at all the bars now, people get stabbed and out of control already. I want the
Parks to remain a place of peace and a way to connect with nature.
Drunk homeless and teens
Increased need of policing needed in these areas.
This needs to be general to all public space. By creating special "drinking" places in public parks
this will create a problem rather than solve one.
Increase in litter. But this can be mitigated by having proper disposal areas that are regularly
checked.
Proper disposal recycle needs to be in place
This only encourages the abuse of alcohol and pot. All taxpayers will be stuck footing the bill for
extra policing, clean-up (broken glass) of garbage. Also a possibility of fire for those drunk &
smoking. We already have problems with these types of people, why encourage it?
Potential for increased litter.
Increased litter, glass, etc. Possible drunkeness near open water
People already drink in parks and there is not enough enforcement I'm afraid it will get worst
Litter. Needs more recycling!
Children being exposed to seeing excess liquor use
People with addictions loitering in parks more publicly
There is not enough removal of existing trash from bins.
Drunken idiots harassing our wildlife.
Never enough washrooms nearby which means more people relieving themselves in the bushes. It's
already a problem.
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Broken glass on/near playgrounds or sports fields; enforcement; and response time for potential
disturbances.
Homeless population having an approved public outlet for alcohol consumption
Increased garbage.
People are already drinking in parks. As long as garbage and recycling recepticles are made
available I have no concerns. I look forward to hearing all the ways people get around the food
requirement. Like is a packet of gum food? Or just a small bag of chips? What ratio of food to drink
is appropriate? Can I have one bag of chips and 6 people drinking. None of this applies to your
questionnaire, I'm just genuinely curious how specific the bylaws are going to be regarding food.
If people drink they will want to smoke
ease of recycling
My main concern would be if not enough recycling bins would be provided.
Cleanliness of the parks
There is a risk that all of the above will potentially increase but the types of people that are likely to
behave like this are most likely already drinking in parks. This opens it up for the general public to
have a drink or two while enjoying the outdoors without fear of being ticketed.
-If this allowed there will likely be many people asking why they can't smoke cannabis as well and do
the police really need more contentious bylaws to enforce?
Expansion of allowable use of alcohol and drugs after time passes.
Potential for broken glass. Recycling/disposal containers required nearby.
No monitoring or oversigh
There are enough places to consume liquor in Calgary without having to drink alcohol in city parks.
under age drinking after dark
Should not be near any park feature (playground, splash park, skating rink..) which target children
Glass/Broken Glass
Broken glass from improper disposal of empty bottles.
Glass, cigarette butts.
I fear that as soon as picnic sites are okay, playgrounds will be okay as they are often adjacent to
picnic sites...
Garbage
The unruly do so anyway, there would be no change to my concerns about public intoxication.
Consideration of this issue needs to be combined with concerns about cannabis use in the parks.
Abuse of bylaw by the homeless and alcohol dependant
Litter of empty drink containers. Need more disposal facilities at picnic sites.
litter
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Alcohol is proven to cause harm whereas cannabis does not. Until cannabis is allowed no drinking
sould be allowed. Furthermore most people who smoke are conscious about litter.. and we dont
carry cans and bottles to dispose of all over the ground.
Litter
If some get rowdy, it could really spoil it for others. But I’d like to see alcohol in parks implemented.
So many countries and other cities allow it, I think we should be able to too!
I have strong concerns that the use of alcohol in parks could be abused/misused and that it would
encourage drinking and driving after the picnics.
All of the above except the last one
Litter, unrudely behaviour, noise level increases.
There will be no repercussions
people already bring liquor to parks, in other containers. This is already happening.
Lack of recycling if proper recepticals are not available.
Broken glass is a huge concern. People sneak alcohol consumption in parks anyway but if you do
have drinking, please BAN glass containers!! No need for glass at all.
Broken glass is a huge concern. People sneak alcohol consumption in parks anyway but if you do
have drinking, please BAN glass containers!! No need for glass at all.
City will need to provide more recycling bins and empty them regularly
Liquor should not be required when picnicing with family and friends in public areas. There are
many other opportunities and venues to consume liquor. Just enjoy being outdoors.
This has been bylawed around the world for ages, look at how Europeans have designed thier park
space and lets endorse enjoying the outdoors in a more unique way.
Broken glass liquor bottles. I already pick up a lot of broken glass in parks that don't allow drinking.
Allowing drinking would only increase this. I also believe that in allowing liquor consumption in some
parks, people would begin consuming liquor in all parks. MADD states that "every day, on average,
up to 4 Canadians are killed and many more are injured in alcohol and/or drug-related motor vehicle
crashes on public roads involving at least one 'principal highway vehicle.'” Allowing liquor
consumption at park picnic sites would only add to this toll.
Liquor and public parks do not mix. Too many things that can go wrong: broken glass in parks,
rowdy behavior, underage drinking (if there is alcohol on a picnic table, how can a polic officer tell
who is drinking?), will there be police doing breathalizers at the park exit?... just too many potential
problems. There has been no allocated increase in funding for bylaw or police.

Q3: What are the potential benefits you see to being able to consume liquor at park picnic sites?
Please tell us why?


None
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I think people are already bringing alcoholic beverages to picnics. It shouldn't be illegal. It is a very
civilized thing to do.
More social interaction. Less treating the public like children.
None
none
Open alcohol won’t need to be policed or monitored by by-law officers
Zero potential benefits. If one wishes to drink, stay home or go to a licensed establishment.
No benefits. We need public places where it is clearly understood that intoxication is not appropriate.
There are enough places where people can socialize with intoxicants.
Increase use of parks and outdoor space. People are already drinking illegally in parks and it would
be better to normalize and regulate the activity.
none
Add more enjoyment to the use of our parks
I see none. Does liquor really have to be part of every activity? Why can't parks be parks
It can make a normal family activity legal in a public setting. I remember being in Paris on a vacation
with our kids, having lunch with some wine in a park and a local gentleman walked by and said "bon
appetite". It just seemed so normal and lovely
none.. There is a reason public alcohol consumption is not allowed. The City does NOT have
enough resources or people or the BUDGET for them, to control this. It is bad enough council things
that pot smoking in public is allowed.
Nothing
no benefit to anyone
nothing that cannot be enjoyed elsewhere
Everything in moderation. Food + a drink + dog = great day.
w

There are no benefits to consuming liquor at park site,
Having a beer at a picnic should be allowed. It would be nice if there could be a quota, or that you
have to get a permit to have liqour at a park poicnic for family or corporate events. I wouldn't want a
free for all liqour access in the parks. Also,

None
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Fun picnic times
None. Increase in drinking and driving is all I see. More money for taxpayers for policing.
More time spent in city parks, not just pubs and at home. Most of our family enjoys the parks and
areas near the river and would like to be able to enjoy a cold beer in the outdoors.
None
Increase enjoyment of park
Less expensive than going to a bar, plus benefits of being outdoors.
Bringing enjoyment to your meal
No benefits
Relaxing day outside rather than a patio
Increased park use because families who want to enjoy a glass of wine during a celebration will do
so and make a point of attending parks more often. Rather than staying at home.
increased use of parks, people not having to hide drinking
beer and bbq mmmmmm
No benefits. We have enough problems in this city with drinking and driving as it is. Also how are
you going to police all the public intoxication because you know people these days can't act
responsible.
Increase use of parks
Make life more fun
people drinking right now in the parks at picnic so why not making it legal and responsible.
Positive impact for businesses and individuals who want to drink
Weddings, family gatherings would be great to have a beverage
Quality of life would improve. Having been to cities in the United States and Europe where drinking
on the streets is legal, the atmosphere and vibe was pleasant. People were respectful and didn't
appear to drink more than if it wasn't allowed.
None. Drink elsewhere.
Don't see any benefits
allow people to enjoy the outdoors more, perhaps a small glass of wine on a romantic picnic.
none.. There is a reason public alcohol consumption is not allowed. The City does NOT have
enough resources or people or the BUDGET for them, to control this. It is bad enough council things
that pot smoking in public is allowed.
None
None
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Would eliminate the necessity of hiding it in other containers & acknowledge that responsible alcohol
consumption is part of our social fabric
Look at Europe...the more restrictions you do here the worse it is.
More tax revenues from disorderly conduct.
None
None
Higher use of parks for community or family events which would increase revenue for the city with
park bookings.
More park use
People do it anyways. Now they wont have to hide it
Having a glass of wine or beer is part of life. Let people live their lives without being controlled by
the "morality police"..
n/a
No real benefits, just giving citizens the choice
None, people shouldn't be so dependent on alcohol that they need to consume it in public spaces.
no benefits , this will lower park use by none drinkers
There are no benefits as the general public who would choose to consume liquor in a public park
environment would lack self monitoring and those who choose to vist for peace and enjoyment are
left to monitor their behaviour
People already do it with their travel mugs, duh!
So people don't have to hide what they are already doing.
Socializing and spending more time outdoors, increase in parks usage by those who don't
necessarily have children or dogs.
None
None.
NONE!!!!!!!!!!
To
There are no benefits to consuming liquor at park picnic sites.
Less bylaw infractions for minor issues, possible increase in City parks and programs usage,
increased enjoyment for Calgarians.
enjoy our city without breaking the law...
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I am not sure if there is a benefit to this , It would be nice to have a cold beer or drink on a hot day
with your picnic if u would like one
Keeps it in the open, people not hiding and binging .
Liberation without mass control. Think Europe. Let adults treat the situation with reason, logic, and
maturity. Let Calgarians enjoy life to the fullest without bylaws that infringe on this past time.
None
Less restrictions and and ownership to the individual mkaes for more responsibe use ie: not having
a limited time to consume curbs binge drinking in a short period. People who want to drik will hide it
regardless and this leads to irresponsible consumptio
They're NONE
Increased park usage and the benefits that come with outdoor activity
A nice way to hang out with family and friends to relax on a sunny day
Just would be nice to be able to have a beer or glass of wine at a park.
The freedom to enjoy a glass of wine would make me more likely to use parks for more outings.
Their are no benefits... just think about it? Open to abuse! I'm not against the consumption of liquor
within the current legal regulations... If someone feels the need to enjoy a wine or beer on a lazy
summer afternoon, invite friends or meet on a patio
none
It legitimizes what is already happening. It also indicates to visitors to Calgary that we are not the
backwater yocals that many of our actions portray us to be.
Poeple who enjoy a beer would be encouraged to get outdoor more often.
Increased social and cultural benefits
Always some who abuse this and no controls to regulate
None
I would say that there is no real benefits to being able to drink in a picnic area. I just think that for
responsible people it would be nice to have a cold beer and hotdog.
There are no benefits. There are plenty of places to drink already.
people drinking right now in the parks at picnic so why not making it legal and responsible.
If you are living in a house with a backyard, you are able to enjoy a bbq outside while having an
alcoholic beverage. Anyone who lives in a home without an outdoorspace, is not able to do this. This
is also already being done in many parks without issues.
Free country
A grown adult should be able to enjoy a beer while at a picnic with his family.
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Being able to enjoy a drink with family and friends in our city's beautiful parks would add to the
enjoyment and relaxation.
-Greater use of parks for picnicking, recreational uses.
People are already doing it and there isn't a problem.
A nice picnic basket with wine and cheese and fruit with a loaf of real bread is a dream I still have in
this city.
There is nothing wrong with responsible consumption of alcohol with food at a picnic site
None
Having the ability to have a drink while enjoying the good weather in parks, while having a picnic
with the family. No more people hiding that they are drinking. if it's being allowed then it will be
properly monitored.
I see no up side to allowing liquor in city parks.
People using our beautiful public places more frequently, more gathering. Less breaking the law and
less control by our governments.
there are none except maybe increased fines leading to more revenue for council to waste
Enjoying our beautiful parks at leisure. What’s better than a cold beer on a hot day, sitting outside
with family and friends?
Likely already happening, may as well make it legal
No benefits. The concern should be how the City will police these areas, and secondly and perhaps
even more important the drinking and driving issue as most picnickers would be driving to the picnic
site.
None! Who’s going to clean up after people? More work for the police to inforce.
There are no benefits of being able to consume liquor at park pinic sites. Because of all concerns
listed in question 2
People are already doing this with hidden liquor, often as mixed drinks that are of unknown/
monitored strength. This would encourage more open, regulated consumption.
None
Fund raising for CPS
More willingness to go out and use Calgary parks
People won’t have to hide it or conceal i
Let the police deal with real crimes
We're adults. Adults often like to drink wine. Come on Calgary, catch up with the rest of the planet.
None whatsoever! Increased alcohol consumption anywhere, anytime just not safe. Huge concerns
here for drinking & driving. Zero tolerance is necessary.
Us condo dwellers without a backyard see this as a HUGE benefit.
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When travelling to other countries that allow public drinking I have enjoyed picnics in the park with
wine. It's nice. Individuals that choose to drink are respectful and responsible when given the
opportunity to be adults and make their own decisions.
-Greater use of parks for picnicking, recreational uses.
None
there are no potential benefits for this
None. Will also open the door to cannabis consumption in public areas.
Having a nice glass of wine or a beer with your picnic, or having a good outdoor option to patios for
gatherings over a few drinks.
Responsible people will be responsible. Irresponsible people are already drinking in the parks and
on the river.
A few jerks will wreck anything you propose, so I see no real benefit.
To be able to fully enjoy a day out with family and friends.
No benefits at all. Only adds more concerns & issues around drinking & driving.
Encourages more use of our park and picnic infrastructure by removing potential roadblocks
Regulation not prohabition.
After living in Europe, you can see the healthy effects of allowing a bottle of wine at picnics. It brings
more people out of the house and you avoid the stigma of having a drink. When it becomes more
socially acceptable in public, society responds correc
None
Most people won't have to feel like they are breaking the law by having a social drink while in the
park.
Further enjoyment of the parks space
I see it a an extention of your backyard for those who don't have one (appartment living) and gather
with friends.
More social environment while having events or gatherings.
It would bring people out into the community, instead of confined to their backyards. Media articles
mention Europe and over there it seems to just work. I've seen a 'normal' person walking near 17th
SW with a tallboy on his way to the bar and it was cool
The more open we are the more conversations we can have about appropriate liquor consumption.
It doesn't have to be hidden in bars or treated as a near crime
Quality of life, takes the mystery out for kids
Might encourage other demographic groups to use parks more often
Just the benefit of having other beverage choices at a meal.
People are drinking anyway... may free up other venues for use.
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de-stigmatizing it's consumption - Europe seems to have it right
Adults aren't children so stop treating them as children. The people who will want to disrupt things
are going to do it whether it's legal or not. Stop wasting money enforcing these things.
None.
When consumed responsibly, alcohol can be a pleasurable addition to a meal or just relaxing.
Many cultures enjoy alcoholic beverages with food. Having some drinks with lunch will embrace this.
None
Being able to enjoy a drink or two in a public park, like any modern liberal nation, would be nice. I
don't like feeling like I live in a backwards city ruled by religious zealots.
I see no potential benefits.
More people will use park picnic sites rather than staying home or in their own backyards, which
shows off more of what Calgary has to offer.
I see none.
People are already doing it, but hiding it. Changing the bylaws will bring it into the open and begin a
culture of responsible public alcohol consumption
More likely to use the parks, enjoyment!
Romance
None

None, seriously this seems like a very stupid idea
vibrancy, less prudish image
None
On a lovely day outside it would be nice to be able to relax and have a drink. It will promote people
getting out of their house and enjoying the outdoors; it simply adds to the enjoyment.
More activation of spaces
Realistically, I think that it is just a matter of why not? As an adult, I would like to be able to consume
a beverage of my choice (that is legal) in a public place.
Having travelled extensively, I think Canada has some of the most archaic laws regarding liquor. It
would just be nice to be able to go for a picnic and enjoy a glass of wine or beer while relaxing in the
outdoors.
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Currently the only way to enjoy alcohol with food outdoors is to sit on a bar or restaurant patio, which
can be prohibitively expensive. I would very much enjoy this type of activity in a less-crowded, more
affordable, non-rushed environment like a park.
Would increase usage of day areas if some drinks were allowed for picnics
None.
People can relax in nature, with a burger and beer, without feeling like they're doing something
wrong. In Europe, beer gardens are a great place to meet new people and socialize.
Yes. Promoting outdoor activities and growing Calgary’s vibrant livability and life culture.
Flexibility, freedom to enjoy a beer when relaxing in a park space without having some officer giving
me an open liquor charge.
Fantastic for city residents who do not have access to private backyards, would allow for fun get
togethers and encourage people to spend more time outside.
This is already done to a large extent, particularly in the summer months, and it would improve
utilization of the parks by families and groups who may want to enjoy the park and stay out of the
pub.
increased sales for liquor store owners
It could bring more people out to the many beautiful parks in Calgary. And to be honest, on a hot
summer's day it feels great to be able to share a cold beer/glass of wine with friends as you eat and
laugh.
More people using the parks.
None
People already consume liquor at park picnic sites and other locations within parks, so formally
allowing the practice (with certain rules) would likely make things safer and more pleasant for all
involved.
There aren't any
More people will picnic in the parks.
Increased use of our beautiful parks and picnic sites. I believe making alcohol less prohibited in
public spaces makes the it less alluring to younger people because the "taboo" is removed and it is
nothing special, just a normal part of society.
Many people enjoy alcohol with a meal, and many people also enjoy a meal outdoors in a public
place. It makes sense that responsible alcohol consumption be allowed.
Increased use of public sites
Reduced enforcement costs, responsible drinking not penalized.
Could get more people outside and using parks if they can enjoy a few beers with their event.
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I don't see any benefits to the community at large. Why would the City want to enable/encourage
substance use at all when they continually talk about healthy & safe communities (hypocritical)?
Check number of AB pedestrians hit while under the influence
None
Speaking from the majority of Adult consumers, who will imbibe responsibly, it's a good step towards
not treating us like children who can't drink responsibly.
People who have been consuming liquor illegally at picnic sites for years, can now do it legally.
I see this as an opportunity to move alcohol consumption from the rowdy, party, image to the family
image. I see families gathering with a bottle of wine, and a nice outdoor meal. Enjoying a beer in
the sun, not in a stuffy dingy bar.
Removes the negative connotation of drinking in public area in a family area. Eliminate young adults
hiding and drinking excessively.
Being able to use parks for more events rather than staying home. Also people who are already
consuming alcohol in parks don’t have to be penalized.
a cheaper/more responsible way to enjoy liquor. If it is with a meal and there are other opportunties
for recreation (walks, hikes, frisbee, etc.) it would be a more well-rounded day out than just having to
be on a patio or in a bar with friends.
Ability to enjoy a nice wine pairing with the food you are eating. Socializing.
With densification private living areas are getting smaller. This will create more spaces for people to
try to find some joy in life.
There is no benefit.
More enjoyable picnics!
I think more people will consider our Parks for a social outing.
None. We are doing very with the the staus quo. No need to change.
It's already happening, making it legal will make it less sneaky. There are still laws against littering,
public intoxication and drunk driving, so I see no risk in allowing this behaviour for adults.
It's a great benefit for people who don't have space in their own homes to enjoy a beverage outside such as those who live in condos
People are going to do it anyway if they want to
Outside drinking should not be restricted to people who have back yards.
None at all. This suggestion is ridiculous
People can enjoy an alcoholic beverage with their meal.
Let families enjoy the outdoors, summer is too short in Calgary. You can take liquor to beaches and
parks in other countries it’s time calgary changed it up.
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Inexpensive family activity; we can’t afford restaurants but we can afford a nice civilized meal in a
park. Positive demonstration of moderate alcohol use.
More fun.
The primary benefit I see is that it treats citizens as adults - expecting good behaviour rather than
banning a possible cause of negative behaviour for some
More enjoyable for all
None
The vast majority of people are able to enjoy a drink responsibly; allowing all of our predominant
social customs to be employed in the parks would increase usage and enjoyment.
Increased use of facilities.
It will reduce illegal concealed public consumption
my time in europe has shown me that when families socialize in public with alcohol that as the
children grow up they respect it later in life.
A cold beer on a hot summer day out in nature just sounds amazing. There is absolutely no reason
why this should not be allowed in ALL park spaces.
We could have a more vibrant city, with fuller parks. Our summers are so short it would allow us to
enjoy those beautiful days a little more
People can enjoy a nice
None
No benefit
No benefits, more trash from people who do not care about what they do when they are drunk,
homeless rummaging for bottles and cans can lead to trash containers being overturned and
dumped out to get these items.
No benefit except jobs for security guards and bouncers. I would no longer frequent the parks for
personal safety reasons.
Increased social activity
None!
Make it attractive to more people to host a family picnic or bbq
Personal freedom and enjoyment for those who drink, but concerned about impacts on those who
dont and on the park
The potential benefit is for those who have a drinking problem and can't attend a social event without
alcohol, especially in a public place where families are attending! Be great for future (liquor trucks
and food trucks to set up)$$$$.
None,
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Freedom and camaraderie, like the outdoor beer gardens in Europe
More people will use them!
I believe it would lead to increased use of the city parks by a larger portion of the demographic
A step in aligning with Europe and Asia's more progressive and accommodating cultures. Visitors
are more likely to come/return with more opportunities to enjoy their surroundings with a beverage
as well. Human nature for adults to enjoy adult beverages.
It would increase the attractiveness of parks for 20-35 year olds which would get them outside more
and active.
There are none, people act like idiots when they drink and sunshine only adds to it.
I wish Canadians cld become responsible and enjoy an alcoholic bevie or two in a public park as do
many European cities. Wouldn't it be nice to have a picnic and share a bottle of wine w friends?
I think a more relaxed attitude toward alcohol reduces some of its attraction to youth and finishes
excessive consumption and binge drinking
One can enjoy a glass of wine or a beer when having a picnic
Added enjoyment for outdoor picnics & gatherings, increasing the use of parks with more
possibilities for people.
It happens anyway so it’s better to regulate the practice and increase social acceptability.
People already do this. Lets legalize this completely normal and reasonable behavior.
Enjoying wine or craft beer with a BBQ or picnic without fear of fines
Allowing adults to be adults, the fact that we are restricted from outdoors drinking is frankly
ridiculous. Almost all modern cities allow public consumption of liquor with very little problems.
People do it all the time anyways, might as well make it legal. Plus it would being more young
people to parks and picnic sights and bring more activity to these places
More people using the parks. Having gatherings with friends, family.
Increased outdoor activities and engagement
None. They can’t stop drunk drivers coming out of bars. You think adding parks will help that? Parks
are for time with loved ones. Leave the alcohol at home.
Socializing. More outdoor activities for the people of calgary. more usage of parks and public
spaces. more participation in events at public parks. A city government doing something right for a
change.
It allows us to enjoy Calgary’s beautiful public spaces, as we would our patios/backyards. I live in a
condo, so it gives me more options for entertaining than just my small patio.
None
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No need to sneak liquor in a parks which leaves By-law officers more time to focus on more pressing
issues
People already do drink in parks, this would open it up along the lines of Europe and other parts of
the civilized world where people can relax and enjoy a glass of wine or a beer outside. All other laws
and bylaws still apply so I don't see a major issue
None
Many people are responsible and this just increases our willingness to do our bbqs in parks
More freedom
Many people already have a drink at picnic sites, make it legal. Works well in Europe, we should be
more progressive.
Our summers are short. Picnics are fun. I love the idea of going to a park with my friends and a
bottle of wine. This would encourage people to get outside and stay outside. I visit Montreal a lot and
enjoy that with my family when I’m there.
As the city and many developers are pushing for increased density, its nice to be able to have a beer
outside!
Active park space. Get more people to enjoy park space. Can have events at the parks
Shows Calgary as a modern, progressive city and not the usual NIMBY (i.e. no fun, restrictive city)
craziness we've grown used to. Still haven't recovered from the ABSURDITY of not being able to
smoke weed in public (I don't partake, but lord...)
Overall allowance of adult activities creates a sense of ownership and responsibility. This has been
proven around the world. If anything it would drive out illegal activity and abusers.
No benefits, a waste of taxes.
It promotes a healthy approach to alcohol use. Normalizing the consumption means people will
spend more time enjoying the parks as part of their lives (rather than strictly going indoors to drink).
If we’re being honest, a lot of people are already consuming liquor at picnic sites, using disposable
cups to be discrete. A major benefit of allowing liquor at picnic sites would be reduced waste due to
one-use cups.
None...

It's a nice addition to picnicing, being able to have a glass of wine or a beer to compliment the meal.
There are no benefits at all.
Getting more people outside to enjoy our parks instead of sitting on a patio at a bar, or at home and
not being as active.
I believe this would lead to more people using the parks and creating a great social atmosphere. In
Europe where this is allowed the parks are consistently being used and are a lot of fun.
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INcreased social actvities among family and friends. Esepcially for those that may not ahve their
own area, within home or partment, for entertaining a larger group.
Greater usage, and more enjoyment of park spaces.
It would be nice to be able to consume a bottle of wine or a beer during a picnic
None, alcohol benefits nobody.
More people enjoying the parks. Make them busier and more used.
Increased use of parks, more positive gathering
Happier citizens. More liberal policies = more European feel to the city. I'm sure people sneak liquor
currently, having it out in the open seems better than hiding it.
Maybe we will see people actually use these parks. Most are empty due to nothing to do there.
It adds a European flare. It would
None. If someone really needs a glass of wine to enjoy the park, they will be doing it already. If you
open up the door and allow drinking in parks, it will be a lot of loud, disorderly people.
None
None
Entrepreneurial opportunities. Bailey and hot chocolate for park ice skating rinks, beer festivals etc. I
lived in the UK and traveled Europe quite a bit. We should also allow something like the Pedibus in
London. Fun activity and good for tourism.
Getting a group of freinds together and partyig down by the river.
People enjoying our public places more.
People will be able to use picnic sites more often and be outdoor more exploring our city instead of
sticking to their backyard. Also specifiing acceptable behaviors "drinking reasonably while eating"
promote "good habits" instead of "hiding the alcool".
More people using parks
Affordable family get togethers and romantic picnic opps!
Maybe we will see people actually use these parks. Most are empty due to nothing to do there. Why
can't people have a beer or glass of wine with a lunch? If it is legal to buy it should be legal to
consume.
. ordinary enjoyment of meals .
For those that live in apartments or have limited space for outdoor gatherings, parks make a
valuable social space, and social events can easily include the responsible consumption of alcohol.
Regardless of causea social norm in many countri
None
None
A more relaxed environment toward people who would be consuming alchohol anyways
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None
People are already drinking at picnic sites. Making it legal means people might be more responsible
with their garbage.
I see no benefits.
More enjoyment, freedom, and development of new social norm.
I don't see any benefits, but I don't see why it shouldn't be allowed.
Liquor isn't a bad thing, it's a culture that doesn't take care of the poor, depressed etc that's the
problem. All parks should allow it because not everyone has a back yard. And the parks should be
there back yard. This will also build community
Liberating adults to enjoy parks at their leisure, I believe more people would utilize city infrastructure
with the relaxation of this bylaw.
Finally we will be a bit more advanced; Europe has been allowing this practice for a long time! It
would put Calgary as a trendy city promoting the use of green space.
For our young family, it would increase and improve our social enjoyment outdoors. We love bbq's in
our own backyards while enjoying a social drink and look forward to being able to do the same at
one of the many beautiful picnic sites in the city.
i don't see benefits of allowing liquor consumption in parks near water -- that is a recipe for disaster.
I see the benefits for the hospitality industry, but aren't there enough restaurants and bars already?
This is a behaviour that is already occurring anyway, and generally in a responsible way. Public
drunkenness and drinking and driving are against the law, but responsible consumption at a picnic
does not need to be penalized.
I can’t think of any benefits. People should be able to have fun outside without booze. There’s too
many downsides.
Can’t think of any. No guarantee people would be discreet. Don’t like drinking & children.
People would be less likely to covertly drink and do potentially dangerous things to cover up the fact
that they're drinking.
This allows for other types of events to occur, and regulate something that already happens.
Enforcement can use their resources to oversee instead of regulate and penalize. This is long
overdue, as the rules for public enjoyment in Calgary are too strict
Liquor is consumed near a garbage/recycling can so hopefully reduce litter. Promotes consumption
in a manicured space over sensitive natural areas.
enjoyment of the park, more use of park, functions
Increased use of parks, more festive gatherings. They do it in many cities without a problem
Increase social use of public spaces, allow for social events outdoors, allow those with limited living
space or no outdoor space (e.g. apartment dwellers) to have larger social/family events. Because it
is a social norm in most of the world.
More incentive to using public spaces for social activities.
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More choices. More freedom.
It would be nice to be able to have a beer with friends while outdoors. Many other cities allow this
and it makes for a lovely experience. There is nothing to stop someone from getting drunk at home,
going to a park and being disruptive.
More people having more reason to use parks. More fun and will be nice to be treated like adults.
Liquor is part of our social culture, and increasingly part of our local small business economy.
Allowing it in parks opens opportunities for our microbrewing & distilling community to market and
grow.
No benefits
The benefit is enjoying life without the shadow of criminality. The existing public consumption rules
are archaic and should be scrapped in their entirety.
Increased need for A.A. And MADD Canada people will get busier - more victims to help.
Encouraging drinking in public places away from home will have more negative impacts than good.
Being able to enjoy a beer at a park.
People could enjoy a glass of wine with a picnic or a beer after a soccer or baseball game. People
do it now so why not make it legal. Removing the illegal nature lets people adult rather than hide
like a teenager.
Letting people to enjoy parks the to their fullest will encourage more use of public spaces. Public
spaces are made to be enjoyed, and for people on a picnic - wine is part of the enjoyment.
Being able to lawfully would legitimize what is already going on. Also, more people that would like to
go to the park but find not being able to consume alcohol too restrictive would now go! More great
Calgarians enjoying our parks!
It will encourage more people to dine and spend time outdoors. It will make the quintessential
Parisian picnic (bread, cheese, grapes, wine) possible!
Very little benefit really when you think about it. It's just a minor preference thing.
None
I don't see any. If you can't enjoy our amazing parks sober, you have a problem. Drink at home or in
one of the hundreds of establishments that serve booze.
For small gatherings
People could enjoy a glass of wine with a picnic or a beer after a soccer or baseball game. People
do it now so why not make it legal. Removing the illegal nature lets people adult rather than hide
like a teenager.
Higher utilization of the parks. People who would like to consume liquor responsibly as part of a
gathering currently find other venues.
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Social drinking at bbq’s & picnics seems to be a common activity. Most people would like be
respectful wrt limits & rules.
People already consume alcohol at parks and picnic sites but are made to feel they are doing
something wrong and hide it. This is normal in Europe for example for millennia.
People have been doing this for years, they should be able not to hide in the shadows. Enforcement
should be focused on higher priority issues.
People may use the parks more if they are able to drink since it seems to be a staple for a lot of
people
It would help normalize attitudes towards drinking and build a healthier drinking culture.
Having a beer or a glass of wine hurts nobody

ittakes away the need to smugglw liqor into picnic sites
None
None
More adults using and activating park spaces
In most of Europe this is a norm. I think it will allow for greater use of our public spaces and
encourage more social gatherings. Removing the stigma and legal ramifications will also reduce the
strain on our legal system.
Zero benefits
I don't see any potential benefits to this plan as currently drafted.
I don't really see any benefit of alcohol in parks.
People will use sites more often. It’s already being done peole are just hiding it
. ordinary quality of life absent left over 'social gospel' rules and pandering to Alberta's historical
liquor culture .
Summer picnics are social so generally people would like to share spirits while they are picnicing,
also more use of the park picnic sites.
There will no longer be a need to enforce the no drinking policy

Acceptance of moderate and appropriate use may reduce more risky clandestine use. Modelling
moderate use and socially acceptable behaviour.
This is happening anyway with very little enforcement. Let’s make it official and focus on enforcing
laws that matter
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Being able to enjoy a beer on a nice day with friends
Nine this should not be allowed
More use of outdoor spaces for social gatherings. Beneficial for people in apartments with no yard
space. Many people are already drinking in park spaces anyway, so this would remove the risks of
secrecy and the unnecessary penalties.

I believe there will be an economic benefit to surrounding area's. As Calgary continues to provide
condo living for individuals it will provide a safe outdoor space for citizens to entertain. Not all
condo's provide an outdoor community experience.
We do it everywhere else, people are doing it now.
A relaxed outside atmosphere where family and friends can enjoy each others company while
watching the children do their thing in the playground. Not really a possibility for most home owners.
It will allow adults to make responsible decisions and enjoy a nice beverage while with friends and
family in the sun. It's a wonderful opportunity to decriminalize regular activity by responsible adults.
Bad apples will drink regardless of the rules.
letting adults be adults. this lets up catch up with the rest of the world. Give us a chance.
For the majority of responsible users it would be nice to have a beer at a group picnic. With it being
almost impossible to book camping sites this opens up a group get together that would allow
alcohol.
. wine with supper . reduction in excessive rules .
Easing the rules reduces the overhead from police and bylaw officers for what is ultimately
something already being done anyway. Leave them to deal with more serious issues.
I won't have to hide it anymore. Also, it makes people more accountable because there alcohol
consumption is visible and people will be aware.
People could enjoy a glass of wine with a picnic or a beer after a soccer or baseball game. People
have been doing it for years risking fines/convictions/suspension from leagues. it's time to leave
prohibition to the last century.
Increased use of parks - if you can sit and enjoy a beer or bottle of wine it would be great
What a wonderful idea to be able to have a glass of wine during picnic.
We'd be following all major US and European cities that allow for this, so that music festivals etc.
can actually see people enjoy a glass of wine while they watch the show.
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Increased park use.
Responsible liquor consumption should not be limited to private bars/restaurants; we should
encourage the public to enjoy our parks responsibly and have the option of choosing the outdoors
and mingling with neighbours.
Consuming some liquor is enjoyable in a social setting, it helps celebrate certain events, and adds to
enjoyment of meals.
More use of park & picnic sites

If you treat people like adults, they will act like adults.
Allowing me to drink a beer in a park while I play Frisbee with my friends would make something I do
anyway legal.
Being able to have a social drink with friends and family.
More social use of parks, community feel.
I don't think the benefits match the risks
There are no benefits to allow liquor at park picnic sites
Less people will be sneaking it
None
None.
People don't have to be as secretive about consuming liquor at park picnics.
When done responsible consuming liquor is no different when any other beverage. I think more
people would use the sites if it was allowed
Not being charged with fines
I frequently book sites for large family gatherings and many individuals as well as myself have
commented that it would be nice to be able to have a drink in the summer outside. We would book
sites much more frequently for these types of events.
None at all
I dont see anything wrong with someone enjoying a glass of wine or a beer. It is probably happening
already.
Parks will be used more
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No benefits. If we want to spend more billions on cancer centres and other health care centres
because we know that alcohol consumption is implicated in diabetes, heart disease, Alzheimer’s
disease, then allow it.
Give people the choice to drink in public. Why is there a stigma of alcohol in public in North
America? People are generally reasonable.
None ! Why can’t people have fun with out alcohol !
Relaxed, casual picnics
Everyone drinks alcoohol when having a meal with friends. it's normal.
Parents with kids can enjoy a drink with food while keeping their children active and outside
There is NO benefit being able to consume liquor
Many people enjoy having a beer on a hot day at a picnic. And to be honest, people are already
consuming alcohol in the parks.
Adds an alternative to an already relaxing experience
Increased use of Parks, larger events, no longer needing to hide that it is occuring
None

More people will utilize the parks because of less restrictions.
I do see any problem with people having a few drinks at a picnic or social event. My concern is that
people often take it to the extreme. I am most concerned about having broken bottles and other
garbage in parks where children and dogs are playing.
Social aspect. A lot do anyways, so may as well make legal.
more fun
I would have a picnic with my family more often. My kids and i would enjoy
More inclusive for communities and group gatherings. Will allow people to avoid high-traffic bar
areas.
None
Enjoying a site with friends and family, more likely to go to a city park if we can have a beer
For the responsible indiviual being able to enjoy a beverage while say ata family or work function
increases the sociability of the occasion
None.
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Illegal drinking is already happening in all parks. This way people will be encouraged to stay in the
designated areas and it will significantly reduce public drinking in other areas.
More people would be encouraged to use the parks for gatherings. People are already doing this;
however, if it was legal it would hold people accountable
People being able to celebrate special occasions outside
More people will picnic in parks. Calgary parks are so underused.
Nice to enjoy a drink outside
None
People staying longer and using the areas more often
The common example is Europe. Things are lovely there and they drink in parks (and more) all the
time as a complimentary addition to their outing, not the sole purpose.
more fun
There are enough establishments with patios for people to go and enjoy alcohol at during the
summer season. As a parent with minor children we do not have the same options . Leave the parks
alcohol free ! Who will enforce the rules- who will pay for that
People have and will continue to drink at parks. If there is a concern, we need to increase police
presence, not pass a new suffocating law that's difficult to enforce.
there is major benefits to the City of Calgary. You will have a influx of people wanting to book your
site. Increased revenue and also an increase in people using outdoor space who might not
otherwise - Helps getting people outside! promotes exercise !Etc
none at all
None.
I dont think so. Liquor shouldn't be allowed in picnic sites. Thats all.
I see no benefits; people are forgetting that liquor is just like canabis; it should be not be done in
public places. Its bad enough you take your child to a movie or hockey game and are allowed to
drink putting them at risk for the ride home
People that don't have access to backyard spaces or barbeque pits are able to host social outings
and consume alcohol as they would if it was their backyard.
Also put in secure recycle bins where The City can collect deposits to offset Park costs. Civilized
adults can enjoy a beer/wine with family picnic.

I honestly don't see any benefit. Even if there was a revenue stream associated with allowing open
liquor in calgary parks, it just opens up far too many liability/ responsibility factors. Most importantly it
creates a higher drunk driving potential!!
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More usage of the parks
Let's face it. People still drink at picnic sites, it's just discrete. At least now there can be rules to
govern this.
Ability to enjoy picnics or gatherings with light drinking without breaking the law.
More use of picnic sites.
People can enjoy a beer in the sun, most people hide the beer at present when in the parks.
European cities have been doing this for a long time it adds a good vibe to the city.
Any time that I have booked or attended a picnic site, it was for celebratory reasons. Being able to
have one drink in public without reprimand would greatly change the stigma that drinking is bad.
Many countries and cultures allow this behaviour.
To be able to have a picnic with family and friends that would include wine. Just like we would do at
home.
More use
A chance to enjoy a park unrestricted but in a mature way.
Hope for more normalized approach to drinking alcohol. More
Encourages gatherings in places other than residences. Increased engagement with our parks,
increased rights
I don't see any benefits. It stinks, it cause humans to act like idiots, parks are for recreation and
fitness and CHILDREN not drinking/drunk adults.
Free society
Absolutely none.
It's nice to be able to have a beer or cooler during a summer BBQ.
Builds community, less regulations, increases public trust.
More use and appreciation of parks.
None. Alcohol abuse leads to violent behavior.
It woult would bring an enjoyable aspect to picnics, visits to the parks. I think most people would be
responsible.
There are no benefits of consuming liquor in the open space.
none
Kids don’t get exposed, No fights and violence in public places, No misbehavings.
Allow 5-10% Alcohol limit,
People tend to talk more when they are relaxed. Families/friends may open up more to each other.
It would allow people to enjoy their picnic more. And the current laws don't stop people from drinking
at picnics right now anyways.
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increased utilization of the park picnic sites;

People socializing more outdoors
Having a beer in nature on a beautiful day is one of life's joys. Especially when hosting a family BBQ
or a birthday party, it's nice to offer as host. Every family friendly campground allows alcohol (within
rules), so why not municipal picnic sites?
I'd have a really nice day drinking wine and eating snacks with my babe.
People might me more inclined to host events in Paris as opposed to indoors. Increased use of park
facilities and revue for the city of Calgary
None. Moronic idea.
There is no benefit
None!
None
Increase use of parks and more events and community engagement within communities.
I believe it will increase the appeal for families to spend more time outside, giving the adults the
option to bring wine or beer to their outing. As it stands, adults need to leave their kids at home to
indulge or take them to an outdoor bar environment.
More people enjoying the park. Freedom of individuals to make good choices. Abusers are already
drinking in parks illegally. It would be nice to enjoy a couple beers in the sun playing games or
watching outdoor theatre.
benefits are having the freedom to enjoy a beer while having a BBQ. People do so already, but
discreetly.
Areas for social gatherings instead of just restaurants or bars
Safer Consumption, proper recylcing
It's fun
Allows people do socialize more and have a good time outdoors
None.
When you're on a romantic picnic you need some wine.
Consuming alcohol is a social behaviour within many families. It is all part of getting together as a
group.
No benefits
None
Most places in Europe have these laws and people are much less likely to hinge drink.
Being able to enjoy a glass of wine or a beer with a picnic lunch.
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I think that responsible people should be allowed to consume liquor at a picnic. People would not
have to hide the alcohol. It's nice to relax and have a beverage at a picnic. It's not a necessity it
would be a privelege.
I think more people would utilize the outdoor for gatherings. In turn brings more foot traffic to certain
areas of the city.
More civilized culture and encourages Calgary's robust craft alcohol scene. Some of the best cities
in the world allow open liquor and I'd love for Calgary to be considered one of those cities
i won't have to hide my liquor like i do now
More use of parks.
People may make more use of parks and picnic areas for special occasions.
Opportunity for proft for the city or simply enhancing a person's experience (ie: a beer in a park after
a baseball game)
Less fines to people who just want to have a the occasional drink.
Alcohol is likely already being consumed in parks in a concealed container. May as well make it
legal.
Letting adults be adults
Higher use of these spaces. More varied use.
A great way to get outside, and encourage purchasing of products from Calgary's many local
breweries, cideries, distilleries, etc. More opportunities for community-building events.

the city seems to think they should charge for this, which is no benifit, not sure why there is control
over this, adults should be able to sit and picnic with whatever beverage they want
Less regulations, more freedom to consume drink with a meal
I don't see any benefit to allowing this, only the downside. Liquor is not necessary to enjoy a picnic in
the outdoors.
Increased use
Ooens the parks as an option to invite adults out socially without needing to be in a backyard that I
dont have or on a patio.
I don't think it's necessary. However it could be nice at a family or friend gathering to enjoy some
refreshments that contain alcohol without breaking the law.
I don't see any benefits
No benefits at all
None
Hot summer days, a cold beer while enjoying the beautiful scenery would be a nice way to
encourage people to get out more!
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Honestly, I think that the don't ask don't tell 'rule' that we have now is ideal. People will always drink
at picnic sites, but by making it legal, you have more of a likelihood that behavior will become worse,
and parks will be damaged.
Allowing responsible drinking will encourage responsible behaviour from the group.
Everyone just brings it and hides it anyway
People could have a nice beer or glass of wine with their picnic and most won't over imbibe as the
drinking and driving laws are very strict.
Increased use of picnic sites. Increased enjoyment at picnics. Also, legalizing what many are already
doing illegally - people are already consuming liquor at picnic sites.
Usage is already happening; open use would be more responsible and issues like littering etc could
be addressed with fewer complications. Personal consumption with a picnic on a warm day is
pleasant.
Makes going to the park more enjoyable for adults.
It would bring an enjoyable aspect to picnics, visits to the parks. I think most people would be
respectful. Alcohol is allowed in Montreal parks and Europe. Why not here?
Being able to enjoy or short summers with a glass of white wine or cold beer with family and friends
None
It's already happening. This will just legitimize something that's already not a concern.
Some ppl can have a drink sensibly with a friend, could be an outing that isn’t a restaurant setting .
Some ppl can’t afford sitting and eating in an establishment.
Greater community spirit and increased use of outdoor picnic spaces, and the fact that we would be
catching up to other more progressive cities around the world that allow for public liquor
consumption.
Be more like Europe
There are no benefits
Broadens the variety of picnic events one can enjoy. A full meal with beer/wine as opposed to
smaller scale meals.
More park use, people already consume alcohol discreetly already.
It would be nice to consume a small amount of liquor for a family function.
No benefits.
More picnic park use in general. More outdoor use by families and friends.
None
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No benefits
encouraging use of such parks/sites
People enjoy being able to have a cold beer on hot summer days. If you allowed liquor consumption
you might see a higher interest in bookings.
People have been doing it anyways, so people will no longer need to hide it. Parks will be utilized
more often by young adults who are able to have alcoholic beverages while enjoying the outdoors.
Hopefully the responsible enjoyment of alcohol in picnic sites will lead to changes in consumption
rules at other public events, e.g. Folk Fest, food truck festivals, etc.

More time spent enjoying the out doors
Seeing more lively parks, without the worry of getting in trouble with the law. Anywhere in Europe on
a sunny day you'll see all sorts of people out in parks; although not all are drinking, it will also draw
the crowd that wants to enjoy a bevy in nature.
Gets more people out of their houses and into parks/recreational areas. Enjoyment of life and the
city.
Greater enjoyment and more people wanting to get out and use the sites.
People do it anyways descretely. It will benefit park to charge some fees from the liquor consumers
and use it for upkeep of the park
None. People can drink at home or at a restaurant. In what way does drinking in a public park
increase your enjoyment of nature?
Normalizes responsible consumption of liquor. Has worked in Europe for years.
Opportunities for entrepreneurs in the future, more tourism to Calgary has a progressive city that
allows this.
More park and picnic usage. More people enjoying the outdoors and socializing together. More
people BEING more sociable due to the liquor.
more use of public parks
Share good times with friends and family
People already do this anyway so maybe making it more publicly acceptable with government
regulations would encourage safer and more regulated consumption.
No benefit
There are no benefits, liquor consumption should not be allowed in any park picnic site where
children are present. There is also no effective way to monitor consumption or to enforce the rules.
To enjoy a good picnic experience.
No benefits.
social gathering of adults.
More people would use the parks as gatherings and family outings.
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accessible outdoor social venue for those unable to afford private yards and gardens.
There is no benefit to allowing our parks to have liquor present, I am concerned this will increase
safety from unruly behavior of those who consume more then they should. If you want to drink, then
stay in your backyard.
On a hot summers day being able to have a quiet drink or two with family or friends and enjoying the
outdoors at the same time. With increase in condos people don’t have as much outdoor living space
By-laws might actually start to represent reality.
It is a part of leisure and celebration activities for many people who often choose not to go to the
parks because it is not allowed there.
For responsible adults, it's an enjoyable activity to have a few drinks while experience the city's
natural environment and beautiful parks.
Benefits? None!
Better community events/bbq's
Happiness and freedom
Having birthday/anniversary/wedding type toasts.
It is good to have the option to have a drink when having an event at a park.
I see no benefits to having alcohol in a family environment
Joy. Also - calgary will be known for it and it will bring tourism and attention to our city.

None
There are none people can drink soda
Encourage use of city park space, for a newer audience
More frequent use of a park space instead of going to a restaurant patio
I'm pretty sure that people are doing it already, bringing it into the open would allow authorities to
better monitor the situation. I also think that it would help people loosen up and maybe spend more
time meeting others citizens who enjoy our parks.
It would be a great opportunity for the city to in crease its coffers with the added drinking and driving
that would result if this goes through.
More freedom of choices in locations to host smaller events and get-togethers.
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Canada/ Alberta is WAY TOO STRICT in terms of consumption of liquor...like most other places in
the world you can drink in parks and public spaces..making liquor 'forbidden' only makes the
problem worse. Cultures like france have it right!
People associate it with socializing and they are probably going to do it anyway. Might as well have
guidelines
it would be nice if peiple could RESPONSIBLY consume
People sneak it anyway. People who are going to drink in parks already do. There would be little
change.
Allows reasonable adults to enjoy a beverage when cooking and meeting friends outdoors.
Absolutely no benefits
Responsible people will be able to consume a beverage without feeling like they are breaking the
law.
Increased socialization and time spent outdoors, and utilization of park space increasing to more
people not just families
Encouraging more people to use parks/increased tourism
NONE!
It will get people outside more. People who want to drink will find a way to do it regardless. A glass
of wine with lunch/dinner won't hurt anyone.
It is a more enjoyable way to have a picnic
I don't drink alcohol I have no clue.
I lived in Europe for two years, where liquor could be legally consumed in public places. I saw no
unruly behaviour or increase in risk to public safety. Normalization of alcohol seemed to be
associated with lower instances of binging.
People like to drink beer or wine while enjoying the sunshine. There are already laws governing
disorderly conduct and littering. Not allowing liquor is uneccesary and redundant.

I think many people already drink alcohol hiding them in pop cans or coffee mugs. If its allowed, I do
believe that the policies and enforcement would be checked more often by the authorities.
Wine and cheese near the river's edge. Beer in a pastoral setting. The fizz of a Smirnoff Ice joining
the sparrow's call. These are the joyous benefits of liquor in the park.
Better community and increased usage of parks
We could enjoy much more the parks pic nic and promote much more social life!
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I believe adults should have the freedom to consume alcohol in public as long as they adhere to
basic behaviour expectations.
Reduced patrons 'hiding' the use of alcohol. Added social element for gatherings.
Wine/beer is often nice with a meal. Especially in the sun.
Increased use of parks by adults who are looking to enjoy a nice afternoon outside with friends being
active, having a picnic and enjoying the park.

More engagement. People acting responsibly as out in public.
Encourages use of parks by broader population. Cuts down on people hiding alcohol as they are
already drinking in parks. Demonstrates responsible examples of alcohol consumption. Furthers
community engagement and conversation. Less paternal.
More parks will be used for celebrations such as birthdays anniversaries engagements etc
None
Turning scofflaws into law abiders
It happens anyhow, but allowing it at booked sites would hopefully keep it containes
Vice laws are antiquated and do not actually stop problem users. IT would be great to be able to
(legally) have a drink or two with friends in the park.
More use
More Calgarians of legal drinking age may visit the parks more often.
To enjoy a bottle of wine with lunch without worrying about by-law enforcement.
More enjoyable bbq’s and picnics with a beer or glass of wine.
None
I believe this will open up the picnic sites to broader audience of people becuase this will give the
picnic sites a more social and inclusive atmosphere.
that people can now do it legally
Getting people outside to socialize with each other in the natural environment. Could help improve
support for our parks system and environment via improved engagement with the public. Improved
affordability relative to a restaurant, pub or bar.
Would go to parks more. Better for big family get togethers and for seniors wanting to get out for a
nice lunch.
enjoyment of public spaces; increased usage by a wider audience who may want to enjoy alcohol in
a public park; less restrictive; opportunity to demonstrate responsible consumption
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Being allowed a beer/wine at the tables will encourage more parents to take advantage of the parks.
This will lead to more outdoor activities from people who may otherwise stay in their back yards
Food with family and friends at a picnic site is an extension of the home, or is a space that can
accommodate a larger gathering not possible in a home. The benefit of being able to consumer
liquor really is to share the same freedoms in public.
Persinal freedom. I won't be looked down on for having a single beer at a picnic table in the park
I've lived abroad, and in European and Asian countries (without Puritan roots), public drinking isn't
seen as taboo. Youth seem less inclined to drink underage as it demystifies the allure of a
'forbidden' pastime.
more use and enjoyment, responsible liquor use while picnicing should be allowed
I do not see any benefits, people can do this on their own back yards!
Increased site fees if liquor is being consumed. Requiring a liquor license
People like to enjoy a drink with dinner outside, I think it would create a more social atmosphere in
our parks in the evenings.
Be able to celebrate special occasions with friends
No benefits. But having a beer In fish creek park on the summer would be awesome!
None
getting more people outside to enjoy the local parks
It normalizes what is already occurring, as sets guidelines for quantities and behaviours.
None, sorry.
More use of picnic sites for company functions
I enjoy a picnic with a glass of wine. People in condos and apartments will be able to picnic outside
with an alcoholic beverage.
The majority of the population are responsible adults that should be free to enjoy consumption
respectably.
Increase usage of public spaces to host a variety of different events.
Removes idea of responsible
more cans and bottle deposits for needy individuals or groups.
Catching up with the modern world in terms of freedom to drink in public places. I just don't see any
reason why it wouldn't be allowed.
More people will book knowing they can have a drink with their picnic and be able to relax about it.
People are doing it already which makes it riskier so having it be allowed will take the risk out in my
opinion.
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In Montreal people drink wine in the park, it’s not a problem, and it gets people out enjoying parks
and public spaces.
The enjoyment of our wonderful outdoor spaces by responsible adults.
Increased use/enjoyment of park spaces. Lower costs to have to police consumption that may
already be happening. Europe has proven that this can be successful!
People are already consuming alcohol in these settings, only they are doing so subversively. It will
be more effectively monitored and controlled when permitted openly. Further, other countries that
permit public use have generally positive outcomes.
No benefit
I don't see any benefits.
Police can focus on more important issues rather than minor things like issuing open alcohol tickets
Allowing people to have freedom and choice.
Freedom of choice, fewer bylaws, less policing needed. The law breakers are drinking in parks
already now. A change to the rules allows the law abiding citizen to enjoy as well.
Normalizing liquor and making it easier for people to enjoy a drink or two at social gatherings in
parks just seems lovely. Would add something nice to the experience and might encourage new
park-goers.
Promoting safer/more responsible consumption
Personal freedom

People wont have to hide or conceal the alcohol that they are already drinking in those areas.
People will feel more comfortable to dispose of bottles and containers in the proper recycle bins.
Alcohol doesnt need to be something to feel shameful about
I don't see any
none
Considering the popularity of patios here, on the very few enjoyable summer days we get in
Calgary,I would like to enjoy a beer/glass of wine with lunch or dinner while enjoying our beautiful
parks. It would encourage park visits/exploring our great city.
It would probably encourage more people to get out and enjoy our parks.
Absolutely none
In all honestly, every time I go to a site, I see people consume alcohol on a clandestine manner. As
someone that drink socially just a little, I'd rather set the example and educate kids on how to enjoy
responsibly.
I think that the responsible use of alcohol enhances the enjoyment of family/friends get together s
and it is likely being smuggled in quite often now
More liberal and metropolitan city.
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Greater enjoyment of picnic space. Increased use. More diverse use. Legalization of responsible
use that is already happening.
I think that it will increase the use of parks and allow people to consume alcohol responsibly.

It would be nice to enjoy a beer while having family gatherings!
Many world class cities around the world allow responsibly consumption of alcohol in public parks.
Example being Hyde park. I think Calgarians would love to use our parks and be able to share a
glass of wine while doing so.
Alcohol goes great with cheese and I like cheese ;). Pretty hard to put a social or economic benefit
on this one.
people downtown have a tendency to walk/bike/skateboard to parks rather then drive, Being able to
drink in parks on weekends will prevent drunk driving this way.
I personally don't drink alcohol, however I am of the opinion that responsible adults should be
allowed to drink a glass of wine or a beer at a picnic.
People are able to enjoy something that they’ve been doing illegally for years without having to be
suspicious
More taxes for Rachel!!
The culture of alcohol in Canada has been contentious and over regulated ever since the gold rush.
I’ve travelled to every continent on earth and somehow huge swaths do just fine with a culture that
allows public picnics with wine and beer
More responsibility and more enjoyable use of the city, better for tourism, economical, fun. Creates
new city jobs for park maintainence and helps encourage recycling.
Allow adults to be adults. What is the harm of having a glass of wine with your lunch in the park?
I can get tipsy when hanging with my kids. Not really a benefit, now is it?
More likely to enjoy parks for meals with friends and create a social environment instead of backyard
BBQ.
None. It’s like smoking with kids around .
Being able to enjoy glass of wine or a beer RESPONSIBLY in the beautiful nature of the Calgary
parks.
Social drinking not frowned upon.
By not confining safe, responsible liquor consumption to private sites we allow our youth to see what
responsibile liquor interactionlooks like.
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i might actually go out more to the park for a bar-b-que as i enjoy having a glass of wine with my
meal. I see no reason why liquor should not be allowed in the parks..
None. Within different areas of the city, we are already dealing with blatant drug use and this is
going to another thing that will to other existing issues.
None.
None
More park use. Families there for picnics can enjoy an adult beverage. Less concealed alcohol at
parks which makes it easier for law enforcement.
Enjoy the park, enjoy the weather.
A larger sense of community, people socializing, etc.
It’s a social norm in most societies-it should be allowed here too. It would encourage more people to
use city park facilities
cultural acceptance of light social drinking, positive modelling of moderate drinking habits.
Increased enjoyment of our outdoor green spaces.
Increased freedom and quality of life for responsible citizens.
None
It would be nice to have a picnic with some wine!
I am not a huge advovate for liquor use, since I am a non-drinker. But it would be nice for people to
enjoy a drink while having a picnic. Perhaps food need s to be involved?
You shouldnt have to risk a fine to have a couple beers in a park like an adult.
There are absolutely no benefits to consuming liquor at parks. If you want to drink stay home or go
to a pub
Brings people out of their homes to socialize. In turn, people will be more active in our city parks.

People would spend more time outside in large groups for birthday parties etc
NONE
Because every other normal country does it.
None. Who polices the area? Yet another increase in costs to the city that will ultimately be born
through even more tax increases.
Don't make it a taboo to be drinking within moderation. North America is an anomaly when it comes
to public consumption of liquor.
None. Drinking and driving kids being exposed. Enough said
More people will use public parks.
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Liquor is already being consumed illicitly. By making it allowed it will free up enforcement to deal
with the true problem drinkers, not the people drinking responsibly.
Increase bookings and park usage
I do not see any
Enjoy a cold beer on a hot day with friends somewhere other than somewhere you have to pay /
host. Kids are typically with own family at public park, so parents still control kids exposure and kids
seeing safe liquor consumption is a good thing.
increased use of parks for adults
People can actually live their lives without ridiculous rules put in place.
You can relax and enjoy a few drinks outside in a nice place
Increased number of people getting outdoors and enjoying the city. Picnics and days at the park
often involve physical activity so that's another benefit.
No benefits, at all.
More use of the picnic sites for celebrations
Ability to consume responsibly, increase the type of events that may be held. ie. anniversary,
wedding, family gathering
A sense of community; a safe, affordable public place to enjoy a nice bottle of wine or a cold beer on
a hot day!
More prone to using outdoor spaces and enjoying our parks. Also more traffic in our parks would
lead to more revenue for effected businesses nearby.
Allows for people to do what they are already doing, legally.
None. You can fun without drinking. This seems like you are proponents of drinking and driving.
Because somehow the people drinking are going to need to leavr the park. Police could wait outside
the park to administer breathalyzers.
Zero.

Adult enjoyment
Gets people out of the house. Not confined to your deck or backyard. Also not disturbing your next
door neighbours in your own backyard.
None
Better social lifestyle. As noted above, Europe seems to function without harm. Who doesnt like a
cold beer in the sun, it just makes life better. Thats why we drink them.
none
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Having a more relaxed attitude and inspiring a more European atmosphere in public spaces.
Treating adults like adults.
Social drinking in the summer creates a fun environment for those that would like to take part. I am
new to Calgary and feel that many public park spaces are not utilized for picnics, etc for young
adults, etc.
Some people will feel it really enhance their picnic.
Increased social aspect of outings to city parks.
There is no benefit to allowing people to consume liquor at all at park picnic sites.
Having a glass of wine or a beer with your picnic is very enjoyable - and it's already happening all
the time anyway!
Not having to hide drinking. It already happens, this just brings it out into the open.
Some people may wish to have a drink with a meal.
A more open attitude towards liquor consumption helps to decrease fascination with youth. There is
literally nothing wrong with a bottle of wine or a couple cans of beer with a picnic. More in line with
common sense European standards.
Increase park usage and enjoyment
People won’t be hiding and drinking.
cities like montreal have allowed this for years – encouraging more people to visit parks vs having a
picnic in their backyards increases the vitality of our beautiful parks
More use of the picnic sites. More options to host get togethers with friends/family as responsible
consumption of alcohol can be a part of it.
No benefit
None
No benefit. There are many places that people can have alcohol. And parks are well used
already...don't need this. The possible negatives of consumption are too high to allow it.
European parks traditionally allow drinking openly which should be a test case for Calgary. Having
seen many of these parks they foster an atmosphere of inclusion, friendliness, and openness
amongst the population. It does not increase crime.
None.
I think people will be more likely to use the parks and are more likely to comply with rules if they're
allowed to consume alcohol legally. People already do it and hide it. It will increase compliance with
appropriate use.
Legalizing a practice that is widely in place today.
No benefits
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Higher use of parks, tourism appeal
encourage more usage, gets more people outdoors, enhances celebrations, freedom of choice
As in Europe, to enjoy a park picnic with wine and cheese..delightful. To drink Champaign under the
stairs..delightful. To have a beer with a bbq delightful. All of which is not harmful as you could not be
drunk in public or drive etc, alcohol laws apply
It would certainly make Calgary less of a laughing stock to Europeans who can scarcely believe it
when I tell them that in Calgary it is illegal to enjoy a glass of wine during a picnic in a park.
I see no benefit to this.
Many people just like having a beer with their picnic. When done responsibily and with regulations
Calgary has an opportunity to increase picnic area use for events like weddings and birthdays as
well as just BBQs with friends
Councillor Carra would be able to enjoy wine with his picnic
I think the parks will get more use if families are allowed to have a beer or a glass of wine while they
are having a family get together.
Responsible consumption
The City can fine any Minors drinking, permitting an activity which may be injurious to the health or
safety of others in the premises, or drinking/being drunk and driving after leaving the park. In the end
the City gets their money!!
Enjoyment
Increased usage.
This would give adults a good chance to get together with friends and socialize in the great
outdoors, especially those who live in apartments.
More use of parks
I see no benefits. If you need to drink, do so in private at a home event.
Typically when rules are more lenient there seems to actually be a reduction in unwanted behaviour.
Allowing liquor may actually decrease vandalism/ loitering / etc.
Having a permit when requesting a party for Family Reunions
People will stay at the parks longer
Having a fun casual evening with family/friends and a couple beers.
Casual enjoyment during picnics and outdoor summer events without having to conceal drinks and
increase police presence
People might actually start using some of the parks that are empty a lot of the time.
Absolutely none.
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We love to picnic and have delicious Carmella made items which woul bee made better by enjoying
a glass of wine/beer with it.
Great usage of city parks
None
It’s nice to have a picnic and have a civilized drink with it. More use of outdoor space in the summer.
Gives the people who live in apartments without yards the ability to enjoy a drink outside with friends
and family.
NoNe
None
No benefits
It will bring more people to the day use areas

Quality of life enhanced
none Fun for adults.
None
Parks will be used by a wider demographic of the population and more regularly for more than just
walking dogs or playing with their kids.
It's a very pleasant way to spend an afternoon - picnic basket with cheese and wines and friends.
Apart from that, I think there potential economic benefits - beer gardens etc.
I won’t have to hide my wine in a Tim hortons cup anymore.
It would be nice to be able to have a glass of wine or a cold beer to compliment a picnic lunch for
couples or family gatherings.
It might allow for an increase in users and demographic to our great parks. Park users may be more
inclined to drink responsibly in a public/social/family setting and keep sites tidy for other users.
(Rather than hiding drinks, disposing cans in bushes...
More authenticity, less stress for picnickers, police can focus on more serious offences, a more
contemporary policy
Not needing to fear getting ticket and hiding liquor from park and city staff. We already consume it
anyway.
I enjoy personal freedoms as a law abiding citizen. If i wanted to meet and BBQ with people and
have a drink or 2, i should be able to do so. It is also alot of work to try and police public
consumption laws as they exist.
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This is a way for people, most who can use responsibly, to enjoy the parks and social events with
liquor use.
Enjoy a few drinks with friends while keeping socially engaged in the community.
None
A more inclusive atmosphere for large family gatherings, nothing makes a perfect day like a nice
cold beer with friends in a green space.
No net benefit, park is meant for family not for adult only.
None, Except recognizing what already is, and taking unenforceable legislation off the books.
It makes the event or day more enjoyable if you are able to consume the food and drink you'd like.
As long as people drink responsibility, it's no different than having 1 beer or glass of wine at a
restaurant with dinner.
The times I have booked sites has been for celebrating something. Alcohol would be a great
addition.
Being able to enjoy alcohol with family in friends in a nice environment outside of the home without
having to pay expensive prices at bars or restaurants.
Able to relax and enjoy summer many people stay inside or in thier back yard to enjoy a nice cold
beer
no benefit at all.
No benefits
None.
Better there than on the street or in the car.

Increased use of parks by a larger demographic.
Relaxing and socialization.
Increased socialization and formalizing what already happens.
As in Europe to enjoy wine and cheese outdoor fresh air..delightful. Champaign under the
stairs..delighful. A beer with bbq..delighful. Alcohol laws would still apply, can’t be drunk in public, or
drive etc.
There’s nothing better than a cold beer on a hot day, next to the river.
I see no benefit.
Freedom, but I understand some people might abuse that right and go overboard. I believe stronger
monitoring would be needed to avoid disorderly behavior or people leaving trash at the parks.
None. Beer with friends can happen at home. Picnic at the river and play structure cannot happen at
home.
It is already happening, bring it out into the open and people will be more responsible about it
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Alcohol should be allowed in any public setting to bring us up to date with European practices.
Offences of drunkenness, disorderly conduct are easily captured on smartphones so that complaints
can be easily dealt with.
People will do it anyway so might as well not keep police officers away from real concerns.
Creates more social opportunities. In the summer when you want to have a drink you must go
indoors. This allows for more opportunities to enjoy the city's natural beauty. An adult friendly section
makes me want to see the parks.
Nothing wrong.
Increased enjoyment by having a favorite drink to go with picnic activities.
Get more people outside using parks
Increased leisure and recreation potential in Calgary’s outdoor spaces
Increase motivation or physical activity to get outside
Everyone is already bringing in liquor. Adults should be responsible enough to make good choices.
Unsafe picnic sites, abuse it could be any physical sexual and psychological.
As in Europe to enjoy wine and cheese in the fresh air.. delightful. Champaign under the
stars..delighful. Beer with bbq..
None I worked in the bar industry for years. And have seeb too many issues with this Drug.
It's already happening anyways. People will utilize the spaces for more events, weddings etc
potentially increasing revenue for parks and rec
People will be more comfortable. It’s alrsady happening people just hide it.
Increase in social experiences that don't include binge drinking in someones kitchen
Dont see a problem if you have one or two drinks.
Removing the stigma around drinking. Promoting responsible drinking. Cutting down on binge
drinking. Relocation of police resources to more serious matters.
Opportunity to socialize with friends and enjoy the outdoors and many benefits of the public parks.
I’m
Greater legal enjoyment of our parks. What's wrong with two people enjoying a good book and bottle
of wine in a park?
A drink with a meal can be quite enjoyable.
No benefits
Just enjoyment of a picnic lunch with a bit of wine or beer.
I can enjoy with my family and friends
There is none. If parents are drunk, who is taking care of the kids. It will encourage groups to be
intoxicated/rowdy and will set off disagreements with other park users.
Safer use, people less likely to be sneaking it in and using it illegally
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I do not see any.
We are adults. It’s ridiculous this insn’t allowed. You can drink anywhere in Europe
More personal freedom
Nine
When we lessen the restrictions around alcohol consumption normalizes the behaviour and makes it
less forbidden which can help young people make good choices when it comes to alcohol.
Would encourage different groups to use park sites and host events where alcohol may typically be
consumed to utilize sites. Also reduces instances of illegal consumption where already being
consumed on park sites.
More opportunities for use of the parks in the summer months, and more green spaces
accommodating large social groups.
Fun and flexibility. I enjoy having a drink with friends. It’s annoying that it either has to be at
someone’s home or at a restaurant (which is expensive). It would be especially great while watching
an outdoor play.
The parks will be more widely used by the Calgary population
More people might frequent our parks more. Everyone loves to brunch or go to patios in the summer
- this would be a great way for people to make the most of the summer sun with their friends.
None
enjoy with celebratory meal
More people would use.
get more people out by not limiting the type of event they can hold in the park
Most people are responsible and would have a drink with dinner
People who wouldn't normally use the site's might now use it
More outside events
Adults can enjoy local parks in a orderly fashion more ppl would get out and about our city
Bring more people out to parks
None. Generally party or gathering environments encourage loosening up which translates to
consuming more. How do you then control how many drinks is too many? What's next....drugs at the
park??? Fools!!!
It’s nice to enjoy a beer or wine in the park with friends.
Increase enjoyment of a picnic or BBQ
People already do it with no problems
Calgarians get the great benefit of being treated like adults. Treating adults like adults doesn't mean
that there won't be issues, of course. But it is important that people be first offered the respect that
they deserve.
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We should trust the larger population to be resposnible. And having a beer with a picnic would be a
nice way to spend a saturday afternoon
socially accepted
I don’t see any benefits
It’s part of our social culture to enjoy a beer or glass of wine with friends. While there may be bad
apples out there, most people are responsible and should not be held back because of a few idiots.
Allowing Albertan's the freedom to enjoy alcoholic beverages in parks and public spaces much like
other European countries. Our summers are so short, why not be able to enjoy the weather with
friends and a beer?
Getting out more to enjoy the parks/nature and being able to have a glass of wine while doing same.
Encourages more people to use the parks, people would not have to hide their alcohol and then try
to hide any evidence (cans, bottles, etc) by getting rid of it as soon as they can (littering) so they are
not caught with it.
Possibility of booking fees, and that money going towards improving these sites.
Let’s get with the times like Europe.
none
None,
Being able to enjoy a beverage of your choice in a civilised manor will not harm anyone. It will add to
the enjoyment of the park and free the police to deal with more serious issues, ie drug dealing and
consumption.
Park use will increase
None
Increase in enjoyment of life. We can stop pretending that it doesn’t currently happen
They would attract more people. Show the city trusts people. Perhaps an additional fee is included
to consume alocohol.
It adds a certain maturity, trust, and freedom given to our citizens. I believe you will find far less
excessive drinking and rambunctious partying in these areas, from youth especially, once you
remove the rebellion aspect. More people will utilize parks
I don't see any benefit.
Calgary can become a leader in teetotaling North America whereby citizens can enjoy the same
freedom enjoyed problem-free around the world. Picnic, wine, significant other. What could be
better?
Sometimes it's just nice to have a cold beer on a hot day while you're having a picnic.
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Trust in citizens to enjoy a drink or two responsibly. People are going to drink in public parks
regardless if its illegal or not, allowing them a specified limit to have on their person doesn't do any
harm in the long run.
none
Encourges more people to get out in the community and get to know more people. Possibility of
creating more jobs if there are beer gardens etc.

Adults would be able to legally consume alcohol at a safe environment
able to be social in a park and meet with friends. if you're going to drink liquor you're limited to your
back yard
groups of friends socializing together in a great environment, where you can play games and do
activties.
Calgary has a very large and growing Craft Beer industry. However, on summer weekends, these
breweries can nearly reach capacity. If able to take away growlers to consume at city parks, we can
support the local businesses and visit the city parks.
No benefits. It should not be allowed in the public park
Increased enjoyment and usage of public spaces.
All over the word have that. As long as people not get drunk it's OK.
Everyone does it anyway
More people using parks
More people would use the perks on nice days
A visit with friends
I would like to see more people using Calgary's parks, community, and normalizing alcohol
consumption in our society.
If consumed responsibly the benefits will be that the areas will be more utilized and people will not
have to hide their consumption as we currently do
Could promote a more responsible culture around liquor consumption in a relaxed, polite, social
setting. Could be a way to model positive behaviours and etiquette around liquor consumption.
i have been to events where liquor is hidden and still being consumed....making it legal but holding
the people accountable by making them purchase a liquor license is better. if they have no license,
then no liquor should be consumed.

More frequent use of these parks
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More sense of freedom. Being open would make people more responsible.
People no longer have to engage in risky behavior, and fines. Will reduce the cost on police and bylaw enforcement for a crime that does not affect anyone. Bad characters will continue to break rules.
Look at Europe for examples of it working.
It allows for a relaxed environment where people can enjoy a beer or a wine in the summer with their
friends or families. I think it's a great idea and many countries in the world have this practice.
Besides, not everyone has a house with a backyard...
None!
Treating citizens like responsible adults is a good thing.
None, there is no benefit to this.
No benefits. Terrible idea.
More people enjoying our outdoor spaces.
Slowing people to consume not at home or spending money at a bar creates another safe option if
properly monitored
The parks will be utilized more by people
People do this anyway- this is a safer option
More people will use sites; city reputation will improve

NO
People won’t have to hide it anymore because it already happens.
It's nice to have a beer or glass of wine while enjoying food with friends and family.
Would provide incentive to people like me who want to spend more time camping but can't always
find a whole weekend to do so.
More people will use the public spaces for parties instead of backyard locations.

My comments have to split up between these questions because for some reason this survey won't
allow people to wholly express themselves as you limited the characters to 255 per question. What a
way for our city council to stifle any opposing viewpoints.
I don't see any benefits that outweigh the harms.
People are using liquor anyways, from what i can see, if you are quite and not desturbing other
people in the park, nobody will come to check your ice boxes right now
It would promote Calgarians to be outdoors more!
Nice to able to enjoy a glass of wine or a beer at a picnic, especially as a ‘sundowner’.
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A sense of freedom to enjoy a drink with a nice picnic on a summers day, trusting citizens to be
responsible.
Allows for more freedom and fun
No benefits.
People do it anyway. Decriminalize and normalize it and it will be less of an issue.
I do not think there is any benefits
Increased enjoyment and utilization of city parks. Also increased promotion of responsible
consumption so it does not become a taboo thing that causes undue concern. Responsible
consumption should be a non-issue like nearly all cities in Europe.
People already do it. Might as well make it legal.
I had a work bbq last year and people wanted to have a casual beer or wine and it wasn’t possible.
It’s nice to be outside in the hot sun with a cold beer sometimes. If it’s properly monitored I think it
would benefit the public for social/casual function

It would normalize the consumption of liquor so that young people wouldn't feel the need to binge
drink.
There's nothing better than a cold beer on the hot sun, don't make us hide it. Treat us like adults.
Nothing the best
People enjoy it
None
none
Everyone does it anyway. At least it won’t take up resources to try and patrol. Encourages vibrancy
and fun in the city. European models should be considered.
It takes the city out of the dark ages. Almost all of Europe allows drinking in public (within reason),
and they don't see an increase in crime or vandalism as a result. We should be able to enjoy a drink
in the sun.
Calgary is full of hard working people who deserve to be able to relax and enjoy their free time. The
parks in Calgary are only really able to be enjoyed in the sunshine, it'd open up the city more and
make it an even better place to live.
Increase in the use of facilities around Calgary and as a result, a stronger sense of community.
People already hide drinks at parks - why not allow them to enjoy these spaces openly rather than
hiding along the river in bushy areas.
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I lived in Europe for 2 years where the public drinking culture is much more liberal. I found no issues
with regards to allowing liquor to be drank openly in parks and the vast majority of people were
respectful and orderly.
None
I feel it happens already, people just hide it. I also feel like it may make our parks, and city, more
lively. Plus it will make living without a yard or balcony more tolerable for many.
Revenue for nonprofits and small businesses, increased vibrancy, better use of parks.
None
Honestly, people already do it anyway. Makinf it legal would save the city and law enforcement a
LOT of headaches. Look at Vegas, you can Carey alcohol anywhere in the city. It hasn't been
ravaged by drunks. People can and will be responsible
None
People freely enjoying a drink with friends rather than going drinking at a bar downtown, would save
some money.
there are none as you would be encouraging drinking and driving and it will most certainly lead to
some confrontations and poor behaviour which then ruins the park use for all others
People do it anyways, they sneak it and hide it. Or they get drunk before floating down the river
anyways. When things are 'outlawed' people almost go harder against that but when it's allowed,
people are more likely responsible.
More people will spend time in parks

There are no benefits.
Less law breaking. People do it anyway, if they have a designated area it decreases the likelihood it
will happen elsewhere.
In moderation it could be a safe way for people to engage in alcohol use
There are none.
Increase use of pinic sites and public parks.
People are doing it already, making it legal will just make people more conscious about it and not
leaving a mess behind.
Better for economy, more park usage, better entertainment value at parks
People can spend more time outdoors
Responsible consumption of alcohol is a good model for young people to see
Less people hiding their alcohol use
It will bring more traffic to parks
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More people booking sites for events
I love to BBQ with my friends. It would be nice to meet in a public park and have a few beer while we
grill.
Encourage folks to utilize the sites more often for events, get outside more often and engage in
responsible behaviour such as recycling bottles and cans, rather than drinking illegally and trying to
"stash" materials.
I think it will get more people out in the parks during the summer time
No benefits whatsoever. Liquor should remain prohibited.
I don’t see any benefit at all!
Alleviate illegal drinking that is happening in the park regardless.
People should be allowed to enjoy a few beers on a nice summer day outside without worry of a
ticket.
Less binge drinking / hidden drinking
More use of park sites for wine and cheese style picnics
- people no longer have to conceal that they're consuming liquor in a park picnic site
We are already drinking there during picnics so it would just legalize it!
Promote community gatherings like they have have in Europe. Very friendly, open welcoming
environment.
Adults should be allowed to enjoy alcohol in public park, it would make our park experience much
more enjoyable, and make people venture out to more parks rather than sitting in a bar. Some
people that cannot afford bar price could afford a drink at park
Increased visitation for recreational attractions, as it will be able to encourage everyone to enjoy city
areas.
Take Europe for example, people gather with friends and picnic in the park with wine and cheese. It
will increase Calgary’s culture.

More enjoyment. People aren't having to hide their booze
Drinking and driving is the main concern
sends a message that a couple beers at a family picnic is not a big deal, increase use of public
space
I don’t think there are any benefits other than the Benicia of enjoying the liquor.
Not making regular citizens into criminals breaking the law
Resposible enjoyment of alchoholic beverages with meals are a common part of many cultures.
More people using park space rather than staying at home
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More people using the parks.
None
It is already happening so formallize some rules
Allows for legal responsible consumption.
As in Europe to have wine and cheese outdoor in fresh air ..delighful. Champaign under the
stairs..delighful. Beer with bbq..well that’s Canadian :) Alcohol consumption laws would apply, not
drink in public /driving etc.
It is already happening, and folks are being responsible in the sense of how much they are
consuming. If it wasn't covert there would be less draw to the forbidden. Also normalizing social
drinking at reasonable levels would be healthier than covert binge
more use of our public parks
To open up spaces that will adults of legal drinking age to gather for a social drink in good weather
aside from only bars and licenced establishments.
A family BBQ goes well with local craft beer.
It's time to step into the 21st century. Many cities in Europe have successful allowed public
consumption of alcohol. A full on ban is not the answer. But it is necessary to have a robust
framework in place to address the concerns I outlined above.
Most people are responsible and should be able to enjoy a drink out in the park. More people might
make sure of parks.
More reasons to come to City parks. Greater utilization. Better Canada Day festivities.
If it is legal, people who want to have a picnic can enjoy wine! As of now, people drink in parks
anyways so I don’t think it will have any downsides. PLUS less children will hopefully be around.
None.
We don’t need big brother telling us what we can and cannot do. We are all grownups able to take
on our own responsibilities. What is the potential benefit of consuming alcohol at home?
More social intercrion and community related events for adults. People getting out of the house
more. Encouraging people to contribute to the economy since they will be out of the house.
A large number of people do it illegally at this point. Would save resources from patrolling it that
could be reallocated.
Removing the stigma around drinking. Promoting responsible drinking. Cutting down on binge
drinking. Relocation of police resources to more serious matters.
By allowing people to consume alcohol responsibly, it will help drive use of our parks. While also
removing the element of shady drinking that already happens at these parks.
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People would spend more time outdoors in our beautiful parks. Less drinking and driving if parks
could be destinations for consumption. Expressing freedom.
I'd use the parks more if I could have one drink with dinner and friends at a park site.
Children will normalize alcohol use with being an adult having fun and the increase of addiction to
alcohol will increase making liquor sales and addiction treatment programs more profitable.
I don’t see any benefits.
Being able to bring a picnic to the park and enjoy a cold drink. Save money instead of going to a
restaurant.
more usage of public parks. Enjoyed by more people
potential to normalize appropriate drinking in moderation
None
Allowing responsible citizens to enjoy our city’s parks and celebrate special occasions in a way that
is more economical than dining out etc.
None
None
Enjoyment.
encouraging being outdoors and part of the collective community. It's nice to have a drink with your
BBQ. Adds a level of celebration to any event. may drive increase usage of parks - may need to
consider new booking guidelines.
None
I do not see any
None
More people enjoying the parks
I don't see any benefits.
Trusting the public. We do not need to be over regulated. Allowing public consumption is a small
step towards this.
More people using parks and having picnics.
more use of our public parks
No longer have to hide open alcohol in water bottles/ travel mugs
Many benefits. Calgarians without yards would be able to host outdoor grilling events at parks. The
many breweries around town could have outdoor events to help spread there brand. Sport teams
could meet up after a game at the same park to socialize.
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More use of the parks for 20-somethings. Instead of sitting inside an apartment all night maybe we'll
make use of the parks
Safe and reasonable consumption would allow police and bylaw enforecement officers to spend
more time on actual problems
Greater utilization
More adult parties

None.
I guess alcoholics might actually spend time with there kids for once
none.
none
Open consumption so people can monitor their own consumption, when they may not be as well
aware if required to “hide” it
I think within reason there should be drinking allowed of lighter level alcohols(beer, wine, coolers
etc) I think this could encourage people to enjoy the sites around them rather than drinking and
driving from pubs or private properties.
Getting my friends and me to appreciate other parts of Calgary than our own backyards /patios.
Encouraging use of park spaces, encouraging outdoor activity, encourage social gatherings,
encourage biking or walking vs driving. Adult independence. It's already happening, better to be out
in the open.
when you BBQ at bowness or fishcreek it would be nice to get a cold bevy as well - great option for
people with no backyard to enjoy a true BBQ outdoors
Prohibition only encourages alcohol usage and encourages misbehaviour. Allowing liquor to be
consumed at picnic sites will remove the stigma and allow sensible adults to consume liquor with
family or friends with a BBQ
With the new drinking and driving laws, police will be able to charge people right away with being
impaired.
Create more live ability and appeal for our city. It is a model that works almost everywhere across
the world, let’s be progressive within Canada and adopt something that could bring vitality to our
city!
people would like to have a beer with their food or while sitting in the sun. Intoxication should remain
illegal of course and increase police presence initially to monitor it.
Knowing people are doing it vs hiding it
People already do it, it’s better to control how it’s done rather than try to prevent it
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It has worked in just about every large city globally. People can casually enjoy a beverage
responsibly
I believe a responsible adult should be able to enjoy a drink at a park. Especially since people are
doing it anyways, this way they’ll just stop hiding it.
Family picnics will be able to more fully enjoy their experience.
People who do not have access to their own outdoor space can take their own liquor to a park to
enjoy the beautiful city.
More fun and will get more people to parks.
I think this would be beneficial in lowering the tax dollars spent on park police busting people
drinking and having a good time.
None.
Encourage people to get outdoors! So long as they are being respectful, I see no harm.
Less people drinking illegally
None
Parks seem to mainly attract families with young children. Adult families are not as engaged,
possibly due to social cultural difference (lack of liquor and too many children). Everyone should feel
welcome. Patios are full on hot days = expensive...
None
Increased utilization and enjoyment of public parks. Abililty to host european style beer gardens for
special events. If most of Europe can figure out how to do this safely, why can't we?
Creates opportunities to engage with the outdoors and local parks instead of just with bars or at
home. Promotes active lifestyle.
So many people already do this every summer. Honestly it feels like they would be more likely to
drink responsibly, and take care of their litter if they don't have to hide it.
It will enhance the enjoyment of Calgary's many beautiful outdoor park spaces.
People already consume alcohol i n the parks. It’s just hidden. Most people who use these parks are
there for family fun. With the stricter impaired driving laws I think people will think twice before
getting drunk in a public place.
Socioeconomic and tourism benefits.
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It’s nice if you’re having a family bbq out at a park to want to enjoy a beer or some wine with your
picnic,
None. I cannot see any advantage at all. I drink and even like that I think is a bad idea.
It’s casual. Good for tourism. Good for hosting outdoor events.

People are doing it anyway. This will put in place rules to ensure safe consumption.
No signifigant benefits to anyone.
Less drinking and driving.
Alcohol used within reason can add to a special celebration eg. Wedding celebration, Graduation, a
sporting event within the park. Again with reason though.
Being able to use the parks (and be outdoors) to celebrate more events such as; birthdays,
anniversary's, social events etc.
More use of public parks allot of people dont have backyards in Calgary
People already do it! They just have to be sneaky about it. What is that teaching the younger
generation?
People already do it with or without it being legal. No persons religion should delegate what others
do.
n/a
Only for the purpose to enjoy an "adult beverage" on a hot day
Lots of times we want to have a picnic with friends/family. Meet somewhere in the middle. It's nice to
have a cold drink at things like this.
Ethnic groups which normally have liquor with meals may be more likely to use our public parks.
Relaxing
More people being able to enjoy a public space
None
More public hang outs and outdoor time for younger people
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People already consume at parks, why not facilitate it better. Great reason to get outside and chat
with others
Freedom to have a beer or a glass of wine.
Community connections and being able to use public spaces as a social setting.
None that I can see - if you think it isn't happening now think again! How are you going to enforce
this?
Responsible adults can now have a relaxing picnic with a nice glass of wine. For once Calgarians
can feel as if they are not living in a police state. Montreal allows drinking in public parks.
Freedom to enjoy with friends
It is already being done, by beginning this pilot project it can free up any peace/police officer to take
care of actualy concerns at the parks (i.e. harrashment
It helps to cultivate more social connections between Calgarians. It could also be opportunity for the
city to leverage local brewing companies to sponsor parks.
Increased use of park spaces, especially for young adults
while living in montreal, I saw what seemed to be an increase in use of parks as people and families
This aligns with responsible use of liquor, in moderation and without bothering others. Public
drunkenness and disorder are the concern, not drinking (responsibly).
None
None
None
None
Our family had a reunion this summer at Sandy Beach
It is already being done, by beginning this pilot project it can free up any peace/police officer to take
care of actualy concerns at the parks (i.e. harrashment) rather than waste their time writing tickets.
Having a safe place to consume liqour when your out and about, without having to fear
consequences.
People being allowed to do what they want. Enforce bad behaviour, leave responsible adults to do
their thing
More use of public picnic sites. People will use them rather than staying home so that they can have
a beer with their meal.
I don't even understand why it hasn't been allowed up to now! We are in 2019
None.
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More socializing, less "hidden" liquor, adds to the culture of our city. Less criminalization and $$
being spent on tickets for people are not actually doing anything wrong.
Calgary Police can focus on other areas (distracted driving) rather than give tickets for drinking in
public.
Relaxing other Provinces allow Liquor in parks
Enjoy it on a hot day
None
basic right
I think it would allow people who currently stay home to experience the parks
Enjoyable atmosphere. People are doing it anyway. Exposing children to responsible liquor use.
None at all
None, no benefit at all
More flexibility to invite guests and others whom consume alcohol. Legitimizes the 'grey' practice
already occuring in many parks and sets specific rules and laws around consumption of alcohol.
None
N/A
More enjoyable get togethers. People tend to open up more after having alcohol. In moderation of
course.
Don’t really see an upside, there are already numerous places to consume alcohol in city. Should
follow provinces lead were they do not allow liquor in provincial camp grounds on long weekends to
reduce issues
It would be lovely to enjoy a beer or wine outdoors in a park setting
increase in park use by families and groups. more enjoyment of outdoors and the parks.
If it become a legal, then it would be monitored, because there is obviously people who are already
drinking in parks but they aren't being nonitored
None
It’s civilized, people are doing it anyways.
Freedom
People won’t have to be sneaky with it
A beer or glass of wine makes a picnic or gathering much more special.
No benefits.
I see no benefits in this.
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None, it's bad enough marijuana has been legalized. These types of activities need to take place
where they belong like bars and in the privacy of homes.
It’s more fun!
I don’t see any benefits. I believe this is a necessity for any City. Please take a second and ask why
this is even being brought up? Do we really need more locations for people to consume alcohol.
Wow.
Increase in social outings
More freedom to enjoy the parks how I would like to.
It would be nice to have a beer or glass of wine when you are having a picnic
Higher levels and use of recreational areas

I don’t see any benefits
There are no benefits. The province has clamped down on drinking and driving and this is just trying
to encourage drinking and driving. This is all wrong.
More people spend time outdoors
None
Absolutely none
Citizens should be treated like adults finally...can't legislate stupidity
None
More like a modern society
Less open container infractions in parks, parks aren't just for people with kids, allow people to go out
and enjoy parks instead of being forced inside to consume alcohol.
No benefits.
Increased use of picnic sites
Opens the option to more "reunion" type of gatherings.
Freedom, pleasure. Look at Europe! It’s a mindset shift. People don’t HAVE to turn drunk and ugly
underneath a bridge
None
More use of parks and picnic areas
None - there are plenty of places where one can go to drink that are monitored and controlled This
would not be possible in parks without increasing policing in the area
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None, only money grabs for gready city
Cultural benefits. As long as people are safety and environmentally conscious, I don't see an issue
with people enjoying a beer or two in the park on a nice day. It's culturally acceptable in Europe and
I don't think it's being exploited there.
None. If you can't leave your booze alone for a few hours then stay home.
I could enjoy a nice beer on a hot day AND enjoy a public park as well. It won’t be a one or the other
situation.

Normalizing moderate consumption can decrease 'cool' forbidden factor. Less criminality with more
people enjoying parks responsibly. Establish a more mature attitude toward alcohol consumption
culturally.
No benefits.
None
It happens already and is okay in many parts of the world
It would be much more enjoyable and allows people to leave their homes and enjoy the parks
together when a beer may be perfect to do so. It encourages socialization which is missing in
Alberta
Increased park use.
More park use by individuals that do not have outdoor space at home and want to have a drink with
friends and bbq.
It will encourage more people to use the parks/tables. Because a lot of people would like to have the
option of a casual drink with family or what have you, while doing a park outing BBQ, B-Day parties,
etc
People might make more use of the parks which is good. People likely drink anyways they are just
hiding it.
None.
none
Increased use, more people spending time in city parks.
None really
It would be lovely to have since wine or cider with food and friends on a nice day.
I just don’t see a point in the restriction
None. It will increase the prevalence of alcohol and drug use in public, attract drug users/homeless
people, and it will become intolerable to visit the parks
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No
More people will want to use the parks
None
None, unfortunately there will always be individuals who abuse this and drink too much.
There are no benefits to alcohol being consummed in public spaces/parks
people are already drinking liquor in parks, might as well make is legal.
Many other countries across the globe allow open liquor. Creating a norm around alcohol will help to
reduce the stigma associated and may lessen the chances that children will see it as a “rebellious
thing to do”
Anyone who consumes responsibly should be able to do so but until tested wide open consumption
should not procees
More people will use the parks
I don't see any benefits
Likely to have more use...
None
A beer or glass of wine is very nice on a hot day in the park. Very civilized altogether. I think problem
drinkers would be a small minority.
Alcohol promotes more conversation and fun. People are responsible enough.
None
Idea: concerts in the park -people put down picnic blankets and allowed wine or beer and can watch
concerts or big screen movie in place of drivein movies. It’s a great idea! See Dallas Arberitum
concert/movie in the park.
Canadians bond over liquor. The ability to do so legally at a park would get more Canadians out of
the house, get fresh air, socialize with friends and family and likely engage in outdoor physical
activities.
Nice to have the freedom to do more wine and cheese picnics or meet friends for BBQ’s
It would build community and friendliness. Also encourage more use of the picnic areas since people
wouldn’t feel the need to stay on their property to enjoy themselves. There’s a lot worse things than
a beer at a picnic site.
None
Enjoying a more sophisticated day out without having to dip into a restaurant. Nice to support local
brewers and wine shops while planning a Calgary based day
Only benefit would be isales of alcohol.
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more social, and people do it anyway (they just hide it now). This removes the cost of policing for
hidden alcohol use
more people will actually use the parks instead going elsewhere or hiding
There is NO benefit to allowing liquor at picnic sites.
More enjoyable and busier parks
A glass of wine or beer is nice with a picnic lunch.
More and better use of our outdoor spaces. Treating adults like adults
Trying to think of one benefit. None
increased usage and enjoyment of parks
Most people are doing it anyway in a subtle and reasonable manner, I don't understand why these
people need to be seen as criminals
No benefits
none
NONE
none
NONEE, ZERO, ZIP, NOTHING, NO HOW, NO WAY, JUST WAIT UNTIL THE FIRST INNOCENT
PERSON IS ATTACKED, THE FIRST FIRE SET, THE FIRST ASSAULT - WILL PROBABLY
OCCUR ON THE FIRST NIGHT!!
Joining other places in the world that allow things like this. 99% of people are respectful of the law

I think we need a more relaxed approach to liquor consumption. Let people enjoy a park, and sit and
have a glass of wine (or whatever they want) while they do it.
Enjoy family and friend time in a natural way with a beer or glass of wine. People bring liquor to
events now, they just hide the liquor in a different vessel.
Social aspect. In general, people want to have a beer or two at a BBq
It enhances the experience of the picnic and enjoying a nice day.
Increase the honesty level because who wants to drink will usually camouflage it.
Allowing people to be people. Just seems crazy people can’t enjoy alcohol during a lunch or picnic.
They’ve been doing it in Europe for a while now and frankly it’s a way for everyone to enjoy our
parks more often.
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If people drink responsibly, I think it will bring more people to parks. Makes the walk after a picnic
more enjoyable.
None.

Adults should be able to have a drink at a picnic if desired.
Greater use of picnic sites.
higher turnout for corporate events, more use of the parks,
Being able to enjoy one's preferred beverage while gathering with friends will increase the use and
enjoyment of parks.
I think in general, a more open approach to liquor consumption has an overall positive impact. The
more we continue to consider alcohol has taboo and off limits, the more our binge drinking culture
intensifies.
None, there is no dearth of places where you can have liquor. Why do we need to add public parks
to it?!
Using our parks as part of any celebration should include liquor + cannabis b/c they are legal.
None.
The adult public would be able to enjoy a cold beer or a glass of wine at a picnic - this would likely
lead to longer visists. I also think that it would expand usage and bring in revenue in return.
More social engagement with family & friends in a public setting away from home. City would
perhaps catch up with other International Cities / Countries eg; Germany (Biergartens), which have
allowed alcohol in parks for decades w/o issues.
Absolutely no potential benefits.
Family celebrations can enjoy a day at the park without breaking laws.
I don't see any benefits coming from this
Only people to benefit would be those making money in sales and workers hired to clean up park
messes. Has torn up camp sight messes taught us nothing about drinking in the great outdoors?
Social aspect. Freedom to consume little alcohol where others smoke.
More people will use the park
None
More use.
People should be allowed to drink responsibly at parks/picnic sites like many places around the
world.
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Calgary should be more modern and forward thinking. Some wine or beer with a picnic is pretty
normal. Let's be normal.
More enjoyment for everyone.
Getting more people outside of they are free to do as they wish, more people enjoying family time,
It is perfectly reasonable to allow simple consumption of wine and beer at a picnic. It would be nice
to enjoy some alcohol beverages in the summer. Other countries do this with no major problems
Less stigma around alcohol and teaching people how act responsibly in public spaces
Liquor should not be allowed at any picnic site
I don’t drink but there could be an increase in usage.
To have an adult beverage in the sun. Relax , calm etc.
None. I don’t think this is needed.
More people using the picnic sites and engaging with public spaces.
I see none
I believe that legal consumption will decrease the amount of illegal and reckless behavior as there
will no longer be a need to conceal it or be "rebellious" in any way. It would also be nice to enjoy a
beverage in a nice sunny green area with friends.
It is already happening anyways, if we allow it, people will drink more responsibly since they won't
have to hide it.
LocalkEd
No benefits
Instead of confining people to their homes and yards, it gets people outside and enjoying our parks,
able to interact with more calgarians and meet more calgarians, creating a greater sense of
community and enjoyment together
Brings Calgary into the 20th century. Stops us being so prudish.
Increase park usage: Having a bottle of wine with a nice meal may entice people to go to parks not
just for exercise and sports but for atmosphere.
Enabling responsible use will increase usage and overall enjoyment of the park facilities
The potential for more people to utilize the parks that our tax dollars financed and be a more relaxed
environment.
We live in a free country, why wouldn't we? If on a hot summer day, I'm at the park with friends or
family, why shouldn't I be allowed to enjoy a cold beer, or drink? Benefits include; getting people
outside, increased use of parks & social interaction.
I see none
Liquor should be allowed as part of meals for those chosing to do so responsibly
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People will not have to hide their beer cans anymore and feeling as criminals for one can. At the
same time all the homeless people drink in the parks, as well as everywhere they want.
It's fun. Nice for helping people relax at social events. It's part of leisure activities camping so why
not in town
I am against liquor cinsumption bans especially now that pot is legal. You can have beer on streets
and not only parks in better part of Europe, I see no reason for bans here in Calgary.
easy going, people are already doing it anyway so less tickets to the public, more outdoor events,
more people using parks
more enjoyable experince & more use of city parks. More freedoms mean more enjoyment
I really do not see any.
None
None
people will more readily be able to enjoy themselves, normalizing dribking takes away the stigma
surrounding thr consumption of alchohol which typically lowers abuse and use.
More people using parks.
Responsibly having a drink is part of our European heritage. No reason we can't do it here, it's
acceptable almost everywhere in the world except here.
People may get out an enjoy nature more if there is the option to responsibly consume alcohol
Liquor should be seen as something to do recreationally. Not to compete on who can drink the most.
We can hopefully take away the dogma that with liquor follows leud behavior.
Accommodating people from cultures that accept moderate alcohol use.
More likely to enjoy the areas and less of a need to hide the beers that everyone is enjoying
anyways
People already are drinking in parks, just apply common sense policy to this situation and make it
open.
It's part of our social construct to have a drink with a meal. A cold beer on a hot day at a picnic would
be nice
Increased personal freedom; normalization of liquor consumption, as opposed to making it taboo;
end of prohibition; more in line with my moral philosophy. (As a side note, I don't drink myself)
Responsible liquor consumption on a nice summer day is very enjoyable in my opinion. It will also
lower police resource in trying to enforce liquor law at parks.
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People do it anyways. We are adults and are capable of having a beer responsibly with a burger at a
family BBQ
Make the parks more enjoyable as a potential destination
More people visiting parks instead of hanging out at home!
It will be more attractive and closer to enjoy weekends with the family and friend in public areas

being able to share a bottle of wine with your significant other without being treated like a criminal.
This city has beautiful green spaces, especially along the river. I’d rather have a beer there than on
a patio next to a busy road.

More use of picnic sites from Responsible adults being able to enjoy themselves more.
increased physical activity,
Bring people out of the restaurants and get them outdoors
It would allow people to have a casual drink with lunch or dinner with friends.
none
Keep enforcing the laws and there won’t be that much of a difference. Add more garbag and
recycling bins
More enjoyment. Less ppl hiding their drinks.
none
Social gathering place for friends to hangout and enjoy if you do not have an accessible yard to
enjoy. We all can't afford yards.
Increased usage and enjoyment. Works very well in Europe already. In Munich you can drink
almost anywhere and the non restricted atmosphere makes it appear to be abused less.
I don't see any benefits, it is more likely to cause trouble
Promoting responsible drinking instead of people doing it anyways just illegally.
none
Emerge from the Stone Age.
Make park outings more enjoyable.

not so much benefits as freedom to have that choice
I have a yard and love to BBQ and have a beer there. Many people live in condos without this
opertunity
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It will bring more people to our beautiful parks giving them the opportunity to enjoy what Calgary has
to offer.
none
No benefits, doesn't solve a problem. I do not feel overly restricted by having to drink at my house,
or at a pub. I am not convinced that people are actually asking for this, and why they think that it
would make our city better.
I believe that normalizing healthy consumption reduces risk of unhealthy practices (binge drinking,
etc). When citizens use a space for a fun outdoor picnic where alcohol is a component but not a
focus, that supports responsible use.
It would be so nice to pack a picnic and have a glass of wine and enjoy the day in the park . To me
that would be fantastic.
A celebration of some sort.
No benefit
It’s happening already, so I don’t see the point in trying to say you can’t do it.
No benefit whatsoever
More park usage
none
More people would come out to enjoy the parks
Promoting alcohol culture will damge the generations and it is a real shame on city council to
consider this option. I dont see any benefits. Drinking should be at the bar. Not on parks, Where
childeren and family spending the time.
Family area.
none
None
I see no potential benefits.

Socializing with friends and family
more people will use parks
None
It could encourage people to come to parks and relax with a picnic and glass of wine
More people will participate in outdoor activities and this will give large group gatherings the option
to be outside if a home is not available
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None
It’s nice to have a glass of wine or beer while eating and socializing with friends. If people have the
option of having a drink in moderation, it could lead to more people enjoying our parks.
Fun
Responsible public consumtion. Possibly park sales during events.
Alcohol permittance increases attendance at community events. Allowing consumption in public
parks will lead to increased community engagement.
More family outings, gatherings. Park usage up.
I think that there are many responsible folks that could responsibly consume without causing
damage or harm to themselves or their surroundings

I don't want to see liquor in public parks
It would be nice to enjoy a drink or host a special event.

Additional social opportunities, going to a park for a meal with friends instead of bar or restaurant.
Responsible adults no longer being punished for poor behavior of past people
Let adults be adults and make their own responsible choices. Many already consume alcohol in
parks by concealing it. Let’s have it out in the open when it can be accounted for
The benefit to enjoy a glass of wine while watching entertainment, instead of being corralled in the
beer tent.

None
People are doing it anyways. Having clear regulations that allows for safe consumption is beneficial
to the community.
More people would use the parks
More celebrations out in the parks
It allows people to have a nice glass of wine with a picnic dinner and people are drinking anyway this would just make it legal. Let's take a page out of Europe's book. When things are allowed,
society adapts nicely
It is already a very common occurrence. There shouldn't be anything wrong with a responsible adult
enjoying an alcoholic beverage at a picnic gathering.
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It will allow people to have another option to enjoy city parks.
Individuals visiting picnic sites for entetainment purposes would benefit. Barbeque tastes better with
liquor!
People already do it all the time, so this would regulate it and hopefully save on public service work?
Reduced stigma around enjoying a drink in public
None.
so that people could enjoy the time together with family and friends
Higher use of parks. More social environment for friends and community
None
Cheaper than sitting on a patio.
none
None!!!
Enjoy a cold one while out in the summer
A bagged lunch with a bottle of wine sounds like an excellent way to explore the City's parks and
encourage getting out and seeing more of the city.
Legal controlled safe consumption of alcohol.
More relaxed environment. Not having to worry about sneaking in liquor. People are already
consuming Liquor at these sites. This makes it legal.
None
How could you not want to enjoy nice scotch out in the sun?
None
Freedom of choice
None.
More social interaction and increased use of parks.
A more welcoming environment for people relaxing with a bbq and a beer.
None
I think it is being done anyway but is consealed containers. If it is open in plain site it leads to less
policing of the issue. Also if somebody is consuming in a none consealed container then Rsiky
behavior can be falgged more easily
Increase park usage: Having a bottle of wine with a nice meal may entice people to go to parks not
just for exercise and sports but for atmosphere. Greater respect for laws and bylaws may occur
when everyday behavior is not criminalized.
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Provides an outdoor venue for Calgarians that want to enjoy liquor and the outdoors during the
summer months.
Encourages people to be outside to have a social beveridge
Would encourage more people to enjoy a meal outdoors, rather than spending it inside.
I can enjoy a drink while enjoying the city's parks
Attracting more people to the parks. Would be nice to enjoy a beer with our picnics.
Absolutely none
The laws are still the same in the consumption of liquor.
Sometimes it's just great to have a hot dog and a beer. I see more people wanting to book these
kind of sites.
none
None
Reduced by-law enforcement and more personal freedom
Enjoyment, relaxed atmosphere, little detriment, help remove the taboo of responsible drinking and
help reduce underage drinking as a result, catch up to larger metropolitan cities around the world.
No benefits
Feeling relaxed while enjoying a cold beer or glass of wine with a picnic in the park.
Freedom to choose and drink socially.
Excercise of the freedom and
People are doing it anyways, there is no harm in allowing people to consume alcohol in moderation
in public. We should be a progressive city and not live in the stone age.
Less stigma around the consumption of alcohol. More people getting out and enjoying park spaces.
Everyone needs to spend more time outside enjoying Calgary's beautiful parks.
None will just increase crime
Quality of life would increase. Picnics would be more inclusive. Adults consuming a legal product in
a pubic place - makes sense to me.
Nothing beats a cold beer on a hot summer day
I think the idea of being able to have an alcoholic beverage while having a picnic in the park us
great! It might encourage more people to visit parks and socialize with friends and neighbors.
I think most grown adults are responsible enough to have a glass of wine or two with a picnic. Most
adults know when to stop. The ones who don't are likely already drinking in the parks in a secretive
way, or are at the bars.
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There are no benefits.
Able to have a drink with meal like in any restaurant
none
People will have a better time. More people will hold picnics. More social stuff is better.
Responsible people could consume alcohol in a social way
I don’t see potential benefits. Odd choice of question.
Increases use of picnic sites and encouragement of adults to use parks for recreational use.

Park enjoyment and casual get togethers would become better
I see no benefits. If people need a drink that badly, stay home.
A large percentage of park users are children and minors, and there is NO benefit (only downsides)
for them.
People are doing this already, might as well put some regulations around it. This will also make it
more enjoyable for those who wish to have a drink with their meal

Let adults be adults and everybody will be responsible. Stop babysitting us please!
Some people enjoy a beer or 2 on a hot day.
Could potentially increase interest in the sites if they are not being fully utilized, but I think there are
better ways of doing this, such as increasing the public knowledge about the ability to book sites.
Save money from not having to drink solely on patios, enjoy the outdoors more, have fun
People will only have a certain amount of alcoholic beverages with them, which limits how much
they will drink. Whereas drinking on a patio attached to a bar or restaurant gives you virtually
unlimited access to alcoholic beverages.
More parks being utilized. Wouldn't have to conceal it anymore.
People can enjoy a romantic picnic with wine or enjoy a social drink
Well, many people are likely consuming now and just being discreet about it...which, in my opinion,
is fine. The benefit would be that park-goers would could enjoy some wine or beer on a beautiful
day without worrying about being ticketed.
There are no benifits that this stupidity will ever produce.
More use of parks for gatherings of friends and family
Having a casual beverage in a park would increase bookings!
more garbage and who will be "policing" if food is consumed or not??
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A more vibrant city-life, more vibrant use of parks. Berlin does this fantastically. Most communities
have a park that includes a beer garden. Tons of people hang out in the park and it's one of the best
aspects of the city.
It'd be nice to have a beer with your barbeque
None meaning no benefits.
None
More social connection between residents. Common practice in Europe
Enjoy family picnics, especially on a hot day a cold beer would be nice. I would restrict it to beer &
wine only.
Normalization of alcohol
Acceptance that it’s happening anyway
Would remove the stigma of an activity that is already taking place.
I feel this will normalize healthy liquor consumption to our families, including children. Eventually it
will not be viewed as such a taboo thing.
I don’t see any benefit.
Legalizing in general, instead of prohibition, leads to increased safety. The behaviour already
happens. And it really would be nice to have more freedom to use liquor in spaces such as picnic
sites in parks.
people should feel free to drink whatever they want, wherever they want. It is about our freedom
living in a democratic society. people should behave and respect the laws no matter the place. too
many rules do not decresae the cosumption, behaviour matter
Moderate and occasional drinks can complement nicely a hearty meal. A glass of wine per day has
healthy benefits. It's nice to be able to relax in a park and have a beer or a glass of wine.
No benefits at all

I've traveled all over Europe and one of my favorite things to do was go for a picnic and enjoy a nice
glass of wine. I would love to do this with my friends. I believe this will bring people together.
None
I do not see any potential benefits.
None. These are family-friendly places and liquor is not necessary. This sends the wrong message
to children, and increases safety concerns.
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None
No nenefits at all. None
Being able to make my own adult choices. it sure would be nice to have a glass of wine during an
picnic
theres are none... its a stupid idea.. especially with the new drinking and driving laws
People are doing it anyway and not causing issues at the parks
It's probably already happening anyway; this way it's out in the open.
None
Meet with friends
More people utilizing the parks, like they do in Europe
It would be nice when having special occasion bbq , to have just a beer or something with it . Similar
to wine with a cheese picnic.
No benefits. You don't need to drink to enjoy a picnic.
People do it anyways, might as well let them enjoy a beer with their picnic legally.
Being able to enjoy an alcoholic beverage with a meal is an acceptable standard in this country.
Allowing youngsters to see responsible consumption of alcohol is better than creating a taboo
mystique about it.
No benefits. Only increase in disorderly behaviour, littering, increase in drunk driving.
More Freedom and sociability
None
To be able to enjoy the park and weather while enjoying a drink.
More people using the parks, potentially having local vendors to provide liquor and food
Allowing responsible people to make their own responsible decisions
It is appropriate to have some wine while picnicking and it enhances the experience,
Freedom of choice, similar to other civilized countries. Like in other activities, the responsibility is on
the citizen to do things responsibly.
It is a progressive approach which reflects positively on our city. It will encourage people to get out
and explore more of our city, we will see higher engagement rates with parks and more events.
None
None
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This would provide a controlled environment to those who would otherwise take other measures to
drink publicly. Personally, I would love to have a nice glass of wine, or a beer with my friends while
picnic-ing
Respects citizen personal freedoms & choices.
Liquor is used at celebrations. If pleople are celebrating birthdays, weddings, aniversario, they
should be able to use liquor to celebrate too
being able to have a cold beer on a hot day with family and friends for a picnic outdoors in one of
No direct benefits for me but others might enjoy a beer or two during a picnic.
Just nice to be able to enjoy a beer with family and friends at the park like they do in Europe
Younger Calgarians would be more open to be outside using the public areas. More active S well
Outdoor events or weddings would be allowed alcoholic beverages. Might increase park use.
Starting to treat people like adults.
Adults being allowed to make adult decisions for themselves.
I would like to have the choice to have a glass of wine with friends at a picnic.
none
People are doing it today and I feel if you do enjoy alcohol, that it enhances whatever activity you
are doing at the park.
I believe that we are moving toward a more open set of societal values following marijuana
legalization and the city should be open to similar trends.
Enjoyment and relaxed environment in parls
Not receiving a ticket for consuming a beer.
None
I don't really see any other benefits. You can already drink at restaurants and houses.
Cutting down on the huge waste of time and effort officers spend searching for and ticketing people,
when they could be focusing their energy on more pressing matters. People already drink
everywhere but conceal it in water bottles/ pop cans.
People are already doing it, might as well make it legal.
None.
I don't see any benefits.
I know people are drinking in the park already, why not simply make is legal for them to do so now
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Being treated as an adult by our legislators. We do not live in a nanny state, but we hang onto
antiqued laws copied from our southern neighbour. It would decriminlize those who already
consume liquor at park sites and give confidence to those who want to
Responbility is given to the consumer.
More people getting out and about which creates a better sense of community. I also think lots of
people already drink in parks despite the fact that it’s not allowed so what’s the point?
Most adults are responsible, law-abiding citizens. Allowing consumption of alcohol in public parks
should not be determined based on the fact there were be some abuses by less than honourable
people.
Adds to the good time people enjoy at picnic with friends and families.
I’d more likely spend time in the parks.
Calgarians will be able to use these recreational spaces as intended, for fun family picnics and a
good time. This will encourage increased use of public services and spaces
Cold beer on a hot day with your picnic would be excellent! Campfire in Fish Creek Park with a bottle
of wine and friends would be so enjoyable!
It already happens
probably people are already doing it, just covertly. give them a designated space to be asshats.
Freedom to enjoy increased quality of life.
Grown [removed] people can make decisions. Liquor in parks is already happening and taboo
because of the red tape and forcing people to hide and resent themselves. It should have always
been allowed.
I do not see any benefits to the general public other than that it is in favor of those who cannot spend
even a couple of hours in a park without alcohol.
Zero benefits
Cities around the world allow a bottle if wine or a beer on the beaches or public parks.
Get more adults out and enjoying what Calgary has to offer.
More uses of outdoor space. People will not try to hide it
Everyone having a good time and enjoying a drink while enjoying the park.
More freedom to the people to enjoy the wonderful steak and sausage with a can of beer. People
would spend more time outside eith their frirnds snd families if that eas allowed instead of going to a
pub.
Increased use of picnic sites and enjoyment of calgarian adults
None
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Removes stigma. Allows for flexibility in types of events/uses of picnic sites. Drinking is already
taking place in public parks, by legitimizing it and regulating it there can be better control of negative
impacts.
Opens up the possibility of more variety of gatherings.
Getting rid of puritan laws that don't make logical sense. Increased use of our city parks.
It'd be more fun/relaxing.
I believe it would see an increase in park picnic sites. Some people presently avoid them for get
togethers because of the present bylaws.
I think it could increase the ocassions for and enjoyment of Calgary's parks. I think there is greater
safety in drinking happening in the open than hidden, as it may be now.
Enhance the social quality of having a picnic in a park. Allows people the choice of consuming
alcohol or not. More groups may book picnic sites if they have the ability to choose a site that
allows alcohol.
I think it is progressive and can be a step towards normalizing alochol consumption which will in turn
reduce problematic or alcohol abuse.
Being able to enjoy a glass of wine or a beer with your meal while enjoying the outdoors .
NO BENEFITS AT ALL.
None. There are many places already to consume liquor like pub & restaurant patios, home
backyards, campsites, etc.
It opens conversation with neighbours, brings people together and allows for increased density
increased use of city park space. gives people who dont have a backyard the opportunity to enjoy a
cold beer outside.
Nothing
None
Absolutely no benefits. That’s why there are bars. We do not need a bunch of yahoo’s out drinking &
causing havoc where we have children & other people just out trying to have a good time
Reduction in fines that help no one. Open liquor rules in Europe have shown that with education and
openness people can use judgement and be responsible without having to be policed.

None
Less people hiding their drinks in to go cups
None
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I do not think people should be getting hammered at a public park but having a few beers with
friends on a hot day isn’t terrible
none. its a bad idea
None, people an drink at home, don't need to make this even more common, number one criminal
cause of death in Canada is impaired driving.
Demystify alcohol to minors by hiding it less, it might eliminate some binge drinking by those who
are going to try to cut costs by drinking quickly in advance of an event or activity, cheaper for people
to socialize and imbibe outside the home.
Casual wnvironment to enjoy a drink or two in the summer
No benefits can be associated with the cosumsion of liquor
Increase use of parks and picnic spaces and encourage longer time spent enjoying them.
Not getting tickets for such things that people are doing anyways
More use out of public parks.
I think it will revitalize Calgary park and promote outdoor activities for Calgarians
More people might use picnic sites for social gatherings.
Increased interest in enjoying park sites as often we don’t use them due to the current ban
The freedom to make adult choices and enjoy our lives
There are NO potential benefits
Increased use of Calgary’s beautiful parks
It makes park usage more desirable
Enjoying a beer on a sunny day outside is fab, but benefits are limited honestly.
I think fine if people behave, dispose after.
Increase in people using public spaces because they are allowed to have some alcohol while having
a BBQ with family or friends. People should be free to do as they choose so long as it does not
impact others in a negative way.
Nice for residents to enjoy a drink outside socially on the summer. Will get more people enjoying the
parks and the outdoors.
Increase in park usage.
People not getting fined for public drinking. They do it anyways. This way you can ckntrol and
monitor it.
None. Safety concerns and an increase in the city’s liabilities.
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More community spirit and engagement with more citizens spending time in city parks. Less money
spent on enforcement.
I don't see any benefits, all I see is more challenges
Allows you to enjoy the atmosphere on a sunny day. Social experience with your friends and family.
No need to hide beer.
Personally I would book more city picnic sites for events. With no liquor allowed I would book a
private venue elsewhere.
People already do it, now it would be legal
De-Stigmatization of casual alcohol consumption. Potential increased use of parks for casual
gathering of friends.
Out on a date and want to get a little loose but also have fresh air.
Potential benefits for drinkers & merchants only....no benefit at all for non-drinkers and those
concerned for public safety. IT'S INCREDIBLE THAT YOU–THE GOVERNMENT–WOULD EVEN
ASK THE PUBLIC ABOUT THIS POTENTIAL IDEA....FOOLS!!!!
The individuals that are typically problematic are just going to do it regardless; however, if allowed
ordinary people have a chance to enjoy themselves without breaking the law.
Bringing more people to the park, more investment in communities
People able to enjoy a cold drink at a picnic without worrying bylaw will come after them
People are free to enjoy their beverage of choice without government interfering in their lives more
than they already do.
Different engagement and use from people who aren’t currently using picnic sites.
Would stop unauthorized liquor use and could be a pleasant experience
I would love to sit and have an adult bevy when I take my kids for a picnic.
It will be fun!
Absolutely none. No one needs liquor for enjoyment unless they need liquor more than anything
else.
None
More people engaging in the use of public spaces. Less likelihood of people “hiding” consumption.
None
Responsible liquor use is part of being an adult and it would be nice to enjoy it as part of a picnic
People do it plenty already. Also, there may be more use of the areas now.
More visitors and bookings to the parks
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Most people enjoy hosting outdoor birthday parties or family bbq's in the summer, this will let people
enjoy themselves & the nice weather!
I have traveled to many places in the world I've been to many places that allow consumption of
alcohol in public places. I have never seen in any of these places abuse of that policy. a benefit
would be that when you restrict people they want it more.
I see more interest in parks. It could create a larger focus on the nature in our city
Leaning more toward healthy European drinking culture.
Would love to have casual Sunday BBQS and beer at the park! Relaxed and casual - NOT rowdy
none
More utilization of outdoor public spaces.
Growing up as a society and allowing something allowed in most civilized countries.
Having moderate consumption of alcohol become more normalized will decrease binge drinking that
is more of a problem in North America where we have stricter alcohol laws, than Europe with looser
laws. It’s a chance for Canadians to grow up.
To be able to enjoy the parks the way you want to
Freedom to enjoy a cocktail at a social gathering, as long as it’s in a responsible way. People won’t
have to sneak and hide it as they do now.
I would love to enjoy the parks but the no liquor law means I’m stuck on the patio with my family for
weekend lunch.
Fewer laws that affect everyone because of poor decisions of a few. People could enjoy having
liquor at a picnic.
Look at Montreal. It’s a world class city. It may lead to better use of park spaces and more people
meeting and interacting in these green spaces. European cities allow it and they are able to
manage. Let’s evolve as a city
Increased use and enjoyment of public spaces.
Legally being able to enjoy a nice glass of wine with a summertime picnic is a contemporary idea
that is in line with the direction Calgary has been going. There will always be idiots that may take
advantage but they could behave that was regardless.
For the responsible person enjoying a alcocholic beverage while enjoying our beautiful parks.
Adults finally treated as adults and being able to enjoy a glass of wine or beer with a meal.
People making use of outdoor spaces more often, and enjoying wine, beer etc. Making open alcohol
a less stigmatized thing can lead to less alcohol abuse (ex. Germany)
Healthier attitudes to liquor consumption. Most people would use it responsibly.
I could see someone wanting a beer while having a bbq picnic
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Social live
None. No need to romanticize a European drinking culture. This doesn't exist in Alberta. We
already have 50-80 needles being found daily. Why burden social services - because you know it's
not "responsible" drinkers who are affected here.
Having a designated area for alcohol consumption may prevent usage in other sites around children,
families, etc. It may also make it easier for parks to keep an eye on safety & inappropriate
behaviours
Nine
NONE
It would be beneficial because wine goes with a picnic as does a cold beer and adults should be
allowed to consume any beverage they prefer as long as it is done responsibly.
More relaxed rules around alcohol consumption will reduce enforcement and stigmatisms around
something that should not be an issue
More use to the parks from people that would like to go out and have a social drink while enjoying
being outdoors
Everyone will be more social, beer is delicious, will get more people outside.
Creates community and maximizes usage of public spaces.
Acknowledges patterns of social life that Calgarians value. People want to socially, responsibly drink
alcohol and enjoy the outdoors with friends.
Having safe spaces to consume alcohol among peers. Discourages drinking opening in public areas
outside parks
Nothing
Increased use of park spaces for gatherings where liquor would be included. Currenty, individuals
acting in disorderly ways are already ignoring the rules so this simply opens it to law abiding citizens.
Increased public space use. Increased knowledge of public parks. Increased awareness of proper
park use such as garbage disposal and wildlife. More recycling of bottles in public places.
People are consuming liquor anyways, they are just concealing it.
None. We do not need to promote liquor usage in public spaces. Need to promote family activities.
None
Homeless people are already all drinking in these parks. This just extends that privilege to the rest of
society
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pls. see checked items on #2
Absolutely none.
It’s a leisurely and fun time! Nice to have a beer on a hot summer day
It’s a great place for friends and family to gather and have a relaxing day in the sun or picninc
enjoying a cold beverage
benefit to local economy
Will make living in a condo or apartment more appealing. Now you can only drink outside in your
private backyard, a benefit only for owning a single detached or duplex.
I believe that we need to teach responsible consumption of alcohol to our youth through moderation
and modelling. People should be able to make their own decisions on whether alcohol is appropriate
for the situation.
None
Enjoying in moderation should be allowed in any public site as long as the individual acts
responsibility.
In addition to providing a more enjoyable experience for individuals of legal drinking age who choose
to have picnics in Calgary’s parks, History has shown that by limiting where substances can be
consumed leads to increased negative externalities.
Don’t see a benefit.
Picnic sites promote outdoor gatherings, taking advantage of the community parks that we have.
Having the option to have liquor might make this type of location more accessible for different types
of gatherings.
None
No potential benifits, liquor should be only consumed in designated buisnesses or in private
residences.
None
ABSOLUTELY NONE!! I am not against responsible drinking and therefore I have a glass of wine or
a beer in my home. Not out in a park! We are trying to curb drinking and driving but we condone it if
it is done in a public park! People have to drive home
This is one step closer in creating a dynamic contemporray city. We can learn from Montreal that
liquor in parks (anywhere) has worked well in Montreal without significant negative impaces.
More people getting out and enjoying the parks.
It would be nice to be able to have a glass of wine or beer with your picnic
none, because it isn't necessary. I love to drink and entertain, but this is an activity that should be
restricted to private space. I just don't see the need.
People drink alcohol in parks now, why hide it.
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Liquor should not be something that's taboo and needs to be hidden. Bringing it out in to the open
encourages anmodels responsible consumption and demonstrates that drinking alcohol is not just
about getting drunk -it can be enjoyed in moderation
Allows people to do what they want and enjoy life how they see fit. People are for the most part
responsible.
Allows for a greater number of uses in public parks.
Freedom to enjoy outdoors and meals while drinking responsibly.
Increased use of our public parks. Increased social events and public activities for family get
together etc..

I could see a large increase in use of picnic sites for adults. Particularly those without children who
are currently more likely to gather in restaurants or bars. This shift from private to public spheres
could be a positive shift in community engagement
Proven to decriminalize liquor.
It'a all about permiting mature and responsible adults the feedom to be treated as mature and
responsible adults. Anything we do to increase our freedoms relative to the dictatorial control of the
nanny state is something that should be celebrated!!!
Higher community involvement. Better engagement from the citizens from Calgary as it will provide a
place to gather that isn't a bar.
people having fun+bring in more tax from people buying more liquor.
Out in nature, cheaper way to enjoy a beverage.
Can’t see any benefits.
The ability to be able to have a few drinks while enjoying a hot day at the park would allow us to
believe that there is still freedom on this country
Increased enjoyment and use of Parks for activities.
People would get outside more
People taking advantage of parks more.
Progressing to a modern society encouraging moderate safe use as opposed to night life binging
Adults consuming adult beverages responsibly in city parks happens all around the world. The main
benefit is accepting something that is routinely happening in practice anyway.
Non
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Allowing people to enjoy a nice day with their family and being able to enjoy a glass of wine or beer
in the park for an affordable price and not limited by having to go to a restaurant
Being able to enjoy a cold beer or a glass of wine with a picnic is very special.
There are no true benefits - Society can enjoy time in a public park without a "need" for liquor.
responsible adults and families would be able to consume alcohol socially and would be more
intincing for some people to use the partk for family/social events
Alcohol is not a taboo subject or act. I think responsible adults should be able to enjoy things
responsibly.
There are none
None, can still have a good time without liquor.family time could be destroyed due to other people
consuming too much liquor.,
Can relax and enjoy a picnic with friends with a glass of wine or beer. Or play games and have a
couple drinks
People are doing it anyways. Liquor is not illegal. Perhaps we will reconsider cannabis too.
None
Increase in basic freedom
No fear of prosecution, more open to freedom. More people using parks for all festivities.
None
Responsible enjoy liquor in city parks
Adults would be more likely to enjoy parks. Some already bring liquor in anyways.
People can enjoy summer more efficiently
It gives people living in high density housing a place to gather and have a couple of drinks with
friends without having to go to a bar.
People already do it, so this could make it more orderly
Increase in community, public events, and it is much more healthy than people drinking in their dingy
houses or at bars.
we would mobe a small step away from the government controlling every aspect of our lives
Cities all over the world allow this and it supports more people socializing outside with higher
utilization of parks. I believe this would support the physical and social of Calgarians.
More use by public.
There is no reason why responsible, consenting adults should not be permitted to enjoy reasonable
amounts of alcohol in public places such as parks, as long as disorderly conduct does not take
place.
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It allows adults to act responsibly as they must in countless ways daily, and be free to engage in a
normal activity. It is needlessly restrictive that adults can drink on a patio or in a backyard, but not in
a park. I see no additional risk to this.
A place to relax and have a beer and enjoy outdoors for those who live in condos with no
greenspace
Bylaw services/police would not have to enforce silly regulations and could focus on more pressing
matters. Also it's nice to enjoy a drink on a day at the park. We have laws in palce already to deal
with things it they get out of hand.
Enjoying good company outside. Gets families and kids outdoors in the parks rather than staying
indoors at a bar. More accountability if liquor is visable
Nothing
NONE you idiots!
increase use of the park space, increase in socail gatherings, increase sense of trust
none.
Personal freedom
More open consumption I would suspect would lead to less alcohol abuse.
More use of park areas for gatherings, social events and dating.
Allow to enhance the experience with some wine or beer (could prohibit hard liquor).
People will want to get out of their house and enjoy the community since some people can't afford to
go to patios at bars every weekend. Plus, people already are drinking in parks. Now they wont have
to hide it.
As adult consumers I think it nice to have the option.
Because most reasonable adults consume alcohol in a responsible manner. The idea of having a
beer/wine at a picnic site is progressive an takes away the stigma of drinking. When kids see adults
drinking moderately, they are less likely to binge drink.
Respobsible liquor consumption in public areas may help to demystify alcohol consumption in
general. Europe has always had a tradition of allowing moderate consumption in public.
I believe it would lead to greater use of the park and picnic areas
People already consume alcohol in parks, so may as well make it legal. May be more attractive to
tourists, since you can drink in public in many European countries.
many people would enjoy a beverage with a picnic in the park
People are more likely to use parks.
Only light alcohol should be allowed in parks (beer, wine)
Not wasting police resources writing tickets.
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No longer have to hide it
More use of parks.
None.
We get rid of antiquated, out of date and sanctamonious religious based alcohol laws and become
more like a true global city. It's time to finally bury "Bible Bill" Aberhart's religous based alcohol laws
with him!
I don't see any potential benefits at all. Only concerns as noted above.
To be able to do it legally. People will still do it regardless. So may as well allow it to be allowed

Allows people another, laidback way to socialise together without costing a fortune
I think more people will utilize the parks with the ability to consume liquor.
Responsible of age groups getting together to enjoy a drink and a concert, festival, market, city
event etc. Children and youth can learn responsible behaviour from responsible and moderate use
of alcohol by adults in designated public spaces.
personal use; festivals; more in line with other countries, especially European
Beer and wine pair well with picnic food. Increased citizen enjoyment.
Socializing, being able to enjoy the outdoors with your friends while living in a concrete city.
People would be loud and obnoxious in public instead of private spaces

Convenience. Those who drink would be able to do so more freely at casual or organized events.
Having a drink with your meal is enjoyable and people are doing it already (though the liquor is
hidden in containers and consumed in all parks). By formalizing it you would be able to better
monitor and police areas and it wouldn't be such a taboo topic.
Joining the 21st century. Reducing stigma and risk of reasonable consumption. Increasing
enjoyment and activity in parks.
Increased usage of our parks!
None
I would use the parks more often, especially on the weekend during summer months.
I see none. There is no shortage of places to consume liquor in the city. Making parks into liquor
consumption sites stands only to degrade the quality of the public space.
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A culture that treats alcohol consumption as taboo sets young people up for irresponsible
behaviours by disallowing adults to model proper behaviour and have open conversations abut
alcohol usage. This would be one step towards changing that.
Liquor could be a nice addition for celebrations.
Seeing as I already responsibly enjoy wine &/or beer at the picnic sites in Calgary, it would take
away the possibility of receiving a fine.
People can enjoy our parks in a leisurely, responsible way. It will bring a liveliness (more
gathering/socializing in our parks) at all times of day. More people means safer spaces to keep an
eye out for each other.
people will not be shamed. will encourage people to be outside more and utilize the parks
Destigmatizing alcohol consumption may reduce binge drinking. If you can be casual about perhaps
you will.
Increased park utilization, reduced policing efforts
Being treated as adults by the city that we fund.
Increase in entertainment value of peopleWatching since drunk people do stupid things
It's an outing for the family.
I have booked sites for corporate bbq's. Not everyone drinks alcohol, but we do have it for those that
do and monitor staff
People are doing it anyways, this way they will be more inclined not to hide the evidence (i.e. put
empties in the garbage rather than in the bushes)
You can have a drink with friends and family while enjoying the outdoors. We are adults. Be
responsible. Our liquor laws are so far behind Europe and the US.
I think it happens now and that with impaired driving rule changes it will be timely for residents to
enjoy being outside.
Quality of life. Have seen it work in Europe
None
It will help remind me that I'm not actually in the Soviet Union.
Less hidden use.
Encourage use of public parks. Nice idea to have a picnic with wine and cheese.
Being able to have a drink while in a park/on the beach/having a picnic.
None!
growth of the good old community bbq's at picnic sites
I don't see any.
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Encourage socializing in public spaces and make an already common park activity safer.
I think it would encourage people to use the parks for functions traditionally hosted in a home or
backyard. As a condo owner, I don't have access to a yard to bbq and enjoy a cold one on a
beautiful summer day with friends.
I really see no benefits to this.
Would be nice to relax with a glass of wine with the picnic!
More useage of the parks
Opening up parks to a wider audience and range of use.
None .
Being able to enjoy the outdoors with an alcoholic beverage would allow one to fully enjoy the
weather without having to spend excessive amounts of money in a bar.
Freedom to be treated as responsible adults, like the rest of the developed world.
Calgary has a thriving craft beer scene and culture of drinking socially and responsibly, which can be
a positive influence on children. Allowing beer in parks further enables citizens and visitors to enjoy
Calgay's beautiful outdoors in the summer.
None!
Seems fair to give adults the choice
The parks will become more of a draw for people who enjoy drinking outdoors during the summer.
Rather than hanging out in a backyard, or finding an outdoor patio, people can enjoy their alcohol
and activities responsibly at a park.
Disorderly behavior
Get more use of the beautiful public spaces
There are none.
When consumed responsibly, liquor can enhance a gathering or celebration. Provided a liquor
licence be issued to the consumers, for a small fee to mitigate damage caused by the irresponsible.
There is not benefit at all from comsuming liquor at parks pinic sites
No benefits whatsoever
No benefits
Because it makes sense

I would like to relax and enjoy our beautiful parks, especially in the summertime, by having a drink
outdoors in a space that isn't my backyard.
It’s found commonly in Europe and has posed no issues.
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Parks will be used more for social functions. Bylaw officers will have ability to focus on higher priority
items.
Creation of community in a place that doesn't require paying money.
No benefit at all, its harmful in any public place
I would certainly use the parks more & on weekends. Greater public usage of the green space our
tax dollars pays for.
increased enjoyment of public parks, people are already having liquor at picnic sites and just hiding
it.
We are a civilized city in a civilized society. It is embarrassing that I cannot legally have a glass of
wine or a beer with my picnic.
More options to socialise in public places
I think it will eliminate the 'hiding and drinking" in the park - less littering
Higher usage of parks. Low cost activity on a summer day.
There are no benefits just an invitation for people to get hammered and cause trouble.
People do it anyways, so why not make it legal. It allows people to want to drink outside in the sun
versus in bars and at their homes.
Increased park use.
Can casually and responsibly consume an enjoyable beer or a glass of wine while out for a picnic
without any repercussions.
Could make parks more of a destination. Encourage them for planning meals outside with friends
and family. Model healthy drinking. Affordable outdoor social opportunity.
more people enjoying the beautiful parks
More opportunities for families or friends to gather somewhere else beside a home or establishment.
Homes might not have enough room to host functions, possibility of agreed meeting places for said
functions and more cost effective than renting halls.
police able to focus on more important things than someone casually drinking a beer
Decreased risk of diabetes, due to decreased consumption of sugary sodas? Less grumbling about
not being allowed to drink beer in the park? Higher returns on beer-related private sector
investments? World peace?
People will enjoy BBQs and a few beer in summer time. It would be so nice if we change the low!
It is not a benefit
None. The sites can already be hard to book - clearly there’s already a demand!
More people drawn to events in city parks
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More events would be hosted at picnic shelters, this would increase revenue and usage of these
facilities.
I actually think use of outdoor picnic sites would increase if adults could legally consume a beer or
two.
Nothing beneficial
More people may go to the parks
none
In my view, there is nothing wrong with RESPONSIBLE adults enjoying a drink while enjoying a
family picnic, get-together. This may actually increase the use of public facilites and when enjoyed
in a responsible manner would be a good thing.
I
increased use of parks, creation of community, creation of place, having options on places to
consume liquor that are not inside either homes or bars (where you have to pay quite a bit of money)

People already do it, it would help to ease it.
If you go out for a picnic you are able to have a drink as a responsible adult. Tourists from other
countries where it is already allowed would welcome it.
More use of picnic space
I would use and enjoy our public parks more in nice weather. Benefits of using the public parks
more would be more time spent outside, more physical activity, and more social interaction.
Simplifies plans to have a BBQ and meet people/hang out without fearing getting a ticket

none
I don't think there are any positives or negatives about being able to consume liquor at picnic sites.
It is just nice to have the choice depending on the mood.
More people using the parks
More use of picnic sites, encourage more people to explore the city. People sneak alcohol in
anyways, providing a legal way to do it would greatly reduce that.
With jobs becoming less accessible, and people not having as much money to go and spend
allowing people to enjoy the “patio” without having to spend a lot of money at a bar would be nice for
those less fortunate.
None
People do it anyways, will lower sneakiness
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People would stay longer
Sharing wine or coolers to coincide with picnics or celebrations enhances time spent outdoors. It's
European and Modern.
None.
More enjoyable out door time
Ability to make a personal choice to consume alcohol, gets more people into our beautiful parks in
the summer instead of drinking on patios
Treating our citizens like adults to behave responsibly is great.
I don’t understand why not. When we gather with friends, it is nice to talk, eat, have a glass of wine.
Someone who drinks excessively, will always find a way to do so even when it is prohibited.
The creation of a more mature society
Why not. People are doing it anyways, might as well make it legal
Destigmatize casual drinking. Ability to enjoy a beer or wine with friends outside
People may consider coming out to the parks more frequently in warmer weather especially.
zero
I think normalizing public consumption of alcohol will reduce the likelihood of binge drinking and
disorderly conduct as people understand the privilege of consuming alcohol has been granted.
In other jurisdictions where this practice is allowed, allowing responsible public consumption along
with food enhances the park user experience. I think we should assume that for the most part adults
will behave as adults.
Being able to enjoy a nice cold beer with lunch. Having a more fun experience at the parks.
Not living in a nanny state. Adults should be free to consume what they want where they want as
long as it is not disruptive to others
none
An excuse to drink outdoors instead of a pub or patio. People can get together and spend less on an
8 pack to share than a single beer at the bar.
none
I think it would add a nice social, relaxed element to a get together in a park.
No benefit at all.
None. When I am out at a park there is no need for me to have a beer or wine. I will drink it at home,
bar or restaurant.
Being able to enjoy a beer with a freshly cooked burger on a sunny hot day sounds very appealing
Freedom
No benefits whatsoever
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Giving people freedom and options allow them to enjoy their city in a way that suits them. Having
games in the park with a beer is an amazing low cost way of socializing in our city.
Enjoy a glass of wine or beer while picnicking would be very enjoyable.
in the open instead of on the sneak
None
None. Gives more opportunity for bad behaviour and dysfunctional moments
None as I do not drink
More freedom to make decisions.
I don't see any benefits to being able to consume liquor at parks and picnic sites.
Could provide potential business for entrepreneurs that could sell alcohol in designated areas.
Similar models are successful in Europe.
None
Kind of a poorly worded question. Its not so much that there is a benefit to allowing liquor in parks. It
just takes a city of 1 million people out of the dark ages.
For Adults its a social thing and have a beer with a Hamburg. More people might actually go and
enjoy our parks
Less time and money spent on ticketing offenders who want a beer in the park, more people booking
for birthdays and social events where they can be responsible but also be outside enjoying the
amenities
Its happening anyways. But people just hide it. If we make it legal then at least we can spot those
that are drinking and can act accordingly.
Supporting Calgary's thriving craft beer and liquor sector. Sunshine, nature, and a naturally adult
beverage go hand in hand.
I see the benefit being the confidence in people’s judgement reflected by governing institutions. I
also see benefit in less tickets being given to those in potentially vulnerable positions that may not
have the means to pay such a ticket.
Fun if responsibly done
Not really benefits. Just more options as to hanging with adult friends.
Didn't see any
I don't see benefits. It will be the opposite.
We would become a little more like most of the other good countries on Earth, where publci drinkngi
is normal, and not stigmatized.
People do it anyway. So this is a benefit to people cuz' they dont have to hide they can relax. Benefit
to the p arks you can charge a fee.
Enjoy the outdoors more.
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Being able to have wine at a picnic with my wife or alcohol at family gatherings or even work events
without special arrangements and limited venues.
I don't see any benefit for allowing the consumption of liquor at public parks.
Don’t waste police time
None
None
Adults should be able to enjoy a legal product in a public park, this should also apply to cannabis
Social atmosphere and environment more likely to use over restaurant and bars then. Cheaper,
more accessible.
Everyone is already doing it, why criminalize normal human behaviour? Legal public alcohol
consumption very common throughout the world and does not cause problems. May also increase
use and enjoyment of parks.
Liquor is legal and if someone wants to have a drink at their picnic I don't see why not.
Encourages use of picnic sights. Opportunity to show examples of healthy liquor consumption
(moderation).
Canadians and Calgarians are by large a reasonable group of people who should have the liberty to
consume an alcoholic beverage while recreating with their friends and family. It's part of the social
nature of a picnic/BBQ.
as a responsible consumer, it allows more freedom in where i choose to recreate and enjoy calgary's
outdoor spaces, would result in being able to utilize Park space more often and for a variety of
occasions
More relaxed experience. Responsible adults exist
It would be relaxing to enjoy one beer or glass of wine
None
Wine is amazing with food and if you're responsible with your actions you should be allowed to.
More gatherings/use. Europe is a great example. Liquor is not a problem in moderation. I would love
to see our city have a healthy relationship with liquor. I would love to enjoy a glass of wine with
friends and our children in the park.
Avoid unnecessary fines. Responsible people enjoying responsibly.
I see no benefits to changing it
More relaxed and enjoyable social gatherings. Celebratory gatherings in a natural setting.
Beer is refreshing, pairs well with picnic foods. Would offer another step away from pointless
puritanical laws.
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People are already doing this, it's just illegal. As long as things don't get out of hand, decriminalizing
responsible behaviour eliminates the associated anxiety that comes with having a drink in a public
space.
No benefits!
I’m sorry but I don’t see any benefits. Some people may be wise and others won’t.
None. It’s not a necessary component to enjoying the vast parks in our city
I just think there will be more people using the park, and not trying to hide it, and dispose of it
properly.
Wine with lunch/dinner
They will do it anyway. leave those who are responsible alone and focus on bigger problems in the
park. Those looking to cause trouble will cause it with or without a law, so punish them not the
couple having a glass of wine at a quiet picnic.
NONE

Increases activity within the city giving it a more vibrant feeling.
Ability to engage in cultural activities (eg alcohol toasts) while in park or at events. Reduction in
puntitive measures against alcohol use (as an addiction counsellor I see people who drink in public
despite punitive measures, doesn’t change behavior)
Most people are there on their time off of work this is their time to enjoy with their families and relax
and some like to enjoy a cold beer or beverage during this time
None
None
Citizens will be able to enjoy the public spaces and the outdoors more and will get people outside.
As I’ve said, many citizens already consume alcohol in parks covertly. We are also behind other
nations in allowing alcohol in public areas.
It’s nice to allow a glass of wine or beer with bbq
Freedom and it’s a social thing
Casual social drinking is fun and pleasant, and enhances the enjoyment of parks.
Greater use of city facilities - no limitation (i.e. need to go somewhere else to drink).
To enjoy a cold adult beverage on a warm day.
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It’s harmless
Encourage friends to get together and use these great facilities more often
It would allow people to enjoy a glass of wine or a beer with their picnic; would also decrease
incidences of illicit drinking in parks

No benefit
Rather than hiding it, it's a good way to encourage responsible drinking.
It will likely encourage people in their 20s and 30s to congregate in public space rather than within
their homes and backyards which would build a greater sense of community
Increased use of parks, destigmatization of alcohol. People are drinking in parks anyway and only
sometimes making efforts to hide it.
Treating adults like adults.
Busier parks creating a larger sense of community in Calgary. Particularly downtown
More relaxed atmosphere if people didn't have to hide their liquor.
most adults are responsoble and can consume some wine or beverage at a group gathering. these
are enjoyed by many people, and a bbq with a beer is always great on those summer days. it just
seems very reasonable and logical to allow it
More use and enjoyment of our parks.
Allows for a more inclusive space. Many people cannot afford to drink in bars and restaurants or
they don't have outdoor space where they live.
People might like to enjoy a drink with their meal. I see nothing wrong with that.
It allows responsible adults the opportunity to moderately consume alcohol at city parks.
I don't see the benefit to the city or individuals, especially considering the risks involved.
It would bring more people to public parks.
Law enforcement will not be wasting tax dollars on monitoring and ticketing offenders. Allows for
social consumption that often occurs on private property.
Everyone does anyway, it would be nice to not be harassed by bylaw for enjoying a beverage on a
hot day.
Removes the stigma around alcohol in our society.
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People are already doing it, though discretely. I feel like the benefits of allowing liquour at park
picnic sites would encourage people to get out of their backyards and homes to enjoy the beautiful
park we have. Recycling should be more available.
Outdoor picnics/gatherings in the summer OUTSIDE of our own backyard.
Civilized like Europe!
Being able to have wine and beer with lunches like you do at home.
They've been doing it for years in Europe with no real issues. I feel if we are 'allowed' we won't take
it to the extreme and have a huge keg party in the park. This will allow ppl to utilize the park space
more knowing they can enjoy a beer or wine
Fewer people drinking and driving, less tax dollars wasted monitoring a harmless "crime". Recycled
cans/bottles to go towards park funding
Freedom
Leisure, culture, friendship, etc
Brining family and friends together. It is happening already, just don't have to hide it.
More people in the parks. Dont need to be at a pub
None.
Better recreational activities for people without having to pay for ridiculous alcohol costs at bars and
pubs.
None
More people actually getting outside and enjoying our beautiful parks, more tax money can go
towards the government for alcohol/booking costs, a greater sense of community in our city,
movement away from a society which treats alcohol as a forbidden fruit
Don’t see any benefit
People with European background or culture would be pleased.
I do not see any benefits or the need for it in a park
Calgary would finally be on par with the civilized European world in this regard.
More people come to picnic. Stay longer.
It would be nice to be able to have a toast drink.
No benefits.
Enjoying the enmities of our parks, and outdoors and a glass of wine or beer would be fantastic! This
could also potentially reduce bylaw officer and police officer enforcement in parks.

None
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I dont see much benefits

I see no benefit
Greater engagement in outdoor activities. More traffic in Calgary parks.
This is the European model and their are no concerns with it there.
Increased park use
None at the moment other than enjoying wine or beer with your food. You can do that in your own
backyard with your guests, friends, and family.
none.
More people would use them.
More options in the city to enjoy a drink with friends other than a licensed patio or backyard

It would be nice to share a bottle of wine and a nice charcuterie board whilst at the park.
None. POT legalization will create enough crap
Consumed appropriately it would be a nice to enjoy a glass of wine while having a picnic. Plus if
wine is allowed you may see more romantic proposal! Lol
I see people doing it quite often already. I don't think much will change
No benifit. If anyone wants to drink thry can drink home they can drink at home or bar
Disorderly behavior snd exposed childeren
No benefits
None. We've been enjoying picnic without alcohol so far.
People drink in the parks anyway, but they hide it. I think with being able to have a drink there will be
more people enjoying the parks.
None
In my mind, there are no benefits per se. If booking a site, would the City get fees? Perhaps this
could be a small income generator.
Increase in Police and Bylaw officer employment to deal with this stupid idea
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Consuming alcohol in a responsible way is not a problem for the vast majority of citizens.
Restricting consumption for the majority due to the actions of the minority is not the solution.
Enforcing responsible use laws is a better solution.
Families can enjoy picniking together often
As I stated in question 1
People do anyways and throw their trash down in the forests to hide it at least if its legal they can
walk to a trash can without worry
Enjoying a cold beer with lunch
None.
none
Get outside and enjoy the city more instead of being in a bar or on a patio.
I think people should be treated like adults able to act responsibly. It happens legally in other places
and the world still spins.
As a mature adult, I’d like to be able to enjoy a nice glass of wine while utilizing our cities lovely
pathways and green spaces in the evening after a long day of work.
It will be able to be policed better, stating liquor is allowed but subject to police verification of ID at
any time will be safer and more manageable. Let's be real, people are doing it anyway, may as well
make it safe!
None. Can’t drink in public places without a liquor licence, so why allow it at a public park?

Potential accidents and unruly behaviour
More people getting outdoors
More freedom to enjoy Calgary’s parks. Evening gatherings make more sense when liquor is
allowed.
I think that people should be able to have a beer or a glass of wine at a picnic at a public park. The
benefit is freedom of choice for Calgarians.
None.
no benefits
I won't feel like a criminal. Europe allow alchohol consumption in public places and it feels great. If
somebody wants to drink in a public space they do it anyway just hiding bottles
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European views and values create a peaceful and more responsible environment. I believe that if we
adopted their beliefs, we would have a positive impact.
Able to have a couple drinks during picnics
It already happens, this would allow for safe & responsible use.
I would love to have a sweet picnic with my husband; sipping wine and snacking on fine cheese and
meats. Also as an adult I would rather have 1-2 beers with a burger/hotdog roast than drink sugary
juice boxes and pops. I am mature.
Increased freedom, exposure to public law enforcements
I don't see any benefit citing my responses above.
More families with children can get out and enjoy themselves. I’m not one to go get drunk especially
with my kids but to have a drink while I’m watching my kids play etc would be nice if I even choose
to have a drink. It’s nice to have that option.
Enjoy outdoors while visiting with friends

It's permitted all over Europe and their parks seem clean and well respected. Here we have people
trying to hide concealed liquor and then dispose of the cans disorderly. Allowing it may actually
clean up the parks
None. We should consume liquor at home or licensed venues.
wine is a nutritious antioxidant and accompanies many celebratory events and chilled beer is very
enjoyable on a warm weather day
No benefits at all.
Alcohol consumption is an accepted part of Western world socializing.
People engaging in activities at the parks
None
None. Park picnic sites are kid friendly, family areas. Families carefully pack and meet to enjoy each
others company. They drive there. The city should consider liability a factor and not allow our public
spaces to be taken over by parties.
Less tickets for open liquor, less people hiding liquor
Stops people from hiding liquor consumption, making it easier to monitor and police if needed.
None. There are plenty of venues to drink in. Have a family moment.
we should be able to enjoy the great weather with a drink and friends.
You can have a birthday party
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None
Sometimes I would like to have a bottle of wine in one of our beautiful parks with my beautiful wife
but under current regulation I can not. Also with all the amazing breweries popping up in the city this
would be a great opportunity for tourism.
There are no benefits
Some people can enjoy a beverage or two without getting out of control, a better over all park
experience
Everything is fine right now why introduce liquor to potential disruptions.
Summer is short in Calgary and not all people have an outdoor space to enjoy the warm days. It will
get people outside and social with others making for better mental health and higher quality of life.
Why not
More casual social functions.
I don't see any benefits
Increased use of parks and city vibrancy
More people will socialize in the parks. Love it in Europe. Gets people out of the house and using
public facilities!
Showcases our city as progressive and open minded
I think it normalizes drinking without sensationalizing it. Many countries allow this and they don’t
have flocks of drunken people doing terrible things.
There can be added conviviality to gatherings with moderate amounts of liquor.
None
More people staying out in the summer.
Many responsible adults enjoy a beer or glass of wine with their meal.I firmly believe the majority are
indeed responsible adults. When we cater to the lowest common denominator (being the % of
irresponsible), it reduces quality of life for the majority
Non
Consuming liquor is an important part of our Canadian social culture. Most Canadians would love to
have a beer on a hot summer day while watching their kids play or chat with a. Neighbour.... It’s fun,
it’s casual, it’s canadian!
N/A
For law abiding citizens that would like to enjoy a glass of wine with a picnic should be allowed as a
demonstration of responsible drinking. The ban is not effecting the non-law abiding drinkers as they
do it anyway, it just discriminates good citizens
More use on picnic tables and more events could be held.
Ability to enjoy some drinks while enjoying the outdoors.
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I don't see any benefits that are worth the risks.
Would be great on a nice day to go for picnics and be able to enjoy a beverage or two!
None
None
None
It’s already happening. Incentive legalized, we have the opportunity to educate and address public
concerns, while having more use of sites for people of all ages.

It would be nice to have a beer or glass of wine while enjoying the summer parks.
People do it already just make it legal to drink but not be drunk or drive intoxicated
It's really one of the shortest summers here in Canada to enjoy the outdoors and a drink with your
bbq at a picnic site . I am so shocked that people are trying to do away this this ! Reposinsble adults
= nothing wrong with a beer with your bbq !
It is already happening, better to address the issue head on. This could also potentially reduce
enforcement resources in parks and be redeployed elsewhere
None
Makes for fun gatherings
No longer punishing the vast majority of responsible adults capable of drinking in public without
issue.
It would be nice to be able to have a glass of wine in the out doors along the river with friends and
family
Increase in public use of parks and get people outside more
I don’t see any issues with it, the benefits would be able to sit and have a beer with your lunch and
not need to worry about getting a fine.
It would probably encourage people to explore the parks more often. However moderation is the
key. I do not believe everyone has moderation.
Nice beer while bbqing
It will allow families, and friends who gather together to be able to have a beer with friends along
with their picnic meal. Also, in most cases people are already doing this, they just conceal it.
Increased park use
People do it anyway. Why should alcohol be illegal in parks? Get with the times. Take european
countries as an example to work from.
People are drinking liquor in parks illegally now. Adults having a drink in a park is a great way to
socialize while utilizing our outdoor space in the city.
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Good for tourism. Let people who can't afford a bottle of wine at a restaurant. Promotes people
respecting and enjoying the lovely Parks we have.
Responsible adults will be able to enjoy a park setting when socializing. Such as family reunions.
None.
Increases use of sites, being able enjoy a drink with picnic lunch outside with friends/family, saves
money not having to pay to eat lunch/dinner and have a drink at a bar/restaurant
Being able to relax outside with a casual drink in the summer at a public park would be really nice
NONE
I think the ability for friends and family to gather and have a casual drink along with a BBQ is a nice
idea. Provided people are not getting intoxicated I think it encourages social gatherings in the parks.
None.
None whatsoever benefits will come out of this
None
drinking could enhance a birthday party/celebration or a special family outing

At the moment only law abiding people are not drinking in public anyways. Let them consume
responsibly
No potential benefits. Numerous research shows consuming at public places have potential
disastrous consequences.
So many people do it already. It would be nice to not have to sneak around about it.
Personally, I would enjoy being able to have a glass of wine or beer with my meal at many other
public venues throughout our city. I would guess that bookings would be likely to increase (and
therefor revenue to the city as well) if liquor were allowed.
For people who are able to responsibly enjoy a drink, it makes picnics in the park a little more
enjoyable when allowed to have a drink. Plus, people do it anyways, so make it legal.
for hundreds of years people in Europe has been able to have a drink in public space. There is no
down side and with the change in law the cities public spaces will be more active and vibrant
increasing the city as a whole
Not having to hide it. Better disposal of glass bottles.
sense of community, will make Calgary on par with world class cities!

None
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No benefits at all. People can drink at home or pubs/restaurants if they want to. No need to drink to
spend a good day in the park
It's a free country
I really don't see any benefits but maybe enjoy a cold one while you are outdoors.
There is nothing wrong with having a beer with your BBQ, I feel that too many people in Canada try
to hide alcohol as if it is a bad thing. Exposuing children to responsible consumption is better than
hiding it from them.
Fun Times
Not sure. I guess having a glass of wine with your picnic might be nice.
None
No benefits, except for myself and my friend & family who would probably start using the park picnic
sites.
Any benefits
Many countries successfully allow people to drink in public. We would police drunk/disorderly
behaviour just as we do now. Manage it when it occurs, but give people freedom to enjoy a glass of
wine/beer by the river responsibly.
None
Other countries allow you to drink when you picnic and enjoy food, why can't we!
We should not force people into commercial spaces to consume liquor and we should not criminalize
consumption.
Remove barrier to something people are doing anyway, increased enjoyment of public spaces
None
None
None
None. Don't need liquor to enjoy picnic in the park
None as endangering not only themselves but all the families around them.
There are no benefits
Not useful
None
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People do it anyway, this way it will be legalized and better conrolled.
More use and enjoyment of parks. This is common in most parts of the world
Less unnecessary police oversight, freeing their time for real social problems
optionality of guests
It's a nice way to relax and socialize outdoors. #liveoutside
Greater exposure for Calgarians to get outside and enjoy YYC parks for events they'd otherwise
host at home.
people do it already - this will hopefully bring it out into the open and people will consume
responsibly
None in my view
None

More people out enjoying nature, and the beautiful weather in our parks.
potentially larger use from citizens
I wouldn't have to hide it in my water bottle. It would be more out in the open and people would be
able to avoid it if they so choose.
drinking in public helps normalize attitudes towards drinking and build a healthier drinking culture.
No benefits
promotes persons going outdoors and enjoying the parks more.
Dumb question...are there any benefits to liquor?
Having a casual glass of wine at an event is enjoyable and should not be frowned upon.
There is no benefit. People can consume it at home.
Most people can drink responsibly in a park and it's no different than having alcohol at a backyard
picnic. Encourages use of parks.
I think it would increase social gatherings and use of park space and actually lead to more
responsible consumption of alcohol within those sites.
People are going to drink in parks if you like it or not. Prohibition doesn't work. This way you can
change the relationship. checkout Montreal's liquor in the park policy.
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It’s a wonderful thing to be able to get together with friends and have a glass of wine in a park with
friends. The city we live in is beautiful, it’s so sad not to be able to enjoy it with wine wine n hand.
Enjoying a nice social setting without judgement
More open freedom for people to responsible enjoy a beverage during the summer in calgarys
beautiful parks.
Liquor should not be allowed at park picnic sites!!!!!!!
I would personally use the parks more if I could socialize with a group and enjoy a beer or two.
People are doing it.
Nothing better then a beer on a hot sunny day in the park....
It would be nice to have the ability to have a nice casual drink during a BBQ while enjoying the City's
parks.
Community Building as parks can be used for gatherings that otherwise would take place in
basements
no benefits
More use of park sites, fees used to maintain/upgrade park spaces
None
Allowing adults to consume adult beverages. Personal responsibility means something...
Enjoyment of life! What's the difference between drinking on a patio and walking down the street and
drinking at a picnic spot. Quebec, New Zealand and many European countries allow this will no
collapse of public order. We need to relax.
Alcohol will largely be consumed by responsible people.
It would "normalize" responsible alcohol consumption, preventing furtive use. This is permitted at
public events (e.g., outdoor concerts in parks) in Sydney, Australia and, in my experience, was
entirely civilized.
No benefits. This is a safety risk on all levels
more use by adults.
...catching up with the rest of the modern world.
None
None
Staying outdoors vs having to go indoors for family events, and being able to have a glass of wine.
None
Nothing at all
A free society needs free dealing with free drugs aha alcohol.
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Increase usage of parks - health benefits of being outdoors. Tourism benefits (increase
attractiveness of visitng parks).
No risk of fines; at this time responsible people drink anyway and have to hide it. The irresponsible
people are getting drunk now and don't care.
More people will use the park, and for longer periods. People are already consuming liquor in the
park, this will just mean they won't have to hide it. Another benefit is if the City knows its happening
(because its legal) they can plan garbage/recycling
If people are told not to drink and drive and also ensure they are cleaning up their mess (an issue in
general with people using parks - drunk or not) it can be a nice way to relax in the parks. Also many
people do it anyways so why not make rules for it
People do it anyways, at no harm to anyone else. As long as they follow the public safety guidelines
I do not see a problem. For example, what is the difference between drinking and then going out in
public or drinking in public? In the end it is the same
People are probably already doing it. more celebrations may occur at parks (engagements,
birthdays), gets people outside.
As our tradition we would like to have a glass of wine with the dinner. So going out for bbq at the
park would be nice to have that wine with it. Rather than seating home we could go out and enjoy
the day
A nice way to enjoy the outside without have to goto a patio and pay more for some beer or wine(like
on a bar patio).
I think it offers choice for someone thinking of going to a park instead of a bar or pub
I don't see why it isn't already allowed. Anyone who really wants to is going to anyways. I don't see
an issue having a beer or wine at a park. As long as there are appropriate recycling facilities.
It has nothing to do with benefits, regulating consumption location in 2019 is ridiculous. Paris for
example has had this for year, no issues.
I fully support liquor being allowed in park spaces. I think it is positive for children to see responsible
liquor consumption in a park. I am not concerned about instances of disorderly behavior - this is
already happening.
An evening or an afternoon in the park after a game of soccer or for a picnic, a cold beverage is
typically enjoyed. This still happens today even though it isn't permitted.
Teenagers mostly, but others also not trying to go out of their way to do this but are then "hiding it".
You'll get more activity outdoors. If you go to places like San Francisco, you'll see that this actually
encourages more people to be active outside.
The option of being able to enjoy alcohol (responsibly) In Calgary’s parks when you’re frequenting
them, seems like an obvious choice. It would increase use of the parks as a congregating area.
Enjoying a cold beer on a hot day (doesn't mean you're going to get drunk and disorderly)
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Increased incentive to get people outdoors and socialized with neighbors
Allowing liquor at picnic sites encourages people to get outside and spend time in park settings.
Very civilized
Allow law abiding, responsible adults to have a casual drink while enjoying the outdoors.
Higher usage of public spaces. Less police time spent on tickets. More business to those areas of
the city. More traffic in parks lessens the likely hood of other illegal activities there.

Increased usage.
Dont feel like were breaking the law when we do it anyways already.
People do it anyways already and now it won’t be illegal
More use of parks.
Consumption by adults does not do any harm by exposing children/youth to liquor, it shows that
alcohol can be consumed in a responsible, safe and respectable manner which is a better example
than restricting it to bars.
It’s being done now but illegally, so it will regulate alcohol consumption within the framework of law
I don’t see any benefits of consuming liquor at picnic sites.
People will no longer sneak liquor and receive tickets. People want to be able to enjoy their summer
outside.
In general, there are no benefits in supporting liquor. Please leave the parks intact from drugs and
liquor
None. Next it will be Cannibus in parks.
Would allow for limited use for group events eg weddings
Although it is a social benefit potentially the risk of drinking and driving and reasonable consumption
limits are not being monitored. Going to a bar or restaurant they can refuse service due to
overconsumption. Will be a teen issue.
unless the city is selling it and receive revenue, there is no benefit at all
Increasing useage of parks, encourages adults with no children to enjoy city parks
Legitimizing what probably already occurs. Being able to have a glass of wine or beer with a picnic
It would be nice to enjoy an alcoholic beverage while picnicking in our city! I think you would see an
increased use of picnic sites.
You provide a legal framework and create reasonable norms for activity that is already happening
instead of turning a blind eye to it and undeermining public confidence in the City and its bylaws.
Freedom
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Peace of mind
More people would come to the park
The ability to have a drink while enjoying time with your family. Modelling good behaviour two
children around alcohol consumption.
It happens anyway, so why make people hide it? Most actions are resonsible.
I can see that it would be pleasant to have a beer or a bottle of wine at a picnic on a hot day.
There doesnt have to be a benifit. Liquor is legal, why shouldnt people be allowed to have a beer
with thier picnic. Deal with the trouble makers you dont need to punish everyone.
Not getting a ticket for something stupid. People are responsible for the most part and I think
babying people is an insult.
We could alleviate wasted tax dollars on enforcement. Likely increase park usage.
Basically for me it would be music events and designated picnic areas within parks.
Absolutely none.
Creates a welcoming environment for everyone to come and enjoy the space. Provides options for
many activities, including a picnic with beverages, etc.
people are doing it already, we need to trust that the vast majority of people are responsable
there are none
None
Being able to enjoy a glass of wine on a picnic with your friends, within reason. Kind of like living in a
European country where you can enjoy being in a park environment and enjoy an alcoholic
beverage.
People that do not have access to a back yard can enjoy a drink and the fresh air anywhere
Not aware of any
People will stop binge drinking moments before going out in public, allowing them to consume at an
average pace and decreasing chance of sickness or worse.
None. I see no benefits.
More use of parks by citizens, more pop up events, more general enjoyment of family dinners and
activities that span a day at the park
None
There are no benefits
I don’t see any benefits to this.

none
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people can enjoy a drink with out the fear of a fine
It's nice to be able to responsibly enjoy an alcoholic beverage or two while enjoying a park on a
beautiful day. Many people don't have yards to enjoy or to host larger gatherings in.
I would be more likely to use them. It would allow us to be more like Europe, which is usually a very
good thing.
Can have a glass of wine or a few beers while at a social event with friends. Will increase use of
parks!
Encourage more people to visit/picnic at parks. Encourage more outdoor activity, increase vibrancy
of city.
Boost the amount of use that public parks see.
It is uneccessary to demonise having wine with your picnic, or a beer on a hot day. Liquor isn’t evil.
Being able to enjoy a cold berveage like a responsible adult
none
There are no benefits.
I don't see any downside and I think it would be pleasant in a European kind of way
Very minimal, more cons than pros
More freedom to enjoy a good beverage (wine or beer) in the company of friends and family
outdoors in our beautiful city.
I believe it would add to the social benefit of our city. I believe that the majority of the city can handle
public consumption of alcohol in a responsible way.
Sometimes it's nice to have a drink with friends while enjoying the weather and parks.
No need to conceal it and it will encourage proper disposal of bottles etc.
Enjoy a alcoholic beverage while at BBq, and go to parks, otherwise I would remain at home
We have short summers, and being able to enjoy a drink outside in the park would be a fantastic
way to enjoy the sun and a cold drink without being on a crowded bar patio downtown
None
None
Absolutely none. Drinking should be done only in bars, restaurants, and residences.
It would allow people to partake in a legal activity that responsible Calgarians normally do at home
and in public
No more hiding
More people enjoying the beautiful green spaces the city has to offer.
None
Would allow adults to be treated like adults. Calgary and Canada in general is too much of a "nanny
state."
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It happens now, majority of people are responsible and will consume alcohol in a responsible
manner.
allowing the consumption of alcahol in parks may increas utilization of parks and park areas. this is a
very european stance, the culture and enjoyment of outdoor areas seems to increase (see
paris/brussles/prauge)
I believe most people would be respectful and use alcohol in moderation as well as clean up after
themselves. I think people would enjoy have a glass of wine or beer during a picnic.
Could encourage people to go out in parks more versus a backyard barbecue, for example.
Allows adults to utilize our parks, encourage use of parks
Happier citizens enjoying their time. If someone gets drunk, that's on them.
Canada is too puritan about alcohol consumption. England allows consumption of alcohol in parks
and I have never seen problems because of it in all my time spent there.
Freedom to do as we please
None. Lacks appreciation for the environment.
Most, if not all people are responsible and sensible especially in the presence of families. I do not
see the harm outweigh the benefits.
It's nice to be able to have a regular picnic meal, as you would at home or a restaurant. For many
people responsible alcohol use a key part of eating and socializing
Full enjoyment and relaxing. Consumtion of liquor
Reasonable liquor consumption should not need to be hidden away.
It's nice to have a glass of wine with a picnic, but the negatives definitely outweight the positives - I
am from the UK originally and I have witnessed these negatives first hand.
Casual drinks
I have lived in this city for 43years, I see no benefits only problems.
it Encourages more people to use the public parks.
By making things legal, you will avoid people drinking "secretly." This happens currently, so just
give them the freedom! Same logic behind the national legalization of cannabis.
Treat people like adults, & they will behave that way. There may be an adaptation period.
it would be good because we would be more like europe and people do it anyways so might as well
make it legal
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Liquor is a cultural norm and this allowed an many european contiies.
None
ABILITY TO ENJOY FOOD WITH WINE AND BEER
None
None.
People already do it, those who abuse it have and will continue to do so. This enables responsible
people to enjoy an alcoholic beverage in a natural environment.
I think it is much more reflective of society to be able to consume liquor in public parks. I simply want
to have a drink at a picnic without being worried about getting a ticket.
Everyone other major city allows it!
Higher use of parks for casual neighbour get togethers. I live in Mount Pleasant and have young
children. If I want to get together with other families for a bbq and have beers or wine, we don’t have
big enough yards to accommodate that.
Get more people out enjoying our parks.
I don't see any. This will just increase damage done to parks as well as the amount of litter left in
parks.
Adults should be allowed to consume liquor at public park picnis sites. They would also be
responsible for all that is entailed with that decision including driving and having their children
exposed to liquor consumption.
Adds to celebrations with families and friends
None
Being treated like an adult
I think it could showcase how to drink responsible when done in a social setting as a bbq.
No known benefits.
None
Provides a more relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere similar to a backyard BBQ.
What's the benefit?
I do not see any benefits of this. Parks to enjoy nature and spend quality time with families and
friends. Poeple can enjoy liquor at homes and bars, it should not be allowed in public parks.
A glass of wine with a picnic or a cold beer with a BBQ can be a nice complement to the experience.
Not sure what benefit, when you are spoiling your health, increasing taxation burden for their
healthcare cost
Citizens, especially apartment dwellers, can enjoy a quiet beverage outside.
adults are adults there are law already on the books to deal with drunk and disorderly
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Encourage people to consume alcohol responsibly in public places.
None....park is for family

There isn't any.
If it is allowed you will expect to see it without being offended.
If done properly public drinking would be more controlled, bi-law police can simply ask for a license,
know who to go back to with clean up charges
People won’t have to hide it, b/c it is routinely done anyway
Able to have a BBQ with a cold beer.
Other than some restaurants there are not many places children can attend with their parents so it
would be nice to have some time outdoors in the fresh air for a higher enjoyment of life for everyone.
It allows adults to enjoy a legal beverage in pleasant surroundings which may postively increase
park usage
I see no benefit, except for making legal what many people do illegally.
Nothing, better family recreational activities should be provided in the picnic area for fun & leisure of
the families.
Nice to have a beer or something just like many social events
No beifits other than personal consumption

none - weak case for it's always nice to have a cool beer under the hot sun
People won't have to sneak it (harm reduction and less binging). Doesn't restrict enjoyment/use of
public space.
People will continue to sneak it in anyhow it's better to allow it and regulate it.
None
It's already happening, and people go to great lengths to hide it which can lead to altercations.
Increased park use and more interest in outdoor activity!
Personal enjoyment and freedom
Increased park usage. Lots of people want to host a family get together or a small gathering with
friends but don't have space in their apartment.
I don’t see any positives.
Everyone already does it and by making it legal, the law can’t br arbitrarily applied. Also, if you want
increased density you need more “third spaces” where people can gather without cost.
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Less stigma associated with drinking. More opportunities to make the city vibrant and liveable.
Police and bylaw officers can deal with more important issues.
More park use
Less spending, more bonding with friends/family outdoors
None whatsoever.
No benefits
Higher usage of outdoor spaces for families.

It may encourage young adults to make use of park picnic sites more often. Although it may not be
extremely beneficial—I do not see the harm in allowing it. Many places e.g. Europe, Toronto allow
public liquor consumption.
there is no benefit to alcohol consumption leave alone in public. Whoever has come with this idea is
plain ignorant
None
People using the parks!
None.
It allows people who like to have a social drink to do so outside, in the fresh air. It protects them
from having to hide from and worry about enforcement of unnecessary laws.
City revenues
None
more visibility of consumption, good role modelling with appropriate responsible consumption..
empowerment and ownership with participation within our parks
People do it anyways
People do it anyway. Wine or beer at a picnic dinner is obvious.
I like the idea of removing some unnecessary regulations. I see people drinking in the park anyway.
No benefit.
n/a
None
More will come out to enjoy the parks
None.
None
I don’t see any problem in drinking a liquor while you are eating
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Allowing people to use these sites more and activate public spaces.
there is absolutely no benefit in being able to consume in a public park
No benefits
None
legalize something that is going on now
NONE
More adult outdoors events
Europe is an example with more alcoholic liberties and as a result it’s not such a mysterious product.
Children grow up with it being normal and it cold help with underage choices. Also, it would be nice
to celebrate with a toast or a beer with BBQ.
The potential benefits for legal aged responsible park attendees include enjoying a glass of wine or
a beer at a picnic/meal with family & friends in much the same way as going out to a restaurant, but
while enjoying the beautiful parks of our city.
People getting outside
Fun! When people are being responsible.
We become more cosmopolitan
liberty, cause [removed] you.
More people using our parks and getting out of their homes. Promotes community engagement and
outdoor activities.
More ppl using the parks
Set a cultural expectation, increased use of outdoor spaces by taxpayers wanting a venue for
activities that include imbibing alcohol.
I think it will make more calgarians use the city parks for get togethers. I wanted to have my
rehearsal dinner at a city park to save money but not being able to have liquor made me decide not
to.
Allowing people to drink in parks could encourage outdoor engagement. But more importantly
increase visibility of families that may be at risk (I.e. isolating children at home because the pare t
cant drink in public)
Another opportunity to loosen restrictive rules that are there for no reason
Less ridiculous behaviour, more social engagement.
None
None
Decriminalizing and regulating what is occurring already...
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Increased usage for adults, beer leagues, etc. It's a law that is ignored mostly anyways.
None, actually it's has more harm than good.
Drinking responsibly can increase the enjoyment of using the park for social events and then the
parks get used more by the citizens.
Introducing liquor as a casual drink as opposed to a taboo substance reduces abuse.
It can allow us to use our parks more often. This concept has me excited to make more trips for
bbq’s at parks than before, this is really exciting
I will no longer be breaking the law when i do drink in parks currently
There is no benefit at all.
Increased use of the parks by friends and families on special occasions.
None
It gives people the chance to enjoy a drink or two out in the park, much like all European countries. I
spent a summer there and realized how nice it was to be able to have a cooler in a field and watch a
sunset.
Many of our picnic sites have firepits. Enjoying a beverage in that situation is a common part of that
experience and one which many people enjoy. They should have that option in parks - many of us
don't have the luxury of a backyard.
Absolutely none whatsoever
there are no benefits to drinking alcohol in parks.
Being able to offer different events
None
drinking responsibly should be allowed, it works in campsites, there should be no different
Socialization, being able to enjoy those beverages and be out doors. Not having to worry about bylaw enforcement.
Allows law abiding citizens to not feel like criminals for enjoying a drink responsibly.
Nice to be able to have a drink at a family function or playing some frisbee.
Police and bylaw officers can focus their time and efforts on more serious crime and infractions
rather than trolling for alcohol in public places.
POssibility of establishing a pattern of non-abusive use ofalcohol for those who arable to drink a
small amount.
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no benefits
More people will be out enjoying public parks. I will spend less money on patios in the summer.
None.
How better to enjoy a beautiful Calgary day than with a glass of wine, some cheese and crusty
bread in one of our beautiful parks?
There is no potential benefits because it’s Harding the environment and the safety of others
Reduction of work for Bylaw enforcement. The majority will likely consume a small quantity with
their food so not a big deal.
It would be beauty.
NONE
I think it might encourage more people to utilize the spaces
People will not predrink before going out to an event
Nothing.
This is legal in many other countries, it’s absurd that we aren’t able to act as adults in public.
I think it could encourage more reception type events booked outside. Being able to have a beer or
cider with a picnic would be nice. But I truly believe this would be abused.
Social functional areas for those that do not have private backyards or access to camping overnight
Parks allowing liquor would become a social place to gather for leisure activities for all including
friends and family.
Anti public drinking laws are archaic and unnecessary. The behaviour they are trying to counteract
(disorder conduct, etc) are perpetrated by people who will drink publicly regardless of laws. These
laws just ban law-abiding citizens from enjoying a beer
I think a lot of people are drinking at the sites already they are just having to conceal it. I think it adds
to some people's enjoyment and relaxation to be able to have a drink with their picnic so what is the
harm in letting them.
People can have small family function out in parks and save huge amount spending in restaurants.
Nothing will be beneficial, because it's more about harmful possibilities
More people would get outside and appreciate nature instead of being crammed on a busy patio in
the warmer months.
None.

events in the park could benefit by this, people more likely to use park locations
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Everyone is doing it even though it's against by-law so why not bring the by-law to be reflective of
current social norms. Children exposed to liquor - really? In Europe children allowed in drinking
establishments and at restaurants-can't bubble wrap them
Social, more inclusive community. People already drink in public regardless... it would be nice to not
have to hide it.
None - Drinking in City Parks = Driving While Impaired = Road Fatalities and Injuries Give your
head a shake, No wonder MADD gets MAD Just because pot was legalized does'nt mean we
should throw caution to the wind . NO MORE DRUNKS ON THE ROAD
Additional use of Parks across Calgary / getting people out into nature / Get rid of drunken
stereotyping.
If you look at countries in Europe, liquor is allowed in public and people are not acting disorderly. I
find people in Canada act more disorderly due all the restrictions around alcohol use.
adults can enjoy under the nice cool breeze (but in limit
I believe adults should be allowed to consume alcohol in moderation in city parks.
Encourage people to go and enjoy Calgary parks. Better sense of community
Being able to enjoy a glass of wine or beer on a beautiful summer day would be wonderful! It might
encourage some people to use park spaces instead of going to bars.
None
There will be an increase of usage, community building, getting Calgarians to spend more time
outdoors. Other cities in Canada, like Montreal, already allowing liquor in parks.
Parks being used for family events, it will give a chance for parents to get together and for childern
to be close to the environment
No need to hide the liquor and the officers know what they are dealing with straight off the bat.

Absolutely none.

More responsible consumption, more people using parks outside, l
None
Nothing
Responsible drinking may increase the use and enjoyment of Calgary parks.
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I would be more likely to book a picnic site instead of hosting at my home. As a lover of food and
beverage, a nice craft beer or a glass of wine is sometimes the correct pairing with a meal. It also
can be more of a bonding experience with friends.
More content citizens
You could just do what people are already doing without the risk of a fine.
Na
freedom
Look to australia and you'll see how bbq and other social gatherings promote community instead of
dividing your population
When I was in Germany I saw a group of 16 year olds come and open up a picnic have a beer each
and then go home. It was nice to be in the sunshine and have a drink, much like being in a
resteraunt on a patio.
The park is a place of leisure and should allow people to consume such products
Yes. Many people enjoy a glass of wine as part of a picnic lunch. They would drink it at home, why
not allow them to do so on an outing. Most people are responsible alcohol users, let's treat them
that way.
Enjoy the outdoors more with food and drinks
Freedom to have a designated safe place to consume liquor in parks
You would create a more vibrant community focused culture downtown. For people who live
downtown in condo and apartment buildings it would give them a public outdoor space to meet with
friends to have a glass of wine.

This is something Montreal already does. It makes it nice if you can have a drink if you so wish with
the food you are enjoying in the park.
Increased use for social gatherings/birthdays/ weddings.
I'd love to have a glass of wine out at a picnic site. I think it would increase the enjoyment for anyone
who likes to drink including myself. BUT... read on
Get more people out to the parks and active living
None
You might see people more likely to come and enjoy them. Riff raff will drink no matter what. That’s
not going to change.
Small quantity of Alcohol is essential part of all social gatherings. There will be more traffic and more
use of picnic spots in the parks
None
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Normalizing "responsible" adult behavior (responsible consumption of alcohol or canabis) is a net
benefit to our society
The stigma attached to alcohol in our society had to end. In other societies where alcohol isn’t nearly
as controlled, there doesn’t seem to be the major problems that people assume will happen.
I do not see any benefits
No benefits
Help promote and normalize healthy drinking behaviour, possible reduce significant concerns allows people to consume in a specified environment in a more safe way.
Allows for more reason to be outside and spend time with friends and family having fun outdoors
doing cool activities, bbq or even just drinking by the fire.
More people going out to parks. We hang in back yards now
Less costs in policing what is already happening.
None
Pretty sure people are doing it now anyways... I never had a problem with it. Just hope people pick
up after themselves.
It's not so much a benefit as it is a relaxation of laws which encapsulate the entirety of people for the
behaviors of a small portion of the population. Saying that some people might cause a problem, so
no one should be allowed to is just wrong.
It will make public spaces more vibrant and inclusive
Increased liquor sales and applicable taxes.
End of irrelevant prohibition that is an obstacle to our freedom, this is 21st century
As adults we should be able to act appropriately and enjoy ourselves at the same time if Vegas can
handle it so can we
If you treat people like children that cannot be trusted with alcohol, they will act like children that
cannot be trusted woth alcohol. In many European countries you are permitted to drink alcohol in
public, and it is not an issue.
A civilized approach to drinking results in less alcohol abuse.
People certainly already drink in parks they just hide it. This would only mean they don’t have to hide
it anymore. It may increase park use for people who would instead spend time at a bar.
None
It would be similar to a beer garden where people can enjoy drinking socially as long as it doesn't
get to extreme measures
None
Allows adults to be adults.
It decreases secret consumption. Being able to bring a bottle of wine with me would increase my
likelihood of leaving my backyard. I have travelled all over Europe and it's so common
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None?
More use of picnic sites.
There are no benefits to being able to consume liquor in a family park
The majority of individuals who enjoy liquor are responsible and so therefore should be allowed to
consume liquor in our parks as part of an enjoyable summers day. Many other cities allow the
consumption of liquor publicly without issue.
People do it anyways, we’ve just learned how to hide it. I see no harm in having a few beers when
hanging out in a park.
Creates greater transparency of alcohol use in public spaces - people no longer will be hiding this
behavior. Would increase the desirability of hosting a celebration/ event at a public park. Activate
the park space.
No potential benefits
None!
I really do not see any benefits - if there is an event eg country thunder they can have closed
emvironment and liquor permit

No benefits to the public.
I should be able to live a good life without the "Nanny State" breathing down my neck. Also, drinking
responsibly outside on a beautiful day is very relaxing and enjoyable.
I like to have a glass of wine with food. Wine can enhance the flavours of food.
Increased use of the parks and higher general quality of life for calgarians that wish to enjoy a
beverage while having a nice outdoor meal.
No benefits at all!!
Cops wont have to write tickets for "no harm, no foul" offences. People can responsibly enjoy
beverages outside, in nature with their friends and family.
Increased ability to use the public outdoor space. I personally live in a condo with no outside space.
People will use public parks more instead of staying at home. Will purchase more from local
merchants, not just alcohol but food too. Getting people outside is great for calgarians health
community building. More time spent outdoors. If you can do it camping, what’s the difference?
Drinking is a pretty good time you guys.
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This should be legal already. Most people do this already and are responsible about it. Dont punish
those that are responsible and just deal with those troublemakers that are inappropriate and
disorderly. It will also get people outdoors into the parks
I don’t see any benefits.
Decrease drinking and driving because people can walk to the park to meet friends/family for a
social drink. Allow for wedding receptions, anniversary, and other gatherings which would include
liquor to utalize Calgary’s amazing outdoor spaces
Increased use of public parks.
I don't see any benefits.
Giving people a legal place to drink outside will deter some from drinking in illegal areas that the city
doesn't want them drinking in.
Brings a social gathering together on a hot summer day you can hardly ever find a seat on a patio so
why not bring a social gathering to a park where liquor is allowed
Its egalitarian. Enjoying a few drinks with friends is expensive and a luxury. Also, many left leaning
people live here who would like to model appropriate liquor-related behaviour to our kids and this is
a great way to do it (much like most of Europe)
None
I think normalizing liquor consumption is healthy, like in Europe. Many other countries allow public
consumption with no societal issues.
The enjoyment of a nice bottle of wine at a picnic is benefit enough.
Parks will be used more for Social gatherings
More use of public space as a place to meet and socialize. vs. staying at home to have drinks.
A glass of wine or a beer while enjoying a picnic would be fantastic. It allows someone to be outside
their own personal property and still enjoy an alcoholic beverage.
People are doing this already, and I think that responsible use of alcohol is in line with the legality of
the substance
I think it will help show how Calgarians are capable of repectfully and properly consuming liquor in
any environment
none
Special occasions
it's civilized, being able to consume alcohol in public spaces works in lots of countries, we have
fantastic urban parks, why not have a beer?
More fun and vibrant city. Big cities all over the world allow this.
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Having a good chat with someone you like over a beer or other drink is a great time. Not being able
to do so outside legally is silly. I've been to a handful of European countries and never saw anyone
drinking and getting wild in the park. Just having fun
INVALID SURVEY. I’m surprised who even think of starting this survey. Liquor should NOT BE
ALLOWED AT ANY PARK/PUBLIC PLACE
I see absolutely no benefits from allowing the consumption of liquor in park picnic sites.
drinking alcohol while enjoying a picnic in a park is an approriate activity. This would encourage
increased use of park spaces
Makes the people more likely to use the parks for gathering
Nice to have some wine w lunch. Expensive to go to restaurants
People out enjoying family or friend time in public spaces getting people engaged in their
communities and outdoor activities.
Perhaps more people will use the parks instead of staying home
No Benefit!
None. There is no benefit to public consumption.
None
I see none.
Public enjoyment of the parks would be expanded.
The ability to consume a responsible amount of a beverage like I would at home or any other venue
None

None.
I don’t see any benefits to consuming liquor in any park.
Don't see any benefits at all!!!!
None
Potential adverse consequences out way benefits.
None
There are no benefits.
People won't have to hide drinking in public any more.
Increased use options would encourage more use of the parks and would make booking a space
more feasible
People would use parks more instead of having to stay home in their backyards.
It will get some more people outdoors, plus it never really stopped anyone who wanted to anyways
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In Europe they do this and they do not seem to have much issues. So as long as the law (no
disturbing drunks) can be upheld I see no issue with responsible use.
none
Less requirement for enforcement on users that are not causing a disturbance.
There will be increased usage of the sites, and most people already consume alcohol at these sites.
If city had locked can/bottom recycle bins they could increase revenue
None
None
none, they are parks for families and kids - no alcohol is needed
More people will take part in using the parks
Normalizing moderate drinking, reducing stigma and taboos associated with drinking
None
None at all. The majority of people will obey the rules but there will always be ones that abuse it
and it's just not worth it.
Not necessarily a benefit, but people already do it anyways (and attempt to conceal it). Places in
Europe allow public drinking and because it’s not forbidden or taboo they are generally respectful
and not disorderly.

No benefits at all
Treat adults like adults. Rowdy behaviour happens whether liquor involved or not; punish rowdies,
not drinkers.
Social benefits of being able to enjoy alcohol with family and friends. Calgary being in line with other
major cities around the world
More awareness as to who is drinking (as many people consume alcohol publicly in parks currently).
If it were legal almost all people would do it openly. This would lead to more awareness in regards to
drinking and driving and less people doing it.
People use them more, saving money, creating community, less government control
I see no benefits to carry in liquor.
Being able to have a glass of wine or a beer with a picnic lunch means my group of friends would
make more use of parks. More people using picnic areas creates more community. Just for
reference I am over 50. :)
I hardly see any benefits.
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More easily enjoy time with friends and free up city resources (i.e liquor enforcement)
We will FINALLY be keeping up with the times, other countries have always allowed drinking in their
parks/public spaces and its never been seen as a problem? Hard to have a charcuterie board picnic
without wine ;).
Would be nice to have a beer or a glass of wine but the problem is how many people stop at one
I do not see any benefits.
More people will spend time in parks when outside. We can already see all patios filled up in the
summer, many people would prefer to be outside in a park and still socialize with friends over a
drink.

Selling more liquor.
More people would book spaces, higher revenue for vendors on site.
Joining the 21st Century. Vagrants and others already do, so this would allow the average person
the ability to enjoy a beer in the sunshine without fear of a frivolous bylaw ticket.
No need to hide it, people would be responsible. Enjoy the parks and the amenities they have to
offer.
People likely already consume alcohol at parks.
I will see the practice of freedom for all to its fullest.
None! Not a benefit at all!
None
No benefits
More people—& families—will be inclined to spend more time in parks rather than being relegated to
bars/clubs/restos if they want to have a drink (tho even then they're restricted to restos if kids are in
the group).
None whatsoever!
People do it anyways and there are very few problems. If it's allowed, it's easier to monitor and keep
under control because people won't be hiding it.
None - you are crazy to even take a poll on it, it should not be allowed, what a waste of human
resources

None
More social and lively outdoor spaces that will hopefully breath some life into this boring city.
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No benefits.
As is the case in Europe, where beer and wine are an acceptable aspect of daily life, alcohol issues
are minimised.
Charge more and the city benefits. People will pay.
Increased tourism perhaps. Increased enjoyment of parks.
I think public spaces should be open to people including people looking to have a few drinks. I want
people to be able to use outdoor spaces and enjoy parks without having to worry about whether or
not people will be drinking.
Let's face it, people do it already. This won't mean ALL people will be stupid about it, but it allows a
chance for cops to deal with more pressing issues.
Average adults should be able to enjoy the outdoors while consuming a beverage they enjoy. Not
everyone has the luxury of owning their own green space.
Community feel and plus for tourists
None at all!
Having a cold beer by the river on a hot day without fear of getting a ticket. No harm is being done in
that
Absolutely nothing. People need to come to parks and picnic sites to enjoy nature, not lose cognition
(to any degree) and trash the place or be a safety hazard to those around them thing to enjoy
nature.
None
Many world class cities have this option, it’s just add to our reputation as being a city worth seeing.
Plus, many people already do this already and it’s be nice to not see responsible pl penalized for
getting out to enjoy YYC parks.
I dot smoke marijuana but I do enjoy a drink with dinner. If people are allowed to smoke cannabis in
a park then I should be allowed to have a glass of wine with my lunch
There are no benefits. If you can't have fun without drinking you're not going to have fun in the park.
Stay in the bar on the patio.
None
More use, responsible adults able to enjoy
Attracting more people to park spaces, encouraging people to come downtown.
There are minimal benefits
No benefits
Another reason to enjoy the outdoors.
No benefits. I have visited countres that allows their pepole to drink in a public places. There was no
good at all.
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People like to drink at social events, by allowing liquor consumption, people may be more enticed to
use the parks for social events, especially parks where you pay to rent an area.
I really don’t see any benefits
Calgarians should be able to enjoy a drink in social settings, many countries allow alcohol in public
with no issues
A nice afternoon without having to conceal my beverage of choice. Drinking in the park is happening
anyways.
You should have the freedom to consume alcohol while having a picnic.
I personally would go to a park for a picnic more often I could have a glass of wine or beer instead of
always staying home.
none
Are you kidding me?
No benefits to allowing drinking in a public park. Just promotes drinking & driving
More use of beautiful outdoors, with positive social impact, rather than secluding people indoors.
People who’s culture does reflect the consumption of wine or beer with a meal have an opportunity
to do so with family in a park setting.
None.
Being able to have social picnics and barbecues with a casual beverage, without having to be
confined to a backyard
Being able to enjoy a picnic with my family and enjoy a glass of wine without worry. Munich Style
Beer Gardens are also a huge public benefit in the summer.
I see no benefits.
Sometimes it’s nice to have a cold beer at a beautiful park. More citizens would use parks if they
were allowed to bring some bubbly with them!
Nothing at all
More use of the spaces - possibly more people out during evenings in the winter time
None. Consumption of liquor detracts from the natural environment the city is trying to create.
It would be a pleaseure to enjoy wine, beer or liquour with food at picnic site.
Increase in some people's enjoyment, if done properly.
I don't see any benefits.
none
Bring able to drink in one more place
Healthy use and promotion of alcohol use
None
More likely to use parks for family and friend gatherings
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People wont have to hide it and drink faster because they dont want to get caught
None, you're wasting resources for ven discussing it.
There are no benefits
It removes the legal concerns and silly nuisance calls that bored neighbours have. Look at places
like New Orleans where open alcohol on the streets makes for a more social environment and
reduces waste of police resources.
there are none.
Much more easy going society, more use of park spaces in the summer months.
It's keeping in line with our city's preference for personal liberty and responsibility. In most places in
Europe public alcohol consumption is allowed with very little in terms of negative consequences.
Increases community events/ appreciation of public space/ increased freedom
More folks would use the parks, generating more money for upkeep and improvements. Also, if
more people are out, more neighbors would get to know each other. And it makes Calgary appear
fun and laid back!
Increase social activity, treating people like adults, reinforcing a culture of tolerance and creating an
atmosphere to increase the use of parks and public spaces.
None
None

none, really - grape juice is good - wine / beer not essential to a nice time in the park
Coming from Montreal where it is legal to consume alcohol in parks, it opens up those spaces for
more socialization and recreation outdoors during the summer. It is lovely to have some wine and
cheese on a picnic blanked with friends.

This encourages responsible behaviour and is conpletely reasonable. People drink in the parks
anyway, might as well regulate this and control it appropriately. This policy is successful in many
other regions and countries already, no reason we can’t too!
Nice for family gatherings or sports teams
If meth adicts drink alcohol they might pass out on the sidewalk instead of committing property
crime.
I enjoy liquor in moderation with food. My fear is that there I a small minority that will not respect or
acknowledge “moderation”. I do not believe that Calgary Police Services and/or any Calgary
employee should have to devote time to monitoring alcohol
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I moved from Montreal to Calgary 7 years ago and I miss being able to have a picnic and bring wine
with dinner in a park like you can in MTL. It saves money buy not having to always go to a restaurant
but still get "out" for dinner.

Will allow for more usage of parks as currently many people would prefer to sit on a patio at a bar if
they are unable to just have a couple casual drinks while enjoying the summer days.
I think it encourages social drinking and I think that as long as people are not becoming intoxicated it
helps teach children about moderation.
It’s not good
none
Like Pot; it was/is happening anyways
Social atmosphere
Coming into the 21st century - having a glass of wine or a beer at a picnic is not 'evil'.
Our only opportunities to enjoy alcohol require us to be entirely sedentary. It would be nice to enjoy
a beer while passing a frisbee/soccer ball. Also, patio space is extremely limited.
No potential benefit.
Would be nice to legally bring a limited amount of alcohol to a picnic site.
Greater use of parks by public, attract a more diverse user base, encourage tourism (AKA tourist
visiting our parks)
I enjoy a drink myself for taste and the summer at a lark with friends would be awesome

Alcohol consumption might be better socialized and less criminalized, thereby improving people’s
relationships with it.
People will get out more and enjoy each other’s company.
More enjoyable use of park space. Increase in tourism. More possibilities for community events.
None. Do your drinking at home.
No benefits
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How many of us enjoy our holidays in Mexico or the carribean where the rules are less lax? We
enjoy it there, everybody else enjoys it, and everybody still gets along fine
None
Enjoying a glass of wine during a picnic, or while reading in the park.
Drinking responsibly is normal behaviour. It’s wonderful to have a beer or wine with your picnic.
people will use these spaces more, encourage people to be out enjoying these beautiful space.
The ability for those without their own outdoor space to enjoy a drink without having to go inside on a
beautiful evening, or spend a lot of money at a bar
None
More outdoor company events
NONE!
It will encourage Calgarians to make use of our green spaces more and will help transform drinking
culture from an emphasis on night life and binge drinking to a more normalized culture of moderate
drinking as part of family and other social gatherings.
I see NO Benefit to drinking in the park.
I mean, they do it in Europe, why cant we do it here.
Wine, beer and spirits are to be enjoyed with family & friends & if consumed responsibly all is good.
responsible people are already bringing in wine with picnics, and are drinking liquor out of sports
bottle so this just makes sense
I think it would encourage more people to use the city's parks. It may also decrease instances of
unlawful consumption in parks if there is a legal option available.
None. If people need to drink in parks they have bigger problems
There are no benefits
None.

NONE
Absolutely none

1. Easing of restrictive, moralistic bylaws, adds to Calgary's image of a "progressive" City. An ability
to share and enjoy the many varieties of LOCAL craft beers, made in Alberta! PicNics offer a chance
to enjoy time with family and friends, over a meal
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None
None
More activity in the city parks, people won’t feel limited to their homes to have a drink.

Not breaking the law at a summer bbq.
I don’t see the benefits or why it would be nessecary.
None
Responsible adults should be able to consume liquor (like having wine at a restaurant)
Promotes safe and responsible consumption as it is normalized versus villianized
Quality of life boost for the summer months. Especially after smoke robbed us of a month last year.
Play softball and drink beer
no benefits
More use of the sites

Making the city a happier place
take some of the 'stigma' outof routine, casual drinking
No benefits at all. Why do we have bars and restaurants and our homes for entertainment?
Create community in nature.
There’s nothing wrong with having an adult beverage at your picnic. A number of cities across North
America manage this quite well and I believe more people might take advantage of our lovely picnic
sites if they could enjoy a beer or glass of wine there
Liquor is enjoyed in public throughout the world.
Increase in attendance to parks
Fun

If its normalized, people will be responsible.
More use of parks vs patios
Our summers are so short, we should let people responsibly enjoy their drinks as many other people
have done in other countries for many years with little or no issues. Calgary doesn't need to be
prudish.
being able to enjoy the outdoors in public the way you do in your own yard. BBQ and a drink.
No
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We can enjoy more with family and friends.
Absolutely NOTHING!
Encourages responsible drinking, rather than people trying to sneak alcohol (meaning more hard
liquor as lesser volume)into other containers.
you Have the option to choose beer water tea vodka pop etc it’s enjoy the freedom to choose what I
want to drink.
It would help to increase the the attractiveness of using The City's public spaces for social
gatherings, and help improve local resident's impression of city decision makers as sensible
individuals who have recreation in mind when forging city policy.
Having a relaxing time
although I believe it would be nice to have a glass of wine with a picnic, or a beer on a hot day, it
does not out weigh the negative imact I have personally seen at places such as campsites
More personal experience
Unruly behaviour,more areas for police presence.City Parks are for all to enjoy, alcohol can be left
out. I am not a tea toddler and do not believe this beverage is necessary in parks.
Cannot see any

When it's +25 C outside everyone deserves a cold beverage. I think this is great given that there are
proper recycling available.
Would increase number of people utilizing parks for social gatherings; would increase options for
people to host social gatherings that don't have access to a backyard/private green space.
Increased usage.
Convenience
Most of the the world allows it
No benefits
Freedom to enjoy ourselves. We are a very restricted nation, when compared to the rest of the
world. We're more orderly, but more restricted. Some controlled leniency would be nice.
Freedom for responsible citizens to enjoy a drink with a meal.
None
It would be an incentive for tourist, it would save money from regulating, It would be good for near
by food vendors and breweries.
None... it will increase the cost to maintain parks.
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Being able to enjoy wine with a meal outside without having to wait to sit on a patio also avoiding the
extra cost
I see no benifits and am totally against
None. Support MADD
Let me enjoy myself in this beautiful city! Most European cities are still standing after allowing this for
centuries!
Parks may get more use but not sure that outweighs downsides.
Drinking a nice beer on a hot day is super enjoyable especially combined with a picnic. Shady
people already do it but now honest people would be able to as well.
None.
Alcohol when used responsibly is not a problem. Let citizens have some freedom, we don't need
every aspect of our lives tightly regulated by the city
Cultural improvements, people are doing it anyways, would be a good incentive for people to use
park spaces more
I am an adult who should be trusted to drink responsibly in public
No one
Families like to book these spaces for get togethers and responsible adults deserve to be trusted to
consume alcohol responsibly in such ocassions. This wouldn’t even be a discussion in many places
in Europe where I have traveled.
Moderate, responsible consumption of liquor is one way that people enjoy time outdoors. Restaurant
patio space is at a premium, and all Calgarians should be enjoy the few weeks of summer we are
afforded.
Just to stop for a drink and relax and enjoy the park.
Increase in usage, more vibrant park life.

Increased usage of community park picnic sites, with a broader group of users.
None.
People can enjoy their picnics
It would be nice to have a beer or a glass of wine at a picnic/bbq in a city park. Current zero
tolerance just means people are hiding the fact they are having a drink.
We are adults
Tourism, decreased ticketing, socialization,
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None
More use and enjoyment of public spaces. It gets people outside. Encourages social interaction
You would get more tickets for drunk driving
A small amount of alcohol can be a nice addition to a pinic or barbecue
none
To socialize with friends and family and enjoy a glass of wine like in many other countries would
encourage me to use the parks much more.
None.
Gets people out of their backyard and activating public spaces. Works amazing in Montreal.
I think it would increase the number of people going out and having fun. Also, police would (maybe)
be able to concentrate on more important issues.
Similar to the European model, I feel it will help foster a comfortable sense of community in our
parks. I believe it will promote increased utilization of our parks and picnic areas. Having seen this
done in Europe, I feel it will be positive.

None
To allow adults to enjoy a beverage responsibly. It shouldn’t be so frowned upon, especially when
people are saying kids will see. Children are allowed in numerous establishments that serve alcohol
until 9pm. What’s the difference?
The de-stigmatization of alcohol consumption and the promotion of responsible drinking. Most
European cities can manage public drinking. I believe that Calgarians deserve not to be babysat by
puritan by-laws that assume we cannot consume responsibly.
no potential benefits
None whatsoever
Allow for more use of parks, rather than having family gatherings at home because you aren’t able to
drink in public. I would spend more time out at our parks, not drinking every time, but ocassionly.
Increased usage of public areas
People do this anyways, why is it illegal, police don’t need to be writing tickets for drinking in these
areas
None.
Its a nice addition to dining al fresco, a cold beer on a hot day with a hamburger, or a glass of wine
with an array of meat, cheese, bread, etc.
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you should be able to have a drink at any park at anytime as long as you aren't being a nuisance.
It'd be nice to have a couple of beers or wine while being outdoors in a casual environment.
None
no benefits only liabilities
None
None
Personal choice may increase responsible use; More costs though and there is not enough space
below - (ie: it's a double standard to not allow homeless folks to drink outside; those too poor to
have food!).
no benefits
More people may use the parks and plan picnics.
None
None
We need to keep our parks well and safe
If its done in a responsible manner, this would be a great addition to the quality of life for Calgarians.
Starting of small (just a few sites at first), and guaging the impact would be the most logical way to
go about it.
It would be nice to enjoy a glass of wine or beer with a summer picnic like they do in many other
countries.
None
Enjoying liqour during a leisure activity should not be restricted to the indoors.
None
None
Why not try and promote family/community enjoyment without the need for alcohol
none
Drinking responsibly instead of hiding it.
None
More park usage
There aren’t any...
Having an alcoholic beverage with a meal is not bad behaviour. Drinking to excess and making an
[removed] of yourself is.
Loud and arrogant people.
None! Anywhere where children are allowed, liquor should not be allowed. You cannot take a child
into a bar so you should not be able to bring a bar to a park where children play.
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Allowing alcohol consumption at park picnic sites is part of making responsible drinking the norm.
No benefits at all.
Adds to R&R experience. Summers here are short so we need to enjoy the experiences as much as
possible. Drinking responsibly in public won’t be any more of an issue if allowed at picnic sites than
it is now.
People who are responsible will use the ability to drink publicly properly and be able to enjoy a beer
on a nice day. Those who take it too far are likely already drinking publicity even though it’s illegal
I don’t see any benefits.
Picnic areas used more. Love to sit in my back yard and have a cold beer on a hot day. Great to do
that in a park setting.
It is legal and an adult should be able to enjoy a drink with their picnic, I am sure many people
already do it but hide it. People will either be responsible or not whether this is approved or not.
None,
People do it anyway. At least if it was out in the open it could be monitored
None!
Another reason for residents to get outside and enjoy our park system!
People are likely doing it anyway so you should let them do it openly. Not an issue in Europe so why
should it be here
Socializing - it already happens anyway. Now we can just stop hiding it!
none
None
None
none
Greater enjoyment of public spaces.
None. If people want to drink do so in their home or pubno lic licensed facilities.no as I don’t need to
drink in a piblic outdoor place.
Losing family oriented parks for all in Calgary!
More usage of sites due to a more social atmosphere
To me, it'll bring our city into the 21st century. Our liquor laws are so archaic it can be seen by many
as being almost backwards. England and France and other European countries have allowed public
consumption of alcohol in parks without any issues.
None
No significant benefit, but I'm sure someone will appreciate it.
None
Being able to relax with family and friends over an outdoor meal with a bottle of wine
Wine enhances food.
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Don’t see ANY!!
Enjoying the parks and scenery instead of havi g a BBQ/picinic at home
Those who would like to drink will be able to do so legally & without fear of negative repercussions
from law enforcement. General feeling of ease, camaraderie between visitors to the park. Also many
European countries allow it without major issues!
Lovely addition to a picnic experience to be able to enjoy a glass of wine. Very civilized approach
which is common all across Europe.
None.
None
Nothing
Don’t think there are benefits. If my family/friends want to drink outside, we do so in our own yards.
No benefits at all.
More useage of parks for social gatherings.
Increased use of parks by a more diverse group. We stay in friends back yerds currently if we want
a picnic with wine.
More people going outside. More people in our parks
If used responsibly it would be an attraction for more people to enjoy the parks to celebrate special
occassions
No benefit
Nonr
None
I think it promotes more of a social setting as long as those consuming limit quantity and are
respectful towards all.
freedom to have a beer or a glass of wine outdoors while having a picnic
Being able to have a sociable with friends that is NOT and pub or restaurant (inside or patio) is a
nice feature when you can do it outdoors in the sunshine and you actually can sit back and relax and
enjoy outside
Increased use of public space. Increased activity for people outside.
None
Having a cocktail while socializing in the outdoors while BBQ’ing or picnicking is no different than
sitting in a bar or pub. I do not like sitting in a bar, but the outdoors would be great.
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I see no benefit as I feel liquor does not need to be a part of every function
Normalizing healthy drinking behavior. Increase in use of public parks.
To be able to responsibly enjoy your summer without fear of incarceration
None
It’s nice to be able to celebrate a special occasion with a glass of champagne or have a beer if
you’re cooking burgers.
More use of public space. Unique events that can be held.
None
None
Increased utilization of park picnic sites, increased community bonding.
None.
More freedom for responsible adults.
None. Can we not do anything without alcohol!
Alduts who drink alcohol should be allowed to choose to have a glass of wine or beer while enjoying
the many wonderful parks in the city. It is a legal substance. Those who do not drink responsibly, will
drink irresponsibly elsewhere anyway...

It benefits those who are responsible and would consume alcohol in a responsible manner, without
bothering others.
People enjoy social alcohol consumption, and I think being able to do that outside in the nice
weather amplifies the enjoyment of it. I think it enhances quality of life if done so in a responsible
way.
I don't see any benefits as liquor should be limited for consumption in private places only.
Being able to bring the casualty of a weekend in your backyard to the park.
I could see a huge increase of people using the parks. I myself would go out more.
no benefits
There are none
Not having to hide drinking at parks.
I
Nil
It demonstrates progress and a more liberal open society. I fully support this.
indicative of a sophisticated and civil society
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I don’t see any potential benefits for consuming liquor at park picnic sites at all
none
None!
none whatsoever
Get some families more active and enjoying the parks.
Thos who want to consume are probably already consuming. No new regulation needed.
None
None
A relaxed feel for the city.
Maybe more people will get outside and use our parks
No benefits.
More people getting out and enjoying the parks
No benefits to my family and would not want to deal with drunken park users.
Low cost way for responsible adults to enjoy food and drink together, increased public engagement
with parks, less taboo around responsible alcohol use encouraging healthy relationship with alcohol
in citizens
None. Better for backyard activities.
No benefits at all. It's a very bad idea.
More demand for booking picnic sites. More family outings.

None
Absolutely none
No Benefits
More People would choose to actually go to the parks knowing they have the option to consume
alcohol
None

Responsible drinking is not an issue.
None
People do it already so just make it legal
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None!
More usage of parks for events
Would catch up to the rest of the world!
No Benefits
All! Because either way, we’ll probably drink.
It sounds like a good idea, and should be explored however there is a lot of potential associated risk.
It is nice to enjoy some wine or beer with an outing. Most people are reasonable, and perhaps
already consume in concealed beverage vessels.
If done respectfully then it’s fine..it’s the few idiots that always ruin things
The benefit would be a falsely perceived benefit that the persons involved would have a better/more
enjoyable time if alcohol could be included in this picnicing activity.
Greater use of parks for family and friend gatherings, similar to Europe.
None
Good way to wind down outside
None, there are already enough drunks in our parks
N
I really hope this goes through as I lived in Europe and this was normal there.
Increased use of city parks and rec areas
Moderate and responsible liquor consumption is already established as part of our culture, it would
complement picnics and social occasions positively
None
None.
Having picnic'd in Montreal and Europe, being able to have a bottle of wine is a wonderful addition to
an afternoon spent enjoying public spaces. More people would spend more time engaged with their
community parks.
No benefits
None

I cannot think of any benefits, other than somewhere, somehow, someone will make more money.
Very enjoyable to do in Europe. People are responsible enough to make decisions for themselves.
Happy people
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I think that having a beer or wine with a nice meal is commonplace for most people, especially with
friends / family which often happens at these parks. And to be honest this is already happening
frequently, so it would be nice to not feel like a criminal
None
People can enjoy their time responsibly and not have to apply for a liquor consumption permit along
with reserving their space in the park.
None
A greater utilization of our parks in the city. Not to mention people are already drinking in the parks
Able to enjoy a beer just like you do at home or in your yard of camping
It's more pleasant

People aren’t drinking in their cars. Less likely to get drunk because you can drink casually
throughout the event at the picnic site.
People will go outside more and use public spaces. We lived in Europe for 2 years and one of the
biggest things we miss in the summer is being able to pack a picnic basket and enjoy a drink
outside.
It's nice to have some drinks while out and it supports local business.
None - liquor is not necessary for enjoyment in the park
Social interaction, people already drink anyway so it wouldn't be hidden
Police won't waste their time on open liquor charges or bylaw officers.
I do Not see any benefit in consuming liquor at any park picnic site.
those who are moderate drinkers can drink at home. Too risky to allow just anyone to drink in public
as many people are irresponsible.
Bringing more people to parks!
Make calgary fun again!!
None
None
People already do it. Why not have someone regulate it.
More people will book and use picnic sites
I dont agree with it because its a family parks and there are kids that is young that dont need to see
any liquor
None, if I choose to go to a casino I choose non smoking because I’m concerned about my lungs.
Similarly when I will choose park I’ll choose non drinking one because I don’t want to worry about my
kids getting exposed to drunk people around.
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None.
It could build community because citizens will be able to have a few drinks at a public fire pit or
picnic site rather than feeling they have to return to private property.
Being able to book more events at these areas
None
no benefit
Enjoyment of a legal activity in an outdoor setting. Less unnecessary interference from authorities in
the daily lives of citizens.
Additional use, as an adult we hardly use the parks as all our gatherings are at restaurants- would
be nice to enjoy our city parks while consuming a product we’re already consuming within close
proximities to parks
I think it would be great for families celebrating to be able to have a glass of wine.
None at all, how can intoxication bring any good.
No sneaking it in. P ople are likely to be respectful of rules
We can go on a family picnic or have a family party and not have to pay overpriced restaurant
prices if we want a drink and leave a tip and wait in line too!
Being able to enjoy a nice afternoon responsibly with family and friends while out for a picnic or
stroll. I think the majority of people have common sense to treat this properly.
More engagement for social events when we have such limited periods of nice weather!
None
None
It feel that if it’s public you’re going to be less likely to see disorderly behaviors. It will bring our
community and friends together. Most other countries allow public drinking! Let’s spearhead this in
Canada!
There should be no consumption of alcohol in city parks and therefore no benefits
More use, family gatherings and such at which people would want to have a responsible beverage
There are none.
People already do it,
More social engagement happening in and round our city
No benefits
I don't see any benefits
Increased use of park facilities for events.
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Adults to be free to drink their beverage of choice. Freedom, not restrictive. Besides it's already
being done so might as well acknowledge it
none. This is completely unnecessary.
People will enjoy that event that much more if they can have a casual drink. Easier to police if legal,
otherwise people sneak drinks. City revenue would go up if the cost to rent increased. I would book
a site rather than a pub for a friendly event.
Allows for (hopefully) responsible consumption of alcohol while groups gather at parks. Some people
may not want to host a part at their home and a park is a good alternative
Increased use of park spaces for family functions and events
Increased use of picnic sites; less drinking in the parking lots of parks
None
None
There is no benefit
People would enjoy more their summer time. Would be able to save money, as pubs are quite
expensive, and would prefer be outside as they would be able to drink outside home.
None. If everyone could be trusted to act responsibly, there would be no problem. But it's like
drinking and driving, the tolerance level should be zero.
More wedding & event opportunities, more enjoyment by Calgarians, increased picnic area usage,
income for the City
None. In fact, people already do it and they are definitely rowdier than other groups in the park.
The Thing is people already drink illegally in parks to this day, this way we don't have to punish the
good law abiding citizens who just want to have a BBQ with friends and have a few beers.
More utilization of park facilities.

It sounds like a lovely way to have a picnic. People can be respectful while drinking and I think this
will help get rid of the stigma with it.
People will probably use them more.
None
More socializing outside rather inside.
you can have a beer or a glass of wine with your meal ...not a crime
None
None.
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None
None
None
There is absolutely no benefits. If people need to consume liquor they should stay home for their
picnic.
Increased use and enjoyment of park picnic sites. More welcoming to visitors from jurisdictions
where this is allowed.
It would be a fun social activity to enjoy while being outside as apposed to being in a bar.
None
I never lived in a country that didnt allow it.
None, what’s next...allow all kinds of smoking activities?
Some people drink in moderation and Mai like to have a nice glass of wine while relaxing in the park
but honestly I don’t see a need for alcohol at all in public places especially where children will be.
None
Creates more options for family recreation and celebrations. You can’t take a bottle of wine to many
restaurants in Calgary. Would be great for picnics in the park.
I think the more that liquor is normalized the less binge drinking will happen. If my family/friends go
to a park would like to be able to have a drink or two.
I see very few benefits. Book tables at a bar if you want to consume alcohol.
Increased engagement with parks spaces - more picnics! Also: support for the local craft brewing
boom - most of the brewers offer growlers that would go down great with friends in a park.
Increased park use as in other major cities that allow this.
Increased enjoyment of parks. I believe most users will be respectful about noise and cleaning up
after themselves
No benefit to being able to consume liquor. It will likely bring the wrong crowd.
The only benefit I see is socializing but I foresee more issues and socialising is not a reason
enough to unsee the possible issues
None whatsoever
Being able to enjoy my favourite summer drinks with friends and family in the outdoors.
People won't have to hide it and risk getting a ticket.
If drank responsibly, I don’t see why it can’t be drank in public.
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The thought of being able to have a cider in a park sounds just lovely. Also, I think people sneak it
anyway and so it’d be more comfortable if it was allowed
NONE
Atmosphere of freedom and maturity for responsible adults. Street people will have less reason to
fear harassment from police when they are doing no harm
More likely to book sites for family parties. People aren't sneaking it in.
None at all
People can enjoy our short summers without having to cough up to drink in a patio!

company partys could be held
It would encourage more people to have their social gatherings in public spaces, and include their
kids, since children are usually NOT allowed at pubs/bars
None
I don't see benifits for it.
Regulates it since people already do it illegally
None
Public enjoyment. Opportunity to teach/show that alcohol can be consumed responsibly and that it
doesn’t need to be taboo
I believe that having a cold one or two on a nice day in the park is such a wonderful experience. I’ve
lived in cities that allow drinking in parks and it always appeared people were being responsible
while consuming alcoholic beverages.
People are already drinking liquor at picnic sites. The only point of the current ban is for the police to
target certain groups (eg. Homeless, etc)
No benefits
none
No benefits
None
More usage and bookings during off peak season which would lead to more revenue
I feel it would promote more younger people to spend time at parks instead of just families and
elderly
More public use.
Folks consume alcohol regardless of the rules. Might as well permit it
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People are going to do it anyway. Our laws should somewhat reflect our values, and there's clearly a
significant group within our society that would like to (hopefully responsibly) do that.
Should be able to enjoy a drink responsibly while enjoying the weather
None
Enjoyable time with family and friends
None.
None
I could enjoy a nice picnic with friends and family and have a glass of wine. however, that being
said, I have friends that drink to excess and do not want to be with them in a park or near others of
the same.
1. Brings more people out in the fresh air 2. Less hidding and tickets 3. More tourism
It already happens, so at least now it would be monitored better
No benefit very harmful
None
Miss behaviour and might act dangerous to others
No benefits at all!
I do not see any benefits. If approved it sets a scary precedent.
Helps reduce the police giving tickets when it won't stop anyone
Very bad to allowing the liquor at parks
There are no potential benefit in it. Parks are the places where children love to be, if someone over
drinks and misbehaves in public in front of the young kids, what example are we setting for our
yourger generation.
In all honesty, people are doing it already. Just need to enforce littering, people need to clean up
after themselves
NO BENEFITS THAT I CAN SEE
More people getting out and enjoying Calgary's parks
None
Its enjoyable to have a casual drink while having a picnic
It already happens, and it isn't a big deal if people are publicly seen drinking, since it already
happens in locations where all ages can be present.
None,I don't see any potential benefits, only concerns.
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It benefits those who enjoy an alcoholic beverage. If food trucks could then sell beer that would be
great.
None
I feel more people would plan outings/get togethers in the parks instead of going primarily
restaurantsarily
None. Mainly disadvantages
More picnic rentals.
Tthere are NO benefits... People are already drinking in parks but must behave as it's illegal...
Remove the law & they will be encouraged to stretch their consumption even further.
The atmosphere of relaxation will be complete if food can be paired with a suitable liquor
More get together in parks
Increase the experience... nice to have a casual drink.. some people might abuse it but most people
will not. So many other cities allow it with no issues.
None
Increased usage.
It happens already. Let's make people feel safe and not like criminals
I think it would increase Calgary's appeal having people in parks about to enjoy a glass of wine with
a picnic. Just imagining PIP filled with couples enjoying their day sounds lovely.
None
I see no benefit
People won't hide it anymore
none
Extra engagement of people in our parks. People do it anyways, easier to regulate if it doesn’t have
to be hidden.
There is nothing like opening a nice bottle of wine for a picnic. Currently one can do this in
Campground outside the city but cannot inside the city - this goes a long way to the how I have
experienced the way things are done in Europe.
None
Better public place to consume alcohol so it is not limited to bars. Savings to people who like to meet
outisde the home
None
Enjoying a cold drink, on a hot afternoon in the shade of a large tree. Not having to sit on a crowded
patio.
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People not hiding the liquor. More social gatherings outdoors
Allowing liquor consumption at public parks could be an easy way for people to enjoy a few drinks
outdoors and closer to home, for many people, than a patio at a restaurant or bar. It would also be a
cheaper alternative to dining situations.
None
None
Enjoy the park setting and have a nice cold beer or glass of wine with your lunch. Allows more social
engagement outside with your friends and neighbors.
Offers folks a civilized opportunity to consume a nice drink in the park
Responsible usage would be ok, more security would be needed
No benefits, not nessessary.
Being able to enjoy a glass of wine or a beer while having a picnic would be enjoyable.
The normalization and non-stigma of responsible public alcohol consumption paves the way for an
open honest people, responsible to themselves and each other.
Would be nice to have a BBQ and responsibly have an alcoholic drink if you choose.
More people might use the parks
none
freedom of choice for responsible citizens.
none
None
I don’t believe there are any benefits
There are no benefits.
I don’t see any benefits of being drunk in a public place.
More use of parks
Brings the community together more, a space for people to gather who may not have backyards,
more use of green spaces across the city, more active lifestyles
None. If a person wants to consume alcohol, go home and do it.
None
Allowing adults to choose whether they want to enjoy alcohol responsibly with friends or family
shouldn’t be limited to private homes and establishments. Given the opportunity to share a beer or
glass of wine may increase community park use and enjoyment.
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None. Absolutely none!
None
none
None. I cannot see how this benefits the community as a whole. There is not a practical enforcement
option for behaviour or impact on others.
I SEE NO POTETNIAL
Nothing
Its already happening, less government interference the better
parks would be even better
Nonr
None
Have a nice glass of wine with my picnic
Although drinking is not needed to enjoy your time outside, it would be great to have a beer before
or after fishing, or going on a bike ride or hike.

enjoyment
I think there would be more people out enjoying the picnic sites.
None. Just like any drug or alcohol use.
Most people can responsibly use alcohol. Along with food, allowing adult drinks should be allowed.
I see no benefit
Just to enjoy the day with friends and family. There's never been anything wrong with having a drink
or two.
None, this is getting ridiculous. We don't need more people drinking in more places, we need less.
Parks would see more use because people would not have to go to restaurants with patios to enjoy
beverages in summer. As a result, local vendors like food trucks would have increased business.
Increase enjoyment.
None unless the city is willing to have public Canabiss parks as well. No alcohol unless Canabiss is
allowed
None, not necessary
None. Not necessary. Already enough places to drink. Keep parks family friendly.
None. Drink at home. Do not need alcohol to enjoy the outdoors.
Don’t need it in the parks Who is going to police this. Our police forces is tasked with too many
other things and don’t need this burden unless the city is prepared to hire more officers which the
city says isn’t going to happen
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None
no benefit at all
None. Stampede is the perfect example of the misbehavior and terrible conduct from impaired
people. There are more altercations, more drinking and driving, more violent behavior during those
10 days. Police can't even manage it effectively.
No benefits at al. Bad decision.
An opportunity to get out and enjoy the beautiful weather and enjoy a meal and beverage at a lower
price then restaurants. Children ability to play and parents relax and enjoy the great outdoors
See no benefits only future problems like increased police time to look after parks
People are doing it now. Best to spread it around and not concentrate it in a small area.
Relaxed alcohol in public places is well established in Europe and there is no reason it cannot work
here. It can be another defining character of a maturing, global city that doesn't over regulate.
None...No need to drink to have a good time
Nothing
People can have a drink outdoors as is practiced throughout the world.
It will increase tourism and bring Calgary together as a community
I want to enjoy my life without living in a nanny state!
None
None
it’s aodially acceptable in many places around the world. Why are we so behind on the times? Most
of us have done it in some capacity, would be relieving knowing it’s now legal.
None
We already do it, it would be nice to not have to try and hide it and watch for CPS all the time.
Calgary becomes a more friendly, less uptight and restrictive city. Tell that to our mayor.
No benefits
It would be legal ! Enjoy a picnic with a beer , great idea
No real benefit!
Added enjoyment to meals outside. Removes another nanny state rule
None!
It means that we are treating our citizens with respect and allowing them responsibility for their
actions. Letus pleae get rid of the yoke of the Bible Beklt at long last.
Teaching that drinking should be done in moderation, similar to Europe. North America has a binge
drinking problem and teaching that alcohol in moderation is good should help.
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No benefit
There are no advantages. Our culture is putting too much focus on altering our natural state to enjoy
time together. This is a negative message that we are sending to our children and grandchildren.
None. Have not had this for ever. No need to change. I will stop using these parks.
None

None.
None
There are no good reasons to drink alcohol in public
none
None, it will promote disorderly behavior and expose kids to use of alcohol and cannabis.
They would get more use as many people do not use them because of the strict no drinks policy
I can not see any.
None

Please do not allow this we will have people smoking and drinking then driving and acting disorderly
this will be just one more concern how the city is being wrecked I was born here and very upset with
the changes in Calgary I am ready to move.
No benifits
Weddings,party's,etc.
None but it would be nice.
None

People will do it anyway, in fact most people don't realize it is illegal at picnic sites, it is enjoyable to
have a cold beer in the park on a hot summer day so why not unless the people are causing
problems.
There are none. It is a public environment not personal property. Respect for each other
Hope cops are sitting near by. Remember they are not always the bad guy here
No benefits
Government not getting into my personal life.
No benefits at all
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You are allowed in Spain and France and it’s very enjoyable to have a glass of wine with your picnic.
There don’t seem to be any issues with it... we experienced it when we lived in France for 5 years
Having a casual drink while having a picnic with family and friends and not being confined to being
only at home or at a bar
Chances are it is already being consumed but this way you could allocate specific sites for liquor
consumption in hopes people would pick an appropriate site with that allocation.
I see none

Calgarians could be treated as adults instead of infants as Mayor & Council do now.
I think permitting liquor at picnic sites would bring more people outside and increase engagement
with our parks as social spaces. I also strongly believe that normalizing alcohol in ways like this lead
to healthier attitudes towards drinking.
I CAN SEE NO BENEFIT IN BEING ABLE TO DRINK IN ANY CALGARY PARK.
None
No benefits at all
None stay home and drink
No benefits
Provided that people consume with measure and maintaining respect for others there shouldn’t be
any concerns
I don’t see any concerns ,in Europe this is allow for years.
Potentially bring more people in their mid20’s to mid 30s outside
I believe that moderate and responsible consumption of alcohol when seen by others (including
seen by children) promotes moderate and responsible consumption of alcohol by others.
Increase Park usage
More people, families and friends, enjoying time together out of doors. Normalizing the responsible
use of alcohol will set a better tone and standard rather than the current attempt to hide it's
consumption.
increase sales!?
Great freedom in our society for responsible adults.
Having a glass of wine or beer with my family is fun
There is no benefit!
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Makes picnic meals much more enjoyable
I don't see any benefit. Some people could be uncomfortable if they are approached by inebriated
individuals.
NO benefits!
It may be generating some revenue but at the cost public safety, higher insurance costs and civil
disorder.
None.
No benefits
Enjoying the park and having a glass of alcohol
More concerns then benefits
There are absolutely NO benefits to having more places to use alcohol. We have enough problems
already without allowing alcohol in parks or any public place. Most people get to & from parks by
motor vehicle to allow drinking just makes it worse.
More people would use parks
People who live in the inner city may not have a backyard to enjoy both the sun and an alcoholic
beverage with friends and family. Allowing alcohol at parks would give these families the opportunity
to use the city as their backyard
I don't see any benefit
Increase in police ticketing (ie more government money)
No benefits. There are enough places already to drink liquor
Respect and trust are the cornerstones of a civilized society and at a certain point in our growth and
history, community leaders should trust that community members can police themselves re. liquor in
parks. Enjoying a beverage outside in a park, is fine
Because it’s civilized, and people are already doing it. Dumb rules make criminals out of honest
people. Also, it might prevent people from going to bars and pubs where it’s more expensive and
drinking is encouraged even more.
Responsible family use being observed and demonstrated to youth . Increase in the positive
liveability and culture in our city. Especially nice for people who don’t have backyards- they don’t
have to pay the premium of being at a patio to drink outside
Being able to enjoy nice drinks with food outside of one's property. This will be especially nice for
those in apartments. Plus you then don't have to pay the premium of being on a patio in a
restaurant.
I see no benefits from consuming liquor at a park picnic site.
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None. There are no valid benefits. If someone wants to drink they can do it on their own property.
Would be nice to hold a summer party in somewhere such as Prince's Island or Edworthy. Would be
a great place to hold small cultural events, weddings & birthdays with that.
Freedom to enjoy a safe drink while enjoying mother nature.
To enjoy a glass of wine with a picnic meal
None
None
It's better to allow legal use, rather than punish something that everyone is already doing anyways.
People would not take it hidden
No benefit at all
People would be drawn to the parks more. People wouldn’t have to hide their alcohol in potentially
unsafe ways (a container a child may find attractive). More fun in the parks
No benefits
I really believe that families and friends will use them more often.
More responsible consumption when not hidden.
More adult birthdays/bbqs outside. Takes away the rebellious nature of the act for youth.
Allows enjoying time outdoors with friends without relying on the increasingly expensive patios
Attract tourism
Done responsibly, this would be an attraction and present a more open permissive city culture.
none
None
No benefits
None
Improved community spirit. Reduced feeling of repressed freedoms
Enjoying a few beers in a nice park or beside a river is just something that should be allowed.
Lovely to have a glass of wine during a picnic, but in general I think it’s a bad idea. I worry about an
increase in disorderly conduct.
Demonstrate reasonable and responsible alcohol consumption ie. We're adults here
None
More crime, more alcohol abuse, more domestic violence, more police presence required in parks,
more sexual abuse by disinhibited drunks, normalized toxic consumption, corrupting an otherwise
wholesome environment. They go drink in the bar - not in a park
I believe people are drinking in the parks already.
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No benefits
I see the benefit only for those consuming liquor. All circumstances around should be considered
and it seems to be more negative outcomes and risks
More use out of parks
none
All the reason in question 2
I think when people can consume liquor without fear of persecution we are safer, we can
communicate with one another and it actually will result in people acting more responsibly.
People do it now & it would no longer be iliegale. As long as people are of legal age it is not a
problem.
The only benefit is people being able to drink if they want
People do it anyway, so make it legal so there’s less hidden behavior.
Increased use of parks, good for hosting small events. People drink in parks already, so this is a
good way to regulate and control where people consume. If there are parks that allow alcohol,
people are less likely to be sneaky.
Create a better society.
None!
Increase in park rental sites, more community involvement/activities
Enjoy a beer or a glass of wine with a meal.
More people would go to parks, and on picnics.
I believe people are already consuming liquor in the parks.
Nothing positive
None
None at all. Just negatives. Slippery slope, that expand to legal drugs ?
I do not see any benefits.

I don't see any benefits from this at all.
Absolutely none!
I see no benefits
None whatsoever
Community building
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More people can enjoy outside on a nice day. Not being restricted to small condo balconies and
pricey restaurants.
None.
None
Most people sneak it in otherwise in their coolers etc.... This way you can book a site for a gathering
and ppl can choose to openly enjoy a beverage of their choice at ease
None.
People should be allowed to do whatever they choose, drinking in a park alone is a victimless
violation.
I dont see any benefits to consume liquor in picnic sites, it is supposed to be family picnic... we all
know the effect when people are under the influence of alcohol so i don’t think it’s beneficial to
many...
The benefits include increased use of park and picnic facilities by the 25-35 demographic and
encouraging more outdoor use.
It’s fun and would cause my family to use these public spaces more often than we currently do.
None
Not any
Increased utilization
It is nice to enjoy a beer on a hot summer day in nature. Many people are already doing this covertly
anyway.
Embracing a liberalized culture and having the ability to monitor alcohol use in parks better
I might utilize park spaces more for bbqs if I could have a beer!
No benefit.
Increased usage of public parks.
None
More young adult gatherings in outdoors where they can also play games like flag football. Being
able to enjoy a beer while doing so will likely attract more people to use these spaced
Allowing adults to be adults.
People would be more likely to enjoy pairs and
I do not see any benefits to expanding the consumption of liquor to public park picnic sites due to the
potential negative impacts.
Many have gatherings and parties in our wonderful parks. Let’s be civilized and allow them to have a
beer or glass of wine. Not everyone has a home or yard they can host family and friends and should
not be precluded from enjoying a drink with them!
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A picnic should include food and enjoy some liquor like the rest of the world does.
None. Drinking and drugs can reduce inhibitions which can so often allow people to make bad
decisions which may cause conflicts.
Just a normal, non-sensational occurence!
That when people do it already, it will not be illegal!!
More fights, more damage, more litter, more underage consumption, more public urination, more
broken glass in the grass for young ones to cut themselves on.... can’t wait for an election...
obviously our mayor and current council have nothing better to do
Enjoying a delicious beer in the sun is in my top ten of most enjoyable activities
No benefits at all

Enjoying a meal responsibly during day. Opposite image of binge drinking at night.
Better life
Living inner-city with in condos we could go to our friends condos or meet at a pub to socialize.
Having the ability to legally consume liquor while playing slo pitch, frisbee, hockey etc - would allow
us to spend more time outdoors, being active!
As more people move to higher density, they will want to use parks more since they don’t have
yards. It’ll make the city more vibrant!
Potential benefits could include increased business to local food venders in some parks, bring
people out rather than having them drink exclusively at home or at bars, and being able to regulate it
I think I’m general more people will go to the parks. Also, the majority of people are generally
responsible - it’s about time we don’t let a few ruin it for all.
"Drinking" does not mean "Drunk". For some reason Canadians don't get this, focus on people who
are interfering with other people's quality of life. If I want some wine in a park and aren't bothering
people- why should I be harassed by law enforcement?
Social environment that includes all members of family.
An increase in social and family gatherings in natural areas. Add vibrancy and community to green
spaces.
None!!! We don’t know what some people are capeable of when intoxicated
Don’t see any logical benefits. There are lots of other location options for having alcohol.
Already occuring
Adults are treated like adults, no need to hide/litter in bushes if there are proper recycling available
for liquor bottles/cans.
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No benefit. I feel people should be able to enjoy themselves without liquor for a few hours in a public
family-oriented environment.
I would be able to enjoy outdoor festivities with friends and family with a reasonable amount of
drinks without needing to host it at home.
There is no benefit what is so ever. You should teach people how to respect the park and enjoy the
outdoor activities, usually people who go to the park are families, no one would like to see a drunk
people around, especially in the daylight.
Citizens consume liquor regardless of the law. Make it legal, as most enjoy responsibly. Efforts best
spent to enforce over-intoxication.
More grown up city. A city that is welcoming, happy and that creats a sense of community.
Getting caught for impaired driving. That should create more jobs by police presents, tickets,
lawyers, insurance due to accidents, park damage, and law suits
We can focus more on public intoxication rather than those enjoying responsibly
I don't see any benefits...why can't people drink other liquids?
Bringing people out to enjoy the park to its fullest extent.
Fun
Greater park use?
There are no benefits to drinking in City parks
Getting people to go to the parks more often
higher use of the park - more people in parks
Nothing at all
none
I enjoy a glass of wine or beer with my meals. It would be great to be able to do that at a picnic.
It would be awesome and I don't see any concerns with this
Healthy alocohol use may be a part of a family’s dinner! Reduced to 0 tolerance of the driver of
family.
None
Majority of people are very responsible and would love to share a bottle of wine with friends while
having a picnic. Calgary parks would be occupied more instead of people staying in their backyards.
When done in moderation. Drinking can be enjoyable. More people may use the parks because of
this. I am certain many already do drink at parks. This would make remove pointless rules. Other
countries allow it with little detriment to park use.
No benefits at all
I can have a beer on a nice afternoon without feeling like a criminal.
None
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Promote greater use of parks and picnic areas. Yard games are better with a cold beer on a hot day!

Being able to have a larger gathering (ie birthday party) at a park.
More options for people who want to consume alcohol. Instead of staying home or going to a bar.
Increased revenue for government with the new laws regarding breathalyzers. Beyond that, none.
Makes little league games more bearable
Because people already do it
Going to parks more often with family and friends
None
Have fun
None
Being able to spend time in our public parks is free and bringing your own liquor to the parks allows
you to save money on entertainment costs. Most people already do this discreetly.
None
Enjoying celebration with a toast
Increased quality of life.
Social gathering like birthdays, weddings, and many more occasions
Encourages a family like and friendly park
More reason to go outdoors with friends and family.
Freedom to enjoy myself.
A increase use of city parks for families to enjoy
People may use the sites more if they like having drinks with meals. Everyone does it anyway and
there are rarely problems.
I would only see it as beneficial if the same was allotted to marijuana.
frees up Police Resources. Bike Cops riding around the park checking coolers is pretty weak.
especially when there is a real threat of people shooting needle drugs in the same park just out of
eyesight. send the Police to that party...
So less people will break laws when it’s legal to have drinks
None
There is no benefit at all.
No benefits
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None
No benefit. Why is this even being explored?
none
By consuming liquor there is no benefit, but it is dangerous to health, enviroment & common public.
Would potentially encourage more people to use the parks and get outside. Enjoy a beverage with a
meal.
Reasonable responsible adults should be allowed to sip a refreshing glass of wine, bubbly or beer.
Peaceful day in a green environment
Common in Europe. If you allow public consumption of liquor it deters people from over drinking
before they go to parks. Drinking in public helps normalize attitudes towards drinking and build a
healthier drinking culture.
Because Shouldn’t be where is the kids
We are already doing in from a brown bag, now we can do it and save the environment by not
littering brown bags
Would make renting having picnics with friends a more viable option for a day out.
None
None.
I lived in Australia for awhile where you are allowed open alcohol in parks and it brought people
outside and increased a sense of community.
More money for the liquor lobby ...
none
Bringing people & families together in an outdoor setting.
Most people are capable of consuming liquor responsibly.
It proves we don't live in a nanny state too concerned with the wants of a few over the wants of the
masses. Children witnessing liquor use should not be a concern, unless laws are changed to ban
any consumption of liquor in places where a child may see.
No bennefit
Come On? A beer in Bowness park on a hot summer day. It wouldn't get better than that.
Social interaction. More outdoors
Decrease in binge drinking prior to events
I don’t find any potential benefits of consuming liquor at park picnic sites
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It happens regardless. Now people will no longer have to conceal it.
Freedom of choice
Encourages social gatherings of friends in parks, including responsible consumption of alchol
None. There are already problems with folk having open alcohol on the rivers in the summer, this
may just open Pandora's box.
None
Decrease in ticketing of people who are already disadvantaged and shouldn't be facing fines for
public alcohol consumption. Current public consumption laws primarily punish those facing complex
social problems who need help - not a fine.
No more hiding the booze or realizing it’s so poorly enforced to be laughable
It will prevent people from sneaking and that typically ends in trouble!
Freedom. You are criminalizing the consumption of alcohol at a site I paid for. Not everyone
misbehaves but arrest those that do.
Encourages relaxation, communal socialization and neighbourliness in outdoor spaces, as seen in
many European countries who allow drinking in public spaces.
None
Freedom of choice, and not penalizing lawful citizens for an entirely victimless act.
Allows for open, monitored consumption vs hidden consumption.
Nice leading question. Very poor process. I see nothing but problems. There will be nothing but a
rise in social disorder offences.

Allows people to walk to a place where they can enjoy some time outside without driving
None. Nothing good can come from people consuming alcohol in public
I enjoy being in other places in the world and being able to sit in parks and close to the water and
share a bottle of wine and a picnic with friends. I would like to enjoy the nature we have available to
us while enjoying an adult beverage.
It is a progressive policy already seen in many global urban areas. It is enjoyable to enjoy a glass of
wine, beer or cocktail while having a picnic.
more functions held at parks; people don't have to hide their liqour
I do not see any problem as long as people treat it properly.
It currently happens- this would allow greater transparency and monitoring- if people are abusing
alcohol or impaired, then authorities should act
Enjoying our beautiful parks with family and friends while having a drink! Kids can get outside and
play more!!
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None
None
No benefits what so ever, cause the person is not in his complete focus or complete state of mind.
And it also may offend non drinkers and religious people.
It is a nice way to relax as lomg as everyone's responsible about it
I don't see any benefits.
None
Enjoying a nice picnic with my family
No benefits
No benefits at all
none
No
More flexibility, people would go more to the parks
No benifits at all !!!

No benefit!

No benefit
None
There is no benefits, only harm will be done
I would actually use the parks with friends
There are numerous potential benefits. It would increase enjoyment of picnics for people. It would
treat adults as the responsible people most are. Some people drink in parks already, they wouldn't
face fines anymore. It doesn't harm people.
Makes parks more suitable venues to host events. Could allow growth of businesses that could
support the sale of liquor
It's a public place. It is an offence to drink alcohol in a public place.
Just to bring a relaxed fun atmosphere to the parks.
Sorry but I don’t see a benefit to consume liquor in the park
People enjoying themselves.
Nothing
Only weddings
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It would be so nice to enjoy a glass of wine or a beer while picnicking in pur beautiful parks. As long
as people are safe and respectful I don't see a problem. People are doing it anyway... they just
wouldn't need to sneak around anymore.

None
Having a beer or two responsibly in the park would be ok wth me.
We remove the stereotypes associated with alcohol.
no benefits
More open policy on what is already happening.
Have a cold drink in the summer shouldn’t be reprehensible, as long as people stay responsible
None
Freedom! People will be able to increase their social activities. Cheaper for consumers instead of
going to over priced bars. We get to enjoy our beautiful city. We would also align with almost every
major city in the world where it is allowed.

Freedom to enjoy a glass of wine with a picnic would make spending an afternoon at the park even
more appealing!
It may encourage use by more people to get outside and enjoy our beautiful city during the few
warm months we get each year.
For sure no, it's going to cause damage to the environment.
Social family event allow casual gathering and have a drink at same time
None
None. Bad idea
Those who do not have yards and/or barbecues will have the opportunity to enjoy a few cold
beverages outdoors. May encourage more people to make use of the parks that would typically
spend their time indoors.
More freedom to do things outside and create an awesome vibrant park culture like Montreal or
Amsterdam
Focusing on responsible drinking and teaching this to future generations.
More people enjoying the parks
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Increased park use.
I think that by being able to drink at a barbecue it will bring people more together
If drinking responsibly it is no different than having a coffee
None.
More freedom of rights, ability to enjoy Calgary parks more often in the evenings.
Because people do this in Europe and it is not s big deal. It’s only a big deal if people are obnoxious
about it. It is just a nice thing to enjoy, personally I am too sensitive to alcohol and I do not care but I
see how others find it enjoyable
There are no possible benefits whatsoever it’s harmful in every way.
None really...
It’s a cultured approach to socializing and dining.

Allowing people to consume alcohol would cut down on police having to monitor people doing it
illegally and allow adults to responsibly have a beverage without the fear of a fine.
Encrease enjoyment and use of parks.
more people can show up at parks, and enjoy the outdoor
More use of the space.
I don't think I mentioned I am a female
I don’t see any benefits to it all.
It decriminalizes an activity that the majority will not abuse.
More people would enjoy parks and nature together - they way it should be. Celebrations would be
more public. General increase in social freedom and happiness.
Increased park use
Creating a social atmosphere
None.
I feel would allow for an additional recreational activity and normalize something that is already
being done.
None.See question number 2.
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Freedom to consume alcohol responsibly should be an individual's choice. If vendors are allowed to
sell alcohol in parks this could add to seasonal employment. Improved enjoyment while visiting a
park.
More neighbourhood parties, better use of public spaces by all ages.
Bring us in line with worldwide norms.
Parents enjoying parks, not just their parents too. Increased use of facilities, increased community
interaction. Way to innovate and challenge the norm! If someone can smoke pot in public, why not
have allow a drink.

None
Increased positive functional use of public spaces! It will help get calgarians out from their private
backyards and help build a shared feeling of community
Encourages more time spent in outdoor spaces. More social gatherings.
none
I cannot see any benefit
None
Makes for an enjoyable lunch, or even a romantic evening in the summer. A nice picnic paired with a
bottle of wine.
I believe most people would be responsible. This is common in Europe and I think it could bring
more people out to our parks increasingly vibrancy.
People would be more likely to use the space for social gatherings, increase community
engagement
No benefits at all
Responsible consumption of alcohol may be enjoyed with the rest of a picnic meal, without harm to
others.

I’m not sure there are any for me personally.
No benefits
It’s part of normal socializing and isn’t an issue in Europe.
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Host more events there. Enjoyable for many people. Can be explicit around behavioural
expectations. People are drinking there anyways, would prefer to see that done legally and with
clear expectations for conduct.
People will be able to enjoy their experience more leisurely
Many people choose to consumer liquor in our parks anyway, this would be a safer way to regulate
it. We have the infrastructure that people will not need to drink and drive. I do not have an outside
space and would love to have a cider in the sun with fam
None
Casually enjoying a drink will increase Calgarians to go outside and enjoy our beautiful parks more.
Children will be taken outside more and increase their exposure to the outdoors. Having a casual
outlook on alcohol does not make it a forbidden fruit.
There is no data to support that not allowing alcohol in public places has any positive effect on
society. We should move past these archaic laws which try to regulate morality. Let the people be
happy and free.
The majority of adults who might enjoy drinking alcohol in a park could do it responsibly, and would
enjoy the relaxed social benefits of sharing a beer or two with friends in an outdoor setting.
None
Many people already drink in parks, so may as well remove the violation aspect.
None
People that are already drinking won't have to hide it?
No benefits all what you will get is trouble and drunk people to deal with
Fewer bylaw tickets for poor people drinking in public. People are doing it anyways ... we should
focus on behaviour not whether or not people have open alcohol.
It might get more people planning fun experiences... I would love to have a picnic with my husband
in one of our many parks and have a beer or wine. Our new drinking and driving laws are stronger
than ever which I would hope keep people responsible.
There is no benefits.
More people will head out doors to enjoy the parks
No benefit at all
more affordable way to have a date night or a night out with a few friends where you’re able to enjoy
the outdoors and attractions Calgary has to offer without the outrageous markup bars offer
None
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Have lived in countries where drinking in parks is allowed, miss it!
Having an alternative to going to an expensive bar/padio to enjoy drinks and food, and being able to
enjoy them in a nice outdoor setting with public amenities.
None
None
Being treated like adults.
None!
Being able to add a beer to your bbq would be a nice touch. As long as it is consumed responsibly.

There is no benefit. These are public places and there are a multitude of places liquor can be
consumed now. Maybe it should be allowed on buses and c-trains also. Why not?
None
None
None
I do drink alcohol but I cannot think of any benefits of this proposal.
None

Enforcement can be put to better use elsewhere.
On a hot summer day, enjoying a bbq or picnic with family & friends, it would be nice to be able to
have a nice cold beer!
None
We'll stop wasting resources on ticketing people for something so frivelous that causes no harm
Increased use of park space and safer use. This is already happening.
Non
None
It would be nice to legally enjoy a nice glass of wine or two when enjoying a beautiful day outside in
Calgary. We are all responsible for our own actions and should be able to have the freedom to
exercise that responsibility.
More people using the parks.
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Relaxation! The City needs to put faith into it's citizens. Those that abuse the privilege should be
disciplined but otherwise, it would be so nice to share a bottle of bubbly in the sun at a picnic!
No benefit
Allowing liquor does not mean you ar automatically inviting bad behaviour. Good citizens just want to
have a couple beers with their friends and families. Freedom.
No benefits in drinking liquor at park
People are already doing it so it would make legal the clandestine consumption that's already
happening
none
More relaxing and inclusive environment for all. People can drink responsibly and have fun in a
picnic without disturbing others; however, public washrooms will likely suffer and need to be cleaned
more frequently.
Park use will increase
No liquor in Parks
None !!!!!!!
None
None
I don’t see any potential benefits to being able to consume liquor at park picnic sites. With liquor
comes trouble and families going to the parks to enjoy time with their children would stop going due
to safety concerns.
People may actually leave the house and participate in the community activitiers
Increased traffic through city parks
Legal and more responsible use. Studies have show that legalizing or allowing such things resulted
in more responsible use. I have travelled around Europe and you see people drinking in public but
responsibly.
More celebrations would take place in parks bringing the community out more often.
I feel that when you impose restrictions, it’s worse . I think we are really childish in Canada . From
what I seen , every time a Canadian goes abroad , they enjoy drinking in public places . Why so “
politically correct” here ? We are so fake !
No benefits
More outdoor activity and heightened sense of community. Get to know your neighbours.
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It has been proven that reducing restrictions on alcohol consumption decreases alcohol related
crimes. It is happening anyway, this will make it safer and most likely cleaner, because it won't have
to be hidden.
People do it anyway, now they wouldn’t have to hide it. It’s very common in Europe and there
doesn’t seem to be a problem. Might get more people out to parks.
None
No benefits
Less taboo, or less sneaking if the drink
Increased usage of parks picnic sites that offer this
A somewhat added sense of freedom, police can redirect their resources to more important things
other than handing out citations for open liquor
None

More carefree atmosphere, would bring more people to parks. It's not a big deal for people to enjoy
an alcoholic beverage at parks with friends and family.
I would love to see open outdoor concerts where you could have a glass of wine or beer. Or a picnic
with a glass of wine.
I don’t see any benefit I feel people will abuse it and make it dangerous for others who can’t control
thier booze
It encourages greater use of our parks for social gatherings. This activity that takes place anyways
so why not create some structure around it, much like the legalization of weed. Why stop just at
picnic sites? Allow it in all parks.
Freedom to enjoy the park more and as adults.
None it’s all bad
Better enjoyment of Calgary parks and rec areas.
Could attract people to parks, especially those close to restaurants. Could open small cafes in parks.
Draw more people outside
People can congregate in their own community and walk. Low income people have the opportunity
to go out. Reduction in nuisance public consumption tickets that clog the justice system
Really not necessary. People can drink in their homes or drinking establishments. Do not want to
promote further drink & drive from park.
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You forgot to offer why not. Can’t think of a single reasonable benefit.
There's no benefit for aallowing alcohol in the public park, rather it will cost to the citizens of the city
of Calgary (Tax increase ). the city will need to hire more law enforcement to patrol the park.
I’m used to sharing a bottle of wine or bubbles with friends in the park. It’s normal in the EU. Perfect
picnic date too!
It would allow responsible adults to enjoy wine/beer at bbq and picnics
To join the adult world where one is responsible for their own actions and not arbitrary rules set by
self centred bureaucrats.
Would increase the use of sites.
None.
It’s
None. But I am bias on this matter, I don't see the need for liquor consumption to be able to enjoy
parks.
None
No benefits
No benefits
It will be less hidden. Adults will publicly enjoy a reasonable limit in the open.
None
Community atmosphere, can enjoy the summer weather, don’t have to go to a patio ($$$) if you
want to have a drink outside with your friends
It would give adults a place to socialize over drinks without having to spend money in bars and
restaurants, and would make city parks more of a destination for adults.
Freedom. I don't personally drink, but I don't see people shouldn't be free to consume liquor, as it's
legal to.
People already drink in parks so this would offer an opportunity to regulate that behaviour.

More gatherings at local picnic sites
I think some people do it anyways, so if there's designated sites why not.
Increases social opportunities. Way more fun. People do it anyway.
More public engagement, use of public space.
Opens doors for marijuana use at public park locations
I do not think there are any benefits.
I don't know that there are, quite honestly.
none
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More relaxing
i think you will get more people getting out and enjoying the parks and picinic areas if casual drinking
was allowed.
We are behind the times. Just returned from traveling to London, Scotland and Germany and you
can have open alcohol anywhere. There was no broken bottles or intoxicated people walking
around. Maybe on a Friday night but you get that in Calgary already
Everyone is aware of drinking responsibly and this would be no exception. It would allow for more
events and celebrations to take place in parks,
More relaxed regulations around alcohol consumption will allow more enjoyable leisure time
To have addicted people filling their needs.
No penefita
None
People consume liquor at the sites regardless of the rules, being able to consume legally would
reduce police/bylaw harassment of citizens and allow them to focus on more important issues.
I would appreciate a glass of wine with my picnic, or a beer after an energetic bike ride.
More people using available parks
More use of parks.
None. People already do it discreetly and that is enough
People will stop complaining about not drinking in a park.
None
None
A beer with family and friends. In Europe this happens everywhere with little concern.
Will encourage responsible behaviour while drinking.
I think this allows people to be more social- to invite lots of individuals to have a nice drink and enjoy
our short summers.
Allows adults freedom to enjoy alcoholic beverages LEGALLY in the picnic zones - I'm sure some
already do it in secret.
Europe has allowed alcohol consumption for decades. The only people being harmed by bylaws
such as this are responsible citizens. Young adults will still get drunk in public regardless of laws in
place. A grown man wants to enjoy a beer outside in the sun
Brings more socialization to the parks
No benefits at all, we have other places for liquor consumption then why parks
None
None
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Nothing at alll. Picnic sites are not night clubs. Kids will be in danger

Increased liquor sales
Makes parks more attractive to spend relaxing time at. It also helps destigmatize liquor which has
been held in an outdated, archaic position in society for too long.

People do it already so may as well make it legal
It would make us a more civilized city. People have one more way to enjoy our beautiful green
spaces. It also takes away some unwarranted stigma around alcohol.

More bottles to pickup for refund
I see no reason why we can’t enjoy a drink with family and friends. It is a way to be sociable.
As people use hukka so can alcohol as long as they enjoy in their group
None
I think it happens already in secret.
I don't see any benefits in it.
We can have celebrations outside in nature instead of always indoors.
None
I don’t see any benefits in having people getting drunk in public.
No benefits at all
No benefit.
None.
More reasons to visit a park
It would allow for more use of our public spaces as these areas are often used for larger group
outings such as family reunions, parties and fun times. This public engagement would have more
people being active and outside.
Not a single benifit
More picnics and BBQs. More park use. Having a couple drinks with friends outside is enjoyable.
none
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I know many people who would be more willing to engage in our park areas if they could have a
beer or two.
None because I believe there is enough places to consume liquor and we should not encourage
more sites
Tourism
Just to be able to host a social gathering as you would in your own backyard with responsible legal
consumption of alcohol along with food would make sense.
No benefits at all
Improved enjoyment of open spaces
I don’t really see any benefits.
Great date idea
None
It's nice to be able to enjoy a cold beer on a hot day. This would likely result in more people openly
enjoying city parks.
More park use

Adults being able to use the space for group parties without the fear of fines.
Being able to have a beer at a family bbq at the park would be nice.
Social interaction! Community bonding! Not feeling like a criminal for having a casual beer
No potential benefits
Getting people outside more for certain types of functions and creating a more positive atmosphere
for those who wish to engage in liquor usage
More enjoyment and activity in public parks. Creating social gathering places vs. Crowded patios.
The act of allowing people to prove responsible behavior that consumption in public does not mean
a binge fest or an automatic party, but to the root of any social gathering, people socializing and
sharing public space without reprisal.
No benefits
There is no benefits
None
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I believe people already consumd liquor at parks. A benefit to making it allowed is that it will
decrease the liquor that ends up with minors.

No benefits just harm
Non
None
People can be regulated and not have to hide it
People would use park spaces more!
More use of the parks.
None
none
It would naturalize a degree of sophistication that is being blocked by excessive legislation.
Non
None
Enjoying the outdoors with friends on a sunny day.
less danger if its open
Many cities around the world have Implemented this with no problems.
None
No benefits
None
We have a short summer and very few patios with a "green" view. Would be great to sit outside in
nature with a cold beer. Currently people sneak alcohol but would be great to not have to worry
about legalities.
None
No benefits at all. Whoever wants to consume liquor can go to the bar. Leave parks family and
children friendly please!
Ability to host parties with a few special drinks (punch, or champagne, or a few beers)
Would be a nice addition on a hot summers evening to have a cold alcohol beverage with the meal.
Some celebrations, such as birthdays or special anniversaries, may include a few alcoholic drinks
and that would be nice to offer guests. However, there is no way to monitor or enforce that so it
would be best not to allow liquor at all.
I don’t see any benefit of consuming liquor at any park picnic sites.
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Greater encouragement to use outdoor spaces.
There are none.
no benefit - hasn’t been needed before, why now? I enjoy drinking at gatherings but have never
missed it at picnics.
None - their are only harms
Freedom to act responsibly without being at risk of persecution.
Freedom
None
N/a
Parks will get more use (people may decide to have a function at a park rather than someone’s
house or a restaurant).
It’s pleasant and civilized. It’s a great addition to a day out in a park.
There are none. It would mean instead of going to a park and finding bullies, now one goes to the
park to be harassed by drunk bullies.
No benefits. Alcohol belongs in bars and licensed restaurants
There is no benefit to drinking in public. Are you nuts?
When enjoyed responsibly it is a nice addition to a gathering or picnic
Responsible adults will no longer be punished for harmless acts
None
It is happening anyway and I dont believe responsible users should be penalized over such a trivial
thing.
No benefit

Treating citizens of legal drinking age like adults. There is little reason not to allow this. Persons will
still be ticketed if intoxicated or unruly, but the irresponsibility of the few should not affect the many.
None
None. It is very harmful
People won't have to hide they drink now.
No benefit at all.
No value. We have establishments for those purposes. We do not need to engage family areas with
drinking as well
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Allows people to fully enjoy summer days and free to consume wine or beer with their meals as they
could do in any restaurant. That would not increase any risk just enhance Calgary’s brief summer
for those who choose to drink alcohol.
No benefit
Picnic sites are booked for social gatherings, and many Calgarians enjoy alcoholic beverages at
these.
There are no benefits for sure, getting exposed to children and other public while having liquor
makes no sense as a community!
None
Helps normalize responsible and safe use for young people. Allows people to not have to hide use
that is safe, respectful, and harmless.
Freedom of choice
People can extend their socializing outside of homes especially those who don’t have private
backyards.
None
None
More bookings of sites, and more community engagement due to unrestricted regulations, similar to
those you would have in your own backyard
Nothing better than a barbique with glass of beer.

I may go enjoy the parks with friends and a glass of wine

It would be fantastic to be able to enjoy a glass of wine with your picnic or around a campfire. As
long as it's responsibly consumed.
Having the right to enjoy an alcoholic beverage while enjoying a day outside at a city park.
Enjoying outdoor outings with family and friends to the fullest. Like we would in our back yard, if we
had one. With the City's emphasis on multi family dwellings outdoor spaces like this need to be
available.
None.
Increased use of sites.
None
None
None
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NONE IT WILL ONLY CAUSE TROUBLE MOST PPL WONT BE ABLE TO HANDLE THIER
LIQUOR AND IT WILL CREATE A CHAOTIC AND VIOLENT ATMOSPHERE. I WONT BE ABLE
TO TAKE MY KIDS THERE IN FEAR OF DRUNKEN FOOLS.
None
not worrying about being caught for enjoying a beer or two with friends on a nice day. reminds me of
summers in Montreal
I don’t see
Increased use of public space, better application of law enforcement resources
None really
None
No benefits
I dont see any benefits
None
Fun
Personal enjoyment for drinkers.

freedom. come on. i think we can handle this. this sort of thing is okay in a number of countries
around the world. besides. it already happens.
More appealing to use parks for all ages gatherings.
Moving into the 21st century. Many countries allow this. The more restrictions, the more people flout
them.
This would benefit park goers that are going for a picnic and would like to have a drink with their
meal which many already are doing.

More people will use parks for gathering areas
I can enjoy an alcoholic beverage
None
Celebrate - family get togethers. Cold beer on a hot day!
There is none, this will on increase the immature human behavior. No matter what anyone will say
liqure = stupid.
Being able to be at a family gathering with wine or beer and showing children it's okay to drink but in
moderation. I feel.like it will be less taboo, as it's already happening I also dont think it will change
anything except people will do it openly.
People who have no back yards can enjoy some drinks in a park in warm weather
None
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More events may be viable for non-profit/volunteer orgs as a result of liquor sales, ie. Ironman,
Dragonboat festival, etc.
one small personal freedom
Freedom to just enjoy the weekends
No benefits
None
No benefits

No benifit at all
The only benefit I can imagine is decrease in harassment of marginalized populations (e.g.
homeless) people who sometimes consume substances in public spaces by necessity
I don't see any benefit.

Zero benefits
None
Special celebrations, romance, pure enjoyment
Social gathering more fun!
Greater number of people will enjoy the park. It will lead to more social interactions in public spaces
and give a more lively atmosphere.
Takes away the stigma of alcohol and encourages responsible consumption
Fun times, excellent consumption.

More social gathering, out door fun ie birthdays, celebrations, anniversaries etc.
I don't see any benefit...
None
Can relax and safely (and responsibly) consume alcohol w food, like I did in Europe.
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None invitation to violence
Nothing
None
I am an alcohol consumer, but I really see no benefits.
None....Not a good thing to drink in public places where even children can see and start drinking
If used responsibly, this would allow more enjoyment of parks. A beer after activities is one of life's
great joys.
None
None
None what so ever
I don’t see any benefits.
No benefit
More open use and acceptance may decrease the bad behaviour that can sometimes come with
drinking because people wouldn’t feel like they had to hide it. Plus it is enjoyable with functions.

Social aspect
It happens anyway. Maybe it would be consumed mire more responsibly if it was not so "risky or
rebellious".
there is no benefit at all. once you allow alcohol at public places.. there is no limit
No
ZERO benefits.
People can gather socially and enjoy a drink or two. If it’s allowed public won’t hide it

Nothing
More relaxed environment, being able to have beer or wine at a bbq in the summer
None
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More use and enjoyment of parks. Parks can become more of a better public realm with more
amenities and would be good for tourism
I dont think it should be allowed in the picnic place at all. You dont people drunk and misbehave

None

Not any benefits I guess will be smoke fight and not be good for families who like to enjoy the park
with ur kids!!
No benefits
It’s a right to law abiding citizens
People should be able to enjoy alcohol on a nice day outside
None
n/a
No benefit .
De-stigmatize drinking, able to enjoy a bottle of wine with a picnic.
Nothing
Nine
NONE
It is a development that is long overdue. There is no reason why adukts should not have the
opportunity to enjoy a drink in a public park.
No benefits - Only nuisance
I don’t feel there are any benefits.
People are doing this anyway I think so making it legal would allow for open and mature
consumption and increase ability to regulate overconsumption.
No benefit
Increase in park use
nothing
No benefit
No benefits

No benefits.
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There is no benefit.
Harm reduction
Conusuming liquor has no benefits at all
I don’t see benefits of drinking alcohol in public parks
Alcohol should not be stigmatized.
I think people are more likely to get out and engage in community events if they can enjoy a
beverage
There are no benefits
No benifients at all.
I dont see any benefit
None. Please don't allow this.
Nothing
I don't see any benefits in it.
NONE. Those want to consume liquor should do it in bar or at home
No benefits just another place to get drunk.
People that drink can go hang at parks
Time to connect with friends and family. Enjoying a wine or drink is a nice social experience.
NA

None
None
No benefits
People won’t be breaking laws to do what they “normally” would do. It would encourage mire people
to get outside and use these parks for gatherings.
I don't see any benefits in it.
A larger array of events or celebrations would be available to be hosted in the parks. This would
increase park use and increase money spent in and around the parks
Non
None
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More use of the parks and enjoyment of outdoor spaces in the city.
No benifit at all
Nothing
None
No benefits at all
Avoiding seriptitious use. Allow for regulation and education and promotion of safe drinking habits.
No benefits just more safety concerns for everyone
More park visitors, and happy people
None
More people gathering outside. Go out and enjoy without paying restaurant prices
Zero benefit.
Stop wasting police time and resources
No benefits, it will increase crime
Attract more visitors and increase economy
It happens anyways.
None

No benifits
None
Same benefits from smoking at park.
No benefits. Ban drinking
What a picnic without a beer? Definitely a good idea when consumed in organized groups: family
gathering, birthday etc
No benefit
Social drink.
More people visiting parks.
No benefits - come on, no one really needs a drink that bad. What problem is this solving? When I
want to have a beer, I can have it at home.
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None
Increase park usage
Having more areas for people to gather rather than trying to hide it in other areas
More people enjoying CALGARY parks in the summer which promotes city participation.
None
Having a family/friend get together where children can have fun!

None
No benefits at all

Wine/beer would be welcome at a relaxed picnic lunch. Europeans already do this.
Adults can enjoy a beverage of their choice in a relaxed environment! Could increase usage of
public parks for family and friend get togethers

None
None
None.
People won’t be trying to hide consumption or consume large quantities beforehand

No benefit at all
none, parks aren’t for alcoholics and/or alcohol consumption
Many people are doing it anyway (illegally) with no public concern..why not make it legal.
None

No benefits at all
I do not see any benefits,
I can’t see any benefits for allowing liquor in parks
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No benefits
I see no benefit to it.
Be nice to be able to have some wine on a picnic
Enjoyment of life! Everywhere in the world allows it and Canada is well behind the times. You can
now smoke marijuana in public but can’t have a beer
Life would be a lot more enjoyable.
None. Alcohol is dangerous and shouldn’t be provided to the public at all, let alone in family oriented
places.
No benefit
No benefits
No benefits

More people would have 'events' at parks, for families and sports and MeetUp groups etc. The City
of Calgary needs to stop kowtowing to the negative people who don't trust other adults to be adults
The benefit is that there is no harm. People should be able to enjoy a glass of wine outside. It’s
called democracy!!
People would like to enjoy alcoholic beverages in public areas. Legalizing would allow the manner to
be controlled rather than people overindulging (eg chugging) before entering the park. I don’t think it
will increase drunken behaviour.
None
No benefits at all
Enjoying a BBQ with beer! Romantic picnics with wine! Getting people outside, opposed to not
visiting our parks due to the public drinking laws.
It happens anyway. Better use of law enforcement to deal with more important issues. Also, better
for local businesses like breweries.
I don’t see any benefits. Families come to the park and it’s not appropriate for kids to see people
under influence. Furthermore kids shouldn’t be exposed to disorderly conduct.
Nine
None
No benefits
People enjoying free spaces and attracting more young people to our public spaces.
Weddings and other events that take place could celebrate at the same location.
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No more wasted police time dealing with people who already do it. More park use in general by non
athletic Calgarians
Liquor can be consumed in a civil responsible manner.
Freedom of choice. The ability to have a nice bottle of wine with a picnic.
No benefits
I don't see any benefit.
More families and friends recreating together.
Being able to meet people there and enjoy a few without being in trouble. I dont like parties or bars.
Camping with alcohol or pot for that matter go hand in hand. Especially around a camp fire. Children
see parents consuming at home and lead normal lives
Nothing
None
Unfortunately, I am unable to see the benefits of allowing liquor in picnics as liquor being many
problems and issues.
Less restrictions for citizens. More freedom to enjoy the summer months as people see fit
None
None
Countries which have stricter drinking rules also have more issues with drinking problems. Allowing
public drinking in parks would change Canadian culture and attitudes towards drinking. Take a look
at drinking culture in European countries as an example.
No benefits
No benefits at all
Summer picnics get better, and people should be able to respectfully consume liquor outside. The
ones who would abuse it already do
None
In moderation, it would be nice to enjoy a beer on a hot summer day in a park with my family.
None
We shouldn’t drink around children
Nothing
None.
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Europe has been doing this for years and no issues. Calgary needs to be progressive and stop
being such a 'nanny state'.
Not anyone
Nothing. I am not a drinker at all but if having a large family picnic if adults want to enjoy responsibly
they should be allowed too
None
None
Why not? In England you can drink alcohol in public - on the train & in parks
None
None
Well why not really?? It’s a nice thing to do with friends instead of going to the bar

It happens anyway
It would be nice to be able to sip an alcoholic beverage with our picnic dinner while watching
Shakespeare at Prince’s Island Park in the Summer.
More publicpiblic engagement, further park usage and inclusion amongst citizens.
More use of the parks
Liquor consumption already happens at parks. If you legalized it then it could be properly managed.
Being able to enjoy a beverage I enjoy such as a beer or wine with a picnic or bbq.

To decriminalize social get togethers and minimize police harassment in parks
Just fun
No benefits
I don't see any benefit. Picnic places and parks are for having healthy activities with families and
allowing alcohol consumption will ruin this basic concept.
Non
People are already doing it already, might as well get with the times.
By reducing the restrictions on where alcohol can be consumed individuals are less likely to over
induldge.
More park usage
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More people will go and enjoy them.
I think there is no any benefit
I think there would be a lot more people that would use the public spaces if you were able to walk
around with a drink when enjoying the outdoors.
I’m not sure that there’s a huge benefit - it would formalize what already happens. I’m picturing a
single glass of wine with a civilized picnic, not shotgunning beers before rafting down the bow at a
site next to a playground.
No benefits.
None
None

I see no benefit at all, only problems and why is it even a thought?
More freedom for those that are responsible drinkers. Need to be more like Germany
Nothing
no benefits only increase in risks to the animals and environment
No liquor should be allowed
There is no any benefits o the general public.
Informed and respectful enjoyment.
Not many.
People will get out and enjoy parks
Increase enjoyment of picnics and social gatherings and improved use of public parks
Allows for responsible consumption of a legal beverage
Being able to enjoy the outdoor areas with your family while having a drink or picnicking with your
spouse and enjoying a bottle of wine
No benefit
No e
None that i can see to benefit the community
It would be nice to be able to sit in the sun during the summer and have some wine or beer.
Enjoying local products in our local environment
More modern and progressive society. It happens anyways, why not accept it and enjoy?
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NONE.
There is no benefit drinking liquor at the park and there will be a problem such as evirement driving
and so on....
It will allow individuals the opportunity to enjoy the city more fully, without having to decide between
legally drinking or being out of doors.
I don't see any benefits.
People will enjoy more
I don’t think there is potential benefits for consume liquor at the park picnic sites.
Higher usage of the picnic sites!
None
We already do it. We dont need the lives we live everyday to be illegal.
Enjoying a drink that accompanies your food. It’s a lot cheaper to have a picnic date than going to a
restaurant.
Enjoy the parks in a responsible adult way. Allow families to have both child and adult activities at
the parks.
None
Benefit would be simply, just pleasure, having a beer with a meal or stake.
Increased appeal to younger generations to use the sites
None
No benefits to consume liquor at park.
None
NO BENEFIT
None
Nothing, will increase risk and crime
Na
Don’t have to hide it. Can be monitored.
I think belong allowed to consume alcohol in a responsible way while enjoying the outdoors with a
meal and family and friends sounds great. Many major cities allow this and its worst a try here.
No benefit at all
A glass of wine or beer with a picnic or bbq would be great.
More empties for homeless to take in
No potential benefit
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None
Not a good effect
None
The benefit is being able to consume it legally.
none
None

More disadvantages than advantages
NA
None
No benifits at all
Absolutely none
More people would enjoy the city parks, greater engagement among neighbours and friends in the
city, and higher satisfaction among citizens of the municipality.
To be able to have a beer while cooking
Zero benefits
People are less likely to sneak it in, having it allowed to be consumed might allow for better control
of it.
It's nice to play catch or Frisbee in the sun with friends with a beer!
Enjoy,ent of public spaces
No benefits at all!!

I don't think drinking alcohol shotkd be allowed in park
Freedom.
None because alcohol is bad for health.
It happens anyways. Takes away the illegal element
None
There isn’t any benefits to have liquor in parks. Family and safety is more important then someone
controlled by achohol.
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Nothing
I see no value at all of liquor in Picnic areas
Community building. More people attend events

No, I see more issues for this cities population that have addictions and living homeless to legally
drink in public places.
People would spent more time outside
None
A glass of wine at a picnic is not a crime, and is a cultural part of a meal for many. This allows that
expression, especially given Canada’s French heritage.
There is no benefits. It affects minds and accused accidents.

None
none
None
Placating alcoholic relatives
None
None
None
None
There are no benefits whatsoever
I believe there is no benefits, bad for children to be around, increase of drunk driving and danger in
the water. Not a good idea at all
Non
If you treat adults like adults then they approach things with more care. Also, drinking encourages
social behaviour and encourages people to form community because they can find more common
ground.
I can have a beer while having a picnic without having to hide it like a teenager in a coffee cup.
Great!!
I’ve travelled lots of places in the world where liquor consumption is allowed publicly and rarely have
I seen any incidents or problems with this. I feel like when it’s not allowed and people are forced to
hide its more of a problem.
None
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None
Adds to the festive atmosphere.
Just to have a beer with lunch
None at all
Nothing
No benefits. We have bars and pubs throughout the city for this purpose.
Absolutely NONE. Liquor must be consume in your own place for everybody’s safety.
Increased use and viability of parks and park services/businesses.
None
No benefits at all.
It’s a social thing to do when sunbathing and bbq just like at home backyard
Freedom of choice, and enjoy it responsibly
No benefit at all !
No benefit.
We are allowed to drink at camp sites, why not the same for picnic. Would be regulated so I don’t
see the harm
I could enjoy a beer with my family in the outdoors without fearing the police like a teenager.
no benefots. it will be a nuisance.
Nothing
Perhaps increased use of parks?
none. There are plenty of other places to go to drink if that's your thing. It doesn't need to be in the
presence of children or the public.
Encourages people to be social, to enjoy nature and a good affordable alternative to going to bars
Fun. Bring Canada into line with other modern countries. Relax nanny state.
No benefit. We have enjoyed the parks without liquor. Why do we need to add that component to
something is working really well?

people gathering together in open spaces.
Some people are capable of doing this with maturity and restraint. Unfortunately, a large large
number of people are not, and that is the crux of my concern.
None
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Legal and fun
None
People being able to enjoy beverages on a nice day, more options for adults drinking responsibily
with family and friends of all ages, people already do so illegally now they wouldn't need to hide
As long as adults are consuming responsibility, I’m excited about the option.
Nothing
no benefits at all,
More freedom to enjoy a beer or glass of wine outdoors. make the city more attractive to visitors.
Everyone should be allowed to enjoy a drink responsibly.
More attraction for calgarians to spend time in parks, can also benefit tourism, an affordable social
activity or date as an alternative from going to a restaurant
True social interaction for lower income people
Nice for celebrations
No benefits at all
Nothing
Relaxing on a hot sunny day and Sharing a drink with friends
For one you won't have to hide your beer in plastic cups anymore. I think it will encourage more
people to enjoy a picnic in the park on our nice summer days.I would
None.
Increased use of park space, enjoyment!
No benefits
No benefits
None

None
More relaxing atmosphere when picnicking and being able to enjoy a beverage legally.
No benefits at all
I see no benefits.
People should have the choice to consume alcoholic beverages. They can drink them in a
restaurant, why not at a picnic or bbq?
No benefits
Outdoor socializing cheaper then pub patios.
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We get our freedom back and are treated like adults.
None
Community Building
More community and more people getting outside.
Responsible adults can enjoy a drink with a picnic, might encourage more use of parks
None
Increase in park use and enjoyment by taxpayers.
None, foolish idea
No benefits
Makes what is happening legal. More use of parks. More fun.
Not at all
None
I like to enjoy a cold beer outside on a hot summer day
Most citizens drink responsibly and would enjoy having liquor at a picnic. Many countries have legal
drinking in public places with little or no impact on the welfare of society.
I makes the parks better.
None
None
More enjoyment of Calgary’s parks. Moderninsing our laws to be more in step with other jurisdictions
and legalising already existing Calgary practices.
There is no benefit to use liquor in park.
No Benefit. All the reasons from question 2!!
I support liquor consumption at public parks as it will destigmatize liquor for young people and adopt
a European culture where alcohol is enjoyed and not abused.
I see no benefits. I know it already happens, but people need to be cool and not be obvious about it.
If it's legal, I fear it will get out of hand pretty fast.

Nice to enjoy a drink while relaxing or having a picnic
Being free to enjoy a beverage with a picnic or bbq, as one would at home.
Choice- in other words, allowing people any choice of beverage with their meal.
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Raison d'etre
Don’t see any benefits
None
Alcohol is not illegal or taboo, when you prohibit it for no go reason, it becomes a controlled
substance and no one learns how to consume this responsibly
More people in the parks and a vibrant park experience
freedom.
None
NONE

People usually spend a good chunk of the day at a park and if they drink too much they are more
likely to hang out outside and wait to sober up vs at a bar where they usually leave right away or
continue ordering more.
No benefits at all
Absolutely NO BENEFITS
It will be done regardless. If no longer against bylaw, it allows those who enjoy responsibly who
otherwise wouldn't to do something completely legal. Is there any evidence that it's beneficial to
have a bylaw against it?
No liquor in parks
No potential benefits.
I've lived in Germany and the Biergarten culture is something I'd like to see in Calgary, in particular
as we try to densify the population in the city and more people are living in condos and appartments
with no private outdoor space.
Absolutely no benefit!
None whatsoever.
I believe More people would utilize the parks
No benefitd

No benefit
None
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There is no benefits at all , it is safety concern and the Children should not exposed to seeing liquo
use in the parks.
None
None
Only troubles will be increase.
Don’t agree
You can enjoy your meal with a fine glass of wine, beer or your preference
Not everyone has the benefit of a yard or large balcony where they can host picnics with friends and
family. Meanwhile my experience in many other countries suggests that most people Consume
alcohol in moderation at such sites
Nothing
No benefits

To be able to enjoy a beer, or glass of wine while having a picnic
- freedom of choice; to make the outing more fun; become more relaxed
I think it allows parents to relax and have a drink or two without feeling like they are doing something
taboo. As long as it’s done responsibly I don’t see why it shouldn’t be allowed
Do not see any benefit.

Not having to worry about having a drink at a picnic.
There are none.
I believe liquor should stay out of parks entirely.
None
Not so much benefit.
No benefits.
its already being done, why waste police resources on such a harmless activity.
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I think that there is alcohol being consumed discretely already. I personally don’t drink anymore, but
always thought it would be nice to have a cold beer or two while in the park enjoying the day.
None
Purely social satisfaction
No benefit at all except damages
Having traveled to Europe and experiencing how liquor is consumed in public without disorderly
behaviour, I do not see why we can't have the same thing here.
Not even one
None
None
People already consume liquor in parks, they just hide it or they get tickets
A very social and casual atmosphere
More families attending. As a father, I like to have a beer while hanging out with my family.
Currently, I'm limited to finding generous friends with a back yard.
Leagalize something that is already being done I parks anyway. Offer more affordable venue choice
for hosting events such as family gatherings
I think it could promote a healthier view of alcohol consumption where the focus isn't on binging, or
that you have to be in a restaurant or bar, that you can enjoy a glass of wine or a beer while having
a picnic.
I would not feel safe taking my kids to the park when knowing drunken ones are there
None
None we don’t have to drink everywhere
People do it anyways
No benefits at all
No potential benefits that one can have that is already available at bars in the city.
Makes people more responsible when doing so and more accountable
Transparency, more socialization, fun
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There is no benefits
The parks will be used way more frequently and people won’t have to worry about hiding their liquor
Nothing
Nice to have a beer or glass of wine. Don't need the government to be my mommy.
It would be nice to have a drink with a meal.
No benefits.
None
As bad as it sounds, you may get more people outside to enjoy the parks.
Liquor is part of our society. Eating and drinking is part of socializing. What is the difference between
eating and drinking at a restaurant and a park? Teaching the society to be responsible is more
beneficial than prohibiting it.
No benefits except extra burden on local resources. Must not be allowed in parks and picnic spots.
There is no potential benefits to allow liquors at public site beacuse it may cause concerns of safety.
Revenue to city and makes city seem more inviting like Paris for example.
No benefit at all.
No benefit
None
Public consumption is allowed in many other jurisdictions around the world with no detrimental
effects. It would demonstrate to the rest of the country that Calgary is a forward thinking community
which doesn't impose overprotective restrictions on adults
none
none
More park use in the summertime. Ability to play lawn games in public areas while casually drinking
downtown.
We will be more like Europe
More use of parks
it adds to a social gathering with friends
None
No benefits
Increased use of park facilities.
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The increased use of our park spaces, the sense of community, the decoupling of Albertans from the
overconsumption found in pubs and bars. This is also a future business opportunity to open up
concession stands for food and alcohol, much like Europe.
None!

None
No benefits
Nothing liquor is just a bad idea there are chilled all around so it is a risk of harm to other people
None. People will quietly continue enjoying a discreet beer or wine as they’ve always done and
nothing will change.
No benefits
No
Of course no benefits for almost all the reasons stated in question #2.
Openness not hiding it
Nothing beneficial about it.
No potential benefits. Big problems
None
None so ever

I feel like people try to sneak it anyways, might as well make it legal and regulate the use.
More concern about family and kids
None really! It is a drug and can be a danger to all around them.
There is no benefits
No benefits at all I think is inappropriate around kids
None
More people would likey utilize the space. Families would probably consider more reunions and
events/celebrations. I like to believe that in good faith, people would be appreciative and honest.
More relaxing
There are no benefits! Some people don't know how to behave anymore, show respect or follow
rules. Who on earth is going to check if people are sitting at a table or wandering around the park
with liquor in hand?? People go to parks for peace and quiet.
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More freedom for calgarians to enjoy a beer and BBQ!
I see the City will become more social similar to Europe. Increased use of parks and social areas,
which Calgary needs. The novelty of drinking in public will wear off quickly, if people are concerned
about an increase.
None. Adds more risk to others in public and driving.
No benefits
No benefits seen
No benefit.
More public use of the parks.
I don’t think it’s beneficial at all.
No illegal drinking.
None

No benefits at all
None
Tax revenue

Increased population happiness
Nothing
This nothing that is beneficial of having liquor in park this is a place where children always around
and we need to protect them from any harms could happen or witness by intoxicated people. Please
no need to allow something like that
I dont see any benefits of consuming liquor at park picnic sites
there is no benefits allowed liquor in the park.
Moderate consumption of liquor won’t even be noticeable to other park patrons - it’s in line with
going to other public spaces like a restaurant
None
More fun for people, more utilization of sites
No benefits.
Allowing calgarians have a wide array of options of enjoying outdoor parks
NONE
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More use of the parks. Inexpensive social options.
Get people out in nature! A glass of wine on a picnic with my hubby would be lovely. It's normal in
Europe. Canada is way behind the world in so many things
None
Nothing
There are no benefits to consuming liquor at park picnic sites. No to unlicensed establishments. The
police are stretched to the limit. They don't need another reason to be called to a disturbance.
None
Nothing
Cracking a cold one with the boys
None it's bad idea
No benefits at all!
Have fun, unwind
None.
None
There would be greater use of the picnic areas and parks.
To know we are in society that honours personal freedom and responsibility, instead of being
infantilized.
Studies suggest that the cultural focus on WHEN (age prohibition) you can drink, rather than how
(with a meal, in company, etc) contributes to alcohol abuse. I THINK THIS MOVES THE FOCUS
CLOSER TO HOW...like European cultures...
More social interaction amongst calgarians.
No benefits
No benefits.
None.
None.
None
None

None. People already have right to partake in licensed establishments, beer gardens and their
homes. While there is some minor benefit from alcohol, on the whole its effects are detrimental to
society.
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It is nice to have a beer with friends and family at home in the backyard, so doing the same thing at
a park with beautiful nature is 100 times niver. All in moderation and respecting other ppl space of
course.
An grat option for hanging out with friends and having a drink without breaking the bank.
None - how is the city going to control this? What about disorderly behaviour?
Nothing just will creat mess and safety concerns.
None
There are no benefits to this ...
Non
No
None
No benefits. We still can have beer outside in campgrounds on normal days.
The majority are responsible drinkers.
None
I see no benefits
None

No benefits.
countries all over Europe allow drinking in public (not just at picnic sites) to no ones detriment.
Drinking is a social activity for most people and allowing calgarians to do it openly may encourage a
more positive dialogue about casual drinking.
None
No benefits.
There’s nothing wrong with enjoying legal products in public. There are plenty of laws on the books
to prevent abuse.
None
No benefit...this is very irresponsible...so we do not allow smoking and we allow drinking.
No benefits
people should be allowed to have fun! Drinking respectfully in a park shouldn’t be illegal
None
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More incentive to use these public spaces. People are consuming alcohol illegally at these sites
already anyway.
No benefits at all. The city must put more resources to enforce bylaw.
It’s a great space for everyone to gather and enjoy and afternoon together where everyone can bring
their kids and pets. It provides an inexpensive place to gather as a group.
NADA!

I think people who want to drink at a park are already doing so, this move would cut back on any
meaningless enforcement, wasted time and resources, assuming a job exists to try and stop ppl
from doing so.
None
Recreational reasons.
More people will come out
No benefits
No one
There are zero benefits to this ridiculous proposal by Counsellor Cara. I am seriously disappointed
in this waste of tax dollars to even pursue this “idea”.
Personally I would love to enjoy a glass of wine during my picnics!
More people going outside for lunches.
None
Can’t think of any benefits
No benefits
People being able to drunk a glass of wine legally in the park.
Ability to enjoy a beer while BBQing.
No benefits. City is encouraging drinking and driving with this!
None
I see no benefit. We should be able to have fun without drinking
None
To celebrate certain personal accomplishments as well as holidays and fun events

None
None.
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More livable city
The ability to enjoy a beer in a park as a responsible adult.
None
None.
Harmful
NONE.
None
None, all negative
It's happening anyways
Bring more people out for picnics - like other countries in the world - after work wine, cheese and
bread!
Able to enjoy the picnic area in a different social way. Bringing people to the park for longer periods
of time.
Allows Calgary to act like a grown up city. This initiative is WAY overdue.
There are no benefits from it at all

Everyone having fun and not worrying about the law
None. There will only be trouble if liquor is allowed.
No benefit, it should not be allowed
None
None
People already do it so i don’t see a positive change. Just turns a family place into a bar which your
supposed to wait until you are 18 to enter.
None.
No benefits at all.its a terrible deal
Non

I would find it the best place to have dinner and have a date. Just a glass of wine in nature.
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there is no potential benefits for consuming liquor at park picnic sites
No benefit to consume in park
No benefits... increased risk to family specially children.
Enjoy the outdoors as you would while camping or while using your own backyard.
Higher park use
None
Noneni
You get to have a drink while picnicking. (Note: not a drinker myself)
Sometimes it Is just part of an outing. People can have a beer without being disorderly.
No benefit for the majority, this is selfish from the few that want to drink in parks, we all know what
to expect from alcohol!!!
None
No Benefits
I’m not sure there are any. But given people sneak alcohol in anyway, I suppose it may as well be
allowed.
None
People already consume liquor secret, if allowed monitoring consumption would be easier and liquor
wouldn't be hidden. Also encourage more time spent in our parks, creating sense of community,
raising livability & adding to our attempt to grow YYC culture
None

None
None
None.
Consuming a beer or glass of wine would be refreshing and relaxing with a park. I believe
normalizing moderate drinking can be constructive to our society.
People are more likely to enjoy the outdoors!
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Allowing people to responsibly consume alcohol (and having the opportunity to observe others doing
so) encourages that behaviour. People are going to have a drink with their lunch in a park if they
want to anyway, we should allow responsible people to.
Relaxing laws on public drinking reflects more European attitudes around drinking, stricter laws
insight rebellion where as relaxed laws invite responsible attitudes around public drinking.
Fun times
If you allow adults to act like adults, they will.behave like adults
More relaxed atmosphere. You don’t see drunksnon every corner in France or Japan.
Only benefits liquor stores
We hear so much about things that cause cancer that many people conclude everything causes
cancer. In reality the IARC arm of WHO has determined 100 substances that do cause cancer.
Alcohol at the top of that list:
None
None
All of my social get-togethers usually involve alcohol, this would mean actually using picnic sites
None
Human right
we’ve all been doing it forever anyways. Drinks with a picnic is a lovely way to spend our summer
days. Promoting healthy relationships with alcohol includes normalizing it in our society, look at
statistics of alcoholism in European countries.
Increased use of parks
Cold beer on a hot day is tough to beat
With all the job loses it helps individuals to save money and promote enjoying the beautiful parks.
There is no potential benefit, I see it disturbing the peace and calmness of the parks.
None.
None
Allow for more events to be held in parks.

No benefits
No benefits at all
Adults can also enjoy alcoholic beverages. Irresponsible adults who want to drink in parks already
do it anyway. I feel like this will allow the responsible adults to also enjoy some alcohol legally and
responsibly.
Those are the main reason which selected above # 2 questions.
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Increase use of public spaces & a sense of community. If things are less restrictive then people will
become more relaxed about drinking culture. I went to Berlin last year & drinking in outdoor spaces
was a tame activity due to the type of environment.
None
I don't see why it's necessary.
No benefits. City may see more drunk drivers on road. That will make our road unsafe.
No benefits
None. Just more troubles and drama to deal with.
No benefit at all, more risk involved.
Gives people more options for places to meet up.
Enjoyment by adults
More people using the existing sites
No benefits of liquor in parks. It's only result in drinking and driving. Misbehaviour at public sites With
elderly a
No benefits
No Benefits, only abuse and misconduct will increase.
No benefits at all
None
None
No benefits at all.
No benefit at all

More people will get outside, socialize in the beautiful city of calgary.
Let’s be honest, it’s already happening.
None
No benefits per-say, it's just an unfortunate part of our culture. Its one of those things that happens
regardless but with laws in place and areas where it is permitted, I feel it would cut down on the
illegal drinking and making it easier to regulate.
the safety aspect of alcohol there’s a lot of accident from drinking and driving and having kids
around to see people drinking alcohol in public is not proper alcohol should remain in doors not out
doors. Safety comes first
None
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Nothing
None
No benefit
No benefits
None whatsoever
None
None at all
Nothing
No benefits are an outcome in allowing alchoholic drinks in public areas where children under 18 are
exposed
None,there is no guarantee that drinker will remain calm and sane.
People walking to drinking locations in their neighbourhood, activating parks and making them more
welcoming.
It’s normal

I see no benefits of consuming liquor in public parks. This is a communal space and is used to
educate and raise children. Children need to be raised in a safe environment. It is our responsibility
that they are safe both mentally and physically
No benefits
No
More regulated use, increased use of park sites and outdoor activities
If people want to have a drink while enjoying nature there is no problem with that. It’ll increase the
moral of those who, after a long and arduous day at work, just want to enjoy a picnic out with
friends/family and a cold beer.
None. You can always drink in private spaces
none
More people actually using parks
None
None
It would encourage a more diverse group of calgarians to use the parks
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I believe the potential benefits are that instead of people having to hide their alchohol they would
drink more responsibly. Ie. Not as much binge drinking. Children seeing adults drinking socially in
public would provide a message of how to properly act
Increase sense of community. I went to Berlin last summer & saw people in several public areas
drink, not getting out of hand due to the type of environment. Restrictions are not conducive to
better behavior. It's ridiculous not to do this.
It might encourage people to celebrate outside in our beautiful city.
No benefits

None
Don’t see any benefit in shared public space
No benfits
Adults old enough to drink should be allowed to do so responsibly
I do not see any benefit in being able to consume liquor at park or a picnic site.
No benefits - it would destroy the family friendly environment at parks
Liquor should not be in the park
It's a normal and legal activity to be enjoyed outdoors. Apartment dwellers don't have the same
opportunities as homeowners with backyards , decks and patios.
I cant see any benefits except that the regular drinkers will b happy.
None
Showing the rest of the world we are adults that know how to consume liquor responsibly. It would
be nice to enjoy a beer while having a picnic.
No benefits
Fewer people hiding consumption. Increased responsibility
No benefit
Less enforcement required. People do it anyways.
No benefits what so ever
None
Hiring more police force
I do not see any benefits in allowing alcohol in public places no matter how much you regulate it. I
will not take my kids to any park where alcohol is consumed. I may even leave Calgary as Calgary is
moving away from being a safe and family friendly town
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None. Such sights would moralize liquor consumption to kids, and would lead to increase of unruly
behaviours at parks.
Gathering places for friends.
There’s no benefits at all.
It allows for more choices when selecting beverages for a family party, for example- if it took place at
a home, alcohol would likely be offered, but many homes don't have the outdoor space to
accommodate more people or enjoy an area like the parks.
I believe people abuse and get disorderly with alcohol, it also causes damage to the body. So I don't
think there's any benefit. Weed on the other hand calms and mellows people out.
None
Increased socialism in the community, better times among friends.
None
I see no benefit to the public.
None
None
None.
No benefit
No benefits.
Benefit out of liquor, is it possible?
No benefits. Just add enjoyment to life.
Less hidden liquor
More park use and a reduction in surreptitious drinking
None
it's a right to drink.
More use of parks In the short time/season we have
more freedom. more european. why does everything need to be over regulated
I feel a majority of the population already enjoys beverages in parks, floating the river, watching /
playing sports, this population is pretty respectful, and proud of our city & if I saw drinking and
driving.. I would stop them.. others would too.
None - I am surprised if anyone can find benefits to this
No benefits at all only problems would result from that
Would encourage use of public parks, would allow people without backyards or private outdoor
spaces to have barbecues and picnics with beer and other drinks
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No
Experience, ability to know your neighbours, ability to use city parks to their fullest, options for
healthy outdoor activities for drinking age adults
Better enjoyment of parks and outdoor facilities in Calgary
Makes people more sociable and will get more people to go outside and enjoy our parks
It will affect people. People wont be happy. I don't think its safety. There can be any misbehavior can
be happen from people whi are drunk.
I see no benefits. After individuals are done drinking, most of them will be drunk, while the rest have
high alcohol concentration in there blood. Most of these people while try driving home, thus leading
to more drunk driving incidents.
No benefits at all
None
None. May keep people out of parks who do not want to witness drunken, drugged behavior, fights,
swearing especially with your children around.
Nothing
It would be lovely to enjoy a glass of wine with a picnic and friends.
Nothing whatsoever
None
Not one.
None
None

None

There are no benefits.
Do not see any benefits in having liquor at public parks
It contributes to the feeling of comraderie at friend at family gatherings at parks, and it would allow
the enjoyment of the outdoors to feel similar to camping, without having to set up camp.
None
There is no benefit whatsoever in it. Allowing it will cause too many emergencies and disorders. It is
not safe
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Nothing
Encourages people to use them for social wvents
None at all
None.
More fun
None. Drinking does not have any benefits parks or no parks.
Benefits????!!!!! Maybe just a cause for more justified surveillance in the so called free time in the
nature
if By openly allowing it we can better monitor and control the situation and just by evidenced with
marijuana legalization allow it and then you’re better able to monitor as it isn’t always being hidden
because it already happens let’s be real haha
NONE
Only liquor industry wibenefit.
More people enjoying the outdoors.
No benefits at all
Cannabis is able to be smoked in public, it’s only fair. People would also enjoy other outdoor
locations rather than only bar patios
Nothing
It’s happening anyway - let’s regulate it reasonably. It will remove the stigma. It’s less cool for
teenagers to binge drink in a park if their parents or teachers are doing it legally too.
Monteral Picinc parks are popular and well recieved. People general enjoy being outside in the park
with food and wine.
Nothing
No potential benefits its a stupidity
None whatsoever!
It would just be really, really nice.
No benefits at all if someone wanna some benefits please don’t come to public parks
No benefits.
Increased liquor sales with it being allowed at more social functions. More people making use of
outdoor space.
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None
absolutely no benefits at all
None.
It's more fun to have a few drinks and chat in the park. Gives one more reason to extend their visit
None..only see problems arising
Adding to outside recreation and eating.
Benifits! Not at all, is home/bar not enough to go high?
People are consuming anyway this just makes it less hidden
Nothing
None
More open culture to acceptance of some liquor consumption. More people will come to the parka
None
Able to get together with larger groups and enjoy beer
None
I don’t see any positive benefits
None
I don't know if there will be benefits other than it will be very nice to have a glass of wine or a beer
with my picnic.
The more lenient the laws, the less problems.Use Europe as an example. And who doesn’t want to
enjoy a glass of wine in the park?! Sounds like a great way to spend a beautiful afternoon.
Hotdogs and beer are a natural part of a normal life
Use of parks by all age group.
Much like cannabis legalization, it will codify in law what has already been seen as social progress. It
both allows police to work on more pressing issues, and prevents those same authorities from
arbitrarily enforcing normative behaviour.
No benefit only hazards
none

No benefits at all!!
How lovely to be able to share meaningful and safe interactions with friends outdoors that include a
few alcoholic beverages. A nice day outside on occasion deserves a drink to accompany.
People at parks instead of back yards. So just more use in eneral
no benefit
Nothing
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Policies should focus on the problems rather than social engineering. Worried about children find
ways to model responsible use. Worried about litter and damage police that. I can have Liquor in a
bar or at home and go to the park whats the difference
No benefits for the comunity except may be for liquor stores
No benefits
None.
Decrease in safety
None
A increased level of relaxation. My family is able to enjoy a drink with dinner without being out of
control.
I don’t see any benefits off alcohol
None
More enjoyable outing
No benefits
Non
Enjoyment of liquor with family and friends.
No benefits
Relax and unwind with a couple of beer
No benefits
No benefits
There are no benefits to consume liquor at park. In fact, city will be ready to see side effects and
women's safety will be at danger.

More social gatherings, more people in our parks, more local spending, because it’s 2019!!!
No benift only problems
So much mess , drunk mis behaviour , security risk to all.
Reducing stereotypes also increasing our culture
Public enjoyment. Less governing
None
No potential benefits
None. Why can’t people gather socially without drinking?
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It’s civilized. Current ban is antiquated and nonsensical. Can enjoy public spaces with a local beer
would be amazing and great to gather with friends and family to enjoy same. Also, we will no longer
waste public funds enforcing a ludicrous law.
People may temporarily feel more relaxed, but the visibility of alcohol for alcoholics may be hard for
them, and make it easier to relapse.
None
None. There will more intoxicated people being loud, obnoxious and driving on our roads.
None. We can enjoy the park without it.
More encouraged outdoor time
Canada has been lagging behind most developed countries in allowing moderate alcohol
consumption in public spaces, which infantilizes responsible adults.
No benefits
Sense of community, being able to enjoy a nice cold beverage with friends in a beautiful place

No benefit
Freedom of choice, I don't see a problem with it whatsoever, we are all adults
Nothing other than problems
None
I don’t see any benefit instead it has the potential of creating issues.

There is only a financial benefit by increasing it consumption. But in the other side there will be a
destruction of values.
None
Everyone does already I didn't even know this was illegal.
i dont see any benefit. It should be a safe place for children to play which will get effected if liquor is
allowed
None. No benefit except to drinkers.
There is no benefit.
No benefits
Increased use of picnic sites by adults.
It shouldn’t be allow in picnic site coz children will people drinking
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People can consume responsibly in a family atmosphere

Nothing
It's progressive. It's what liberals want.
Freedom, social acceptance, event options

It’s nice to have a beer with barbecue
Family reunions and other outdoor get togethers are a nice place to have a beer or a glass of wine.
Many people have no outdoor space at home to host such events. This would be amazing.
I don't see any benefits.
Relaxation, fun and socialization increase :)
People USING our parks. Less time on restaurants patios.
None, really
None
No alcohol should be allowed
None
NONE, 0 .
None
It would make parks useful, most people do want to drink with a bbq, and since parks don’t allow it
we just drink in our yards. There’s a responsible way to drink and we need to make these things
legal to encourage safety, alcohol shouldn’t b a taboo.
No benefits
None
None.
Less waste around the rivers if proper disposal area provided.
Freedom.
None
No benefits. Only disadvantages.
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Use of picnic tables in parks is primarily for some sort of celebration, if people would like to enjoy a
beverage it should be their choice
ther is none
None I wonder why our city wants to encourage increased drug use. Could Carra not focus on
something more useful than numbing of our senses.
I believe this would promote more people to go outside vs staying indoors in bars. This will hopefully
lead to more physical activity.
No alcohol
More fun. But the downsides are way bigger. So I see no benefit overall.
To enjoy a drink
None, businesses, such as pubs or bars that cater to that will have less customers, and there’s
always the potential for attacks, like stabbings or sexual predators. In licensed establishments, they
equate and are prepared for this.
Perhaps more people would picnic
Higher utilization of parks. But liquor consumption should be in moderation. Level of sobriety could
be an issue. If possible a 0.5 blood alcohol level could’ be set as the maximum allowable. Standard
already established & enforcement already trainrd.
to enjoy a drink
Nothing wrong with having a beer or wine with your picnic. For many cultures, that’s the norm.

None
To develope a picnic culture and and to have our parks become a social part of the city
Offers convenience to those who wish to do so
As we all know we have short summer in Calgary. That would be great if there is a place to enjoy
gerthering event with friends and family with alcohol and enjoy the sun in the park.
None.
None
It will get more people out socializing with neighbors, playing with their kids, having BBQs, etc.
Getting people out of the house and away from their TVs is very beneficial to society.
Social opportunities, affordability for the community.
there is no benefit at allllllllllllllll.
There is no benefit at all.
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None
It would be nice to have the option to bring alcohol for example to a birthday party organized at a
picnic table. More outdoor celebrations could be had.
No benefits what so ever
With proper education it shouldn't be a concern at all. Other countries have been doing it.
None
Totally against
It would be nice to be treated like adults for a change.
No benefits. In my opinion consuming liquor on picnic sites is harmful in all aspects such as it's not
safe to drive while drinking, exposure to kids and also not safe for park environment.
Dangerous
None. Parks are for playing, enjoying with kids and family not for boozing.
Social and recreational enrichment. Whats the difference between drinking at a dennys or drinking at
a picnic table?
None
None, liquor is a socially accepted drug and intoxication in public is unacceptable keep it in the bars
and in private homes
increased revenue, more places to enjoy, don't need to hide in cars for drinking so people will
consume alcohol in longer time will not get drunk and act stupid.
None
Canadian values
There is a normalization of liquor and decrease of underage and binge drinking.
None.
None
None
No benefits at all
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I think it would promote responsible consumption through enabling picnicing and drinking in a place
that is not a bar/night club where alcohol use can get a bit too much
None
More people going to the park
Avoidance of bylaw infractions for responsible drinking. Increased use of public parks.
No benefits

No benefit at all.

No specific benefit... just a freedom that one should be able to enjoy.

More usage of parks and relaxation of environment. Great social life in Europe and Asia occur in
parks with wine and cheese, beer and picnic.
It will be nice to be able to relax in the summer at the parks with a cold drink as long as people use
their drinking safety rules it’s really no different then people at campgrounds etc
Nothing
None
Freedom and respect for our beautiful spaces, along with increased social events occurring
Increased use of outdoor space, moderate drinking is social, relaxing and enjoyable
People do it anyway, and it would bring us in line with most other countries in the world who
implement this with no issues.

Nothing
I think allowing liquor at picnic sites would create opportunities for interesting and fun events like
beer gardens, outdoor wine and beer tastings, etc. I think this would be beneficial to Calgary's
growing craft beer industry as well as attract tourism.
It's good to have a glass of wine with dinner
I don't see any benefits.
There is no benifit.
I believe liquor can be responsibly consumed
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We need to improve our culture’s relationship with alcohol. People will be able to consume
responsibly and in moderation If taboo is lifted.
Public events and community could gather
No benefits whatsoever
Don’t see any kind of benefits
None
None
None
None, if you want to have a drink outside, do it at home
My husband and I like to have a bottle of wine with a picnic lunch on a beautiful afternoon.
Non
We are all adults and should act appropriately
None at all - drinkers have lots of places to indulge now.
Nice to have a wine or beer with dinner
More enjoyable picnics in the European style
Drinking in public laws are archaic. I see no downside to this
No longer need to hide it
More use of public parks
Refere to benefits this questionnaire lists on question no.2:::)))). Oh, sorry Calgary! You are
considering collecting MONEY out of such benefits::::(((((?????
There r no benefits, it should stay in bars and in homes of those people who drink it period. I am
against it totaly any ways it is bad for a person any ways and there is no point bringing garbage out
in public.
canada in general is overly restrictive regarding alcohol in public. Europe and Japan have far more
civilized attitudes towards this. Plus people do it anyway!
None
None
None.
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intelligent people knows limit of drinking

I don't see any benefit, only liquor stores will be benefited.
I think that people do it anyways and that there is no real problem . It’s like before marijuana was
legal, people still smoked it and now it’s legal there’s no change it’s just more regulated
Enjoyable family and friends gatherings.

There is none!! Just asking for trouble

Allowing us to have a beer with our burger.

None quite frankly
No benefits
No benefits at all. Ridiculous!
Freedom
I see none
Responsible people doing what is intended by this law.
None really. Drinking alcohol is a choice.
There are none
None.
No benifits
That we do not pretend not to bring it in anyways.
There are none as it could lead to other issues
Allow families to enjoy their times together in a park setting instead of their back yard.
People will not hide alcohol in other bottles. And drink safe and responsible.
Only negative effect
No benefits
No benefits
No
No benefits
None
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None
None
I don't believe they are any benefits.
Casual picnic with family and friends
Calgarians have gone without this so I don’t see any benefits. The marijuana issue was enough.

None
People may be more likely to book sites
A happier populace who appreciate the city's natural facilities. The move might also help bring
tourism
None
none; you don't need alcohol to have a good time. the risks far outway any possible benefits.
None
Romantic picnic lunch sharing a bottle of wine
Coming from Denmark I miss having a glass of wine or a beer in the summertimes. It’s just a part of
having a picnic.
None-citizens have already proven there inability to being respectful or to use garbage cans.
No benefits
none
There are no potential benefits to consume liquor at park picnic sites.
There are no benefits! It's a stupid idea!!
None. Have a picnic in your back yard if you must drink.How about we promote family time out and
about without the need to have alcohol?
No benefits,will need enforcement of rules, that will cost more money
None
It’s already happening, if it were legal it could be regulated and monitored to make sure everyone
has a safe and fun time
No benefits!
Pleaent time in park
None.
None
No benefit at all
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NO BENEFIT WHAT SO EVER. just the opposite, especially when it comes to alcohol and
outdoors, hot sun more beer not enough food, more intoxication no policing. It just is opening a
pandora box.
It offers flexibility for the picnic group, whether to consume or not. Allows for an added social
aspect/comfort, to consume an alcoholic beverage respectfully and responsibly.
No benefits at all.
Absolutely none!
Great for adults to drink (responsible) a cold beverage o a hot day.
Make alcohol consumption less taboo and therefore promote safer drinking habits, especially for
younger adults (binge drinking in college and people not knowing their own limits is a huge problem).
None
Nice to have a glass of wine on the park with friends
I see no benefits, people can consume at home, or support many patios and small businesses in the
city.
None.
People will be able to consume legally instead of doing it pretending they’re drinking something else
Children will be around people who drink and become drunk is not safe.
None. Alcohol is controlled for a reason, as it causes some to become unruly and a problem for the
public in which the police are required to deal with. Police are already very busy and do not need to
deal with a new issue.
Using the money from the cans that are recycled to fix parks

None
None
None
Prevents people from hiding their substance use. Good for people that don't have decks or balconies
and would like to drink outside in the summer. Would reduce the amount of tickets given out for
drinking in pubic.
More use of the parks due to people being able to have an alcoholic beverage with their picnic
None
A beer on a july saturday in the park with friends. Need I say more?
Liquor should not be allowed at family parks and picnic parks
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Nothing
Increased usage and site bookings
We can join the rest of the world in being able to enjoy a glass of wine during dinner in a park.
I dont think Calgary should let people drink booze in picnic areas period there will always be children
around and also a bad influence on the kids aswell they could get away with drinking and driving
none!
None
A glass of wine or beer with a picnic lunch is lovely.
Do not see an benefits.
NONE.
Nothing
Social get togethers and BBQ’s are enjoyable with a glass of wine or beer
Can’t think of one
None.
None
It will make the city's parks more desirable to attend.
No benefit
None
So that people don't have to do it sneakily
Decriminalizing harmless activity and allowing for a nice cultural engagement.
Allowing responsible adults to consume what they want rather than feeling they have to hide. Sense
of pride at being a progressive city.
Nothing
Joining the rest of the world in what is normal almost everywhere else.
encourages people to go outside and enjoy the park
Non
No benefits
Hiding it makes no sense, time to show responsible behaviour and to demonstrate that drinking does
not equate being drunk.
I think it stops the sneakiness and let’s responsible people consume responsibility. A ticket for one
beer is silly. As stated above, there are already rules in place to police those who don’t consume
responsibly. My issue is it’s too limiting.
None
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Positive communal experiences. More European or Japanese vibe
No benefits
None
More relaxed attitude towards alcohol. I don't have to feel like a criminal for drinking a beer. Rules
more in line with the rest of the world.
Non.
Nothing
More evening use of tables/fire pits
Allows for different types of events to happen in parks, that would typically include consumption of
alcohol. Birthdays, weddings, etc.
I see no benefit.
I don't see any benefit to allow liquor in parks
I think that the risks outweigh any benefits.
Citizens are responsible enough to not abuse this. In Europe this is common.
None.
Because the rest of the world allows it...

Don't need to go out of the city to have a beer by the river. Also, if it's not taboo people are more
likely to properly dispose of the cans/bottles. Not having to feel like a child sneaking booze in
inconspicuous containers or sneaky pouring into Slurpee
More people will get outdoors and socialize.
We are adults. It works in Europe, it can work in parochial Calgary.
Potential for less litter from those that will inevitably drink at the park regardless of the rules or laws.

People will be more responsible drinking if they are not hiding it.
Responsible consumption of alcohol is allowed in most other places in soceity. Being able to be
outside, have a nice locally made craft beer and enjoy the company of your friends and family is
good for everyone!
There are no benefits only negative impacts
None. Hood pipes also need to be banned as the pollution is unacceptable
No benefit what so ever.
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People would spend more time outside.
More vibrant community because now you’d have members enjoying parks not just bars and patios.
none. I just don't think people should consume alcohol in provincial parks as no one is there to say
how much they can consume and that could cause a lot of problems if they drink and get drunk.
Absolutely none
No benefits
More park use by a wider variety of people. Could make parks more appealing to younger crowd,
leading to wanting to help improve parks.
Freedom without naysayers forcing their restrictive beliefs on others.
There is no gd benefits it shouldnt be allowed.
People are already doing it!
Park and picnic sites will be utilized more by a larger demographic or people.
To enjoy some wine with food while hanging with friends. There's a huge park culture in Montreal
and I believe part of that is you're able to consume alcohol in parks, not abuse it.
More people outside enjoying the city!
None
Social drinking brings people together
none
None
One more variety of beverage to choose from.
There is No positive benefit at all. Parks are for fun and healthy activities so please don't make them
Pubs
A cold beer with family or friends on a nice day outside would be amazing
No benefits at all
None wgatsoever
None. It only encourage more uncouth behaviour. And bad influence on the children with families
attending respectful entertainment. D
It raised our gross domestic product through thevincreased numbers of injuries, accidents, security
and policing. Judges and lawyers also cost a lot ome money so the more misery this causes, the
better our economy looks.
Better able to monitor disorderly conduct and increase in bylaw officers being hired
Not any outstanding benefits besides happy people
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None
There will be more fights and injuries
None at all. The risks far out weigh the idea of allowing this.
Having a bottle of wine while a picnic or a beer or two don’t hurt while floating on the river
No
Be able to enjoy more of the city.
I dont see any benefits as it will bring negative effect on families, park walkers , seniors and children.
Brings more users out of their private homes for summer social activities.
None .... just more drunks in public places
I don't see any benefits

None.
I don’t see any benefits
Treat us like adults. People can gamble (online) in a park; they can cheat on their spouse (online, or
in person) in a park; they can lie in a park; no new moral or social hazard being introduced by giving
people an opportunity to enjoy alcohol legally.
None
It's relaxing and enjoyable to have a drink in an outdoor space, and it shouldn't be viewed as a
negative (so long as it's consumed responsibly).
None
A glass of wine or beer with a picnic would be lovely.
No benefit
None
no benefits

none. I just don't think people should consume alcohol in provincial parks. I don't agree because all
those that do consume alcohol more likely than not will not be told how much they can drink out
where lots of children and others are.
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I don't see any potential benefits.
people won’t need to hide it anymore so it will be more relaxed and comfortable for everyone

Relaxation, freedom
Nothing
Trusting people to drink responsibly.
So I don’t have to hide when I do it anymore lol. Realistically, having a portion of a park where liquor
is allowed is a better idea because those who do not want to be exposed to it can go somewhere
away from all that.
Alcohol may have benefits but the disadvantages far outweigh the advantages
Increased use of public park spaces
I feel that people would use public spaces more and enjoy the amenities that Calgary offers. People
would be more inclined to spend time outside.
Spend more time outdoors in public rather than just in personal backyard

No benefit. Totally loss
Enjoyment of wine or beer with picnic meals. To be law abiding when drinking occurs occasionally
anyway.

A more social, relaxed environment
I don't see any potential benifit
Increased park attendance, more transparency, it offers the opportunity to set specific boundaries
and guidelines
Not a single benefit
Law enforcement has more time to focus on other crime, people are free to do what they want rather
than being restricted
Nothing
People should be able to chill and have a few beers without getting in trouble
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Being able to enjoy a drink with my family without being reprimanded. I believe if alcohol
consumption is more appealing to youth when it is made out to be something deviant rather than a
cultural norm consumed in moderation.
Nothing benefits being able to consume liquor at park
No benefit at all. It can only bring devastation
I think many people like to drink a beer or two when having a fire or cooking. I think this may bring
more people out to enjoy the space as they may have chosen to not go due to not being able to
drink in public.
I just don't see a point in not letting people drink alcohol in public areas. People drink wherever they
want in europe and from my visit, I have seen nothing different but increased socialization (which we
could use in such a depressing, solitary city).
People are drinking anyways, it's good to make it legal so it can be monitored properly.
it seems juvenile otherwise. why shouldn't those of the age of majority be able to enjoy a meal with
the beverage of their choice?
Gives community members an area to socialize outside if they live in a condo and don’t have a
backyard
People are more likely to use picnic sites if they are allowed to consume liquor. It allows more
residents to enjoy our public spaces.
No benefits
People will actually like living in Calgary, not just working.
Safety
There is no potential benefits, this is outergous and I truly disagree with this!
None
None really
Nothing
It may encourage more people to visit our public parks.
Having fun would be a benefit, but people can still have fun without liquor at park picnic sites.
Community building.
No benefits
Friends and family can gather together and enjoy a leisure drink while enjoying the day in an outdoor
environment instead of being confined to a bar or their homes.
There is no good in this.
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There are many, many settings in which to enjoy a drink; I don't think our natural areas should be
one of them
Freedom, Fun, Relaxation, Ability to Unwind in Nature.
None--go to a pub or your backyard
Not really, a lot of alcohol addicted people night show up.
Affordable social gatherings for lower income individuals perhaps, more nature intake...
No benefits. Calgarians way too much as it is.
People do it already. More people would use the green space. It would be like Europe.
There are no benefits. Alcohol should be consumed and left in proper areas which include clubs and
homes that allow it. Otherwise many Calgarians have many issues including religious ones which is
not fair to those individuals.
Non
No benefits at all .
Dont allow liquor at park
Decriminalize what happens anyway
When consumed responsibly it’s nice to be able to sit outside and have a beer.
Added freedom of choice as an adult. Europeans are used to this attitude towards alcohol.
No benefits at all only harm
None.
No benefits at all.
No benefit, it dominates innocence of park
Fighting
Encourage moderate drinking, celebrations are more likely to be held in public
No benefits except for taxis and a lot of accidents.
Drinking alcohol chagnge attitude of human.
No
It's nice to be able to have a beer while relaxing in the sun
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Consumption of liquor in parks is all ready quite common so designating certain areas will allow for
better clean up and recycling and containing those who want to drink versuses those who don't.
Freedom to chose where and when adults want to consume alcohol
No benefits
No benefits at all
It would be nice to have romantic picnic with option for wine, or bbq with friends and family with
some beverages.
None
No benefits at all
consumption of alcohol in parks occurs today - it wouldn’t need to be hidden if it was legal..
Studies have linked moderate alcohol consumption to improved well being due to the associated
social interaction. Social interactions are the single biggest buffer against mental and physical
health. Personal well being has a major impact on community.
The main thing about parks is taking a rest so couple cans of beer would help enjoy the day
There is no benefit at all. This is a horrible idea.
No benefit at all.. its harmful for everyone
People already consume alcohol in parks. Like marijuana it is so common that needs to be legalized.
No benefits what so ever
Comentogether as a community more usage of parks
None
regulation of an activity that many already engage in
None

I do not see any benefits. Because harms are greater as mentioned in number 2.

None
None
none
I don’t see any benifit. If someone wants to drink alcohol, is better to do that in his house.
No public benefit
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Not any
I cannot see any benefits. Alcohol consumption is known for its vast array of deleterious effects
socially, emotionally, financially, etc. Why would one promote a greater use of it?
None, No benefits all loss
Make it legal for those already doing it anyways.
None

Normalizing it will take away the stigma of public consumption. Many other large cities around the
world allow it withvery little negative impacts
Non
No benefits, it will harm the eviro
None
People do it already, they just hide it. So it will be nice to not have to be sneaky about it. I think more
people would use the picnic sites for more occasions.
No benefits
Enjoy a glass of wine or beer in the summer- group picnic more space in a park than back yard
Beats sitting in a pub when i can enjoy our parks.
One is able to enjoy a bottle/glass of beer/wine with a meal.

Instead of patio beers park beers
More empties disposed of for homeless people to make some money. More likely to get together
with friends at a park if we can bring our own beverages.
In cities I’ve lived in that allow liquor, people make use of parks for bbqs and other family/friend
gatherings. Not everyone has a back yard but obviously still want to enjoy being outside. We should
encourage this, esp given the increasing density
No benefit to consuming liquor in public spaces at all.
Open honest behaviour of a legal activity. Legally adults can consume, abolition/shaming
encourages dishonest behaviour what does that expose children too.
None
None
socializing with family and friends and everyone does it beside the bylaw
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Community engagement, more people out of their houses enjoying the parks, maybe they'll be ok
with increases in taxes to pay for the upkeep and make parks better overall.
There are no benefits. This is a terrible idea. Parks are public spaces that should remain familyfriendly. Please prevent our parks from becoming unsafe and exclusive.
No benefit
None
No benefits

Responsible consumption instead of hidden. Normalizing existing park usage, better following of
rules around consumption
Having a few beers with your friends is a time honored tradition. Being able to do that I'm public
spaces will encourage people to enjoy our public spaces more. I've personally experienced this in
Europe and Australia and it was great!
freedom
None
It would encourage adults to spend more time outdoors doing couple or group activities.
I don't see benefits from it apart to the person who is drinking and enjoying his/her time. And i think
that the harm outweighs the benefits.
I do not see any benefit at all because parks are for children. And adults have bars for a reason to
consume liquor.
None
Common sense public policy. If you decide to have a drink at a picnic site, you are not a bad person.
The law should reflect how people actually feel.
Nothing
None at all. Nothing like going to a park full of drunks and then they don’t care about the garbage left
behind! The uninployed and homeless will take up spaces to drink there all day, everyday. Seen it
before.
None
People already do it respectfully and if they get caught get ridiculous tickets though they’ve caused
no trouble.
No benefits at all
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It will give people another option to go out and enjoy the great parks we have in Calgary. Get
outdoors in nature and get outdoors and active. People can have a bbq and a beer and than kick
around a soccer ball or something.
People do it already, so this allows people to not to have to try and hide it anymore.
Nothing
Freedom of being able to enjoy alcohol outside of the confines of restaurants and bars
Increased quality of living
All adults are treated as adults - lovely drinks to go with lovely meals - It’s not judgmental
A relaxed environment with physical activity encouragement
Adults can be treated as adults.
More options for entertainment and leisure in this city will only lead to better growth and developing
a lasting culture of a world class city. Also any incentive to be able to enjoy the city's great green
spaces can only be a good thing.
it's nice to have a drink.
None
I don’t see any benefits.
None
None. Alcohol is bad for health

Beer and coolers are usually at picnics, legal or not. No real point in making it against the law
None
I enjoy wine with my brisket
No benefits expected
None.

Enhances the meal in an outdoor setting
No benefits.
None
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No more hiding it and if you’re over 18, you should be able to enjoy a beer or glass of wine outside
in the a beautiful park.
Being able to enjoy a cold one on a hot dayIt’s a legal substance that should be allowed to be enjoyed. Possible draw for visitors as well
I might actually go to a park more than once per year if it's allowed
Responsible people & families may be more inclined to use our parks if they are able to bring
alcoholic beverages for adults, while the children get to explore & get full use out of the park.
Gives a chance for more people to come out and enjoy the outdoors.
Having a glass of wine or a can of beer with a meal on a sunny day would be nice
No

No liquor
No liquor
There is no benefits we will expose our children to the dangerous and feeling not comfortable to set
next to drunk people and they always vomite everywhere
Freedom, freedom from inane laws
Drinking beer outside is a transcendent experience. It's so important that the Germans have a word
for it. Not being tethered to your private property or an overpriced bar patio would be a good thing.

Liquor should not be allowed in any case anywhere..
None
No benefits
none
None
No benefits
people utilizing the parks more.
People can enjoy a drink or two while socializing as this is something many do and I believe the
parks would get used more.
Developments of a more relaxed and easy going culture. The majority of European cities allow
drinking in public, and it brings a lot of positivity to the atmosphere.
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Nothing.
Keeping up with the times. Less taboo. Normalizing alcohol with youth.
Less people trying to hide it.
None. It’s disappointing that our city is even entertaining this idea.
No benefits. More harm than good
Having better regulations that are like other parts of the world instead of being stupid restricted and
censored. It’s ridiculous how much the North American government tries to monitor and control. I
miss Italy where I can drink ANYWHERE and no issues
It's nice to have a beer after lunch
None
Creates a sense of community. Gets people outside. Reduces potential workload for police officers.
People will be more likely to enjoy the beautiful outdoor scenery instead of being confined indoors.
Especially if a person doesn't live in a dwelling with a large outdoor space
once the initial revelry passes, i see this becoming a great social benefit where good natured adults
(including tourists) can enjoy outings with friends and family in a beautiful and casual, low-cost
(picnic) environment. reminds me of europe, cultured.
It is happening anyways, might as well be allowed. Stop making criminals out of normal people.
Enjoy a afternoon out with family and friends
No benefits whatsoever. Should not be allowed
no benefit.
None, there are many other places i can consume alcohol i don't need to in the park
I don’t see difference between consuming at park or at restaurant. It’s the same risks.
No benefits what soever. Park should be for family time
None
Instead of people hiding alcohol, either drinking quickly to avoid being seen, or drinking before
arriving, this seems like the better option. It's allowed around the world in many places without issue
More family reunions would be booked in city parks
None.
More people will frequent the picnic sites, parks will be busier, local business will be busier around
parks, more money from booking picnic sites can be put into communities
Nothing
None
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Our family and friends would go to parks more often to spend more time outdoors, get more exercise
and use our beautiful parks and green spaces
More reason for adults to go outside and enjoy the cities parks with their friends and family.
None
Nothing at all.drinking can b done else where,there r lots of places where liquor is served &
supervised. Sane people will REFRAIN from going into parks.Just giving it a medical canabis doesnt
make it safe.Long term costs on health canada will see rise.
More people will choose to have outdoor events which will encourages fitness activities, even if it is
only walking
Hapiness - Been done in europe for millenia
No benefits at all
I’m a big believer that the individuals that will abuse the change in by-laws are likely already abusing
the rule. Montreal has a rule that liquor must be consumed with food. While living there I never felt
the bylaw was abused.
None
Cheaper rather than go to a bar. Outdoor experience environment for your body
A bit of freedom.
Freedom isn't so bad. It's not like people don't drink in parks now, they just hide it.
None
There are no benefits at all
None
I see no benefits
I don’t see any benefits, honestly
I think people do it anyway.
Allows us to better enjoy our outdoor spaces in the city.
Increased use of parks by broader swath of citizenry.
Treating us like adults.
People do it anyways. It would be nice to have a drink as you have a bbq.
For my enjoyment.
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Getting people outside, greater use of our beautiful parks, support local business (ie breweries)
No benefit

In Canada we have a really negative view of liquor. Personally, I think this is a small step to casual
drinking in moderation becoming a cultural norm, and largely replacing binge drinking.
People will have fun and not have to hide their consumption. This in turn can be better recognized
by police.
Very damaging
Can’t see any benefits. It’s immature idea to allow liquor in park.
It is likely that people are sneaking in alcohol anyways. This way it is less likely that people will try
and sneak it into the park. This will allow people to have somewhere to consume it safely
Zero benefits.

Normal, responsible consumption of alcohol by adults is not a crime and in fact is part of our culture.
We would actually use park sites for gathering if we can bring a bottle of wine. Currently, we don't
use public spaces for gathering because of this
I don’t see any benefits to having liquor around children.
Increase in park space being used. Less “sneaky” drinks
no benefits
More people will use the sites. People won’t feel they must hide the alcohol that is already being
consumes and police won’t have to ticket people
None
Don't see any benefit. People would feel they can do whatever they like and may have bad behavior
and exposed by children
None, because no benefits come from alcohol
I dont see any benefits.
No benefit
Increase in public enjoyment in using parks. Allowing regulated consumption in certain locations
may help reduce liquor consumption in other areas of the city where it is not permitted.
Increased usage of picnic parks that can span multiple different events. It’s a personal choice to
drink and it’s not the end of the world. Europeans do it all the time and it has not changed the
integrity of their parks
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I think it will encourage people to use the public spaces and give them an opportunity to consume
alcohol that they already would elsewhere.
None
No benefits
None. I see more safety concerns for kids.
Alot of people already drink at the parks they just do it quietly and inconspicuous allowing it would
just take away the inconspicuous but people woukdnt have to worry about getting in trouble for it
parents, families and friends can just enjoy it.
I believe it would just make the entire picnic experience more enjoyable and it would entice the older
generations to get out and enjoy the parks more.
I cannot see much benefit
None.
If people want to drink, go to a restaurant or bar! That’s what patios are for!
Nothing

Zero
Promotion of responsible consumption.
More people having social gatherings & using our parks during summer months.
Having lived in Germany for several years we loved the Biergartens which were fun and family
friendly.
Relaxation
Destigmatization of general alcohol consumption, increase of park use during the spring/summer,
Having a couple drinks is enjoyable at a friendly picnic gathering

None
No benefits
Huge after effects costs in coming years on Alberta health dept eventually tax payes pay for few
people having fun in parks. can they not DRINK on supervised sites& locations by paying out of their
own pockets? why all pay for drinkers vices ?
Freedom
Increased site use
Increased revenues
None
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Perhaps families will hold more gatherings outside. Spending more time outside benefits everyone!
Its mice yo use the outdoor spaces amd be able to have a beer or glass of wine

More social and friendly environment
None
It is already in use - everybody potentially drink and this will legalize what people do, giving respect
to the citizens
None
More enjoyment of park spaces
There are no benefits beyond allowing responsible adults a choice in what beverage they consume.
More use of park picnic spaces
Reduce stigma attached to consuming alcohol. We still have very rigid views on alcohol
consumption.
City cops can spend more time where they are actually needed. Not giving out open liquor tickets to
people who are not causing any real problems.
Get people out of bars and actually using City parks.
More willingness to use picnic facilities
I wouldn’t do it all the time but there are times when it would be nice to enjoy a glass of wine or other
beverage outdoors
More use of picnic sites
It doesn’t make any sense to use liquor at picnic sites. If someone wants to drink they can do it at
home. Drinking in front of young kids, teens I don’t think so it’s a good idea that means we are
encouraging our youth to start drinking before time
None
Increase of site bookings
None
None. Enforcement of this bylaw would be difficult and cause public nuisance
None. it will harmful effect on others
More enjoyment of the park

More familys using the Parks
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None
No benefit
I am against this permission
Most likely, none. As it is an intoxocant and even causes the user harm.
Encourage responsible alcohol use.
I see no logical reason that people would be allowed to drink at restaurants with children present
and not at picnic sites at public parks. Many people enjoy a glass of wine or a beer with dinner, and
this would facilitate this.
More public use. People out walking and enjoying nature. More sun exposure and added happiness
with it.
I think people already consume liquor at park picnic sites. This would allow it to be regulated and
homefully keep glass bottles and other hazards away from these sites
Nothing
Becoming a more modern city
More bookings for park space, more people using park space, more people outside enjoying
Calgary.
NONE
People already drink at picnic sites. You might as well regulate it so people stop feeling like they
have to hide it.
Enjoy being sine where other than your back yard for get together with friends and family
I think it would encourage more people to book sites for events. I think it would allow people to be
outside for their events rather than stuck in a community centre.
People can enjoy a cold wobbly pop on a hot summer day.
Nice for celebrations which are often outdoors in the summer.
None
No benefits
None
Having liquor consumption allowed normalizes the behavior. A family having a bbq and beers
sounds like a lovely afternoon. Pubic drunkenness still is illegal so I don’t have concerns that this
would escalate wildly.
Gets people outside
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Keeps options open
none
I feel like if you are being responsible and non belligerent there should not be an issue.
bringing it out into the open. people drink anyway, usually hiding it in to-go mugs or paper bags.
Allow people to be responsible adults
Enjoy the short summer to the fullest
None
There are none people will consume if they need to consume it hasn't spotted me yet
There are none. The only reason I can see you’d even consider this is to increase city revenues.
No benefits at all
None
Relaxed stigma around liquor, restricking access seems to cause a abuse of it when consumed in
parks. If allowed like europe there is no over top consumption as it is perfectly normal.
More people using park picnic sites.
None

No benefits
NONE
None
None
Odd question...there are no benefits to consuming alcohol however if you wish to do so, do it at
home or in licensed places.
There are no benefits for me personally. While some people drink responsibly, others become less
inhibited (e.g., they become noisy, offensive, careless, etc.)
Na
More celebrations, more options for family get together where drinking is part of the event.
I think it will encourage citizens to be outside more and take advantage of our beautiful city parks. I
also feel it will increase transit use.
Having a casual drink with a picnic would encourage me to use park space rather than going to a
restaurant
Relaxing with family and friends
None
Increased usage, safe spot for friendly gatherings
Broken glass, but that could occur with many drinks not just alcohol
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Better use of police
No benefits at all
No potential good from allowing liqour in public parks.
Increase use of park areas that are rarely used. A spot to get together with friends and enjoy the
outdoors if you live in a condo
Non whatsoever
Freedom of choice
None at all
None. Parks r for families. If u want to drink, go in your own back yard
Incentive more people’s le to use the picnic sites
Wine and cheese
Enjoyment.
None
More usage by groups
If you’re going for a nice picnic or BBQ it would be nice to have a drink.
Absolutely not one benefit!
It allows for a variety of different social gatherings to be hosted at a park and could save a lot of
money not going to a restauraunt. It will encourage people to use the picnic sites more.
Calgary will finally move slightly closer to the 21st century. The outdated practices here are a major
slight to Calgarys reputation. People should be allowed to have the free choice to socialise and drink
without the prospect of breaking the law
Growth of buisness such as beer gardens like in Germany
None
I think we may see increased park use and more socialization in some of our beautiful spaces
-increased community, socializing, freedom
I don’t see any potential benefits.
Parks in Paris are full over people relaxing with a baguette and bottle of wine. If it’s out there then
people aren’t hiding and they are more inclined to act responsibility.
I have a kids and if I saw a drank man or woman in the park I'll be afraid of my kids from this drank
person as I did not except what he will do. So I'll have to leave the park immediately.
Nothing
None
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I’ve seen this in other countries - many more people engage with parks in positive ways if they feel
they have options to use parks in different ways. I also feel that many people would enjoy an
oportunity to spend more time outdoors.

people should be able to do what they want as long as it doesn't impact other people in a negative
way.
No benefit
don't see any
Could encourage more families and groups to book picnic sites - moderate use is enjoyable for
many.
Increased good memories with friends, friends can check with each other to ask if they are ok to
drive, less liquor quickly consumed as you can enjoy your afternoon slowly
Gives people the flexibility to do what they want.
No benefits
Increase in people using public parks for picnics, etc. More foot traffic, good to get folks outdoors.
More connections with people.
Enjoy life
None
More people having picnics
The city will see much more use of its parks during the summer, and this will decrease
neighbourhood complaints from backyard BBQs
None. It should not be consumed in public places where others could be at risk.
There is a larger social aspect to being able to consume alcohol. In the summer, people want to
enjoy a beer or two while outdoors. Responsible adults will consume a low amount, while everyone
else abusing the policy would likely have done so anyways.
It is a basic principle of a free society. Alberta’s liquor control and consumption laws are more
closely aligned with authorititarian regimes than a western democracy.
People will have the opportunity to take advantage of the parks to go with family and friends, grill
and have some drinks. This create more entertaining and affordable options for families and group
of friends in the city, increasing then the life quality
It might encourage more use of picnic sites in our city and I think the more normative drinking is
made, the less concern there is about excess or underage drinking. It becomes a normal but not
excessive part of life.
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I have travelled to and lived in many cities around the world. In those cities, people are able to
picnic, play with their children and, yes, drink some beer and wine. They treat parks as extensions
of their homes. It improves their quality of life.
I don't necessarily see any benefits, I see it more as a perk. I've been to many cities that allow
alcohol consumption in parks and it's great.
People won’t have to be sneaky about it anymore
I don’t see it as a benefit other than enjoying nature and enjoying a beverage on a summer day all
while being respectful
None
Lessening the liquor rules makes it less taboo which actually decreases problems. Think of Europe
with drinking ages of 14-16. Right now people drink anyways but conceal so why not free up our
bylaw officers to worry about important issues.
Adults should be able to make choices on how they consume liquor as long as they do it within the
law. People will do it anyway, putting liquor in coffee cups etc. let’s be more open about it.
None
Fun
No benefit. This would result in a degradation of our society
It will draw more people to the areas and promote local businesses in and around the parks
A lot of people already consume alcohol in parks and hide it. I think if it’s being used responsibly we
should be allowed to enjoy a drink socially and not worry of a ticket.
No benefits
None
Socially engaging.
for social gathering
People will stop hiding it.
Getting more poeple outside and using the facilities
No penalties or having a drink.
More people using parks
There are more cons than pros.... benefits being convenience, cons as per question 2 above
No benefit. This is a detriment

No benefits
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I don't see any benefits
More economical than being forced into dark bars with scary people
None actually.
Social benefits; who wouldnt like a nice sangria on a summer picnic
Nothing
I think it would encourage more people to use the parks if they can drink casually
No
I think it may increase the park’s use
While I would like to enjoy a glass of wine in a park I think that the downside from the abuse of this
policy is to great. Most of our parks and green spaces are family friendly - please keep it that way.
Allowing alcohol won't improve the parks.
Would be nice to have a family and friends bbq and be able to have a beer with your meal, or go for
a romantic picnic and be able to have a glass of wine
Please don’t allow to consume liquor on parks & picnic sites
I don't see any benefits to allowing liquor in Calgary Parks.
No benefits.
None. It’s a detriment to our society and doesn’t impart good values to future generations
There are absolutely no benefits
None
None.
None. It was s reason why it was banned. Sad that this topic is up.
Legalising what is already happening.
Only Negatives - there are no benefits. We will create a real problem for families, community and
peace officers who will have additional burden of abuse, drink & drive etc.

Nothing
Treats citizens as adults
More people utilizing the park picnic areas
If we're having a get-together with our canoe club or orienteering club, it would be nice to have a
beer outside.
Tourism and a more cosmopolitan city
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People are going to do it anyways. May as well make it regulated and safe.
People drink in parks. It's a reality. Allowing it to be done legally means they don't have to sneak
around to do it and fear the authorities.

I don’t see any benefits
Noting
If people want to have a drink at a picnic site most will find a way. This should not be a crime.
Enjoy a nice picnic with a glass of wine as people do all over Europe.
people will no longer have to pretend they dont have a beer with them at the park
I see no benefits, only disruption of people who do not drink and safety of young children when
things get rowdy or out of control. Parks are enjoyment of all, leave the liquor at home or at the bar.
People are doing it anyways so if we legalize then our bylaw officers and police can focus on real
problems.
We do a lot of family picnics in bowness park. My mom likes a glass of wine with lunch and my dad
likes to have a couple of beers. They are in their 80s and I hate having to see them hide their drinks
as if they're a couple of under aged kids.
This should not be allowed
I do not see any potential benefits of consumption of liquor at park picnic sites.

Dnt allow even.its not safe even.crime rates ll increase
None
It would be good for people to have the freedom to enjoy a beer /wine with a picnic if desired and
have the responsibilty that comes with it
More people using parks instead of just staying in their yard.
NONE
No benefit
None
The simple freedom of being able to do something that doesn't bother anybody else.
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having a beer or wine with a meal in the summer would be nice
More use of parks as destinations rather than stops
i don't see any benefits to consuming any liquor at any park picnic site
I moved to Calgary a year ago and I am shocked at the excessive encouragement given to alcohol
consumption in this city. Bad image for Clg. Wish you were more modern.
More social gatherings, nice to bring a picnic to a park and be able to enjoy some beer/wine (like in
other major European cities)
More attractive to tourists and teaches responsible consumption
None
No benefits at all
None
People aren’t tempted to break the law by sneaking a glass of wine or beer while enjoying the
outdoors
More usage
People may gather more frequently in public outdoor spaces.
No benefits
Truly I think more people will use out public parks and picnic sites if this is allowed
People who drink alcohol there regardless won’t be breaking any laws.
I had never seen a benefit of consuming alcohal.
I see no benefit. There are many orher places to drink. Paeks are for playing in.
People should be free to enjoy the outdoor spaces in Calgary freely and that includes enjoying an
alcoholic beverage responsibly. As mentioned, Europeans do it and it is a positive part of their
culture and one that I admire.
None
More people may book the sites for their events
Get real...there are NO benefits. What a stupid question.
None
There are few things I like more than sharing a cool beer with friends in the park. Even more
enjoyment of our beautiful parks is a great thing!
Liquor shouldnt be allowed at public space, where kids can be around.
There is absolutely no benefit to drinking at park picnic sites.
Don’t see any benefit.
I feel for some people it would add to their enjoyment of their day or event.
There are no potential benefits that I see allowing alcohol at Park picnic sites.
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It would be nice to have a glass of wine or a beer with a meal but for the occasional picnic it is not
that important.
No benefits
An increase of use but the negative outcomes would far out weigh any potential benifits.
None
None
No benefits
None, if a person can't go for a few hours outdoors without alcohol....stay home.
It can be considered by some to be fun but I believe the risks outweigh the benefits.
Nothing
None

No benefits and its dangerous for kids safety

A little enjoyment for everybody. Not every one has children and even parents may want to have a
beer or wine and just relax.

No benefit
No benifit at all
None
Enjoying a cold one at a picnic is nice, but not realistic
Increased enjoyment, modelling more European attitudes towards alcohol (vs binge drinking
culture), it's happening anyway.
More usage of the parks, particularly for celebration of smaller events, birthdays, etc.
no potential benefits
I don’t see benefits. Like I said - there will still be some people drinking at park picnics as it is

I believe more people would use the parks, spending more time outdoors
Absolutely nothing. It can only cause danger.
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Increase liquor sales.
None
Loosening the connotation of drinking and getting wasted. Introducing he idea of alcohol
consumption for the taste of the beverage and less so for the effect of the alcohol. Legalizing all he
people who drink in public already but have to hide it.
I have parties at my home instead of at parks for this exact reason.
People showing responsible behavior while drinking.
Enjoy it more
Increasing vibrancy in our parks. Some assume there will be a lot of alcohol abuse if this goes
through, but I think the majority of people will be responsible and I think this is a great idea!
Drunks will damage the environment and the crimes would be increased.
People already drink in the parks, so this is just legalizing an already occurring behavior. If people
drink responsibly, there should be o problem.
Parks are used for social gatherings and as a responsible adult in some instances it would be nice to
have an alcoholic beverage.
Being able to socialize in an outdoor setting and bringing back human interaction
Higher volume of park use for events
I do not see any potential benefits, opposite I am seeing just negative consequences
Not a sufficient benefit to a majority of park users to override the potential for loud raucous parties
disturbing the enjoyment of other park users and people who live near parks and green spaces.
Puke cleanup = more city park workers
None
In a responsible society you should be able to have a glass of wine or beer with your picnic. The
restrictions on alcohol consurmption assumes we are all not able to control ourselves which is
ridiculous.
People who already do it won’t get tickets.
None there is no benefits, smoking is not allowed nor should liquor be.
No benefits
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No benefits
It will reduce binge drinking and make for an atmosphere where people can be more relaxed and
enjoy life like in Europe. It will make for a more modern lifestyle and a long overdue revamping of old
laws that demonized drinking liquor.
no benefit at all except unsafe environment in park and not pleasant to go in park with Small kids.
Given proper recepticals, increase use of parks for events. Could also allow for income for the City if
they are renting out specific liquor-permitted sites
People are sneaking it in anyways. This would make it similar to Europe where it becauses a social
activity and not a chance to get wasted in public
Just having the option of a drink when pic nicing is nice. I think people do it while camping and over
all doesnt cause an issue. There will be people that are idiots but those people will drink in public
whether it is allowed or not.
none
Those corrupt & dysfunctional city councilors can put more bacon into their pockets and have more
reason to get drunk
This creates a opportunity to enjoy a drink with your picnic in public spaces but regulates over
consumption
There are none.
I believe that the majority of individuals who would like to consume alcohol in parks would do so
responsibly and in moderation. Less regulation around public consumption of alcohol has proved to
be a positive in other areas of the world.
That Calgarians are treated like responsible human beings.
None
It is nice to enjoy a nice cold beverage on a hot day on a patio at a bar. The concept is similar and
would be a cheaper solution to getting outdoors to enjoy the weather.
none
None. Rather naive to think that people would only consume with food and only at those designated.
People will always push the limits.
Decriminialize behaviour that's already happening.
No benefits
None
It will probably increase enjoyment for the alcahol consumers.
No benefits at all
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Like everywhere in Europe you are allowed to drink in parks. Adults should be responsible by
themselves!
its nice to have a drink with your meal at the park
Relaxed environment; more European.
It would be enjoyable to have a glass of eine with a picnic.
People are doing it anyways. Let them enjoy a drink
Being able to replicate a backyard bbq but if you live in an apartment you have to go to a public
picnic area so it would be nice. We do take a bottle of wine or some beers to picnic sites currently so
it would be nice to not feel that this is illegal.
No benefit.
no benefits at all
I see no benefits of this other than the satisfaction of people who want to consume liquor, but this
isn't a reason to allow it as it has more negative consequences and this can cause conflict for many
people.
increased use of parks and green spaces by all age groups. increased attendance at events like
Shakespeare on the Bow
When we have a BBQ at home, we consume liquor, why not the same rules apply when we are on a
picnic.
Increase enjoyment of city spaces. Also a tourism attraction
There are no benefits to the consumption of liquor at all. Liquor is a major problem in Calgary,
causing damage to families and society. People will consume alcohol and drive home. The city
should not facilitate this type of behaviour.
I would have more social gatherings in the park and this be able to enjoy the city of Calgary parks
more during nicer weather.
Pleasure - it’s really nice to have a beer at a picnic.

No benefits
A modern society where adults are allowed to enjoy a glass of wine wherever, just like any other
legal activities. It would make picnics and stargazing more romantic.
I think it’s important that people be able to enjoy our parks, and sometimes that includes an alcohol
beverage with a bbq or gathering. This may increase usage of the picnic sites, which would be great.
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Encouraging responsible drinking. Restricting alcohol in parks sets a precedent for young
individuals to hide alcohol and engage in drinking illegally or irresponsibly. People just reaching the
drinking age should be learning good habits early.
Being more sociable, especially during summertime. Allows the opportunity to "get out more".
None except tourism .. Good business opportunity.. "Tibble & Toke while you Tour" bus tours ..
Great for tourists
It allows people to enjoy beverages they enjoy outside, often in the same social settings whether
liquor is typically consumed. It also would legalize activity that routinely occurs in parks now anyway.
A glass of wine or beer at a picnic is a nice addition.
It’s normal in most countries to be able to have a picnic with friends or family and have the ability to
enjoy a glass of wine or beer within reason. I would I like to see the same in Canada.
It will bring more families out, and feel less restrictive.
It will allow adults to enjoy a drink responsibly. No reason someone should not be allowed to
responsibly consume alcohol in public if they want to.
More use of parks, decrease in number of tickets and burden on the court system
No benefits at all more crime in the city.
Enjoying a picnic or special occasion with family and friends.
None
None except a beer or so in birthday parties where we book city parks
No benefits at all, but we would like to hear people’s illogical logic about it which will be very funny
for sure.
None
Increased use of parks. Legalization of existing behaviour. Reduced stigma.
The freedom to have a beer with the family at a picnic. Makes me actually want to use the picnic
sites.
People will be able to do other physical activities in parks while being able to enjoy a few drinjs
None
I believe more people will enjoy the parks.
No benifits
increase in people going out to the parks with family and friends, more enjoyable time. The majority
of people are responsible about drinking and driving and bring liquor anyways, if its legal i think there
would be less conflict within those people.
I think it happens anyways, allowing it mean people will start consuming more responsibly. I think
Europe is a great example of this, people can drink openly and I rarely see any negative side effects
of this.
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Consuming local craft beer/cider/spirits promotes Calgary and what we make here. It also allows
Calgarians to gather and celebrate without being bothered by enforcement for something that is
commonplace in Europe.
More responsible liquor consumption in parks. Currently, people often still drink liquor in picnic
areas, but feel the need to hide their liquor.
None
Having more freedom like in other countries
It should only be allow if the park is privately rented, the entire park. Thus revenue for the city.
Drinking a beer or two is a great social experience.
Prohibition doesn’t work. Alcohol isn’t illegal anyways so just let us have a few drinks in a park. No
big deal. The ones who are going to abuse it, probably already are. So just enforce the law.
As above there are the few that ruin the privilege for the rest and increase our tax dollar by having to
police it more.
Being able to enjoy a beer or wine in a park like a civilized human being

Most Calgarians drink responsibly and would only benefit from this. More people would get outside
and enjoy our parks if we could have a cold beer on a hot day with our family
Well we already have a few casual beers in various city parks quite responsibly, so it would be nice
for such a common activity to be legal. Especially since weed is legal now.
I don’t see benefit there. It will cause more issue in the parks.
NONE
none
There is nothing wrong with responsible consumption of alcohol in public. Canada is light years
behind Europe in this regard.
More places to interact with friends that aren’t a club or bar setting.
Alcohol can bring people together.
I like the idea of being able to have wine at a picnic or bbq but the odds of this being abused are too
high.
None
Host more gatherings in public spaces, utilize parks as they should be. People end up hiding and
drinking anyways, so let people feel responsible and not like criminals.
It becomes controlled. Right now if people want to drink in public they still do they just hide it
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none
No benefits whatsoever
None.
please already do it, they'll just stop hiding it.
Less sneaking around. Easier for police to spot people being irresponsible.
I'm sure people are already consumming liquor in parks, so this will just make it legal. It would be a
really nice addition if you can control the vagrants & drunks.
Increased usage of parks. Beer gardens and revenue from same. Decreased fines to homelessness.
More community engagement into parks. Recycling revenue from liquor if bins are available.
Decreased nervousness of drinking in parks which happens anyways.
People might be more likely to go to parks with friends.

No benefits
Simple freedom. There are already laws for public intoxication, driving etc.

Increased enjoyment of parks. Allows adults to make choices.
I really don't see any benefits...
Drinking is allowed in parks in Montreal as long as there's also food and this makes for a really great
picnic culture. There's always families and friends out eating and drinking together and it makes the
city so vibrant.
Enjoyable social time with friends and family.
Potentially makes for a more enjoyable experience, and also might bring some people to experience
the parks who wouldn't otherwise attend.
There is no issue with responsible consumption of liquor in parks. See San Fran or Montreal. People
who may cause issues likely just drink illegally in parks anyway
Non
It treats adults like adults. Too many rules these days. I like more freedom
Getting people outdoors off their phones socializing with other humans.
None
I think adults should be allowed to enjoy an alcoholic beverage in the park. It would encourage use
of the city's facilities, the city would be more vibrant as a result.
There are no benefits allowing liquor at park.
I don't see any benefit.
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less restrictive
Nothing
None
I think it would increase the number of people getting out and taking advantage of the spaces. Food
and drink bring communities together.
NIL
Gives people more choice. I’ve seen liquor consumption in parks in Europe with no problems at all
without any fees.
All the benefits
This allows families, and renters without outdoor space to be able to enjoy a beverage outside with
friends, allowing people to add an additional level of enjoyment to Calgary's great outdoor spaces.
None
No benefits
Not at all. Consuming liquor will never bring any benefits in any situation in any places.
we dont need liquire in our city parks
None
None
None.
Freedom to enjoy a picnic.
There is no benefit to see people are drunk in public placeas drunk people do not what they are
doing
Promotes more family / group functions during the summer
none
People are doing it anyway. This would just make it acceptable.
I see no benefits whatsoever. There is no need to allow this activity in public spaces.
NONE
Many adults consume liquor, and they do so responsibly on a regular basis. I don’t understand the
hubbub around doing so outside. In Europe, and pretty much the rest of the world, there is a thriving
culture of community mixing n mingling in public space.
No benefits, just more problems
Better option than Cannabis in parks, liquor does not affect/spread via air.
No benefits
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Be able to enjoy the outdoors and also enjoy a drink.
Increased utility of parks. It would be nice to have the options to enjoy park spaces and a few
refreshing beverages at the same time.
None
The consumption of alcohol is legal by anyone over 18. I consider where I do that to be my right, as
long as I am responsible and considerate. Those who are not responsible or considerate will
consume alcohol regardless of the regulations.
For a number of people, they would respect such a bylaw allowing them to use this substance
responsibly in a public space.
Enjoying a great time, increase taxi/uber business which leads to more tax revenue for city
there will be more people going to park and party. parks will be full in summer.
It's really just a matter of enjoyment. Many people enjoy having some alcohol and this would allow
people to have a drink outside of a pub and their home.
no benefit.
None
Attract people to outdoor sites instead of bars. Remove taboo of having a beer with BBQ.

People are already having drinks but are hiding it.
I don't believe there will be any benefits - I think it will cause more harm to citizens around the city
Citizens could go about their lives without the state trying to tell them what to do. People would be
able to enjoy their parks in the manner that the rest of the world does. DO NOT paint the law
abiders with the same brush of abusers!!!
No major benifit as the public will still continue to consume liquor at park picnic sites if they fell the
need to do so.
No benefits.
It promotes socializing
No benefits
It would make a picnic experience with friends more enjoyable. I'd be more inclined to book a picnic
site if liquor was allowed (I've never booked a site before).
You go to Vegas, other places in the States or anywhere in Europe for that matter and liquor
consumption in ALL public places is allowed. There are no problems with it there, so why not have it
here?
The sites may be utilized more often by more people.
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Non that I can note.
Not sure if their are benefits besides not breaking the law. People will do it anyway.
I am sure people still do it with or without a law.
None
none
none
People will within the law when consuming liquor at picnic sites.
none
Having said the above, I believe the majority of Calgarians would appreciate the opportunity to
indulge in moderate drinking in a natural environment in an urban setting.
A benefit would be we could have more bbqs in parks. On a hot day having a nice adult beverage is
part of the fun. Right now I wouldn’t use picnic sites for meals because you cannot have a drink.
None.
If you can't come to a park without booze you have a problem, this is ridiculous.
It might encourage Calgarians to have more outdoor barbeques with friends. Typically, people want
to be able to have a beer with those
Picnic and a alcoholic beverage go hand it hand. We need to be more open and accepting about it
with our kids. Compared to other countries in the world it needs to have that "No big deal" attitude.
None at all
Enjoyment. Positive outweighs the negative
None. It could only bring harm to the community.
None
More people using the parks making them safer. Less money spent on enforcing public drinking.
Less vulnerable people being put in financial distress with open liquor tickets.
There are no benefits. There are already ample opportunities for people to consume liquor.
Liquor in moderation, i.e. one drink should be allowed. Some people enjoy a glass of wine rather
than soft drinks.
Treating people like adults and allowing them to make responsible decisions improves their ability to
make responsible decisions in other situations. Regulating people with unnecessary rules creates
people who rely on rules instead of their own values.
None.
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More use of picnic sites and parks generally.
I think people already do this, and the people who don't probably wouldn't start. This would cut down
on police needing to patrol the areas.
It is good for children to see responsible liquor use by the adults in their world. We have more than
enough laws that would allow the police to arrest people drinking and behaving badly in public.
There's no benefit at all
Promotes community, decrease in law enforcement responsibility, less incentive for people to drink
before hand.
A cold beer is a nice way to enjoy an a afternoon picnic. Responsible drinking should not be an
issue here any more than at other public places.
Less drinking prior to driving/going to the park, increase in park and City facility usage
Park being used more leading to better community spaces.
Greater sense of community

I think for most reasonable people, a picnic in the park with a glass of wine is a lovely idea. I just
don't think those people have a quiet glass of wine are those that are booking party picnic sites.
There is no benefits, any one would like to have fun with liquor must do it in private place and no
need to show public
Same benefits as being able to drink on a patio
I see no benefits. There are plenty of other places to consume alcohol.
Ease the administrative process.
None!
There are no benefits. As long as you have to be 18+ to drink, than the rules should apply to areas
where 18+ and over are aloud to be exposed.
Nothing
I don't believe an increase in disorderly behaviour would occur. Those who would abuse the liquor
are already drinking in the park currently. This would give the rest of us an opportunity to enjoy it
legally.
None - We dont need to have more public places to consume liquor and encourage intoxication.
Picnic sites are already at capacity most of the time. This will not bring added revenue but added
expense in clean up and management of the sites.
Would make picnics more enjoyable as well as attending the various events held in parks. It is a
more grown-up attitude in line with European countries.
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None. Keep the liquor consumption privately.
No benefits
None.
It is already occurring and by legalizing it it will reduce the burden on front-line services.

None
People are able to let loose while socializing with friends.
Better times with friends and family. What is a campfire without a beer?
Increased engagement with parks.
It is nice if you plan a walk/hike/picnic and would like to stop and enjoy a beverage and food.
In my opinion, there are no potential benefits to consume liquor in the picnic sites, onlt the
disadvantages/
I think the vast majority of people who will be consuming liquor at park picnic sites will be doing so in
reasonable amounts--a beer with dinner. It would encourage Calgarians to utilize these spaces more
often, instead of staying home.
An increase in park and picnic area usage, people should be enjoying our parks instead of hiding in
bars.

People can have it more
none
I feel this is something people sneak to do anyways, so allowing it will ensure that it is properly
monitored. As well, I think more people would use public spaces for get togethers if they were able
to consumer liquor, leading to an increase in park use!
People won't have to hide their liquor anymore
Having a couple of drinks is not a terrible thing. It prevents people from hiding it or drinking way to
fast because they have to sneak it. People drink outside all over the world, it promotes use of
outdoor spaces and togetherness
None
bring us inline with many countries around the world where prohibition of this sort doesn’t exist, and
society still functions well (see: France, Germany, etc)
More people will get to enjoy public spaces. A lot of people drink in such areas already.
No benefits at all
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None
After living in cities where public liquor is legal, I feel the people who would get belligerent were
already public drinking regardless of law, and it allows the rest to enjoy a beer or wine with friends at
a picnic. Book + beer + blanket = happiness
People using the community spaces
Increased use of parks, tourism
Those who want to drink and be dis are going to do so regardless. Beenfits is allowing people to feel
comfortable having a glass of wine with their picnic or beer at the BBQ - encourages community
and\spending time in our beautiful parks and green spaces
Freedom. Enjoy a picnic with a glass of wine or beer. Europe does this and it’s fantasic.
None
Non
adults can get together over a few beers and enjoy city parks at the same time, especially those
(many) who don't have the luxury of a large backyard in which to enjoy the outdoors with alcoholic
refreshments
More social events and usage of the parks with friends and families, ability to enjoy the warm
weather and reduce having to visit overcrowded patios
Utilization rates
None.
Nothing
There’s no benefits at all to consume liquor at park picnic site
This is common in European countries, and is a very nice way to enjoy the parks and a beverage.
None only thing increase is liquor sales
None
there is none
No benefits at all. Not an essential thing
With cannabis being legal, the responsible use of liquour in parks could be as well.
People are already doing this, and not feeling like they have to hide it will encourage more
responsible behaviour around drinking
None
Increased park use
More people will come out to enjoy the parks that are available because people associate a good
time with a good environment and alcohol.
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Increased usage of park sites, increase enjoyment for those who want to responsible consume a few
alcoholic beverages
I dont see any benefits
People are doing it anywas, so instead of the police wasting their time and resources on something
so small as this, they have more time for other problems.

No benefits
No benefits
I'm sure it's already being done illegally, folks may be more responsible if they didn't have to worry
about being "caught".
We can enjoy the parks and enjoy having a drink during the social outting. I don’t drink often but it
would be lovely to enjoy a park and picnic with a drink!
None.
No benefits
No benefit at all
No benefits at all
Less expensive to have a beer and meal with friends in a park than in a restaurant
People spending more time in nature.
Less people getting arbitrary fines for doing something that doesn't harm anyone else.
There are none. Exposing children to liquor more than they already are is not a good plan. The last
thing they need is a bunch of drunk adults playing on a jungle gym with them.
I don't see any benefits whatsoever.
Nothing, people should drink at home or in a bar or restaurant.
More people enjoying the summer weather with friends
No benefit
None. There are places to consume liquor legally other than public parks. Liquor is already
consumed in public parks, mostly discretely, because it is illegal. Leglalization would mean lack of
regard for others,littering,and unruly behaviour by drinkers.
Non
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Being able to enjoy a cold beer outside on a hot day, outside of a dark and dingy bar.
I donot see any benefits
It's really nice to have a picnic and enjoy a beer/wine while being outside. We do it at home and this
will give people a way to engage with more events outside of their home that they may want to host.
Further enjoyment of our beautiful city. I would love to enjoy a glass of wine on a nice sunny day
enjoying our gorgeous city.
It would encourage me to still use these sites. Bonding with friends and hanging out. Without it I am
unlikely to return
None
None
The rest of the civilized world allows it and we need to be able to manage unruly behavior as a
society. The current laws protect us from the bad examples/weakest links. As a society we can
manage them if given the chance.
It will create more fights and disorderly conducts. Not safe for families with kids
Currently liquor consumption is either hidden (people are doing it regardless) or if at an event such
as Folk Fest your stuck in a very small designated place where you consume more alcohol in a short
time because once in you don’t want leave/line up
It is not good practice.

Not having to sit in your home to have a beer or two with your friends. You can go play frisbee in the
park or have a dinner party at the bbq pits in fish creek. It would help getting outside more often.
People not hiding in the bushes to drink.
More outdoor community engagement and use of picnic areas
I don’t see any benefits. There are already enough places where liquor can be consumed.
Rather than hiding this, it can be monitored better and parks be used more by young adults and for
events.
It would be nice to have a drink or two at a picnic, and would get people outdoors more often.
There is more harm and hardly any benefits.
None, someone's day is not made better by consuming Liquor in public.
None
When is hot it is nice to have to have a beer to refresh
Increased social interaction among young adults. Often time people just need one to take the edge
off and with growing rates of anxiety and depression, social interaction helps.
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None, because it could do a lot of harm and damage and what if one of the children got a wine bottle
from a drunk man and may have started drinking it. It would concern many parents and cause
problems for the children.
Decrease in unnecessary ticketing and hidden behavior. Easier to 'police' of its legal. People will be
more responsible if it isnt some taboo act.
None
It’s just a weird thing to police in the first place. People do it anyway! There will always be those who
drink to excess regardless. This way it’s not making everyone a criminal.
I feel that this is already happening anyways and legalizing it would allow people to be more
responsible and not get tickets for having one drink with a meal (for example). I do not see any
downside.
An increase in responsible liquor ingestion and a decrease in stigma around drinking in small
amounts.
None
None
There are no benefits in drinking at Park site.
It's nice to be able to have a beer / glass of wine while having a picnic and not have to hide it...
Reduce consumption of juice and pop ...
increased revenue to the city from increased user fees for these areas
It will increase the use of these public spaces by people in the communities,
No benefit
I think this would be an incentive for groups and families to utilize the park spaces and picnic sites
more, and for example, when my friends did their wedding photos this past fall in one of the parks
and wanted to open a bottle of champagne.
People are going to do this any way. Having it allowed will encourage responsible use rather than it
being done under the table.
I don't see any benefits
None
More people going to parks
encourages moderation especially in a family setting and when children are in the area
Increased atmosphere and relationships among fellow citizens
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Benefits include: encouraging Calgarians to enjoy our parks in a social manner, improving the
quality of life for those in the city, in particular those who don’t have a private outdoor space, putting
Calgary on the map as a progressive, hip city.
It will make a bbq, picnic more enjoyable. Countries like France allow it, there is a difference
between having a beer with your bbq, sharing a cup of wine with your date and being completely
intoxicated. I think it depends on resident’s culture
Nothing
This would be a great way to help inspire people to enjoy nature. Every bit helps. The folks that
would have negative connotations, are already drinking in parks. The rest of us should be able to
as well!
None
People do it anyway, so at least than they can enjoy there time rather than being worried. Also it’s a
benefit to those who don’t have the space to invite friends and family over to enjoy a few drinks
Enjoying a nice cold beer on a warm summer day in one of our beautiful parks would be awesome.
Gets it out in the open and easier to manage.
dont think the thinkable benefit out weighs the danger by any standard
There is no benefit
Not having to go to the bars and pubs, easier on Calgarians wallets. As well, easier to host parties
and birthdays outside
Enjoying a responsible drink with friends, helps to relax and may get more people out to our parks
together.
A glass of wine with a charcuterie picnic is a heavenly thing. It’s disinctly part of fond memories I’ve
had while travelling in other countries. This kind of thing allows spaces to become more destination.
We live close enough to walk to quite a few different city parks and it would be nice to have an
alcoholic beverage with our picnic meal. We had wine or beer at numerous picnics on a recent trip to
Europe and it was so nice.
I believe that providing a safe space for the responsible social consumption of alcohol will prevent
people from consuming it covertly, often resulting in over drinking. Increase fines for breaking the
rules, don’t penalize the responsible.
None. No pilot required.
De-stigmatize responsible users who want to have a beer or two responsibly.
Romantic picnics with my girlfriend
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No benefits
Nothing.
Freedom
Having a beer or glass of wine with your picnic is no different than doing this in a restaurant at home
or in a friend’s garden. Most people would act responsibly. There will always be the exception.
Enjoy park without unnecessary government interference
responsible enjoyment
No benefits
carefree-ness.
An increased use of parks but at what cost?
I think that it would bring more people out to enjoy public spaces and form a sense of community
rather hand needing to his their liquor or drink at home.
Nothing
None there enough places to consume achohol no need to add parks to the mix
There are no particular benefits. However consuming alcohol in parks already occurs. Trying to
enforce a bylaw forbidding the consumption of alcohol further diverts police from actual police work.
If no body use it in parks then the atmosphere of parks looks great.
It would add to the enjoyment of the experience, and would be further evidence of a city growing up
and becoming more “worldly “. Also, many people do it anyway. I say let them.
None
more park activity, less stress in doing what we have already been doing
People do it anyways
No benefits
You need a reason to take a liberty not give one
None
The company picnic is not gonna be lame anymore
Might stay in the park longer, enjoy BBQs more frequently, gather with friends more
Parks will be frequented more often since they can accommodate more people then my back yard.
Increased park use,
Honestly, everyone does it and we all act responsibly and accordingly. The benefits are we don’t
have to fee like fugitives if we have a beer at our family gathering. It makes parks more appealing to
get friends and family together
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No benefits
People will be more likely to spend time in parks as opposed to their backyards. People will be less
likely to hide their drinks allowing for monitoring and relationship building with park staff/security
When done responsibly, drinking enhances a good time and can contribute to celebrations and
social gatherings in a positive way. Instead of having a picnic and leaving to get a drink more people
could stick around for longer
People are drinking on patios all the time, let’s get them outside and enjoying Calgary’s parks.
No benefits
No benefits.
Lowered budget for enforcement on such minor things.

Moderate public consumption of alcohol is not harmful to those around, and therefore, should not be
prohibited. By allowing it in certain areas, some folks will no longer have to hide their alcohol if they
wish to moderately drink in public.
Maybe more usage of parks.
I don't see any

EMS people will have more work. So the one benefit I see is to emergency services workers. Also
the police might have more job security.
nothing. people can enjoy themselves without alcohol. and they have their houses for that.
People using our fantastic green spaces more! Promoting more cultural activities outside.
None
None
It would bring more people to the parks who may not use them. I would like to be able to enjoy the
outdoors and enjoy a beer at the same time.
NONE! If a person can not do without liquor for a few hours there is a serious problem!!!
I don't see any benefit
People will consume anyways. This way we aren’t wasting resources to check on people
None
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I think I can potentially bring more people to spend time in our parks. Also if people are getting
intoxicated then they would do it anyways regardless if it was allowed or not. These poeple would
just hide their liquor instead.
None
As long as there is no over-consumption, relaxing in the park with a drink and having a BBQ would
be enjoyable. Alcohol is not the demon. This is 2019!
None
Having lived abroad, it was really nice to be able to enjoy drinks in the parks with a nice picnic - no
one had to pay cover to go to a bar, it was free and really nice to be out in nature
Love a beer with a hotdog
None, however wants to drink at park picnic sites can do it at his backyard. There isn’t anything
especial about the park picnic sites to allow the drinking and jeopardize other people’s enjoyment
weddings
Because adults should be able to consume liquor wherever they please, as long as all other related
laws are abided (ie. not getting intoxicated in public, not sharing with minors, etc.)
N/a
People are already consuming liquor illegally in parks and leaving garbage behind as there are no
parameters. Maybe it legal will set some parameters so people can enjoy it responsibly.
There are no potential benefit it should not allow in parks
None
Ability to enjoy the park with drinks and not feel like I'm breaking a law
Responsible adults can be treated as such. I’m more concerned about my kids being exposed to a
drug overdose than someone having a drink.
There will be impact on Children.. and as per the safety Concern better to consume liquor at park
pincun sites
There is nothing good / benefits to consume liquor at park sites.
I went to school in montreal where this is allowed and it’s so nice to have a picnic and a bottle of
wine. It’s also so nice to not be forced to be in a a bar all the time
None
More affordable and enjoyable than sitting on a bar patio, great for apartment dwellers, it happens
anyways, and allows peace/ police officers to focus on more important things.
More people would go out and enjoy the parks, get exercise etc
This can teach children how to drink alcohol responsiblywhen they are adults instead of it being so
separated
None
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None
Increased use
Many adults enjoy a beer or glass of wine with a meal and it seems silly and patronizing for this to
be prohibited.
Can explore the city versus only having gatherings at home because you can’t have alcohol. All over
Europe people can take their social events outdoors and consume alcohol responsibly
None
Liquor sales goes up.
Litter
Adults should be able to drink responsibly
Having social gatherings allows for more civic ideas to be floated.
None
More use of park picnic sites. Increase to summer tourism in Calgary. More fun options for Calgary
locals to enjoy their parks responsibly, making Calgary a great place to live. Could lead to more
responsible consumption & recycling of bottles & cans.
I think it would encourage some people to hold gettogethers in public parks rather than at home or in
restaurants, this is great for everyone’s health and sense of community. It’s always nice to have
more options and being trusted to act responsibly.
I think it reflects a certain degree of trust in citizens to responsibly enjoy a beer or wine with friends
and family. Using alcohol like that in a respectful manner, should also work to reduce the taboo and
hopefully, binge relationship with alcohol.
This gives greater options for park use - celebrating a birthday or event at a picnic, and now alcohol
in moderation can be part of that celebration.
None
None.
I do not think there are any benefits.
People who want to are basically doing it anyway, by concealing it. Don't make sneaks out of
people!
None.
No benefits
More site usage.
No
If done responsibly it could enhance the experience for many groups.
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I think it will allow people to fully enjoy being outdoors and utilizing the great parks calgary has.
People may be more inclined to use picnic areas with family if they can enjoy a few drinks
responsibly.
The freedom for people to casually enjoy an alcoholic beverage while enjoying our public parks

It would essentially give adults more behavioural autonomy, and for those adults to choose how they
would like to responsibly enjoy public space that their tax dollars go towards maintaining.
Freedom
It should be ok to have a beer with your BBQ & with your friends - as long as the people/group are
responsible and respectful
None
Increased city morale as well as not criminalizing people who wanna have a beer with lunch
More people may go out to use the parks.
Everyone does it anyways, this will just make it normal, like pot.
I think it would get more people out enjoying the parks which would help put more money back into
maintaining them and making them better.

More freedom for the average person to have a nice outdoor picnic, with a bit of wine and cheese.
Lots of cities have relaxed rules about this and it makes the city more fun and free

i dont see any, there will be more garbage and the safety aspects concerns me
It allows people more freedom to enjoy time with family and friends.
In certain situations, such as a birthday party, it is likely that people will want to consume an
alchoholic beverage. Allowing the responsible use of liquor consumption in designated areas may in
fact increase the use of City Parks for such events.
It would attract more people to actually utilizing the parks.
It will bring more people out into the parks and engaging in the community
No benefit
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I believe this would really encourage more people in our city to get outside & spend time in our
parks! Being able to have a few drinks with friends at a park in the summer would be a huge draw &
potentially draw people into other areas nearby the parks!
I'd like to enjoy a glass of wine or have a beer while picnicing. I'm not interested in getting drunk at
the park.
For those who enjoy alcohol, it would be a nice and relaxing way to consume some while also
enjoying their time outside in the parks
I don't see any benefits
Allowing Calgarians to get out more and enjoy the parks.
People will not try to hide it now
No benefits
I cannot see any benefit of it in any case
It would only benefit people who can’t abstain from drinking for one day. I think they probably drink
there now anyway just not openly so it won’t make a difference.

Bringing more people to the park
None
They would be busy with Partiers and make a mess of the area and less families who would show a
bit more respect for the area
There is not a single benefit to allowing this
No benefit....
I believe it will bring more people to the parks for a longer period of time.

drinking wine or beer at a bbq is a customary at a celebration. You can drink openly within many
cities in the US and Europe.
Might actually consider enjoying more of our cities parks and recreational sites if I were able to relax
with my friends outside of a 'bar patio' and still enjoy the summer.
A reduction in the stigma around responsible consumption of a legal substance for social events
More social interactions, more gathering and utilization of parks thus bringing people closer to
nature.
None
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Many people drink in parks anyway, it would just be out in the open. It would get people out of their
homes, out with friends for a beer, to a park, fresh air, meeting new people.
This will attract more people to the parks
Don't see any benefit at all
It's already happening so permit so areas for this and charge a higher rental fee for those spaces.
Start this as a trial project and see assess impacts and if there is significant abuses.
No benefits
Makes these sites more appealing.
I think it's ok for kids to see alcohol in a social and respectful setting. The more we make it a taboo,
the more curious kids are.
No
It is permitted all over Europe without issue, and lessening restrictions on alcohol will make it more
commonplace, reducing the shock factor and the desire to overconsume.
Most people who are going to consume liquor in picnic settings already do. This would allow people
to consume liquor more slowly and in public view so people aren't hiding it and drinking it as fast. It
would also encourage eating along with consumption
N/A
No Benefit only loss & loss
As I said above, it is already happening, and there is no harm in some people having a few drinks
while enjoying a public space. It is no different than zkmdond getting drunk at home and being
disorderly at the park across the street.
Personal freedom is the biggest, but it will force people to have to consume the liquor responsibly as
they will need to drive home afterwards.
People will do it regardless but if it is permitted legally generally people would be more responsible.
Any. This is a disastrous idea to create pubs at the parks.

I'm not a big drinker or picnic-er, but I think enjoying a drink and a burger with some friends on a
sunny weekend sounds like a good time.

Enjoying the outdoors with family and friends and good food
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Parks should be a venue for people to meet in an outdoor center. Adding liquor would attract more
people to use public parks, specially young adults. Calgarians already have a strong responsible
drinking culture, so I trust our city would behave properly.
Better enjoyment of outdoor activities and less stigmatization of legal activity.

Better enjoyment will lead to better turnout/use of our beautiful parks
No benefit.
I see only disadvantages, no benefits at all
Keeping you honest about bringing your beer to park
No benefit at all
I believe that drinking is parks is often done by Calgarians as I see it regularly. By making it legalized
we can properly outline rules for behaviour and the recycling of cans and bottles. It is legalized in
much of BC an has been controlled successfully
No benefits
It removes the stigma and it brings Calgary into the 21st century , much like ALL of europe
none
none
I enjoy a civil outinh vombined with a drink or two.
Have a toast to bride and groom at the wedding in the park. Enjoy a glass of wine or beer with
friends and family on a hot summer day, with food of course.
There are no benefits to it
Adults should be allowed to consume what they want, strict laws like this are silly, we are a free
country filled with generally great people, let them enjoy a couple drinks with friends on a nice
summer day.
People dont have to hide what they are doing
I dont not see any benefit in this, I do not want this to happen
more people might book picnic sites if they know they can host a party with alcohol on a summer
day.
No potential
Being able to responsibily enjoy an adult beverage with friends at social gatherings outdoors
It's nice to have a BBQ and a drink or two.
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When I was a kid we used the parks all the time, and I haven't been to one in 15 years because I got
a drinking ticket in my 20s. People would use the parks more, and really..... isn't that the point of the
parks? to be used?
Teaching responsibly and respect in terms of consumption while promoting the proper integration of
alcohol into society
People will realize that it can be consumed anywhere and not worry about it. Just like marijuana was
for so many years. Stop playing games. Too much control isn’t a good thing.
None
Greater enjoyment of the area
There are absolutely no benefits
I don’t see any benefits at all
None
None.
It would be nice to be able to have wine or beer with a picnic and not be breaking a law. People are
doing it anyway so why not let everyone to do it guilt free.
I feel as though most people are reasonable and responsible, and a blanket ban on alcohol in
outdoor/recreational areas just punishes people who would otherwise consume it safely and not
cause any issues.
Saturdays are for the boys
Perfect for celebrations. The parks are so beatiful it would be nice to spend an evening outdoors
instead of at a restaurant.
No benefits at all it will be spoile the public places
No benefits
more park use
No benefits
Parks would be utilized more
Community building that people can enjoy the outdoors in a civilized way
I think it would allow more people to freely use the park for what is completely normal with family and
friends, enjoying a glass of wine with a picnic would be a lovely way to enjoy our beautiful outdoor
spaces.
Non
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There will be absolutely no benefits , picnic parks are for families to enjoy and spend quality time
outdoors .
Makes having a BBQ at a park or a family get together a bit nicer. People already sneak alcohol
onto parks so this way it can be regulated a little easier.
Nothing
There are no benefits, infact this is bad idea and it encourages people to do what ever they want
while drunk which will give bad impression to kids
None
It might encourage more young adults to explore their parks, which often feel like they are intended
mostly for families.
To enjoy a picnic without the use of a brown bag.
I don't see any potential benefits!!
No benifits
More negatives than benefits
Would increase daily park visitors. Because people at my age (20+) would be having a great time
connecting bringing a guitar and just having fun without worries
See above :) In addition to this, I don’t know the prevalence of this but it could protect homeless
people who drink liquor in public from receiving unnecessary fines.
enjoy a beer or glass of wine with meal
Drink in bar or home or backyard. I dont see any benefits to be able to drink in public place.
none, if anything it is a big risk
Freedom of choice. Less gov't involvement.
Not good. Want to drink, drink at home or bar.
Would allow a place for it to occur so people don't have to sneak around and do it anyway.
It is already happening ,so people can enjoy the park instead of felling like a criminal looking over
their shoulder

Simpky an ability to enjoy a family /Friends outing enjoying nature and life. Not being confined to
hide and or own backyard to consume. It is like day parole to a prisoner in our over regulated city!
Socialization and increased use of parks by law abiding citizens.
More free entertainment options in the summer that don't require being at a restaurant. Like I'm
Quebec!!!
None
it would raise afluece and make parks a more attractive leisure destination. It would also appeal to a
broader audience and stop the courtailing of the liberties or some because of the beliefs of others.
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Their isn't any benefits
None
No benefit
No benefits at all but would be a bizarre
Increased revenue from parties booked that would not have if they could not have liquor.
None
None - you can have your own backyard bbq with alcohol, or better yet, go to a pub where that's
expected.
I only see negatives out of this. It is a family environment and adding alcohol will do no good. What
Freedom!
It’s a part of socializing.
I think drinking in parks is an excellent idea. Many people enjoy a beer or glass of wine with food
and this should be embraced. I agree with the intoxication rules and the consumption with food rule.
I think most people discreetly do this anyways!
Increased interest in visiting park spaces, large outdoor areas to accommodate groups who might
otherwise be spending their summer evenings indoors
Increased community engagaement with each other. Less adversarial relationship with police or
bylaw officers
Be able to enjoy a good beverage while enjoying the park with friends
who would not like a cold beer or glass of wine with their dinner or during a hot day,
Enjoying with friends surrounded by the amazing atmosphere found within our parks. More jobs.
it's not indecent to have a bbq and a beer
Greater sense of community / people actually using parks
None
none, park activity should be reflective of healthy outdoor living, exercise and sports
It could encourage more people to use the parks
Allowing adults to consume responsibly
Nothing
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social interaction and cohesion and enjoying the summer weather in a relaxing environment. ability
to save money for people that don't have a backyard by enjoying nature without having to go to a
restaurant patio.
None
Not many benefits. Alcohol can be consumed at bars and private venues.
None
Not having to smuggle.
Liquor tends to be a normal part of social gatherings. Allowing liquor consumption in picnic areas
may encourage those who normally stay home to explore and utilize more parks.
Less cost related to policing the existing laws.
It's an invitation for the young and the homeless to drink in the parks. It's probably happening
already so why make it worse. There is to much abuse with alcohol in our society already why
encourage additional consumption.
A lot of teenagers already drink in picnics. But if there is allowed drinking after a certain time, kids
and parents won’t be bothered
None
Nothing positive. Police not being able to hand out as many tickets for drinking in public.
There are none. Just the introduction of rude and questionable conduct that are there for fun. The
elimination should also extend to sporting events and concerts. if you want to drink- GO HOME.
None. Drink at Bars or in private home spaces. No further enforcement needed.
On those Hot days, a cool beverage may just be more relaxing outings.
It would be nice to be able to have a glass of wine or a beer with a picnic lunch.
I dont think it holds any decisive benefits, simply an additional freedom which if implemented
properly could have no negative side effects
More use of parks
I don't see any

People would be more willing to take advantage of our beautiful parks knowing they have have a get
together and have a drink at the same time.
Enjoy a glass of wine
There is no any potential benefits consuming the business.
More fun in Calgary
None
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Gets more people out enjoying the parks
I don't see any benefits
Cold glass of wine in the park would be nice
Increase in social gatherings with friends. When we booked a city site for our post-wedding
gathering we were very disappointed we could not toast with a bottle of champagne.
People will now openly have a nice refreshing drink while at the park. People now only hife it or
resort to sneaking off to drink.
Tourism
You will be able to drink wine or beer with friends while having a picnic. This is just reasonable.
We will see even more families sharing their outdoor time
A limited amount of liquor for a bbq or a get together with friends and family seem harmless. If there
are strict procedure around consuming alcohol at park picnic spots, it’s believed it would be
beneficial.
Not at all
It is nice some times to have a glass of wine or a bottle of beer with your picnic especially if the
picnic is a celebration
When POT is free why not alcohol, both have recreational use even if people say they use it for
medical purpose, many do consume POT freely. E.g. some aborginals - often not withstanding
Canadians law.. (e.g.Protester of Kitimat Project line), addicts.
nice to hava cold beer or a glass of wine with your picnic lunch
No benefit
Enjoyment of life. people are less likely to misbehave when they are allowed to do things. Look at
Europe
People should be able to enjoy a beverage with their picnics on a hot summer day. Most other
countries in the world allow public alcohol consumption with no issues.
More people enjoying outdoor spaces, especially families.
No benefits at all .instead they are openig the door of crime
Liquor shouldn't be allowed at park
It provides freedom of choice.
Maybe more people utilizing the areas
no benefit
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Europeans countries have no bans on liquor , it is a nice ya to enjoy the outdoors with a glass of
wine and picnics table.
If you make it a little more relaxed, perhaps people wouldn’t take advantage and do it anyway, and
do it without getting disorderly.
It would add enjoyment to the meal if you could pair wine or beer. Also it would encourage more
people without kids in tow to get together outside of a bar or restaurant.
No benefits really. It’s just nice to unwind and relax in our beautiful parks while enjoying a beverage.
This will bringing more families together for social gatherings. There are few things for families to do
together that aren't outrageously expensive and without Race City & the Drive In Movie Theater the
city is really lacking affordable family activities
None. All I see are liabilities
there are no benefits to allow liquor in the parks or picnic sites.
None
Legalizing what's already happening.
Not about Why, but about why not. No reason an adult should not be able to responsible enjoy a
beer or wine or cooler in a park with a meal. Overcomsumption or irresponsible use is already
covered with other laws and bylaws.
More diverse use of parks- family celebrations / weddings etc. More inclusive of all age groups.
Provides more opportunites for usage for greater number of people
None
Being able to enjoy a few beverages with friends + family outside of bars and outside of your
houses. It shouldn't be limited to picnic sites, it should be within the park area - who is going to
monitor making sure liquor stays on the picnic sites....
Allows people to enjoy alcohol without possibility of a silly ticket. Could then be better enforced.
More laid back. We drink at home with dinners
No benefits.
More people might be able to enjoy a picnic with a glass of wine or a beer Our liquor laws are
archaic . I’ve never seen people drunk in parks in Europe
More likely to actually go to the picnic sites
Less restrictive, people are doing it anyways.
People enjoying urban park experience and being to enjoy being in nature!
There are NO benefits of this.
Very European and progressive.
A wine makes an excellent pairing with a picnic meal and reflects the sophisticated and mature
nature of our citizens. People will be able to use wine with foods that pair with it without unreasonable restrictions
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Encourage responsible consumption in social environments
More family get together in outdoor space.
None
Because we are adults and need less government telling us what we can't do!
None. A minority of people will spoil it for families trying to enjoy a quiet afternoon in the park. This
will burden the already overstretched CPS and bylaw budgets and parks will become no-go areas.
None
It encourages more social interactions of drinking age adults. You see it in many other parts of the
world and the allowance makes it more casual and more as a fun social experience. Most people will
not abuse it
None
More drunks on ATVs almost running kids over and paralyzing themselves?
More concerts and freedom of choice to do what one wants within the laws of course. We should be
selling alcohol in MAc's and so forth as well.
Being able to relax on a hot day with an alcoholic beverage. As an adult I would like a beverage
other than pop when I am on a picnic.
People drink in parks anyways , just means less negative encounters .
No liquor in the public place period.
Maybe that it will get more people out into the parks, perhaps make Calgary seem a little more
liberal
Enjoy a glass of wine in the park. Have a beer on a hot day.
No benefits to Public at all.
People like to have a beer or a bottle of wine on a picnic. It's a nice way to socialize.
A larger abundance of feasible settings for community events. Allowed liquor consumption will
incentivize the public to engage in community activities and bring us closer as a city.
No benefit unfortunately.
It works in Montreal... time to catch up to reality.
People are already consuming liquor at parks.
I don't see any potential benefits, I think it is detrimental to the public's ability to use the parks safely.
People drive to the parks, increased drinking & driving. People have children at these sites guaranteed drinking will get out of control.
People will get out and use our parks more often. They already do it anyways, it would be nice to
make it legal.
No benefits at all
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N/A
None
No benefit
Special functions and bookings, but not widespread general use
Allow for greater use of outdoor spaces.

None
More use of parks
People will be more inclined of socializing, especially for those who can not afford having a backyard
at their own home or go out into a pub or restaurant. This should boost quality of life and less
depressed people seeing around. Some don't have to hide
Job security for police, fire, paramedics, doctors, nurses
None
Able to have a more entertaining time with friends and family
Social benefits, will encourage responsible adults to choose a picnic at a City of Calgary park with
alcohol rather than going to a bar or patio. Bylaw and CPS would be able to better focus on actual
problematic consumption of alcohol.
No benefits
Nothing just more problems.
I don't see any benefits allowing alcohol at park!
Why not?
People are doing it anyways, might as well allow it. Who doesn’t like a beer and a burger
As a responsible adult, it’s wonderful to take a bottle of wine along on a picnic. This is something
my friends and I, have done, again, responsibly, for years. This would serve to legalize a common
practice.
None.
None
None
This is likely happening today in moderation and it should not be a crime to have an alcoholic
beverage in a park.
None
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People are going to I think it's better if people have the option to drink outside in the sun and fresh
air and around others in a social setting. Plus, cost of living is so high. Cheaper to picnic and enjoy a
beer or two, or some wine, than go to a bar!
Parole are able to relax
I don’t see any potential benefit.
No benefits at all.
More people using the parks, people spending more time in the parks
I believe it would allow for a safe place for people to enjoy a drink and some food as well.
I think it will encourage more people to engage socially outdoors and will increase a sense of
community.
I can see more people spending time outside, socializing and using Calgary's beautiful parks.
None
Further enjoyment of public places. Responsible people. Celebrations in the park.
It would allow bylaw and police to divert resources from responsible liquor consumption sites to
higher priority public order and public safety situations.
Get outside more, more socializing, save money not drinking on a bar patio, more active playing in a
park as opposed to sitting.
None.

Allows for responsible consumption.
Nothing
None
No benifet alcohol is the reason why most accidents happen, deaths.
No any benefits
People already consume alcohol in these areas but keep it hidden. Could be more accountability for
actions when it is consumed openly.
none
None
Increased social engagement and use of our tax funded parks especially in the summer. Also it’s
just nice to have a cold one outside sometimes and many citizens live in apartments with no outdoor
areas to do this.
More enjoyment and use of the facilities. It happens in Europe everywhere and it doesn’t seem to be
an issue.
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It allows adults to behave responsibly while enjoying a drink in the outdoors.
Ability of having the freedom to not have to go to a licensed establishment in or near a parking
creating the option of having a different experience and cost savings to the individual.
None
not at all, it should be ban
None
Increased use by public. Feeling of freedom and inclusion.
There are no benefits at all
Having good time with friends and bbq
None - Only profits to Liquor Seller
Liquor is part of alimentation. It helps for digestion.
Increase use in park areas by people who may want to enjoy the space with extended friends or
family
I do not see any benefits consuming liquor at picnic sites.
None
More time spent outside in parks and higher utilization of public assets
Responsibly engaging in social outdoor activities while enjoying an alcoholic beverage.
More outdoor social gatherings, pushes people to get outside and not be in a bar/restaurant
there is no benefit of consuming liquor in parks
More outdoor events.
More enjoyable and could bring more people out to the park to socialize.
Most people will be responsible. Enforcement will be required to ensure that the minority don't ruin it
for the majority of users. So with appropriate enforcement, I don't think there would be any
downside. This would allow a new use for the parks.
People will drink anyways, now it will be open, easy to police, cleaner, and parks will be used by
more people.
None
Seems a good idea

More people would use parks
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None.
None. People from various beliefs and cultures all attend these parks and for many, alcohol is
forbidden. Therefore, they do not want their children exposed to these substances.
This would make romantic picnic better. Enjoyable gatherings for friend and family. Also Quebec
doesn't have issues with this rule.
It is nice to be able to have a glass of wine with your meal and enjoying park picnic sites
None
People are going to drink in the park, why not give them a space where its legal and will reduce the
sneaking around, littering and ticketing.
I think it would allow more people to hangout in the outdoors vs. being cooped up at home. This
would bring more people outside to enjoy what Calgary has to offer. Ever had a glass of wine in front
of the Eiffel Tower? Paris has survived alcohol in public
Encourage social/casual drinking by removing the stigma around drinking in public. Discouraging
binge drinking.
You can enjoy the city parks more and celebrate together.
I think this will increase the use of these areas, and that we could put it in a similar category to
patios. People gathering outside and sharing a meal and drink with family and friends is a widely
accepted practice most every else in the world.
Food & beverage bring people together. With affordable indoor venues for community gatherings
slim, the parks offer a great opportunity for community building. Alcohol can be a social catalyst.
People sneak it in anyway, so it might as well be regulated.
More use of the parks! Also it's fun!
I am not sure if there is a benefit from having liquor at parks
The reality is that people are already doing this. Allowing it will make it safer because it's more
visible. It will also create more lively public spaces and pave the path for similar projects in other
canadian cities.
None whatsoever.
N/A

More people utilizing park amentities. More people around means less risky behavior as there is
more potential to be caught. It pushes those you don’t want in the area out. It also frees up police to
deal with actual issues.
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It's a social, community thing. It also removes the awkwardness of hiding your bottle of merlot and
feeling guilty having a casual drink at your picnic in the park.
It would be nice to have a picnic with some wine. It would attract me to use the park more.
People do it anyway; keeping normal behaviour illegal is bad for everyone involved
None
People do it anyway. If it's allowed then it can be better regulated and controlled.
None
Brings our city in line with modern norms, especially in Europe. Promotes being outdoors in a social
context. Less outdated, draconian thinking driving our culture.
No benefits
Increase socialization and spending more time in park.
Not living in a policestate Freedom
To enhance the social setting
Encourages social/healthy drinking habits it happens anyways at least this way people won’t hide it
and it will be easier to regulate
More social. Less rules. I don’t think we need to be regulated as much as we are. Some people may
go overboard, but I think the vast majority of people would consume responsibly. Stop the stigma of
drinking in public.
nothing
People will do this anyway. But now they can do it safer and in more moderation. Other than
sneaking hard liquor or whatever they may choose. There would be less litter too I believe. If people
have a regulated place to leave cans and bottles.
Better to enjoy the parks in a social atmosphere, much like I’ve done in parks in many other
countries (Australia, US, Europe)
It shows kids responsible behavior with liquor.
I personally don’t see any benefits.
Encouraging people to get together outside, enjoying our public spaces.
It's already being done so why not make a bit of money charging a fee in order to drink in certain
areas
None
being able to enjoy wine in a park on a nice summer day, or beers with a bbq in the park.
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Being able to live life responsibly. As an adult I should be able to have a drink in public as long as I
am responsible.
No liquor
None
Benefits? There are none, obviously. Can’t believe this is a thing. Let’s allow people to ingest toxic
substances in close proximity to where kids play. Worst. Idea. Ever.
It is civilized
None
Less limitations on an activity that is not harmful to anyone. Laws protect us from poor behaviour
and unlawful decisions whether the person is sober or intoxicated. Fewer fines for harmless
individuals more monitoring of unlawful behaviour.
It is nice to have a beverage with your meal. Wine with your picnic. It's already happening, this just
means people aren't sneaking around.
no benefits
No more senseless ticketing of park visitors, and Calgary police will be able to focus on more
worthwhile uses of their time.
Having travelled throughout Europe, I find it nice to be able to sit with friends and family and have a
glass of wine and enjoy the company. That kind of activity is community building and will see more
uses from our parks.
Able to have small number of drinks when hanging out with friends outdoors
None. I walk in Bowness Park. Dogs are off leash, can smell pot. There needs to be by-law officers
patrolling on a regular basis, so people get used to following rules. Just like photo radar in regular
spots, drivers tend to slow down.
None
London, England’s parks see much more use and alcohol is allowed.
Absolutely none! If people want to drink, they should got to a bar and not expose others to viewing
alcohol in public.
Cool environment
It’s nice to have a beer or a glass of wine or a cooler with a picnic.
I dont see any benefits for being able to consume liquor at picnic sites..
Treating people as adults who are capable of behaving in a mature fashion.
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I do not see any
Enjoying a drink as an adult when and where I want. Not feeling like a criminal when I do decide to
drink at a park.
Encourages more park use, people already likely doing it, encourages people to get outside
Think the parks might be busier.
Can get out of our homes and into nature and be able to consume liquor responsibly with our
families and friends.
None
There are no benefits only downsides. Individuals can enjoy the parks without liquor.
It is not bad for adults to have few drinks while the kids are at the park, it's just a part of the social
exchange. Everyone should be responsible.
I am a frequent picnicker and it would be nice to have a bit of liquor at times, but I think too many
irresponsible people would take advantage of this. We don't enforce problem public drinking now,
will just cause more problems.
Increased use of picnic sites. Decrease in illegal drinking in public.
Increase usage of said parks due to more likelihood of the average person using them.
It might get more people out to the city parks
No potential benefits.
None
Freedom to enjoy, responsibly.
Potentially more use of the parks
more people will go outside and use the parks. People will stay for longer which means that kids will
get to stay outside longer. It’ll feel more like a community.
have a festive time with friends. Drinking reasonably on party for celebrate anniversary birthday and
others.
Social aspect
There are no benefits to this proposal.
No potential benefits
A person should be able to consume any type of beverage they wish, where ever they like as long
as they are not breaking any laws (ie. drink/drive, littering, vandalism etc.). Many countries do this
with no issue.
There are NO benefits to Calgarians as a whole who use these picnic sites!
Increase socialization.
People can enjoy their freedom. Will get people outside and socializing with their communities
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None
Allow for responsible drinking in open spaces vs use in natural areas
There are no benefits. If people can not go and enjoy a park or a picnic without consuming alcohol
then they should stay home and drink in their backyard.
No benefit
Freedom to conduct life as an adult will result in fewer folks acting out because the novelty will be
gone and it will be commonplace.
Openness and encouraging park use. Montreal has liquor allowed with a picnic and there are no
issues to my knowledge.
having a cold beer or a glass of wine with food would be great
I see no benefits to it anywhere
No benefits, except CAB and designated driver.
No benefit
Encourages use of city parks. Provides an alternative option to going to a restaurant.
I think it encourages people to get outside and have a healthy social network. It encourages time
with family and friends enjoying each others company. It normalizes alcohol.
I believe a restrictive society which is not allow to express themselves with liberty carries more
problems than solutions. To grant confidence to people and to motivate a good behavior because it
is the right way of doing thing rather force them
I think it is a great idea to allow liquor in public parks. People are doing this anyways and it is time
we progress to make it legal. More people will use the parks for picnics and gatherings.
More use of parks
No benefits
There's nothing nicer on a warm summer day then spending time with family and friends enjoying
Calgary's lovely parks. To have a beer with our picnic would make it that much nicer.
Family/social events
None
I don’t see any benefit of drinking alcohol at park picnic sites.
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More use of our cities parks. An increase
None, there’s no need, go home or to a bar.
Enjoyment. Focusing police resources on more important things
This will decrease the amount of people trying to hide the alcoholic beverages that they are already
consuming. It would increase the use of parks as people are more likely to have picnics there
instead of stay home.
People who enjoy responsibly can be more relaxed and friendly, even with fellow park visitors.
Romantic Picnic Getaways with a bottle of wine could be had.
It would allow more people to enjoy city parks more of the time.
People are already doing it.
More money to the Liquor industries.
It can be very nice to enjoy a summer evening with a few drinks
Increased quality of life.
There are none.
more involvement in these areas
Don't have to hide it Don't have to hide it anymore. People do it now anyway.
No benefits
This could result in more people using the parks for a variety of reasons and celebrations, bringing in
more users resulting in residents being open to more tax dollars allocated to parks
Increased usage, increased culture, increased fun, increased quality of life

I love the idea of sitting outdoors in the summer and having a beer or two with friends and family.
Otherwise you have to stay home or find a bar patio somewhere. People will drink in parks
regardless, so it should be legal!
Not good at all for kids around and family Fun environment
None!
People who cause problems aren following the rules of the law regardless of the bylaw. They’re
going to keep drinking in public and essentially ruining it for the rest of us. Having a beer while I
have a picnic with family or friends should be allowed.

community building and socializing, encouraging people to get outdoors, more inalign with many
other practices in the world, elimination of a unnecessary and old restrictive law.
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Increased litter such as broken glass bottles that might be dangerous. Also increased homeless
people in picnic sites to collect bottles and cans.
Onus is on the person to make the right decisions for themself. Do not need govt. oversight.
No benefits
Socialization
Financial boost for liquor vendors especially those close to parks

Removing a taboo can actually help to lessen issues or impacts. We need to learn to be responsible
and respectful.
None
Ability to book a picnic site for a fun group social event where people have the option of drinking
liquor.
none
I dont see any benefit other than government making profits.
Social benefits, creating a culture.
More people - especially apartment dwellers - will use public parks for larger social gatherings in
summer. This is a good thing.

You would see a lot more people out in areas rather than sitting in a pub/patio

Removing stigma associated with drinking in public encourages responsible consumption
More people going to parks and enjoying public spaces - especially more picnics.
Shows govt trust in people’s abiljty to make decisions; freedom and choice; demystifys drinking - it’s
normal so not special to do.
Ability to relax and enjoy an adult beverage while enjoying the wonderful park spaces the city has to
offer.
Nothing
First we would be finally on par with many other cities around the world who do this exact same
thing. Ability to enjoy a meal responsibly and better enjoyment of the parks and areas.
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People could enjoy the outdoors
More use of parks spaces.

Less waste of resources to hand out tickets
I do not see any benefits.
Nice to have a beer with bbq
Adults should be able to enjoy a glass of wine or beer during a bar-b-q. There won’t be people
trying to hide bottles in bushes
More empty cans and bottles for the "bottle-pickers" to collect
None
No benefit at all. Rather a disservice to a place where families come to spend quality time.
No benefits at all
It allows people in urban living (condos and apartments) enjoy the “backyard” bbq with a beer
None
People enjoy having alcoholic beverages with a meal or having a few beers with friends on a warm
sunny day.
I see no benefits. Freedom for liquor consumers means restrictions for family-friendly picnics or
park enjoyment.
My friends and I would like to be able to enjoy a beer or two with a picnic or BBQ—it's part of the
larger ritual. As an apartment-dweller, I can't do it on my own property. Those inclined to being
disorderly in public are not stopped by a bylaw anyways.
Freedom to do at a park as you would at home, especially if living in an apartment with no balcony.
nothing !
I don't see any benifits.
It’s cause unnecessary violence beetween Each groups
none
Greater use of picnic spaces. People often entertain in their backyards instead of beautiful public
parks because liquor is not allowed. Allowing liquor would improve social environment.
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Potentially more time spent in the park. May promote healthy attitude towards alcohol.
People can enjoy .it does not meanbif we are drunk we should drive.people can get taxi or we will
get sober driver .
Community engagement. Why not hang out in the park with your neighbors instead of drinking by
yourself in your basement. (I don't even drink alcohol btw)
Many people already consume alcohol in parks, I suppose this would legitmize this.
More use of outdoor space, European approach to normalizing moderate liquor consumption
Less people would want to drink there, as it would be legal.
It would be nice to enjoy a picnic with wine in the park, playing outdoor games with friends, more
options for me as a Calgarian.
I see no benefits. There are lots of places in the City where people can drink legally, adding public
parks is a step in the wrong direction. If people can't enjoy the public spaces without alcohol maybe
they have bigger problems that should be adressed.
People using picnic sites more
More fun social interactions
More people actively using parks, normalizes enjoying alcohol responsibly.
More large social gatherings. Example : birthday party or other celebration. Encourages ppl to be
outdoors
No benefits
None
I don’t think there’s any potential benefits when it comes to liquor consumption. Not only there are
many neurological effects, but there are evidence is in which there’s a spike in crimes that directly
leads to safety of people in the park picnic site.
No potential benefits
We like to drink a beer or two while on picnic
I do not see any benefits other than for the liquor market making more profit.
More people having birthdays at the park

People using pathways to go to places to drink for cheaper instead of driving to bars to spend
money.
No benefit
People will be able to enjoy the parks more without having to hide it.
None. Do people really need to drink alcohol wherever they go?
None
Drinking in parks is already happening. It would be positive to decriminalize this.
None
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Adults should be able to have some wine with a picnic lunch or when bbqing hambergers.
On a hot day, it’s nice for adults to be able to consume a cold beer, white wine, etc. Not everyone
like pop or juice so it allows for other options.
None
not a single one
Less resources wasted on policing grown ups
People may get out more.
Absolutely none
People will use public spaces more.
Increased utilization, and engagement with the outside environment
No
Children may see liquor laying around the environment and may be tempted to drink liquor
because of the set example shown by the adults
No benefits.
No benefits.
More freedom as citizens, more park use, more socialization within communities.
Absolutely none.
Use of parks as areas for celebrations, promoting a sense of community and engagement with city
assets. Also gives us more freedom as citizens to decide things for ourselves.

People are already doing it, no harm no foul, let the people be free
None
Nothing at all
No benefit whatsoever
I'd like to be able to enjoy a glass of dinner with a sunset picnic or barbecue. WE're adults. The city
has the law engorcement capacity to deal with transgressors.
No benifit... it’s loss only
None. Should be consumed at home. No driving afterwards.
It is done regardless, it being permitted will reduce illegal activity
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A larger number of younger generation getting outside and enjoying nature instead of families and
kids.
People should be able to exercise some personal responsibility to the use of liquor in a public park.
If they abuse the use of liquor then they should be held responsible.
Our regulations regarding the consumption of alcohol are archaic. With the adoption of new
regulations allowing police to test for intoxication without cause, people should be allowed to drink
everywhere in public, as long as they aren’t intoxicated.
Absolutely none.
Adults should be able to make healthy, safe, responsible decisions.

None that. can readily see. Maybe we show a moe relaxed and tolerant attitude to drug
consumption, afterall alcohol is a drug.
None.
Increase alcohol sales
None
i think it should be legal in all public parks
People are more likely to "chug it down" in order to get it off the table out of view if it is against the
law, rather than being allowed to comfortably sip it. Similar to pot legalization, it's unlikely to increase
the amount of unruly people doing it.
Familiar with our neighbors to the south there laws have always been far more liberal than Canada.
Europe the same. Our freedoms have been suppressed based on our dates laws. Benefits would
teach and educate our younger society of responsibilities versus
I do not support liquor in parks.
Happens anyway, majority of people can consume responsibly, make it legal
More use of the parks for family/friend gatherings.
We are Mature adults ad should be treated as such. Many countries allow public use with little issue

None
No benefit.
More people may use the sites for gatherings where some beer or wine is consumed with the bbq.
Some people are responsible drinkers, I guess, and shouldn't be penalized because so many drink
to excess and behave badly. Maybe I'll change my vote...
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I feel that there would be more use of public areas if this was permitted, as opposed to people
choosing alternate locations or just simply hiding their consumption
It's already there, at least with it being out in the open police can watch it better and folks will be
accountable

Wine or beer with a meal or other outing.
Whats wrong with a glass of wine in a park. People do this already and ita fine. If this is change i bet
you will see zero difference then now.
Not getting a ticket
More fun ..and the majority of adults can consume alcohol responsibly so the increased freedom
provides more enjoyment to city living
Being able to enjoy an afternoon beer with family and friends when using the day use areas.
Potential new business in parks and increased revenue. Also makes the whole city feel less like a
police state.
none
Picnics are nicer with a glass of wine
People do it already, I feel it's better to allow it in a controlled environment.
None.
None
More relaxed, fun, summer vibe in Calgary. Would get people out and liven up the city.
Increased social and other use of outdoor spaces. Adults who consume responsibly don’t need to
hide or be sneaky. Foster positive relations with community and bylaw officers.
More enjoyable and relaxing experience.
More patrons, family bdays where the adults can have a couple of beers
People already do consume liquor at sites. It’s nearly impossible not to mention punitive to enforce
this law unless people are being disorderly or disruptive in some way. Problems caused by the
consumption of liquor should be illegal, not drinking it
Having more fun.
The decrease in alcoholism in society. Making alcohol use so segregated has not been an effective
strategy thus far. Alcohol issues in North America are much more apparent per capita compared to
Europe. We should take sight of what they do and act on it.
None
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Allowing alcohol will encourage people to use the parks more. Reasonable adults will understand
that consumption should be 'manageable' and that the allowance of alcohol is not to encourage
'rowdy' behavior, but to enhance a get together.
Increase people's quality of life through the enjoyment of a glass or wine (or beer or spirit) in the
tranquility of the outdoors. People will use the picnic sites more often if allowed liquor.

It's one less thing for police to have to focus on when it's not creating major issues anyway.
Parks are a park of the community that are very under used. If we could have the opportunity for
parents to enjoy a drink or two at a social event outdoors, it would get children outdoors too.
Life. We all like to have a dink now and again and a park with fam and friends is a great place for
this.
Consumed responsibly it suits our lifestyle and how we enjoy an afternoon in the park
Creatingunwanted challenges within community
No benefits.
No benefits at all.
Increased use of parks, save money for people who would like to go outside/ have some drinks with
friends and not go to a bar
There are no benefits to being able to consume liquor, but can see more problems like vandalism
The benefit is increased freedom.
No benefits at all
I don't see any benefits.
None
I think that the majority of people who plan events at parks are reasonable and responsible people
who would be respectful of the facilities and others.
Our laws are draconian regarding this. I've lived in the US for a number of years and being able to
have a cold beer while having a picnic is the norm. It is unjust to assume everyone will be getting
drunk and driving home.
no benefits!
None
Vagrants will be able to engage in their trade with public support?
It will be more fun and the food will taste so much better with a glass of wine or a beer.
More people would take advantage of these parks rather then staying home and having events in
their yards
None
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more family time spent in the parks with the children enjoying the playground and parents and
friends enjoying time together as the children play
As someone who lives in a condo and does not have a backyard to enjoy, allowing liquor
consumption in parks would allow myself and others like me to be able to enjoy a park picnic like a
bbq in a yard.
It would be nice to be able to have wine and cheese in the park with my partner, which shouldn't be
a problem when enjoyed responsibly. You might see more people use parks in the summer for
BBQs and family events.
Increase use of public parks. Safer environment for drinking. Away from streets and cars.
None
I think there arw lots of people doing it secretly and I always believe when things are done in the
open, it's safer for everyone involved.
Calgary would join other cities which do not consider people having beer or wine in a park being
criminals
Family get together
I see none
None
Attract more tourists
Nice to have a beer responsibly on a nice day. The bad people who do it irresponsibly are already
doing it anyway, might as well let everyone else do it.
Enjoy life like the rest of the planet.
Bilaw can focus on infractions that actually matter.
Don’t see any benefits
None.
Please are sneaking it anyway, why not make it legal and control it.
I don't see any benefits.
None: there are no benefits . The park picnic sites are currently well used & enjoyed. Having liquor
present will only increase the risk of rowdy conduct, damage, drinking & driving, etc. Liquor will only
damage the current family atmosphere enjoyed by

More freedom, increased use of parks.
Less enforcement cost. Most adults are responsible. Sure there will be occasional outbursts for
stupidity but don't penalize the majority for a handful of fools
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mostly because this is 2019. The stigma of alcohol consumption is changing. This would offer more
opportunities for park use.
People are already doing it, no point in criminalizing those who do it responsibly.
If it’s consumed responsibly and people aren’t there to binge drink I think it’s a great idea! Who
doesn’t like a cold beer on a hot day for your BBQ or picnic?
This has been permissible in Europe for years without major issues. It will allow families to enjoy
outdoor celebrations in public spaces.
As a family of four soon to be five it would be nice to go to a park and have a picnic with a couple
drinks rather than a restaurant. Which are expensive and not always fun with kids. Much more
relaxing outdoors.
Will consider taking family for a picnic more often. Get kids out of the house more often for excercise
and family time enjoying a hot dog and a beer while throwing a frisbee etc
Anything that builds solid face to face community from some areas of town which are internet
enabled suburban dormitories. Bring in some timer control heated bbq shelters too for shoulder
season!
It’s obvious people like to have a drink with their food, so the sheer amount of people going to our
parks and enjoying what our city offers would rise. Less people living in bars,more smelling the
roses and social engagement.
None - Zero
could draw more people to go out and enjoy the outdoors
Noise, discarded bottles, vandalism, crime in surrounding neighbourhood.
No advantage, just a disaster. If a child or adult become a victim Of a drunk person in park, city
should be liable for it.
Allows for a more casual environment and a more cost effective way to enjoy time outdoors with
friends with some drinks (ie. not a restaurant patio)
People won't need to "sneak" it in .
I always drink responsibly and don't want to live in a police state!
it would increase the range of occasions you could use the park for. (ie, to celebrate an adult's
birthday or toast an achievement). I think it would get more older adults out spending more time in
the park.
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None.
None
there are absolutely zero benefits in consuming liquor at a park picnic site
no benefits
None
I think many of us would enjoy a beer or glass of wine with others.
Treat adults like adults. Previously lived in England where okay to consume alcohol in parks/open

Fun

Relaxing atmosphere
No benefits. If people want to drink then go to a bar or stay home where they belong and other
people don't have to put up with their attitude.!
on summer almost everybody would like a beer with their barbeque, and eliminate that "ilegal"
drinking
More attraction to picnic sites
It will be worst decision ever to allow liquor in picnic site
Being able to enjoy outdoor drinks without paying a bill bill on a patio. Enjoying a romantic picnic
No need to hide it; it is social; puts Calgary on par with other cities e.g., Montreal
I know that the use of these sites are already at peak and they are very popular but I think this
change would just allow more open use and proper accountibility than we are seeing right now. I
have no doubt people are doing it already and hiding it.
None
None
Sometimes you just want a beer or some wine in a nice place.
Vast amounts of people enjoy socializing while enjoying liquor, parks are great socializing spaces for
multitudes of people to come together and enjoy the spaces and socialize as they see fit without
having to segregate themselves inside in order to drink
It’s very pleasant to have a beer at a campsite. many people do so responsibly and stressing about
getting a fine can ruin it.
Better park experience
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No benefit at all!
Overall a more enjoyable experience
No potential benefits people are going to get out of control and cause a lot of problems
People will be able to enjoy the parks as they were intend, with family and friends enjoying them
selfs instead of the backyard of their home
Increased use by patrons who want a little wine with their cheese
More use of picnic areas
No benefits at all
Pleasant to have a beer or glass of wine with a meal. Would likely increase utilization of picnic sites.
there is no benefits
There are more harms than any benefit we can think of. It'll increase crime rate, property damage,
abuse etc. and hence cost to manage these issues will be an additional burden. Let Calgary be a
peaceful city.
If people choose, it can make an outdoor social experience far more civilized and to some,
enjoyable. It is very civilized and happens in many places around the world.
The potential for me to meet other picnicers and make connections on this city that is typically
isolated in the winter. Also, people learning to drink responsibly.
Greater use of parks and picnic areas. Increase in public happiness
No benefits at all
None
Nothing
Less work for bylaw officers who have better things to do.
Not being fined for enjoying a family outting or celebration. Being able 6o freely enjoy our city while
drinking responsibly and fallowing the rules/regulations. As right now we would be breaking the law if
we opened champagne to celebrate a wed party.
Drunks have an official place they can be legally inebriated at...
It makes public areas more accessible for doing things people want to do anyway - reduces the
"need" for having a home and yard, instead of an appt.
A get together in the park with family and friends gets people to enjoy the outdoors
None
People already drink in parks. This would simply take away any stigma.
I am not in favour of it
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no benefits
More social events, more people engaging in social activities, increase in liquor sales
More people willing to host dinners or get together in a public space.
could result in less littering, specifically in the water. People will continue to drink in parks whether
or not it becomes legal. Right now ppl tend to drink in the parks and then dispose of the evidence
(cans) ASAP by throwing them in the water/bushes
I can’t think of any.
None
Not a single benefit
no
I do not see any benefits
I don't see any benefits.
Many other cities allow it and it doesn't seem to be a problem. Why can't we?
None
No benefit at all. Drinking in a park in front of children is ridiculous. Please don't do this. Thanks.
it's both pleasant and civilised to be able to enjoy a glass of wine or a beer with a picnic
As a libertarian, I believe public liquor consumption should be allowed but public drunkenness
prohibited. One should be allowed to drink whilst walking down the street
Individual satisfaction
It allow visitors to the park to enjoy companionship
Less focus will be put on non offensive liquor consumption and people who are respectable will not
have their civil liberties removed.
People will have more respect for the area they are using by not having to hide the liquor and can
dispose of the cans properly. More use of the picnic site too.
It is already happening, it allows it to be more in the open and regulated by enforcement
liberalization of puritan attitudes
no benefit
None at all.
The majority of users are responsible citizens who would be able to enjoy an alcoholic beverage as
part of their event or gathering.
Freedom. it will still be illegal to be intoxicated in public, but if I want to enjoy a can of beer while
sitting in the sunshine in the park, why wouldn't I be allowed?
None
None. Reasons outlined in answer to#2
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Increase use.
Freedom to live the life we want to lead as citizens of this city. Eliminating the demonization of
drinking enabling the shift from binge drinking at bars to casual light drinking in social settings.
Allows police to focus efforts on more important things
More people would go out to enjoy the parks
Increased use of parks leading to more lively public spaces. Legally acknowledges that park
consumption already occurs and will continue despite bylaw. Note public intoxication will remain
illegal despite bylaw as well.
Provide employment by needing to hire more by-law officers.
None. There’s no need
Increased use of parks, increased socialization opportunities and increased commmnit interaction
and engagement. Also increased personal freedoms.
None
More people will be able to use and enjoy the parks, those who already enjoy the parks may add to
their enjoyment. Just as with any other rule, without evidence as to abuse of parks, why restrict
people.
First, it happens anyway, so better to have it open and regulated. Second, it is one of the pleasures
of adult life in civilized society. I'll drink responsibly and report if others aren't.
More fun when having a picnic!
Increased use of park space.
None
More freedom to enjoy the parks with friends and family. Some people already discreetly have drinks
at these picnic sites and there’s no harm done.
attracts another set of customers/ activities (adult parties), that currently will not rent the park due to
alcohol limitations.
none
None. People can have fun without liquor!!!
There are no foreseeable benefits - if one can't go to a picnic without alcohol something is wrong
Having a nice picnic lunch with a glass of wine or a beer would be a nice inexpensive way to spend
afternoon
Nothing
No real benefits, just allowing for social interaction like in many other countries, where it's not even
considered to be an issue just a part of normal life.
None.
Healthy environment and healthy habits pass through generations
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To enjoy a beer freely in the outdoors.
Safe and responsible liquor consumption is enjoyable.
More people enjoying our parks; more fun and relaxed city atmosphere
People still drink at parks, but now they just hide it. Instead of hiding it, why not allow people to enjoy
a few beverages.
More people will rent park picnic sites for their parties and events

None. There are many places that you can consume liquor, public parks should not be one. They
should offer safe and clean areas for all citizens.
None. Alcohol should not be consumed in public parks.
None

Removing some of the restriction our society has on alcohol consumption. Allowing responsible
adults to enjoy alcohol outside of their home or a bar.
None
More people will want to get out and enjoy those spaces.
Enjoyment and relaxation
It will be fun and you wouldn’t need to go to a bar. You could save money by not buying at a bar
Coming from Europe, where you are allowed to bring a bottle of wine or beers to public parks, it's
something that I miss here. It's nice to have a glass of wine or a beer with a lunch. It's no different
than at a restaurant.
People can enjoy themselves like adults.
None
No benefits
I can't see any benefit
It will create an environment where people don’t feel like they have to hide their liquor consumption.
It is also extremely lively to have a cold beer on a hot day with your food.
None. To enjoy city parks not everyone should be put at risk or exposed to dirty sites.
People will be able to fully enjoy park facilities
Should not be allowed
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There are no benifits - only disasters awaiting - people WILL drink and drive - people will litter as as
well as behave inappropriately
Parks are a great place for celebrations: weddings, birthdays, etc. It would be nice to have a glass of
wine with a meal.
None
I could see more people getting out to our parks to enjoy picnics, bbq's
I think people do this anyway. It is legal in many parts ofthe world, it is time for Calgary to get on
board.
Pleasure and relaxation. It is nice to have a beer with some bbq for example
None
It will promote a greater sense of community because it will allow those who want to enjoy a drink to
do so at a park rather thank at a bar or restaurant.
Very enjoyable to enjoy a beer or glass of wine when picnicking
Promotes family gatherings in public
Calgary parks are beautiful locations and having a picnic with a glass of wine in them is already an
extremely enjoyable activity, but it would be much nicer if you didn't have to worry about doing
something illegal.
Another way for us to enjoy our beautiful city responsibly. We are years behind other countries and
their policies and need to step it up.
None
May draw more people out of their backyards and into our public parks, increase use of the parks
and visitors to surrounding businesses.
Way more fun
Wine and food is nice and champagne for special occasions too. But I think alcohol will be abused
by some people if allowed.
No benefits - liquor should not be consumed in parks. What's next?
By removing the prohibition of alcohol in parks, you will eliminate the behaviour of people drinking
stronger alcohol in secret in order to circumvent the restrictions. Also it supports the growing local
brewery business.
More public use. More public events. Less peopleTrying to hide it
NO benefits at all! It will mess up our parks and our kids
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No benefits
reservable sites like Bowness for larger family / friend gatherings, can replicate a camping type
experience, offers those who live in higher density dwellings the opportunity for backyard BBQ type
experience
Being able to get family together for a nice afternoon with alot of space and fresh air
None
There are NO benefits to drinking in public parks
Increased use and enjoyment of park picnic sites, fostering community spirit and improving
Calgary’s reputation as an open-minded and innnocative city.
Many people enjoy a drink with BBQ lunch or dinner. In moderation, I dont see a problem.
Will increase the use of picnic area of parks by families and young people who will see it as a place
to spend the day- better than sitting in a bar all day
People already consume in parks. They just find any way to hide it. Which leads to overuse. This
would allow visible consumption and easier to control and monitor.
None
Drinking alcohol in a responsible manner is part of many cultures living in Calgary and can function
as a role model. From my perspective, drinking small quantities of alcohol is not more harmful than
any of the sugary drinks where there is no restriction
None. If this goes through, it opens up to other drugs/depressants/stimulants being allowed into our
public spaces
None
None, if there are benefits then why not allow people to consume liquor while walking down the
street as well?
People are already doing it but I think the benefit is simply increased freedom to do so openly.
Increased utilization of parks for arts & culture events - made easier and more attractive. could be
attractive to tourists?
Don’t have to sneak it, save the police time in monitoring. More poorly would go to parks and play
sports instead of hitting the patios
No
Increase in responsible alcohol consumption and no need to hide it from anyone.
None
Freedom. Responsible adults should be able to consume a beer or wine out in the park.
More people will get outside and enjoy picnics. Children will see liquor being consumed in a
responsible manner.
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I could see a general increase in use of public parks and picnic sites. Probably would increase
support for tax dollars going towards park improvements and upgrades as well.
no benefits at all
Community and freedom.
allowing to consume alcohol at parks will make people comfortable, anyway people drink alcohol at
parks even if it is not allowed
Being able to live like adults, with proper picnics. Europe allows this, and its ok!!
Zero benefit to consuming liquor in parks!!
It’s happening already anyway.
None

none. Why is there a need to consume liquor? Go consume it at a designated place like a restaurant
that can control your consumption if you get out of hand
Nil
Being able to enjoy a beer or glass of wine with a picnic
People will use public parks more and there will be more awareness and care for them. The
outcome of getting caught for a casual drink in the park is pretty ridiculous.
None whatsoever
None
Let people enjoy themselves, much like Europeans.
Absolutely NONE! Keep it at home in a private setting. Ditto for the use of cannabis. I can smell that
crap from 100 yards away (or more if blowing downwind).
to enjoy a beverage of your chosing while enjoying outdoors ( with threat of being ticketed/fined)
We would increase our use of picnic sites. Currently, families tend to meet at someone's house to
socialize and have a glass of wine while the kids play. Being able to consume alcohol at the park
would increase park use and community engagement.
No benefits but only harms.
Increase in park use by allowing for adults to enjoy themselves responsibly
Why does alcohol consumption need to be a part of an outdoor event or activity? Drink in your own
backyard.
People do it anyways and hide it, atleast if it’s regulated and legal officers can keep a better eye on it
Fun
Draw more people to the parks and make neighbourhoods more lively. Maybe allow for pop up
events from restaurants/breweries.
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Can stop hiding the liquor people already bring. Local parks become more desirable places to hold
events and celebrations.
None, not needed
No any benefit
At family events a couple responsible drinks should be allowed.
Not hiding alcohol which probably 80% of people going to the parks currently do. To freely be able to
enjoy the many beautiful parks in Calgary with social drinking rather than be restricted to our homes.
The benefits I see are that the city will be treating its citizens as adults who can regulate their own
behaviour.
People do it anyways might as well make it legal
It happens anyways, may as well regulate it.
Community enjoyment while finding a free place to share a meal.
No benefits.
being able to drink some alcohol while having a picnic with friends.
I think it's complementary to picnics and socializing, in moderation.
Trust in citizens and their judgement call.
No benefits. Only harms
If liquor was allowed through a special permit then it might be manageable for monitoring, cleaning
and safety of other picnic goers. However this cost might be too high. As a tea. Payer I would not
want to subsidize the cost of this program.
Freedom. There’s no reason People’s freedom should be restricted for no good reason. And self
righteous moral indignation is not a good reason btw.
I think there will be an increase in people getting out and using the parks if we know you can play
games and have a few drinks with friends
It will bring more people to parks for get togethers
People do it anyway now so having them do it legally will save police officers and the city money on
taxes.
It allows to better arrange activities and transportation. I.e. when drinking is not allowed on picnic
sites, it doesn’t stop peoples from drinking, it just makes them do it elsewhere before they got to the
picnic and that just promotes drinking & driving
Consumption of liquor should be limited to daylight hours as it would help prevent drunken parties
instead of family/friends picnic.
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People will already be drinking in parks respectfully and I don’t feel they should be in trouble if they
are responsible. Will create a difference between people enjoying the parks and people ruining
them.
much more civilized
It can create a better sense of community when a group of adults wants to come together to share a
meal and a drink or 2. Being able to do that in city parks promotes the use of city green spaces, and
provides new spaces for residents who dont have a BY
none
Adults are free to make their own decisions.
Freedom of choice.
More enjoyment and less secrecy
Not being punished for having a beer with your bbq during the summer.
Public enjoyment and increase use of our public spaces. People should be drinking responsibly and
disorderly conduct shouldn’t be acceptable.
Promotes responsible drinking, people are going to do it anyway and / or are already doing it so may
as well regulate it. Otherwise people just hide it!
There are always going to be people that abuse, but those people are already consuming liquor in
the parks now. This will give everyone else the chance to enjoy a cocktail or two.
None
At an area like bowness park and edworthy where spots are booked for parties, i could see a benefit

I see no benefits.
Give people the choice to drink without having to hide it .
The basic human right of free will. 99% of people will simply want to enjoy a drink or two with their
friends or family and then move on with their day.
Increase in outdoor enjoyment. Decrease in being treated like children.
None. Until no traffic issues from drunk drivers, no public drinking. City wants to lower speed to be
safer. This would not make roads safer. Note how Parks Canada bans alcohol at campsites
Nice to relax with a tall cool drink on your day off. Not everyone who goes to parks has little kids
It's nice to have a drink with your bbq on a nice day. I've seen cities that have sections of parks
licensed and it works great
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People already consume liquor in public dispute not being allowed to. It would allow for people to
spend time outside with there families and being able to enjoy the parks rather than having to drink
at home or find a place that would allow minors.
It's nice to have a beer on a warm summer day out in nature
More people will have the benefit of using the park
It's a matter of choice. Liquor is not illegal, so if people want to partake in a public space, why not? If
people don't want to, then don't. Liquor in of itself does not impact anyone else, unlike smoking.
Encourage traffic flow through city parks, and to have the ability to host events freely.
A decrease in alcohol being thought of as needing to be hidden or shameful
None
Grownups are allowed to be grownups? Seriously this is long overdue.
Culturally specific celebrations that normally include alcoholic beverages; normal part of meals for
many
Getting people to go to parks more often
More enjoyable meals and socializing
none
Adults being treated as such.
A picnic with a glass of wine or beer would be nice.
Freedom. There are laws that address public drunkenness, drinking and driving etc...
Nothing
Makes for a nice day in the park. Makes calgary a more cosmopolitan city.
Absolutely none
None
None.
none
People like to drink, if you do it responsibly, they should be able to enjoy it while they use parks
Increase in outdoor activities and use of parks in Calgary.
None
Social Events, City hosted fundraisers or events, In the park concerts/movies
Broader spectrum of people using the parks.
Casual setting to enjoy a beer with friends and be able to play games in a park such as bocce ball,
volleyball, frisbee, etc.
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If your out for a picnic, it would be nice to enjoy a beverage, just like if you were to go out for lunch.
Using our park areas as a place of celebration
I feel like some people do it anyway and never get fined so, may as well allow it.
Aside from social norms and individuals, I don't believe that parks would see a benefit.
It is already happening so number of tickets would be reduced and paramaters would be placed
around where people can enjoy a drink with their picnic etc.
Increased security in public parks. This is already legal in Europe and causes very little concern.
No potential benefit, to be very honest.
more fun
A beer outside on a hot day shouldn't be a crime. Criminalizing an activity that is a part of Canadian
culture doesn't make sense.
I’m an adult and I’d like to be trusted to make good adult decisions.
I believe responsable adults should be allowed to enjoy a glass of wine or beer with their picnic
meal. Allowing for improved personal freedom
I see no benefits.liquor should be consumed at specific restricted place.
Increased use of outdoor space. People may be more inclined to get outside.
I don't see any benefits
No benefit
Encourage people to get outside. Continue to support responsible consumption without people trying
to hide a particular practise. Treat adults like esponsivle adults. Support our burgeoning craft beer
scene.
Increased use of park spaces
None
There is no benefit
None
Benefits would be social, and I believe greater usage of our wonderful parks
People are doing it anyways. At least this way you won't have people sneaking around. As long as
you're an adult and cleaning up after yourself this should be allowed. Drunk & disorderly people are
everywhere either way...
More freedom
None
More use of park space- might become more of a social space for families to meet and spend the
day together. Families can enjoy a social drink while picnicking
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People won't be coming under the influence or hiding the consumption, making them more
intoxicated then socially having a drink with friends or family.
It would be nice, certainly, if we could be certain people didn't act like jerks. That seems unlikely.
I dont see any benefit
Definitely has the potential to make a picnic more fun, and may have the potential to boost our
incredible local brewing + distilling industry
The potential benefit is to be able to consume liquor. If we want to be able to enjoy a beer or wine
and share among friends and family this would allow us to.
Support local beer scene. Get people outside enjoying their city parks.

People do it all the time anyways. Making something less forbidden makes it more regulated. I think
it will actually reduce alcohol poisoning because people living far from places feel the need to
excessively pre drink in their homes before events.
Let's be honest, food and drink are part of most cultures' celebrations. Celebrations from a summer
picnic in the park with family, to a wedding. My son had his wedding celebration at Bowness and
there was something missing by it having to be dry.
Nothing
Freedom of choice
Celebrations. Like weddings, graduations.
People will be more likely to frequent parks for gatherings which otherwise would take place in a
rented venue or a backyard. This would incentivize their use, and keep people from having loud
parties in their backyards.
None
Reduce the stereotype surrounding alcohol, could promote use-in-moderation as it is not taboo and
becomes a part of a casual atmosphere and requires people to teach their children about being
RESPONSIBLE with alcohol
People drink there anyways so it would make it so people don't hide it and can dispose etc. With
ease
More freedom to enjoy.
Relaxing drinks with family and friends makes it more fun and more social.
there are no benefits, only liabilities when excessive consumption occurs. do not allow consumption
of alcohol in public parks
Picnic lunch with the wine with a glass of wine. Playing sports and having a beer. It's very social.
No benefit at all
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People who were less inclined will enjoy the spaces this wonderfully city has to offer
Freedom. Better enjoyment of outdoor parks with friends or family. Outdoor celebrations public &
private have the ability without feeling suppressed, or like a criminal when people would like to enjoy
themselves. Booze parks would be 18+ only. Child free.
It may deter people from drinking before arriving at a park site.
We would increase our usage of the parks and be more social generally.
Normalize liquor so it's not so "scary". Gets people out in public spaces which makes it safer for
everyone!
Having a glass of wine with a lunch or dinner is just a social thing for us. It may increase usage of
many of the beaufltiful parks we have.
People may be more inclined to go outside if they can have a drink or two at their picnic.
None. I am not a yes opposed to drinking but I drink either when I am out to dine or in my own
home. I think others should do the same.
None no
No benefits at all
Using a social beverage in a social setting
nothing
People will become more interested in using these amazing places throughout the city. If governed
by bylaw, I think this could be executed quite well
Moderate consumption of alcohol is part of North American culture; this normalizes the process
Individuals without there own private yards/balconies could enjoy a bbq or a drink outdoors in the
same way that people with yards and balconies are able to currently. would bring more people out
into public parks for socializing.
Provide a stress free area to enjoy alcoholic beverages with a meal outside.
Having a beer or a glass of wine at a picnic seems like a very normal thing. I’d like to be able to
share a glass of wine with my wife and friends.
It becomes my choice to indulge or not. It's quite common to have wine at a plcnic.
I see this no different than going out with family to a restaurant, only now a family picnic would allow
some reasonable consumption of alcohol, keeping in mind the drinking and driving laws.
People will be out more and having fun. A possible new hashtag to increase knowledge. Also people
will hold others accountable because they don't want it to be ruined.
Increased police presence
People are already doing it, but hiding it. This can be worse.
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None.
Our parks would be better used by people. In Europe, the parks of full of people enjoying the
outdoors, sipping some alcoholic beverages and enjoying these little patches of nature. It would
bring people out and foster community.
I travel to Europe quite frequently, and it just seems so natural for a picnic in a park to include a
bottle of wine. I have never witnessed disorderly behaviour, property damage, etc, and as far as I
can tell, children who witnessed it are still OK.
None. The police will be now more busy attending the consequences of drunk people.
More people might choose to use parks for outings.
It will activate the park spaces, and allow urban dwellers without their own private outdoor space to
enjoy a drink in the outdoors. It will encourage more urban dwellers to meet in public places and
make use of our parks.
No benefit at all. Some people are responsible, but many will not be. There is no way that the City
can police the picnic sights
Most Calgarians would drink alcohol responibly however there are always a few who will abuse the
privilege and erase any potential benefits.
Everyone does it anyways, so if its legal it can be prepared for better and destigmatizing alcohol use
i think stops kids from binge drinking because they see it as something casual not taboo or special.
People do it anyways. Obviously a large percentage of the population don’t have a problem with it
and the laws should represent the views of the majority, no?
Being able to responsibly enjoy a glass of wine or a beer while having a picnic would be enjoyable.
freedom to responsibly enjoy a beverage, without fear of being find .
Nice to have a glass of wine with the picnic.
None
Societal progress. Or you know, enjoying a beer outside with your friends.

Grownup freedom
We as a family and our friends too would likely make use of park picnic sites more than we currently
do.
People are going to do it either way, but if you allow it, people will do it in a safer manner and will be
able to dispose of their containers properly.
Increase social freedom. Responsible adults should be treated as such
Increased use of outdoor spaces for the purpose of picnics.
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I do not see any benifits and strongly feel children, and families should not be subjected to this.
socialize, enjoy outdoors, encourages interacting with nature rather than restricting people indoors
or in commercial spaces.
If it is consumed respectfully and responsibly than I don't see any reason for not allowing it
Would be nice to have a glass of wine with your picnic
Reasonable consumption coupled with reasonable behaviour should be permitted. I think a lot of
people do it anyway. Rules regarding intoxication in public and driving while intoxicated are good
ways of limiting excess.
Absolutely none.
Allow for more social gatherings
As adults, we should be able to consume any beverage of choice as long as we adhere to all other
laws and societal norms of behaviour. It’s happening already, it’s just concealed.
I think the parks will get used more. Would be lovely to have a glass of crisp white wine with a
cheese and fruit plate, or to have a beer at a barbecue.
It would allow for people to socially engage in a meal and a drink at the same time while enjoying
our fantastic Calgary parks.
More fun.
People do it anyways so this just means less tickets.
I get to drink alcohol which I like to do from time to time in a responsible way.

Nothing. Picnic is for family time and have fresh air. Not for drinking and offending people. Picnic is
for picnic and bar is for drinking.
More public comradery with more people getinng outside together and likely partaking in exercise
None
Alcohol is regularly consumed at picnics in everywhere whether legal or not. Why make people hide
it?
When people gather for big celebtrations like weddings or anniversaries, they should be allowed to
drink in the parks, because there will be many of them and they will look after each other to not get
into trouble ;)
No
People like to relax/socialize and have a drink
None
Happens today. Just make it legal.
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People do it anyway, so now we don't have to waste the time and money to enforce these rules that
treat adults like children.
No benifit
As long as it's being consumed responsibly, it is an added benefit of enjoying the city's picnic areas.
Parks would potentially get more use, as well as getting adults outside and enjoying recreation, if
they can enjoy an alcoholic beverage.
None
I do not believe that public will benefit from it at all.
More use of public spaces
Park picnic sites my experience a greater number of visitors.
Destigmatise North American drinking culture.
Not a one.
Update law to reflect current society. Improve our city for visitors from other places which permit
liquor in public spaces within moderation.
One less barrier to true freedom. We don't need a nanny state telling us what we can and can't do.
Food is usually better with wine or a beer. I lived in England and Australia for many years and this is
commonplace in both countries. Issues are rare. I never personally encountered any problems in
relation to it.
Joining the rest of the world that have implemented this rule with little to no negative side effects
No benefits at all
Not have to hide my booze
Likely way more use of them!

Getting more people out and using the city parks. City parks are often empty and not utilized.
None. There is no benefit of consuming liquor other than to decrease ones inhibition. This is
something one generally does not want in a public setting or venue.
It's nice to enjoy a drink with dinner, I'm guessing that responsible drinking already occurs in parks
Freedom of choice
None
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innumerable benefits to society and individuals. stops unwarranted harrasment of people who might
literally have no other place to do it. stops criminalizing a regular, ancient, human behaviour.
Increased used of parks and responsibility in consumption. Those who currently want to consume
liquor in parks already do so, but secretly. By making it allowable, people will use park space,
increase community, and consume responsibly (beer not liquor).
I don’t see any benefit at all. It would merely be a nice addition.
None, as a society we need to realize consumption of non-alcoholic beverages is acceptable too
Stats show countries that allow drinking in public to have lower levels of associated
overconsumption and violence, which is a huge issue in Canada. I believe drinking in public helps
normalize and build a healthier drinking culture.
you can enjoy liquor at the park
Uh, the freedom to engage in a reasonable activity in a reasonable place at a reasonable time?
There are no benefits. I agree most people are responsible, but it only takes one to disrupt the whole
park. I also see this as a potential for more litter and broken glass. Stanley Park already has
questionable activity, it will get worse with legal alc.

A casual drink on a warm day is a way for people to get together.
Calgary needs an influx of business since our fellow Canadians have turned their back on the
energy sector. Someone should be able to enjoy a drink while sitting in the sun, not worrying about a
police officer giving them a ticket.
Being able to enjoy yourself on a warm day with a cold beer should be allowed.
Instead of drinking in cars or hiding and drinking people can now atleast drink legally.
I don't see any benefits to me or my family. It would just allow us to have a beer IF we would feel
like it. Unfortunately we would see more uncontrolled drunk people than responsible ones
Freely being able to consume alcohol out in the open will encourage people to drink responsibly and
not try to hide their open containers
Being able to relax and enjoy myself
None

More people using parks in the summer and more varied usage.
More local events and personal family/friend gatherings could use public space, allowing for better
community gathering opportunities.
People are already drinking at park picnic sites. No need to demonize responsible alcohol
consumption.
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Are liquor laws are old and dated
No benefits.
I don't see any benefits.
Nice to have a drink on a warm day
THERE ARE NO BENEFITS
There will be no potential benefits if allowed, it will create problems, fights, dangerous to use
propane-BBQ and top of that misbehave with other in the same area..allows liquor this time means
visitors will also start using drugs as well.
None
I like to hope that when you treat people like adults, they'll act as such. I always compare the
Calgary Stampede with the Calgary Folk Fest. The Calgary Folk Fest allows children into the beer
garden and I've never experienced any disorderly behaviour.
None.
There is no any benefits, even for consumer.
It's nice to have a glass of wine or beer with lunch and dinner which you can do at restaurants and
patios. At a picnic, you cannot do this yet. But it's still having a leisurely meal, so it would be nice to
enjoy a drink on a sunny day with the picnic.
Provide an area for social events where liqour would typically be consumed for people that live in
apartments etc. Would increase use of picnic sites.
Enjoying a beer with friends and family
None, the next thing will be smoking pot and the smell that generates. People go with families and
loved ones tobtelax not deal with potential conflicts from alcohol and drugs
people are doping it illegally now (homeless and street people), make it legal so that law abiding
citizens can do it and not feel bad.
Safety
More permissive legislation may lead to a more mature attitude toward alcohol consumption
Alcohol consumption isnt something to shy away from. Knowing your limits should be the cultural
norm
Enjoy a beer in a nice environment
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Allow adults to drink responsibly with friends while still appreaciating the beauty of the outdoors
Use it to generate income to support the maintenance of the sites. For example if you rent the
space for your group, then you can also pay to have liquore.
No benefits
Getting away for a day & feeling like camping without staying overnight
None
A lot of people tend to do it anyways disregarding the current laws which could lead to a lot less
people getting fined for doing so.
people will book more sites if the can drink, more money for the city
There are no benefits
No benefits, only bad effects I can see
I can see it has the potential to increase sales of reservations.
I think we have to stop seeing people as incapable of being responsible citizens of the Calgary.
Putting too many rules and restrictions creates clandestine Behavior. Let's face it, they do it anyway.
Let's put some standards and rolls around it stop maki
people can get dece litty kitty
More public gatherings. More parties in the park. Bring people outside to use our parks more often.
Also changes the fear/confrontations with officers.
No benefits at all. Only who wants to drink at the parkwill see all benefits.It will only put vulnerable
people at risk.Parks facility is like other public places where, liquor should be prohibited.
Taking the stigma out of it will commonize it, less binging and more responsible use.
People will have the freedom to enjoy their day in the way they want. They may be more inclined to
support local businesses in the areas that allow liquor consumption ie: eau claire market, etc
Nil
People going out more, enjoying the outdoors increasing flow of pedestrians in certain areas. More
economic activity
Responsible consumption of liquor (a glass of wine while having a picnic) will allow people to find
more relaxation in a stress filled life
None
stop treating us like children and things will be OK. Have you seen how Europe does it?
We could be like most of the civilized world. Not so anal with our liquor laws.
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More freedom, updating antiquated liquor laws that stem from the prohibition era. Bringing Calgary
in line with the rest of the world.
I think it makes it more enjoyable to be outside and have the option to have drinks. I think people do
it anyway so we shouldn’t put some emphasis on banning something that is part of a most people’s
life.
By decreasing the taboo of consuming alcoholic beverages we can have the public space to show a
responsible example of consumption to future generations
none
People would not have to hide it anymore. It removes the stigma behind drinking.
None
No benefits
The city stops trying control people's own personal daily decisions. Less restrictions make for a more
pleasant environment for most people.
It’s sometimes nice to have a beer or glass of wine with your meal.
Many adults would like to enjoy a nice bottle of wine while having a picnic. This would allow for that.
The benefits will likely exceed the costs.

None.
More use of parks.
None
None
Responsible alcohol consumption can be a nice part of a social gathering. People who don't drink
responsibly likely are already drinking in parks; it would be nice to be able to enjoy an alcoholic
beverage with a picnic.
More community engagement with parks. Safer drinking culture because parks are safer spaces
than bars and clubs.
Fun time with friends
Increased use of them by adult groups. Plus day drinking in parks already happens, I see it and
other people talk about it. Having a designated safe place to do it is better than throwing their empty
cans and bottles into the Bush.
You can already smoke tobacco or cannabis outside, why not be able to enjoy a beer or glass of
wine with a nice picnic at the park.
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Responsible people can enjoy an alcoholic beverage on a nice day without penalty. I would feel
more inclined to use the picnic areas. Some people don't have a yard to enjoy alcoholic beverages
in.
Increased bookings/revenues for the city.
Social perception.
Community, fun activities
More people will be able to spend more time in the fresh air and connect with nature on a more
personal level.
No benefits - Only nuisance
None, this will only cause people to misbehave and start fights and destroy property
More fun, more freedom
People are already doing it anyway, this will stop wasting resources enforcing rules that are not
beneficial to the community. It will allow focus on people who are disorderly not people who are
having a casual drink
Not having to be concerned with keeping it hidden from tea~totallers
People do it anyway. if it was made public that it was allowed, i believe there would be less
rebellious behaviour to do so.
Ability to social as I would at home, sporting event or restaurant
It's something that probably is occurring anyways. Let's bring the law in line with desires of
Calgarians.
Increased use of parks. Being able to consume alcohol in a venue that isn't a bar or restaurant.
It is an avenue to see how people will behave if the laws are relaxed
I think more people are likely to use the picnic sites, which is great. In Europe, where this is allowed,
there's a more vibrant park culture. We're all so closed away from each other in our own yards. Why
not get out and have some fun together?
I'm sure people do it now illegal, so making it legal could potentially reduce the consumption or make
people more aware.
What's wrong with a little afternoon vino in the park? #yolo
It's a legal activity that would invite more people out of their homes or bars to enjoy Calgary's parks
during meals and for social gatherings.
Greater use of parks. Many people like to have a beer or glass of wine with their meal or event.
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The vast majoity of people who consume alcohol do so without any negative effects. It enhances
social interactions and celebrations. A blanket prohibition is unfair in a democratic society.
It is maybe a cheaper way to spend time with the friends during a nice weather instead of going to
bar.
You won't be breaking laws anymore
No benefits except potential hazards to people, wild animals and the nature itself such as wildfire
and damage.
People without a back yard have to choose between making their event an indoor one, a dry one, or
an illegal one. Why not allow it as an option?
I've been to many beer gardens & water fronts in other cities around the world, & Calgary is the only
one I've seen that does not capitalize on their locale. Only 1 riverfront restaurant & 2 burger places.
Capitalize and make money on places people like
parks may be utilized more and may become a preferred choice for a bbq or gathering. it is also
something that probably already happens and now people can feel more comfortable doing so
Increased levels of contentment and happiness when you can relax with a beer, which leads to
overall increased satisfaction in Calgary. May encourage people to move here if they know they will
be less restricted.
More likely to use picnic sites. Most BBQs I go to serve wine/beer.
I dnt see any benefit in drinking at parks.no
Liquor consumption, in moderation, during hot summers days is an enjoyable activity. The ability to
have open alcohol in parks will also provide further incentive for people to get out and enjoy
Calgary’s parks.
It’s most likely already happening and therefore maybe people are taking more risks to sneak it. I
feel like it should be allowed with rules around it to help potentially reduce some risk taking.
None
It happens anyways, police don't need to waste their time on people drinking responsibly
Safer consumption walking distances from home. More friendly outdoor present in parks and area
with people doing activities with friends while being able to consume alcohol.
I don’t see any benefits. There are enough risks to deal with in public parks we don’t need to add
another one. Drinking a driving is a major risk that I don’t want to see added.
More enjoyment of being outside in the summer times.
People no longer have to hide it.
it will create more of a sense of community and it will most likely get more people outside and using
the parks that we pay for as Calgarians
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If you can give me one potential benefit to consuming liquor, I'll give my "no" a second thought!
People already do. I don't really see any benefits necessarily, but I think it would be fine and I
personally approve.
More people will go to the parks for events and to be in nature
No one
People are doing it anyways, at least if it was legal there would be less taboo around it and it would
be less likely for individuals to over indulge.
People are going to do it anyway! Maybe as well not have to hide it
Alcohol is being consumed in parks despite current laws, it is just concealed.
I think that people are often drinking alcohol anyways, just in a concealed fashion. It would be nice
not to have to hide it, as well as be trusted to act responsibly.
Better for the economy, allow people to spend don't prohibit it. Will encourage people to spend time
outside rather than being stuck in their house if they want a drink.
The city would be more like Montreal, and Montreal is the best city in Canada!
Stepping forward into the 21st century, and letting people be responsible for themselves and their
actions AND not dictating to others what they cannot do.
Could be more enjoyable for some people.
There are none. Alcohol consumption should be strictly in private areas (establishments, private
homes, etc).
Enjoying a cold beer or glass of wine with a meal in an outdoor space is an enjoyable experience.
People are already drinking in public, but will binge before they go out, or chug drinks while out to
avoid getting a ticket. If it's legal, hopefully people can enjoy a few social drinks outside for cheap
and not be worried about breaking the law.
I do not see any benefits except an increase in sales; however it is not worth the drunken behavior
that will be evident afterwards and the exposition to children.
None
More people getting out and having a bit of fun, things like softball or get togethers would increase
No benefit
People will be more likely to engage in our public parks instead of just going to bars
Please take a look at what happens in European parks. This will increase the use of our parks and
build a community
I see no potential benefits to liquor being publicly accessible in parks/picnic sites.
None
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None
Enjoying 1-2 beers during a picnic. Most people wont be going to public parks to get trashed
Having a meal or hanging out with family and friends is commonly accompanied by having a couple
drinks. I don't see why a park should be treated differently than a restaurant.
lemonade doesnt go with frisbee as well as beer
Nothing but harm
Consuming an alcoholic beverage (beer/wine/champagne) is a civilized way of enjoying a picnic in a
City park. It's about time we got rid of this archaic and puritan concept! Learn from European
attitudes towards alcohol.
None
To legitimise what is curr. occurring clandestinely in these very locations. Could (should) also pave
the way to rem. barriers that necessitate "beer gardens". If it's okay to consume alc in a public park
w/ kids around, then why not at eg. FolkFest?
I don't see anything good in it except quick, temporary fun that is detrimental to one’s life and to
others’
There is absolutely no benefit for anyone.
It is fun and nice to relax with a beer but of course one must be responsible
Nicer picnics
Relaxation
Increased usage of parks and recreation areas. Freedom to have casual drinks without threat of
police interference.
None

Less tickets issued for public consumption of alcohol, which are a drag on people and the court
systems. Enjoying yourself and having a few beverages should be allowed. Being Publicly drunk and
disorderly will still be illegal. Let people be adults.

Creates more vibrancy in city parks, lowers cost of policing in these areas
There are absolutely no benefits
none
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Increased desire to explore parks
Because we're all adults and it's nice to have a glass of wine with a picnic.
People have been doing it for years without any issue so this way we can do it without having to hide
and be paranoid.
It would facilitate familly get togethers in local parks.
Calgary is a stuck up city with very little liberties. Yet we have some of the greatest people of any
city out there. Drinking in parks would encourage more great people to socialize. Honest law abiding
people shouldn't have to hide because of the law.
I don't see any to be honest, the consumption of alcohol on parks may only allow the drinkers a quiet
place to have fun, still, they will likely disturb wildlife and likely end up damaging the environment
around them.
There are no benefits what so ever
I do not see any benefits but lots to potential problem and side effects.
Not restricting alcohol to indoor places will reduce the novelty of alcohol, make it seem less
dangerous, allow people to enjoy a drink or two outdoors. This might also benefit our outdoors
spaces as they improve/adapt and become more lively.
More families would leave their backyard for a family friendly environment.
There are no benefits, and we would be naive to think people don't drink in parks now.
Consuming liquor in parks would change people's perception of drinking in public and it would
become a more acceptable practice which I believe would decrease the "negative" binge partying in
the parks.

Any

I don't want liquor to b allowed for kids safety.discipline no damaging to park or drunk driving
None. It promotes drinking. It seems people cant do anything without drinking and now toking. I
used to enjoy football games but i think people just go there to drink. It is disgusting the direction that
our values have gone.
none
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i Would go more often because I enjoy having beers in the sun as I currently live in an apartment
building. And sharing wine and food with significant others. It would make Calgary appear more
progressive
A chance at some sociability for the wishing it.

Alcohol can be shown to be consumed in a responsible and respectable way. Enjoying drinks with
friends in a local park increases sense of community
none A really big NO lets support small business
No real benefit, but nice to enjoy a glass of beer or wine at a camp fire or picnic site during the
summer.
May increase enjoyment for some but at too great a cost to the welfare of the whole.
a little freedom from all the rules we live under
More enjoyable and more people would use parks and picnic sites
Get people out to socialize eith their neighbours
There are no any benefits. We can enjoy the picnic with so many other means. Consuming liquor
can only put the situation and the person in more harm.

None
None, if you want to drink alcohol, do it at home or in a place where currently allowed.
Face it, people have been sneaking alcohol in their picnic baskets for decades! Now they’d no
longer have to sneak.
more people will use the space, less concealing of alcohol
None. Liquor use in parks will only create problems and is not necessary for any reason.

None
I've lived around the world including Hungary and South Korea which allow this. This honestly would
make Calgary a more appealing place to live in general, Vancouver shut this idea down, and the
people from there are upset, including the 60+ groups.
More usage of park picnic sites by families. Join the rest of the world, liquor is allowed in parks
everywhere and it’s a good thing, encourages lots of picnickers to get out and enjoy the parks.
None
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IncreaSed use of parks
It would be fun.
to Teach us that we don’t need to binge drink and get wasted every time. To teach us a beer or
glass of wine in a park, can be a normal moderate behaviour.
I would imagine that the city would experience an increase in park use as well as a less restrictive
opportunities for public events.
I see no positive to having people drink in public park areas
Please allow it. More people will enjoy the parks and police can spend time on more important
things.
Liquor isn't inherently problematic, normalizing healthy consumption is a good thing.
People will visit parks more often!
more Calgarians will spend time outdoors when they were previously limited to where they were able
to consume a beverage
I think making it legal will lessen criminal behaviour.
none as such!
No particular benefits, except city revenue from recycling liquor containers
People who are not vagrants can enjoy a drink while celebrating in a public place. With the infill
home sitation outdoor space is becoming more precious.
Engaging tax payers to enjoy the public spaces would encourage further development and justify
upgraded facilities or maintenance on existing parks.
None whatsoever
would allow people to enjoy a normal dinner with family or friends.
No benefit, as per above concerns.
None
No, except more tax income
Increased enjoyment of city parks
More visitors to parks
None at all.
Less nany state
None
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We lived in France for a year and often met friends at the local park where we played soccer,
snacked and just hung out. We always opens a bottle of rose wine to share (allowed). No one got
drunk, nothing got broken, it was always just a pleasant experien
More people use the parks and are active with family and friends
None. I enjoy a drink but only at my property or restaurant.
More relaxing, more autonomy to self regulate
No benefits. should be one place where families can relax and have quality time without alcohol.
Less garbage to a degree since people won’t be hiding their alcohol in disposable cups and just a
general freedom
Relaxing with a beer is nice , better than hiding it anyways
Relaxed responsible entertainment. Adults should not be treated like children and do not need a
“policing” mentality to be responsible for themselves. The existing VISIBLE police presence in those
areas regulates intoxication in public suitably.
Makes a picnic much more agreeable with a nice glass of wine
More people may use parks
Inner city residents with limited entertaining space in their homes can socialize in nearby parks.
Promoting urban density lifestyles.
This allows a much more relaxed environment for all of us to enjoy our day to day lives and simply
enjoy life without being controlled
no benefits
Many people seem to do this regardless. Our energy is better spent elsewhere ticketing and
patrolling larger scale threats/laws.

None
None.
Adults being able to enjoy a beverage in a park.
My concern is the exposure of my young kids of the consumption of liquor
None
N/a
Law enforcement can focus on other problems around instead of a person having 1 beer
To be a little more modern like the rest of the world, including Europe .
Personal freedoms should be protected. There is already a law preventing public intoxication so why
have two laws essentially for the same purpose
activate picnic areas. It happens anyways - now people just wouldn't need to hide it
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It seems like people are going to drink regardless of the law, and it prevents binge drinking in homes
before going out. Having a beer while having a picnic should not be illegal in any way when you are
a legal adult.
There are no benefits!
More families and friends using the parks, and enjoying the outdoors
none
No benefits. Only problems.
Let's adults be adults
There is no benefits. It will be more work for our cops to patrol at park .
A special drink could contribute to a picnic celebration of a special event.

This is already happening, and is legal in many of municipalities. Let's catch up with the rest of the
world.
A benefit is quality of life. During the summer months there should be no problem with people who
wish to have wine or beer as part of a picnic.
It would no longer be done "under the radar" of enforcement officals (Police & By-Law). This should
mean that people would be more inclined to cleaning up after themselves, as opposed to disposing
of their empties in the bushes.
None
I dont see any benefits. Open shared public space should not be a location to allow for liquor
consumption. Almost always there are children around at parks with families.
None
It works in Europe. Having a glass of wine during a picnic would be nice!
Freedom, better enjoyment of parks
No Benefits.
Socializing with friends and family while enjoying time at park.
Can enjoy a wine or beer with your picnic
Allowing people to get together outside
Recreational fun, great for outdoor get together when patios are full.
More families, friends gathering outside

I think it would help calgary as a whole to allow this. I know my friends and I don't go to parks here
mainly due to the restrictions when for almost the same price I can camp out of town and not have
limitations. This would help more people enjoy YYC!
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People could enjoy it. Some may respect the fine details but I'm sure lots would abuse it.
none
None. There is no need to consume alcohol in a public park near families, children, playgrounds, etc
I think the option of enjoying an alcoholic beverage enhances the social experience whether
spending time with family or friends.
This is just one more irresponsible permissive step backward in our society. No drinking (stay home
or go to a bar), NO Pot (get stoned at home and stay there)... do I need to say more? No naked city
pool events. Grow up and manage the city like adults!
I don't see any benefits.
Perhaps people will utilize the parks more , social setting.
It will no longer be done in secret
More use of public parks
There are no benefits of consuming liqour in park
Younger people would use the parks more often. A major concern for some people would be that
cans would be getting put in the park; however, if people were not trying to hide liquor they might be
more willing to recycle publicly.
Calgary is years behind many major cities, even within our own country, when it comes to nightlife,
land and structural development. This is a great move in the right direction. Summer is short, so why
not be able to enjoy drinks when it's warm out
I think that you may see more people taking advantage of the park picnic sites, as permitting liquor
consumption will allow for a more relaxed atmosphere.
None, given the comments above. A small number of abusers would ruin this opportunity for the
much larger majority, a majority that would have to pay for addtional police services through higher
taxes.
Nothing wrong with beer and wine at a picnic/bbq
People would be more likely to go for a picnic in a park rather than staying home. The parks would
see increased foot traffic and would be more friendly and lively.
None
Can enhance enjoyment of social gatherings.
It is refreshing in summer
Enjoying a cold brew on a summer day is supremely enjoyable and being able to do it while taking
advantage of one of our many incredible parks would be incredible!
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To provide another way to enjoy the park. It is wonderful to be outside and most parks are much
more plesant and easily accessible than restaurant patios.
Desirable as part of soci engagements
People do it anyways. Save on red opaque cup garbage
It's nice to have a beer when it's hot out. It would get people out to parks, help with building
community
Increased use of parks, use of parks for events such as concerts, decrease of delinquency in parks.
Being allowed to consume liquor in parks would allow more people to use Calgary parks and picnic
sites for a different array of purposes.
none
Increased activities outside. More activity downtown
If people were allowed to drink publicly and everyone (children included) saw people doing it
responsibly and that it’s not a taboo thing then maybe it would help take the huge appeal away when
they turn 18 and tend to drink excessively.
Nothing good ... it’s gonna lead to more issues
None. It is not necessary.
I see none
People do it anyway, and they do it responsibly. Decriminalizing it means the authorities are viewed
as less out-of-touch and tone deaf by the public, and less money goes to prosecuting harmless stuff
like this.
None!
Join the rest of the enlightened world.
Leisure, comfort.
Enhanced community use and thus enhanced communities. Wine and beer are part of a robust
culinary experience and shouldn’t be looked at as a nuisance.
conviviality and good conversation over a bottle of wine
It doesn’t and shouldn’t be use to have excessive amounts of liquor but it is nice to be able to
consume a beer on a hot day.
Allows people to blow off some steam and have a good time and not feel restricted. More places for
people to enjoy and not have to go to a bar on a nice summer day.
More time outdoors instead of bars and inside people's homes
None
A lot of the time when people get together for drinks they have to go to the bar, if it were allowed in
parks people would get to be outside and may be getting more exercise. They can also spend time
with their kids and families.
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Acknowledging the reality of what's already happening. People at a picnic don't have to feel nervous
if a bylaw officer were to come by.
No benefits at all.
it would be nice to have a beer or bottle of wine BUT it just won't work. there will always be the one
bad apple.
Additional benefits can include a more energetic celebration or get together, as well as unique
conversations.
No benefit of drinking at all
More people would go outside to the parks and exercise would increase.
Very limited.
None
None
People already consume alcohol in parks, so please let adults be responsible without fear of being
ticketed
More usage of parks, greater enjoyment of summer afternoons.
Allowing for a social environment. Not bring judge. It's already happening anyways
Nil
The parks area very social spot to hold a cook out. Banning responsible liquor use to avoid
irresponsible use is the wrong approach.
Openness . It’s ridiculous to act like it isn’t part of our culture
None
None
Will be able to relax bit more.
Bringing the community together and increased civilian sense of responsibility.
Increased use of public spaces for social gatherings. It's happening already - opportunity to promote
safe and respectful practices.
no benefits....
People might use the parks more!
It is a free society - we have too many rules as it is...
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Small economic benefits possible to local liquor store owners. This would also encourage larger
gatherings and use of public spaces
Just safe social gathering
I don’t see any potential benefits to it.
Calgary can shed its irrational and regressive prudishness and join the 21st century and stand level
with the cultural capitals of the world. Parks will see increased use with very little downside.
Have more events in the park
It eould be nice to sip a glass of wine or have a beer with my meal
More people outdoors
Keeping everything above board. It's safer if it's regulated. A lot of people who are going to drink in
parks anyway are already doing it.
It can be a sociable experience. Such as a beer garden type setting.
Sharing a bottle of wine among friends (who are of age) is a great way to enjoy an afternoon,
outdoors, without having to be at a bar. I think a lot more adults would be going outside enjoying our
parks.
Person feel relax
There is no reason to have a law forbidding it. Drunk in public is already illegal. Someone having a
beer at a picnic is not a big deal. The EU allowed it for a long time and there is no major issues.
Increased community

Better social environment.
It would allow adults to enjoy a cold beer on a hot day. It would add to fun of having a picnic in the
park or gatherings. It’s a great idea.
It's cheaper and it allows you to enjoy a drink while relaxing and eating food. Europe does it. I think if
you keep it illegal it makes people hide it.
Increased livability and vibrance
Regulated, less taboo and less abuse
Freedom to be humane without restrictions.
Can hold family events outside in the fresh air.
Increased use of public space and parks and encourages people to spend time outdoors. Alcohol
consumption confined to bars and private homes encourages overconsumption and limits spaces
available for social gatherings or events.
N/A
None. It’s happening already so if it can’t be controlled now why would anyone assume excessive
use would be either!!
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No Benefits at all
None. This is a terrible idea.
There are none. Public drinking should not be encouraged in spaces where families and children
gather. You wouldn't let children into a bar so don't open up a bar in the parks children play in.
Makes for a social atmosphere. For the most part people consume and behave responsibly.
Spending 3 months in Europe last hear it was lovely to be able to sit and enjoy a beer in the park on
a sunny afternoon.
When I lived in Finland last summer, they consumed alcohol openly and it was not a big deal at all.
People who wanted to did, others didn’t. Nobody seemed too fussed about the whole thing. It is nice
for people to just enjoy themselves if they want.
Relaxing in nature while eating. Moderation essential. But how to control bad behaviour? Calling 911
for drunks? Sign may be in order?
Liquor is permitted in public in many nations and cities without a substantial increase in disorderly
behavior. Regulations should always feel to provide as much freedom to individuals as is practical.
More laid back atmosphere for adults. Normalization of alcohol.
Better summertime fun
None
If people are responsible, it’s a legal consumable.
There is no benefits it’s so bad
None.
None
Citizens will be more likely to spend time in parks and time outdoors. It will increase the
attractiveness of the city as a place of live.
I feel officers have more important things to do then overly monitor illegal drinking in parks. I also
believe ppl may drink less than say if they were drinking at a bar bc they maybe participation in an
activity while drinking ie. frisbee, bocce ball etc

Community engagement and bonding. People don't have public gathering's with their neighbors
often anymore.

Greater use of parks by general public.
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None because I don't drink but just the risk and exposure of the kids
I think it will bring more people out to parks and will bring revenue to the city. More people will book
parks for events if they know they can bring liquor.
None, what possible benefits is there to public consumption of alcohol?
People are already doing it anyways so legalizing it could lead to people drinking more responsibly
(they won’t have to shotgun a beer to hide it) and cleaning up after themselves.
being able to relax and enjoy the outdoors while enjoying a glass of wine or beer
Enjoying the limited weather, more citizens engaging in city parks, and allows people on a budget to
enjoy an outing.
The only benefit I can see is that the use of alcohol would become visible as opposed to being
hidden right now. It certainly is known that it happens currently.
I see no benefits to being able to consume liquor at park picnic sites
Promotion of responsible use, more use by wider age ranges, busier and full parks, increased
community interaction.
More family and community gatherings in parks. This is great for getting people outside and building
community
None
We are adults and don’t need to be told how to behave.
Legalize something that happens covertly anyways
Benefits include being able to drink liquor in a safe and friendly environment
Trash, more rubbish bins would solve this problem though.

The majority of alcohol consumption is done responsibly and extending this to parks allows
responsible adults to enjoy a beverage while doing outside public activities.
None
More revenue for the city in handing out tickets for drunken disorder, public mischief, damage to
public property, drunken driving, impaired boating.
Normalizes the act and would increase use
N/A
Increased use of public parks - you can meet for a social drink and you don't have to go to a bar or
patio. Calgarians who do not have yards would probably increase use of the park for social functions
in summer especially.
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None
No benefit

It would be more fun
none
No benefits
Enhance the pleasure of picnics and outdoor dining, allowing alcohol consumption in parks
normalizes the reasonable enjoyment of food and alcoholic beverages.
Good accompaniment for picnics. Likely going to happen anyways.
People should be able to enjoy a beer or some wine with their picnic or outing at the park. Especially
if people can smoke weed wherever they want
I don’t see any
More people actually use our parks. Parks should be a people places.
No benefit at all
None
we should have a society where we trust our citizens to behave responsibly with or without alcohol.
showing this trust should only encourage this
it’s a social activity and often times it’s nice to have an alcoholic beverage socially.
People won’t feel the need to conceal alcohol. When it becomes more socially acceptable, as in
Europe, people are less likely to go over the top. A glass of wine with a picnic would be a relaxing
way to spend the day, more people will use parks for picnic

None

It pairs well with a picnic basket
None
None children use parks and shouldn’t be exposed to alcohol or any other substance use.
None
People do anyway, and usually are responsible drinkers regardless.
No benefit
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Increase in tourism and overal positive impressions about Calgary from those who visit in the
summer months.
I don’t have a backyard. If I’m having alcohol, I’m stuck in my apartment or on the balcony. I would
love to be able to enjoy the outdoors with a glass of wine.
None
I might actually go to a park/picnic site.
More park use, more fun
It promotes a casual relaxed atmosphere to enjoy time outdoors with friends. I feel that smoking in
parks while someone is trying to enjoy the outdoors is far more disruptive.
This ca cause harm to people and the environment and can cause lots of accidents

Bring Calgarians together in public spaces
None

more use of parks and picnic areas
People will be free to enjoy liquor but there really is no benefit aside from more freedom.
None liquor is not good in park sites,,Because without security Is not safe in public sites
Enjoing life more
Zero benefits
More use of the picnic sites
I don't see any
Other countries have long allowed public drinking- I feel having restrictions won’t make a difference
on the amount of illegal activity that will occur.
None
An increased attendance from younger people
none
It already happens, people now wont get tickets and have to hide it.
How could the City possibly enforce this? We call in and it won't be high priority so we wait or leave.
What is a meal? Can you go between tables at your site? I prefer alcohol only at designated
camsites.
Other than personal enjoyment there are no benefits
Nothing
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People are already drinking in disguise at picnic sites; it would probably help to control pollution if
the city expected people to be drinking there if allowed. More people would be booking sites and
enjoying Calgary parks !
People may use parks more often as a place to enjoy their time with their friends and not have to sit
inside at a bar.
Having a beer and relaxing out doors would be nice
I believe if regulated properly and repercussions if abused, would contribute to a more lively and
outgoing community.
Sense of freedom, not every person who is going to drink is going to drive or act disorderly
None
In the summer months I'd love to be able to have a BBQ at a park and consume alcohol responsibly.
My backyard is very small so it would be great to have access to parks that are close to me in
Crescent Heights to host a outdoor BBQ in a park.
The openness of alcohol as part of our society. Travel through Europe and alcohol is not a thing to
be scared of.
No benefits. It should not be allowed.
Allowing responsible use in designated areas creates a positive respectful environment. When
allowed the privilege to safely consume people respect rules and regulations. It’s a give and take.
More use of recreational areas and family use. It's allowed everywhere else in the world (Europe)
why cAnt it be treated the same here. Still have enforcement for underage drinking and public
intoxication
No benefit. Its done now illegally so l can only imagine what will happen if its legal.

Would be enjoyable while eating if used responsibly by all, but certain that wouldn’t happen.
None
Yes, more use of the parks for fun gatherings (i.e. book clubs with wine, family reunions, adult
birthday gatherings, enjoying a show at the park [e.g. Shakespeare by the Bow] while enjoying a
drink)
It’s nice to have a drink with a meal, but certainly not essential
People already use liquor at picnic sites. This would encourage birthday parties, wedding receptions,
etc.
Ability to get more relaxed outside.
Increased bookings of said sites. Busier parks.
I am a renter in a Muslim home and can't drink in my house. This would be great for me to enjoy the
parks more
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I see no benefits whatsoever.
No
There will be no benefits in liquor consumption in parks, drunk people may hurt others and damage
parks facilities and many other things could happen.
Liquor consumption still happens but the rule allowing it in public will give officers an easier job in
spot. The notion it doesn't have to be secretive.
People being social and treated like adults. No issues in Europe with this approach
The only benefit is that the bylaw officers will not have to respond to liquor in parks complaints.
Treated as adults
Bringing together friends and family on a level not yet experienced within Canadian culture.
I would be more willing to get outside and socialize with friends and family

There is no benefit to consuming liquor in the public park. This should be done at pub or in the
homes and hotels s
Nothing
Increased sense of community
More responsible drinking
Sense of community.

Dont see a benefit
Some of us enjoy a glass of wine or beer with our food. Makes for a more festive occasion, enjoy the
outdoors, and relax.
Freedom and higher morale
Its not good for community and [removed] children
Enjoyment of the day responsibly. This currently is allowed on public golf courses. How is that any
different?
Freedom
Nothing.
Allows people a social environment to consume alcohol, helping to normalize consumption and help
to show young children the proper way to drink
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People do it anyways. Now they could do it without risk. It would encourage responsible alcohol use
on nice summer days.
Because there’s no harm in having a beer at a family picnic! The more we encourage people to use
park space, the more the next generation will come to appreciate the outdoors. It’s not harming
anyone to have a beverage with lunch.
More use of sites, sense of community, individual freedom to enjoy parks.
People can responsibly enjoy a beverage with friends and enjoy the outdoors. I can’t say there
would be a specific benefit per se but it would be nice to have the option of you want.
I think it will be good to allow it in parks. It stops people from being stupid about it when there is no
desire to commit an offence.
Romance
Consuming alcohol with friends is a big part of social life in a lot of cultures and as a open society we
should allow people to get together over a beer while enjoying a warm summer evening.
Ability to have a good time
Increaded and prolonged use
Increased use of parks, fewer nonsense charges for having a beer at a picnic
None.
There is no hidden alcohol on site. Less transparency.
People already consume alcohol in parks. This should be something that gets regulated.
None
More use of the parks
Harm reduction, promoting more responsible drinking such as having a drink with friends rather than
hiding it in water bottles. Also a decrease in money being spent patrolling people are drinking in
public.
I see more harm then benefits

Legal consumption of liquor at park picnic sites may reduce the number of park users who sneak
drinks in (which is often under-enforced) and allow for easier patrolling by law enforcement if only
legal in designated areas.
Recreational areas will be used more for gatherings, appreciating our city.
Freedom. Less government involvement.
More revenue through higher rental rates. People like to consume liquor at birthdays and
celebrations.
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I would feel empowered in making my own adult choices. Europeans are allowed to drink in public,
and every time I come back home from travelling there, I become frustrated that our government
feels I'm not responsible enough to enjoy a drink outside.
Less drinking and driving as it consumers will not feel the need to hide it as much
Good time
Less people hiding liquor consumption
Being able to have a cold beer on a hot day at a picnic or BBQ would be amazing. Drinking in parks
in Europe is very common and it should be that way here.
None
Not having to hide it!
No benefit
Increased enjoyment of our beautiful city parks. Increased revenue to small businesses who can
serve take-out food. More people, more often engaging in arts/culture events.
It’s being done anyways. Allow it out in the open for better monitoring and allowing people to
consume in moderation as opposed to binging before going out or trying to hide in public spaces.
Outdoor get togethers are good outside of expensive rented halls, with a min amount of liqor
allowance would be manageable.
No benefits
More people would enjoy picnic areas while also being able to enjoy alcoholic beverages.
We shouldn't be allowed to drink in parks.How wilt be monitored? Will a bag of chips be considered
as 'food'?
Adults may be able to enjoy adult beverages responsibly. Just like the rest of the planet, I am happy
the city is finally catching up with the times
none
None. alcohol is a drug. What makes it acceptable to promote drug use in our parks?
More openness, showing children moderation. Less sneaking in areas that are prohibited such as
streets or on the rivers.

Only benefits would be to the City to collect more revenue via booking and consequences thereafter.
No benefit otherwise.
I think more people will get out and enjoy the parks in the city. A lot of people like to have a drink
with their bbq/picnic and not allowing that at city parks encourages people to gather at home
instead. I see allowing liquor as a positive overall.
No benefit
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Because all aroudn th eworld you can have drinks with you rfriends in th epark, and its normal thing
to do.
Happier citizens. Kid friendly venue for adults.
Lots of people can responsibly enjoy a few drinks and would much prefer to be able to legally do
this.
There is no benefits of drinking liquor at all, but to respect everyone’s desires and freedom, it is
allowed at homes, bars ...... etc. But when it comes to public areas where families are enjoying their
time, there should be no voluntary negative activit
None
People do it already, and leagalizing it will prevent a relatively benign activity from being illegal. It
also gives people another reason to go visit our beautiful parks. Like having a bottle of wine with
friends
I do not see any benefits from allowing this
None
I see it’s a slippery slope. The benefits to responsible, civil citizens are meaningless gains.
Miscreants and poor enforcement already make city parks messy and unruly. Liquor is a headache
we don’t also need.
Allowing citizens freedom to enjoy the activities they wish in the places they wish is appropriate and
has the potential to foster more educated opinions on alcohol consumption: less restrictions may
lead to less binging. Increased use of parks.
It would be great. Make picnics a lot more fun. Have somewhere to drink when no house is a
available. People go outside more.
Freedom to enjoy our parks.
I see no benefit in this. Parks are for all to enjoy and there will always be someone who pushes the
limits and impacts other people’s enjoyment. As well, this may increase the number of folks who
drink and drive.
No benefits.
Responsible adults can enjoy themselves in the parks with alcohol. Builds more community spirit.
Most people consume liquor responsibly, so people would be able to enjoy their picnic more than
otherwise.
Fun, social outing of used responsibly increasing use
None whatsoever. Encourage a healthier lifestyle especially when outdoors. Leave the drinking to
inside the private home.
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Better social aspect within the community. For people who live in apartments and condos who want
to have a day outside having a BBQ in a park they now have a place to do so without having to hide
their alcohol like criminals smuggling goods.
Increased use of public spaces — look at Montreal for example.
Increase use of picnic sites, increase entertainment value of a day at the park, pots decision making
and accountability into the hands of adults where it belongs
I do not see any benefits. Can we not spend a couple of hours without an alcoholic beverage in our
hands?
None. There are lots of places to drink and socialize already. This change would add no value.
it’s nice to enjoy a cold alcoholic beverage on a hot day while catching up with some friends
Liquor is already being consumed in parks, most often to relax and enjoy time with family and
friends. Tax money is being wasted on an issue that doesn’t put citizens in any danger.
To allow everyone to have a good time
I don’t c any Benefits...
More people using the picnic sites. More freedom in general.
People enjoy freedoms
Increased social /family times enjoying what our taxes pay for .
Park are for children’s recreations too... alcohols shouldn’t be given any entertainment for children
there are more harms than benefits
I am drinking anyways. If it is legal, then I will not need to hide my drink.
None.
None
It’s a nice addition to a picnic or celebration. Realistically, many people already drink at parks.
None,
I feel that most people hide it and do it anyway so it decreases bad behaviour and increases honesty
on their parts. You create more trust between yourself and the governing body. More people may
also opt to use public sites for parties or get togethers.
I like drinking in moderation to celebrate
As much as I’d like to pop a bottle of wine in a park, I see parks becoming a haven for youth to flaunt
drinkin and leaving behind broken bottles.
Increase the avaliable outdoor areas where you can accomplish social activities
It's done anyways
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I see no benefit.
Nothing! There’s always going to be those people who act like idiots when liquor is involved..
None
People can relax and not spend extra money on drinking at patio, social interaction could improve.
more people would perhaps come to the parks since it can accommodate a great number of people
None
No benefits at all
I can not see any benefits to allowing people to drink in the park. I only see people taking advantage
of it and there being more intoxication and damage to parks and people not being able to enjoy it.
This is a non issue in most european cities. People enjoy the ability to have a glass of wine or a beer
while enjoying public spaces. It will certainly create more use of public spaces and help give the city
a reputation of being more livable

People do it now already, just means it would be legal.
Liquor is part of our social fabric. Allowing its consumption at park sites will encourage park use and
bring families and friends closer together.
none
More family safe space for the users of the park. Consumption happens regardless. This will
provide safe space for it.
None
None.
More likely to use picnic sites
NO benefits to consuming liquor in park picnic sites
It’s enjoyable to have liquor with food.
Socializing.
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None
None
None
I see no benefits
More people will hang out in the park.
None
No benefits
None
Could increase park use and/or reduce alcohol consumption in areas not designed for picnics.
Not getting a ticket for doing it illegally
nothing
I don’t drink alcohol
It's something more enjoyable to do
None, Bylaw and Police Cannot enforce current Laws and or Bylaws
A nice glass of wine beside the river with your wife allows for better cost effective dates which mean
more frequent visits to the parks
Absolutely none
There is no benefit. Period. No Liquor allows in any park
More use of parks for a variety of occasions
Allows people to enjoy the limited summer days outside with a cold beverage. Increases the
livelihood of the community
None

Create a more dynamic community that better utilized our amazing parks.
People who consume responsibly can have a lovely time
Chill vibes, good times, responsible fun in the sun, and less tight buttholes from bylaw officers.
Can have a light beer and enjoy being out with family.
More connection and enjoyment of nature. A casual drink can be very enjoyable for almost everyone
Why is liquor consumption considered a bad thing in the first place? Let's move into the 29th
century at least and not be stuck in the past because of a religious beliefs system that treats it as a
"sin"
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There are NO benefits, as I see it.

I’ve been to many countries where open liquor is allowed in public areas and I find that it actually
makes people consume responsibly.
People are doing it anyway, they just won’t have to hide it anymore.
Nothing
Zero!
I see no benefits.
It's nice to have a social day outside with the opportunity to consume liquor, if wanted. Wine or beer
on a hot day is a nice refresher, and social lubricant; especially if it's a family celebration (birthday,
anniversary, etc.)
More relaxed environment. People that want to will consume alcohol anyways, usually by hiding it
and/or drinking quickly. Allowing them to do so publicly should promote slower drinking and lower
level of intoxication.

Having it in the open allows for identification of issues and misuse, for enforcement of legislation and
bylaws as required.
I think it would allow people to enjoy themselves
No liquor.
Fun social environment.
Much more enjoyable way to enjoy Canadian nature. Like a restaurant patio, but better.
People are already consuming it in the parks. People hide this behaviour. Let's alter the stigma
around safe drinking and teach and encourage safe behaviours.
To enjoy your self with family and friends
Enjoy a glass off vine/beer with friends
None. It should not be allowed.
None
Good social experiences. Helps get people outside to eat and drink with potentially healthier food,
when compared to being in a bar/restaurant.
None
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Increase in park picnic site use.
If you don’t have a backyard you can still go and have a bbq with friends and have a drink with that
bbq.
Being able to have a family party and have some wine or beer with dinner.
none
None
Cumunity building. People will already drink in public, and if it is more open it is easier to enforce
other laws including littering and public intoxication.
It’s not good
No benefits whatsoever.
enjoying a glass of wine is always a bonus
None
None
None
None
No benefit

More public land use, easier sell to communitie members to join in
People drink as in public as is, they just hide it now. Making liquor consumption legal won't make
people drink more, it will just let people enjoy beer or wine without hiding it in. Look at countries like
Denmark where you can drink in public.
Endorses a more mature alcohol culture that, ideally, encourages moderation AND enjoyment of
alcohol with food.

Enjoy the outdoors while having a few drinks in a social setting
More people will enjoy the parks we have.
Safer consumption, less illicit drug use
increase alcohol consumption, advantage for the homeless and those with substance abuse issues
to stay without issue
Likely happening anyway. This way it's a bit more regulated. Also some ppl live in condos/apts with
no backyard to host a private gathering with alcohol. This would give them a place to go.
No benefits
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Picnic & Wine in the Sun
None
Economy growth
None
More activity and animation the parks. There would be another choice from staying at home or going
out.
No benefit at all
City can make money off refundables if they put in bins, haha!
no benefit
Increased positive reasons for travellers to visit Calgary. This is already taking place around Europe
and is successful. People would no longer try and hide it, it’s already happening in many parks.
No benefits
Non
None

There has been many times I said man I wish I could go to princes island park and just relax with a
beer.
None
Meals/picnics would reflect a meal at home that includes wine.
the benefit is that Calgary answer would be allowed to consume alcohol with food at picnic sites.
None
Enjoying a beer in the sun on a sunny hot day cause I don’t have a patio at my appartement
Family enjoying a day out. Bringing Calgary (which is not a world class city) into the 21st century.
Its part of social gatherings. I believe it will encourage people to make plans outside and enjoy more
our parks.
It should not be allowed to drink liquor at picnic sites and other places becuase it is dangerous and
not safe.
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There is a benefit to not having law abiding citizens having to sneak a beer into a park while they are
having spending time there
in some fairytale all people are responsible. most of the ones not consume some sort of drug beit
alcohol or other drugs. I don't want to meet them with the grandkids.
No potential benefits at all
Not at all.
its better to be open about it then hiding it people drink all the time just hide it
Allows for the park visitors to celebrate their experience the way that wanted, with less impediment.

Most people know how to drink responsibly and can enjoy a drink at our beautiful parks
I don't see any benefit for me or my family
selling more buzz, no benefits to communities
More freedom more people getting out
None
None
Social drinking can be enjoyable.
Let people enjoy nature and relax. Other countries don’t impose these limits on their citizens and get
along just fine.
NONE!
More opportunity to get together and ‘chill’ after some time walking, throwing a disk, and let’s be
honest just being able to to this sort of thing outside of your backyard (if you have one).
Being able to have a beer with a picnic lunch - without having to hide it - is a true simple pleasure.
pinics with beer. that's a benefit
I believe this is already happening discreetly, so I don't think there will be much change. A benefit
may be that there may be more use of the picnic areas, especially during the summer. The parks
could even host craft beer festivals which would be cool!
None
Calgary will be looked at as a more progressive city
I see lots of city parks being unused and think it would encourage people to make use of the city
parks
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Improved connection with community. Without having to spend lots of money at a pub, friends can
get together. Public spaces attract games and groups and groups can intermingle to get to know
each other.
People get wasted and become aggressive and loud. People use marijuana and do not become
either of this. Please consider this.
none. There are multitudes of existing licensed establishments that allow alcohol consumption. no
more are needed.
allowing liquor is less discriminatory to citizens struggling with addiction. it will additionally send a
message that citizens are adults who are able to make responsible choices. It will de-stigmatize
casual alcohol use and reduce binge drinking
None.
Community engagement
None
Able to enjoy a nice glass of wine while picnicking
Nothing
To enjoy a nice glass of wine or a beer responsibly outside at a social gathering would be lovely
Decrease people sneaking liquor in; allows people to have a beer or wine at a social gathering.
Nothing. If people NEED to drink at the park - they already have issues!
Nothing
None
None
The ability to responsibly and leisurely consume a few alcoholic beverages with friends in a park is
something that is done all around the world and tends to make the park be more inviting.
Nothing
Few tall boys while playing frisbee sounds like a super progressive move by the government.
People will drink either way in my opinion, but this could benefit families who want to have a good
time without “setting a bad example”
Do you honestly not think people are doing this anyway? Its easy to fill a thermos with wine or
cocktails.
No benefit
No benefits at all
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There are no benefits. Do people really need a drink while spending time with their children.
Great for community building and social interaction
Everything is good in moderation. Could make for a greater sense of community.
We can have a glass of wine or two while having a picnic
Enjoy a nice glass of wine with a picnic! Enjoy a beer while playing some sports!
There are no benefits
It would be so nice to have a glass of wine with a picnic!
Our summers are so short and beautiful, it would be nice to enjoy some active outdoor time with
family and friends and responsibly enjoy a few drinks.
None
People wont hide it and feel shame or guilt. Go to europe and everywhere you can drink and people
resoect each other and generally not disorderly
None
None
Living in an open and honest society. Enjoying our public spaces with my fellow Calgarians in a way
that teaches the youth responsible consumption.
More people using it.
Greater use of parks by more people. Healthier than going to a bar.
Not having to hide it. We are responsible adults and should be treated as such.
I think the biggest advantage is that it encourages people to get outside, enjoy each other’s
company and allows a space to play games, eat and enjoy a drink in a different setting.
Less drinking/driving. Access to local parks you can walk to may be closer geographically than a pub
with a patio.
No benefits at all
Not allowed
A variety of people from diverse backgrounds and beliefs would take the initiative to use the public
parks. It’s all about bringing everyone together
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I think most people in a public park will be responsible and respectful. I would love to go to a park
with my husband and have a desert and a glass of wine and just relax.
None.

It would allow all citizens to have enjoyable, civilized picnic outings just like in homeowners'
backyards.
Kids won’t grow up having to hide consumption from parents, which leads to many issues when
they’re older. People do it anyway so it may as well be legal.
None
None.
Enjoy picnic w a beer or glass of wine

None
People would enjoy it.

Social events involving liquor don't have to be at bars, can be at family friendly venues
More people spending time outside with friends and family
None
There are no benefits.
Absolutely nothing
More people would use the parks for events. People sneak it anyway may as well let them do it.
Would bring us to same level of tolerance as most other countries
Socializing, the ability to have the kinds of parties I'd have in my backyard with a better facility,
community building.
Those who already consume discreetly will now legally be able to have a couple beverages while
enjoying the outdoor space.
Drinking and eating go hand in hand and both are more enjoyable together. Being able to consume
in public like I do at home while enjoying a public space shouldn’t be such a taboo.
None
none
Enjoyment
I can’t see any benefit
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Actually there’s none!
No benefits
Increased use of public spaces. Association of healthy, outdoor activities with existing behaviours.
People wouldn’ have to hide it as they do now.

Less illegal occurrences and encourages responsible consumption.
Friends and families can come together and share a cheers and celebrate how amazing it is to live
in this amazing country and fantastic city. Life is short!
It would be ok if people would just like a beer or wine with their picnic, but I'm afraid it will go beyond
that and there will be more garbage left around and disorderly groups of people. It's not needed.
A decrease in what I feel is irrelevant fines to adults responsibly consuming alcohol while enjoying
the city's beautiful outdoor areas.
None
Increased yet
Getting to a point that Europe and New Orleans have understood and not had issues with for
decades.
None. Ridiculous idea.

No benefits.
Not doing it illegally as it happens already in kids sippy cups. Other countries like Australia allow this
social event without issue and extra costs
No benefits because there are many cultura here in Canada and liquor in park doesn't match with
most of cultural and religions.
People can have normal picnics bbqs even if thry camt afford a garden in the suburbs
More community engagement
Allows users more choices on how they use park picnic sites.
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Not drinking responsibly.
No benefits
I’d would go use the park instead of just staying home
Increased liberties in a time where they're being chipped away is welcoming.
Increased community engagement and time outside enjoying nature while responsibly enjoying a
drink
archaic culture
It would be really nice to relax outside and have a drink on a hot day!
event specific licenses may make parties affordable for some.

None.
Reducing stigma around alcohol consumption, making it more normalized and therefor less likely to
be abused. More personal freedoms
Not everyone has access to spaces where they can consume alcohol in nature. If it is done
responsibily, then this is no different than other behaviors that people currently engage in.
Harm more than benefit.
No any benefits to consume liquor at park because we should save our kids and environment
A potential benefit will be the growing up of our city, to be more aligned with, for example, European
countries which are far more tolerant of liquor in public places..
I come from Slovakia, is been always allowed to consume alcohol in moderate amounts. Though,
that w by common sense, which I'd now consider more less a superpower.
Increased social circles.
No benefits at all
More families enjoing picnic and wine
A lot of people sneak liquor into parks already. This will allow for responsible consumption and
people making smart open choices instead of hiding what they are doing. Keeps people more
accountable for their actions.
no benefit. if used to cool off, a cold soft drink or water will be better.
No benefits
People will be able to throw parties more...easier for teens to drink at bonfires
No benefits at all
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None
Nothing
It is always nice to enjoy a cold beer on a hot summer day
Good environment to get together with friends in a nice day and more likely to use the city’s
recreation facilities if this were allowed.
Absolutely none!
No benefits, mainly because of the safety reasons.
Encourage more events and parties to be held outside
Not a single benefits
None. There can be some places where liquor is not necessary.
Absolutely no benefits. I grew up with an alcoholic and I’d prefer if my kids didn’t have to see
drunken behaviour at a park!!! Stupidest thing ever!!!!
I can relax and enjoy myself. I believe it should already be aloud
None
It would be nice to have a drink without having to hide it
More people socializing out in parks and spending time outside.
I don’t see any benefits. Making it legal just increases use and creates potential problems
It provides a more welcoming and accepting environment and city. Nothing beats enjoying a couple
cool alcoholic refreshments in the sun outdoors with friends. Many people do not have access to
outdoor space (condos etc) and parks make a great replacement.
It would encourage young adults to gather in a green space. Many of us do not have access to
yards, and it would be great to enjoy a casual beverage with friends in the park. It's also cheaper
than spending money at a restaurant.
Alcohol is nice addition to a picnic and many people are already bringing alcohol to picnic site so it
is really legalizing current behavior
We join the ranks of progressive countries that allow this practice
Could make the picnic more enjoyable
Less binge drinking
I don't see any benefit
It would be nice to enjoy a adult beverage with a picnic and I think it will encourage people to get out
into our lovely parks more
More people would use it. Public space is inherently better with more use.
More families getting out to parks for picnics.
Encourages outdoor social gatherings amongst friends.
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Greater use of parks by people who would otherwise have to stay at home to have a drink outdoors.
More cosmopolitan feeling. Wider use of picnic sites.

A place to gather with friends, families, and dogs to enjoy Calgary limited summer weather! Also an
opportunity for more people to explore our city parks and meet others for picnics vs. Only meeting in
their yards.
None
None
Allows people to have fun. People don’t have to go crazy or anything.
People will enjoy. Also cause problems.
None - public alcohol and drug use are already a huge nuisance in city parks.
For a lot of people living in condos, you don’t have access to an outdoor space large enough to
enjoy an alcoholic beverage outside with groups of friends and family. It seems like a no brainer.
The laws against public intoxication are already in place.
People already do and now it won’t have to be hidden and people can enjoy bday parties and
wedding celebrations with a celebration beverage without having to break the law. More fun and
relaxing atmosphere.

If someone books an event, only those that are part of the event could consume liquor at that site.
None
None.
Increased use of park picnic sites
No benefit at all
Non
Would encourage more use of the parks for a larger portion of the community. It’s nice to be outside
and not feel like you can’t utilize a public space if you just want to have some drinks with friends.
None
To be acworld class city, you must embrace international traditions
Increase in bookings for sites
Nothing
It's good for any kind of celebration
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Improve usage of parks and decrease police patrols regarding responsible use
None
None
None
To not have to go to a bar patio to enjoy a beer on a summer day outside.
No benefits
I think having the choice as an adult is a benefit. If I want to go to a park where there is a site with a
bbq it would be nice to have the choice to enjoy a alcoholic beverage as well.
Increased use of public space as I may choose to use the space for a picnic rather then eating at
home or going to a restaurant.
None
No benefits.
Respectful and responsible consumption. Traveling to Australia and England, both allow liquor in all
parks and I never experienced or saw any disorderly conduct.

Happier parents
No Benefit
Better then someone hide it
Don’t see any benefits at park picnic sites.calgary have liquor Bar available
No benefits
More promotion of local breweries.
Alcohol is not allowed to be consumed in pubic places, That’s the law!!, This is the most
inappropriate idea i’ve heard of and is a sign of how entitled people feel they are, city of Calgary
should be ashamed of such an idea.
Enjoyment. Do not need to plan to go to a bar before or after.

N/A
A cold beer wouldn't hurt in pocnic
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None
I feel our city is about freedom with responsibility. I think being free to drink at parksbut having to be
responsible with your behavior or else be held accountable
Increased use of the facility and legalizing a common practice
No benefits.
There are zero benefits of liquor at public parks or picnic sites. There are families with young
children. They should not be exposed to this. Liquor causes abrupt behavior and we should not take
the risk and put our children, or any human in danger.
Community building, greater use of public spaces,
The main benefit is having the freedom to choose (which has wrongly, unjustifiably, and unjustly
been withheld) restored to citizens of the age of majority. It opens public parks up to a wider group of
users by being more inclusive.
Nice socialization opportunity. I expect most people would have 2-3 beers over a long period of time
and helps to unwind after long week.

Nothing
There are none.

You’ll be able to accompany your nice cheese with a beautiful wine.
None
People could have fun?
Would really like to see Munich style outdoor park beergardens. Tourism/cultural opportunity. I
would like to enjoy a beer or wine in the park on occasion.
Other places to socialize other than a bar or someone's house. May also 'normalize' social drinking
like in Europe and encourage younger generations to drink more responsibly.
It’ll result in greater amount of friendly get togethers as meeting up for a pocnic can be done on
reasonable budget (vs. pubs and restaurants) and doesn’t involve necessity of using someone’s
house
There is no single benefit. This is totally nuisance.
It’s just nice. Who doesn’t want a nice glass of wine at a picnic? Also I think it’s good to normalize
alcohol consumption around food in a civilized way that isn’t always about binge drinking.
Enjoying a casual drink with a family bbq
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No Benefit
People who want to will be able to, and I think people deserve the right to be able to.
Most people drink in public, they hide it. This way it legal. Most adults just want to have a drink or
two and be outside with friends and family.
There are no potential benefits. There is a lot of harm.
It would legitimize the alcohol that is being consumed.
A glass of wine is part of a great picnic and outdoor experience.
None
None
I don't see any benefits and only potential problems when people consume liquor
Casual drinks at a picnic are not problematic and would be really enjoyable. And let’s be honest,
that’s not coffee in my travel mug in July. People are drinking already
Freedom for people to behave responsibly.
None

No benefits. There is no need. There are people who would be responsible of course and use
moderation but I'm concerned underage drinking would be more prevalent. Also driving from parks
after drinks can be a concern.
NONE whatsoever!
none - while many people can drink responsibly and not get rowdy and disruptive, I am very
concerned about people leaving the park under the influence and getting in their cars and driving
drunk.
If someone hurts them selves bad maybe the will need it to clean the wound... but that possibility is
very slim
Social interaction, freedom of association
None
no benefits at all
Letting go of puritanical North American rules.
None
Ability to enjoy a glass of wine or beer outside during a picnic.
None
Social atmosphere
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It's probably happening now on the downlow. I think if it was monitored officially it would promote
safety.
Park usage can increase
Would get more people out and using our beautiful parks! Children are exposed to alcohol in homes
and restaurants all the time, why is a park any different?

None
Nothing
Most people are responsible adults. Treat them like that.

We're adults. It's ridiculous to ban the responsible consumption of liquor in public places. We do it
anyway, and the tiny minority who can't handle it get arrested. Stop punishing the vast majority for
the actions of the few. We're not in kindergarten.
The intent would be for casual consumption only. Currently, many patrons imbibe flat the parks but
maintain concealment. This would be appropriate. Allow liquor but ask that it be kept out of sight as
much as possible.
People can enjoy a pleasant activity outside without fearing police harassment
No benefits...it could be consumed at home, restaurant not parks
The individuals who consume liquor enjoying that. Increased use of city parks. More money for the
city.
It has no benefits.
Commercial money but it is having more negative affect
Non
Lovely days having a nice picnic in the park.

More public use of park picnic sites.
None
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Enjoyment of parks, increased picnicking, enjoyment of summertime and Calgary’s beautiful natural
areas.
Being able to enjoy a picnic with a glass of wine.

There are no benefits
Nothing
Maybe they can charge more to book
Sounds pretty romantic, and to crack a cold one with the boys.
No potential benefits for the public.
When you normalize an activity there is less tension. Similar to marijuana legalization now the
window will be smaller for abuse and illegal activity.

None
Less bylaw tickets, same liquor consumption.

None
Increase social aspect for responsible citizens. The belligerent and disorderly people are not
stopped by the law anyway
I don’t have an outdoor space big enough to entertain so being able to enjoy a beer on a warm day
with some friends outside would be amazing
Ability to consume alcohol at celebrations/parties would potentially increase park usage.
I don't see any benefit, I don't understand why city is inviting more headche by allowing liquor in the
public area.
None
No

Who doesn’t like a cold beer on a hot day?
None
Personally, I have a problem with liquor. The smell of liquor terrified me. I
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There isn’t any benefits in this case.
Ability to show children how adults drink responsibly.
I see no harm in a few people having a couple beers or a few glasses of wine at a gathering
Family and social time.
None
The parks will be frequented more and there would be a better sense of community.
None
Most people who consume liquor do so responsibly. It would be nice to be able to drink socially and
responsibly at public parks.
None whatsoever!
Cool city
None
Legal activity. Making it appear less of a concern.
This type of behavior is already happening (secretively) in the parks. This would allow law
enforcement to focus their resources on addressing actual problems resulting from the drinking and
not the act itself which is harmless in most cases.

Increased foot traffic to parks, improvement in city culture, increase in tourism (look at park Mont
Royal in Montreal and the Tam Tams!)
Example: It would be nice to be able to have a beer or cooler while having a nice barbecue in
Bowness park in the summer time. I think the new bylaws regarding drinking and driving would help
prevent issues on our roads.
Relaxation. People are generally responsible and can have a drink or two and enjoy it with lunch.
It's social and fun.
Nil

No longer have to hide the drinks, everyone drinks in park anyway, not many people go to park to
get drunk, just one one to drink in the sun.
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It would make our local park picnic areas feel more like home
Responsible beverage consumption can make an event / gathering more enjoyable and relaxed
I think use of parks for dinner picnics and family functions would increase if liquor consumption was
allowed. Having wine with nice dinner picnics or a beer at a barbeque may be factors that cause
people to bot bool city parka for functions.

A cold brew is nice on a hot day
Increased use of parks if people can spend a summer evening there having a beer instead of only at
bars etc.
More variable use of public space.
Its very backwards and old fashioned to prohibit such a basic thing
None
I see no benefit.
None, people have no problem being disrespectful and keeping parks clean and safe as it is. we
don’t need to make it worse
Relaxation of existing prohibitive laws.
Social gatherings and convenient use.
Being able to enjoy a beer with a barbecue, without having to worry about getting a ticket.
None
It provides a legal option for a casual dining experience in our parks. If liquor is restricted to home
environments, it discourages use of our park facilities.
More money being spend in Calgary and creating and better atmosphere/ travel destination
None.
None.
Make parks more vibrant by attracting more visitors. Personal freedoms are important.
People do this a lot anyway. Allow it and enforce some rules
I will be more inclined to book a picnic site as opposed to using another venue that allows alcohol.
I think it would be fun for people and allow people to save money and enjoy themselves more.
Backyard style BBQ'S in a larger area.
I think the more normalized and not taboo liquor is, the less exciting it is to over do it and the more
people will partake in a reasonable use of it.
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No one.
No benefits at all
Greatness
Drinking in moderation is okay and if it makes people who drinks happy for a social event it is okay.
Our family enjoys alcohol in moderation and those times often include meals and gatherings. Saying
YES at picnic sites makes sense for us.
Enjoying the outdoors being able to have a beer or glass of wine. Enhancing the park experience.
None that outweigh the risks
Can allow bylaw and police officers to focus efforts on more serious events/activities. Could add high
tourist incentive
I don't see any benefit
No benefit. It will harm nature
None
Gives people the freedom to choose what they do and where. Most of Europe has no problem.
Added human freedom
I think allowing liquor in parks would allow for a more relaxed park environment.
None.
Our city would be a more enjoyable place. It would encourage people to spend time in the
community.
Will bring people to together and engage communities. Also, pretty much every country outside of
North America already allows this.
Set an example for the rest of North America to follow. Encourage more use of public greenspaces.
All people to enjoy a few drinks without feeling like they're breaking the law or feeling paranoid.
More people getting outside, especially those people without personal access to backyards
There are no benefits. Parks are meants for environmental recreation, family, friends and/or work
even gathering that doesn't require liquor. There are plenty of places in town where liquor belongs
such as bars or pubs.
Other countries allow it and do just fine. Allowing people to enjoy a meal or day out how they want to
helps people get out more.
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No benefits
Sharing a bottle of wine at a picnic or a pack of beer is part of spending time with friends and being
able to do this in summer at parks will get more people out to parks outside of just families to enjoy
what city has to offer
None! There are bars and pubs and outdoor patios for this. The park is for family, kids, peace and
quiet. Liquor changes all of that for the worse. DONT DO THIS!!!!
A more enjoyable picnic.
Only drawbacks
NO benefits what so ever. Legalizing marijuana made a dog sick and who knows if an animal drinks
any liquor it may get sick too.
It will invite families and young people to use our local parks which will in turn create a desire in
these groups to fund more outdoor public works
No benefits
It normalizes the consumption of liquor. It becomes less of a means to getting drunk and disorderly
and more of a way to socialize and enjoy a meal with friends in our beautiful parks.
Enhance the quality of life for people who drink responsibly.

More outdoor social opportunities
I think that consumption in the parks is already occuring. By creating sites for consumption it helps
control where this occurs.
Please don't allow.
No benefits
No benefit
Destroy the stigma about drinking.

Not safety for kids and families how not drinking .
None
increased use of parks, especially closer to home
An increase in people using our parks again instead of staying indoors.
We would be considered more forward thinking, like places in Europe. Tourism. Let’s do this.
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People should be free to consume liquor as they please. If individuals are irresponsible they should
be charged. Blanket bans impact individuals who are not guilty
Absolutely no benefit
No
Allow people the freedom to act and behave as responsible adults.
No any benefit at all. Disorder behavior will be out of control.
no benefit
Following european ways of life, and making liquor less taboo in public.
Nothing but promotes drinking and driving / behavioral issues in public causing fights
None.
Increase in tourism. Look at parks in Europe. No issues. I was in a park in Munich with probably
1000 people drinking(with kids around) and no issues what so ever
I don't see the benefit. It's not the place for drinking. There's designated places for drinking such as
bars and restaurants. Picnic areas are meant to be a family friendly place.
I don’t see anything
More events will be hosted at park picnic sites, and responsible drinking while having food and
enjoying good company will be encouraged in a public setting. This will help reduce unhealthy
drinking habits and promote an open drinking culture in Calgary
Eventually they will do the same for cannabis
Non
It is a nice way to spend an afternoons
none.
No alcohol please

None
no benefits
No benefits at all
About time we took a step out of the dark ages
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Reduce binge drinking, encourage moderation and mindful consumption. Encourage people to visit
outdoors without having to go to a bar or restaurant patio. Enjoy festivals without binge drinking and
separation of beer gardens.
There is alcohol and pot already, Don’t bother the leagal system with minor offences like having a
beer at your picnic
I don't see any benefits to allowing liquor in public parks.
I dont see any benefit.
No benefit
Nothing
Freedom of choice to eat and drink well
none at all,it's a ridiculous idea
More freedom. We have public intoxication laws already so if there are issues just enforce those
laws
No benefits
a nice option. most in this day and age drink responsibly
I see no benefit at all
None
People won’t hide with doing it , it will let everyone enjoy the alcohol
I see none
Nothing. If you can't hang in the park while not drinking you have a problem.
No benefits/ more risk
If liquor consumption is permitted, it will be consumed in a more responsible fashion. Make
something taboo and people just want to do it all the more. I’ve lived in the U.K., they have public
drinking and no issues.
No benefit
N/a
Wine with food is very cultural. Celebration. Or just enjoying a beer with friends over dinner. This is
done all over the world. Should be here too.
Its a social activity
No major benefit
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No benefits
Being able to.meet with family and friends enjoy a picnic on a hold day with a beverage and take
advantage of the outdoor sports areas.
Outdoor weddings would be the only reason, otherwise, this exposure to alcohol will be misused.
No idea what the benefits are..
It’s clearly manageable in Europe, so I’m sure we can do so here as well. The ability to have a glass
of wine or a beer with your picnic just elevates the whole experience, and makes it even more
special.
None
More people might utilize the public sites if they can have a few drinks as they would in their back
yard
None

No benefites and can put children exposed to alcohol
Supporting local breweries, being able to enjoy a refreshment outdoors during our short summer
No benefits
We are adults and it's nice to be treated as such
None
Being like the rest of the world outside of canada & the us
Lifestyle
none
More people getting out and enjoying the outdoors
People will sort nearby local breweries by grabbing just a couple of individual beers to take to the
park.
Increase enjoyment of public spaces for family gathering or meals, can be used to promote
responsible consumption.
none
More use of picinic sites
Needs to be less restrictive.
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A majority of people using these sites are families and small events that would like to enjoy a
beverage or two with dinner while playing games. It sucks when the few that could potentially abuse
ruin something for the many that would use appropriately
People have the freedom they deserve
There is no benefit
I don't see a benefit, people always abuse alcohol when given the chance.
No benefit
1) Increased personal freedom granted to and increased personal responsibility required of adult
citizens. 2) Increased enjoyment and utilization of City park picnic sites by citizens
Drinking as a means of relaxing, celebrating, companionship etc has been around for centuries. It
happens in MANY places around the world without causing problems. The problem people are the
ones already drinking in parks and behaving badly everywhere
For responsible citizens, a more relaxed setting in the out of doors. Maybe more use of our park
areas?

I dont agree to have liquor in the parks
In our society alcohol people often drink alcohol during leasure activities. Why should a public park
be any different. There are people that will abuse this privilege but they likely will regardless of the
rules.
None
More use of the parks
In moderation with your picnic a cold beer/wine can add to the enjoyment. Relaxing.
I think it will increase how much people use our parks. Picnics will be more like backyard bbqs.
No benefit
Increased enjoyment for those who want to take a bottle of wine on a picnic.
More community engagement, especially in getting young adults outside
Other cities have consumption of liquor on public parks with little issues. It’s time for Calgary to be
progressive.
Taking the 'mystique' out of alcohol consumption. Kids should be aware that alcohol - and cannabis are recreational substances that enhance life for many. Drinking is not a shameful event that should
be hidden in rooms out of the public eye.
none
None
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None that are known.T3A
It should increase the enjoyment of patrons, so long as it’s within reason. Makes for a great day!
It would be nice to have a glass of wine or beer while enjoying our cities parks.
None
Perhaps for special events or outdoor weddings would be beneficial, but think groups should have to
get a liquor license
None. Drink at home not in public
Nothing
No benefit at all
None
I'd like to have a drink while I picnic but not if I am going to drive soon after consuming.
Could bring the community together
Fun way to use our parks more - expand who uses parks and seems civilized
More use of parks. Allows families who would normally have a drink together to be able to do that
within parks
No benefits only damages and more risks involved
No benefits.
The opportunity to have event with family and friends outside. When you allow liquor and people
don’t have to hide it I think people will be responsible for the most part.
Short lived enjoyment at the expense of serious damage, not worth it.
In a City of over 1,000,000 people, I see no potential benefits.
None.
Nil
People are already doing it anyways. There is nothing wrong with enjoying a beer outdoors on a nice
summer day.
People might go to the park more
It is proven scientifically as well that alcohol even in moderation is injurious to health. The culture of
alcoholism is not good.
Something nice to have with your BBQ or picnic but not necessary
Nothing positive
More vitality to the city people engaged and out socializing more.
People are free to have fun and enjoy themselves
Allows for responsible people to have a glass of wine or a beer
Currently people do it anyway and hide it.
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Normalizing moderate and responsible consumption of alcohol role models appropriate use - akin to
European countries.
None only disaster
No benefit at all to encourage non family environment
No
It encourages people to be outside and engaged with others; provides and outdoor social activity
Alcohol can be social as long as the people consuming it are responsible. There should be a limit
put on how many people are allowed to have.
I think prohibition rarely works, and it encourages people to skirt laws and bylaws. Sensible
integration of alcohol consumption into our environment can be benefitial in demonstrating that it can
be used responsibly.
None. It's booze, you can drink anywhere else! Go to a patio if alcohol is that important!
No benefits at all.
Enjoy a beer at a picnic. Great for us downtown dwellers that live by many picnic areas and want to
get out of our apartments in the summer!
benefits I see is you allow adults to live how an adult chooses. Stop treating adults like children. It
works fine Europe its time we develop a responsible relationship with both Alcohol and Cannabis.
Stop trying to control every little thing
It would be nice to gather with friends and family for a fun dinner, and be allowed to bring some wine
or beer. It would encourage me to plan more summer get togethers at the parks
None
No benefits at all.
The cost of going out for drinks with family and friends is increasingly prohibitive. Having wine with
family in a park would be nice. Would also encourage use of our parks.
None
None
Gets people outside and enjoy a cold one with friends. More picnics!
Being able to enjoy a casual beverage with friends on a nice day
Higher usage of parks by general public,
I do enjoy wine and beer , however I see way more cons with this . It also opens the door to pot
consumption. This is not Vegas.. most of my friends are probably shocked that I answered this way
but I am ..Next thing you know someone would sue the city .
None
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A cold beer or drink is an enjoyable addition to a picnic lunch or dinner. Almost all restaurants that
cater to family serve alcohol, we should be able to enjoy that same enjoyment at a park without
having to pay for lunch or dinner.
none and stupid just became more stupid.
It would allow people to responsibly enjoy an alcoholic beverage while being outside in nature with
family and friends. Not everyone has a back yard or wants to spend money at a patio. Our summers
are short and this is a small way to enjoy them more.
No benefits
Open and responsible consumption of alcohol with have a positive impact on younger generations.
None
Celebratory opportunities for those that may not have backyards. It's happening already, this way it's
less about hiding it and more easily policed.
Picnics with relatives will be more tolerable
Exposing children to safe and responsible liquor use, good educational opportunity to teach safe
consumption while obeying laws and being a good social citizen. Spoiler! People drink all the time
at these sites right now, secretly/hidden.
Mor people will use Parks... May have stayed in your backyard
NONE
Nothing wrong with responsible drinking
None
People won’t have to hide the already reasonable behaviour they are doing.
None
Allows for people to enjoy park sites more freely. May draw folks from their backyards in to public
spaces, potentially making more community connections. Decrease on police response to parks
complaints. Allows them to allocate resources to other things.
More visits to parks.
People's freedom to act responsible.
People already do it so nothing will change
I don’t see any benefits
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None
Economic Benefits

No benefits that would outweigh concerns
Very few. The amount of people who would utilize this properly are of a small number.
Greater use of park picnic sites, increased opportunity for community events
No benefits. There are plenty of places to consume alcohol. Keep the parks alcohol free. Please.
None
Increase in participation and popularity of spending quality time in the city’s outdoor spaces.
Zero
More people will book and use picnic sites, rather than staying at home (where they can drink),
which will increase awareness and use of our parks.
None
Enjoy the outdoors instead of being inside Grimes pubs and bars
Just being able to enjoy the day for what it really is. I mean you don’t need alcohol to have a good
time, but who doesn’t want to crack a couple brews when having a picnic on a beautiful summer
day.
Response or adults can enjoy a small quantity of alcoholic beverages when at the park.
I feel that park spaces would see greater utilization if the restrictions on alcohol consumption were
relaxed.
I like the idea of being free to choose to have a drink with my picnic.
There are no benefits
None
People consume liquor in parks anyway. It can be monitored and controlled better.
I dont see any benefits to other than individual consuming alcohol
Wine pairing with food
More flexibility for the types of events to be held.
Liquor has been legal for almost 100 years, most people handle it very well.
Just being able to socialize with your friends and family and if you're having a birthday party
As long as people are civilized and reasonable about it, it makes for a nicer experience during a
family/friends outing.
No one has to hide it any more. You know people do it anyways :)
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I think it is not necessary I feel that if this happens then it will be followed by public consumption of
pot in parks which was just voted against
Encourages more friends/family gathering together in city parks and will help encourage a more
active life style as you can play frizvee, catch, etc. Alot of people do not have back yards big enough
for these types of gatherings
I see no benefit.
It's a nice way to enjoy the outdoors

No benefit at all. Please keep our parks safe and respectful place so that all families can visit and
enjoy their time with children. There are lots of pubs and clubs then why our parks? Why you don’t
want our children to play in safe environment?
Nothing
Parks become awesome
More parks being used. Better access for family events being able to happen (houses can provide
limited space for large gatherings and halls are expensive)
If you're able to legally drink at picnic sites, it will probably lead to a decrease in littering. Most
people drinking to excess or driving after were likely doing it anyway so I doubt this will increase with
loosening of regulations.

Gets more people out to parks. Builds sense of community.
This provides another option for celebrations such as birthdays. My family is growing and it's hard to
host everyone at 1 house. Picnics are great and affordable so we can all get together. Consuming
liquor would help with cost and ease (vs. Restaurants)
None
None, can you tell me any benefits?
Benefits include enjoying a drink at the park with friends, increased use of our parks, and giving the
city a livened up feeling as more people will go outside to the parks
No benefits because there’s no control after drinking.
no benefits, only negatives
Will get people outdoors and make our community a more vibrant place. I love being in Europe and
seeing lots of people out enjoying the parks and having a drink, think especially at the park leading
to the Eiffel Tower.
None
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People do it anyway so no big deal
Less expenses put towards enforcement of drinking. Less drinking in private small spaces (back
alleys/ bushes) makes much more sense with folk fest
By allowing liquor to be consumed in parks, there will be a huge increase in the use of our parks and
picnic sites. It will allow for a larger variety of events to take place.
None

None
It would make Calgary feel more modern. Many other cities and countries allow drinking outdoors
and in parks. Calgary feels very puritanical in comparison.
People already drinking in parks respectfully. Most people won’t be disorderly, they will just legally
be able to do what they are already doing
More people using parks and spending time outside.
Having liquor such as beer or wine while conducting outdoor activities is very common. Most
calgarians will do so but hide the liquor. Regulate it but it’s going to happen anyways.
It's nice to relax with a glass of wine or beer in a relaxing outdoor atmosphere that isn't fenced in
with a bunch of loud people on an overstuffed bar patio.
drinking is part of socializing for a lot of people.
I don't see any benefits.
Would be nice to be able to have some beers with family and friends. Keeps peoppe from having to
sneak it in, which most people already do.
I do not see any benefit of consume liquor at picnic sites.
No benefits
I think a lot of people already consume liquor in parks, they just hide it. I think that allowing it means
people will be more responsible. I’ve seen people drink in excess prior to arriving at parks, especially
to float, which means they’re driving drunk
A glass of wine/beer at a family picnic/party does not equate to an orgy. Responsible consumption
should be encouraged not not banned.
Increased use of our lovely city parks. Opportunity to educate more about safe consumption
A bottle of wine or beer can add enjoyment to any meal & I don’t see why responsible drinking by
adults should be disallowed any more than Cannabis smoking.
People will do so anyways, and at least if they're allowed to do so openly, they would be less likely
to cause harm to themselves and others by trying to hide it
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None
Just for parties or get togethers and celebrations.
You can numerous other places in Canada and around ythe world
May encourage more people to enjoy the outdoors and enjoy our parks
Allows responsible adults to enjoy a beverage

Adults would be treated as such, time for the minority fears not to govern the majority’s default good
behaviour.
People are free to be responsible adults.
None
There is ponit at all
In Munich, Germany, we visited a wonderful beer garden in a park. There was music, food was
available, and over 2,000 attended. I did not see one drunk person. There were many families
enjoying this wonderful summertime event. I asked my husn
People already do this. It would make it so more people use the park for personal parties. The
challenge about using the park for a party is that people can’t drink. So people tend to want to host
events at home.
Less illegal drinking - people are going to drink anyway and find a way to drink at parks no matter
what the law is.
No benefits
Within reason, drinking is an enjoyable part of Canadian culture and allowing to be part of a
recreational activities such as having a picnic just makes sense.
It is happening already and when done responsibly is not causing any issues - what we are talking
about is not partying but picnicing
Orderly consumption rather than clandestine
More use of parks for social gatherings. There are people that already consume and it can create
tension for others who witness it knowing it is illegal. SANDY BEACH/RIVER PARK would be a
great place to start!
Enjoyment. Choice.
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Outdoor consumption amid nature is healthy.
Being able to have markets in parks that allowed the sale of mulled wine would be nice.
Because this is not the right place for liquor
None
None
none
Less demonizing of something that is legal. We need more a European approach.
Easier to plan social gatherings
It would increase use. Public would consider the use of picnic sites for family events such as
weddings, reunions, and other celebrations.
There are no benefits. We live next to a major park. Already we see issues related to alcohol
consumption. Specifically rowdy behavior and littering. Allowing liquor consumption in parks will
only make the situation worse.
That Calgary has grown up.
A quota and license should be ineffect
None
People already drink in parks. Now this will not make them criminals.
na
No benefits to any one
I think people will be more responsible and will not be binge drinking. Drinking is being done now
regardless of the rules.

FUN
I see no potential benefits because there are special places to consume liquor where there are no
children at.
No benefit
Enjoy a nice glass of wine with friends while enjoying the beautiful parks without worrying about
prosecution
I don’t see any benefits but trouble
Many major cities outside of Canada allow drinking in public areas. Alcohol consumption is a normal
and not always harmful activity many partake in so why not expand those privileges and use this as
an opportunity to educate about safe consumption
Nothing
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Liquor demand will increase
None
Social gatherings will be more entertaining.
Increased use.
No benedits at all
We would be one step further away from living in a nanny state. I already ignore overprescrictive
laws by having a few drinks while watching a movie at the theatre, or while sketching or reading in
public before my partner finishes work. No harm done.
Not having to hide alcohol
Stay legal while enjoying a park.
Non
Ability to consume alcohol in social setting that is not a business trying to push more booze.
Increased use of parks (lead to more support/funding for parks). People already do it slam drinks to
avoid the law. Poor ppl have nowhere to drink (discriminate
No more secret drinking.
It’s already happening in an orderly manner. Cost savings to police and getting more people outside
(creating a lively city) are benefits.
It is already occuring, and if this was allowed in certain areas, I believe there would be less waste
discarded in the bushes (such as finding beer cans in the bushes to "hide"), and promote more park
use in those individuals.
It may increase use of the parks and encourage folks to get outside in a neighbourly way.
Their is no benifits of drinking liquor and at park where toddler to whole family members visite no
way to spoil that pure environment by allowing liquor.
More individual to enjoy a park area during daytime - mental health
The 99% of responsible drinkers shouldn't be infringed upon because a small .minority might abuse
such an opportunity.
People enjoy a glass of wine or beer with a picnic. We need to stop looking at alcohol as such a
negative thing.
Non people are crazy when they are drunk
Increased use of city parks. People would choose the parks as a destination when planning events if
liquor was allowed.
Look at places like Quebec, Germany, and other European countries. Why are we stuck behind the
times where wine and beer are taboo.
There are no benefits to society
None
None
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There are 0 benefits
I think this would open up the parks to another generation and allow them to enjoy the parks as well.
Adds a new dynamic to Calgary parks in a good way.
There are no benifits. People do not need to drink in a public park.
i think more people will use the sites, and people won’t be hiding liquor use.

More fun
Cultural and social benefits. Harm reduction/education opportunities - it is "legal", out in the open.
You can educate people on potential issues, instead of it being hidden.
Further use of parks and picnic sites by the general public
None
Parks would encourage more visitors if persons were able to go out for dinner and a beer. More
visitors means more people care and would rise public support for the parks enabling new projects
that make a difference unlike the big blue ring.
No benefits
Social events, taking place in local parks
Concerts with all ages and not being stuck in a beer garden. More interest in using parks for family
and friend events
NONE!
More time outside with family and friends. Not being locked in a cage at out door concerts
N/A
None
None whatsoever
None.
Not safe
None!!
None
None. Use at home or in a licensed facility.
Having more people enjoying city park. Numerus time I would’ve gone to the park with my partner
enjoying some wine or a beer on a nice day.
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People do it anyways. If it were out in the open and some one was being disorderly then the
police/peace officers would have an easier time ticketing those individuals.
None
More tourism
In many other countries you see lots of families enjoying a picnic and having a bottle of wine . We
should be able to as well.
they are doing it anyway
creates a space where people can enjoy the city’s parks with their family and friends without having
to go to a bar to consume alcohol.
It's done either way. Why hide it?
None. We can drink at home in in a establishment
None
None. There is no benefits at all so I am totally against the proposal.
Some celebrations and gatherings call for a few drinks. This change allows us to enjoy our beautiful
parks and some sunshine at the same time!
None
People are doing it anyways
Benefit to the person drinking only. No benefit to society.
None liquor should not be allowed in any city parks
Grater usage of public spaces. Increase of physical activity and people outdoors.
There are absolutely no benefits.
would Allow Calgarians to save money as cheaper to drink, more relaxing atmosphere, people do it
anyways but wouldn’t have to sneak around
None
Enjoying the day of the liquor
community
Would make me want to use the city's parks more.
None
No benefits
More fun picnic parties.
People would likely use the parks more
none
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I would use parks more frequently with friends and family.
Lose the taboo of drinking so that we can openly talk about it and discuss with youth, this decreasing
early and irresponsible use. As well, I would enjoy to drink where I want especially if having a picnic
or bbq.
It would increase usage of the parks.
It’s nice to gather with friends for a bbq and beer in a hot summer day. We lived in Australia where
this was allowed and we never saw a problem. We would have large going away bbqs for friends
and gather in a park, having food, beer and wine.
People are already drinking at parks so why not make it legal
None
No benefits. Don’t want my children around it.
Enjoying a cold beverage on a hot day, responsibly.
This would solve the issue of people hiding it. Having a drink or two is perfectly normal and we
should stop our strange ideas around it.
Less people attempting to conceal it. It may help keep the alcohol consumption to these designated
areas instead of all over the park.. where if it's illegal , someone is going bring some beers
regardless ... and consume anywhere along the way.
none
It's with the times, it's 2019. A glass of wine while on a picnic is what has always been missing... (so
police and bylaw think ;)
No benefits
None
Whether you allow it or not adults will and do drink at parks, I've seen it before and because it's
illegal there are no proper disposal areas and drinking is done wherever in the park rather than at a
designated area, which leads to more trash left!
Have social engagements in an outdoor setting
None. There’s no need for public drinking.
Rowdy parties
None
people will use the parks more and be less likely to conceal it if they are already drinking...
For those who don’t abuse the privilege, liquor is a social beverage and picnic sites are usually used
by families getting together and celebrating their time. Also people have always drank at parks and
will continue, at least designate a place for it
People will do it anyway, avoids bylaw offices wasting time.
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None
Freedom of choice. Encourage greater usage of Calgary parks
Increased use of park space, ability to promote local craft beer businesses.
It’s happening anyway
None
It could be regulated without people hiding it and still taking bringing it.
More relaxed and modern laws around alcohol consumption in public spaces.
More park use
The main benefit would be an added source of income to the city (through licensing).
It’s always nice to drink some beer with BBQ, esepecially during long hot sunny days. People will
hang out more, and spend more time outside instead homes and pubs, restaurants etc.
I do not see any benefit. In fact, I believe a lot of harm to the morals would happen if it was allowed.
In addition to the physical damages
People do it anyway, bylaw and police will be free to pursue more important iaaues
I see no potential benefits, recreation and nature should be enjoyed with clear minds
No potential benefits. More disorderly conduct and more trash.
Make liquor producers and sellers richer.
I don’t see any benefit.
It would encourage higher use of public infrastructure. It would desensitize the overall sense of
"novelty" in imbibing (lowering it's appeal to youth). It would decrease motivation to be sneaky in
parks. Reducing arbitrary crime increases respect for law
Just being able to have a glass of wine with a picnic or beer for a park bbq, nice for social gatherings
More engagement in city parks
Enjoy the short summer season, cold beer with outdoor activities, freedom of choice
Attrack more people to the park!
An incentive to spend more time in the parks. A good way to meet new people and strengthen
communities. Less binge drinking before going out.
It would bring more people to have fun in parks (more birthday parties, etc). It also promotes more
carpooling which means less pollution and more available parking spots.
More enjoyment, more use of picnic areas, and a demand for more parks with picnic areas. The
most amazing park I've been to is in Munich. It has a whole beer garden. Increadible.
Enjoying a glass of wine or beer in our parks sounds just fine, we enjoy suck pleasures in our own
back yards why extend that. When on a family vacation in Europe sitting on the beach and having a
drink is normal and no big deal. What a great idea
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It would motivate the public to visit parks more often and care more about park maintenance
None at all.
More social gatherings. Also, if in public spaces, reduces noise from house parties
The current bylaw only serves to punish those who would or already are drinking at a picnic site
responsibly.
I personally dont see any benefits in drinking Alcohol.
Fun get togethers
Greater enjoyment for those who picnic; perhaps an increase in those who picnic because of
allowance. No need for police or peace officers to spend time enforcing a fairly innocuous practice.
Same reason cannabis was legalised, to allow responsible respectable people to do the right thing.
We already have laws that cover public intoxication. Use them.

Nothing, there is no benefit
No benefits
None.

Increase use.

it would be nice to share a beer with friends while picnicking in a public park
Some people don't have yards they can do that in.
Brings Calgary in line with the rest of the world.
Disorder and safety concerns
Freedom of choice for individuals who care to responsibly consume alcohol in our city’s beautiful
parks thereby encouraging patronage and enjoyment of these facilities. If managed well these areas
will allow minors to see normal behaviour around alcohol.
People getting outside more.
Nothing
There is no benfit
People are secretly doing it already but hide it. This way it’s not hidden
None
Human enjoyment?
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No benefits
none
It’s a great opportunity to encourage people to use public spaces in social ways.
More use of the beautiful parks!
Many people consume liquor in parks regardless - this would simply allow them to do it openly.
None. If you manage a couple hours of your day to be without liquor THAT is a problem. Not
drinking in public isn't an issue.
No benefits
The ability to have a cold beer outside in my local parks with family and friends just seems
Canadian.
People enjoy drinking and people enjoy parks. Allowing drinking in parks will certainky increase park
use, and expose more Calgarians to the great outdoor spaces we have access to. Like cannabis,
people are doing this anyway, so why not legalize it?
Although drinking is currently prohibited, patrons make use of it anyway in public spaces. Allowing
so will reduce ticketing and city resources to prohibit, and may increase park use by a variety of
citizens. It may also promote responsible consumption.
It stops normal people doing normal things from being criminal. Its absurd that you can't have a beer
in a park.
Increased use of the parks if people aren’t restricted.
Fun
I've experienced it all over Europe with zero issues. I noticed it definitely gets more people out,
socializing, and building communities.
It will promote a responsible drinking culture in a fun and safe way, it may also help increase park
use as people will be able to have a relaxing picnics in the park with a beer or bottle of wine.
Getting people outdoors more often and more frequent use of our parks. Perhaps even bring people
together in the community.
People will do it if they want to whether it’s allowed or not. They just hide it now.
Moving public consumption to a place that can be monitored for safety. Encouraging citizens to use
public spaces.
No benefit.
There is no benefit of alcohol in the Park.
Younger generation will see healthy examples alcohol consumption. They will understand better how
to drink in moderation when they see it first hand. It would be the same as being in a restaurant for
dinner.
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Develop a healthy/responsible relationship with alcohol... We are all adults, we understand the rules
surrounding alcohol and should be allowed to enjoy a social drink as if we were camping etc
Just to chill and not feel like a criminal to have a beer with your friends. Not everyone has a yard.
People already do it but this way it’s done in a legal stress free manner. This would also mean more
refundable bottles given back to the city (profit over empties)
More picnics and friends out together
Calgarians are provided an additional choice and an additional way to enjoy a picnic site. Most
people gather at picnic sites to have a meal, now you would be able to have a drink if you so
choose.
Increased tax revenue, more motivation to go outside, general happiness
More people would use parks if they could have a bbq with friends that allows for alcohol
consumption. So increased visitation.
If it's regulated people are less likely to sneak around.
there are no benefits
More choices
Alcoholic beverages pair well with certain foods. Being able to have good drinks with good food
would increase my enjoyment of park get-togethers.
More use of the park space
More opportunities for Calgarians to get out of their homes more affordably
People avoid tickets for drinking responsibly. Law enforcement can focus on real problems.
Not a single benefit. Just disorderly behaviour will increase and will limit families going out with
children.
None.
Take away the stigma of social drinking. Make it less of a forbidden fruit.
None
None. People can live without it for a few hours and see there is life beyond a bottle!
Celebrations and BBQs
When barbequing in the summer the no liquor policy prevents us from going to parks. It is
commonplace in Europe

It is legal and should be able to be consumed in parks. If people are responsible about it, maybe
children would see a positive impact.
More use of the parks and sites by the communiy
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None. Drinking in public should never be allowed.
Increase in park use and booking revenue.
We all do the park to have a great summer day with family and friends after a long week of work ,
liquor in that case looses people control on behaiver and actions
Would be nice to have a drink while enjoying events like Shakespeare in the park or having a
romantic picnic with your significant other
None
None
None
None
More social. Normalize responsible alcohol
Fun times
It’s a social thing to do in the summer.
No major potential benefits.
Fun?
Someone shouldn't get in trouble for having a beer at a picnic
None
I do not see any benefits, drinking should be restricted at public place why city passing this burden
to the kids playing in the park
It’s nice to be able to enjoy a glass of wine or a beer while picnicking with friends.
A more open, and less prohibitive Calgary culture
Helps grow our community
I don't see many
If consumed in a responsible manner I could see increased park usage. Like having a glass of wine
at a picnic vs going to a pub
Increased freedom to use public spaces. Provides a safe alternative for consumption for some.
People are already doing it, so at least People wouldn’t have to hide it.
I would be more likely to actually go to and use a park picnic site
More interaction between people
There is no benefit
Being treated like an adult.
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Good for family parties, events and bbqs and likely increased use of picnic areas

More personal liberty. So many rules makes a city less fun to live in.
none. i do not see benefits to be able to consume liqour at parks
None
I don't see the problem having a beer while having a fire or cookout or picnic or whatever
Allows for people to enjoy their time and not feel sneaky. People will drink in these places
regardless, but by allowing it it reduces the stress for people who want to enjoy a beer on a Saturday
afternoon.

Wine and picnics
Maybe more people will start usIng the picnic sites
None
Cultural acceptance (looks at USA/Spain/UK/Italy/France etc.
There isn't any.
Allowing people to drink responsibly is better than prohibiting drinking which could result in binge
drinking or smoking pot in parks instead. Being outside and enjoying Calgary in a social way that is
less expensive. Teaches kids about drinking responsib
More people using parks.
If people are responsible with it, it would be fun for people to have a couple drinks in the summer.
Increase enjoyment of park use without feeling bad.
None
None
No public benefit
If you aspire to be a bylaw or police officer, this will create more work, requiring more positions. If
you are a typical Councilor that loves finding ways to spend more money, this will give you another
opportunity.
Encouragement to walk and invite your neighbors to your local parks for a picnic,walk home after.
Enjoy the site with friends
As North Americans were Draconian in our views on enjoying liquor. People should be able to enjoy
a glass of wine or a beer with a picnic and not have to rely on busy bars and credit situations.
Benefits would be being able to enjoy the outdoors with family and having a few drinks
There are none as it is an irresponsible idea to allow this.
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It would ensure that it is not being abuse around the parks and around children
An increase of people using pubic parks for events and functions could potentially bring in more
revenue for the city.
None
None
There’s nothing wrong with having a drink with a picnic meal or gathering.
People do it anyways
I believe responsible consumption would encourage myself and my friends to utilize the city’s parks
more.
Would bring more people out to our parks for recreational use.
Because drinking is part of our social culture and there’s nothing wrong with having a beer or
sharing some wine over a picnic.
Could be a nice time if others behave themselves. More sales for liquor stores.

Increased personal freedom.
More young people will plan picnics due to the fact that they can also have drinks while barbecuing.
Freedom to enjoy a refreshing alcoholic beverage on a nice day
Family get togethers with wine, etc.
Fun and socializing
People will be more laid back about it, not over do it
In Montreal, people can consume liquor with food in public park. More people use parks when there
is an option to have a few casual drinks in the afternoon. Would entice more people to be outdoors
and use parks.
None
-not being treated like children; enjoy beer/wine with a meal, without having to pay a premium at a
restaurant
None
more opportunity for social gatherings
People do it anyway. You will always have a few bad apples.
Fun fun party time
There are none
People consume liquor in parks regardless, if it’s made legal, then there is more way to control it,
and also encourage a healthy City-citizen dialog about alcohol consumption
Civilized society
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No benefit other than increase in rowdy behaviour. City’s liability will increase with extra
maintenance cost and policing required to breakup all the rowdy behaviour that comes with it.
None
Having a drink on a nice day relaxing with friends should 't be a problem.
Adults wishing to responsibly consume alcohol while enjoying the outdoors will be able to do so.
Safety
Less drinking and driving, people spending more time outside than in bars, boosting local liquor
store sales. People spending more times in local parks we pay to keep clean in our tax money.
happier population because we'll be treated as adults
You don’t have to hide it when you do have it
I do not see potential benefits
A safe alcohol use culture that respects the social aspect of drinking responsibly
None
None
None
No benefit
None
None
Nice social afternoon for those without yards. Encourages a sense city. Works well in Europe.
There are no potential benefits in my opinion. Drinking should be restricted to homes, pub's or
private functions.
More visitors to the park and overall park usage. People who do not have backyards could use it
more as an extension of their home. Potential of more activities and involvement with the
community.
None
Encourage more outdoor activity amongst friends.
None
Not sure
Nothing, there is no benefits
Increased use
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More official bookings of picnic sites
None
Nothing, other than madness
It’s nice to be able to have a nice cold beer I suppose. But reality is, this is not a change that is
required at all. Parks are being used well already, why introduce difficulties or potentially bad
situations?
The time saved on busting ppl drinkinng down there can be better spent keeping our city safe from
real crimes.
Higher usage. If recycling bins are on site potential revenue for city parks.
None
Ordinary people can consume liquor responsibly while enjoying the outdoors and getting back to
socializing as neighbors, friends and communities
None, it is inappropriate.
There are responsible people. It is the irresponsible ones who ruin for the rest, and frankly the
responsible people are fully capable of giving alcohol a miss.
None
This worked all over the world without issues.
More social use of public parks gets people out to enjoy the facilities provided.
More people will use parks and get out. Less costly than going out to bars. No restrictions on
number of people you can go out with.
None
There are no benefits what so ever.

people already do. They’d just be more open about. That provides a benefit to police because no
need for searching and asking trying to determine. It’s out in the open.
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Enhanced experience. Legalizing what is already happenning.
None
Being able to celebrate during a day time bbq event without having to go to a restaurant or host at
home
If people are not driving, they should be able to responsibly consume a few drinks with friends while
enjoying parks and facilities. Drinking has been allowed at movie theaters (although not anymore?),
restaurants, golf courses, why not parks?
No benefits
No visible benefits
I think it is already happening, and in comparison with Europe, there is a culture of walking to a
nearby park, and the outside activity as well as the walking are things which we could use more of.
More avid use of city park spaces
Just another option to further enjoy a day at the park.
It would be enjoyable.
None
None
It would bring us in line with literally every country in the world (save Canada and the USA)
There is no benefits @ all
More people using picnic sites, have the freedom to enjoy a drink with your bbq. Many people bbq
at home because they can’t consume liquour at the picnic sites
None. The threat to public safety is very high.
There is non
None
More people might use public areas for social gatherings
People are already doing it so if they have a designated area it will less likely be all over the park
Seems civilized
More widespread use of our public parks.
No benefit at all
No benefits
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We should be able to enjoy alcohol socially while outside and not just while camping.
People not hiding the fact they are drinking
No benefit
More use of parks, people not lying about alcohol use in the parks
part of a picnicécelebration, if open consumption then gets patrolled , sure people are consuming on
the QT
More usage of picnic areas
I don't see any benefits to approval to consume in parks. More unnecessary work created for Bylaw
and CPS
More use of the parks in a fun way.
More people getting outside to our parks instead of sitting on a patio drinking.
Able to enjoy a drink or two during a picnic or barbecue while spending time with loved ones and
friends
People consume alcohol in parks regardless. I think police and by law funding could be used more
effectively
We would spend more time outside in public places, as apposed to having to stay home in our own
yard.
More people outside enjoying the parks
I don't see any potential benefits.
There is no potential benifit in alowwing consumption of alcohol/liquor at parks or picnic sites.
None
None. Public means "anyone", and parks should be for enjoyment, exercise, fun for all ages, safe.
How safe for wildlife? e.g. who might go onto a site late
Better summer/park environment. It will build more culture and add vibrance to city parks.
There are no benefits.
People consume anyway. Why not save resources to go after the true criminals.
Increased use of parks. Adults being treated like adults
More time away from electronics and socializing
Strengthen community socializing. Get people outside
Taking a page out of Europe’s cultural book where you are allowed to drink anywhere. As an adult I
should feel comfortable having a glass of wine with a picnic.
None
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I feel there will be less stigma around drinking in public. Moreover, contrary to one of the points
above, I think having children seeing public liquor use in a non-stigmatized, appropriate setting will
make them less prone to idealizing the act later on.
People will be spending more time in parks being active vs. going to the bar for a pint or two
People will take advantage of the green space more often & consume casually.
Culturally, Canada is very regressive when it comes to liquor. Imported from the USA, this socially
regressive behaviour simply doesn't exist in Europe, where people are free to drink in public and
also act appropriately.
More use of public spaces and modernization of Calgary parks.

Weddings
1. Savings compare to Pubs. 2 Healthy power walk first before enjoying fun.
Greater social gatherings. Great way to spend an afternoon.
It's done anyways. Maybe if it was allowed, it may be monitored regularly by frequent police
presence.
None

Have fun with the family like at home with a few srinks
None.
Most park users are families with children, seniors resting and strolling, and people jogging and
biking. I see no benefit to them. If alcohol increased others' park use, it would be for them going for
drinking rather than for enjoying the park.
Freedom of choice. Dont let the behavior of a few bad people dictate other peoples lives and
freedom.
I think this already happens and why not? It is a legal activity and in north america we are sadly far
behind in our acceptance of this
Less smuggling and hiding of liquor
None
none
Increased enjoyment of the park areas and higher focus on outside activities
I prefer beer and wine to drinks like pop and juice
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I DO NOT see any benefits
None
None

Many urban residents don't have private yards or green spaces and are forced to decide between
smaller gatherings forced into a small, hot apartment in summer or meet in a nearby park but not be
able to drink. This would increase the livability of DT.

Nothing. Should be kept at home.
It would be lovely to have a glass of wine at a picnic or a beer at a barbecue
People might have more picnics and events in the park if liquor is allowed.

None
More public events
None
Allows people to have more freedom
People relaxing and having fun
Non
no benefits,
People do it anyways. Now if it's regulated, people don't need to worry and the city can have better
control.
I don't see any
It will encourage greater use of our park spaces, and a greater appreciation of these spaces.
None
People are already drinking liquor in parks. Now they won’t have to hide it and police won’t have to
turn a blind eye.
otsxa pleasurable experience and probably those who want to do it anyway
None
None
The city could charge for the sites, giving more city revenue
None
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More of picnic sites
More enjoyable experience for people who would a wine or beer with their picnic which is the
majority of people. Also, more use of picnic areas. Both of these reasons will increase morale in the
city.
None
None
It allows people to unwind and enjoy a beverage or two. People will be responsible.
People do it already. Police won’t have be able to arbitrarily hand out tickets for simply having a beer
or glass of wine with lunch on a nice summer day.
Nothing
People already drink in parks. If they don’t have to hide it then I believe they will be more likely to
dispose of their empties/ trash appropriately.
None
There is no benefit.
None
None
Freedom to live as I choose
None
Increased use of / enjoyment of city parks by residents; easier for companies/organizations/groups
to hold picnics/BBQs/events and allow alcohol (Vs now having to rent a community hall or other
private space)
Increased use of day areas. Many people include a small amount of liquor in a picnic menu.
Enjoy the outdoors and the parks of Calgary with an enjoyable beverage.
None whatsoever apart from public nuisance. It will lead to families not wanting to go to parks
It will promote people of the city to use and enjoy public spaces, also it is more enjoyable and
affordable then drinking on a patio.
there will be no benefit... and we dont have the by law officers to enforce the rules and laws
Not having to conceal alcohol
None
None
Consuming alcohol isn’t always about getting drunk or wasted. It’s about sharing a tasty drink w/
friends or family like food and/or about celebrating. Adults can consume alcohol responsibly.
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None
People already do it and this may bring it out in the open
I do not think there is any benefit in consuming liquor at the park.
None
Showing or children that drinking in public cacan be done responsibly.
None. It has all drawbacks.
Social aspect is heightened. More fun, relaxation. Similar to drinking on a patio!
Greater enjoyment and less pressure to spend at pubs or stay home to have a glass of wine or beer
There is no benifit of legalizing it
Puritanism needs to die.
None
I like the concept of being able to enjoy a drink or 2 in the park, and I think that there’s potential to
increase parks usage!
None
None at all.
none, I don't see any potential benefits for drinking out in public/picnic.

Why does there have to be liquor at the park, what about the children seeing people get drunk. It’s
not safe at all!
More freedom. More fun.

NONE!
None. Why on earth are we encouraging the consumption of something that leads to addictions, and
behaviour issues. People can drink in bars, restaurants, and homes. That is enough. And yes, I
drink the occasional beer or glass of wine. NOT public!
It is nice to be more like Quebec they have had this law for a long time.
It’s the benefit of choice.
I believe this would reduce the disturbances within parks. When you are given an opportunity to be
free, more often than not people will behave and stay within a proper limit.
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Personal freedom. Don’t restrict the freedom of law abiding citizens.
This will affect negatively on the children and family . Liquor should be allowed only in bars and
pubs but not in public places. Parks and picnic areas are meant to be for family gatherings and this
will have negative impact on people at park
None
It might encourage more park usage - there is no reason why people should not be able to enjoy a
drink during a picnic.
I think it’s normal. It’s not an illegal activity and everyone in Europe you can drink wine, beer and no
one is drunk and disorderly. It’s not the 1920s, so it’s seems like Victorian prudishness to not allow
drinking in parks.
None
None
No benefits
No benefits at all
None
For those adults who are responsible users of alcohol, it can be a lovely way of celebrating
something fun and special.
None
Increase in sales for Calgary businesses.
Having a glass of wine or a beer with your meal or while relaxing is fine.
None. Discreet usage has always taken place. Making this legal will create more harm then good
and eliminate law enforcement's ability to respond irresponsible behaviour.
Fun with freedom
People already do this.
Nothing
None
Enhanced enjoyment and use of parks
Not a single benefit
Food and wine have always brought people together. This encourages people to get out of their
homes and enjoying our marvellous public spaces. More people in the parks, better quality of life.
The Europeans have done it forever!
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None.
It would encourage people to use the parks more.
More locations to socially drink outdoors aside from crowded patios.

I don’t see any. I see it as being a big pain in the butt.
Being able to be a responsible adult and enjoy a beverage during a bbq
none
Nothing
I think people will do it either way. With regulations in place, I think more control will be there
More people spending time in public space
It will encourage a healthy culture about alcohol consumption.In many other cultures throughout the
world alcohol is consumed with meals in family settings. This provides a model of responsible adult
drinking that leads to reduced overconsumption.
Most citizens are responsible people. It is time for more freedom
Less temptation and maybe more open honest discussion
No benefits
People will be able to enjoy the outdoor spaces in the same way they would a backyard allowing
people who do not have access to these spaces due to income enjoyment of public parks.
None
No benefits. It will intoxicate people.
No benefits

No benefit. Fresh healthy environment should avail all the time.
None
There is no potential benefits at all! Consuming alcohol should be only in the private areas such as
restaurant, pubs, bars, and people’s houses
No benefit, all troubles will bring in the park.
There is no possible benefit of consuming liquor at park picnic sites with children all around...
Adults should be allowed to consume liquor responsibly in designated areas.
None
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None.
None

None. There's a time and place for liquor. Parks are not one of them
More use of parks
None
None.
There are nothing potential benefits to consume alcohol in the picnic site
No benefits
none
Responsible enjoyment of your beverage of choice.
Canada is still overly conservative in this sense, many developed countries have allowed public
drinking for decades with little to no detriment and greater freedom for the people.
Many meals are enhanced with a glass of wine or beer. Adults should be allowed to consume these
drinks with their food, just like at. Restaurant or at home.
I think liquor consumption is normal and should not be illegal if people behave properly
None
I just think adults should have the option to have a beer or some wine while having a picnic,
watching an outdoor performance, going for a walk, etc.
It would be nice to have a picnic with a glass of wine or beer.
NO benefit.
No benefit at all.
Why take away something some else wants to do.

None. There is no benefit except from some businessmen will have more money in their pockets.
No benefits at all
Everyone does it anyway.
Not a single
No potential benefit
it is nice to have a drink with friends and relatives to relax
No one will continue to hide it anymore. Likely more attraction to parks.
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People spending more quality time outside enjoying our beautiful nature!
More use of parks. More revenue from bookings. All around good times had.
People do it anyways so decriminalizing it just makes sense.
Increase use of park spaces. Normalize drinking of liquor similar to Europe.
I don’t see any benefits
Less litter as people won't have to hide liqour consumption.
More people enjoying the outdoors
There aren’t many outdoor places you can go to drink besides your own back yard or a bar with a
patio. Allowing liquor in parks opens up more options for leisurely summer activities. Also, bars and
clubs are hectic atmospheres, parks are much more calm.
No benefit
No benefits
That people who enjoy a few drinks responsibly would be able to do so while enjoying the outdoors.
Social gatherings that involve drinking alcohol outside of pubs or restaurants
Absolutely no benefits bcuz that’s only harm to innocent people and especially children
None
No benfits
being treated as a responsible, mature member of Calgary society
People do it anyways it's a victim less crime that wastes resources when enforced
None
I would enjoy being able to have a beer or a glass of wine with a picnic meal. Making such a
practice legal would be one small contribution toward removing pointless laws from the statute
books.
None
No benefits
Should not be allowed
nothing !
not anything that would make this a good idea.
Having an enjoyable experience. As we live in a condo without access to a yard, we would be able
to enjoy park space/outside with a drink.
I can't see any benefits to allowing liquor at park picnic sites.
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The opportunity to spend time relaxing with friends and family in a public outdoor area. Particularly
for those who live in multi-family housing and don’t have access to private backyard areas.
Not a single benefit
Able to responsibly enjoy alcohol during a family and friend party in the park sounds great!
There are no reasons strong enough to continue with prohibiting liquor consumption in parks by
responsiy adults.
Legalizing won’t make the issues mentioned above notably worse
It's weird to make people hide away to consume alcohol. A drink, with some food, outside in a
beautiful environment is the way people should drink, if they do.
Certainly in some parks the will be more people, which tends to make places safer. Also the quality
of life of some people will improve as parks offer an alternative to drinking at home or in a bar.
Especially good for renters/ apartment dwellers.
Just makes sense to have a beer or two while eating a burger.
People not hiding it anymore
People are going to do it anyways and if it’s allowed it takes away the hiding and such.
Won't get ticked for open liquor
Absolutely none.
I don’t see any benefits
People are doing it anyways. If they are drunk and disorderly then they pay those consequences.
Most people are responsible.
There is no benefit.
Not having to hide it. Having a beer or glass of wine with a fun afternoon with family and friends is a
great experience.
I don’t see an issue with people enjoying a beer or Bellini when having a picnic in the summer. To
me this adds more of a community feel and allows people to live outside of their yards if they choose
to have alcoholic beverages.
It will promote more people to go outside rather than sitting in their house. And who doesn’t love a
cold beer on a hot day next to a river?
It is not reasonable for children
I think being able to consume liquor in parks creates a more social environment and outs calgary on
the same level as many european countries.
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its nice to have a few beers playing recreational mixed softball
No benefits
More options for drinks for a romantic picnic
No benefits at all
Can have a good time without being harassed.
I don't see any benefit in being able to consume liquor at park picnic sites. "They ask you about wine
and gambling. Say, "In them is great sin and [yet, some] benefit for people. But their sin is greater
than their benefit." 2:219 Quran
Increase enjoyment of park usage.
No concern
More use of public space; getting people out; decrease urban sprawl
None
I see none.
Enjoy lifestyle that is already proven to be safe and beneficial in other 1st world countries globally
I see no benefit.

No potential benefits.

A fun day
Nothing
Relaxation on event liquor consumption areas.
Only the potential i see it will increase distribution of the environment

There are none
None
People will use are parks for for other event and gathering. Instead of people just coming over to our
house we could go to a park for a fun BBQ
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I don’t see any, it’s unnecessary but if people must drink then it should be limited to areas.
Let people enjoy their lives without the constant government overwatch
No benefits.
No benefit
If legalized, people will respect the laws. Just like Europe. It will increase use of public space
outdoors and will inhibit people over-drinking in bars prior to walking and enjoying outdoor areas.
Social experience
No potential benefits
Increased socialization, people are doing it anyway and it is largely unenforceable
Open consumption is common in many countries. Should be no different here.
No benefits
More use
None
none
Being able to enjoy responsibly
A healthier, no big deal attitude to alcohol that could lessen binge drinking.
None
I don’t see any benefit
There are only bad things happening because of having liquors.
I do not see a benefit to drinking in a park. People would abuse this and become rowdy. I don’t go to
a park to witness that.
A lot of people already drink in public parks in the summer. The police know this and if it’s done
responsibly (using unmarked cups, and not littering), then no action is taken. This allows people to
enjoy it more openly.
None
None
It gives people the option to have liquor like if they were in some ones backyard.
None
None
Not at all
Increased park usage... more people would use parks for family and friend gatherings, BBQs, etc.
This is a great opportunity to get calgarians outdoors and active without limiting parks to children.
Enjoying. Good craft beer with friends and family
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None
No benefits.
I don’t see any potential benefits. I work where I see the negative repercussions of alcohol and can
only see this adding pressure to the healthcare and police resources due to people’s inability to drink
responsibly.
Having a beer or a bottle of wine at apinic should not be illegal. Responsible adults should be able to
consume alcohol at picnic sites without fear of being charged. Many celebrations involve the
reasonable consumption of alcohol & this would be an optio
More people going out to enjoy the parks
No benefits at all
Adds to the outing. Less sneaking in of booze.
I think drinking might be currently happening, and officially allowing it would bring it out into the
open. Also, I think it's just a nice thing to be able to go out and enjoy a drink or 2.
People are doing it anyway... Why have rediculous loads that do nothing. People still won't d able to
be drunk and disorderly so this isn't change much.
Increased use of park space, unique experience for visitors
If consumed responsibly this would mean that more sure would be used/booked.
Encourage more people to use the picnic sites, cut down on having to police this by bylaw since lots
of people bring booze anyway to sites. North America is so backwards when it comes to liquor laws,
it is silly to patrol this.
None
Socializing outdoors. Not everyone has a yard to use nor can afford pub visits. Would allow you to
enjoy the day in multiple ways.
For people to be able to enjoy a alcoholic beverage legaly and reposibly as I believe it is alreday
happeneing.
I don’t see any.
I don’t see any benefit..... the park is for good clean fun not a bunch of rowdy drunks. Plus we are
trying to stop drinking and driving not further encourage it.
More ppl will use the sites instead of having birthdays at home etc.
More people/families might make use of parks and spend more time enjoying them
I think it would encourage people to spend more time in the parks by encouraging more social
events to take place in them.
I believe it will incentivize more activity within the parks.
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If people want to have a nice BBQ and event, they can also have the option of enjoying a beer or
two.
None
none.
No harm in enjoying a few drinks in the park. For those of us who work excess hours I would be able
to have a beer, play with my children and enjoy the outdoors. I stead of being stuck in a backyard
always
More people may go out to enjoy the parks if they can have some wine/beer, etc with their food
none
Would be great for hot summer days or after skating

Adults can openly enjoy a glass of wine or beer with their camp out style dinner. However, can lead
to drinking and driving, young adults may take advantage and over consume making parks
uncomfortable for others.
Adults can consume alcohol in their homes and licensed establishments. There’s no difference in
consuming alcohol in parks. Adults need to be responsible for their actions wherever the actions
take place.
None. It is a bad idea, and one that would discourage me from potentially using some of the parks
None
No benefits
No benefits.
None
Responsible drinking adds to enjoyment
none

A beer on a hot summer day makes going to a park for a picnic more appealing, gets people out and
about
Consuming beverages is a part of our culture and is so central to many social get togethers. Why
not be able to enjoy a single drink while out in the sun with friends?
More problems than benefits. Reasons stated in 2 above which are the least numbers
There are none.
It would be nice to have a drink in the park as it is when you eat out with a meal.
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Social events such as adult birthdays can be help out doors
If there’s a limit why not, people do it without permission any way
Safety of citizens and city infrastructure.. less burden on police, city and public health
It would be wonderful to toast a special occasion. A cold beer on a hot day at the park helps one to
relax and unwind, letting go of the high pressure stresses of our world today.
Fewer calls about drinking, police services used in other places.
No benefits at all

None
Beer and Wine is much better for you than Soda pop
None
Dont see any benefit of it
Nice to be able to responsibly enjoy a little wine or beer in summer with family and friends outdoors
at family picnic without fear of fines. Allows the adults to enjoy the park and not have to go to pub
for a casual drink.
It would be nice to be able to have a bottle of wine with a picnic lunch or a beer after a game of ball.
For adults to enjoy a glass of wine with their picnic
None
People will be doing it anyways so why not make it legal. There will be no more “hiding” the
beer/wine and sneaking around with it. Also could get more people outside on nice days to be
slightly active
Having a drink is something most adults enjoy, especially at events (birthdays, etc) which are
common at these picnic sites. It will enhance user experience, and possibly increase the number of
park users. Shows an increase in freedom and responsibility.
I don’t see any
It would be nice to have one glass of wine or a beer with a meal
Positively adds to the park experience
People enjoy beer at a BBQ. I'd like to say that it would increase business for local breweries, but I
suspect the difference would not be substantial.
None
Can’t we have a place that we can take our families without worrying about the negatives of alcohol
used by others.
None
No particular benefits I think.
Increased interest in using public facilities
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No benefit at all.
The city needs to let go of these old moralistic rules. Alcohol responsibility belongs to people.
.
None
None
None
No benefits
Nothing
None.
People, families gathering together and having fun- who likes to have a beer or such should be
allowed to do so. Like in so many other countries in the worl (Europe)
Ok, so I can have a beer with my hotdog. But can't that be done at home. Do you really need the
drink that badly.
No secrecy
None!
Non
No benefits
Are there any benefits to consuming liquor ?
I do not see a positive impact to society. I see public members taking advantage of this and creating
more demand for first responders and bylaw. I also see increased cannibis use with alcohol and
impact to the nature of booking for these spaces.
Fun
None
NONE
Greater use of picnic sites
None.
Being used more. Especially for younger people. More enjoyable experience. Less restrictive. Silly
rule.
No benifit at all, keep it at home and off our roads.
No benefit in any way. Drinkers are not in senses so may be dangerous for any one.
As someone who doesn’t have access to a backyard, having a bbq or picnic with friends and a beer
is awesome!
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People do it anyway. Therefore it would not be different in any way other than the fact that people
will be comfortably having fun and not constantly afraid of bylaw or police walking by!
Freedom, easier to have birthday parties or work event.
Having a drink outside with friends is a great feeling!
To be able to enjoy at outdoor parks what we are only allowed to enjoy at home or indoor venues
I do not see any benifits in being able to consume liquor at park picnic sites.
There are no benefits to drinking alcohol in parks
Something nice for adults
Going to a close by park in summer to toss a frisbee or ball, hang out with friends and respectively
have a couple of beverages
More options for social gathering
Increased sense of community and utilization of public parks. No alcohal in public parks is one of
the primary reasons they are not used like they are in Europe to picnic and spend a whole day at.
People stay in the backyards instead.
I think relaxed liquor laws will help deconstruct the romanticized ideologies surrounding bing
drinking.
responsible enjoyment is great and will encourage more use of public areas for picnics and small
events
Freedom
None
no benefits.
It doesn’t hurt, many other countries have this.
None
Being able to enjoy a beer or glass of wine legally. People do it regardless so may as well make it
legal.

People wouldn’t be sneaking around doing it anyway and it would be safer as a result
Allowing adults to show they can act like adults.
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There are no benefits in having liquor in public places as if will take away from the peaceful
environment intended at the parks and picnic sites.
nothing...shut this down
I think that whether we want them to or not, people want to enjoy a beer/beverage with family and
friends during outings in the summer. By allowing use in parks, were increasing the use of public
spaces while providing an opportunity to educate on disposa
I don’t think there will be any benefits to consuming liquor in park picnic sites.
More family outings can take place without having to go to a restaurant. Greater use of park sites
which are usually within walking distance of people’s homes.
None...alcohol as with weed should be consumed at home
Not sure about benefits but i don’t see anything wrong with enjoying a glass of wine or a cold beer
on a hot summer day at the park.
I have lived in Australia and England in cities that allow this, and it provides a nice cheap activity for
friends who would like to have a cold beer while enjoying the sun. (And it’s already something that
takes place regularly without issue)
I don't see any benefit
More use of our City parks, with more use comes more visibility. People if reminded and locations
provided will clean up after themselves.
I do not see any community benifits
No benefit
People should be free to engoy a drink while out enjoying our parks
Increased enjoyment of outdoor spaces. There are a lot of great picnic spaces in Calgary I believe
are underutilized and perhaps being able to consume outdoors would attract people to them more.
A more enjoyable experience. When I go camping during the spring/summer, I enjoy having a cold
drink or two around the campfire. I'd like to have that freedom in Calgary.
I see no benefits
None
None
open activities with family and friends, with liquor
More freedom to spend my time as I’d like to.
Bottle recycling income, more park users
then i could have a drink outside instead of going to the bar
It’s nice to be able to enjoy yourself on a beautiful Calgary summer day
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Not having to go to an establishment to enjoy nice weather while consuming an alcoholic beverage.
People already drink at picnic sites; regulating it would give the public more options and create a
safer environment in our parks.
none
It allows adults to have a beverage of there choice while dining outdoors, just as they can in
restaurants or at home. People are already doing it but need to hide their drinks, which seems
excessive.
I don't see any benefits
No benefits at all... crime will be more
None
More people will use our parks and outside areas that we pay a lot of money for. We have beautiful
outdoor spaces that aren’t used enough
none
No benefit only damaging behaviours.
Zero benefits
A free society where the government let's go of the notion that we are children to be managed. Also
the elimination of a regulation which is clearly unessecary limits indidual use and enjoyment of public
space. Again, this works I Europe, whats the issue
Increased use of picnic sites, which is good for everyone. Get some fresh air and exercise.

Alcohol shouldn’t be a scary thing kept behind closed doors. By making it public people are held
accountable and responsible consumption is modeled.
There are no benefits
None
Increased use of these spaces. Fostering a community environment. Potential for economic
development (ie build a beer garden)
Picnic sites would see increased usage, people are likely already consuming liquor at these sites,
responsible liquor consumption should be encouraged and giving people the option could actually
lead to less consumption (the forbidden fruit mentality).
Honestly, people are all ready doing this so we should stop wasting resources trying to enforce rules
about liquor consumption.
Ore livable city
None.
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It's happening anyways why not make it legal
None.
None. If you can't enjoy the park without liquor, then it's the liquor you're enjoying, not the park. (And
I'm not a non-drinker.)
Less nanny state
Increase in local business. (alcohol sales, local food vendors)
More parks will be enjoyed by all
I don’t see any potential benefits None at all
Freedom to have gatherings with alcohol.
More personal freedom, increase in people using parks, social gatherings
None. Liquor creates opportunities for disruption. If you can’t enjoy the park without liquor maybe
we should be offering more counselling services.
None
Being able to enjoy myself and time with my friends and family.
I'm sure people already consume liquor at parks so the only benefit is now they dont have to hide it.
Not getting fined for participating in an activity that is legal in other countries and has no significant
downfalls.
None.
Would even the playing field in terms of what is allowed at home vs at a park for a gathering.
Runing our kids future
⛔️⛔️⛔️
None
We are allowed to drink in other public spaces such as restaurants and bars, why not parks? It's
honestly a great way to relax. A number of European countries either don't have laws against public
consumption of alcohol or they don't enforce it
Increased use of picnic sites due to the ability to "do what you want to on a weekend" at your picnic
site

None
None that I can think of.
I don't see any benefits
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Great way to spend a summer day. Would encourage more use of parks and city facilities. It permits
people to spend time outdoors, have a beverage and not worry about a fine. People who are
responsible and sensible will abide by the rules and expectations.
Many people do it anyways and cause no issues. This would conserve resources to stop actual
problems in the city and parks.
There are no benefits
None
When drinking responsibly it allows adults the chance to further enjoy an outdoor experience with
friends/family
none
It's civilized. Most countries that allow drinking alcohol don't treat it with this post-prohibitionist
attitude that forbids it from being seen in public.
I can see people using picnic sites more!

None
Nothing beneficial at all
None!
None
People can enjoy nice sunny days, outside, with an alcoholic beverage. The benefits are, that it
would be fun, and relaxing!
Being able to enjoy food and beverage together, social benefits, community building if some
responsibility
Greater and longer use of park spaces. Sites used for more types of gatherings. A more relaxed
cultural view and relationship with alcohol that could combat binge drinking or unhealthy usage.
May cause more incidence when person gets out of order.
Recreational
Nothing
None.
Montreal has been doing this for so long, the systems advantages and disadvantages are already in
plain sight. However, if you want me to reiterate for you; we already have people drinking in parks,
might as well regulate it. Positive for tourism,stampede
No benefits
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It’s nice being able to be outside and enjoy the weather/nature instead of spending more money
sitting on a patio.
More enjoyment of city parks - increase in use and appreciation for natural areas

Is happening now but being done by hiding it
Zero!
No benefits at all.
Increased us and enjoyment of these locations. Reduction of illegal consumption or alcohol in these
locations.
None
Cold beer with a bbq. Enough said.
It would bring more people to parks instead of restaurants and city owned San teens could sell it and
make more money
liberty
Having a beer with my family and friends wouldn’t bother other or damage the park when is done
responsibly.
No benefit. Only you deceave yourself.
Absolutely none
I come fro Europe. Thre eis not so much fuss about alcohol there. It does not mean that people are
more disorderly or drink more.
No benefits.
More fun!
None
It creates a safe and fun outdoor picnic culture in Calgary. Calgarians love getting outside and have
a safe place to consume alcohol in parks would just add to the fun patio culture Calgary has
None
None
City makes additional liquor license revenue.
No benefit.
No benefit
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Greater ability to enjoy the parks
People not consuming it safely, walking to and from there houses drinking And/ or driving while
under the influence. Also not watching children because they intoxicated
Encourages more families to book outdoor outings. Allowing alcohol is more flexible to meet the
needs of a wider range of people.
none
Instead of benefits, there are potential harms that drinking in parks can cause. People who bring
kids may be harmed because drunk people usually cannot control themselves when they are given
the freedom to drink thus increase crime rates in Canada parks.
A group can enjoy a moderate amount of liquor without concern of ticketing.
None whatsoever.
Increased use of parks for those unable to consume in bars (e.g. with pets, minors)
allows people to enjoy a drink with a meal in a park
It is being consumed now on a wide basis in all parks, sometimes in discreet ways, with very little
bylaw enforcement available and not a substantial amount of problems related. Time to get with the
times and show that Calgary is a modern city.
It would be nice to be outside and enjoy a picnic and a few beers. I think more people would get
away from electronics.
Honesty about the practice, less concealment leading to more responsible drinking
Just being able to have a beer and a bbq hamburger would be lovely.
Not having to hide it. It's nice to have a beer with your BBQ or relax with a glass of wine.
Get more people outside and active. Citenzery should be trusted.
Unlike legalizing marijuana liquor use does not pollute our air nor does it affect people around it ( like
second hand smoking etc), benefits would be that alcohol in moderation makes for a better
atmosphere
More options when it comes to dinner/picnics, birthdays etc
Enjoy the city more.
Non
0. No benefits. Don't do it
I'd like to be able to enjoy some wine with my picnic.
Bringing people together with enjoying the fresh air
Everyone already does it. European cultures offer the previledge and there seems to be little or no
negative affect
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None. Businesses have to have a license to serve alcohol because it's consumption brings
additional challenges for which someone must be responsible. We impose that responsibility on the
public if we make consumption of alcohol part of public property.
It will encourage more Calgarians to enjoy the city parks when they might otherwise head indoors
with some of their friends. Picnics, campsites & parks will be a good place for friends to gather rather
than being indoors at a pub/patio.
No benefits consuming liquor.
We are all adults and still need to follow the rules of the road etc. That being said it would be
enjoyable for your family to enjoy a glass of wine while you picnic.
Being outside for parties
Responsibly enjoying drinks with picnics. Increased use of public facilities
It will allow people to enjoy drinks with their food, which they would do anyway if eating indoors.
We enjoy having a drink with our meals and would love to enjoy a drink while having a picnic in the
park.
Not necessary to consume liquor at picnic sites. Ridiculous!
None
More traffic at the park with people sticking around with some drinks.
It’s nice to enjoy a beverage outside and when done responsibly there’s no social cost to doing so.

People who drink may pose a risk to other people's safety.
enjoy parks with glass of wine and picnic, will picnic more
Healthier lifestyle being outdoors.
No benefits at all
Adults can enjoy get togethers outside of their homes during summer, parks can increase monetary
funds by increasing price of liquor sites. Who doesnt want to have a cold one in the sun by the
water.

No benefits. It will create more trouble for everyone. City will have more problems.
Gets people outside and active more. Rather than sitting in a bar with friends, tossing around a
frisbee with a beer would be an alternative.
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People has more fun and relaxation at picnic time.
Would increase diversity of park users
People will be more prone to picnicking like they do in Europe if they can have some wine with their
cheese. More time outdoors while children play in groups!
Because there is kids at the parks
More fun social events
I find it strange in general that you can’t drink in public when so many countries allow it.
None
Alcohol, when enjoyed responsibly, can be a very pleasant accompaniment to food. It would also
increase the potential uses for the park.
None
None
More people enjoying the parks, being active and outdoors.
People do it anyways, making it legal would put in place rules and safety precautions to make an
already occurring activity, more safe
I do not see any benefit.
Increase use of public parks
More people getting out and utilizing the beautiful parks around the city. Spreading a sense of
community. Instead of staying home and having a bbq in your yard people can bbq in the parks and
hopefully meet new neighbours in the area.
More use of parks on a hot sunny day without people hiding liquor and instead having a more worth
free enjoyable time
Freedom, increased use of parks because people can hangout with friends there
It will encourage park use and people enjoying the outdoors in our city
They start losing a temper, fight involved, families not comfortable going there
Absolutely none . Stupid idea... People may drink now in a very discrete manner... and know that if
they misbehave they will be caught and fined
Individuals will consume alcohol at park picnic sites regardless of the bylaw. This will provide more
transparency, and provide an opportunity for individuals to be more responsible.
It would be nice to not be illegal when drinking a beer with friends. It would also be great to
decriminalize homelessness. There are so many European cities that allow people to drink in public
space and society seems to function.
I see no benefits to liquor at park picnic sites.
More people out of their homes enjoying the city and engaging with neighbours
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Less waste of peace officer work for harmless action
No benefits
I don't see any benefits at large other than some contracts and contracts will be rich...
No benefits
I feel having a drink or 2 while relaxing on a hot summer day would be nice.
Enjoying wine with a picnic without fear of being ticketed.
It's a great way for people to enjoy parks in a different way, and helps to promote the craft brewing
scene in Calgary!
Responsible consumption shouldn't be forbidden. If kids grow up seeing responsible use from
adults, they will be more likely to consume responsibly themselves.
Likely an increased use of our local parks. P
More people being able to enjoy a nice picnic in our parks without having to hide alcohol that is
being consumed responsibly.
I prefer to have a beer with my bbq’s
Its nice to get outside with friends and family for a picnic and day in the sun. And it’s even better with
a beer in hand.
Gathering of friends and family at park picnic sites will be more appealing to many, especially to a
younger demographic.
Beer league sport participation/community involvement, responsible drinkers aren’t punished for no
reason, support growing craft beer scene in Alberta!
We are living in one of the best cities in the world. We should make ourselves more civilized, better
urbuan lifestyle, and closer to the modern european cities.
More people doing family gatherings and spending time out doors.
People do it anyways, may as well make it legal
None
Being able to host a small gathering in the park instead of having to always book at a pub or
restaurant would be nice.
More people using the parks, creating community, allowing people to make their own choices
none
I think it is a very bad idea. I don't think there are any benefits.
Much more sociable and enjoyable
I see no benefit for allowing consumption of liquor in our parks.
Decrease drinking and driving
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I do not see any benefits.
When consumed responsibly, a glass of beer and wine can greatly enhance the flavour of the BBQed food generally consumed in public picnic areas. I don't see any difference in enjoying a glass
with your steak at home vs the picnic area with friends.
Higher usages of public space and legalization means you can control it more. Now, people hide it
and do it anyway. If it were regulated, people could openly enjoy a bottle of wine on a picnic and
people engaging in bad behaviour could be better monitored
A group could have a function with safe amount of alcohol

none
None
Many countries around the world allow drinking in parks and have for years...it’s about time Calgary
becomes a modern liberal liquor consuming city.
I don't see any benefits to allowing people to consume liquor at park picnic sites.
More people may use the park.
No benefits
Increased use of park sites.
There are no benifits
We need to say yes more often. Otherwise no one can enjoy life anymore because they are too
afraid of breaking 100,000 rules. More things to do is better.

N/a
It would be pleasant to be able to have a beer at a family picnic. Also, let's face it, people are doing it
already.
There are no benefits. Listen... we can now drink at movie theatres. When we will draw the line in
the sand and say that enough is enough?
I don't see any benifits for consuming liquor at park picnic sites
No benefits
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None
Personal enjoyment
Respect to calgarians to responsibly enjoy alcohol just as they would at home. To reduce policing in
parks. Calgarians have such a limited window in the summer to enjoy the parks, alcohol with
recreation/ picnics would create a more welcoming environment
Everywhere else in the world it’s allowed. Picknic and beer/wine go together so well
Being able to enjoy an evening responsibly
no benefit
Nothing
More use of park space
Fees collected can go back to help pay for park maintenance
No benefits at all
Summer is very short in Calgary and this may be one of the only outings you can do during summer
months
Spend more time in public parks. Have a glass of wine or beer with lunch in the park.
Profits associated with fees could go back into the park maintenance
No benefits
None. Beneficial only to drinkers who cannot stand to be without alcohol for a few hours in a city
park. Beneficial to underage teens who can now more easily access liquor in a public park if their
legal-age friends are drinking there.
I don’t see any benefit.
No Benefits
None
No benefits
None.

increased bookings, opens people to consuming without worrying about if they get caught
More parks being used for gatherings such as birthdays and family reunions.
Parks are for picnic, not for consuming Liquor.
None.
I feel there would not be benefits, let’s see what happens with pot smoking.
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None.
Enjoyment of public spaces for people. And people do it anyway so it won't make a difference except
people will not feel the need to hide it and will potentially litter less because of that.
I dont see the need for it to be illegal. People already drink in parks. May as well just allow it.
Just gonna add up something more to drink with freedom and make most of the picnic which is all
about fun.
No benefits
None
Local boost to certain companies create a friendlier atmosphere
Allowing more use of the parks.
It happens anyways...I think the benefit is to be able to use outdoor picnic areas and have casual
drinks with friends.
More accepting of the social behavior.
None
People are doing it anyway, by having designated areas family's will have the choice if they want to
be around it
None
None
I see no benefit
Nothing
People are doing it anyways, so might as well make it legal.
Increased public engagement follows increased diversification of potential uses. Enjoy a bottle of
wine while watching the river in Bowness Park? Yes, please! Or any park people choice to use.
Community building (people don’t need to retreat to their homes to consume alcohol), for the vast
majority this will be a nice activity and for the small amount that cause a problem they would likely
already have been causing problems
Would be in favor of granting licenses to private vendors/ food trucks operating concessions being
able to sell food and alcohol at some of the parks and riverside for the summer months much like an
outdoor restaurant patio. Controlld and good 4 tourism
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None whatsoever - alcohol should be a private affair
None
no potential benefits
More people will spend time outside.
It works very well across Europe.
More social and attractive to large numbers of people.
It just adds to a very nice social event
Nothing . Please don't let this happen. Let us take our kids to the parks that are safe .
Enjoy my freedom
I think it’s something a lot of people do anyway so giving it some parameters like picnic only areas is
a great idea. It would be lovely to have a bit of that “camping experience” in the city. How nice also
to pack a lovely dinner and pair it with wine!
More use of public parks
Not everyone should be punished for a few people’s bad behaviour. I think most people would enjoy
responsibley and would use the parks more as a result
Being able to consume liquor at park picnic sites can make the park experience more relaxing and
enjoyable.
None

People can drink more socially and when done out in the open people will also be more responsible,
like in many countries in the world
If there were designated areas where alcohol consumption were allowed it may encourage people to
stay in these areas and not consume alcohol illegally elsewhere.
less rules
Having been to places such as Eau rope where other countries are doing this I think it could help
with tourism and having people come to our beautiful parks and enjoy a nice meal with family and
friends. It will also be good for shows in parks.
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People will be allowed to enjoy drinking like people drink in restaurants.
No benefits
Increased park use
not find any benifit

I don't believe there will be any benefits.
No benefits
none
I don’t think it will look mich different than it already does. Most people are capable of being
responsible so it gives people more flexible use of our green spaces. Maybe people will even
choose to have gatherings more often in parks

There are no benefits whatsoever
I am outdoors, playing frisbee, with family and/or friends and enjoying a beverage.
none
I dont see any potential benefits to be listed
None.

A beer or a glass of wine brings people together - This idea would further encourage Calgarian's to
use one of our beautiful parks. There is nothing better than enjoying a beer on a nice day in a park.

Short summers, I would prefer to make the most of good weather when we get it
Being drunk in public and drinking in public are two very different things. There's nothing wrong with
having a few drinks. Calgary is very behind the rest of the world in this regard
No benefit. There are already many places where alcohol is allowed
None
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As long as people aren’t disorderly it’s the same as having a glass of wine at home with dinner.

I see no benefits, on the contrary, it will put people in danger, expose kids unecesarely and the
parks will be dirty. Our parks are fantastic just the way they are.
Dumber than a sack of hammers!!!
No benefits at all
I do not see any benefit to public but liquor seller may benefit from it.
People do it anyway. make it legal and it wont be such a big deal
The parks will actually get used more regularly. Won't need to waste police officers time for having a
few beers while BBQ'n

Nothing. I will not fell that my son charge in safe place and community and environment
None
People are drinking in parks as it is. It would be a benefit to be able to have a few beers in a picnic
site without the risk of being ticketed for reasonable adults.
Create safety and security by having the city allow it- less likely to create a binge habit. Great social
opportunity for citizens.
There is no benefits!
none.
No benefits
none
It woukd enhance our experience with the park. I love to have a family bbq abd be abke to enjoy a
beer. Or just a small gathering of friends on a sunny afternoon. Escape the dreary everyday and
have a picnic with wine.
Freedom of not having to worry about getting a fine because you're choosing to enjoy a beverage.
Make Calgary
More usage. Potential economic benefits.
none
Increased public use of park space
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People will think of using the Park space for their next get together instead of opting to go to a
restaurant or stay at home. In this economy, it gives people the chance to still go out and have fun in
an affordable way.
Creating a sense of community
no benefit at all
On a hot summers day a crisp glass of wine with a bbq meal is so appreciated. I lived in France for
years, I don’t see why it should be any different than having a cola.
More use of parks for casual gatherings with friends.
None
Some people including myself just like to have a casual drink. This would draw more people into the
park instead of them going and sitting in a bar
Not really except more nuisance and less civility
Nothing
People will use the parks more
No benefits at all. On the contrary lots of potential problems.
Europe allows it and it’s a relaxing, adult activity that I’m good manner, is respected and not abused.
We could be the same, and liquor sales would also increase.
No benefits! No need right now, so why are we even considering this. Ridiculous! I suspect
someone on council convinced to do this and city as usual a "pilot" really means it is a done deal. In
place for even 2 mo. we won't be able to get rid of.
No benefits
Non

No benefits
Destigmaitize alcohol consumption and allow for modelling of appropriate alcohol consumption.
Increase of use and family/friend gatherings.
Lessens the consequence of drinking in public, people should be able to have a beer or two in public
while enjoying the park space with friends and family.
Having a few drinks in a park is a lovely way to spend an afternoon. I don't think it's that big of a deal
if people are responsible.
It’s nice to congregate in open spaces particularly nature and have the option to have a drink
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NONE
Personal freedom.
It would bring Calgary's archaic liquor laws in line with many other North American cities. In
travelling throughout the US (eg, Savanna, GA, Key West, FL, Orlando, FL, Nashville, TN, Butte,
MT, New Orleans, LA, and many more) it is always enjoyable.
More use of the parks . For example More people gathering at the parks and spending more time in
the park apposed to going to a restaurant outdoor patio
None I am aware of.
None.
None
I believe it will encourage people to utilize the parks and camp sites that we have in our city. I
believe it will help regulate activity that is most certainly already happening as well.
It will stop being hidden and everyone can just be honest. Children are not negatively impacted by
responsible liquor use.
I don't see liquor as being evil.
I don’t see any benefit
None
There is no benefit
Being able to enjoy the outdoors and parks instead of having to be in a home or spending money in
a restaurant or bar.

It would be nice to have an area you can gather outside with your family and friends and enjoy some
good food and drink. I can't drink so it's frustrating that if my friends want to enjoy a cold one outside
in the summer, we can only to go to a patio $$$
personal liberties
No benefits
It allows people to enjoy the parks in a different way.
Freedom to have a beer when you are enjoying the outdoor
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I dont see any
no benefits- simply chaos and increase in rapes sexual assualts
No benefit at all, at least not positively
It's a social norm that in itself isn't illegal. If someone is abusing it in a Park, let the authorities handle
it. If your concerned about late night consumption, close the park or limit consumption after hours
People can see first hand why mommy cries at night and daddy has bruised knuckles
Some people enjoy liquor as part of their celebrations or get togethers. If they drink responsibly
other park users won't be impacted. I don't really see a need for alcohol in parks though.
More social. Being able to hang out without going to a bar
I woud have more picnics
Extra level of Enjoyment and recreation for citizens
Relaxing ,social
Freedom, responsible drinking because people are no longer hiding things
Being able to have a casual drink with friends and family without being worried about receiving
tickets from bylaw.
None at all
Homeless will have a place to legally drink in public.
None.
None
Increased park use, and therefore more revenue
None
People do anyway, this allows better regulation
I believe it is already being done...with proper and enforceable regulations around this practice
public safety will increase.
Enjoying a beer or glass of wine is a natural part of an afternoon picnic with family and friends. It's a
bit silly that people have to hide it in go cups now.
None. It´s bad for safety and the children.
Overall enjoyment of parks will increase.
No benefits what so ever
Will further entice and encourage people to use and enjoy our public spaces. Will develop
community.
I don’t see any benefits.
Opportunity for public education safe cohol consumption.
Potentially more people enjoying the parks. Options for social get togethers other then bars.
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I don't see any benefits
I can have a beer without having to feel like a criminal if a police officer is around
enjoyable to drink socially at a gathering
I don’t see a single benefit in the consumption of liquor in Public park,instead it will cause more
harms and city liability will increase, more homicides,more drink driving related incidents, more
deaths and more did orderly behaviour.
None
More people using park spaces, and regulating something that is already happening
More people will use the parks again.
None
So people can have a drink with a meal like other civilized places in Europe; where you can drink in
parks and overall people are responsible there are no issues.
People would enjoy being there more. Disadvantage I see are liquor like pop attracts wasps
None.
Increase use; less police hours wasted on looking for liquor in parks and on to more important
issues
None. Promotes drinking and driving at all hours of the day.
Less stigmatization of alcohol consumption, more social acceptance, less stigmatization of the
marginalized
None
Reduction of regulations should eventually lead to less over the top behavior in young adults.
Dont see any.
More people using the space, allowing people to do what they want (and probably do anyways).
There is nothing wrong with enjoying a beer on a sunny afternoon!
There are celebrations at which an alcoholic beverage would be nice. My grandmother’s 85th
birthday springs to mind. Allowing it world prevent people from sneaking it in anyway.
Greater enjoyment, people already drink at these places and being able to do it legally would be
great
Ability to relax and enjoy small amounts of liquor during the summer with friends.
More people out at parks. Socializing of maoderate drinking such as found in many parts of Europe
In reality, this happens regardless of laws, a benefit would be that it would save the police from
constantly being called on little stuff like this.
Will encourage people to step away a from pubs etc. and get out into our beautiful parks more.
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Just to enjoy the day with friends and familiy.
There's no particular reason to deny citizens the ability to enjoy alcohol responsibly within a
maintained area
I am against it so I don't see any benefits at all
More patrons utilizing the parks, more time spent outdoors
I think that people are doing this anyway, so you might as well make it legal.
There is no potentials
I’m sure some people already secretly bring in liquor to parks, it would POSSIBLY control where it is
consumed.
Enjoy a glass ornwine or beer at a picnic with friends or family. Civilized, responsible consumption.
increase in community gatherings at public parks that we pay a lot to maintain and are under utilized
currently
No benefit I can see.
none
There is no benefits of consuming liquor at park picnic sites.
It is nice to be able to have a glass of wine or a beer with one's meal.
No benefit but increase difficulties for pilice
none
While I enjoy a glass of wine or a beer, I don't see any benefit to having public consumption being
allowed.
It is nice to be able to have a beer with friend while enjoting the fresh air.
Allows for more gatherings outdoors versus indoors
Its not appropriate to use liquor in public places
No benefit
I don't know of any substantial benefits that can come from consumption of alcohol in public picnic
sites

Most people drink responsibly. Allowing to consume liquor at park picnic sites sends the message
that the City considers their citizens adults, responsible people. For many cultures, moderate
alcohol consumption is part of every day life
None.
I do not see any benefits.
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None
People enjoy gheboutdoors more. Most group drinking places are indoor so getting out will help
people to move more and get healthy
none!
No benefits
I see nothing but broken glass in our playgrounds where most drunken sillyness will likely occur
None
More use of parks, tourism, perhaps a business opportunity/revenue source for City if sales allowed
in parks on a limited basis (e.g. pop-up kiosk, or, "pub"/"lounge")
Makes for a more vibrant and engaging public space
I don't see any benefits on this.
Get people outside to enjoy time with friends and family - increased utilization of outdoor spaces
Potential to increase rental costs or booking fees.
No benefits at all

None
It's perfectly normal to have a glass of wine or beer with lunch or dinner. We do it at home, we do it
at restaurants, we do it while camping. It seems odd that while we are having a picnic in a City park
this is not currently allowed.
Eliminate expensive and unnecessary ticketing for responsible consumption of alcohol while having
picnics or trying to enjoy the short amount of outdoor time that Calgarians get.
Being may to consume liquor while enjoying a meal. Provincial legisation allows for this provided
the landlord approves this activity.
Encourage people to use more outdoor spaces.
Responsible consumption of liquor is common, having people not hiding it would allow to focus to
people who are not being responsible when enforcement is necessary instead of people who are not
harming the overall public.
City wants to make more money
Giving people more freedom to engage in socialization. If you are thinking about green spaces for
pot what is the difference for liquor
I would use the park picnic sites more often.
I will feel the freedom
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Police and bylaw officers can focus on other needs in the city. As long as people are being
respectful and clean up after themselves, I don't see an issue with drinking in parks.
None
WON'T HAVE TO HIDE IT
I don't see any benefits except for all kinds of problems and issues
Allow something that is happening anyway. Right now if I were to plan a BBQ party, I wouldn't
choose a park because I would like to have a beer or wine with the meal.
People are doing it anyway, inconspicuously without causing many issues. It’s nice to have a drink
with a picnic and people would likely prefer to not have to hide it.
I think it would attract more people to the sites to celebrate birthdays etc. I also think it would be
beneficial to the city if there was a cost attached.
Health and safety is my first concern for the person who drink a liquor and surroundings.
No benefit
none
Greater individual freedom and quality of life. The ability to enjoy a nice picnic lunch or dinner in the
outdoors with a bottle of wine or some craft beer brewed in Calgary.
It would bring in people who currently don't visit the sites because they want to enjoy a drink with
their meal. It makes the picnic sites an option to them.
Increased liberties and awareness of alcohol will help in breaking down our destructive drinking
culture.
Liquor is legally and safely consumed in public in several countries all over the world. It is extremely
common to see a bottle of wine or a couple beers in a picnic basket in Europe.
I honestly want to say there are NO benefits by allowing liquor consumption in public, but if I had to
state one, I would say people could have more "fun". But then even this comes with responsibility of
knowing your limit and maintain your behaviors
Opportunity for revenue from sold liquor in parks
none
Responsible citizens won't have to try to hide liquor consumption.
We're such a conservative nation with alcohol, and the repression until a certian age leads to binge
drinking in Canada. I think allowing us to model responsible drinking for our children can help with
that particular issue. Plus a beer in the park!
It doesn't have any benefit. People can drink at home without bothering anyone in public places.
Also, who want to control these drivers after drinking!
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Increased use
I think it will increase the attractiveness of booking a picnic site for an event. It will capture more
interest from people who would have otherwise not been interested in using a park for their event.
Enhance the recreational experience
no benefit
People are already drinking in parks, let’s be honest. There won’t be shame in it anymore.
I do not see any benefits.
Don't see any benefit.

People would use picnic areas more. More people would go for soft alcohol instead of hiding hard
liquor, avoiding public intoxication.
People already drink in public parks, this way it will be somewhat regulated.
A natural garnish to gatherings which would promote more park use.
it would bring more people out into the parks
More use of the community and better on budget
No benefits
none
We would be treated like adults. Not everyone can afford a home with a yard to get together with
friends outside
no benefits

It would be nice to share a bottle of wine with my husband on a nice picnic date together
Picinic sites will be more useful / attractive to a larger audience
I suspect people have a drink with their picnics in parks discretely already. It would be nice to do
this in city parks and be within city bylaws.
higher usage of our park sites, more events can be planned in parks
its done anyways regardless of our bylaws.
More socializing as some members of family group like to have a beverage/glass of wine with meal.
Liquor must only be consumed currently the way is consumed in the house or enclosed places with
license. Drinking in public is the worse idea.
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More people using sites
People commonly have a few drinks with social gatherings, it would make our parks a more social
space. A family gathering or a baby shower etc.
Parks serve as people's outdoor space, especially those who do not have access to private outdoor
space. Why should only those who can afford private outdoor spaces get to enjoy socializing over
drinks in the outdoors? This is an equity issue, in my view.
No benefit
What's more enjoyable and civilized than a glass of wine with a picnic outside on a beautiful day?
Let's make enjoying a drink a public pleasure and not a guilty, surreptitious one.
Increased park usage and duration of stay. People who do not have yards can entertain outdoors.
Non
City citizens do it anyways discreetly. By allowing it, they will be abiding by the law.
Enjoying the beautiful settings and surroundings w family in friends outside instead of a restaurant
type environment such as a patio.
i dont see any benefits
More likely to spend time packing a lunch and socialize with friends at a park if I can consume liquor,
instead of going to a restaurant and spending much more money.
Potential revenue for the city. People probably do it anyway now. This just seems like a more
controlled way to make it ok to do so.
None.
No benefits there are damages. See reply to question #2
Allow people to use public spaces for all activities rather than having private parties. Increase feeling
of comradery in community.
It promotes families to get outside without having to adapt to laws that prohibit normal consumptive
behavior.
A potential decrease in the unfounded stigma around consumption in public spaces. Potential
increase in the use and programming of park picnic sites.
to relax and unwind.
I don’t see beneftis
Overall, I think it's a good idea if it's set up properly. I've been in Montreal and Quebec City in the
summer where this is done. And it's really not a big deal. It just helps people feel more free and open
in enjoying parks and natural spaces.
Enjoying the outdoors in the summer without being on a patio.
More social and openness
Creating a relaxed atmosphere around alcohol.
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There are no benefits. How do people get to the park? They drive and this just sets people up to
drink and drive.
It would take a growing period, though appropriate behaviours around public consumption would
develop, checked by socializing norms and expectations. There are numerous cities where
respectful consumption is supported, and disrespectful, admonished.
None at all
Adults can be treated as adults to moderate their consumption. Enforcement can manage disorderly
conduct, littering, etc.
People who want to drink in parks already do. This initiative would remove costly bylaw fines for
those who enjoy responsibly and allow for resources to more properly manage and regulate any
over-consumption that may disrupt public peace.
None. Parks are a family friendly environment. I don't attend music festivals with my child, nor
would I take them into a beer garden. Consuming alcohol in Alberta is already easy enough, we
don't need to make it easier for people.
Are there really any benefits? All I can foresee are potential problems which would outweigh any
benefits there may be.
Remove hidden liquor consumption. Transparency in liquor use allows me to monitor my guests'
usage.
none. We have worked for years to restrict smoking and alcohol consumption (now cannabis) to
areas that keep the public as safe as possible. Why relax those rules? I know several people who
have been addicted. It is not worth it.
Allowing youth to see responsible consumption will lead to a healthier view of alcohol and hopefully
reduce binge drinking
Utilize the parks for more family gatherings instead of at someones home.
The benefits would be saving resources giving tickets for consuming a small amount of liquor in
public. The money saved could be used elsewhere.
There are no benefits. The city should be focusing on more important issues than drinking in parks.
This is a slippery slope. Living in the inner city I see daily how addictions are affecting the
population. Is the city trying to distract from real issues
It's a nice way to relax on a nice day, if done responsibly
Allowing freedom of choice for residents here. Many other western countries allow adults to
consume alcohol in public spaces
More social atmosphere. Lots of European parks do it
Not sneaking liquor into areas it's not allowed.
Less workload for the police so they can focus on more urgent matters
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Taxpaying adults being treated as such. The benefit is one of personal freedom. The focus of law
enforcement shouldn't be the presense of alcohol, it should be unruly behaviour.
The people that are going to consume alcohol irresponsibly in Public are going to do so with or
without a law that says they can. I want to be able to have a glass of wine at a picnic table with
lunch without worrying about getting a ticket for it.
Plz do not allow drinking alcohol at any public place. Let Canada stay as beautiful as it is right now.
no any benefit for society in my point of view
I don't see any benefits
Non
Enjoyment of social occasion involving food and friends.
Families stop going out due to security reason of some stupid drunk people, more unethical things
will be seen on
This would allow for people who wished to imbibe, enjoy a beer or glass of wine while having a
picnic in a city park. People are doing this anyways, so it makese sense to decriminalize it.
More social gatherings
I have seen many people consume liquor at parks discreetly without causing disturbance , to me it
means people don't have to break the law to enjoy their time. I think it will encourage people to go to
the parks instead of sitting in their backyards.
It's already happening and it's been my experience that the majority of people drink responsibly and
are respectful. Making it legal would make our parks more welcoming.
good for family outings if you are allowed to have a beer or two and will give people more incentive
to car pool and decrease the amount of cars in and out of the park
None. Double message- get healthy, be outside; exercise and eat well and have a mood altering
substance-potentially increasing the risk to health and safety of the user and those who are
vicariously exposed. Some people have anaphalytic reactions to
enjoying drinks in the summer time with food, more people would visit the parks in the summer time
if they were allowed to drink
No allowed in parks
Making responsible use of alcohol like in Europe seems to minimize youth abuse.
Occasionally it is nice to have a drink with a meal and not have to hide or camouflage alcoholic
beverages. Responsible drinking should be encouraged, similar to responsible driving.
None. I'd like to hear what the proponents say the benefits will be.
Less restrictive (as it should be). Should be able to enjoy a beer at a picnic
Public alcohol consumption in erupean parks adds such a wonderful atmosphere to public
gatherings with friends.
More fun
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None. Not needed
Bring able to enjoy a drink in a nice setting in nice weather. Cities around the world already do this
so it’s possible. Calgary just needs to figure out the balance.
Allows people to have a cold beer on a hot day without being forced indoors as though it’s
something evil that has to stay hidden
People will now have the freedom to do what they are already doing. It would save people money
not having to go to a restaurant and people might actually use the parks more for gatherings.
It will create a more outdoor friendly, community engaged city. Many cities all over the world allow
this and not just in parks. Savannah, GA allows you to stroll along the historical district shopping with
a beer in hand, as a tourist there i enjoyed it
It is more of a freedom thing. When treated with moderation, you should be able to consume a legal
substance anywhere you wish.
Enjoyment.
None
Personally, I would prefer to have a beer with friends at a park than to have to go to a pub or
restaurant. Would allow for more active gatherings of friends. Less "go to the pub" mentality would
actually reduce how much I drink.
It is civilized to be able to have a beer or wine with a meal in the open air. Especially for the
increasing number ofapartment dwellers
More citizens taking advantage of City parks, better sense of community.
Being able to get together for a picnic or special occasion with a bottle of wine could increase park
usage!
More use of parks
BEING able to enjoy a beautiful day outside with a refreshing beverage. It hurts no one and as long
as people follow driving laws it has no cons.
It’s civilized - look at Europe. Have a bottle of wine with your picnic. No one is getting drunk and
disorderly there, since appropriate drinking is just part of the culture
More enjoyment outside.
Encourage people to enjoy public spaces as they would in the comfort of their own backyard.
Helps build community. With the increase in density and condominium living not everyone has the
ability to host larger groups of people. Being able to meet in public parks to eat and have a drink with
friends/family. Wider use of public space is needed.
Free society- less government control- almost every country allows public alcohol consumption
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Adds to social space for city, reduce calls to CPS and free them up for more important calls, better
for homeless population as current restrictions punish them (can drink on private property but they
have no private property). Make Calgary world class

Sometimes you just want to have a beer on a nice day with a picnic. Or wine and cheese and
charcuterie by the river
No benefit at all
None
Enjoy locally made craft beer in a beautiful setting with friends and family, sounds pretty great.
Freedom to have a drink on a hot day without having to go to an expensive bar or backyard. More
people out having fun in parks.

N/A
Likely a greater increase in use of parks by more varied public. Greater public use would build more
support for parks and inclusive communities.
I don’t really drink anymore but I think people should be able to drink a beer while eating.
Being able to bring a bottle of wine for a picnic or BBQ or to share with friends would be number one
on that list
If people were to be respsonsible, no risk, however the young adults in the park are not responsilbe
It would add to the relaxation and enjoyment responsible adults experience in our parks and green
spaces. Many other countries allow this and it is a just freedom to permit in a society as responsible
and as policed as ours in
More use of public parks. Embracing culture of casual drinking, not heaving drinking in bars.
Possible decrease in binge drinking behaviour in Calgary, since it won’t be limited to bars.
None. If you need to consume alcohol at your summer BBQ then stay home!!
Social gatherings, higher use of the parks, community engagement increases
No potential benefit
I won't have to hide it anymore
None.
More freedom is always a good thing
Chance to socialize with friends in an outdoor setting
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none
Less state interference with behaviour that, largely, would be innocuous.
We see no benefits. Our guys and gals in rehab need no temptations, and we don't need people
who are not yet hooked to be drawn into the fray.
Increases the public use of parks and open spaces for social activities and gatherings. Allows for
more positive and responsible use of alcohol in public spaces. Normalizes responsible consumption
of alcohol in picnic settings.
None at all
Great use of parks for family gatherings.

People is already drinking at park picnic sites so better normalize it.
there is no benefit
Having family outings and picnics, where a bottle of wine can be consumed would increase the use
of park spaces. It should be noted that European cities don't seem to struggle with this, and it
creates a more lively, pedestrian atmosphere.
Less likely that people are being forced to spend their money for open liquor tickets
Encouraging more people to use public parks as active gathering and social spaces.
have a beer with a bbq outing
Maintain assumption of positive intent. Like any substance, abuse and disorder should be punished.
However, we cannot assume it will happen everytime.
I don't see any benefits.
There are many community events that occur in parks (exmpl shakespeare in the park) that will have
increased attendance and revenue
I don’t see any benefits. In fact I see the opposite.
Non
No potential benefits

I have visited many other cities that allow consumption of alcohol in public parks with food. The
parks are much better used and frequented by a wider variety of people. With more people using
parks, the safer they are.
Freedom
Increased community, enjoying the outdoors together
None
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Liquor is a part of many social gatherings and having it excluded from city parks limits the amount of
social gatherings that can occur in parks. I believe this would increase park usage.
Will enhance interest in our parks, archaic laws forbidding drinking keep people who would
otherwise be using parks away.
More people will use the picnic sites and it can be a great way to foster a sense of community.
Alcohol isn't necessary to create a positive atmosphere but on a warm day people everywhere enjoy
beer and it's nice to have a simple drink with your friends.
Continue to discourage public drunkenness but allow citizens to moderately enjoy alcohol in parks
The less rules the city has to implement, the better able they will be to focus on what is really
important. I travel a lot and it is so refreshing to be in Europe where they don't have 100 rules for the
lowest common denominator. I
I do not see any potential benefits since we already consume liquor at homes,pubs etc
No benefit
No benefits
allows to share the outdoors with my family and feel a part of the city community even if we want to
enjoy an alcoholic drink that would normally contain us to our backyard
People will learn that you can drink socially and responsibly. Local breweries could have temporary
beer gardens in parks which would contribute to the economy. It will also be a fun way to spend a
hot day and police won’t waste time preventing it.
None
There is no good reason to ban it so it should be legal. So I suppose the benafit is freedom
Nice way to spend time outdoors and enjoy the outdoors without having to go to an indoor pub or
bar
Responsible social drinking
More relaxed atmosphere, less sneaky behaviour,
The only benefit I see is city getting more revenue from increased fees, cut your salaries and
bonuses
more couples using public parks

Enjoy the outdoors with friends and family.
It is a civilized way of letting us act like adults.
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I hope it encourages more use of parks and picnic areas by people.
Drinking in parks already happens. If it is legal I think the community will respond positively, keep
advertisements flowing on the consequences of drinking and driving and promoting clean parks.
Floating and hanging out at the river is a great summer pass time. It’s more enjoyable with a beer or
two. Your not harming anyone. Just enjoying the sun and having an nice cold one while you relax.
People will derive great enjoyment at a picnic. It is nice to share food and a drink with family/friends.
Many do and most want to but the threat of a ticket hampers a basic civil liberty. enjoy a picnic spot
like you would a backyard.
There is no potential benefit
Everyone already drinks in City parks. The City has the potential to capitalize on permitting costs.
This would allow for a very enjoyable BBQ in the sun, it would also allow the average person to
spend less for a drink and food, than having to go to a restaurant or bar. Why not allow citizens to
enjoy the wonderful Calgary parks.
Allows responsible adults to enjoy a casual drink with an outside meal. Encourages people to use
the parks more.
NIce to enjoy a causal drink with friends and family
Homeless people could drink in public places and thus would be more prominent in our parks during
the day
None..
More incentive to use outdoors and park areas as first-choice recreation sites
Allows for socialization in green spaces with reduced costs as compared to bars.
People might use parks more often
Family engagement at parks. Enjoy meals and play in a relaxed manner. Previously lived in Texas
where public consumption is legal and NEVET once saw any issues of public intoxication. Everyone
respectful and enjoying the parks.
People will be less shady
no benefit whatsoever
I personally do not see any benifits.
No benefits
Greater social engagment.
I think it would be good to bring people together and socialize.
Adding to enjoyment and group gathering in a social setting
Might attract more people to use the picnic sites and table bookings.
I feel there are many, I've travelled the world and have always enjoyed the abvility to have a drink at
a park,outdoor exhibition etc
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Increase park usage
More people will use the parks/picnic areas and won't be hiding the liquor use that is inevitably
already going on.
People will use parks for more special events like birthdays.
More usage of smaller parks. Not just the large designated (must book) park areas. A better use of
city space and community.
No benefits
It happens already, might as will make it legal. Let's try to be forward thinking and catch up to the
rest of the world.
none
No benefit.
We will not be using precious police time to police a non issue. Therefore we can save on future
man power requirements
Creating a more relaxed environment that will encourage people to interact. Also potentially added
opportunity for local brewers and distillers.
Letting people drink in outdoor open spaces instead of on bar/restaurant patios that can be super
expensive would be great. Especially for people that don't have yards or balconies.
Increased enjoyment of the parks by all. More people will go outside. Reducing funds wasted on
officers doling out tickets - or maybe they can redirect the tickets to all the litterbugs!
Adults can enjoy their time at the park. As long as you drink responsibly.
Creates the opportunity for people to compliment meals with alcoholic beverages.
No benefits
Let adults police themselves.
More use of parks
Increased fun and relaxation, and increased use of park picnic sites

It really adds to the liveability of a city to go out with friends and enjoy a glass of wine outdoors in the
summer. I love Calgary, but it can be a boring city sometimes - let's add some more life and make it
a bit more fun!
More inclusive to everyone
It will give a more fun during the picnic.
People do it anyways. This way its watched and there will be rules.
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I think the biggest benefit is that it allows for a venue for a large group of friends to meet up. Calgary
has very limited patio space so an area in the sun that allows for 4 plus people to enjoy a beverage
would be nice.
It would be nice to be able to have a drink in a park! and we do it already anyways...so legalize it
Nothing, because liquor isn't good & it goes against my religion.
NO BENEFITS.
I think it helps with the community and more people will utilize the parks. People are doing this
illegally now, so it would be nice to allow with some monitoring.

there are no benefits of drinking what so ever.
removing the need to sneak booze into parks.
none. Those who cannot enjoy a park without liquor should just stay away. They can consume in
their homes, restaurants or other places; they do not need nature and parks to do so. The rest of us
don't want liquor in our parks at all.
I can see the benefits of allowing alcohol consumption. Enjoying an outdoor meal with alcohol would
appeal to a large number of people, encourage them to get out and enjoy nature. It also helps those
who may not have a yard of their own.
Allow people the freedom they deserve.
Increased sense of community. Individuals who live in apartments that can’t host larger groups can
host events in public parks. People spend too much time indoors. High density living (balcony) has a
lack of outdoor space for groups larger than 4 people.
No benefits
It encourages use and enjoyment of parks. You should be able to picnic or enjoy a park setting with
a bottle of wine without fear of getting hassled by police.
Parks would see more use. Also, making alcohol less of a taboo means responsible use can be
modeled for others.
increase social gathering and collective networking

Increased use of our sadly underused beautiful parks. Freeing up bylaw to deal with other issues.
It could be an incentive to get out and enjoy parks more, which is good.
This is already happening. Make it legal and put some boundaries around it.
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There are no benefits
It's nice to have a glass of wine or beer with your bbq
Yes I would use the picnic sites more
Sober picnics are boring. Let's stop demonizing alcohol. It's not the 1930s.
The de-stigmatization of alcohol when used appropriately
I think it creates a more lively city. Also - it takes away alot of the stigma....hopefully this will result in
less binge drinking and more of a European approach to alcohol
Longer community gatherings in the evening
More freedom and enjoyment. No reason why responsible adults can’t enjoy an alcoholic beverage
outdoors.

There are no real benefits to this. Now people can openly drink whereas before there’s always a
scare now that would be gone Soo it’s just more open now
Healthy drinking behaviour, not drinking too much
None.
No benefits
To be able to enjoy a bottle of wine or a beer in a park would be a nice thing for the city to allow.
Parks in European countries allow this and it creates a wonderful picnic culture in parks. I think
Calgary has a world class park system!
No benefits unless it means more employment for city workers aka as more taxes for me, less police
to do other important jobs than manage unruly park behaviour...
It you look at countries like Europe, there is less over consumption of alcohol. It’s been studied that
having it “normalized” puts teens and adults at less risk of abusing it.
Safety of people and parks
Freedom to enjoy a drink if you want.
I do not know if I see a ton of benefits. I do think responsible citizens should have a choice within
limits.
It will be done either way
More use of picnic sites which means an increase in revenue. Let’s be honest, it’s alrady happening.
Not all are looking to get drunk while at a park, people are able to drink in moderation. Would be
nice to be able to have a drink with a bbq
None
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People are doing it already. If you allowed in designated area it allows folks to enjoy themselves as
they are already without breaking the law.
I think it will increase the level of enjoyment and socialization in those who like to drink when they
socialize and picnic with loved ones. Law breaking and tickets will decrease because it already
happens
Cost savings to residents, more public park use. Better city vibe.
Higher and better usage of Calgary's parks. More people spending time outdoors during the summer
months. More people drinking at the park instead of on patios, which could let people designate
more money for savings.
None
Public spaces should allow safe consumption of alcohol. Obviously drunk and disorderly behaviour
should still be dealt with. Otherwise let calgarians enjoy close to home green spaces.
During summer it’s nice to be able to drink liquor outside.
The social aspect of being able to have a beer or a glass of wine when picnicing or enjoying the
great outdoors.
Encourage small gatherings to use the parks
It’ll be fun
More people going for picnics
Increase in park revenue. Increase in foot traffic. Increase in socializing (less people enjoying the
environment then their technology)
none

In the portions of the world where it's common the habits of binge drinking, highly prominent
alcoholism and drunkenness is reduced because people are used to seeing and having alcohol
around aswell as learning how to use it responsibly.
Personally I do not have a backyard so this would give me a space to drink outside
Part of life since the beginning of time
Less people trying to sneak it around.
It gives people another place to unwind or just engage in a couple casual drinks. Instead of being
restricted to their homes or bars where it costs a lot of money. People will be able to get out and
enjoy the outdoors without fear of being punished.

I would use parks way more often!
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No benefits
Get to spend more time in public parks instead of a bar to drink.
None
None
Increased use of park spaces.
I feel that a lot more people would spend more time outside!
More people enjoying the parks
No benefit
Lovely afternoon plans
Less government interference.
None
Cheap activities with friends and family. While enjoying Calgary’s beauty
None
Better social atmosphere in the city.
People should be allowed to have a few drinks with family and friends as long as drinking
responsibly
There are no benefits

I enjoy having a glass of wine with lunch or dinner, it would be relaxing to be able to do that during
picnics.

It allows people to enjoy their choice of beverage with their meal. It makes legal what is likely
already occurring in some instances.
It will make going to our parks a more enjoyable experience, and will likely encourage those who
don't regularly use the parks to use them more often, which in turn should provide a greater
appreciation for our natural areas.
There is no benefit to this stupid idea. If people want to drink they can do so at home or at a licensed
establishment.
Used as part of a celebration
I don't think there is any benefit in allowing liquor in parks.
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People will want visit more outdoor areas in the city
I honestly don’t want to drink more than 1 or 2 drinks when I’m outside, but because of that fear of
being heavily fined my friends and I are stuck in our little backyards/patios. Calgary has beautiful
parked areas, would give another reason to enjoy them
Having a beer on a hot day or having a glass of wine during a picnic .as I think people do it anyway
but hide it in bags their
More people using the facilities.
Aides social interaction,
No benefits

Allowing public drinking in parts will encourage open drinking of alcohol and hopefully discourage
anti social drinking, lone drinking or binge drinking which may occur before people go out into public
places.
Allows adults to responsibly enjoy a drink. Public drunkenness is an offence regardless of where it is
taking place.
none
It will reduce cost to fight crime, such as tickets for public drinking and delegate police to more useful
tasks. A lot of countries in the world allow this, such as many European countries, it is not a bad
thing. It's all about how we will educate people
I cannot see any benefits.
gets people to socialize outdoors, could increase foot traffic in certain areas providing more income
for businesses.
Being able to enjoy ourselves whilst being respectful adults without being punished
Adults should be able to enjoy a drink at their leisure. Public drunkenness is already against the law
as is drinking and driving.

Only damages
More people using parks and spending time outside
sometimes it's nice to have a nice glass of wine at a picnic! or a cold beer!
There will always be people who abuse the privilege, but our entire culture could loosen up a bit.
No benefits
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We are grown adults and do not need the government to interfere in our daily lives. That being said,
I understand a few idiots can ruin it for everyone. If it is allowed, responsible people will benefit. It
will be great to have a beer or two in the sun .
Well people are going to do it anyways and it would be lovely to enjoy a beer responsibly whilst
having a BBQ and I think it is an incentive to spend more time outside.
No Benefit
More events in the city, more usage of the picnic areas
Increased socialization in our community
No benefits at all. Just introducing unnecessary problems,hazards,and consequential assaults that
may lead to crimes
Some potential benefits would include increased social activity, more motivation to go outside with a
group of people instead of being subjected to only being allowed to drink indoors.
People could enjoy a drink with a bbq or activity
Better community engagement and better interaction with neighbors at parks closest to you.
I believe it would attract more people and increase activity in local parks bringing community’s
together or just outside for the day.
Being able to enjoy park services and a different kind of social interaction.
Allowing adults to relax outdoors and enjoy a beverage. I have travelled to many countries where
this happens, and it’s great.
Makes it less taboo.
None.
People do anyways. This is common place in Europe with no issues. Police and by-law should
enforce problematic behavior such as intoxicated, obnoxious adults - not responsible adults enjoying
a glass of wine with their BBQ.
A chance for people to casually drink while relaxing in the summer, which will encourage Calgarians
to use the parks and enjoy nature.
None
Promote Calgary's growing microbrewery economy.
For plays in the park or special events it would be nice.
I don't think there are any benefits to consuming liquor as it doesn't do anyone any good in the first
place.
Me and my family won't feel safe knowing that there will be drunk people in the parks.
Being able to enjoy a cold drink with friends and family in the summer is harmless
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None
It allows a group to relax and enjoy their meal and company
No hiding drinks, less secrecy around children, opportunity to teach good and responsible habits and
to not drink and drive
Less litter due to people not needing to be concerned of being caught or fined because of having
liquor.
To be able to socialize and enjoy an alcoholic beverage responsibly

Parks will be more appealing to a larger group
Freedom, fun?
no benefits
I dont see a benefit to it.
No potential benefits at all.
There is no any benefit for consuming alcohol at Park picnic sites. Because liquor changes your
behavior negatively which leads to be abusive during interaction with people & damaging the
environment.
There are no benefits
Nothing better than a refreshing beer on a hot summer day.
It's no different than drinking on a patio, I think it would be nice.
None
It will normalize drinking culture and will make people less scared and more responsible about it. I’m
Eurooe people are free to drink in public and there aren’t any crazy crime rates. It will encourage
more people to go out and enjoy the city
It is normal to want to drink beer or have wine with a meal. In Europe, you can do this in public if you
follow certain rules. We should be able to handle this in Canada.
I don’t think there are any other than obnoxious homeless having somewhere to sit and drink
Enjoying time outside in a park with friends and family and responsibly having a drink rather than
going to a bar or restaurant in the summer.
Responsible social freedom for those who drink responsibility and legally
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Calgary's city limits are incredibly beautiful and being able to enjoy a glass of wine with a friend or
beer out in the sun just makes the experience that more enjoyable.
More visits and higher use of our beautiful parks. Normalizing alcohol consumption.
I can see no benefits.
Not necessarily a benefit in my opinion, but I'd probably say it's to add the fun in having BBQ with
friends and family.
More people would be able to enjoy picnics with having their favourite beverages; More parks would
actually get used.
Potentially less tickets given to those who chose to consume alcohol, as these tickets are a waste of
time and resources.
Takes away the negative stigma of casual drinking. I see relaxing in the park with a beverage as
acceptable but not excessive drinks.
Increase in disorderly behaviour,drinking n driving, more inappropriate behaviours

More events celebrated in our parks
No additional benefits - people can already drink at home / bars.
People are already doing it anyways

Having a relaxing time in a park without letting it get out of hand.
The majority will enjoy having a glass of wine or a beer at a picnic.
Being able to enjoy myself with my family without having to spend the money at a restaurant
Outdoor recreation, higher booking rate for park spots
People who are irresponsible will be irresponsible regardless of laws. Allowing liquor in parks just
allows people who would like to have a beer or bottle of wine with a picnic to do so.
Would be nice to enjoy a social drink while having a picnic
It would increase the use of picnic sites as more families would potentially gather for renunions,
birthdays, etc.
More use of public parks
Freedom to make adult decisions without getting a ticket.
No benefits, our parks are supposed to be for people with children, it could lead to violence,
vandalisim and drunk driving.
Absolutely no benefits
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It may draw more people to use the parks if they were allowed to have a picnic and wine for
example.
There are family celebrations that having liquor would feel more celebratory.
Increase use of parks and enjoyment of public parks in Calgary.
No benefit
parks would have higher use/attendance
More fun and less restrictions.
More people will be able to have gatherings or get a together with friends, allowing beer or mixed
drinks to be available.
None.
It's nice to be able to have a glass of wine or beer on a nice sunny afternoon with friends while
BBQing. Also putting some accountability on citizens I believe is important.
There are no benefits
Alcohol is not better or worse than marihuana and we smell it from far away.
Over consumption and not having enough recycling containers nearby for disposal of cans or bottles
None

None
Many cities allow this. I lived in London and it was so nice to have drinks with friends at a park
tanning.
None
I do not think it should be allowed. There is no need to consume alcohol. They are outdoor public
places where you cannot spend the night and have to drive. I think this is not needed at all in my
opinion.
I think it will encourage citizens to spend more time outside.
If one sticks to 'social drinking', its a great way for our community to get together at parks

People will consume responsibility and get out and enjoy our parks
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None just increase the drinking and driving idiots! A lot more disagreements/ littering with people
that don’t know how to behave
Having spent time in Europe I believe it will create a more enjoyable environment for people to relax
in the parks in the summer time
No benefits for the public but it benefits the government by creating a cash cow after you ticket
people for being drunk in public.
Picnic site might become more pooular, possible profit from liquor green card so too speak
Adults without children would feel more free to use the picnic sites.
Increased public enjoyment of parks. Adults can feel free to have gatherings, play sports, all while
enjoying a nice beverage. This would otherwise only be possible on an acreage
More social and allows people to get together outdoors without it being costly.
Allowing it will reduce the amount of resources that have to be allocated to monitor / police
something that is relatively harmless.
No benefits of consuming alcohol at picnic spots
None
People are able to enjoy a public park, being outdoors, maybe with their dogs and they should be
allowed the pleasure of a beverage while doing so. It works in Europe and other parts of Canada,
and it would work here in Calgary too.
Greater uptake of the facility usage. It's a good thing to see Calgarians being social outside. That
includes sharing a drink or two these days.
None
I think it happens anyways might as well make it legal. I also feel that park usage is down in this day
and age and this could encourage more vibrant park spaces.
i think it could potentially increase community interaction when groups of people are able to
consume alcohol in parks.
I don’t see any benefit rather I will not go to parks with my family
Having a drink on a hot day, spending time outdoors, celebrating in a park
More use of parks
More use of public park facilities by people that want to spend an afternoon or evening at the prk,
sans kids.
The lack of restriction takes away the rush for something that is forbidden
We do it in Europe.
None
None.
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Different atmosphere during summer days/nights. Imagine you’re at glenmore reservoir park
enjoying cold beers with your friends. This happens now, even though it’s illegal currently.
My family members who drink can continue to consume poison during daylight
None.

I believe there are no benefits.
Greater enjoyment of public spaces.
By law should be fining people abusing privileges but instead it’s always the people with two beers.
Enough with the nanny state.
It would allow for more freedom amongst consumers and allow for different social drinking events to
be held outdoors.

More of a social benefit. Can live without it.
A more normalized and accepting culture around responsible alcohol use will reduce the binge
drinking culture.
Properly disposed of bottles and garbage, it will no longer have tobe hidden, less people drinking
illegally in the bushes or along the river.
Increased usage; ability to celebrate special occasions;
More enjoyable
becasuepeople have been doing this for years andnobody even notices
Being able to enjoy a legal glass of wine or beer with friends and family in a beautiful outdoor
seating is an enjoyable experience
None that outweigh its cons.
I don't see any benefits.
None
None
More people may choose to go to the parks and use them to their full potential instead of staying at
home and using their backyards.
Ability to participate in socially acceptable drinking norms. Similar to European nations.
None. There are many places people can consume alcohol and few where familes can go for a nice
afternoon without exposure to alcohol.
People who want to do this are finding a way to do it anyway. This keeps them in an appropriate
area
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Sometimes people just want to have a beer but nah we can’t cause of the law
It is a social place for people to enjoy the atmosphere responsibly.
More incentive to use the parks in the first place.
Being able to enjoy a drink without a cosequence in a public outdoor environment is super
welcoming!
I think responsible adults should be allowed to enjoy their park experience. It’s allowed in
campsites. If people behave badly the police will be called.
getting drunk is not the goal, but to have a few glasses of wine in the company of friends or family is
acceptable
Happiness
None
In Berlin, there was such a casual feeling when open liquor was allowed and no one had to hide it.
By law can focus on more important things like safety.
Better community & more social/affordable
Relaxing with a cold one in the hot sun
Getting to enjoy a picnic site by having a picnic, food, and possibly enjoying some wine or beer
would make for a wonderful and affordable outing.
None. I personally don't see a benifit.
None
fresh air and sunshine while having a cool one
Only benefit I see if they stop allowing fire pits on residential property
The ablility to enjoy a controlled alcholic beverage will get more people out to the park for bbq's. Not
being able to enjoy your favorite summer beer with dinner is a total bummer!
I guess it has to do with the way I was raised. I always remember the adults having a glass of wine
with outings and family dinners.
If executed correctly, it would allow for less racial discrimination from those with authority to
minorities
Every one already drinks in the parks, cut down on crime, More people enjoying the awesome parks
that Calgary Has
No benefit at all, rather lots of problems.
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More people would use the parks instead of staying in our backyards. You’d get more buzz around
the city for events etc.
Fun nights easy place better than alleys
None.
People will do it anyway
Chances are it's already happening, and MANY MANY places around the world allow it because
who shouldn't be able to have wine or beer with their picnic? It's 2019 and we're all adults.
I've traveled through Europe where you can buy a beer at any grocery store and drink it where ever
you please. Maybe we should allow our citizens to grow up and join the rest of the world. Maybe
having a beer in the sunshine isn't dangerous.
Better utilization of public parks, more varied users of public parks (not just those that do not drink
eating there), better sense of community through more interaction of those varied users,
differentiation for Calgary to further attract young people
What AREN’T the benefits?
People do it anyways, this way it would be legal. Europe has shown us people are respectful. Maybe
more people would come to the park and enjoy the public space.
Having opportunity to socialize with friends with a drink or two outside a bar/pub setting. Modelling
healthy relationships with alcohol.
None
We do not have a backyard but love to do bbq’s with our friends! A bbq just isn’t the same with out a
cold brew.
It’s engrained in a lot of culture, would be nice to enjoy the parks instead of choosing to have
functions at hike.
More use!

Mature enjoyment, relaxation
The only benefits would be to those who would drink at a park. I’ve never seen a situation where a
group of people drinking liquor enhances the situation around them.
would open up the idea to people going to the park and enjoying a meal & brew instead of spending
the afternoon on a patio at a bar.
Increased choice making for citizens empowers individuals. Looking at Europe, drinking in public
creates more freedom for individuals who drink to socialize and utilize our beautiful parks. It turns
out parks from spaces to places.
No benefits
Normalize having a drink or two as you can in various countries around the world.
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So, we all can enjoy a beer while having a picnic. That's delightful.
increased enjoyment of the great outdoors with friends and family

I think that not having to hide your alcohol would be more a more pleasant experience for everyone.
Get it out in the open.
Encourage people to use city parks by allowing them to enjoy beverages at picnic sites whereas
they may have just stayed at home otherwise.
I don't see benefits
None
Children seeing responsible and moderate adult drinking to model when they are older and nice,
chill times in city parks. Also makes picnicking with my husband's family more palatable.
Better for tourism, make calgary more like other desirable I’ve travelled all over and places that allow
open liquor have few issues with public intoxication. Calgary needs to get with the times. Los
Angelas and Vienna and Dublin allow drinking in parks.
Less over consumption as people will not have to hide the fact that they are having a drink. Let’s be
real.. people are doing it anyways.
Usage of the parks by all for social gatherings
People will practice safer consumption rather than hiding liquor and would be more likely to seek
help when needed rather than fearing getting in trouble
None
Increased use of parks because people want to enjoy a cold beer near water on a hot day.
It’s already happening under discretion of adults. Albeit out of sight and in non alcoholic containers.
This would only bring a positive shift and show adults of Calgary that they are trusted to be
responsible.
You can get the cops to come around and give tickets to those breaking the rules but basically those
breaking the rules have already done it
Higher attendance at city parks, freedom of choice preserved.
More likely to utilize the picnic site. Summer picnics feel a bit dull without a cold beer in hand.
People are already doing it. A casual drink in the summer cases no harm and police and by law
should not have to waste there time. It also provides a more social/ community dynamic to the parks
None. How are you able to restrict alcohol to picnic sites only? Drunk people are not the best at
following rules.
None, why do we need to have another place to consume alcohol. Parks are to be used by all
without having to have a drink, extra a work for police too. Who thinks up this [removed]!
No benefit
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There aren't any benefits.
More people will be encouraged to have their gatherings and events in the city, instead of their
backyards. Will encourage community environment.
It occurs, without incident, in many other cities in the world and I would like to not have to go on
vacation to responsibly enjoy a glass of wine outdoors in our cruelly short summer
no benefits that I see
Increased use of our parks by citizens because you can bring socializing outdoors within our
beautiful city.
More use of the parks/picnic areas meaning more people outside and ,presumably, being active.
You will have more Calgarians enjoying the parks which should be accessible and open to all
people. I see nothing but benefits and think it should be extended to all park areas not just picnic
sites
I was born in Italy. We drink good wine or beer with meals. IF done in a reasonable way I don't see
any problem
People have the opportunity to enjoy our parks, creates community, and allows people to enjoy their
freedom.
Ability to sit outside enjoy the sunshine and socialize
Increased social connection in the outdoors
People are already doing this - bring it out in the open and people will be more responsible. Stop
stigmatizing it so much.
The bylaw now isn’t very easy to obey or understand. By changing it to “if you’re having a picnic, you
may responsibly consume alcohol” makes a lot more sense
No benefit at all.
Fosters an open environment where legal adults can partake in social drinks with their friends and
families.
For corporate events and birthday parties this will encourage the use of our parks and outdoor
venues for these events. By legalizing moderate liquor consumption, monitoring will increase for
drunk driving, disorderly conduct and littering which will help
No benefit at all to allow liquor at park picnic sites.
No longer have to hide it.
'fun' picnics
No benefits
No benefits
People spending more time in the park. Adults get to enjoy as well as the kids.
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Europe has been allowing this for decades and this is what brings the culture of having a picnic in
the park a romantic touch. Most people will not be having a huge kegger in the park instead just a
nice glass of wine or champagne
Proponents[who?] of the right to drink in public argue that it does not itself cause problems and
rather that it is social problems that cause over-consumption and violence, pointing to countries that
allow drinking in public but have low levels of proble
I think people already consume in parks, this just makes it legitimate and more comfortable. People
who are going to be rowdy drinking in parks, already are.
There's nothing wrong with having a beer with bbq. Shouldn't be banned.
It would be great for local festivals, events and local craft breweries. Also - it would reduce people
illegally trying to drink in public parks.
People might be more responsible
It will free up police time by having less harmfree crimes to investigate. It also allows people to
responsibly consume some alcohol with meals on a relaxing day. Lastly it will help the local beer
industry
People already do it. Less money will be spent enforcing it.
All of the above "potential concerns' will happen regardless; consumption is just concealed. Kids
should be exposed to responsible liquor use, this might help establish better understanding of
consumption and the effects of alcohol at a later age.
Could help bring a more diverse group of users and I believe it would encourage more responsible
consumption habits.
More people staying in the parks longer rather than going, then leaving to go to a pub when drinks
are needed.
No benefits at all. All inconvenience.
It is Civilized
I’ve lived in Denmark for a few years and open alcohol is allowed everywhere. It’s actuallt really nice
because it teaches kids that alcohol can be enjoyed safely and it allows dinner parties to be moved
into our beautiful green spaces!
Alcohol use in moderation is a social norm. By being able to enjoy a beer, a glass of wine and enjoy
nature in our beautiful parks is a bonus.
Being able to enjoy a beer or a glass of wine on a picnic is a nice addition to the day.
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NONE
People that are respectful adults will have the opportunity to enjoy a wine, beer, or whiskey and
enjoy the beauty of Calgary’s world class park system. In fact a significant amount of adults already
consume alcohol in parks discreetly and respectfully
What the city is trying to do is prevent disorderly behavior. I think the focus should be on that and not
somone enjoying a single beverage while out at a park
None
I DON'T SEE ANY
No Alcohol, allow Cannabis instead, way less issues
More people would use the picnic sites.
More park enjoyment.
None. Why does consuming liquor required to enjoy a park. Is the message the city is sending one
that drinking enhances outdoor activities?
More people being inclined to use public spaces leading to more vibrant community spaces.
less government control
I think that park picnic sites will see more use if liquor is allowed.
It’s already a part of daily life, it would just be nice to enjoy a cold beer outside in the short time we
get to enjoy summer in our favourite places in Calgary.
As adults, we should be able to be trusted to act responsibly. May get more people out, increase
traffic in downtown areas and help give an economic boost as people are enjoying the areas.
I like the freedom to enjoy a drink while hanging outside with my friends or family. Sometimes a
personal backyard where drinking is allowed is too small to host the people you want to host. Being
able to move things to a public park is amazing!
None!
More opportunities to use park facilities
More people would be out enjoying the city
Freedom
none
it would be legalising something that happens anyway in Calgary. Other countries do it with no
problems (eg Australia)
More people using public parks
I think drinking use to be all about getting drunk. Now with the craft liquor it seems to be more about
enjoying the actual beverage.
Making more socially acceptable
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Allowing consumption at picnic sites allows people the space to enjoy themselves without worry and
to enjoy parks more fully. I think it adds an ease to our public spaces and encourages people to use
them.
Increased sense of freedom or ability to be ourselves, feeling like there's a sense of trust in Calgary
citizens and how we conduct ourselves, it allows us to engage in safe drinking without feeling
unnecessary shame or guilt.
Relaxing with family
Normalizing liquor consumption makes it less taboo and more likely to promote a healthy
relationship with alcohol for children in the future who observe this behaviour. Being drunk in public
will still be an offence and therefore is not a concern to me.
none

It would allow for increased use and community at specific park locations.

Foresee increased utilization & enjoyment. Socialization & more community networking.
Nothing
more engagement with parks, more picnickers, increased use of public spaces and engagement
with parks
It's reasonable to have a few drinks while out at the park as long as you're not getting wasted.
sorry, I don't see any
People are doing it regardless, this allows for safe and educated consumption that can be monitored
and regulated
Lots of people already tend to do this, and they do it in open spaces of the park. If it became legal to
consume liquor but only at picnic sites with food, this could prevent random drunk people wandering
the park.
It will give responsible adults the ability to enjoy the beverage of their choice.
Encourage people to get outside, allow people to drink within the law and less hiding and breaking
the law and rebellion, encourage use of our parks, encourage people to spend time together.
More freedom
Increase use of parks, increase in events
1. increase in use ie. people choosing to spend more time outdoors and utilize calgary parks. 2.
alcohol is typically consumed at these sites but b/c it is illegal it is consumed irresponsibly, in excess
and unsafely
not giving responsible adults tickets for having a drink or two
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Increased enjoyment and socializing.
I don’t see any potential benefits
Less binge drinking. People are going to drink regardless but when they have to do it illegally they
are more like to chug a drink quickly where if it was legal they would drink it a lot slower and enjoy it.
Tourism as well.
Freedom of have any alcoholic drink without repercusión of paying fines
The ability to enjoy an alcolgic beverage responsibly at a park
Parks get used more
This will allow responsibly drinkers, who are the majority, to not be legislated against do to heavy
drinker's behaviour. Besides those who can not control themselves with alcohol are already in parks
drinking.
It encourages adults to get outside more, instead of sitting at home or in a pub having some drinks.
It happens anyways. Prohibition doesn't work. Education and normalizing things like liquor makes it
less attractive, deceitful and demonized.
More fun with the boys. Cracking cold ones
Increase in liquor sales.
More community activities.
I was in Vienna Austria a few years ago. They have so many beautiful parks there and you are
allowed to drink. There was something magical about opening a bottle of wine and having some
cheese on a picnic blanket. Not one person was acting “drunk”.
Large family gatherings could be taken to a beautiful park setting instead of having to have them in
yards
Increase in use of park spaces, community engagement. Also, I think many people that want to drink
are probably doing it already on the sly. This just encourages public openness.
Not making it so taboo could perhaps mean people will have more moderation. Also, I enjoy going to
the parks and enjoying our facilities!
People do it anyways. Might as well make it safe.
No Benifits at all
People do it anyway, but unregulated - this will create opportunity for more regulated consumption in
these spaces
Some people are already doing it so allowing it would not be a big deal. Benefit to the residents who
want to consume.
People won’t try to hide it
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People won’t be hiding their liquor- we all know people bring liquor to parks
People already drink at parks this would eliminate the possibility of arrests and the waste of policing
time.
A nice place for people to meet and hang out and have a casual drink
Enjoy a beverage with your picnic without having to hide it
Not everyone has a yard and enjoying a BBQ or picnic outside in your own city should be something
that everyone should be allowed to do. I don't think any reasonable person would argue that a
Calgary BBQ shouldn't include some beer, wine or spirits.
Calgary has such beautiful parks! Why not enhance the environment with less rules. How great
would it be to have a beer or two at a picnic table or bring a bottle of wine to enjoy with some
cheese... it will enhance the experience!!
Social responsibility, outdoor enjoyment
I don't see any benefits.
People not having to hide their alcohol. I have always found that people over do it when it's illegal.
People who are responsible can enjoy family outtings and activities that take place in our parks.
Less wasted resources for enforcing the consumption of alcohol in a park while the people drinking
aren’t creating issues with others.
free place to entertain and have fun.
None
Events would benefit from this. Example Shakespeare by the Bow
Less likelihood of people attempting to hide their liquor. Usually people at picnic sites are aware of
their surroundings and are in control of their food and beverages.
There are absolutely NO benefits to hvaing the ability to drink alcohol in public spaces
Encourage use of Calgary's beautiful public outdoor spaces
There are no benefits.
Maybe good for the economy if a restaurant could open up a bar
Legally consuming alcohol in public, much like being able to legally smoke tobacco products in
public, will make it easier for society to have real conversations about the pros and cons of alcohol
usage.
People are likely doing it anyway. Now they could consume responsibly without breaking bylaw.
Nothing like a cold beer on a warm day in the sunshine.
Less tax payer dollars being spent on needless tickets and patrolling. Increase in use of the picnic
areas in the city. Encourages people to spend more time outdoors.
People can have a picnic and enjoy a few drinks as well. A lot of people do this already but hide it
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No benefit whatsoever
Increased usage of picnic sites.
More enjoyable and relaxing environment. Wider ability for residents to enjoy the parks and
outdoors.
I will be more likely to rent a park space to throw an event. Creates jobs managing the recycling
program in the parks, and the parks can use the money from the bottles to build their infrastructure.
Plus people will actually go out and enjoy our parks.
I forsee that this could improve the number of families and friends celebrating events if they’re
allowed to have a beverage while at the park having something to eat
People like to drink liquor sometimes and it's nice to go to a park.
I feel like there will be less tickets given out and now people don’t have to sneak or liquor from police
Increased use of parks. More people will want to go out and use the picnic and park areas
Increased use of park picnic sites by more people not being restricted in what can be a safe, social
atmosphere with friends and family.
More freedom for our society. I’m not against laws and regulations, however I don’t see a valid
reason for it being illegal to drink in a park.
Enjoying public areas outdoors other than your potentially small confined backyard, or from a condo
perspective, no yard. Enjoying the sunshine at a lower cost than sitting on a bar patio.
Not wasting tax dollars on writing tickets for having a beer with the family on a lovely sunny day.
People are going to continue to drink in parks, but this was we can put law enforcement to better
use.
Increase competition to the overinflated bartending industry
None.
I'd rather people do it legally, therefore safely, rather than illigally.
More joyful and less toxic environments than bars can be. People can actually enjoy a beverage
responsibly outdoors without being surrounded in close quarters by intoxicated individuals
Would help Calgary as a city seem more modern and enjoyable; would promote the healthy and
more 'casual' consumption of alcohol.
If it is used appropriately this would be a great casual addition to family gatherings. May encourage
people to enjoy the outdoors because they are allowed beverages there.
I don't see the benefits. picnic sites seem to be very busy and do not require the incentive of being
able to consume alcohol to get more users. Enforcement will cost more as people believe they have
a right to drink in public.
It provides a less restrictive option for people who use public parks.
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None
Having a beer or 2 with your friends is nice. Within moderation, I think drinking in parks would be a
non-issue.
More people will use the parks; more tourists will be attracted to the city; more young people will
view the city as liveable.
People spending more time outside. Enjoying the fresh air and experiencing what our communities
have to offer while we bond with friends and family.
People can enjoy a drink with a picnic on a nice day? It’s 2019 not 1719. And people do it anyways
and have been for quite some time with little to no issues. Stop trying to control everyone.
Increased usage of parks.
Parks Canada would benefit by generating revenue from visitors who arrive to enjoy the beauty of
the parks, who have the unrestricted option to consume alcohol at picnic sights if they chose to do
so.
I just don't see the difference between being able to drink at a public place like a picnic site and
being able to drink at a public place like a restaurant.
More people would use outdoor spaces
None
People do it so might as well make it legal.
I watched people in Chicago enjoy a glass of wine with their picnic during an outdoor movie festival.
I was envious - seems like a nice way to enjoy our parks and add to our quality of life here.
It's better to allow and regulate something, rather than have people sneak around and do it in a
disorderly way. I also think it's healthy for kids to see people using alcohol in a responsible way.
Increased use in sites around Calgary, safer liquor use within these sites.
Enjoying the summer bbq and picnic with friends and family while enjoying some wine and beers
together
I think it would create more opportunities for Calgarians to interact and use our world-class parks.
People would enjoy their time more without using paperbags to hide. I lived in 2 different countries in
Europe where it was a tradition to drink. The dringing in public was legal, there was no more drunks
than here and I saw no broken bottles
I think allowing people to consume alcohol would increase usage of public space.
It would encourage more people to use and enjoy our parks and outdoor areas.
None
It is another step towards responsible, legal public consumption of liquor. Something any liberal
society should be able to manage.
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It's fine if it's adults (and I'm a young adult) enjoying liquor with friends and family and people are
being respectful
When I picture summer time (a short time of the year) I picture being outside with a cold drink. I think
this would be a great alternative to get more people using the amazing public spaces the city has to
offer. As a home body it would get me out.
Lots of us celebrate occasions at pinic sites, it would be nice to have the ability to drink at said
occasions. Also, just general responsible consumption in a park setting would be enjoyable.
Better quality of life.
I believe in personal responsibility. If I want a drink i should Be able to drink. There are no victims
and it doesn’t impact anyone else’s lives. If I’m disorderly I should be arrested.
Increased tourism, increased use of city facilities
Being able to enjoy the many local microbreweries, wines etc, outside in nature. I think back to
Paris outside the Eiffel Tower. People drinking wine and eating. Basically just sitting back and
enjoying life...
none
It's silly that it's not allowed. Let's now forbid liquor in any restaurants, just in case there are any kids
around who can see alcohol? Seems silly.
none
People will be accountable for staying within their limits. Alcohol consumption will be respected, and
not something to hide from

Using the parks more often
increase in booking/revenue from picnic bookings
Higher utilization
People drink at park picnics regardless people should be allowed to have a picnic and have a beer
or two without having to be afraid of getting an expensive ticket just for trying to relax and have a
good time.
Greater use of our public sites, demonstrating responsible alcohol (and ideally cannabis)
consumption.
More use of picnic sites, more control as people are probably already doing this
Access to a low cost social environment where I can enjoy a drink with friends that isn’t a bar or
backyard.
Parks will see more use and enjoyment
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It already happens illegally and so if it is made legal it can be better monitored and it is more likely
that drink containers will be disposed of properly rather than thrown into bushes to “hide” them
Diverse users
Event organizers will no longer have to set up beer gardens and Calgary will feel more cosmopolitan
Allowing people to enjoy more outdoor activities during the summer months. Getting people out of
their homes and engaged in the great outdoor spaces Calgary has to offer.
Increases our quality of life. We have to many laws and regulations.
none
Allowing liquor in parks will increase visits to parks. Pedestrians can enjoy a meal and drinks outside
without having to pay high prices at restaurants. increased outdoor exposure has proven to help
lower depression.
people won't have to hide it anymore.
People are doing it anyway, and have been doing it safely. Why not make it legal; and provide a
better way to recycle the cans,.
Be fun
If people want vlto drink in the park they will. Coffe cups and slurpee cups have always been used,
this will just allow more people to have it in the open. Many European cities allow open liquor and
have no problems
Light drinking may be OK for responsible adults
Increased ability to have fun get togethers, without having to go to a bar.
People being able to be freer and enjoy the City’s facilities
None
Having it allowed and in the open allows easier policing rather than having it still happening but in a
concealed manner
More people would use them, people are already drinking there anyway, making it legal would
encourage openness which could lead to better behaviour. Also modelling responsible drinking for
children and others
Allows people to gather together and have drinks without having to pay restaurant prices!
Most people are responsible and currently being penalized for actions of a a small minority
More people will go outside!! Too often, people will stay in or have a smaller gathering at their house
because they want alcohol included in their gathering. I would love to see parks busier and full of
life. Currently, most City parks sit empty.
Allow people the option to have a few drinks without having to hide it.
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It would make for a more affordable day out with friends and family. It also gives home brewers a
chance to enjoy their creations outside their homes.
Have more fun.
In my opinion, It will increase the amount of people using the park and picnic sites.
More responsible drinking if people don’t need to hide it.
Gets people outside. Removes archaic prohibition era laws. Destigmatize alcohol consumption.
Gets people out of their homes and enjoying what the city has to offer
It would bring more groups of people to the park for gatherings
Comfortable and relaxing picnic experience
Many parks in Calgary are currently underused. the use of public green space has been empirically
demonstrated as beneficial to our well-being. As drinking is a social activity, it will hopefully increase
the usage of these public spaces.
I think more ppl will use the parks if this option is available to them
Allows for people to enjoy local craft beer or a nice glass of wine with food completing the
experience. It also allows for peopl woth our yard or patios to have an outdoor get together or
celebration woth a few drinks and food
It already happens. New business models.
Cheaper options available for gatherings and parties that include responsible alcohol consumption.
None
It encourages people to use their parks more, for picnics, special gatherings, etc.
Treat adults as adults. There's nothing wrong with having a beer or a glass of wine with your picnic.
Presumably the existing laws pertaining to public drunkenness would still apply.
Nice to have the choice at a few major parks situated throughtout the city for both sides. Those
wanting to drink could have an area and those not wanting to be exposed to it could also have an
area.
Could increase use of public parks
It seems like all major cities allow responsible liquor consumption in public parks. I consume liquor in
Calgary’s parks already. Welcome to 2019, change bylaws already.
More people getting outside and doing things!
Freedom
My fiance and I enjoy drinking (responsibly). It would be a great date idea to be able to have some
local craft beer at a park when the weather is nice
Binge drinking would be reduced.
Bring young people to parks
None to me personally, but I believe in fewer restrictions on personal freedom.
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From many years ago in uning liquor in public was allowed and people enjoying the opportunity and
have fun. I have traveled a lot in Europe and never saw drinking liquor in pubic be an issue.
Very social and enjoyable on a warm summer day. I’ve lived in other countries where this is
permitted, and it certainly benefits the quality of life. On very very rare occasions did I hear of
anyone causing any trouble.
Encourage responsible use of alcohol
More Family and Fun times in outdoor
Relaxing
None!
You left drugs out of the equasion.
I would really enjoy being able to serve wine to my friends if we have a picnic.
NO BENEFITS- if allow one drink they will take two drinks, you allow 2 drinks they will take 4 drinks
City can have more control knowing people is allow to drink, than people doing in it anyways, without
city control
I think it will encourage more day use and BBQs would encourage all ages to use the parks. My
husband and I are starting a family and usually my peers like to have a beer at a BBQ it has limited
our use if the parks.
None
I think it would increase the potential for people to use parks for socializing with their friends and
family
Encourages more people to visit the parks and go outdoors, enjoy public shows/events held at the
parks, and all the social aspects of drinking
People not hiding it are less likely to over consume because they can actually monitor their drinks
instead of chugging alcohol so they don’t need to bring it around with them.
None.
None
Not necessary
none
None, I dont see any
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More ppl would be inclined to drink responsibly rather than think [removed] the law and act like
children
None.
People will be able to be honest about it
No benefits.
Increase mental health speically in a city with a short window of summer and long winter.
More park usage, less stigma towards drinking in parks, more enjoyable social experience
I think that our park spaces would be used more widely, and by a larger demographic if a bottle of
wine or beers could be shared. The majority of users would be completely respectful.
Increase in park use
It can be more easily montiored. Currently drinking in public places already happens people just hide
the alcohol in a different bottle. If it was allowed police would be able to more easily and visabily
identify if someone is drinking / out of hand
- young people will spend more time in our parks & activating our public spaces will make them
safer; it will set us apart as an innovative city and attract young workers; parks are 'yards' for renters
and condo owners. Let's stop treating them like kids
None
it is a vital part of socializing with family and friends
More use of public parks and people enjoying the outdoors more, tourism, the homeless can collect
the empties in the bins and get extra coin.
Going to parks and doing picnics may be more interesting for adults, I would prefer to spend time
outside with my friends. It also allows me to do something fun outside and then celebrate after the
event.
Citizens who are trusted and not over regulated have more love for their community.
Mainly it would normalize it.
There are no benefits to this at all...alcohol is not needed to have a good time but it sure can spoil
the day for a lot of people around a bad August.
No benefits
Nothing unless you want to draw a crowd that likes liquor which seems like a bad idea. Or is the city
trying to increase alcohol use?
Enjoyment of the outdoors more than people staying in bars. A more lively city. More venues for
events. There are a ton of benefits.
Budget friendly gatherings as opposed to restaurants and bars.
To be able to celebrate special events and holidays in the outdoors
People no longer have to sneak around and pretend they aren't bringing liquor to these sites
anymore. More people may choose to use these spaces.
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Being able to consume liquor in parks allows for a more social atmosphere among citizens.
It's nice to have a beer on a hot day while you chill. Now we don't need to stare at a street/be
inside... We will be treated like adults and can not be told where and when we can have a
beer/drink.
Increasing foot traffic to the parks, which in turn leads to more spending within the city.
Less likely to sneak and act illegally
People are already drunk and disorderly, and drive after drinking/floating...I think normalizing having
a drink also normalizes thinking about potential consequences. Europe has it right.
None
It will definitely bring more people out to the parks who stay home simply because they cannot enjoy
a cold alcoholic beverage on a hot day in public parks
None
Greater use park space.
More relaxed atmosphere
It will get more people outdoors and give alternatives for gatherings. There is nothing wrong with
responsible consumption.
Safer place for parties and gathering
NONE at all.
None
It’ll get people out of their houses and get people out into the community.
None
Freedom
Already people do it so better drink legally

Have a great time among the friends out in the public!
None
Other cities do this and somehow don't burst into flames. Time to stop kowtowing to puritanical ideas
and get with the 20th Century.
Social gatherings, less people sneaking around trying to drink
Our freedom
People do it anyways. When you remove the stigma, it's less exciting for people to be sneaky. The
same laws apply to drinking and driving so people will need to be responsible.
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I believe that consumption of liquor in parks would increase use of the space and allow for more
picnics (including wine) in the spaces provided.
More use of the parks
I'm an adult, I pay taxes, let me enjoy my park responsibly... with a cold beer.
It what people do. Criminalize less. Be like European countries.
Increased use of public parks, increased public enjoyment of the parks, decreased time wasted by
parks employees monitoring/ ticketing harmless alcohol offences.
Is beneficial to those living in urban spaces that don't have access to their own yard. Enables those
individuals to enjoy an alcoholic beverage outside, especially in the summer.
I think it will entice people to get outsie and use our beautiful parks! Date night in the park with a
glass of wine would be amazing!
None, there is no reason people need to consume alcohol in public parks. I work with convicts most
of their offences occurred while under the influence. No good can come of it! The risks out weigh the
benefits. People can have fun without alcohol.
We’ve visited cities that allow reasonable park consumption and it’s lovely. Friends gathered for
picnics and post work plays for the kids while parents enjoyed a glass of wine or a beer. Very busy
vibrant parks.
Look at Europe as an example: parks there are always full of citizens enjoying the beautiful
summers and awesome landscape (usually with alcohol)... we are adults... let us enjoy a hot day
with a beverage in the park.
For the average, responsible adult, this makes it more attractive to organize a group get together in
one of the city's parks. Kids have space to run around (more than in a back yard) and adults can
have a few drinks while visiting. It's more social.
No benefit
There are many cities & countries around the world which allow for consumption of alcohol in public
parks. I haven been to 37 countries and of the countries that allow it, it encourages positive
behaviour and discipline. I’m all for it!
Having picnics with an added romance, iconnecting with people over a shared enjoyment
Nice to be able to enjoy an alcoholic beverage outdoors. It’s one of the things I really like about
Europe.
none
I think it might increase the use of our parks. Some families like to have gatherings for special
occasions. Allowing liquor consumption is not that big of deal. If people obey the law and consume
responsibly, there should be no problems.
None
More public use and community gathering.
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Expansion of use of parks
There is no difference if someone comes to the park after drinking or if they drank in the park.
People will go outside more socialize with friends instead of at a bar. Enjoy the nice parks Calgary
has to offer!
Lack of need for a license to host a gathering, i.e. birthday party, family reunion, wedding reception,
etc. Responsible drinkers can enhance their picnic experience with discreet consumption of beer,
wine, or cocktails.
There is no benefit
parks should be a place of fun gathering of families and friends. In my religion/culture this is always
associated with a toast and reasonable civil consumption of alcohol
Enjoy the outdoors and be able to have social events in nature.
support of local businesses and more people utilizing public parks, people not hiding the fact that
they are drinking
It would bring our laws in line with our society’s practice. With drinking being normalized in most
other aspects, it seems arbitrary to ban it in parks.
The government should regulate LESS what people do. Allowing alcohol will let people have a
leisurely glass of wine whereas banning it causes people to shotgun booze before they come
leading to MORE disorderly conduct than if you allowed it in the 1st plc
More places to be able to relax and have a beer without having to go to a restaurant or bar.
I guess it’s a social thing.

Allowing public consumption of alcohol will give the police one less thing to have to try and police
and let them focus on more important tasks.
I believe that liquor is consumed now within all parks, lets bring it out of the closet and get some
responsibility and truth with actions.
It will encourage more time spent in green space because sometimes people want to have a beer
with friends on a summer weekend. This leads to them having to drink at a restaurant patio. Studies
show ncrease time in green space = happier, less stress
Allows regular citizens to enjoy thier leisure time without oppression from authorities
people are going to do it regardless if it is approved or not, this way i think they’ll be more
responsible about it
No benefits
I like a picnic and a glass of wine...but I hate the thought of people getting drunk and awful.
Liquor is part of our social fabric for good or bad. Many of us see a beer is part of a social event.
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I think it would encourage use, if you can get together with friends and have a couple of drink, it's a
celebratory atmostphere.
Freedom to responsibly enjoy some alcohol outdoors, outside of a bar environment.
The freedom to enjoy wine and beer in a picnic or park setting. Its already the norm throughout the
majority of Europe and a large part of Asia, without signifcant problems.
Responsible adults will be allowed to enjoy a beer/wine in a city park like in many of the top cities
around the world
People do anyway, now people won’t lie or hide it.
Personally I don't see and benefits and if the City goes a head with allowing liquor at a picnic site
then they should have police officers or security personal also onsite.
There are already some people that are taking alcohol to parks and just consuming it discreetly. It
would increase usage of city parks.
More use of parks. More afternoons/dinners in parks likely. Organize events with friends in parks
potentially.
None!
People drink anyways. Make it legal.
none. Drinking in public provides no concrete benefits.
more people enjoying the outdoors and parks
I see not benefit whatsoever. Why do we need alcohol or drugs all of the time. Are we becoming a
society that needs stimulants before they can do anything?
people won't feel guilty for having a beer at their family picnic
Promotes happiness
Honestly not that much more. Im sure that they are full now and they would be full after this
happened. I am for it just to allow more personal choice and freedoms. I dont believe that having
alcohol in public should be a crime
I think people would have more fun at parks if they could drink, but I don’t think we can trust
everyone to drink responsibly, s I don’t think it should be allowed.
more lively/fun city environment; people willing to spend more time outdoors
None
I don't see any potential benefits to drinking in public
I don't see any benefit. I think it's a sad comment on society that we have to consume alcohol
everywhere we go. We have enough substance use issues in society
A fun chill time
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Some people are likely drinking surrepeticiously as things stand now, so there may be no change in
drinking behaviours, but perhaps fewer people would be going into the bushes to hide their drinking
and would be more likely to take their empties home?
I think the current law is antiquated. Being able to enjoy any beverage in a public place has been
done in Europe for years. The benefit is integrating and promoting responsible alcohol consumption
rather than attempting to hide it.
I see no benefit.
There is no benefit at all. Harm & damages are foreseeable.
Increased revenue if a fee exists for liquor areas.
None really. only that if allowed... permits should have to be purchased, and the city would collect
the money for city coffers.
People do it anyway so why not legalize it for responsible drinking
I usually book picnic sites when hosting family, clients, or staff for a celebration event. It would
increase the value of our event, & make if feel more like a celebration, if we could toast with a glass
of wine. Plus, a beer with hotdogs is great! :-)
I think responsible adults would enjoy getting outside in the summer and it could be similar to how
they handle things in Europe.
none
Increase use of public spaces bring safety and community
Nice to have a legal glass of wine to wash down your hot dog.
It would be a nice way to enjoy a picnic with friends and family.

The ability of calgarians to enjoy a glass of wine or a beer with their picnic lunch
Allowing a completely normal and harmless activitiy is a no-brainer
Only adults are allowed to drink alcohol legally and adults don't need the city acting as a nanny.Yes.
None, zero
Many people would like to enjoy a drink in a public park, and the vast majority of people who would
do so would be able to in a responsible manner.
no benefits
There are absolutely no benefits to permitting liquor consumption in Parks
NONE of the benefits
I believe our socitey shelters our young from the realities of adulthood. Perhaps seeing people drink
casually and responsibly more often will lead to less binge drinking, like in Europe.
More people would be willing to go to parks to enjoy cold drinks during the summer.
I see absolutely no benefit
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increase in use of picnic sites for social functions
None, other than increased disorderly behaviour.
Not everyone in Calgary can afford housing let alone housing with backyards. Allowing responsible
drinking in parks would enable everyone to enjoy alcohol at outdoor bbqs
Freedom of expression
none
No benefits, consume liquor at home or pub, not in the public place.
sometimes it would be nice to have a glass of wine with a picnic
its nice to be able to have a drink while having a dinner or playing ball at a park
Often liquor is part of a meal. By allowing it inthe parks you take away the forbidden fruit aspect
which I believe makes for more responsible drinking.
Would increase park utilization.
People will get out to enjoy the environment instead of being in their yard with a bunch of people
disturbing neighbors urs
support appropriate liquor consumption and show kids it can be done safely
No benefits
Freedom
I do not see any benefits. If people NEED liquor to have fun then a public family park is the wrong
place for them.
More park usage and utilization of public space for community building
None.
Just to have the freedom of having a social drink as you would have when you have a BBQ at home
or celebrating a Birthday party.
Nothing
Democratization of social events. As of now, the only way to leave your house & consume liquor is
to pay the restaurant/bar markup.
None - don't people have enough places to drink alcohol already.
Convenience, enjoyment.
It will increase park use across the city and allow for more social gatherings to occur in parks.
None
Supporting symbols of friendship and celebration, encourage and educate people about responsible
consumption, create more inviting and comfortable open spaces.
More people will gather in the park rather than a pub.
Because it would be enjoyable to lawful citizens
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I don't see any real benefits honestly. I think that it's already occurring, there may be a small
increase in usage, and possibly more frequent use of public parks for gatherings.
better use of of public spaces, more of a communal environment
We get to live our lives without government interfering, enjoyable outdoor activities as there aren't
many in Calgary
None
None
A responsible adult should have the right to bring a bottle if wine or some beers and socialize with
family /friends in the outdoor parks the city has to offer. It is a great way to build those relationships
in the outdoors.As is people are doing it.
None
None
I could enjoy a glass of wine with lunch and not be perceived as a degenerate.
No
it helps to normalize a behaviour that in and of itself is perfectly legal for people over 18
General respect for personal liberty and the rule of law within the limits of due consideration for
others.
None
It encourages more of a moderate culture where we are trusted to act like responsible adults and
take care of ourselves and those around us.
Being able to have a beer or a glass of wine with you burger would be great. Liquor in parks doesnt
mean getting wasted it means enjoying an adult beverage with your picnic
Decrease strain on CPS and bylaw liquor ticketing. Putting Calgary on a progressive path to be on
the level of international cities like London, Montreal, Paris etc. Sitting outside with your family
enjoying a glass of wine shouldn't be a crime.
No benefits
1. promotion of outdoor recreation 2. More diversity in community organized events 3. Sales to
small independently run businesses 4.
None. People who consume alcohol have unlimited opportunity to do this in private homes and
restaurants, beer gardens ... and the list goes on.
People who enjoy responsibly, can.
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Expands social events/gatherings. Alternative to expensive lunches/dinners at restaurants.
People to this anyway, just make it legal
Picnics go nicely with wine
Fairness.
NO BENEFITS.
Three is none. Only negativity is associated with booze in parks. Read Some history books to see
why if you don't.
None
More usage of public parks instead of being confined to indoor bars during the summer. It would be
similar to patio usage.
No benifit
no benefit
None
Benefit local businesses such as Craft Breweries and local deli’s
People should be treated as responsible adults. Drinking is not a bad thing it’s a personal choice
can promote healthy choices - demystify liquor consumption - if we can have a beer or glass of wine
with a picnic lunch or supper or a special drink to celebrate a birthday/anniversary.
Social norms - would enable group gatherings where alcohol is consumed outside! Within the city
there aren't many yards that can host large groups.
Enjoyment of the park in a relaxing manner, with friends.
I guess people might have more fun, but at a cost to others enjoying the site.
Theaddition of a small amount of liquor can add the pleasure of a meal being enjoyed outside.
In Montreal we were able to have a picnic with a bottle of wine. It was a nice alternative to going to a
restaurant and being out in the community. I didn’t see anyone abusing the freedom. I see it bringing
people together&increase in use of park spaces.
More freedom of choice
Being able to use public space for events that could potentially have alcohol is a huge benefit. Why
rent a private space that costs a great deal of money.
People do it anyways
It would be naive to say liquor in parks is not already happening. By providing guidelines for the
responsible use of alcohol in public parks, the city will be setting a clear example of proper alcohol
use.
None
Would be nice to be able to bring a picnic to a park with wine, or have a few drink drinks after a bike
ride or softball game, without it being a big issue
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none.
people can be outside and enjoy the parks instead of having to try to get a seat on a patio
Allowing for reasonable consumption. I think it is a positive thing to show a healthy relationship with
consumption such as in europe.
Cultural norm of drinking decreases binge drinking rates in the long term.
Just no necessary
None
Fun!
No benefits
Encourage and promote a diverse lifestyle. And quality of life in Calgary
Nothing
maybe more people would come out and use parks for picnics
Social engagement for younger generations
None
There are no potential benefits of allowing alcohol in parks. Only cons no pros.
none at al

More celebratory events could be held - weddings, family reunions, bday parties.
People will stop sneaking it into picnic sites as much.
Romantic picnic in the park with wine. Ability to have a beer or two at a bbq
Nothing
More people will enjoy the outdoors and parks as opposed to sitting in a bar /patio.
Increase in use of parks.
Increased usage of picnic and park sites.
Being able to host events at parks. Organized events.
It is just not necessary to drink in a public park.
Less people being incriminated for minor offences, More public freedoms,
To have family celebrations
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No benefits at all. Just more money made by liquor store.
NONE!
None
As a frequent festival goer and interest into Calgary nightlife/downtown life. I'd like to be able to
enjoy the events out there without being restricted to a beer tent or area. It would better benefit me
to be able to see everything while drinking.
Decriminalizing a common practice

Better experience
It would be nice to have a few casual drinks with friends and family while utilizing our parks green
space and picnic areas.
I already drink liquor in parks, but now I could do it legally.
Relaxed approach leads to relaxed consumption. If people aren't rushing to finish their beverage of
choice they would be consuming liqour in a more relaxed and responsible maner - more conscious
of how much they have had.
There are no benefits
No benifits at all only loss
No benefits, I see only issues with people drinking near kids and families
There are no benefits for drinking in any parks.
Less fines issued
Increased use of picnic sites, greater income for city
none
None. People are allowed to drink at their homes, their friends’ homes and backyards, bars and
restaurants already. Still there are so many social problems and traffic accidents as a result. Why do
we have to create one more?

No benefit.
Gives more options for families to have large get togethers and not ha e to worry about
rerenrerentrerenrerentirerenrerentrerenrerentinrerenrerentrerenrerentirerenrerentrerenrerenting a
big hall or getting a liquor list.
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More use of the parks, increased freedom.
It would allow us to diversify the economy. Perhaps opening the doors to new festivals or events.
Like tamtams and piknik electronik in Montreal which provide weekly activities for the public and
contributes to the atmosphere of the student city.
It makes a day at the park more enjoyable and more people would use the parks.
Increase in use of our parks with the potential of promoting more activities such as BBQ's and other
social events where people like to enjoy adult beverages
Many people already do bring alcohol into parks with their picnics. Allowing alcohol will make it
easier to manage and may encourage responsible use. It's also enjoyable to have an alcoholic
beverage with a picnic.
None
Personal freedom
More people will hang out in parks. Better quality of life.
having alcohol freely consumed with meals de-mystifies it and makes it a normal and acceptable
activity. Things that are forbidden and restricted are, by nature , more attractive and deemed illicit
and hence more exciting.
I think it would help to establish a culture of drinking in moderation and get our culture away from
binge drinking.
No benefits at all.
A good party always have liquors
I don't see any benefits in allowing liquior
I see none at all. Life can be enjoyed without taking on the risks of alcohol and the accompanying
behaviour.
Increased quality of life. A nice glass of wine/beer with a lovingly prepared picnic would enhance the
experience.
None
Enjoy the nice weather and environment in green spaces
More liquor sale
No benefits
No benefits whatsoever, there will be more headaches with drunk people
None at all. No.
No benefit to me as I don't drink.
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No benefits, only negatives such as consumption by minors without parental supervision more
likely.
none
No benefits.
No benefits.
I think the majority of adults would be responsible and it would be more enticing to book a spot.
Increase park lease? To be honest none.
liquor store revenue would go up. if done responsibly.. drinking can enhance a good time.
It is nice to be able to have a glass of wine or beer with a BBQ / picnic. When you stop being so
strict with liquor laws it stops being taboo, which often leads to a culture that encourages responsible
consumption.
There are none!
No benefits
None

Nothing, its harmful instead

Having a good old fashioned time
None
No benefit ..only Harm
None
More people would come out and relax
More reason for people to enjoy the outdoors in a responsible, social environment
Allowing people to drink and mingle in parks is great for communities coming together. Haiving been
in Europe and seeing communities come together and have some drinks in a park was very
wonderful.
Responsible people are already drinking responsibly......there no benefits
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would increase park usage and in turn use recycling proceeds from bottles.
I do not see any potential benefits only concerns
There are no benefits to drinking alcohol in this type of area. Families having picnics would be
negatively impacted by the loud behavior. There would likely be more intoxicated people hanging
around the area making it uncomfortable for families.
Freedom. Enjoyment of life, friendship and events. Increase in everyone's responsibility of
themselves.
adults allowed to be allowed
None at all and dissuade me from going to them.
Any time our society gives people personal responsibility and freedom, it is good.
Less illegal drinking, less stigma against drinking while having picnic
NONE!
None, oh and the city has picnic sites, its a park plan and simple
Being able to rnjoy a colf beer or glass if wine with a meal makes it better.
Transparency will prevent certain individuals the need to "hide" their alcohol which sometimes leads
to binge drinking.
None
Liquor no longer is a novelty in specific areas and people reduce their binge drinking.
Responsible adults enjoying the day and having a beverage, assuming thye have a driver
This is accepted in other countries around the world. This ability has been very enjoyable in those
countries and encourages outside social activity at a low cost.
It normalizes what is already realistically very common and removes the stigma. Will also save
money on bylaw officers having to enforce rules few people follow.
None
More social, accepting society
People use these sites to relax and spend time with friend. Having a beer or wine to drink with at a
BBQ or social function is adding to the the occasion. If you are old enough to buy liquor you should
be allow to use and enjoy it responsibly.
More community feel, alternative spaces to enjoy local breweries/distilleries
Reduce stigma around drinking- teach responsible drinking!
It would be an incredible experience to be able to sit at one of our beautiful city parks and enjoy a
glass of wine or a beer while reading or having a bbq with family.
Reduced legislative and enforcement burden.
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No benefit
None
Absolutely no benefits for the same reasons listed above.
NONE. If this is a way to generate revenue from the parks to help toward maintenance costs, there
are other ways to do so.
I think it's happening already. Better that it be done in the open rather than secretly.
Foster community gatherings
None. Try consuming water. It is the best drink.
The public curently does consume liquor in parks-we aren't fooling ourselves if we think they aren't.
Now people can do so without fear of reprocussions.

it will only increase revenue to city or province, part of which they will use for rehabilitation or
damages. This is tragedy of capitalist society, they see everything through money or profit.
So many major cities allow liquor consumption in public parks. In Montreal, I see families and friends
gathering for dinners and including wine. I don't see people getting hammered.
None
NONE
nothing but ptoblem
I personally do not see any benefits
In several countries around the world (ie Europe and Asia) public alcohol consumption is legal and
there is a direct correlation to lower alcohol abuse in these areas as compared to North America.
When you prohibit use, it pushes more people to abuse it.
NONE!
An increase to groups enjoying outdoor spaces and allows people to have celebrations
A relaxed liquor environment
I don't see any benefits
Parks will be used more, and have a greater diversity of users. People will spend more time
outdoors in the evenings, if they can have their dinner and a glass of wine.
none
Adults shouldn't be limited to responsible consumption of legal products
None.
There is no benefit to consume liquor whether you are in park or not.
Being able to enjoy our outdoors without being told while responsibily partaking in alcohol
consumption
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I have enjoyed being able to have a glass of wine or beer with a nice meal in parks in Europe. It
means that people can put together a nice picnic for special occasions instead of feeling that they
have to go to a restaurant to enjoy special events.
None
None
The consumption of alcohol is a choice for adults to make, and I have no problem with them
choosing to do so in a public place, any more than I would with people in a restaurant or bar.
Certain cultures have certain types of alcohol for the celebrations. This would allow them to do this
in a beautiful park without getting a fine.
To put it simply, I think more people would use our parks if they knew it was a space where liquor
could be consumed. Whether it was for a birthday party, or a simple family gathering. Parks would
now be an option for a venue.
it is no different than enjoying liquor at home or a restaurant. It opens up options for summer BBQs
and socializing, making better use of the parks for social events.
It's a movement towards self-responsibility. Alcohol has been ingrained in most cultures around the
world. Individuals should manage their own consumption, whether in public or private - not
government.
Park picnic sites allow people to gather in community, something that is gravely missing from many
peoples lives and allowing a bottle of wine or beer at picnic sites allows this to happen without
having to hide it. Lets all be adults about it!
It would be wonderful to have the ability to walk down to a park with a nice bottle of wine on a
summer day!
Normalizes alcohol use. Takes away taboo.
It's a well-known social lubricant, so outings could be more enjoyable.
While I may enjoy a glass of wine in a park I do not agree with this idea.
Not so much about benefits, but about choice. People of legal drinking age should be able to make
their own decisions about what they want to drink while in a park or picnic area or wherever.
Having a beer or 2 on a Sunday afternoon BBQ in one of the parks would be really nice!
More people would enjoy local parks!
None, read above
The ability to enjoy a glass with food while enjoying our wonderful parks in Calgary on a warm sunny
day.
I think there would be an increased use in park picnic sites. I see more neighbours getting together
to enjoy a burger and beer on a summer evening
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Get outdoors and socialize in the sun
No benefits. They can drink at home
Greater use of city parks - group events that usually involve alcohol are no longer confined to the
indoors.
We are adults and should be able to enjoy a glass of wine or beer with lunch, etc.
Allowing people to drink openly means they would not have to hide it in the bushes/cars
more large scale events and non for profits in public parks without the restriction of permit
Increased public usage of the beautiful outdoor spaces the City has to offer. I would hope that the
allowance of liquor would encourage users to host their gathering outdoors (when the weather
permits) rather than opting for an indoor space.
Increase in enjoying a day out in our beautiful parks. Better economic options for families to get
together. Rather than always spending it at a enclosed home all the time.
Getting more friends and family outdoors enjoying the Calgary summer.
Benefit is Calgary can enter the 1990's. Why are our liquor laws so draconian and backwards?
European countries allow liquor in parks and nobody died.
prevents people hiding it - provides an opportunity to educate around it - provides an opportunity to
communicate about and clarify how it is and isn't acceptable to use in the public domain
Life’s pleasures
People are drinking anyway, so this would remove stigma.
None. It will lead to more trash, noise complaints, and likely destruction to public property. The river
is a great example of this. I like to raft the Bow in the summer, but the amount of garbage particularly beer bottles - dumped in the river is conce
None
Social benefit. Outdoor use.
Liquor is stigmatized so much in our communities - allowing young people to see that you can enjoy
it casually (i.e. at a picnic) will be a step in the right direction.
It’s an option for those that like to enjoy a beer or a glass of wine with their bbq.
Having a couple beers at a park wont cause problems
It happens already and would make it easier for people to enjoy the areas
De-stigmatize alcohol consumption. Encourage safe and responsible consumption.
I finally get to be treated as an adult by the government
Increase the culture of our city and increase use of parks for an affordable option to spend with with
friends
Would be a nice way to have a casual get together with friends and enjoy the outside. Would be
good for a sense of community and see people using parks more. This would be especially nice for
condo dwellers that don't have much green space to enjoy.
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A nice addition to a picnic
Benefits to local businesses selling alcohol. Destigmatizes the use of alcohol in our society and
teach citizens to enjoy responsibly as they do in Europe. Allows legally imbibing adults to enjoy as
they can anywhere else.
Normalizing responsible consumption of alcohol. Enhancing and encouraging people to use public
spaces. Improving mental wellbeing by encouraging people to be outdoors.
Being able to be outdoors! Not everyone lives in a home with a backyard. Being able to be outdoors
in the summer, throw frisbees, be active! Thats important! And it creates a greater sense of
community - everyone outdoors, having a social drink together!
affordable, relaxing and as long as its done respectfully i don't see a problem~
Treated with respect, liquor is just another beverage choice. It shouldn't be a problem if consumed
responsibly within designated areas.
There are probably no benefits.
A decrease in the amount of work required by police officers to enforce laws of public consumption
of alcohol. It could encourage individuals to spend more time outside, and engage in physical
activity. It will also reduce the notion of alcohol being bad.
no benefits
I think it will be nice to be able to eat outdoors, in public and build community with others more often.
Gives one more reason to be out in public, with friends enjoying our wonderful parks.
none

I see no additional benefit.
More homeless or people who abuse substance will invade the area. Theres already so many drunk
and passed out people around the city, especially downtown. You guys cant even keep the ctrains
safe....
Makes the park picnic sites more enjoyable. Liquor is common to most gatherings and would make
the picnic sites and parks more appealing to more people. Consumption is already happening, so
this way can be open instead of hidden and monitored more easily.
I"m not sure that it is a benefit but it is a nice option to have. I think I would be more open to having
picnics and using the parks if I could bring a bottle of wine to enjoy.
Seriously, there are absolutely no benefits to increased public consumption of liquor!
It normalizes liquor consumption when everyone learns what is appropriate. I wouldn’t have to
conceal my wine and I’d be more inclined to have a picnic in the park.
allows freedom of use and treats adults as adults
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More fun, more of a European feel

Joining the modern world! Binge drinking happens because drinking is weirdly taboo.
People do it anyways, less need for tickets! Teach people how to drink responsibly instead of
outlawing it in parks

A beer or glass of wine with a picnic adds to enjoyment.
i want a glass of wine with dinner
N/a
Increased visitation at parks, better for Calgary's economy if the opportunity to consume liquor at
parks is available.
Really no benefit but would be nice to have the option
Many people already consume liquor in parks. If it is allowed in designated areas people may be
more responsible about their liquor consumption.
Increased use of sites and normalization of healthy consumption vs binge drinking.
Giving people a safe place to responsibility consume alcohol means our city would have more
outdoor culture.
None
Adds to a festive atmosphere. It’s allowed in Europe, and what’s so different about life here?
If people can openly have a drink, more environmentally conscious and it can also be easily
monitored.
A more of a European feel and to celebrate birthdays and BBQs with all the ingredients.
More time spent outside?
Allows for people to consume alcohol in casual settings. Also could reduce the number of tickets
handed out.
People making friends, less anxiety, get to enjoy your time.
A more confined area for people who enjoy drinking outside or don’t necessarily have a place
indoors to drink
Normalize it, promote safe and social drinking
Less drinking in public tickets. The police can focus their time and energy on actual problems.
I think a social drink during a picnic or barbecue is very reasonable so long as the drinkers are
responsible, perhaps an age requirement outside of the legal age?
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Will help give people motivation to get outdoors and enjoy our park areas and recreation. People like
to barbecue or have a fire, maybe play ball or anything. Most people enjoy a beer with such and
would make people want to go out more
It would be nice to have for people getting together to enjoy a drink or two outdoors, especially at the
sites with fire pits. Provides an option for people living in apartments with no/limited outdoor space.
Normalize the behaviour so that it is less mysterious and enticing to youth.
To be able to enjoy the outdoors with freinds/family that include children and pets. Where it's a
challenge sometimes finding child and pet friendly environments to accommodate bolth.
It makes enjoying the outdoors that much better
It is already being done.
People more encouraged to use these sites
People will be able to consume alcohol responsibly rather than drinking in excess before an outing.
It also benefits those that enjoy wine or light drinks at picnics.
Alcohol in a park is not a concern aslong as it's not abused and many people already drink now so
this will allow them to continue with no repercussions
I see people being able to enjoy parks more, in a group setting.
Adults often want to have a drink or two when socializing outside in nice weather. Allowing liquor in
parks will bring people out of their backyards and into public space. Park usage improves sense of
community. Most people will be responsible.
The choice to either consume alcohol or not. What would be nice are beer garden type areas like
Germany has with the option of buying food.
South American and European countries permit this, and it does not cause extensive social
problems. People may be more social, economic benefit of lite alcohol sales, etc.
Please do not allow liquor in public places.
More people outside. A great to enjoy a bbq and picnic. A fun way to get together with family and
friends during summer that isn't in your backyard.
Normalizing drinking, as in Europe. People who want to drink in parks now do, but they drink hard
liquor which is easier to hide. This allows for a beer or cooler out in the open with friends and family.
No benefits. One of the dumbest proposals I have seen contemplated.
Don’t need to sneak it in; don’t need to drink before going to a park
Less tickets being handed out
Cracking open a cold one with the boys
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By allowing liquor consumption, Calgarians will benefit by being treated like adults and responsible
citizens. Our police service should NOT be patrolling picnic sites to give out tickets. We will benefit
by a better use of our tax dollars.
Greater enjoyment of parks in general
To enjoy life like the rest of the world! You can drink in public in mist or Europe, Asia and South
America! It would be nice to have the option here as well!
More use of park sites
Good way to get people to socialize out in the parks instead of in restaurants and bars. Family
friendly drinking venue.
I would attend more kids birthday parties, as would many others.
What benefits are there to drinking liquor at parks? The only potential benefit? Not feeling as you
freeze to death while skating on the frozen water? Perhaps being oblivious of the pain if you happen
to hurt yourself while picnicking?
It is happening anyway. Lets work on policing bigger issues than beer in parks with friends!
None
I love beer and I love our parks. To have a beer and see the mountains while not on a patio. Would
be bliss. This is Canada. We are beautiful, brave, bold and should be allowed to enjoy ourselves.
I think it will contribute to use of parks for picnics and gatherings
Parks would likely be a more common place for celebrations and family events.
Alcohol in parks and picnic sights would benefit adults because it would allow more people to get out
of the bar/pub/their house and get some fresh air. Can’t have a picnic in the park with no wine!
cut down on illicit consumption, more picnic site bookings
This is happening already and I dont see a need to penalize people
Better experiences.
People more likely to go out to a park
none drink at home
It will allow people to do things more openly so it will seem more normal instead of hiding to do it
showing a normalization to children but also showing the good exemple of preparing prior to so that
we don't have to drive under the influence ie designat
Increased use of city parks/picnic sites
Cracking open a cold one with the boys
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I would enjoy a glass of wine with picnic with friends or family. People will be more likely to drink
responsibly. Less crime. People will be making sure that they are eating wth their drinks to abide by
the law, whereas when illegal they would stilldrink
Happier people who can finally enjoy the outdoors
It freedom like the 60’s. Or like europe. And its good for tourists because travelling can be
expensive, it would be nice to have a beer and enjoy our beautiful scenery.
It would make outdoor picnics more enjoyable, therefore more people will go out and enjoy the city
parks
Civilized people should be able to enjoy wine, beer etc in public places responsibly like they do in
Europe
More use of the parks by calgarians, community engagement and more investment in the parks as
people will see more value in them
Less arrests
I think it’s just a way for people to enjoy a drink with family and friends outdoors. I also think
everyone is doing it anyway but hiding it which is silly
Having events with friends in a park getting fresh air rather than sitting in a pub
You would be more likely to get people out of their homes to participate in an impromptu game of
frisbee or baseball.
More people utilizing the park
Enjoyment of the population! The more we make drinking not such a “hidden” thing the less chances
of people abusing it we create.
More enjoyment of nature by a more diverse population.
In the summer time to have fun. Someone can be celebrating a birthday, or a celebration and want it
to be an outdoor event.
People can use picnic site for more affordable celebrations like birthdays, anniversary parties, etc
Relaxing with other adult friends enjoying a drink or 2 while playing outdoor games or activities.
Beneficial to those who don’t have outdoor space at home.
People consume at home, reataurants, patios and campsites. I fail to see what makes picnic areas
any different
Many adults enjoy consuming liquor at gatherings, and the ability to consume liquor at a picnic site
could bring more calgarians out to enjoy the parks to hold these gatherings and appreciate what our
city has to offer.
I don't believe anyone should be able to dictacte when and where I can enjoy a beer. The benefit is
that as an adult, I can make my own responsible decisions.
Less covert consumption. Easier to control
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People do it anyways so we should just make it legal.
I think drinking is a very normal thing in our society, and it is already socially accepted in public (eg.
restaurants). I live just off River Park. I can walk in the park with my coffee. On a hot day, I would
love to walk in the park with a beer.
Change the culture and perception around social drinking.
More safe places for people to drink. Also who doesnt want to have a beer outside on a hot day
I not really see any benefits except for the people that already drink in parks can now do it legally. I
just dont see the big deal in responsible adults being able to consume a few cold beer on a hot
summer day by the river with their family.
Sociable use.
More utilization of parks; fewer tickets to homeless who are drinking in public. Safe place for them.
Better regulation; people do it anyhow so this could be an opportunity to educate and penalize the
people that take it too far. Montreal allows alcohol in their parks and I’ve never heard of big negative
news stories out of there.
responsible adults will be able to enjoy themselves
It would be really fun to be able to share a bottle of wine for a romantic picnic, or during a birthday
celebration while at one of Calgary’s wonderful parks.
No difference than the bars or private homes around the parks
More regulation
It’s enjoyable, most adults are responsible.
Increased indivivual liberty, increased use of parks, more active lifestyles for adults, increased social
connectivity.
People who are choosing to have liquor already won’t need to hide it
Increased bookings and park use
Reasonable people already enjoy an alcohol beverage at picnic’s and are discreet (solo cups). Less
waste from solo cups.
Picture a glass of wine on a picnic, or a cold beer on a hot day during a bbq. that sounds nice.
Civisme
It would be nice to have a cold beverage on a hot day.
More people will use the park
None. It should not be allowed
Tourism increases,ore usage of parks
Increase in usage and more activities
Some people like to have drinks with friends, it’s social. If you ban alcohol people may not spend the
money at those campsites
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I could see more people going out for picnics, enjoying the outdoors.
It would help make Calgary be a more relaxed and fun city to live in.
More people willing to go and enjoy the outdoors responsibily
Enjoying a couple with family and friends while enjoying our beautiful parks.
It’s nice to enjoy an adult beverage in the sun.
More freedom, easy to have get together a/bbqs with friends and family
It will show that people can be responsible while drinking in a public setting that is not a bar or
restaurant.
Allowing more people to be able to get together in an outdoor environment where they can enjoy
themselves with a couple drinks. More outdoor parties getting more people potentially active.
Incentive to get out of the house and off the electronics.
None at all and next they will want to smoke marijuana
more civil relationship between police//public, Calgary taking more progressive approach to alcohol
consumption, decrease in binge drinking (less pressure to finish liquor before going out), safer
consumption for homeless people
People will use the parks more frequently
People using the sites more often, and recommending using them to other.
Bringing back basic freedom and rights to the people.
Increased use of parks and facilities
for many cultures, the consumption of wine (primarily ) with a meal is customary or part if a
celebration.
Everyone is doing it anyway.
More use of sites
A lot of adults like to have a beer or a drink in the sun. We should be trusted to behave appropriately
Allowing citizens to enjoy themselves in the outdoors with friends, without having to pay an
establishment.
Less open alcohol tickets for the average person enjoying a day out.
None
Responsible moderate alcohol consumption is a regular part of life for many people, we already
enjoy a beverage at bbqs, on patios, in our backyards when the weather is nice. It makes sense to
extend the availability to parks.
People already drink in the parks, this will take the dangerous factors of people trying to hide it
Instead of holding a function at a private residence, this may allow more public events (bbq) for
families that would enjoy a beverage or 2 without the worry of breaking any bylaws.
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Increased community connectiveness.
Having a glass of wine on a picnic date
It’s done in Europe and done responsibly so I believe people can act responsibly here. During
picnics it is nice to consume a glass of wine etc with food. Also as people currently do so, making it
legal would put less stress on the city for monitoring.
Increase in traffic as people will be more inclined to visit parks rather than going to a bar or
restaurant
None
If North America had been proactive in lowering the drinking age and allowing for resposible public
consumption much like European nations we would have much lower rates of alcohol related
incidents. Its a fact. The benefit is people will have freedom.
I am going to anyway so it would be nice if it was "legal"
A glass of wine with a picnic or a beer with a BBQ is totally consistent with Canadian culture. Parks
are public-use areas and more effecient than everyone choosing to do these activites in their own
backyard.
I mean fires would be a lot cooler at bow park !
People do it anyway. It would just be nice to use a wine glass with your steak instead of a go-mug ;)
More park usage
People are consuming liqour in picnic parks already so by allowing consumption, it will be beneficial
for the city of calgary to regulate and educate people correctly
I really don't see the benefit of having a beer or two (or more). If we allow this then I'm concerned
smoking tobacco and marijuana are next.
More community engagement. More family and group functions in parks enjoying the calgary
summers.
Being able to relax outside and enjoy the day, interaction with other park goers. Being able to bring
pets.
Having a nice picnic, rolling out a blanket and having a lovely meal with a packed in bottle of wine
with plastic cups would make for a nice date
More options for people having picnics. People are doing it anyway so why not permit it certain
situations.
The vast majority of adults are responsible persons. This may encourage some people to use the
parks. Most western countries allow drinking in parks with no noticeable issues.
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if people drink properly, and only drink wine or beer, then that could actually teach responsible
alcohol consumption to kids
people use them more
A sharp increase in Lucky Lager™ cans available for collection by local bottle pickers.
social enjoyment in the outdoors when our limited nice weather allows it
Freedom to have my beverage of choice with my picnic.
Reduced nanny state.
Wouldn't it be lovely to have a bit of wine on a picnic and not have to hide it in a travel mug? Or a
beer after a ball game? I guess my response is more "Why not?"
More site use. More public events.
people are doing it anyway so making it legal would make for less hidine
Pack a nice lunch and a bottle of wine
Being able to enjoy a drink and meal in a beautiful environment
More enjoyment in life

Virtually none.
Families hide behind screens, let’s put people outdoors again. A nice date idea for young couples.
That is the benefit, as stated in the question. Who doesn't love a beer at a picnic?
People can enjoy the outdoors just like in there back yard
Drinking does not mean intoxication or condone inappropriate behaviour. It’s similar to ordering a
beverage at a restaurant, you are allowed to order and consume an alcoholic beverage, but you are
expected to be responsible and act respectfully
Increased use of the space overall, ability to host more small events or gatherings, outdoor sports
will be more fun (baseball, volleyball, etc.)
Offers a new and exciting meeting spot for friends and family alike.
Responsible use may be nice for a summer picnic
Offers new and exciting meeting spots for friends and families. And a fun alternative to outdoor
activities in the summer time
None
Because all cool cities in the world do it and it adds to the vibrancy of the outdoor realm.
I don’t see the harm in having one or two beers when hanging out with friends or family
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People could enjoy living in Calgary more. Not as many people depressed
People are doing it regardless. Let's allow citizens the same respect as people breaking the law.
You're allowed to smoke weed at them, why can't we drink at them?
If people are responsible this should really be a non-issue. Lots of major cities in the world allow this.

There are many apartment and shared accommodation dwellers who don't have large enough
spaces to get together with friends to have a bbq and socialize so this will allow them to be able to
do so and have a drink if they so desire, without breaking the law
I would be more inclined to use parks for leisure instead of my tiny [removed] deck.
I am an adult who should be able to enjoy a glass of wine or a cold beer while cooking on a hot day.
Most people are responsible and already drink, albeit discreetly. I would rather not have the threat of
a ticket over my head while I do so and many others would agree.
More use of city parks and happier citizens.
Buy your own liquor instead of spending alot of money at restaurants and bars.
None????
None
More outdoor events planned.
Better community events
It seems like a lot of people are drinking in the summer at parks anyway. I don’t feel like much would
change either way.
I don't see any positives.
More use of the areas
You will t have to hide it anymore- people are doing it anyway
A pleasant alternative to the "backyard" bbq. This would allow an added dimension of socialising
options.
Calgary has beautiful summers, with most residents within walking distance of atleast one green
space. Many people like to use the parks for outdoor games and such, I don’t see the harm in
allowing a cold beer with lunch on a hot summer day.
Being able to have a picnic with wine and cheese would be nice. Also could encourage more people
to enjoy the parks or encourage more events (sales for Shakespeare by the bow for example)
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None. It's a horrific idea.
More reasons for Calgarians to use public space and build community.
More community events being held and made public, as well as more people in the parks in general
People do it anyways, might as well make it legal and regulated to make it safer.
Everyone does it anyways so it’d be nice for the city to relax and provide a level of trust with those
who want to enjoy a drink or two responsibly
People do it now anyway.
More people coming together outside instead of in pubs and restaurants
I dont see that there would be benefits
Some adults are responsible and they shouldn't be punished for others desisions. I don't see a
problem with it as long as people are responsible!
1. Enjoying myself while I have a picnic. 2. Some people have wedding ceremonies, family reunions,
and birthday parties in parks, it would be nice if they could have a drink and not have to worry about
getting a ticket.
It's legal and works fine in Germany, the UK, New Zealand, France, Italy, etc.
Treating liquor like it is dangerous is not helpful. This might prove that drinking liquor doesn't make
you an alcoholic. More people will utilize the spaces for actual picnics.
People don't have to hide it. You can host outdoor parties and people can drink responsibly while
enjoying the city's backyard.
People might be more willing to go to city parks
It's 2019.
People can be out enjoying nature and our surroundings without having to have people at your
home in order to have a drink outside.
None
It’s just nice to be able to enjoy a cold beverage on a hot day
Alcohol is part of our social fabric. We do not need to feel shamed or "arrested" for responsible
consumption & respectful behaviours.
It would be make me more likely to use public places for social events.
Regular law abiding people enjoying themselves in the summer
It already happens. This way enforcement can focus on disorderly conduct rather than on people
who drink and bother no one else.
Will bring more people to the parks!
Adults should be treated as such. This includes recreational cannabis.
Less underage or concealed drinking
Be more like Europe. They are happier and have higher quality of life. It allows socialization in public
places.
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Relax
Treating adults like adults. Increased usage for friends & family gatherings.
Increased usage of picnic sites, less reliance on bylaw to enforce prohibition, more in line with other
major centres.
More people would probably enjoy our parks legally being able to have a drink on a nice day without
the fear of getting a ticket. It will stop it from being something people try to hide but do regardless.
More people enjoying the park, bars are expensive and a lot of people can’t afford drinking in them
due to loss of jobs.
No benefits. We already have many places to consume alcohol; there is no need to include public
parks.
None
Avoid drinking and driving before hand
Greater use of public spaces, which may lead to a greater feeling of civic community
less people being fined for something lots of people do
It would be nice to be able to enjoy a beverage or two with friends, outside on a nice day whilst
having a picnic, tossing a frisbee, enjoying nature etc... Currently you have to be at a patio which
serves alcohol (costly, inactive).
fun
People are doing it anyway, so why not? Going to folk fest and being able to grab a drink at any
vendor and enjoy the drink wherever you like would be wonderful rather than having to cram into the
beer garden would be great!
None dont do it
I could legally enjoy an alcoholic beverage with family/friends in our well maintained parks
I believe the normalization of responsible use of alcohol is one of the best ways to reduce the
irresponsible use of it. Also, gathering at a public park as opposed to a bar or restaurant fits more
people's budgets
One benefit would be that people wouldn’t have to try and sneak drinking at parks.
More usage of space.
Police can focus on the negative behaviours that come from drinking or other activities. It makes
more sense for them to focus on these behaviours rather than punish people who are drinking
responsibly.
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We considered having our wedding reception in a city park but decided against it because we could
not drink wine!
I see the freedom to exercise liquor consumption at a privately leased picnic site as a benefit! In
addition there will be potential added economic benefits (liquor stores, eateries, transportation, etc.)
People can enjoy a drink outside when the weather is nice.
Honestly, people are doing it any way. So by allowing people to do it legally, we stop making
criminals (ok... bi-law breakers) out of everyone. Also allows kids to see RESPONSIBLE liquor use
Positive environment. Europe has no issues with it and allows for a fun social area without people
being out of control. Disorderly conduct should still be unacceptable
Less binge drinking.
Its just really nice. More full enjoyment of a picnic site in a responsible manner!
Family and friends should be able to enjoy a beer while enjoying being outside.
People are doing it anyway. The visibility may help with issues around drinking and driving. If
someone is hiding their liquor for the bylaw, they are also hiding it from those who may prevent them
from driving impaired. Visibility = more accountability.
More outdoor gatherings among family and friends.
It's a nice way to enjoy a drink with family and friends. As long as you don't get intoxicated
Adults can be adults and enjoy an adult beverage with their meals. A beer with a BBQ is perfect!
I think it would add to the enjoyment of a gathering
Would get people out more for picnics and bbqs. Usually 20-30s stay at home cause they like to
have a beer or two with a bbq
not having to spend tons of money at a bar. Being able to have a beer and have your pets around.
Meeting friends for a picnic and being able to have a glass of wine would be great.
I doubt anyone would use this to get wasted. It’s really to allow a nice cold beer when sitting in the
sun with friends or family.
People do it already, so this would allow people to just do it legally. If it's legal and somewhat
regulated everyone wins.
In Europe this is already allowed and it brings people out of condos etc where they do not have
outside space and allows them to socialise with friends and family in a outdoor environment .
More social environment, and less restrictive for people to enoy themselves.
Children can see responsible consumption of alcohol. Less excessive drinking due to it being in a
public area. It's a normal part of social meals.
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Cultural connections and engaging relationships with food! Having wine with your picnic sounds like
a dream. People do it abyways and this removes the need to hide it.
More enjoyment of the day
Enjoying a cold beer on a hot day
None. Keep clean public air clean
Similar to Europe and QC
it will allow people to consume alcohol if they want to
None
People are already consuming alcohol usually just concealed. I personally think we should let
people regulate themselves and we will have less probalems. The people who are problematic are
already consuming liquor in public places.
More people using public parks
It’s nice to have a glass of wine or beer on a picnic. I certainly do not believe in over indulging in
alcohol. Should be monitored
More use of public parks and picnic sites.
People wont bring it illegally.
encourage people to get outside and socialize with friends, be part of the community and meet their
neighbours
Not making alcohol taboo...normalize it and make it “not a big deal”. Show people it can be
consumed responsibly in a public environment.
Freedom
you can start selling boozy drinks in the parks, imagine stopping off at a frozen margarita joint on
your walk along the Bow....
It opens up new ways to enjoy the parks - some wine and cheese or beer with your hotdog
Creates an opportunity to explore Calgary’s parks while have a cold beer and toss a football around
or have a wine and cheese picnic with a loved one in our beautiful green spaces. It aligns with our
active outdoor citizens.
None
Not being afraid to change dated laws that are not strictly enforced anyway. Hard bans on these
types of activities don't really prevent people from doing them so why not let people enjoy our parks
the way they'd like to.
People will be happier, let’s face the facts, people already do this. Why damper people’s mood with
a ticket. Let people have fun and enjoy they’re sunny days
Being able to relax and enjoy a beverage with friends while having a BBQ can be one of the best
days during summer.
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More people intentionally utilizing green spaces within the city.
Being able to relax and enjoy a few drinks with family and friends would be great. It's no different
then at a bar
Reduction of illegal activity as it normalizes the behaviour

People wont hide it and cause more issues
Coming from France where it is legal to drink in public, there is no more issues caused by
consuming it in public. It just enhances the social side of gathering with friends and relatives.
People are doing it anyway just like marijuana allowing it will icrease enforcement of rules as then it
will be regulated
What else am I gonna do at a park lol
We are meant to be a free society. Responsible use of liquor in parks should be a part of that
freedom.
Can enjoy the park more, have drinks with friends while picnicking, etc.
None
Citizens would have more options for venues to use when hosting gatherings and celebrations.
More likely to drink responsibly: not hide or sneak it in, better behaviour due to not having to
excessively pre-drink before arriving, knowing they will be alo & considerably less belligerent public
intoxication
We'd consider using the parks to drink socially. Right now we avoid them and opt for bars with
patios.
none
To enjoy a glass of wine or craft beer while enjoying the outdoors and Calgary parks. Not everyone
has a sunny space at home so to be able to enjoy a beverage in a sunny park is a great option.
Have a good time with family and friends, parks will be used more.
Better quality of life.
People will Ben more inclined to visit city parks
People already drink at park picnic sites, they just hide it in another container usually. If drinking is
allowed I think it will bring the community together more in city parks. I loved being able to drink
while picnicing in Germany.
There are no benifits! Parks should be a place for enjoying nature, not boozing
More people would want to go out and be in parks to have lunch or dinner if they are able to enjoy a
drink with it.
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summer in Calgary is short-I think this would help people enjoy the outdoors a bit more with it being
cost effective!!!!!!

Openness, inclusiveness for public spaces.
Increase use of city spaces
A cold beer with a burger would be awesome. If people get ridiculous, you can call the cops. Let’s do
a pilot project for a year.
Well for instance if you want a romantic dinner and you enjoy wine that is the perfect addition to a
meal and on a hot summer day if you are bbqing and want a beer or two that should be allowed.
Everything in moderation
More people be unplugged and exploring the city with friends
People do it anyways so why not regulate it better
They will become more popular and bring in more money
Freedom of choice increase quality of living.
Enjoying a glass of wine by the river with friends!
Consuming alcohol in a park during the summer is someone’s way of letting loose, the same way
someone might go to a bar and do the same.
I’m a responsible adult, able to manage my own behaviour. Show me some respect.
This activity is occurring anyway. Issuing tickets to people doing this is a waste of time and
resources. We have public intoxication laws that will cover people misusing the privilege of this
initiative.
We already have laws in place to deal with public drunkenness and vandalism. Enforce those and let
law abiding people enjoy public spaces. Many of us can't afford our own house and don't have the
space to enjoy a backyard beer.
It would be nice to enjoy a beer with my barbeque! Frankly many people do it anyway, so this would
be one less thing bylaw enforcement would have to worry about.
It is already being done. By making it legal it allows those who will follow regulations to do it in a safe
and responsible manner. Those who are not responsible or who do not care about following laws are
doing it already.
“Potential benefits I think would be to hope that idiots will drink and drive and we public would hope
that they will have accidents and kill them serves. So one less idiot on the roads!
Generally happy people enjoying the outdoors
Yes
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More use of our parks and open spaces
Parks
Adults of legal drinking age should be allowed to consume alcohol in a responsible manner as part
of a picnic or gathering with food.
More people will be outside meeting each other, having a place to drink outside of your home and
not at a bar would be really nice too, especially in the summer when patios fill up
People will spend more time in nature, thus causing renting to go to daily.
the majority of other countries in the world allow public consumption of alcohol without issue, why
should Canadians be treated like irresponsible children
Allows responsible individuals to enjoy a drink with their meal
Enjoyment
It’s nice to be able to enjoy a drink with a picnic or while watching the sunset or on a nice sunny
afternoon. This happens all over Europe with no ill effects.
This policy would bring Calgary in to line with many other progressive metropolitan areas around the
world and help enhance our attractiveness to tourism and liveability.
Pleasure, enjoyment. Social interaction. Nothing like a cold beer on a hot day. Ya feel me?
People consume alcohol becuase they like it. Let them consume it outdoors in a beautiful space.
Better social interaction, a little more enjoyment on a hot summer vacation. People won't try to hide
their alcohol.
Allow public to enjoy parks with increased freedom
Potential greater use of recreational outdoor spaces / longer use of outdoor spaces
none
I would use the parks more often and would be more likely to frequent parks I don't currently got to.
Increased use and support of public areas. Ability to buy and choose specific libations, reduced
financial pressures. Ability to host gatherings for those without yards. Bottle returns could fund park
upkeep.
It would get people outside using the parks more. Currently there are very few places to have social
gathering outside, especially inner city without a yard. I think allowing alcohol in parks wouldn't be
harmful. It would get people out more.
From a parents perspective, I like the idea of permitting alcohol consumption at parks. I need to find
free/cost effective and inclusive activities for the WHOLE family. The benefit for us is that we could
arrange family events, not have to host at home.
Creating jurisdiction will protect both the people surrounding those who chose to drive and give
guides to those who already chose to drink in public parks.
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Our liquor laws are so restrictive, the stigma created here regarding drinking outside is unfounded, &
is unique in all the world. It's time for our City to be more progressive, less conservative, & not follow
trends American cities have had for decades.
None
An increase in use of public space. Because of the possibility that people are doing it anyway, it
might increase awareness/responsibility to make it legal
Just seems like a nice thing to be able to have a beer during a picnic.
It would open up the parks to families/friends to gather with more freedom. As opposed to having to
host gatherings at our homes to be able to serve wine/beer, we could join the community and enjoy
the outdoors in a public setting and can meet new ppl
The ability to be a responsible adult. To take a bottle of wine on a nice summer day and enjoy the
outdoors with good company and to no longer feel like an underage 16 year old smuggling booze
around.
Being able to have a nice romantic summer date with the significant other or enjoying a family get
together with a bottle of wine.
none, really
Tourism, London has many parks where you can sit and have wine or a beer and many people from
around the world come to these sites to experience it.
A benefit to me is that my husband and I can enjoy a drink while enjoying time at a park.
Increase use, enjoyment factor, feeling like you're being treated like an adult, more respect for the
city
A nice glass of wine with a beautiful meal outdoors! Or a crisp, cold beer with a picnic lunch on a
hot day! Personal freedom, ability to make ones own choice as an adult, empowerment, not being
told You Can’t Do This makes one less apt to push it.
We have such a short outdoor picnic season it would be nice to host family and friends outside of
the house without the expensive costs of restaurants/bars.
Will be more like being in your own back yard but, with more space.
No benefits
None
More pleasurable for park guests.
None
People already drink in parks on a regular basis, this would at least set some ground rules on
consumption in public and I think people would respond well.
Getting more people outdoors and into our under utilized parks.
Enjoy more freedom in relation to where you can enjoy a beverage you purchased. Bars are so
expensive that being able to socially do something with your own liquor is a great idea!
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Beer on sunny days is delicious and the government should treat the population like adults.
Adults should be allowed to responsibly enjoy an alcoholic beverage of their choice while out
enjoying the parks in Calgary during days with nice weather. I see this as a positive privilege to for
adults to enjoy together during outings.
More people may enjoy the parks.
More social activity
There is no benefit
Don't have to hide (encourage honesty and transparency). Also creates opportunities for social
connection.
To actually have some life in the streets if Calgary.
None
People do it already, so there would be no change except that it is legal and no one would feel like
they have to hide it.
Being able to enjoy yourself at a park and have a drink or two in the summer.
I suspect that more people will use the parks and the foot traffic in the city will be more vibrant.
A date with a bottle of wine will bring some romance back.
Being able to have a couple of beverages while having a picnic would be no different than having a
couple of beers in your backyard but this brings people out instead of living sheltered lives in the
comfort of their home
Honesty. I've noticed a number of people hiding alcohol anyways. We've been progressive on many
social issues allowing cannabis and gay marriage. Alcohol consumption does not seem to be in the
same bucket.

Responsible adults who wish to enjoy a drink and a picnic on a sunny day should be able to do so
AND enjoy our public parks. People who don’t otherwise have access to nice outdoor space would
get the benefit of it.
More people drinking responsibly because they don't have to engage in risky behaviors to try to
conceal or sneak it in. Also less work for officers to try and control

Less unnecessary arrests wasting tax dollars
More functions held at these sites.
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Because people aren't allowed to drink in public parks they're more likely to binge drink at their
residence or bar before going, which is much more unsafe.
As a liberal society the taboo around responsible liquor consumption in public spaces is archaic and
not representitive of Canadian values of a free, informed and socially reposnsible and respectful
society. Other developed countries are not as such.
There is no benefit. By allowing liquor, families will refrain to go to parks.
None
None
Allows people to have a drink outside of a bar. Great for families to have a glass of wine or a beer
and still enjoy time with the kids. People already do it illegally anyway (plastic cups et al)
Help get more people out of the house spend more time outside liquor is part of our society and laws
still don’t stop it so why fight it
People are drinking now in parks, they are putting it in plastic cups or thermoses. It is nice to be able
to have a cold beer or a glass of wine with your family.
People do it anyways, just legalize it
Calgary has very few nice days. To be able to enjoy them outside in the park with my kids and I can
responsibly sip a glass a wine with friends and family....it’s perfect!
I'd like to be able to take a bottle of wine and a snack to the park and enjoy it in the outdoors.
Homeless people drink in parks all the time, I should be allowed to as well.
More diverse age group. More people willing to socialize with other campers.
Normalize what is happening anyway
More enjoyable, more public use of existing parks
Further my enjoyment of the park.
None, I do not believe alcohol should be consumed in any public place
Would be nice to enjoy a beer or two. Would also be nice to be able to consume Cannabis as well.
I only see this benefiting young people that want to have somewhere to drink with friends and
nobody else. Not children, teenagers, families, or the elderly.
I see absolutely no benefits.
Being able to cool off in the summer and have fun with my friends
Responsible outdoor drinking is an enjoyable leisure activity. Regulations already exist for being
drunk and disorderly, too loud, etc. We should not continue to criminalize public consumption of
alcohol.
none
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some people just like to have drinks during social gatherings. it would be nice to have it at the park
as well
Then you could sell liquor at parks and make money. Have awesome outdoor events, get people
outside
Families can enjoy themselves having a drink with lunch or dinner or just enjoying the view of the
outdoors. Who doesn’t like sitting on their porch enjoying a beer, so why not in parks too!
Not sure if there would be any benefits. I believe liquor stores would benefit from this as well as
more food purchases would be made, perhaps even cab and Uber rides.
I enjoy drinking wine/beer during my meals
Enjoying a beer or two with my friends is a big part of my social life. I would make better use of
picnic areas, if I could spend time with my friends outside with food and drink. It would be especially
nice because I live in an apartment with no yard.
City revenue, likely not enough to pay for any meaningful program though.
It makes the parks more enjoyable and relaxing
Calgary would be part of the 21st Century. Goodbye prohibition
Starting to allow adults to act responsible for their own actions and not the nanny state
Limiting the locations for responsible alcohol consumption is not effective. Educational campaigns
are. By allowing a more liberal relationship with alcohol we will actually have an opportunity to
develop our healthy relationship with it.
It's no different than consuming liquor at home or at establishments. The same rules should apply
and people should be able to follow them.
Makes park use more enjoyable for adults who wish to spend time with friends in the summer
Responsible adults may enjoy a beer or wine while picnicking
People spending more time outside in the summer instead of at a bar or someone's home. This
would also help apartment renters who may not have good access to outdoor social spaces.
I believe it will avoid people being sneaky, and overindulging. Monitoring who is going to use a
motor vehicle after will be easier. It's already happening.
I feel that this is great incentive for Calgarians to make proper use of our ample city parks. People
will feel good about planning events in our parks if they can accommodate more types of social
events.
NONE
More use of the parks in general. Increased utility for inner city dwellers who have small spaces but
want to entertain with friends.
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People already do. Might as well let them continue. Maybe make it legal in marked areas, but please
don’t over legislate this.
There is a stigma in North america where anything associated with alcohol equals disorderly
behaviour. This is not true as you can take Europe for example. It allows people to drink and eat
what they want in spaces they help pay for.
It will reduce the amount of people drinking in vehicles
There are many places around the world that you can freely and openly have liquor. Letting people
enjoy themselves and have a few beverages shouldn’t be an issue.
I believe people are already doing it and don't foresee a change, it would be legal rather than illegal
I think more use would come out of the park areas! Our parks are so beautiful, and well-used
already, but I think allowing consumption would create a community hub for socializing and enjoying
our beautiful green spaces.
Better socializing
It would encourage more families to plan events outside, and to enjoy the outdoors. It would provide
an alternate place for people to gather and hold events where alcohol will be consumed.
It’s fun! Wine and beer go really well with picnics.
Allowing adults to have a glass of wine or a beer with friends while picnicking would likely increase
Calgary citizen’s use of public outdoor spaces, creating more community vibes and opportunities to
create new friendships.
It could be fun
Increase in city revenue due to liquor citations. Playing into emotion of a minority but more vocal
group.
More use of public spaces and encouraging people to get outside and discover our parks.
Freedom, some people don’t have big enough yards to host..this way everyone can gather with no
restrictions
More people would utilize these community features.

People will honestly drink at parks whether it’s allowed or not. I just think it’s better to not have
people breaking rules by having harmless fun
No
Human rights
If it is out in the open it can be policed properly. We would join the rest of the civilized world!
No benefits ! Drink at home !
For those without addiction issues, it's relaxing.
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As people who are likely to do it will do it regardless, this would allow them to do it without hassle or
the possibility of a fine. It would also allow others who would like to enjoy a public drink, but who
abstain in fear of 'breaking the law'.
More people will go outside and spend time in nature with their friends if they have access to it.
None
no benefits
It gives freedom for people to gather as they choose, instead of resisrticting having a drink with
friends to homes or bars. More socialization options.
Encourages
Increased park usage. Also, we shouldnt need benefits for allowing the consumption of liquor at park
picnic sites. We should need benefits to PREVENT it. Treat adults like adults.
no benefits
Builds Community.
More people going out and enjoying the city
It might encourage more people to enjoy the beautiful parks in our city with friends. Not all imbibing
need take place indoors.
Less police involvement in social disorder instances. We will be like major cities such as Paris!
Can not see any benefit and I myself do consume alcohol
More people are likely to go out to parks and socialize rather than at bars/patios. Much cheaper.
None
None
If we look at Europe, they have a much healthier relationship with alcohol, which is commonly
attributed to their lax liquor laws. Also, the less you have to hide doing something you are doing, the
less likely you are to do it excessively.
I think it will increase people's desires to book and go to public picnic sites, especially for events.
People do it anyways, so why not make it legal. One less law to enforce
This would increase the use of public parks and therefore increase potential businesses and
revenue for the city to use to maintain said parks and increase recreation in the city as a whole.
It's a social atmosphere...no different than having a glass of wine at dinner in a famiky restaurant.
Enjoying time as adults outside instead of st home or in a bar
More crimes
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It is a basic human right
None
A bottle of wine between two lovers at a picnic is appropriate in the least. Memories of Montreal.
Less control of ppl will create responsible ppl
Allows citizens who do not have access to a yard to enjoy more summer time outdoor activities such
as BBQs
None
Freedom
It would make the picnic much more enjoyable, just like having a glass of wine with our BBQ on our
deck at home.
We'd be treating adults like adults and not catering to the lowest common denominator.
More festive events being held outside.
It would be nice to have a more open culture around drinking, but it’s difficult to transition into
None
People are going to do it anyways, this way it can be controlled to specific areas and people are
more likely to adhere to regulations.
Gets people outside more. Bring Calgary into the bloody 21st century when adults are allowed to
make decisions for themselves
To have a picnic with family and friends and to have a glass of wine. Not a bottle or two of wine- just
to be able to enjoy the outdoors with a drink. Sounds beautiful!
None it will cause intoxicated persons problems
More people spending time in parks

More people will enjoy the outside, bringing more people to our public spaces
More liberal/less taboo approach to alcohol, such as the approach in most European countries.
People won’t have to hide it anymore. It’s accepting that people enjoy alcohol responsibly with no
need to be drunk to enjoy it.
No potential benefits!
People spending more time outdoors
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The ability to have a glass of wine with a picnic meal like an adult in a civilized country would be
nice. The Prohibition is long gone. Responsible alcohol consumption in public parks has worked in
many places in the world.
Encourages more demographics to go to the parks
Will save people from drinking and driving

Groups of families can enjoy a cool drink on a hot day while their children play together. It will be a
gathering place where the pare the can have their time while the kids play in a large safe area. It
would increase the use of Calgary parks by families
More people would go
None. It's purely a form of self-destructive entertainment and serves no real purpose.
Less unnecessary regulation
People would get outside of the house more, socialize, have a reason to meet to and become more
active. Bringing people outside enriches Calgary’s culture.
Freedom
More people might be interested in using them.

Helps normalize consuming liquor in modest amounts. Kids and teenagers need to be exposed to
seeing adults enjoy a beer or glass of wine responsibly so they don’t think it’s such a big deal. It’s
just normal. Also spending more time outside in summer!!!
For many people, myself included, the ability to consume liquor increases my likelihood/frequency of
using the parks.
No drinking in public tickets for stupid reasons
I think that parks should be a safe place and drinking would create the wrong atmosphere
There is no benefit like pot was legallized things are getting more worse like robberies car jacking
etc.
More events, weddings, celebrations would be booked in parks, showcasing the natural beauty of
the city and building community spirit. People would appreciate connecting with each other over a
glass of wine while the sun sets overlooking the bow river
Washing down burnt hot dog with cold beer is an excellent use of public space.
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It would normalize non-toxic amounts of alcohol consumption. My experience has been positive in
countries where this is legal and the norm. No visible disorderly conduct noted in countries that allow
this.
None
Some families might be more willing to use parks with their families if they could enjoy a cold beer or
a glass of wine
Reaches a happy medium of an issue that shouldn't even be a top priority in Calgary right now.
None
Enjoyment of beer with food.

Increased use of parks, regulating something that already happens regardless,
There is a bar on every corner in this Province! How isn't that enough? There are homeless
everywhere and now drinks too! High [removed] five.
Don't want to pack a ton of [removed] and drag a trailer, spending 3 days in a camp. Let me enjoy a
Saturday night with the boys in the park, flat of beers, gallon of wine, guitars and too much grill meat.
And then we all walk/Uber our fat, tipsy asses home.
People are already consuming liquor in public parks (legal or not), we should join other major cities
in changing the narrative of "negative criminal activity" to respecting public places responsibly.
Enjoy the outdoors, it’s happening anyway...
We can socialize with our friends and family without having to hide wine in coffee cups.
Not one benefit.
Less need to patrol and enforce.
Great social gathering places for adults and children alike. Great way to get together as a
community.
It would be very pleasant!
A majority of residents are responsible.
Most individuals will be responsible as most people going to picnic sites are with family and friends.
More people out visiting parks
Overall enjoyment and ability for more responsible consumption in public outside a bar.
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People are going to drink regardless. If we've legalized marijuana I think the public can handle a
beer in a park.
It’s most often harmless and encourages people to spend time outdoors socially.

None
None. It’s just inviting more trouble

People do it anyway, it would be nice to have it regulated
Beer is wonderful
No police or security having to walk through the groups of people. expansion of social liberties boost
moral and quite frankly, people already do it, and in most cases they don’t really bother anyone.
Just being able to be responsible and an adult who wants to enjoy a picnic with family or friends and
worry about a fine over having a beer or glass of wine. It's ridiculous.
Would be nice to have a glass of wine or beer enjoying a picnic but you will always get people who
drink to excess and ruin it for all
The vast majority of people are capable of drinking responsibly in a public and daytime setting.
Cities such as Montreal have demonstrated positive responses to alcohol consumption in parks.
How are parks any different than legal alcohol while camping? Sitting around a fire, bbqing food in
the park should allow alcohol drinks.

Encourages people to be outside in nature!! It’s so healthy for us and will grow our sense of
communities that is lacking in Calgary! Drinking in parks is done in many cities in Europe and it
creates a fun social atmosphere that we desperately need here!
People less likely to be hiding it. I think no matter what they'll still have it wether it be in concealed
containers or something.
Freedom
It would be nice to have a glass of wine with my picnic.
More use of outdoor spaces, less daytime bar use
If group wants to have a good wine sitting along the river. Adds to that moment
Freedom!!!!!!!!!! fun, alternatives to expensive bars, travelling outside of home neighbourhood
None
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There will be far less problem drinking if it isn’t a forbidden fruit. Normalize it and people will be
responsible with it. Also beers are meant for outdoor barbecue!
There are none.
None whatsoever
None. Let them drink at home, like I do.
The risks associated with behaviour that is socially acceptable are low. There are laws that protect
all of us from negative behaviours associated with alcohol consumption. If you drink at a bar, a
friend’s home, or in the park, the same laws affect you
No benefit
It will increase tourism in Calgary, and create a safe environment for get-togethers with friends
outside.
Encourages Community gatherings in parks
None

People won’t have to sneak it in or rush to consume
I don’t see anything wrong with having a beer or glass of wine with a picnic or with a friend on a
warm day. It destigmatizes a very normal occurrence
Increase use of parks
More outdoor engagement
It’s civilized
I see no benefits. People can drink at home or in a licensed establishment.
None. People should not be consuming liquor in public spaces. There is a bylaw for good reason.
It allows more socializing of people of older ages
I see No benefits to consume liquor
People may end up wanting to hold events at the park.
It increases enjoyment to be able to have a drink with a meal, and displays trust on the part of the
regulating parties.
Letting responsible adults consume alcoholic beverages while enjoying an outdoor setting. Many
Calgarians do not have backyards, so they could use parks to have small get togethers.
Lunch date with some sandwiches and wine as a picnic would be nice
none, it will be abused
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Increased use of park facilities for events
Many people enjoy a drink or two at a BBQ without becoming drunk or disorderly. Please allow us to
act one responsible adults. Crack down on the ones that take it too far.
More people will want to use the park spaces, and there will be less people drinking all over the
parks and contained to one enforceable area
We are treated like grown ups ( I’ve been to England I know that Canada has ridiculous liquor laws )

To be able to peacefully enjoy a botoof wine on a nice day like you can in all of Europe
People are going to do it anyways. This allows for more transparency and not having to hide it. If it's
in the open people can be held accountable to better behaviour.
Less government involvement in individuals lives and choices around alcohol consumption. Become
a progressive, modern city Calgary!
I believe it adds an element of joy and community to gatherings (I am European). I also think it may
normalize alcohol consumption; instead of seeing a brown bag and sleezy behaviour, you see a
mature use of alcohol from responsible people.
Unsure
bbq's aand beer
Encouraging more public use of parks for gatherings.
People are less likely to drink heavily before going to a park. People may get increased enjoyment
from their picnic.
Normalize alcohol use. More of a European attitude to alcohol consumption.
No benefits
Because it's enjoyable and an opportunity to demonstrate responsible consumption of alcohol in
public with family and friends.
Social acceptance of drinking decreases the stigma of drinking and decreases the taboo of it.
Normalcy of drinking decreases the taboo and decreases binge drinking.
Cheap social activity. We've been hit hard enough financially.
Being able to enjoy summer BBQ at the major parks as one would in their backyard
Greater sense of community
People do it anyway. We should make it legal. Let cops worry about actual crimes.
Getting more people outdoors is always a good thing. Freeing up the resources currently used to
govern these sites, and using it other places would be a benefit.
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Great morale, less rules and more freedom isalways great. I am in favour.
Responsible citizens can drink responsibily with being criminals
Providing people are responsible about it, it's great to have a casual drink or two and some snacks
in an outdoor, public setting and enjoying a warm evening.
No benefits. None!
It would be legal. Right now people do it covertly, and get away with it all the time.
None
people are drinking in parks anyways. this way people don't have to hide it and worry the whole time
people spending A LOT more time outdoors enjoying calgary parks.
You’ll open up for a larger variety of people using these picnic sites
We're treated as a responsible, autonomous community who do not need more big brother or
motherly regulation
There is nothing wrong with responsible people enjoying a beer or a bottle of wine with their picnic,
just like they would do anywhere else.
Consuming liquor in parks is a community building initiative. By permitting people to consume
alcohol at a park, families will be encouraged to attend and spend time at parks that they may not
have otherwise visited.
This behaviour is already occuring. Having infrastructure in place (recycling bins) and locating it in
one place with cut down on litter and other issues.
For responsible people, having a glass of wine while enjoying the summer outside would be nice.
We did this in Europe and it was amazing. I feel it would get people to use the parks more.
Personally I don’t see any benefits. If someone like to consume stay home or in bars
I do not see any potential benefits in being able to consume liquor at park picnic sites. There are
already a plethora of available spaces in which to consume alcohol.
None what so ever. There are enough places to consume iiquor
I would use the parks more often to play outdoor games
A major benefit is having more people in the Calgary parks.
Just having the freedom to be able to
Frees up resources policing resources that can be better spent doing important work. Removes the
unnecessary need to sneak booze when people do drink.
Economic benefits of course and more revenue to the province/city but that's not enough to justify
allowing alcohol on picnic sites.
No benefits at all. Have a pop or juice instead.
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I think people will use the parks more often. It can open the parks up to more types of events.
It wont be "a big deal." People can have a social experience without the worry of getting a fine or
getting in trouble.
Increased use and enjoyment by 18-25 year olds.
If it's a bday party or wedding reception it's ok
I don’t see benefits, however I understand that someone else might. It should be an intellegent
compromise.
People will not have to hide it, normalizing healthy and moderate drinking as opposed to
inadvertantly sensationalizing binge drinking behaviour by keeping it taboo/illegal.
I don't believe there are any benefits to this. Picnics in city parks are not the place for consuming
alcohol; people go there to enjoy nature, quiet and hassle-free time. If people need to drink with
friends, they can do it in their own back yard.
Responsibly consuming liquor at parks is already being done - let's make it legal so bylaw officers
don't have to turn a blind-eye
We are a very social and outdoor city. Being able to have both of these attributes come together with
the benefit of perhaps consuming a glass of wine for example with friends or family is a good thing.
You can enjoy the park, and food with a cold beverage. It can add to your pinic experience.
None
Life is short! Lets enjoy it. A casual drink at the park during a very short summer will not hurt anyone.
I don’t see any benefits
Increased use for variety of functions.
Consumption can be regulated not hidden,
It allows added freedom for those who consume alcohol responsibly to enjoy these public spaces. If
it's made legal, it may encourage more people to come enjoy Calgary's beautiful public spaces.
I like to book picnic sites when I am hosting a family gathering or dinner, or for staff and client
celebrations. It would nice to be able to celebrate and toast with a glass of wine. Or enjoy a burger
and beer together outside
The duration of our summers in Calgary are incredibly short. Allowing Calgarians to consume
alcohol at park picnic sites would enable them to further enjoy their short summers with friends and
family over a couple drinks in a city park.
none
It would be nice to be able to have a drink with a picnic
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It gives the City of Calgary a more relaxed, laid-back vibe, and makes it more cosmopolitan, up with
the ranks of Paris and Amsterdam.
I do not doubt that alcohol is already consumed on site - so rather than prohibiting it, it seems that
people will be better behaved when it is allowed, with restrictions.
Would be lovely to have wine or a beer in the park. I also don't like the idea that government, at any
level, imposing limitations on what I believe are reasonable freedoms we should be able to enjoy as
citizens. Its paternalistic and unnecessary.
Coming from a culture that allows responsible alcohol consumption, I feel it's important that positive
examples of alcohol consumption should be modeled.
Having a glass of wine or a beer with a meal is a standard part of many people's lives, and should
be able to be responsibly enjoyed by the majority of adults in the city.
Increased use of the parks would be benefit number 1. Most adults are responsible enough to not
abuse this and would stay in the city as opposed to going elsewhere for picnics
i dont think there are any benefits, just negative effect.
The park will become more of a destination. Won't be forced into a bar to "go out".
More traffic to public parks resulting in more vibrant communities
NO Benefit at all
Allowing moderate drinking in public contributes to a positive change in how we view alcohol as a
society. Making alcohol something that people can enjoy with a meal, rather than something
consumed to excess in a designated area is positive shift.
Not much other than socializing

more enjoyable time
It fosters a society of adults that are expected to behave like adults.
No benefit
Increased diversity in usage, and possibly increased usage of public areas
It's nice to be able to have a beer or wine when having a picnic.
No benefits
None
Utilizing outdoor parks more, spending more time outside.
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I see it as a step towards tolerating liquor consumption generally throughout the city (much like they
do in many countries in Europe). There's always people that will abuse the system, but you police
them and everyone else acts responsibly.
Extra enjoyment outdoors with a few drinks.
None.
None
People wanting to drink will be comfortable doing so in more visible, clear (and thus safer) places.
Most adults consume alcohol for the enjoyment and added experience, responsibly. Cultivating a
richer picnic culture is good for us Calgarians!
Increased Park use. New events and ideas may be proposed if it goes forward.
Having a glass of wine or beer with a meal is civilized behavior. Being drunk and disorderly is not.
They are two separate things.
Like most other civilized cities throughout the world, and for those who wish to consume alcohol
responsibly in City parks, it's an enjoyable experience which shouldn't be dictated by City policy.
A safe space to be monitored where people can consume liquor, rather than binge drinking before
they arrive, or doing drugs that are easier to conceal.
None, there are designated places for alcohol.
It would decriminalize one of the number one activities of homeless people. Getting drunk in public
parks.
Increased life in parks
Allow a relaxed and lively environment, like you would see in Europe
Having the ability to have one drink in a celebratory fashion while enjoying and being surrounded by
nature just seems like it could make Calgarians quality of life better. Sometimes it is great to really
just take life in and enjoy the little things.
Everyone does it any way no reason for bylaw to be involved
Would love to have a glass of wine / bubbly with family picnics. Responsible consumption of wine /
beer in public should be demonstrated to children. The requirement to hide away in a bar because
you are consuming an alcoholic beverage is wrong.
People are going to do it anyways. Allowing it removes the devious nature of doing something you
know is wrong. It would also allow officers to focus on other crimes
More enjoyable for many people to be able to enjoy an alcoholic beverage while relaxing or
picnincing at a park.
People will spend more time outdoors. Economical buying your own alcohol
Having fun. Enjoying with loved ones who you’ve lost and donated picnic tables for
People already do it. By allowing it in certain areas it will be easier to monitor
People drink at parks already this way they won’t hide it.
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I don’t see any benefits but people do this regardless and it would be nice if they could do it without
the threat of getting in trouble
It is acceptable to drink alcohol publicly in many other countries, friends and family can bond over a
drink while enjoying our cities many parks, also a much more economic choice for a night out
Family gatherings.
Responsible use and attitude towards consumption. As opposed to hidden or secret drinking with
hard to enforce laws.
Being able to have a beer or wine with a picnic would be nice.
Good times good vibes
I prefer to sneak in my beer or two beers...if liquour is allowed, the environment of pic nic sites and
parks will be dramatically changed. Don't allow liquour around playground areas please.
N/a
Enjoy time with family
This is happening already so the benefit would be to bring it into plain view and not make people feel
they are breaking the rules
If a person has a memorial bench, city profits and a family member can morn
It brings life into the parks. Most cities around the world allow you to have a glass a wine or beer in
the park - it allows people to enjoy the short summer that we have. Don’t treat people who want to
have a drink as criminals.
More incentive to use picnic sites -- could charge for reservation and more money to put into city.
Breaking down one more pearl-clutching regulation
Family bbq outings
People drinking responsibly instead of in secret
None
I don’t see any benefits
Being in an environment conducive to adult relaxation and enjoyment, we are after all , adults
At a limited quantity, especially in summer, having a couple of beverages with friends and family can
create a good vibe. This can also reduce the alcohol consumption by going to the bars less often.
None
Reduce the stigma around responsible alcohol enjoyment.
There are no benifits to this action and will lead to some parks no longer being sutible for familys
and or safety of individules as drunken groups take over.
I think given the chance to act responsibly that’s what you will see. Would get more use at sites.
Less people hiding it and doing it anyways. More people visiting parks. Get families and people
outside more
None
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I consume liquor responsibility and I enjoy drinking outside when the weather is nice. If I can drink
without causing disruption to others, I think I should be allowed to
I don't see any benefit.

People don’t mess up their own house
None, this is a bad idea
I see no benefits of allowing public consumption of liquor. We can already drink at home or
restaurants. No need to bother other people with obnoxious drunken behaviours.
More people would book sites and have larger functions in parks. More utilization of city spaces
Absolutely none
It's a safe place to gather with friends and encourages interaction with nature.
The craft beer industry is a booming part of our economy. Let them set up tents and sell beverages
in the parks. It will increase sales and tax revenue.
No potential benefits for citizens.
Having a more enjoyable time with friends. We can already sit and drink on patios, why not do it in
the nicest places in the city where tons of people hang out?
None really - I guess it might bring more people out
Increase use of picnic sites, for gatherings, BBQ etc.
There are no benefits.
It will add to the culture of the city and encourage people to utilize the parks. Going out to
restaurants and bars can be prohibitively expensive, so letting people consume their own food and
alcohol in the parks will positively impact quality of life
Increase social activities in parks and overall use.
I would probably go to city parks more often and so would my friends
More socializing in green space

It's part of a nice meal. It can teach children responsible use of liquor by setting it modeled by
adults.
More transparency and regulations around drinking at picnic sites - many people do it already but it
is unregulated and more dangerous.
None
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No benefits at all
I see no benefit. There are lots of other places to consume liquor - commercial sites (outside or
inside) and on residential sites where there is someone supervising.
People are doing this anyways but it gives the city an opportunity to regulate it and market higher
use of the city’s parks and picnic sites. Getting people out and enjoying the outdoors.
I feel this is a gradual transition to a higher, more trusting society where we trust the public to act
responsibly. Don't let the poor judgement of the few drive policy for the vast majority that are
responsible.

All cities I have been to in europe have allowed it, and I have found it a geniunly positive experience.
Start treating adults like adults; More freedom and personal responsibility. Less nanny-state
[removed].
People do it anyways. Why have to worry about getting a fine? Wine with a picnic is nice

We can get away from the idea that the government needs to hold our hand and guide all our
decisions. People can enjoy a summer day at the park with some beers and not worry about getting
charged.
Greater use of public spaces. More convivial atmosphere.
People can enjoy their lives.
Gives Calgary a friendlier vibe like a European country
None
Literally none.
Being able to enjoy nature or bbq without having to conceal drink like a teenager.
more tourism, more use of the parks in summer
Decreased fines, police being able to focus on much more dangerous activity. People are already
drinking in parks.
Freedom, we are consenting adults and being unable to enjoy a glass of wine, a cooler, or any other
type of alcohol is silly. We do not need the City babysitting us.
People already do it anyways. This would allow police to focus on disruptive & disorderly people
more instead of anyone with a beer in hand.
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Would make it a more reasonable choice for hosting family or friend events outdoors. I used to live
in Australia where this is allowed and there is more use of outdoor sites when this is allowed.
Calgary tends to have low use of exhisting sites.
Will allow us to be more like other cities in the world that allow public liquor consumption. There is
nothing wrong with it as long as the consumer can conduct themselves properly. Obviously you
shouldn't be completely drunk.
Liquor is already being consumed at park picnic sites, the potential benefits are less burden on
enforcement.
Benefits are the freedom to enjoy a beverage while outdoors other than your home without fear of
punishment or fines. All applicable laws would still apply and should be enfoced as needed but
freedom would be a great benefit.
None
reasonable adults should be able to consume alcohol during celebrations as long as they do so
responsibly.
More personal freedom over choices. It’s legal to go to a bard have a drink or two and go home. It
shouldn’t be an issue just because the public can see it, otherwise why can we smoke in public?
We are adults.
People won’t have to hide they’re liquor.
It would be nice to be able to have a beer outside my home without having to go to a bar, especially
during a nice summer day or evening.
It’s fun?
Increased use of parks for get togethers with friends and families. Will give us an alternative to
having events at home.
People do it anyhow already.
Have visited other countries where public alcohol is okay for Picnics and in Parks, never noticed any
real problems and it felt much more normal to have it in public instead of hidden and tucked away.
Vibe.
Models responsible, moderated alcohol use in a community context.
Better usage of the parks would make the city feel more livley. It encourages people to use our
parks
People are drinking in parks anyways, and largely do not cause problems. I think it would make
having group gatherings and events easier if the licensing was also relaxed.
Reduced policing costs. Alignment with European countries, which have this and minimal issues.
Legalize what's already happening.
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May encourage people to have gatherings outside rather than doing something indoors because
they can have liquor there.
It happens anyway
Treat me like an adult
Better excuse to enjoy our beautiful city
Another option to enjoy alcohol responsibly.
Adults are responsible for making their own decisions, a park is a safe and reasonable place to
consume alcohol.
(1) Encourages utilization of Calgary's parks picnic sites for small gatherings, family events, BBQ's,
etc.
More freedom, there is no difference between drinking on a patio or drinking at a park. Also will
combat illegal public drinking at already happens consistently at various places
No benefit, and instead increased pressure on enforcement officers and maintenance to clean up
discarded liquor bottles and associated glass.
Now not hidden, but out in the open and easier to control.
i hardly stop at public picnic sites but the option is nice to have. it would also stop police from having
to monitor for liquor consumption in parks.
Increased enjoyment out of use of parks. Responsibly drinking during a picnic is fun.
its happening anyway.
People already do, if it's legal then they wont be ticketed.
Outdoor party options for people who don’t have yards of a significant size
Don't have to choose between sneaking wine with a picnic like a criminal, or staying in the backyard.
Dope [removed] picnics
We will be like the rest of the world.
People already regularly do it, it should be legal. As respectful drinking is normalized, more folks will
behave respectfully.
Be able to enjoy a beautiful summer day with friends and a beer, becomes a new place to hangout
with friends without having to use a restaurant patio, good for people who live in apartments and
have no personal green space.
Many of us do not drink liquor to get drunk. We drink liquor to enhance the flavour of food or to
savour the results artistry. We should be able to enjoy these natural products in a natural settings.
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People already do it. Legalize it, like a significant portion of the rest of the world already has, and
decriminalize an act that has no unethical considerations. This is a net good.
Don't really see any
Quality of life. People who are disorderly drunk will be drinking either way. I should be allowed to
consume responsibly.
Spend less on bylaw officers and public tickets decrease.
I'm an adult and should be able to enjoy a beverage or two.
Most of planet can do this without issue.... Why not us.
Being perceived as intelligent and responsible adults...
enjoyment
We can rise out of the Stone Age of public liquor bans. There’s no reason that consenting adults
can’t enjoy a drink in public
Increased usage of park facilities and respect for personal choice
Having a nice glass of wine with my dinner and friends like at home
More reasonable overall. People will drink in parks whether it is legal or not. Might as well set up
some sane rules and allow people to enjoy our parks with some tasty beverages.
People won't have to hide their liquor anymore.
Makes for a more social atmosphere
none
People having a more enjoyable time because they’re not trying to hide the fact that they are
drinking anyways.

I’m doing it anyways, at least now I won’t get my balls busted.
Ever had a cold beer on a hot day? Nuff said
Alcohol should not be prohibited if consumed responsibly.
No wasted enforcement
Less time wasted by CPS or Bylaw enforcing public consumption when it is already happening
anyway just more "on the sly".
More people enjoying the parks and being outdoors. More of a European feel in parks. Making use
of alcohol less taboo.
Allowing people their rights and reedoms
Most people are reasonable, and still do it regardless of no law or not.
Vibrant city, fun atmosphere, makes it more fun to go out for the day and enjoy the space.
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None. It may work well in the U.S. where they have a 3 strikes law, but we don't have that kind of
deterrent here.
I have been discreetly doing this for years when we picnic at the folk fest or Shakespeare on the
bow ... its not an issue!
People would feel more welcome to participate in using the parks and spend more time in nature vs.
spending more time in the bar
None, people have backyards they can drink in
Won’t have people hiding usage, and can be more aware of who is consuming and who may not be
able to drive.
No benifits
Increased park usage.
I like to have a beer with my picnics - as a responsible adult I shouldn’t be punished for doing this
Fun. Enjoy Calgary's great spaces in a whole new way
Reasonable and responsible adults should have the opportunity to enjoy a drink outdoors like many
other places in the world.
Taxes
Because grown adults should be able to make their own choices
None.
For our family, a glass of wine with dinner makes the meal so much more relaxing and
companionable. It increases the enjoyment of food with friends.
People should be free to enjoy a drink with their picnic
Allows for responsible socialization and enjoyment of Calgary's parks
More people outside, enjoying our parks., and I think people already drink in public parks, so
legalizing it won’t make a huge difference.
A more inclusive public space that can be shared by all people for longer and more enjoyable
events.
You will likely see more utilization of the Park spaces by young adults which is a positive thing. Look
at Europe for example, there is so much more public park engagement which supports positive
community relationships.
People can enjoy a beverage in a beautiful area responsibly.
This is a loaded question with a desired outcome in mind. People should be able to drink liquor
anywhere that isn't behind the wheel of a car. Canada and Calgary by extension have been leaders
of many changes in North America, this can be another success.
More people may use them, brings people out together instead of just in backyards
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Good for chilling
Increased flexibility for leisure sites outdoors, where families and children can be present
It's been proven that the consumption of alcohol is going to happen with or without the legal
standing. If anything, people won't be hiding it if allowed and others can plan accordingly because of
this.
Increased community engagement; bringing events and people to parks that may otherwise go
elsewhere because of liquor consumption rules; facilitating stronger community bonds and ties - in
the way parks operate in many parts of Europe
The vast majority of Calgarians are respectful and I see no issues with drinking in city parks. Having
a bottle of wine and cheese with friends isn't an issue, drinking some beers and having snacks won't
harm anyone.
Absolutely none!!!
Everyone can enjoy it.
Decreased regulatory burden. Also, gov't is not my mother, stop telling me how to live my life you
meddling assholes.
Enjoying a drink in a relaxed environment outside
People already drink at these sites. It will change nothing except people cannot be fined for casually
drinking with a meal or group of family/friends.
None
Being able to responsibly enjoy a glass of wine or beer while socializing with friends and family adds
to the experience of using Calgary's Parks.
People can do without hiding it
it's not like everyone would get hammered, a beer or two won't hurt
Make hanging out it parks more social activity
Redirect police/bylaw officers to more pressing issues.
Freedom!
Many people would like the option to have a drink with lunch
We have young children and can’t really enjoy restaurants these days. Getting take out and taking it
to the park is a way for the family to have fun, we aren’t going to be irresponsible if we add a glass of
wine - it’ll just make it more enjoyable!
More responsible drinking instead of people binge drinking before or after an event
none.
None
The ability to use our great outdoor spaces like responsible adults is very appealing. With so many
multi residential units in our city now, the use of the outdoor parks for events would be great.
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Would be more inclined to use these areas.
Removing the stigma from something that IS ALREADY HAPPENING EVERY (NICE) DAY
No benefit. Simply a freedom that should not be restricted by the government.
Democratic freedom. Limiting government oversight over adults
Liquor in public has been proven to reduce alcohol abuse in European countries (not needing to
drink copious amounts of alcohol before arriving at the final destination)
I would chose those spots more frequently.
Not being a backwards society. Let people govern themselves, and if it gets out of hand, have the
police step in. Why can't I enjoy the stampede with a beer? Why can't I have a bottle of wine on my
picnic? Why am I treated like a high schooler?
People often enjoy having an alcoholic beverage in the outdoors while BBQing at home. Calgary,
being a high density city, has a lot of people who live in condos, therefore being unable to enjoy this
simple pleasure.

It is a normal part of picnicking and quite silly that it has ever been made illegal in public. All other
liquor rules will still apply, and those (drinking and driving, under age drinking, etc.) Are there to
protect people. Casual consumption is legal.
Saves money for hockey fans.
That we can finally be rid of some of these ridiculous prohibition era nanny state rules and I can
finally drink a beer while grilling burgers by the river on a summer day without it being illegal?
An increase in quality of life. People should have the liberty to responsibly consume whatever they
wish anywhere.
Why not? We are Adults and we should be able to do as we want so long as it isnt hurting anyone.
Being able to have an alcoholic beverage with food should be no different than having a drink on
your yard or deck!
No obnoxious smoke generated by my consumption.
Less overly drunk people (public shame)
Benefits- None. Parks are for children and parents, no reason to have liquor involved.
No benefits
We should not take privileges away from the masses because of a few people’s mistake. Many
people would love to enjoy a Sunday bbq outside with a beer without harming anything
Allows for adults to enjoy a glass of wine or beer
People won't have to hid what they are already doing.
Increased enjoyment of meals in parks
More fun
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People spending more time outside and enjoying the parks.
its happening already
Increase in public park use
Absolutely no benefit. There are plenty of drinking places already.
Nothing, please don't let it happen.
People enjoying parks more
Police resources are not wasted on citizens who would like to engage in a glass of wine with a
picnic. I also think you will see more people enjoying our parks in the summer. I am very pro-park!
The same reason people are allowed to smoke in public areas. Let us live our lives without having to
hide out in our homes.
Having one or two beers or a glass of wine by the river is experience I had in Germany and felt that
it was very civilized and hope Calgary could follow by example of several European cities where this
is allowed!
I say no to alcohol in the parks
Demonstrating responsible drinking to other park-goers and children.
safely enjoy an adult beverage in our beautiful parks. Save money with less drinking in public
enforcement. Take advantage of the outdoors and our city while enjoying a glass of wine.

Freedom
A more cost effective location to enjoy a beverage with friends.
Being able to enjoy liquor if we wish at a picnic site
Would be pleasant to enjoy a drink with a picnic but people will inevitably abuse the privilege and
also leave bottles and cans

People consuming liquor in public is not in itself harmful. Public intoxication laws exist and can be
enforced in harmful situations by discretion.
Normalizing responsible public alcohol usage
No benefits. I do not feel alcohol adds to any picnic, even romantic date picnics can be alcohol free.
Increase in fun
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Enjoying the parks.
Increased freedoms and social opportunities.
Not being harrassed by law enforcement.
Easier to get family and friends together outside. Romantic picnics. Cheaper than overcrowded
overpriced patios.
Having a beer with your burger
Being able to enjoy an alcoholic beverage outdoors in a park instead of being stuck indoors
It's nice to be able to enjoy a adult beverage in the sun with friends and family.
When I’ve visited europe, the attitude towards drinking there seems much more healthy than here.
People have a drink or two, rather than binging.
It normalizes safe use of alcohol
No benefits only negatives
In Mexico it was really quite nice to be able to walk around with a beer in your hand, people were not
drunk and disorderly, I think this is a first step into easing into something similar if but the public is
often reminded to act appropriately
People will consume liquor at park picnic sites regardless of whether it's allowed or not. Plus it's
relaxing to be able to drink and chill in a park so it'll probably help with people's mental healths.
Gives people peace of mind. No need to hide anything.
It would allow adults to be responsible adults. It would create a more healthy relationship with
alcohol similar to European cities.
People have the freedom to determine if they want to drink, with this, it may allow more people to
utilize the parks more.
None
We can be like normal countries. Having wine or beer at a picnic is pretty normal.
Allowing for a small amount of alcohol consumption at picnics or BBQs at appropriate sites.
Being able to enjoy a drink outside in public, like in most of Europe
Because it’s nice to go to a park and have a drink with friends or a loved one
It happens regardless of the legality. If it is legal at picnic sites with regulations, you can hold people
accountable to those rules versus people hiding alcohol but still drinking in parks anyways.
Increase use of parks
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Freeing up enforcement officials to go after actual public safety issues, instead of worrying about
liquor being in a park goers cup or picnic basket.
None. There's enough places to drink already. There's no need to allow people to drink in public
spaces and no benefit to the city.
It more liberal thinking
Enjoyable when done responsibly.
You are allowed to enjoy a glass of wine of a beer while having a picnic and sometimes that's much
nicer than having to go to a loud bar. The parks allow you to be outside and enjoy the fresh air while
having a casual drink with friends.
Liquor consumption is a part of the social fabric of our society
Don't see any reason why we shouldn't be able to drink in parks.
Enforce a democratic view that enables me to raise my children in a way that is free of choice
People won't be breaking the law to enjoy a drink on their picnic or day out, and will instead be able
to enjoy responsibly.

More adults would be able to enjoy the picnic sites. I don’t see why I can’t enjoy the parks with my
friends and have a beer at the same time.
Enjoying a beer and friends in a park. Small businesses opening up in parks like in europe
Folks bring liquor along to picnics whether it's legal or not and it's impossible to catch every violator.
If it were to be legalized, it would give the authorities parameters and you could create a revenue
stream by charging extra for "legal sites"
By removing the stigma it will normalize having a casual drink. Works well in Europe.
more freedom, people can decide for themselves
More freedom to enjoy a responsible beverage in the outdoors
I believe people can generally self govern responsibly. It's a reasonable thing to enjoy a glass of
wine or a beer outdoors in a place other than your home
None.
None
Encouraging people to meet, be outdoors and living as a vibrant COMMUNITY is something that is
desperately needed and should be cherished in our city.
Increased enjoyment
Social lubricant.
A more social and free society
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Alcohol is not as demonic as society makes it out to be. Having a beer with lunch is just refreshing
and nice.
Freedom of personal action
Zero pulic benifit
Less time spent enforcing minor infractions.
would NOT have to hide it like people do now
Freedom to have what I want
None
Enjoyment for responsible drinkers, which I believe will be a majority of drinkers. Normalizing and
demystifying alcohol.
People are probably already drinking at parks and just hiding it (I.e. Alcohol in seven eleven cups),
we could have more officers patrolling parks to maintain safety
police don’t have to waste their time ticketing people drinking in public. Parks might see more use.
Freedom. Good times. Most of Europe allows liquor everywhere, and they’re doing just fine
It's enjoyable to have a bottle of wine with friends somewhere that's not your own backyard but also
isn't a restaurant patio due to high prices.
Low risk, people don’t have to hide it, other big cities like Montreal do it
No benefits.
Recreation leaisure and social progression
Fun
Some people already drink in parks, on c-trains & this will just encourage them to do it more.
The rest of the world can handle drinking in public, its not that big of deal.
Being able to enjoy and beer or a glass of wine with family or friends at a picnic would make the
experience more enjoyable.
Governments suck more tax dollars out of its starving citizens
Horizontal and vertical integration within the city
More people will go enjoy the parks.
It happens all the time anyway. May as well free up police resources and let people enjoy a drink or
two on a sunny day, [removed] it. This policy should apply to cannabis as well.
None
More social options
The ability to enjoy a beer or wine with my picnic would be great. Let adults enjoy responsibly.
More progressive laws allowing more access for responsible patrons.
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People already do consume in the parks - allowing it would relieve policing this practice amongst
those who do it respectively. Allow cannabis as well.
Would encourage more people to use our parks. Would prevent people from having to “hide” it.
N/a
Treating people like the adults they are. Fewer laws to enforce.
It removes the stigma that liquor is forbidden and could normalize use. This could lower underage
drinking as it’s not a “forbidden fruit”
Parks are a social setting comparable to a bar, or even a get together at a house. Liquor is a
commodity for a social setting so parks should be no different.
I see no benefits at all
More personal freedom
As in France, having wine in the park gets people out enjoying our beautiful city, this could be a
greater public health benefit promoting getting out.
European countries have allowed this for years with no problems.
none
For those who normally consume liquor with their meals, they can do so in our parks, keeping in
mind that they need to be sure the driver is not drinking.
I would personally enjoy consuming liquor in the company of friends and family at the park.
None
Nothing to the public other than personal satisfaction

There are no benefits
Liquor brings people together
increased usage of city parks, increased patrols by CPS leading to a safer park experience overall,
more social events in our great parks for calgarians
More people visiting parks, more family bbq events and so on.

Being able to have a drink with a picnic - I believe you should have to be a eating a meal not a snack
to be able to drink in a Calgary park
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There’s no benefits for consuming liquor at park picnic sites since the park is used as a gateway for
relaxation and family gathering since not everyone has time to drive outside the city .we have few
parks & not enough parking.liquor will add congestion
Using the outdoor spaces we have versus our boring backyards to spend time with family! And some
people don’t have backyards!
Having corporate events in parks if alcohol is permitted would be enjoyable. Allowing people to
celebrate is not a bad thing
Safety
It makes social outings more fun/interesting. Especially for people who are accustomed to having a
drink with their beverages. It also allows us more freedom. And if it gets more people outside and
using our parks, I think that’s a great thing.
I don't think there are any benefits or setbacks. It would just be nice to have a beer with my burger.
Responsible adults should be able to have a beer with their picnic lunch. There are always those
that take things to far and abuse the privilage.
None
Will further move us into modernity and away from North America's puritanical roots. Allow adults to
behave like adults in many other developed countries.
Having a ban on open liquor doesn't really prevent people from drinking at the sites, it simply leaves
them open to fines. The kind of people who are going to drink to excess/party at sites certainly aren't
stopped by it currently.
I think more people are likely to use parts for picnics and hanging out if they can have a couple
drinks while they're at it.
In my view there are no benefits.
Enjoying a beverage in a esponsible manner
None
It would allows Calgarian tax payers to fully enjoy the public places within the municipality
None
Basic freedom.
Less government nannying
Cheaper than the bar
More usage of public parks and spaces.
No need to spend extra money to go to a bar or restaurant and sit on a patio, adds to the social
experience, ability to enjoy delicious food and beverage together while having a picnic, no need to
sneak or hide alcohol from authorities.
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Already happens, a beer and a burger outside with friends.
None
Promotes a casual and inclusive atmosphere
It's done anyway, decrease fines
I cannot foresee any benefits.
It allows the freedom to enjoy the parks more for those who live in condos and want to have a drink
outside. More Calgarians outside enjoying our city reflects well on the cities ability to grow with our
downtown growth changes.
More people will enjoy the parks
Good people do it anyways and are being punished for it. They are not causing harm by having a
few drinks with friends and family.
Alcohol is much more dangerous than cannabis to the general public. So it should be all or nothing.
Reefer madness is over. Be progressive Calgary.
nothing wrong with having a beer or glass of wine with a nice picnic--I like the Montréal rules where
you MUST be eating a meal at a picnic site (MUST be tables on site, even if you are seated on a
blanket on the ground)

that we would be more like European countries where consuming a glass of wine or beer in public
isn't taboo
There are none. The majority of people that who drink alcohol get out of control. There will be no
supervision so people are going to get out of control. The police are already overwhelmed from the
opioid crisis now we are going to add more?
Most people that want to consume in the public areas do so anyways. At least this way there is no
need to attempt to hide it. Drinking in public places is widely accepted in many countries without any
major issues.
Increased use of park spaces without fear of fines. It’s nice to have a bigger space to get together
with friends to have a few drinks along with a bbq
People would be legally able to responsibly consume alcohol at gatherings outside. Let that happen
and just deal with people who become drunk in public. I should be able to enjoy a beer or some wine
at a casual bbq or picnic.
Increase in public activity and use of the parks.
For the majority of people who would use alcohol responsibly, it means we can enjoy drinks in the
beautiful outdoor parks that Calgary has to offer
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Eliminate the gap between us and the more civilized nations of the world.
It is. Sry enjoyable to have a drink in the park
I've been to cities with open liquor allowed everywhere and it's often quite civilized.
no benefits.
Social freedoms, enjoying company with a beer or wine. So long as it’s kept in moderation this is a
good thing for the city to allow.
No benefit at all for population that don’t drink.
None
None
I can have hotdogs and beer, like a grownup.
Less restricion and enforcement on responsible adults.
More complete and relaxing experience

No benefits. The rowdiness will be brought to these areas especially after hours.
I'd love to bring a bottle of wine to a picnic.
Alcohol wouldn't be a big deal
Being able to go out and have a beer after say, a long hike is appealing. Picnics as well. People
already do it anyway. Enforce how the people act not what they consume.
Allowing people the option to consume responsible adult beverages while enjoying Calgary's many
parks would be lovely, instead of being forced to drink on private property
Some people see having a drink as a great way to spend a day, why not allow them to enjoy our
parks at the same time? Could reduce stress in a few people.
Increased use.
More people will make use of the parks
Calgarians could enjoy relaxing over food outdoors as they might at home.
People drink at parks all the time this would not make them criminals for enjoying a beverage while
enjoying nature and fun picnicking.
More use of the picnic sites. Help young adults meet other people.
No benefit whatsoever.
More use of city parks (parents more likely to take kids there now that they themselves can also
have a great time), which means more people are walking and being exposed to nature, which is
scientifically linked to happier and healthier people
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It’s nice to meet up with people for a picnic and share a beverage. The more it’s allowed, there
would be fewer secret drinking spots.
Drinking liquor is a normal thing to do and should not be looked at as terrible. Rather a positive light
should be focused on responsible drinking. That could reduce inappropriate liquor consumption or
such as overindulging.
Increased park use.
Freedom. Freedom from a current law.
In Montreal you just need to have food with you to be able to drink which makes a lot of sense.
Increase use of sites with people who want wine with picnics or barbecues. It will get people outside
enjoying the parks. Many people are used to wine/beer and would choose not to go to a park if they
could not have them.
More likely to use the park picnic sites
I do not see benefits from this choice
Would like this open to public spaces; these types of laws are antiquated and ineffectual. Don't
legislate against the responsible; rather, give the police adequate authority to control disorderly
conduct associated to drinking.
More people using current green spaces and engaging with neighbours
Boost liquor sale& economy
I think it will increase the ability for families and friends to get together in our parks because it will
make them more social. And many young professionals don't have backyards or lawns where they
can spend time with their family and share a beverage.
Individuals are already ingesting liquor in our parks. By allowing it, we are able to set up areas and
have proper enforcement
Less burden on CPS resources policing this antiquated policy. An increase in use of the parks.
Good for encouraging park use, get people out of doors, away from their phones. Also good for
tourism. And I see real value in demonstrating moderate responsible liquor consumption for young
people.
It's already being done but enforcement is selective against certain minority groups. There's an
opportunity to make our city more fair
No benefits
Prevents pre drinking and then driving to park. Responsible consumption of alcohol is a positive
message and should not be punished
Cold beer on a hot day.
It is a social activity like eating. It is just bringing drinking to a normal social status.
Not being stuck in the past. Having some wine or a beer during a picnic shouldn't be a big deal
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It's already happening. All over the world. Responsible consumption outdoors should not be
penalized.
No benefits at all, more problem and concerns
Lower cost social get-togethers in the form of summer picnics, in central walkable locations.
Calgarian could lawfully meet with friends have a bit of wine and lunch in the sun, without spending
a fortune, and be able to walk or transit home.
People are being treated like responsible adults and not being punished before doing anything
wrong.

You can enjoy your glass of wine or can of bear along with your Picknick. To drink during having a
good meal is part of our culture (I’m not taking about execive drinking just cultural enjoying a nice
atmosphere)
Drinking culture can drift towards moderation rather than hyper-regulated taboo/binge drinking.
People are doing it already. It changes nothing, except allowing our society to be honest and
regulate issues.
It is nice to be able to enjoy a beer or wine in an outdoor setting with family and friends. This practice
is done surreptitiously now and this would make it legal.
I think it would make the parks and recreation areas that do much of our tax payer dollars go to get
used more frequently and become a more popular social place.
It allows for further socializing outside of regular locations (bars, pubs, etc). It allows you to have a
beverage outside on a nice day for example.
Liveability of the city
Increased user base - people who don't currently use the picnic facilities because of the inability to
enjoy a beverage might actually do so
Eliminating a hard to enforce law that has no benefit to the city
Increased park use in the summer, people won't have to creativily hide the beer they already have
anyway
Would make me more likely to use park picnic sites, would be appealing to tourists
People can have more fun when in parks
Allows people to be outside to consume liquor instead of a bar or their home.
Cultural evolution of society
More family outings
Increased use of park sites.
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People do it anyway, maybe with it being legal there will be less mess and less people doing it as
the novelty will have worn off by having it legalized.
Encourage responsible drinking, increase park use, allow more events, etc to happen in parks.
allow people the right to choose for themselves
It can be a nice relaxing addition to a picnic.
More park usage and less predrinking before going to a park.
Decriminalizes open liquor in parks is similar to decriminalizing cannabis. It would require less police
to enforce then the current zero tolerance policy.
It would be nice to have a drink or two on a nice summer day while taking the kids to the park to
play.
More use of the facilities for families and friends
More people will be using the parks/picnic sites. Creates a stronger community as more people will
be out
Free up law enforcement to focus on bigger fish. Should be the same as cannabis consumption, as
it will be more likely to happen.
More reason to go to park
None!!!!!
People would come to my picnic BBQs, and the parks would be used more frequently
Less sneaking. Lets be honest, it happens already so this way it almost makes it proper.
More use of public parks and spaces. People are doing this already anyways by using cups from
McDonalds or soda bottles anyway.
Allowing people to have a drink while enjoying the park like many places in Europe do.

None
I’ve been to cities in Europe that allow drinking in parks and it was great! No one was belligerent and
everyone was just at the park having a good time. It’s naive to think that people aren’t drinking in
parks in Calgary already.
This already happens. A lot.

Permitting adults to make decisions. Unnecessary laws
Joining the 21st century.
Potential benefits would be responsible adults enjoying adult beverages with others while enjoying
the beautiful outdoors.
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More people will use the spots
No need to hide what is already happening.
Encouraging public use of the park for millennial populations that would otherwise avoid
When alcohol is less demonized children and young adults will not see the fun in binge drinking as a
counter culture act, and abuse will slow down.
relaxed lifestyle, allowing more drinking may reduce binge drinking
More enjoyment of our outdoor spaces with responsible consumption of alcohol while eating a meal.
There would be less people sneaking liquor into areas where it's not allowed
Treat adults like responsible people.
Potential food trucks that can sell liquor/wine
No benefit
A lot of other city’s already allow this so Cathay needs to catch up.
A healthier public relationship with alcohol. The open consumption of alcohol noramlizes it and
removes the taboo. For children growing up this creates less of a mystique and a better idea of what
responsible alcohol consumption can look like.
People like having alcoholic beverages. I don't think there are any others. It's more that the reason
it's illegal is ridiculous than that there is a huge public benefit. Public intoxication would still be illegal.
It works in cities around the world from London to Vegas to Moscow .... and there are few issues.
Why is Alberta still living in 1920s prohibition era Bible Belt nut job Mississipi???
Increased use of public parks and greater enjoyment of public parks. I can also imagine a
substitution effect, where some people elect to walk to a nearby park to socialize with alcohol, rather
than drive to and from a further patio pub.
Less disorderly drunken behavior, since it becomes a more casual, accepted event. More social
gathering/community involvement. A more attractive city lifestyle!
None.
This is an interesting question. What are the benefits to consuming liquor at any time or place?
Allowing drinking with consideration of others should not effect anyone’s experience of our parks
negatively.
It encourages use of public parks for recreational activity. Busier parks allow for a relaxed sense of
community. It means that people get out of their own homes and spend more time socializing with
their neighbors.
Trusting adults can be adults
Broader use of public parks
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Increased outdoor enjoyment. If there are designated drinking areas people are more likely to use
them versus risking harassment by bylaw officers.
Let people enjoy themselves
Being able to enjoy nature and friends with some liquor. At times, drinking inside makes it feel like
you are secluded from the rest of the world. Moreover, the stigma around alcohol in European youth
is different as they are exposed to public drinking
Quality of life. Won't have to hide it anymore.
Increased use and enjoyment of city parks, frees up bylaw/CPS time for far more important things.
It would be nice to be able to do so but I'm afraid because at Bowness and Edworthy I see people
drinking all the times...drinking in their boat.....not looking forward to this summer now that cannabis
is legal
Society learning you can have a casual drink without over indulging.
We'd be joining the rest of the civilized world.
It's safe to say that liquor is already being consumed at the park picnic sites - allowing citi consume
a safe amount of liquor will open up resources for law enforcement officers to focus their efforts on
other areas of need.
None
As there are already people that do, they would be more likely to seek assistance or help in an
emergency without fear of authorities cracking down on them for drinking.
None
none
People are doing it anyways. Brings people to gather socially in public spaces.
Being able to enjoy an adult beverage
I like to be able to enjoy a beer with my picnic without having to hide it.
More people attending public parks for social events (friends, family, etc.)
I live in the beltline area and the city is very dead. It would be a great way to encourage people to
get outside.
People won't have to hide it anymore.
None
None
It would make parks more accessible to the publix.
None
Ability to enjoy a glass of wine with a picnic meal, and its about time wewere allowed to consume a
drink in a park
Greater enjoyment
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Its civilised.
I can't see there being any benefits.
None
The AGLC should take a hike.
Only benefits with drinking in parks.
I don't see it as any different than having a bbq at home. A picnic or bbq at a park along with a beer
or a glass of wine and enjoy my grandkids running around having a good time.
Good family or camaraderie time. It is part of our culture.
People already drink in parks, but hide it. People who would cause problems are likely already
drinking and casusing problems. Formally allowing liquor would allow the people who follow rules to
drink responsibly. This is also common in Europe.

Nothing
No benefits at all..
Lived in other cities, right on parks where this happens. Zero issues.
Enjoying a relaxing time with friends and family should be aloud. Hasn't been an issue in other
countries, why here?
Allows people to spend time in the great outdoors instead of cooped up in bars on a beautiful day.
Adults responsibly able to enjoy theselves and bringing together people
As a responsible adult, being able to consume liquor in a park give the options to enjoy the outdoors
and utlilize the park space while still enjoying my beverage of choice.
It would be nice to be able to have a beer on a picnic.
No benefits at all do you think a drunk person is going to obey the law and rules of a public place.
Haven't we seen enough news around the whole country of drunken people committing crimes!
None. Do your drinking at home or in the bar.

Sometimes a nice beer or glass of wine at a picnic or BBQ are enjoyable. Same as you would have
at your own home.
none
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I would be more likely to use park picnic facilities if I could have a picnic with wine.
General increase in freedom and happiness
Since kids and itinerant already consume in parks, why not allow us law abiding citizens to do the
same
Convenience
increase use for people having dinner, get together
FUN
Increased quality of life. Kids can see parents drinking responsibly, model proper behaviour
Liquor use in moderation can add to the experience of a picnic.
None

Alcohol should legal to be responsibly enjoyed in public areas. This is legal in many parts of the
world without consequence. It does, however, stand to improve the happiness of Calgary's
population and the livibility of the city.
Removes stigma of drinking alcohol. People would be less likely to over consume or consume in
secret
Legalize activity that is already occurring.
None
More modern and allows folks to enjoy parks as if they were their own backyard.
None, drinking alcohol is not a must anywhere.
Nothing better than a cold one on a hot summer day while spending time with friends and family.
No benefit
None
Reduce stigma of alcohol when minors come of age. Help reduce binge drinking.
More likely to visit and use the parks during the summer instead of restaurants.
People can enjoy themselves freely, without having to hide. Less garbage/hidden bottles and less
unregulated consumption.
None
More people spending outside than couped up indoors
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To enhance the flavour of food
None
It would provide a space to get together with family and friends In an outdoor environment that might
not otherwise have access to.
Allows individuals the freedom to enjoy and be responsible for themselves
It's simply more bureaucracy and cost spent on a non-issue. So I don't see benefits.
It's nice to be able to share a bottle with friends and enjoy the outdoors, not just be trapped in the
confines of some dim bar.
Hopefully more people will get out and use our fabulous parks.
None
More use of the parks with families meeting and having a drink rather than going to a house or
restaurant
More use of parks.
No benefits
At festivals and special events or specific major parks then it could enhance the outdoor experience
it will bring out more people
Increased time outdoors a healthier community.
Increased use of these sites by the general public.
Benefits would be that adults can enjoy taste beverages.
More incentive to getting families out to enjoy a nice day. I feel like allowing liquor consumption
would not increase negative behaviour because the people who cause the negative behaviour would
be under the influence if there were laws in place or not.
Spending time outside with friends in a green environment. Demonstrate to younger generations that
alcool can be consumed in moderation. Lastly, good food goes with good wine. Restriction limit my
use of the park.
A good meal can benefit from a good wine
No benefits?
None
I do not see any benefits.
It’s fun. And besides, everyone already does, just illegally.
Potential benefit to tourism—calgary as a modern city.
The ability to sit and enjoy a drink with friends in the beauty of nature is simply fantastic, I dislike
having to be a criminal to do so.
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Constraints to use of alcohol are rarely necessary. People already consume alcohol during picnics
and it’s difficult to enforce. Other countries permit alcohol consumption in these situations without an
issue.
Increased use and enjoyment of City Parks without fear of a bylaw ticket
None. There are enough places that people can go to drink.
No benefits
It will be consued openly as opposed to it already being hidden
Support local businesses
An increase in people getting outside and enjoying our beautiful city parks. People being treated like
adults. Children being raised in a society that makes alcohol consumption not something to be
hidden, but somethething that can be a normal part of life
People will have a good time
People will use the parks more as a place to relax and hang out.
I'm a world traveler and Canada's liquor laws are antiquated and ridiculous. From what I've
witnessed worldwide, there are very few issues with alcohol consumption in public places. The vast
majority of people are considerate and well-behaved
Safe and moderated consumption can be modelled to youth and community members
Less illegal consumption, supporting local liquor stores, bringing pets and children with you to the
park
To be able to enjoy a summer day having a few drinks without breaking the law
More gatherings of people using the parks
Freedom. It’s being done already. Why keep hiding it
It will grant response people more freedom and choice.
People do it anyway. Get rid of ineffective, not respected laws
I can take my girlfriend out for a nice picnic and we can enjoy a glass of wine while doing so, like
reasonable adults, with out looking over our shoulders. like it most other places in the world
Liquor and cannabis should be allowed within reason. Parks are meant to enjoy and use as a
meeting place having a glass of wine or a beer should be treated the same as using cannabis in a
park.

This is not really a question of potential benefits. It just makes sense that we allow people to choose
to enjoy alcohol during social events on the parks. We need beer gardens. Let’s make it more like
Europe. Would love to stop for beer while biking
It’s fun.
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More awareness to healthy alcohol consumption.
Freedom is a very Canadian thing. I believe people should have the right to do as they please so
long as it does not hurt others
Improved community atmosphere
We could stop treating people like children.
More people using them
More social opportunities without having to spend extra $ at a restaurant patio
Being able to celebrate birthday’s/anniversaries/other special occasions with friends, in a beautiful
outdoor setting.
increase in outdoor public socialisation, it works in europe
A more enjoyable experience
None
More incentive to move activities outdoors instead of meeting friends at a bar / pub. Can be active
playing games at a park instead of sitting inside.
Small family oriented functions would benefit.
People are already doing it, please treat adults like adults. It works in many places, including
Quebec.
Everyone already consumes liquor within public parks, safely & with their children and food present.
Hooligans who would be drunk & disorderly do not visit public park picnic sites during daylight. There
are no concerns.
Freedom to legally do so, people already do it illegally
None
More people will utilize the option to use a city park for a gathering. The city will also make more of a
return recycling bottles and cans
Not only is it a great way to spend a Sunday afternoon having a beer in the sun while relaxing in a
park, but it creates an environment in which youth are exposed to more casual drinking, therefore
reducing the luster of alcohol and potential abuse of it.
Humanizing alcohol use instead of criminalizing it will lead to examples of healthy, casual use.
Instead of people only being exposed to out of control use in public.
Casual and responsible alcohol use and appreciation and use of outdoor spaces would be
heightened.
None.
I don’t see any benefits.
Fun
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It creates a more positive relationship with alcohol. Not such a forbidden fruit. It shows children you
don’t need to get wasted to enjoy alcohol. It exemplifies for children a positive relationship with
alcohol.
It happens already, but “in secret” hiding alcohol leads to problems. More transparent use leads to a
healthier relationship woth alcohol.
More public use
People like to enjoy a beer or wine while spending time outside and shouldn't be grouped in with
people who tend to abuse or ignore rules. The majority of people will have a casual beer or wine and
not look to get drunk at every opportunity.
Encourage people to picnic in the parks with family and friends
The ability for us responsibly parties to enjoy a beverage with friends and remain undercontrol and
respectful to the surroundings.
Alcohol is legal and not all people misuse it
I imagine proper disposal systems will be in place, reducing the amount of recyclables being
trashed. People drink there regardless - making it legal will provide better safety for other as they are
now aware and able to see who’s drinking.
None.

Being able to drink liquor with friends/family without having to worry about getting fines or tickets. A
way to socialize, responsibly
Social benefits. Hang out with friends, have a beer with hot dogs and hamburgers. More use of
public spaces.
People are going to drink in parks regardless of laws. If you allow it and establish rules such as no
glass, no hard alcohol, no disorderly behaviour, it allows users to consume socially. Summer is rare
here, its fun to recreate and have some drinks.
no benefits.
I just feel like Canada is behind other countries and adults should be treated like adults. I’d be more
likely to host a BBQ at a park with friends or family if we could have a beer to go with it.
In the long run, it will spur better liquor consumption habits.
Increase use of parks
A greater sense of community, more events could be hosted in the parks. Freeing up officer’s time
looking and dealing with public drinking to deal with more harmful severe cases: thefts, dangerous
driving, murders, etc.
None
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Increasing park use for those looking to have a few social drinks. Increased park use increases civic
life.
Spending summer evenings outside with friends and having a glass of wine in the park would be so
lovely!
99% of people who will be consuming alcoholic beverages in these area are doing so responsibly.
Not having to enforce bylaws against those who aren’t truly doing any harm can free up some
officers to patrol the dangerous C train.
Our society treats adults like adults.
None
No benefits
,,,,
There are absolutely no benefits to allowing liquor consumption at park picnic sites.
we won't have to hide it any more
Everybody can enjoy themselves without getting a ticket. It may also attract more people to use
public parks instead of staying in their homes.
I think it would be a nice benefit to people you use the parks.
It would promote a younger demographic to get out and get active. Using our parks for summer
gatherings outdoors would make this city the best.
There should be no liquor consumption allowed in a park.
Increased usage of pens for get togethers/events
There are no benefits.
I think making liquor use less prohibitive in the public will enable teaching minors how to
appropriately consume, and not binge, as this helps make it less of a ‘hidden’ culture.
No benefits to this at all.
Bring more people to our parks.
No benefits, only downside
Benefits? There are definitely no benifits. The city is asking for trouble allowing this.
No benefits about this, ridiculous idea.
None! This is a ridiculous idea.
Increase of morale and outdoor events
How can there be benefits to this? There are none.
None. This would be a very bad idea. The police are over worked already so they won’t be able to
respond quick enough when problems occur.
No there is not. This is against my beliefs
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Allows for responsible consumption in our beautiful city parks
No this bad.
None.
Building our city culture by being more sophisticated and keeping up with much of the rest of
western world for tourism
It would be more affordable for a person to enjoy a beer privately in the outdoors rather than being
forced to go on a patio and buy a beer from a bar/pub.
no benefits
Most adults already do, they wouldn’t have to disguise it as something else. YYC needs to relax on
the public alcohol consumption laws, especially the stampede. Tickets and attendance would
increase if they treated it like a “Vegas” after 7pm.
None
increased user satisfaction. Taxpayers being able to enjoy the places they have paid for.
It’s hard to come up with a benefit. Sure people will think it’s cool and perhaps enjoy relaxation
Increased sense of community. People would be able to come together and enjoy responsibly.
None
More enjoyment for hardworking adults of this beautiful city.
more use of parks, my son can finally enjhoy alcohjol under my supervusion
People may enjoy going out more.

None. There are plenty of places where liquor can be consumed
By allowing liquor consumption in park picnic sites, we would be empowring our citizens to
responsibly enjoy fine beverages in the beauty of the outdoors. I suspect picnic site usage would
increase, as would citizen engagement in green spaces.
None. Noone takes taxis home from a picnic at the park! I don't want to have to worry about my kids
in a park being exposed to alcohol or drunken people.
Better community use of City Parks. More people out enjoying warm days with cold beer at the
parks.
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Those who would “take advantage” of legal drinking in parks are already illegally drinking in parks.
Legalizing it would just make it (legally) possible for the majority of people to enjoy a casual and
responsible drink on a nice day outside.
1. I like drinking outside home. 2. I hate when policeman pointed out to me that I have no right
drinking wherever I want
Increased recreational benefits, well being and happiness in summer months.
Not criminalizing something that should be legal and is legal elsewhere.
Drinking with food is civilized - normalise responsible drinking and maybe people will be less likely to
binge in secret.
Citizens can enjoy a beverage during a summer picnic.
Could be great to celebrate or just enjoy responsiblely
It makes Calgary into a more civilized culture, where people are treated as adults and given the
opportunity to demonstrate they can behave properly rather than being subject to patronizing laws
that imply lack of trust in people.
Increase in large gatherings (weddings, family bbqs etc.)
Experiencing Calgary's parks instead of a pub.
No benefits more reckless behaviours
Treating adults like adults is always a good choice. 99% of us are responsible and would love to
have a beverage with a picnic.
You are likely to see more folks using the parks
Possibly an increase in family bbq's and more people that would stay in the back yard to have a bbq
actually leaving their house.
The fact that we can’t have a glass of wine or a cold beer with our picnic has always been a major
setback. Allowing alcohol is only going to increase people’s use and enjoyment of our many great
parks and I applaud that we are finally taking these steps.
HAving a meal is a social activity and partaking in a meal with family and friends, including with a
glass of wine or a beer, is not a crime. If people do not agree they have the choice to not drink
alcohol or stay at home.
None
More social atmosphere, a better society. Parents can demonstrate responsible alcohol use and
have open discussions about it.
Alcohol poses no threat if taken responsibly. Bet on good education instead.
None
None.
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none
People should be free to do what they want in a public space as long as they don't harm others.
potential of more park usage, however, it may cause more infractions in the parks.
none
People are already doing, mostly in a respectful way. Why not make it legal and have perameters
around it.
Increased use of our great park facilities. Get to know our neighbours. Promote local craft breweries.
Increased enjoyment of picnics
None.
For enjoyment
More bottles to pick up when they leave.
As more people live in condos and small residences liquor in parks would allow residents to enjoy
City facilities with family and friends.
Current ban is unnecessary. If persons wish to consume alcohol in public parks, they have already
found a way to do so.

Liquor is just a beverage and responsible adults should be able to enjoy that beverage when they
are "in public"
No benefits in having liquor in public space.
It is nice to have a class of wine at a picnic, or at Shakespeare by the Bow. Most of the world allows
open consumption of liquor.
I can't think of any
Encourage more use of the spaces.
It is already happening, folks just have to go to lengths to hide a beer versus drinking pop. Why use
efforts on enforcement when those resources could be allocated elsewhere.
Attract more visitors to park picnic sites. Many of my friends do no use picnic sites and BBQ at home
instead due to the liquor ban.
To be able to pack a nice bottle of wine in my picnic basket when going to the park or having a get
together with a group of friends of family.
More social events. Gets people to the park and out of the bars
None
I can enjoy a glass of wine with my wife in a beautiful park that we, as Calgary taxpayers, pay to
maintain. It would increase the use and enjoyment of these parks
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I would hope to see parks used by more people, resulting in more support and development of
outdoor use areas around the city. It may also be a way for Calgarians to enjoy and support other
local business, like breweries.
freedom
People are already consuming liquor in parks and the majority of people doing so in a respectful
manner.
none
People no longer hiding liquor so it’s obvious to officers. It’s no different than going to a festival or
bar.Social benefits. Economic benefits. Increased site use
Increased use of responsible picnic ground use
Its generally enjoyable to do so
Being able to consume liquor at park picnic sites
more families and friend-gathering will use picnic areas
who doesnt love a cold beer on a hot sunny day
Increased sense of community, and it promotes a better alcohol culture, like in europe, where they
have less trouble when kids start drinking, partly due to the fact that drinking culture is more open
and seen less as a form of rebellion.
MORE PEOPLE USING THE PARKS IF YOUR ABLE TO HAVE A GLASS A WINE OR BEER
WITH YOUR PICNIC.
Your just having a good time and enjoying nature.
People would no longer have to hide the fact that they are consuming liquor at park picnic sites. It is
happening and has been happening for a long time.
People will go to parks to have picnics and bbqs more often because alcohol is allowed.
To be able to enjoy celebratory drinks while enjoying our limited pleasant weather
None-very bad idea
I see no benefits whatsoever
More use of parks for family gatherings.
Would be nice to be able to enjoy a drink while at an outdoor picnic
People not hiding it and leaving cans
It would be nice to enjoy a beer while relaxing in the outdoors.
More social, can try new friend events together.
More people may use them rather than going to a restaurant
freedom of citizens
It’s already happening surreptitiously. Get it out in the open.
If it’s wine or beer it would be nice for a meal at the park.
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Transparency rather than hiding liqour consumption.
yes, friends and family all enjoy some alcohol during gatherings. It would be nice to not be limited to
home or private property. We would go out to the park spaces more for dinners/lunch/picnics/bbqs.
Current van unduly restrictive. Most are law abiding and responsible. Increase ability for diverse
functions at parks and use of green space. People drink at them now, so it would decrease tickets
and infractions for responsible users.
None
Added enjoyment of picnics in public, for people who may not have access to yard space, but
sacrifice because they can’t have any liquor. Removal of negative stigma around public consumption
of alcohol.
Freedom
It's happening anyway, this way regulations can be made around it.
I think stay at home for this kind of event.
People do it anyway, for one. I just think people should be allowed to have a few drinks when getting
together, there should be as little regulation as possible.
None.
None
Or would bring us more in line with the rest of the world. A few drinks in a park won't hurt anyway.
The people who would cause trouble will drink whether it's legal or not.
No
None
There are none
People would go to picnics who otherwise wouldn’t. More relaxed rules during celebrations (Canada
day. Stampede etc). It would improve Calgary’s perception for young adults who view it as being a
bland, boring and commuter city for settling down.
None
Most people using the parks because you can now pack a picnic and enjoy a bottle of wine.
We don't see any potential benefits of being able to consume liquor at park picnic sites.
Many celebrations and social gatherings include wine and beer - it would be great to have those
special gatherings outdoors with park space and amenities. When travelling in Europe we could
enjoy wine with a picnic and it was very civilized.
Better lifestyle. More European style balance to live
Because a picnic would be more enjoyable with a glass of wine/beer/what have you
Takes away stigma of drinking and more enjoyment and utilization of the parks.
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Having a drink has become socially acceptable and it’s how many people choose to relax. It will
make park visits more attractive to those thatPrefer to drink.
I don't see any benefit.
None
People can have fun and utilize parks more
Liquor in parks has worked in other cities around the world. This could attract new tourism,
economic development, and improve community spirit in Calgary
Increase use of outdoor space. Responsible drinking
none
Liquor is consumed for an array of reasons one of my main being celebratory. I would be happy to
celebrate with loved ones in an atmosphere which I can speak and be heard that is not restricted to
a home. I like other 18+ Calgaryians am an adult.
Because a cold alcoholic drink at a community bbq is just lovely.
Decriminialize those who enjoy responsibly. Public intoxication is already a crime.
We have to trust people to be responsible. When they are not - they do these things anyway. And
when we are - we not miss out on being able to enjoy as we do in so many other great cities around
the world
ZERO BENEFIT
for a good time
No, liquor should not be allowed
People might be more willing to assemble in public spaces and bring a bigger sense of community.
In Europe it was common to allow alcohol in parks and locals as well as visitors would sit and enjoy
the outdoors together. It made it seem more vibrant.
Allowing alcohol in parks will enrich the everyday lives of Calgarians! I’d love to be able to bring a
bottle of wine along with me on a picnic to share with friends. It is also a way for lower income folks
like myself to have a drink with friends w/o bar
Potential benefits are subjective based on personal preference.
Some people will have drinks with their picnics.
It is likely that some are already consuming alcohol in parks and if the bylaws allowed it would save
the resources currently needed to enforce the no drinking rules. I believe most people will be
responsible so the resources can be used to enforce abuse.
Greater enjoyment of our picnic sites and less work for bylaw to enforce.
No response here should send a clear message about the "potential benefits".
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Frankly I don't see any particular benefits...
allows ppl to socialize with a drink , europe is fond of this and it works for them.
Laws against public consumption don't prevent public consumption. Instead of doing it sneakily and
hiding cans and debris around the park, making it legal could be used as an opportunity to make
people more accountable for clean-up
Boost for local brewerys and alcoholic beverage companies that sell single units of consumption
I makes everything better
It will be more inclusive for those who wish to imbibe
No benefit at all
People who already really want to consume alcohol at a picnic site will--they'll just do it discreetly. I
think permitting legal consumption of liquor will encourage a more positive culture of acceptance and
harms reduction vs. shaming/hiding.
Not having to go to another place to have a drink, and just enjoy being outside at the park.
Greater use of parks. I don't think the current bylaws have prevented anyone from drinking (mostly
responsibly) in parks anyway. Maybe being permitted to drink at a picnic site would stop rafters from
tossing beer cans and bottles in the river
NONE
I would love to have some with my friends in a hot day, but I know my limits - unfortunately not
everybody do.
Potential to have park spaces appeal to a wider group of people, and allow adults to show that it can
be enjoyed responsibly.
There is a lesser need to monitor drinking in parks (which is already happening) and more of a
focus/police presence where it is lacking.
For those without a backyard, it's a great place to be outside. Bring more people out of their private
backyards and into the public to interact with other humans.
It would be enjoyable to be able to consume a small quantity of alcohol while visiting our parks,
either with or without friends.
More casual atmosphere, people already consume liquor at park sites and will continue to do so
regardless, it's fun.
Most people will respectfully enjoy a beverage in a public park
Liquor is just one of the many drinks that people like to consume while eating. There shouldn't be a
ban.
More people utilizing and enjoying public space.
Nice beer on a hot day in the park. Sounds glorious
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Getting people outside and experienceing the amazing parks system we have in Calgary. Also being
allowed to have a romantic dinner with a bottle of wine in a park sounds pretty delightful.
It’s way more civilized and aligns with the rest of the world to allow people to have alcoholic
beverages in a park.
I don't see a benefit. We already have many bars and restaurants that have outdoor patios to
consume liquor at if people want to demonstrate responsible drinking infront of their children and
infront of other's children.
I feel that Calgary should be more lenient with liquor and marijuana consumption in the city. There is
no problem with responsible consumption. Benefits include more use of picnic areas, calgarians
spending more time outdoors together.
Friendly conversation between two groups, resulting in life-long friendships. We are striving to be a
neighborhood city, a little booze definitely opens up boundaries.
None. More rowdyness. More disrespectful behaviour. More litter. And kess safe spaces. Alcohol
makes you inhibited and can make you delusional. Riley park became very different as of late. Cant
imagine what allowing alcohol would do to the assaults
More relaxed environment. People more likely to enjoy the area
NONE.. Marijuana is far less harmfull
None
none
It’s nice to live in a free country and enjoy, as a responsible adult, a glass of wine or beer with a
picnic.
Better social fabric. Better community (Calgary lacks this). More relaxed environment.
It’s nice to have drinks with a picnic like one might at home with friends and family
No potential benefits.
Being able to enjoy the day as you’d like to. Nothing like a bbq with friend and family, playing games
and having a few drinks. Not out of control but pure enjoyment
I prefer to enjoy a park for the nature and fresh air, without the influence of liquor.
It would allow for more outdoor celebrations, like milestone birthdays, etc. It's also enjoyable in the
warm weather.
None, Absolutely none.
I dont see any benefits.
None.
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none, fact of the matter that alcohol can alter somebodys, perception and behavior though some will
say not all. it is unfortunate for those who can control themselves while intoxicated because of many.
plus the city is already burdened with DIU people.
People consuming responsibly would be able to enjoy a beer or glass of wine with their picnic to
relax? But I really don't know if that small benefit outweighs all the risks. Seems like it would be
harder to enforce not getting drunk.
Nothing. Anything processed have at least side effects in the human body. Have drinking water
readily avialable in the park.
There could be more people booking the sites
Encourages social interaction among family and friends. Promotes people to be outdoors in our
public parks. Prevents unnecessary drinking in public tickets.
No benefits!!
I suspect it already happens on a regular basis in parks. This would give consumers an open place
where their activities could be better monitored.
There is not benefits at all.
NONE!
Free to be responsible for your own actions. If other laws are broken by any individual then they
should be held accountable (public indecency, nudity, abuse)
Will get more people out using public spaces
Liquor is already being consumed at these locations. Having a plan in place would allow for better
enjoyment of the parks and having a strategy to address waste
None what so ever!!!!! There’s enough littering in parks as it is. Moreover, I don’t want young
children to be expose to potential disorder in stupid and violent behaviours which drinking can
evoke.
it may encourage use only at the picnic site - not everywhere in the park
drinking healthier fluids compared to sugary fluids. being able to enjoy with family and friends.
I don't see why there'd be a problem doing it, I'd enjoy a cold glass of beer or wine while spending
time at a local park in Calgary. It may provide an enhanced user experience.
It would eliminate the folks sneaking liquor in already.
More use of the Parks.
More use of the Parks.
higher park use, less stigma regarding liqour consumption. A more liberal europian attitude should
be adopted towards liqour consumption
More people using the parks!
I think some benefits are that it’s cheaper, I can bring my pets, it’s something different than sitting at
a bar, I can get my tan on, cops can find actual crimes to ticket
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if a person wanted to havea single6 ounzegalss ofwine with dinnerbe one thing but we already have
problems in Parks with alchohol abuse unless you plan to bring in security to monitor all of this for
safety and no additional cost to the citizens I am in.
if people are responsible, and don't over indulge, then i'm ok with it. But once the consumers
become rowdy. vulgar language...then i see an issue
Would eliminate people hiding it, would be great for festive activities/events
More picnic sites will be booked
None.
We live in a "free country". Let people be free. Its only some beer or wine in a park.
Enjoyment
Relaxed outdoor environments are chill and wonderful ways to share a few drinks with community. I
think this would mean more people would enjoy our parks!
More people would use the picnic sites and more variety in the events that people can hold there.
Greater use of our parks, greater social cohesion, getting to know neighbours, block parties, greater
cultural awareness... basically the major benefits will be social which means a better connected city!
Freedom
Don’t prefer consumption of liquor at picnic sites
Makes the experience more enjoyable. We consume anyway, frankly, and do not turn into twoheaded, drunken, child corrupting monsters.
Enjoyable to have ONE drink while having a picnic
People already do, so the main potential benefit is that they wouldn't ahve to hide it, and we could all
eliminate the burden on our imagination where we all pretend it's not happening right now.
more engagement in the city, more people enjoying the beautiful parks Calgary has to offer.
Increased usage of parks, as they won't have the potential to exclude those who would prefer an
alcoholic beverage with a meal/while socializing.
More enjoyable picnic, no harm to anyone else.
Freedom
I don't see any benefits at all. I drink socially but don't feel I am missing anything if I can't drink in a
park.
I don't see any benefits at all. I drink socially but don't feel I am missing anything if I can't drink in a
park.
don't see any benefits
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No benefits.
Potentially greater attendance
I don't see any potential benefits being able to consume liquor at park picnic sites.
People would be encouraged to go out and enjoy city parks rather than feel restricted to their back
yards if they want to have a couple beer or glasses of wine.
People are doing this anyway, we might as well let them relax and be open about it.
to be able to socially enjoy a drink outdoor
More enjoyment for all people who want to consume.
Full enjoyment of the parks with my family and friends.
No
It's nice to enjoy a drink in the park
More people use outdoor park space
As someone who has travelled internationally, I can attest to the fact that liquour in public spaces
can improve the vibrancy of our parks. It encourages more people to use the parks.
Enjoying a cold beer on a nice day.
It can contribute to a more relaxed social environment outdoors . Especially for large public events
such as the Calgary Folk Festival - should be a fully licensed event as long as those who are there
are consuming responsibly.
To increase the social aspects of the city, instead of Calgarians hiding in their backyards. Also a
way to support small local breweries, cideries, distilleries etc.
No benefit.
This is something that is typically allowed in most developed countries around the world.
It's an extra stimulus for people to do more outdoor events around the city, to socialize.
beer and bbq go together! Every civilized country beer is allowed in public
There is no reason why it shouldn't be allowed
None
Because consuming liquor is common practice in the public spaces of any large, progressive urban
center on the planet. Calgary needs to get in line with this.
You have got to be kidding. absolutly no benifits
Less binge drinking
Really great interesting pop up parks where local Craft beer and art is marketed. Look at Czech
republic outdoor markets, we need to stop being such a nanny state and give people the freedom to
have a better quality of life.
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Cost savings on enforcement
no benefited. drink at home
More social, less restriction
No benefits..
There are no benefits to this.
There are no benefits..
No benefits to this at all.
People will be more relaxed. There will be less of a stigma around alcohol where it’s more accepted
but less abused, like in France
None..
No benefits, only downside
There should be no liquor consumption allowed
None..
There are no benefits..
There should be no liquor consumption allowed in a park.
There are no benefits to this.
There are no benefits to this...
No benefits to this at all.
Increased bail revenue from arrests attributed to the drunken driving and disorderly conducts.
Greater enjoyment of our parks and more compatibility with long established cultural and societal
norms in many other countries. Also, making alcohol less of a "forbidden fruit" means less
temptation for young people to binge drink.
People have a public place to meet and interact with friends drinking a beer. The parks will be more
frequented by people!
Hiding booze makes it more appealing
I see no potential benefits. I would love to believe that very few people would drink to excess at
picnic sites, however, based on previous experiences, that is not the case. When liquor is allowed
there will be people who drink to excess.
There would not be any benefits. Allowing liquor consumption will increase disorderly behaviour,
negatively impact others, and discourage those people not wanting to be around liquor consumption
from using city parks.
People who want to drink in parks will drink in parks already. Don’t create rules that can’t be or are a
waste of time to enforce.
None. The drinkers might think it's more fun but at the expense of all other users.
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Being able to have a birthday party/ bbq with friends and family in an environment that supports a
larger group without having to rent an expensive facility
None
None
None
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